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PREFACE

With the highest praise to Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'ala and with
Darood and Salaam to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, these few
pages are being presented to our readers to bring out the virtues of
Sadaqaat (spending for the cause of Allah). As mentioned in the preface to
my booklet on Fazail-e-Hltij, my late uncle Maulana Muhammad nyas
Rahmatullah alaihe was deeply interested in the publication of a book on
this subject and, in the last days of his life, he repeatedly urged me to Write

.,one. So much so that, once while standing for Asr Salaat when 'Takbeer'
was being called, he leaned forward from the row and said to this humble
author, "Do not forget that book". In those days of his illness, Maulana did
not lead Salaatj he joined the Jama'at.

Despite all that urgency and insistence from him, the delay on my part
continued, resulting in repeated postponements. Fortu-nately, in Shawwal

~ .1366 AH. my stay in Nizamuddin was prolong-ed,as mentioned in the
preface to Fazail-e-Hltijj and there seemed no likelihood of my return to
Saharanpur even after the completion of that book. So, at long last, a start
on this book was made on Saturday, the 24th of Shawwal, 1366 AH. May
Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'ala help me to accomplish this work, by showering
His bounties and blessings upon me, which have always been bestowed
upon me both in worldly and religious matters, in growing profusion,
despite my own incapability! May Allah bring it to a completion acceptable
to Him! "'.".1 :''11\ ....~~ ?-f'., .·I't.r , .••• "" ............

.b~\-t..J~ ,. ~~I.I 1\ ;~~'""'
• -'" "'" .'" ".. " ..... /~••~ !!.-'

"And I seek aid from none except Allah; in Him I trust and to Him
alone, I tum for help".

I intend to divide this book into seven Chapters, viz:-

1. Virtues and rewards of spending for the cause ofAllah.
2. Condemnation of miserliness.
3. Being particular about obligations towards one's relations.
4. Zakaat as an obligation.
5. Punishments for failure to pay Zakaat.
6. Virtues of asceticism, contentment and avoidance of begging.
7. Stories of pious personages who spent generously for the

cause of Allah Ta'ala;

Muhammad Zakariyya Kandhalvi.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE TO TIlE TRANSLATION

Some important points regarding the format of this translation
may be noted. In the first place, the phrases, "Sallallaho alaihe Wasallam'
"Radiallaho anho, "Rahmatullah alaihe, " etc., have been printed in italics
and given repeatedly, partly to earn reward for the readers and partly to
educate them in their proper use.

2. Secondly, with regard to the translations of the Qqranic Ayaat
and the Ahadith, it is the beauty and Barakah of the Qur'an that their
Arabic is so amnable to translation and is accessible to readers in their own .
language. The Holy Qur'an has been translated into many languages, but it ~
is not always easy to convey the precise spirit of the original, especially in a
"word-for-word"translation. Many standard translations of the Qur'an by
various scholars exist in English, whose authors have done their best to
translate as faithfully as was possible for them, yet it is never the last word.
In this book, the translation adopted is the classical one of Mohammad
Marmaduke Picthall, with very occasional modification.

3. The translations of the particular leading Quranic Ayaat and
Ahadith"forming the main theme of an individual article or sub-section of
the book, have been given in Bold Face beneath the original Arabic text,
which serves to clear any ambiguity that may remain in the reader's mind
after reading the translation. The translations of supporting Ayaat that
occur in the course of the text and the explanatory examples introduced by
the author (M.M. Zakariyyah RahmatuUah alaihe are given in italics, so as
to differentiate these from the main theme given at the beginning of each
article/sub.section.

4. As no standard English translation of the Ahadith is readily
available, an attempt has been made to bring out their meanings through a
relatively free (rather than "word·for- "ord") translation. Any remaining
ambiguities may please be communicated to the publishers, for correction
or improvement in future.

5. Certain Arabic words will be found transliterated into the
English text, in 'order to introduce certain basic Islamic terms and concepts
into the English language, which does not really poSsess exact equivalents
for these. In many cases, the approximate English translation is also given
alongside. Hopefully, this may help ~ fix. the ideas better in the minds of
the English-speaking readers, to whom this book is addressed. In the
Transliteration, the Arabic letter C,,) is indicated by (') and the vowel(.... )
by ('). '
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I
CHAPTER ONE

VIRTUES AND REWARDS OF SPENDING FOR THE
CAUSE OF ALLAH

The Holy Qur'an and the Ahadith of Rasulullah Sallallaho alai
he wasallam, the greatest of mankind, contain so -many ex:hortations
to giveaway Sadaqah that, after going through them, one cannot.but
conclude that money is not to be held back at all and that it is meant
only for spending for the cause of Allah. The commandments and
instructions on this subject are so numero'T~ that it- is difficult to
collect even a tenth of them. In my usual WI1Y, I am quoting below,
by way of example, a few Ayaat of the Holy Qur'an and some"
Ahadith with their translation.

Sec (a)
AYAAT

.: -"",L:::!;{/"/~1Ql\/~~~/ ~I /M. '~/':11 ~ /'':'''1'' ,y~ CD-
-- ~,)~-' I:).T~ :." ~l:l",/,"~~~IO~~..1A I
..It ""J"._JJ~ ,,;~' 9, .1

O~tt§-*")V~~~J:tlt:;~~\t;~~~~~~6~

O /:-'Jl~"'(\-".J'I'~;(,'~/-' t.:." "' .. \\~"I,:j(-'\
~I.AN ..M~-'!J~:'~lS.u~~-,

1. (The Glorious Qur'an) In it there is guidance for
those who fear Allah and believe in things Ilot visi·
ble; they establish Salaat and spend from what We
have bestowed on them; and they believe in what
has been sent down to you and sent down before you;
and they are certain of the Akhirah. They depend on
the guidance from their Lord; they are the success
ful. (a~-&qarah:2 - 5)

Note: These Ayaat contain several subjects, all of which need
close consideration:-

(a) The Qur'an is a guidance to those who fear Allah Ta'ala
Shanohu. Obviously, the one who does not fear his Lord, nor con·
siders the Lord as his Master, and the one who does not know his
Creator, cannot see the path indicated by the Gloriolls Qur'an. He
alone can see the path who has the capability of seeing. Similarly, a
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person whose heart is devOid of the fear of AIJah has no regard for
His commandments.

(b) 'To establish SaJaat' is to perlbrm it with full concentration,
following the prc.scribed manner and fn!/jD;ng the Dll' I xy con
ditions. These have been fully dealt with in IlJY booklet on the
'Virtues of SaJaat,' wherein I have quoted a saying of Ibne Abhas
Rodhiallaho anho to the effect that: 'The establishment of SaJaat'
depends on correct performance ofRuku' and Se,jdah, whole-bearted
concentration and h~ towards Allah. A£cording to Qatadsh
.Rahmatullah aUJihe, perfection in SaJaat can be aehieved by observ
ing it at its proper time, by proper 'Wudhu' (ablution), and by
'Ruku' and '8lIjdah' in the proper way.

(e) The highest achievement of man is to attain 'Falaab'. The
term Falaab implies success and happiness, both "in Sfiritual and
worldly affairs.

lmaam Raghib Rahmatullah aUJihe has wriUen that 'Falaab' in
the worldly sense means attainment of excellence in certain aspects ~
of worldly life, in respect 01 laSting satisfaction, contentment and
honour. 'Falaab' in the life 01 Akhirah consists in four thingB:

1. Eternal life.
2. Riches that have no shadow ofJ'Overty.
3. Honour with notraee 01 disgrace.
4. Knowledge with no taint 01 ignorance.

In the case of absolute 'Falaab', success is implied in its highest
degree, both in spiritlJaJ and material life.

2. It is not righteousness that you turn your faces to the
East or West; but the righteous Is he who beUeves in
Allah and the Last Day and the ADgeJs, and the Scri·
pture and the Ambiya and gives his wealth for the
love ofHim to .kinsfoJk and to orphans and the deBtl·
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tute and the wayfarer and to those who ask (in need)
and to set slaves free; an~ observes Salaat properly;
and pays Zakaat. (These are worthwhile attain
ments). {al-Baqarah: 177'

(The Ayat mentions a few more qualities of the righteous and in
conclusion, asserts. "Such are they who are truly sincere. Such are
the people who fear Allah").

Note: Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe says that the Jews used to
turn their faces to the West while offering their prayers and the
Christians faced the East; so this Ayat was sent down concerning
their practice. Several other Ulama have expressed the same opinion
(Durre Manthur). Imaam Jassaas &hmatullah alaihe has said that
this Ayat was sent down to refute the objections of the Jews and the
Christians agaiust the change of ''1iblah' i.e. from Bait-ul-Muqaddas
to !{a'bah, Allah Suhhanahu wa Ta'ala has, in this Ayat stressed the
fact that virtue lies in obedience to Allah Ta'ala, withoui which the
turning to the Eas~, or West is meaningless (Ahkamul-Qur'an).
Spending for the cauSe of Allah means that, in all cases, money must
be spent only to seek the pleasure and love of Allah, and not for
getting name and fame for one-self, in which case the spending will
not count as an act of.virtue. It will rather become a sin instead of
being a virtue. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that
Haq Ta'ala Shanohu does not look at your faces and your wealth
(how much spent). He, rather, looks at your deeds and Y9ur hearts
(the motives behind your deeds). (Mishkaat). Another~adith re
ports Rasulunah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying, "The thing I
fear most for you (the Ummah) is the minor 'Shirk'. On being asked
what the minor 'Shirk' was, he replied, "To do something for the
sake of show". Repeated warnings have been given in the Ahadith
against spending for the sake of displaying one's generosity.

The translation given above indicates that spending of money
should be motivated by love for Allah. Some Ulama have interpreted
the Ayat as follows:

Spending of money should be accompanied by a feeling of love
for spending i.e. one should be delighted to give away things as
Sadaqah, should have no second thoughts, :lor regret having spent
bloney, nor fear from want, nor blame oneself for. spending it lavi
shly (Ahkamul Qur'an). Many other Ulama have given a different
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interpretation. They say that the Ayat refers to spending.for the
cause of Allah while one still needs and loves money. A Hadith says
that someone asked RasuluDah Sallallaho alaiM WCl8allam, "What is
meant by spending money while· one loves it; for everybody loves
money?" Rasulullah Sallallaho alai~. U148allam. replied, "It means
that you should spend money while you.are ~llSciQus of your own
needs, fear from want and needblea&~clJ~'ab1dlest you should
need itata time during thelong,.~of'f~1ifelyingahead".

Another~th saystbatthe,~~'.~~.is to spend at the
time.whttn you are in Iood heattb,hopl*ll~live long. Do not go on
postponing &daqah till you .find, 1oul8.eIt0nctbe death-bed, with
little.Qrno hope 'of survival, atwhi~j~you fuay begin to give
awayyout wealth saying, 'So muchtqsO-and-tICHmd so much for
such and such cause, though it DOW be1onj8tQ your heirs. (Durre
Mqnthur): When the hope for. life vanishes, feeling· for personal
needs is no longer there and, With the· appteh~nsion of all the
property going. to your heirs,. you begin to ,distIjbute· it among
Maldids and Madrasahs! .

So long as the feeling ofone's own neediness was uppermost, the
will to give as Sadaqah was absent. Therefore, the· 'Shariah' bas ..
ordered that such last-moment directions for gi\'ing things in
Sadaqah or to non-heirs should'be limited to a maxiDlumof one
third of the total property. Thus if the total property has been given
away at the time of death, only one third of it can be validly~
off ~rding to such a 'Will' of the deceased. The above Ayat
specifically emphasizes spending on the orphans and the destitute
while Zakaat has been mentioned separately, at the end of the Ayat.

This shows that spending on the things specified therein has to
be done from the property left with a person after payment of
Zakaat. This point will be explained later under Hadith No.1.

3. Spend your wealth for the cause of Allah, and make
not your hands contribute to your destruction; and
do good. LuI Allah loves those who are beneficent.
(al-Baqarah: 195)

Note: According to Huzaifah Radhiallaho anho, the command
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"Do not centribute to your own destruction'; means glVlng up
sadaqa)i. for fear of becoming poor. Ibne-Abbas Radhiallaho anho
has sffid; "TogeflcilletUn the path ofAllah, is not ruining oneself: in
fact, ruination Ues'iJi\Vjthholding the expenditure on sadaqah".
Dhahha$k Biii Jubajr'ltdhmatu.llahalaihe has said that the Ansaar
used to speridiri,th~,p"lith.bfAllah and also give things in Sadaqah.
Once,in ay~r oUam'he, they changed their minds and stopped this
noble practice." On that ~ion this Ayat was revealed. Aslam
RahmatulliJ.haiaihe..has said that he was one of those who parti
cipated ihthe battle or Constantinople. A large force of the enemy
advanced to oppose them. A man from their side rushed alone into
the enemy lines. Upon this, some of the Muslims started shouting
that the man had blindly invited his ruination and they recited this
particular Ayat in support of their contention. Abu Ayyub Ansaari
Radhiallaho anho, who was also in the field, got up and said that the
action of that man was not self.ruination at all; he said that the Ayat
of the Qur'anbeing quoted by soine people referred to the Ansaar.
He explained that Ansaar quietly-took a decision among themselves
that the time had come for them to engage themselves in improving
their lands and farms, etc; in the belief that, by the grace of Allah
Ta'ala, Islam by then had become predominant and many people be
sides the Ansaar had joined the ranks of its supporters and helpers
and, so the Ansaar could turn to their fields, plantations, etc, which
were in r11in due to neglect and lack of care. At that juncture, the
Ayat in question was revealed ·in order to admonish them that it
would be self-ruination if the Ansaar gave up Jehaad for the sake of
improving their properties. (Durre Manthur).

4. (People)ask you what they.should spend (as Sadaqah).
"Tell (them) what they can spare". (i.e. what is in
excess of their requirements). (al-Baqarah: 219)

Note: Wealth is meant to be spent; whatever is left over, after
meeting personal requirements, should be spent as Sadaqah. Ibne
Abbas Raclhiallaho anho has said t}.at, after meeting the require
ments of one's family the balance becomes ( .;i£ ) 'Afv' which means
that it is to be spent as Sadaqah.Abu Umamah .Radhiallaho anho
has repOlted Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying, "0
men,givl;l what you can spare for charity, this is good for you; if you
hold it blick, it willbe bad for you. You are not to blame l';~r keeping
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back just enough for your own requirements; begin by spending on
those who are dependant on you. The upper hand (which gives) is
better than the lower hand (which is stretched out for accepting
alms)". Ataa Rahmatullah alaihe is quoted as having said that 'Afv'
means wealth in excess of actual needs. (Durre ManthurJ. Abu
Sae'ed Khudri Radhiallaho anho has said that once Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe Wasallam said that when a person has. an extra
conveyance he should give it to someone who has none, and whoever
has provision in excess should give the excess to those who do not
have any. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said this so
emphatically that we thought no one would have any right over his
own property in excess of his actual needs. (Abu DawoodJ. In fact the
highest virtue lies only in giving away everything that is over and
above one's legitimate requirements; nothing is to be hoarded.
Certain Ulama have said that (~.) 'Afv' means "What is
convenient"; one should spend as Sadaqah what can be spared with
convenience and ease, so that no hardship or distress is caused to
oneself afterwards. Also that no dependant should be deprived of his
or her legitimate rights (which isa reSponsibility of the spender),
due to which the latter may get into. trquble on the Day of Judg
ment. It is narrated that Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho said, "Some
people used to give so much Sadaqah that nothing would be left with
themselves, even for eating, and they would·be compelled to look for
Sadaqah from others. Itwas for this reason that the above Ayat was
revealed". Abu Saeed Khudri Radhiallaho anho has said that Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe WCl$allam, seeing the very poor condition of a
person just arrived in the Masjid, asked the peopJe to give him
clothes as Sadaqah. Plenty of these were contributed; Rasulullah
Sallallaho aiaihe wasallam gave twogarJl\en~ ollt of these to the
poor man. Later, once again RasulullP$allallahoalaihe.wasallam
persuaded people to donate as Sadaqah. That· j:;oor man also gave
one garment out of his two, whereupOn Rasulullah Stillallaho alaihe
wasallamshowed his displeasure and retumedthe piece to him.
(Dum ManthurJ. The Glorious Qur'an does invite us to give in
charity, in spite of our own requirements, but this is for such people
who can do it cheerfully, because the importance of 'Akhirah' pre
vails over worldly requirements in their minds. This particular point
is dealt with in detail under Ayat given at serial No. 28.
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5. Who is it that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so
that He may give it increase manifold? (Do not fear

. poverty) Allah straitens and enlarges (your pro
vision), and to Him you will return. (al-Baqaralj.: 245)

Note: The act of spending for the cause of Allah has been inter
preted as advancing loan to Allah Ta'ala. which means that, just as
the return ofa loan is obligatory, the recompense and reward for
spending in cbariV is a certainV. That is why Sadaqah has been
termed as loan. Umar Radhiallaho anho has stated that giving a
loan to Allah Ta'ala means spending in chariV.lbne Mas'ood Radhi
allaho cmlw has said that, when the above Ayat was revealed, Abu
Dahdah Ansaari Radhiallaho anho came to Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam and submitted, "0 RasuJIullah, does Allah Jalla
Shanohu desire a loan from us?" Rasulullah SallallaOO alaihe
WCl8allam replied, "Certainly so". He then said, "Please give me your
hand" (for making a promise). RasuluJIah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam stretched out his band towards him and Abu Dahdah Radhi
allaho anho, taking it in his own hand as a gesture of a vow, said
that he was giving his garden to Allah Ta'ala asa loan. That garden
had six hundred date-palms and his wife and children were living in
it. Abu Dahdah Rodhiallaho anho went to the garden, called his wife
Umme Dahdah RmlhiDllaho anha and told her that they had to leave
the garden as it had been given away to their 'Lord' (Allah Ta'ala).
Another Hadith by Abu Hurairah RadhiallaOO anho says that
RasuluDah SaJlaIlaho alaihe wasqllam distributed that garden
among some orphans. Still another Hadith says that when the
sacred Ayat was revealed, saying:

·~U:;~~V~~

Whoever earned a single virtue would receive ten times the
reward for it,

Rasulullah &dIallaho alaihe WCl8allam made a Du'aa, "0, Allah!
compensate my 'Ummah' even more than that". As a result this Ayat
was revealed:-

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam again implored Allah for
a further increase. Thereupon the Ayat which has been explained at
serial No.7 below, was revealed.
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"Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wa.~allam again made supplication
saying, "0 Allah, increase the reward ofmy Ummah". Thereupon the
Ayat was revealed:

·G. J.... ~ "i"'l~!" !..\\tl'~
~~IJ":'~I.'-'!. ..

That whoever is steadfast will receive a full ,:turn, which will be
~oundless. (az-Zumar: 19).

Another Hadith says that an angel calls out, "Whoever offers a
loan today will receive a full compensation tomorrow". Another
Hadith says that Allah Jalla Shanohu proclaims,"O man, entrust
your treasures to me for safe custody; none of these will catch fire,
nor sink, nor be stolen; you will receive these back from Me at the
time when your need for them will be the greatest". (Durre ManthurJ

'" ~ .I': ~.~ ~." ~fl~ ?;i' . \.-; ,~j !(:; -:"'!~ ,..i;i;'i~t (~~ ~"i\ I""';'\f t';f'
;; ..,~ r-..- • ..;I~~ ~'t ~~ \"J, ~~.,r~~ ~ "" :.;r-- '-4.~ ~_ \J)

L<- ..... \.-:~ .-ttl,~"",·
-a..~~j~

6. 0 you who believe! Spend, out of what We have pro
vided for you before the Day comes when there
would be no bargaining, nor friendship, nor inter
cession (without Allah's permission). (al-Baqarah."254J

Note: It means that there shall be no selling or buying on that
Day to enable you to buy virtue!) from others, nor would there he
any friend to intercede or entreat on your beh8lf. In short, all means
of help from any source shall cease. If anything is to be done for that
Day,now is the time to do it and to sow the seed; that Day shall be
the day of harvest. Whatever is sown shall be reaped, whether it be
grain or flower, thorn or firewood! It is a matter for all to ponder and

• to examine what each one is sowing?

7. The likeness of those who spend their wealth in
Allah's way (for good deeds) is as the likeness of a
grain which grows seven ears. in every ear a hundred
grains. Allah gives manifold .increase to whom He
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wills. Allah is All-Embracing, and All-Knowing (He
knows the motive for which wealth is spent). (al
Baqarah: 261)

9

Note: Ahadith saythat there are six categories of deeds and four
categories of men. The six types of deeds include two that are
obligatory and two bring equal compensation, the· fi,fth one brings
ten times reward and the sixth may bring seven hundred times re
ward in return. The obligatory two are that, if a person dies without
comittingany 'Shirk' he shall go to 'Jannah' and if he is guilty of
'Shirk' he shall land himself in 'Jahannam'. Those atequalcompen
sationare; if a person intends to do a good deed but is unable to
accomplish it, he shall' receive a single virtue as a reward for making
the good intention. Similarly, if a person commits a sin, his punish
ment shall correspond to a single sin. When a person actually accom
plishes a single good deed, his reward shall be tenfold, whereas, if he
spends for the cause of Allah, his return shall be seven hundred '
times the value of the wealth spent.

,The four categories of men referred to are as follows:

1. The one who receives ample provisions in this life as well as
in the 'Akhirah'.

2. The one prosperous in this life but poor and miserable in the
'Akhirah'. '

3. The one who suffers hardships in this life but shall flourish
in the 'Akhirah'.

4. The one who is miserable in this life as well as in the
'Akhirah'. (Kanzul UmmalJ

~

His misery is due to poverty here, and his bad l,it#ds lead hin). to
sufferings in the 'Akhirah', so that both his lives are ruined. Abu
Hurairah Radihallaho anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam assaying that whoever gives in charity the equiyalenttoa
date that is a part of lawful possession and not unlawful; Allah
nourishes that date as you nourish your colt, to such an extent that
your provision grows up to the dimensions of a moutain. Haq Ta'ala
Shanohu accepts only pure and flawless things. Allah Ta'ala in·
creases the reward of this simple virtue to a size larger than that of
mount Uhad,which is the highest mountain near Madinah. This in
dicates that the reward for a single virtue would grow far beyond the'
seven hundretl times limit mentioned above. Another Hadith says
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that when the Ayat regarding the seven hundred times reward was
revealed, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam made a Du'aa for a
further increase ofthe rewlUd., upon which the Ayat given at No. 5
was revealed. (Bayan-al-Qur'an). This means that this particular
Ayat was sent down earlier than the one given at No.5. The subject
of another Hadith is contrary to the discussion given under Ayat
No.5

, '.1'\ ,,~ ~ ~...\~ ...~.... \!~':r"" ""I t"."". ~ . \,_\..~,- ., '.'\r'''' ......\ ,.,'t!. ..~, .....~.~ 'A'.
~.....-:- ~...;~ A\l-,:.,·.,"L.~~.lJ;.u\~4""·'" ~~-=t~ \Y

...... ,J..",..... ., , ..;l.;1:.{, tJ_ •~~,!cv' '~
G<.:>~joI{~~-' _ u"'.JJ,,-;~

8. Those who spend their wealth for the cause of Allah
and afterwards make no reproach or injury (in any
way) to follow that which they have spent, their
reward is with their Lord, and there shall no fear
come upon them, neither shall they grieve. (On the
Day ofJudgement). (al-Baqarah: 262)

Note: This great Ayat follows the previous one, and the whole
section (Ruku') deals with the same subject. It encourages us to
spend for the cause of Allah and warns against boasting of the favour"
done or teasing the beneficiary with taunts and insults, which means
treating him with contempt, or to look down upon him. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that certain people shall not
enter 'Jannah'. These include one who boasts of his generosity after
spending for the cause of Allah, the other who is disobedient to his
parents and the third who is a habitual drunkard, etc. (Durre
Manthur). Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has written in the
'Ihya' about the etiquettes of Sadaqah that it must not be destroyed
by 'Mann' (reproach) and 'Azaa' (injury). Some llama have ex
plained 'Mann' as boasting about it to the person to whom the
Sadaqah has been given and 'Azaa' as talking about it to others.
Other mama have said that 'Mann' is to demand free labour in
return for Sadaqah and 'Azaa' is taunting the beneficiary for
begging. Some others have said that 'Mann' is to show a feeling of
superiority over the receiver of alms, and 'Azaa' is to rebuke the poor
for begging. Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has said that
'Mann' is as follows:-

Having spent the money on the poor man, one would be con
scious of it as a favour shown to him. This very thought becomes the
source of all the evils mentioned above. In reality it is the poor who
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does favour to the rich, as their acceptance of Sadaqah absolves the
rich of their obligation to Allah Ta'ala and also because the poor
become a source of purification of the rich man's wealth, besides
saving him from the fire of 'Jahannam' to which he was destined, if
the ZakaatJhad remained unpaid. ahya). The famous Mohaddith
lmaam Sha'abi Rahmatullah alaihe has said that unless a rich per
son considers himself more in need of reward from Allah for his
Sadaqah than he thinks the poor person to be in need of his
Sadaqah, he has wasted his alms, which would be thrown back on
him·ahya-ul-Uloom). The Day of Judgement shall be a day of great
severity, sorrow and terror, as would be explained at the end of this
book. To be safe from these calamities on that day would t,e a great
privilege.

. ~ -_1;(,,·-:..11,>.'t'~r,'-: ~'( :r...q,j\I"!-~~"'r"."~-!. : 1..../A\iJ'.• !.~ -:: II\~:' ~
~~~'.I'J~""'#!J""W ~jI'~~\;I ...J ~ ......~ .l;)~ \::/

"",Ii' ': ... ~ ...I-v '1-I ...Io:t~t~"
dJif'(;)jJI~-'~'I;

9. Ifye publish your almsgiving, it is well, but ifye hide
it and give it to the poor, it will be better for you,
and will atone for some of your ill-deeds. Allah is in
formed 6f what you do. (al-Baqarah-271)

,," 0. .., ". ".1..... ~Jj1: iJ....."~",e t'~"'. \~L ;':t"'f ~ ~!.~~. '!1i
.;1-' io-tJv.:.r~~I~ 'a.d~.b~~~','l= ~......~ ~1:t.~1

.... ~"'" ~.j''''~1~ +.'.-:
~ \;I~~l-")" ~ u~

Those who spend their wealth by night an6 day, by
stealth and openly, verily their reward is with their
Lord, and there shall no fear come upon them neither
shall they grieve. (al-Baqarah: 274)

Note: In both the above Ayaat, the giving of· Sadaqah either
publicly or privately has been praised while, in many Ayaat of the
Qur'an and also in several Ahadith, an act committed for show or
hypocritically has been termed as a vice or 'Shirk'; in fact it nullifies
the reward and turns the act into a sin. However, it should first be
understood that 'show' has another sense as well. It may not. neces
sarily mean that every good deed done in public would amount to
'show'. Actually 'show' means that an act is done to display one's
own greatness or for the sake of publicity or honour or for being
called generous. A deed done purely for seeking the good-will and
pleasure of Allah Ta'ala, even publicly, for some good cause would
thus not be 'show' at alI. Still the best form of every act of charity,
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presumably, is thal done in secret, so as to eliminate all doubts of
show and publicity. Also it will prevent the poor from feeling hurnj;.
liated. Even though an open deed may not .be for show, the inevi
table fame may lead to self-conceit and priae for being generous.· It
may also result in harassment, as a large number Qf people may
start seeking his favour. His fame for being wealthy may bring him
to harm. He may have to pay taxes, his richesmaytempf the thieves
and breed ill-will in· the heart of the jeirlous. lmaam Ghazali
Rahmatullah alaihe has said that one keepsawayfrom publicity and
hypocrisy when alms are given in secret. It has also'been related that
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "The best charity is that
given by a person who is himself pressed for money and who gives
Sadaqah to a needy person quietly out of his own earnings; and
whoever talks about his charity is a seeker of publicity; and the one
who gives alms in public is a hyprocrite. In olden days, the truly
pious tried their utmost to remain unknown to the poor who re
ceived help from them. Some of them chose blind persons as reci
pients of their charity. Some would slip money into the pocket of a
sleeping person, some would give through others; so as' to remain
anonymous and save the poor from humiliation. However, Sadaqah
given for self-publicity means destroying a good deed, and getting a ' .
sin. Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has written, "Where publi
city is the aim, the deed becomes useless", the reason being that
obligatory Zakaat has been ordered to reduce the love of wealth.
Usually the love for status is stronger than the love for wealth. Both
will be the cause of ruination in the 'Akhirah'. MiserIinl:!ss wi'll
appear in the grave as a huge scorpion, while love of status and
hypocrisy will assail the dead man in the form of a python" (lhya-ul
Uloorn). According to,a. Hadith, it is enough for one's condemnation
if people point him 'out for worldly or religious fame. Ibrahim Bin
Adham Rahmatullah alaihe has said that when a person takes plea
sure in self-publicity, his dealings with Allah are not sincere. Ayoob
Sakhtiani Rahamtullah alaihe has said that a person true to Allah
would prefer to keep the whereabouts of his residence unknown to
people. (lhya-ul-Uloom)

OnceUmar Radhiallaho anho came to the Masjid-Nabavi and
found Ma'az Radhiallho anho sitting and crying by the ~ide of the
grave of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. He enquireawhy,he
was crying. Ma'az Radhiallaho anho replied that he had heard
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam saying that the smallest
hypocrisy amounts to 'Shil'k' and Allah loves those pious people who;
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live in unknown corners so that no one looks for them when they
liaV'e left a place and if they are in a crowd no one recognises them;
their hearts are the torches of gUidance and they keep away from all
dark and dirty spots. (lhya-ul-Uloom)

Although many Ayaat of the Qur'an and many A'tadith are
there to c(>ndemn show and hyprocrisy, nevertheleSlil; sometimes al'
open deed becomes a religious necessity. As for example, Sadaqah
from a small number o~persons may not be enough "to meet an im
portant religious requirement; in which case, the difficulty could be
solved through encouraging others by raising funds through open
charity. Fo' this veIY purpose, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaiJte wasal
lam has said that a man reciting the Holy Qur'an aloud is like one
giving Sadaaah in public, while"reading it in low tone is like giviIig
Sadaqah qw",..-y. (Mishkaat); Hence, the best mode of reading the
Qur'an depends on expediency; sometimes it may be better to read
aloud and at anoth.er"time in a low tone. Many Ulama have been
quoted as sayingthat the first" of the two Ayaat mentioned above
refers ro obligatory charity (Zakaat) as well as the optional one (Natl)
Sadaqah. The best way to give zalmat is to give publicly, as is the
requirement about all obligatoIY performances. This is for the

r purpose of encouraging others to fulfil the Divinely ordained
obligations and also for the sake of absolving oneself from the
possible blame of neglecting the payment of Zakaat. For the same
reason Salaat is to be performed publicly in congregation (Jama'at).

Hafi~ IbneH~ar Rabmatuallah alaihe t.,a·, said that Allama
Tabari Rahmatullah ¢qihe .and" others have "quoted a unanimous
opinion of the Ulama thCit the ol.>liga~IY Sadaqah (Zakaat) is better
given openly and the~atl'Sadaqah is better when given secretly.
Zain IbnulMunir Rahmatullah alaihe has said that-it all depends on
circumstances: if the ruler is known"to bfi! unjust, ~" property is
kept concealed, giving of Zakaat is better kept secret. In the same
way, if a person is being followed, any type of charity given by him
openly will be beneficial. rFathul Ban). Ibn Abbas Radhiallaho anho,
in his explanation of the above mentioned Ayaat,·has said that Allah
Ta'ala makes" the reward for Natl Sadaqah given secretly to excel
seventy times the reward for open Sadaqah. The reward for 'Fardh'
(obligatoIY) Sadaqah given openly however excels twenty five times
the reward for Sadaqah given secretly. Similarly, the same rule
applies to all other deeds of worship, obligatoIY or optional. (Durre
Manthur). lt implies that amongst all deeds,. the performance of
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obligatory ones is best if done in public rather than in secret,
because doing them secretly may bring the person concerned under
false accusations, of neglecting the relevant lbadat (worship) and
secondly, if such an accusation comes from persons connected with
him, the value and importance of that lbadat may leave their hearts.
Open performance is preferred· even in Natl Ibadat, if others are
thereby likely ,to follow the example. Ibne Umar &dhiallho anho
has reported Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying that a
virtuous deed done· secretly is better than the one done openly,
except when the latter is meant as a persuasion for others. Abu
Umamah &dhiallaho anho has said that when Abu Zarr &dhi
allaho anlw asked Ras~ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as to
which type of Sadaqah was best, the reply was, "Giving something
quietly to the poor". To make effort to help another, in spite of ones
own helplessness, is, however, bet""r. The'superiority of giving 'Natl'
Sadaqah secretly is the basic rule; if a religious exigency be in mind,
giving it publicly becomes better, but in the event the man should
not be heedless in allowing the baser self (Nafs) and Shaitan to
convince him that there is an exigency in giving openly, and thus
ruin his Sadaqah. He should rather determine carefully if there is
really an exigency in giving openly. Above all, he should avoid
.mentioning the Sadaqahgiven by him, because that too, would be
tantamount to giving openly. One Hadith says that a person per
forms a good deed ser'"etl) and it is recorded as such; later when he
talks about it to someone, it is changed from secret deed to an open
one, and if he keeps mentioning it to people, the same is recorded as
an act of hyprocrisy. (lhya-ul-Uloomj

Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam has said that seven
persons shall enjoy the shade of Allah Jalla Shanohu when the'"e
will be no other shade on the Day of Judgement:

(i) Ajust king (ruler);
(ii) Ayoung person who is nurtured in 'Thadat' of Allah Ta'ala;
(iii) A person whose heart is attached to the Masjid;
(iv) Two persons who :ove each other for the pleasure of Allah,

without any worldly motive, and they meet and separate in
that spirit;

(v) A man who, due to fear of Allah, refuses to go near a
respectable beautiful woman, sexually inclined towards
him, as also a woman who in a similar situation refuses to
meet a man;
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(vi) A person who gives Sadaqah so secretly that his left hand
does not know what the right hand gives away;

(vii) A person who cries when remembering Allah in solitude.

This particular Hadith mentions only seven persons; according
to an other Hadith some other people, besides these, will enjoy the
shade of the 'Arsh' (Allah Ta'a/a's throne) on that severe Day. The
mama have counted them as eighty two categories, which have been
recounted by the writer of 'It-haaf'. Many Ahadith relate Rasulullah
Sallallahoalaihe wasa/lam as saying, "Concealed Sadaqah causes
the wrath of Allah to wane". Saalim Ibne Abil Ja'ad Rahmatullah
alaihe has said that a woman was travelling alone with her infant
son when a wolf snatched it away from her hands. The woman was
running after the wolf when a beggar approached her and asked for
something. She had only a single loaf of bread, which she gave away
to the beggar. Thereafter, the wolf returned and left the baby with
his mother. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that
three persons are loved by Allah and He is displeased with three.
Those whom He loves are: the first is a person in a crowd of people
who, when a man approaches and begs for something from them
~ .
(among whom none is related to the beggar), moves away from the
crowd and gives the beggar something of which only Allah Ta'ala is
aware; the second is a person who is travell:ng with a group at night
and when sleep overtakes them and they call a halt, leave their
conveyances and go to sleep, he stands up instead of sleeping and
offers his Salaat with full humility; the third ill the person who,
when engaged in a battle against the Kaafirs, holds "is ground
bravely till he is killed (meets Shahadat) or is victoriOUb, while his
companions turn their back due to heavy pressure of the enemy. The
three with whom Allah Ta'a[a is displeased are; first, a person who
indulges in adultery even in his old age; second who is a beggar, and
still arrogant; and third, a rich man who is cruel This very Hadith is
recorded at Serial No.I5. One of the Ahadith quoted by Jabir Radhi
allaho anho says that once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
gave a sermon saying, "0 people repent of your misdeeds before
death overtakes you; be quick in seizing the opportunity of doing a
good deed lest you should lose th~ chance by getting busy in some
thing else; try to attain nearness to Allah Ta'ala by means of 'Zikr'
and by Sadaqah given openly as well as secretly; because due to this,
you Wlll receive your livelihood, Allah's help and remedy for
discomfiture".
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Another Hadith says that, on the Day of Judgement, every one
will be under the shade of one's Sadaqah, i.e. when the sun will be
very close overhead, on the day of 'Qiamah' every person will be
provided shade overhead according to the amount of his Sadaqah till
the reckoning is finished. The larger the Sadaqah, the larger will be
the shade. Another Hadith says that Sadaqah cools the heat of the
grave and every person will get a shade from his Sadaqah, on the
Day of Judgement. Many Ahadith have mentioned the point that
Sadaqah drives away many aftlictions. Due to their own misdeeds, .
the Muslims today are aftlicted with perils all over the world..
Obviously, the remedy lies in giving more Sadaqah. In the prevailing
conditions when one is likely to lose all one's property, all of a
sudden, the best way to protect it is to give maximum Sadaqah. That
part will be certainly saved and its blessing will drive away the
coming miSfortunes. But alas! In spite of seeing these conditions
with our own eyes, we do not seem to give charity to the extent that
the time demands. Another Hadith says, "Sadaqah closes sevent}
doors towards evil", while' still another one says that Sadaqah
removes Allah Ta'ala's anger and saves the giver from a bad death.
According toanuther Hadith, "Sadaqah increases the span of a man't
life and cures him of conceit and arrogance". Yet another Hadith
relates that Allah Ta'ala, in return for giving a morsel of bread or a"
handful of dates, or anything else that may satisfy a poor man's
need, shall grant entry into Jannah to three persons: (a) The owner
of the house who ordered the Sadaqah (b)The bouse-wife who cook
ed the bread, etc. (c) The servant who took it to the needy person.
After saying this much, Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam
remarked, "All praises are for Allah who has not forgotten even our
servants while giving His rewards". Once Rasulullah Sallallalw
alaihe wasallam asked the Sahabah, "Who is the strongest of men?"
They replied, "The one who gets the better of his opponent in a
contest". He said, "The strongest man is he who can control himself
when he is angry". He then asked, "Who is a barren person"? They
replied, "The one who is incapable of bearing offspring.". Rasulullah
Sallallalw alaihe wasallam said, "No, it is the one who has not sent a
child ahead of him to, the Hereafter". He then asked, "Who is a
dJstitute person?" They replied, "The one who has no property".
Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam said, "The destitute person,
and the utterly destitute, is he who possessed property but did not
send anything ahead of him" (for the Day when his need would be
the greatest but he would be empty-handed).
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Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho narrates that once Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Aishah.! Bargain your amnesty
from Allah Ta'ala. even though it be with a piece of a date; for I shall
not be able to help you against any demand from Allah Ta'ala; 0
Aishah, let not a beggar go away from you empty-handed; give him
something; even ifit be a goat's hoof'. (Durre Manthur).

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe says that, in the early days
of Islam; people used to consider it a bad day if no charity h~d been
given during it, and they gave alms every day, even though It was a
date or a piece of bread. For, they kept the Hadith of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wa8allam in view, which says, "Everybody will be
under the shade of his Sadaqah, on the Day of Resurrection". ([hya)

10. Allah has blighted usury and made alms-giving fmit·
ful. (al-Baqarah: 276) c

Note: We have already quoted many traditions allout the
fruitfulness of Sadaqah; these Ahadith say that the reward for
Sadaqah goes on increasing till it becomes as big as a mountain.

Those rewards will accrue in the Akhirah, but even in this .life
the Sadaqah causes one's income to grow. Ifa man gives away chari
ties, sincerely and plentifully, his income goes on increasing. Let
anyone try it, but sincerity is the condition; there must be rio inkling
of self-display or pride in spending. As regards usury, it is bound to
be a bad bargain in the Akhirah, while here, too, usury brings ruin
ation. Abdullah bin Mas'ood Radhiallaho anho narrates that Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wQ8allam once said, "Even though usury may
look productive, it leads to want and poverty in the end". Similarly
Ma'mar Rahmatullah alaihe says that usury tends to decrease one's
wealth in forty years.

Hazrat Dhahaak Radhiallaho anho says that although usury
increases in this world, it shall certainly lead to ruin in the
Hereafter. Abu Barzah Radhiallaho anho narrates that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe W08allam said, "A man just gives a piece in charity
and Allah Ta'ala grants it increase till it grows large in size like
MountUhad.
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11. (0 Mulsims!) You will not attain unto piety until you
spend of that which you love. (AIe-Imran-92)

Note: Anas Radhiallaho anho has said that among the Ansaars
Abu Talhah Radhiallaho anho possessed the largest number of date
palms. He had a garden called Beerhaa which he liked most. It was
situated just in front of Masjid Nabavi and Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam used to visit it often and drink from the sweet water
it contained. When the above mentioned Ayat was revealed, Abu
Talhah Radhiallaho anho came to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam and said, "Allah Jalla Shanohu has said:

~·!""~I'-!.··! ;" ... ~·II\."r~'."\
I:J~ "~~~, I]II:.IC)'

"You will never attain piety unless you spend of that which you
love". Among all my possessions I love the Beerhaa garden most; so I
give it in Sadaqah for Allah's sake, hoping to receive rewards and
blessings from Allah; 0 Rasulullah, "You can spend it as you desire".
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Well done! It is a very
profitable property. I deem it appropriate that you should distribute
it amongst your relatives". Abu Talhah Radhiallaho anho agreed and
gave the garden away to his cousins and other relatives. Another
Haditb says that Abu Talhah submitted, "0 Rasulullah, my garden
which is most valuable has been given awayein charity and, if I could,
I would not let anyone know my Sadaqah, but secrecy is not possible
in giving away a garden". Ibne Umar lladhiallaho anho says that,
when he learnt 'about this Ayat, he considered all his possessions
which Allah Ta'ala had given him, to decide which one was the dear
est to him. He saw tli~ his slave-girl Marjanah was the dearest to
him. So he set her free. He further said that if he wanted to benefit
the second time from her, he could have taken her as his wife after
her freedom, which was permissible and there would have been no
reduction in the reward for the Sadaqah. But, in that case it would
have looked like getting back what had been given away as Sadaqah,
so he gave her in marriage to his slave, Nafay. In another Hadith it
is said that Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho while praying happened to
recite the above Ayat and, while he was in the Salaat, set free one of
his slave"girls by a gesture. The noble Sahabah &dhiallaho anhum
had a perfect understanding of the importance of the sacred com
mands. of Haq Ta'ala Shanohu and His revered Rasul Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam and took an examplary initiative in obedience to the
orders given. They, in this regard. deserve to be followed. Indeed,
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they were the type who really deserved to be the companions (Saha
bah) of Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and his befitting
servants and followers.

Umar Radhiallaho anho wrote to Abu Moosa Ash'ari Radhi
allaho anho to purchase for him a slave-girl from among those who
came from Jaloola. The latter purchased one of the best and sent her
to Umar Radhaillaho anho, who beckoned her and recited the above
Ayat and set her free. Muhammad Ibne Munkadir Radhillaho anho
has said that when this glorious Ayat was revealed, Zaid Ibne
Harithah Radhiallaho anho had a horse which was the dearest thing
to him. He took the herse to Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam, and submitted :hat it was for charity. Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam accepted the horse and gave it away to Zaid's own
son Usamah Radhiallaho anho. Zaid Radhiallaho anho was some
what uneasy over the decision, thinking that the horse thus came
back to the family, but Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
explained and said, "Your Sadaqah has been accepted by Allah Jalla
Shanohu, which means that it has been well paid. Having received
.the horse for charity, it then depended on me to give it to your son or
anyone else, a relative or a stranger: You did not give it to your son,
which might have reflected as self-interest but you gave it to me to
do what I liked."

A certain person from the tribe of Bani Sulaim narrated that
Abu Zarr Ghifari Radhiallaho anho resided in the village of Rabza,
where he had his camels and an old man to look after them. A
tribesman (of Bani Sulaim) lived in the neighbourhood. He CllIJle to
Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho and requested permission to live With
him and offered himself for the help of the old man, so as to derive
moral benefit by being close to Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho and
receive the blessings of Allah Ta'ala through his company. Abu Zarr
Radhiallaho anho replied that only a person who would comply with
his orders could live as his companion. If the tribesman was fully
prepared for that condition, he had no objection to his stay. The man

. asked, 'What are those matters in which you demand obedience."
Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho said, "Whenever I order you to bring
something to be given away, you must choose the best of the
available things." The man agreed to do so and remained with Abu
~arr Radhiallaho anho for a period of time. Once Abu Zarr Radhi-
'laho anho learnt that some people living across the water course

re badly off. He wanted to help them, so he ordered.the tribesman
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to bring a camel from his herd. The man went and looked for the
best one, and found a he-camel strong and well trained, which he
thought of taking to Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho but it occurred to
him that this was a fit animal for breeding, so he left it out and chose
the next best, which was a she-camel, and took it to A~u Zarr
Radhiallaho anho. By chance, Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho saw the
he-camel which the man had selected first. So, Abu Zarr told the
man that he had committed a breach of trust. The man understood
the position and replaced the she-camel with the he-camel. Abu Zarr
Radhiallaho anho then asked the people around, if two of them
would volunteer to do a good deed for him. Two men came forward,
Abu Zarr asked them if they would slaughter the camel and divide
its meat into as many pieces as the number of houses along side the
water course and deliver a piece to each house. He also told them to
count his own house among those and. deliver a piece there of exactly
the same size as that for others. The two men agreed to do the
needful and accomplished l;he whole task.

Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho then called the tribesman and asked
him if he had forgotten the promise, which he had made before and
told him that in that event, he had an excuse, or otherwise he had
intentionally overlooked that undertaking. The man replied that he
had not forgotten it and explained that when he looked round the
herd and found the he-camel to be the best in the whole lot; he
thought that this animal met Abu Zarr's needs and requirements.
Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho enquired, "Did you really leave it for the
sake of my needs?" The man replied in the affirmative, whereupon
Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho said, "Shall I tell you the time of my real
need? It shall be the time when I will be placed in the grave and that
would be the time of my utter helplessness and need! There are
three partners in your property. One is fate, which does not wait for
anything but would take away your property, good or bad (I may
think of a certain thing to be good and useful for a particular
occasion and keep it for that, but without knowing whether it would
be available at that particular time~ In that case why should I not
deposit and reserve it now for Akhirah, in the treasures of Allah
Ta'ala. The other partner is your heir, who is always waiting for the
occasion when you would land in your grave and he would receive all
your property. The third partner is you yourself, (i.e you can use it
for yourselt); therefore, try and make sure that you are not the least
recipient of all. Let it not happen that fate snatches it away and
renders it useless or the heir rushes to own it; the best of all would
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be to hurry up and deposit it in the treasury of Allah Ta'ala
Shanohu. Besides this, Allah Ta'ala has said:

... ., ~I~ ,.!,;..! ~ ... ::~'"'I~,r"'~,.~\
.l:J~~~"p~. !Y\:S\:1"

Therefore that camel which was very dear to me, why should I
not reserve it for myself and send it ahead of me for safe eustod.yr
Another Hadith relates that Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho used to
buy sugar and distribute it among the poor. His servant once
submitted that it would be better if bread were given to the poor
instead of sugar, as they would benefit more from it. He agreed with
the suggestion but said that Haq Ta'ala Sho.nohu has said:

Since, he himself loved sugar most, he gave the same to the poor
(Durr'e Manthur). The Sahabah, even if they considered some action
desirable, always preferred to act literally, according to the command
of Allah Ta'ala Shanohu and His revered Rasul Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam. Thre are many examples of this, in the Ahadith, indicat
ing the height of love in doing something exactly acconling to the
words of their loved one, .even when there is an alternative
apparently more·appropriate.

12. And vie one with another for forgiveness from your
Lord, and for Jannah as wide as are the heavens
and the earth, prepared for the righteous. Those
who spend (of that which Allah hath given them)
whether in prosperity or adversity, those who
restrain their anger and are forgiving towards
mankittd: Allah loves those who do Iood. (Aale-Imran:
133-134)

Note: The Ulama have stated that certain Sahabah envied Banu
Israel for an occurrence among them that, whenever a person com
mitted a sin, he found it written on hi~ door along with it's
atonement, also indicating the way it was to be carried out e.g. by
cutting off the nose or the ear, etc. The Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum
envied them for the fact that the forgiveness of the sin (after the
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atonement), W8!l certain, as they viewed the gravity of any sin so
seriously'that punishment for it here W8!l considered not only light
but enviable, com}J8l'ed to the puDishment in the Akhirah. The inci
dents quoted in the books of ~dith regarding the Sahabah Radhi
allaho etnhum clearly show that, when anyone of them (out of hu
man weakness) committed a sin, he would be overwhelmed by fear
of its punishment. Not only mEln, even the women felt the same way.
Once a woman committed adultery and presented herself before
Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, confessed her sin and asked
for its atonement, whi.:h was death by stoning; and that punishment
was ultimately carried out. Why so? Because, the fear of future
retribution for the sin committed was far greater than the fear of
death.

It is said about Abu Talhah Radhiallaho anhothat once a
thought of his garden disturbed his· devotion. in Salaat, so he gave
away the garden in Sadaqah for theme of Allah, and ·felt happy
there after. His sense of values could not tolerate that the thought of
a material thing should interrupt him during his prayers. Anything
disturbing his mind during Salaat was not worth keeping. Another
Ansaari Radhiallaho anho had a similar experience. His date-palms
were in full bloom. He thought of them in his Salaat: how finely the
dates h&d ripened! Realising his mistake, he appeared before Uth
man Radhiallaho altho who was then the Khalifah and related the
story of his date-palm garden and offered the garden to be given
away in Sadaqah. It was accepted by the Khalifah and sold for fifty
thousand Dirhams. The money was spent on reli~ous needs. Abu
Bakr Radhiallaho anho once, by mistake, ate a doubtful morsel of
food; which he wanted to vomit out; so he went on drinking water
and vomiting till the morsel came. out. He did· this for fear of
allowing a bit.. ot doubtful food to become a part of his tlesh.
Numerous incidents of the Sahabah have been narrated in the
author's booklet, "The Stories ofSahabah~. With such people, it was
not surprising to be· envious of Banu Israel who were informed of
their sins and the atonement in order to have their sins cleared in
this life. Alas! Today we, on our part, are so weak in this respE::ct that
it does not even crOss our minds how serious !lrethe consequences.
Allah Ta'ala, by !F grace and benevolence, for His increasing
favours and rewards especially meant for the Ummah. of His Beloved
Rasul Sallallaho alaihe wasallam revealed the above Ayat saying,
"Hasten towards such good deeds whereby the forgiveness of Allah
. ·'11 be readily forthcoming"! Sa'eed !bne Jubair·Radhiallaho anho
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in his explanation oftbis Ayat says that one must hasten, with ones
good deeds, towards the forgiveness of Allah Ta'ala and for Jannah,
the expanse of which is equal to the -seven heavens joined together
like a single sheet of cloth stitched out -of several pieces and the
seven -earths also similarly _ joined with them. Ibne Abbas
Radhiallaho anho, has also been quoted to say that the seven
heavens and seven earths joined together as one, make up the width
of Jannah. Kuraib Rahmatullah alaihe, a slaveoflbne Abaas
Radhiallaho anho has said that he was sent by his master to a
scholar of Taurah to ask him about-the expanse of Jannah,asgiven
in their Scripture. He took out tbe Scriptures of Moosa Alaihis
salam, studied them, and said that the width of Jannah was as inuCh
as the seven heavens and seven earths all joined together as one..

Its length was only known to _Allah! Anas Radhiallaho anho says
that at thebattJe of Badr, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
said, "0 people! Advance towards the Jannah which is as \\jde as all
the heavens and earths put together." Umair Ibne Hamam Radhi
allaho anho said in astonishment, "0 Rasulullah! Is the Jannah so
large!" Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied, "Yes.indeed."
Um'air Radhiallaho anho applauded it and said, "0 Rasulullah! I
swear by Allah, I shall be one of those who will go to Janilah.
"Rasullulah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam remarked, "Yes! Yes! You are
one ofthose who will go to Jannah". After that, Umair Radhiallaho
anho took out some dates from his saddle bag and started eating
them (for gaining some strength to fight). But he soon started up,
saying, "To eat these dates to the finish would mean too long a wait!"
He threw the dates away and rushed into the battle-field and fought
till he was killed (martyred). (Durre Manthur)

The above Ayat commends the Momineen (believers) for their
virtue of controlling their wrath and forgiving fellow human beings.

.~These are superb qualities indeed! The mama have written that, if
and when your brother (Muslim) commits a blunder, you should
think of seventy excuses for his making that mistake, and convince
yourself of the weight of those excuses. Ifyou are still not convinced,
do not blame him btlt yourself,for being hard-hearted and unjust,
and say to yourself, "Your brother ha.d seventy reasons for the
mistake that he had made but you did not accept anyone of them".
And if your brother himself' presents any excuse, accept it because
Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam haS said that any person to
whom another gives an excuse for something and he does not accept
it, his :;,in would be as serious as tJJat of the octroi clerk (who
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RaSullulah SaIUzllaho alaihe wasallambas said that one of the
qualities ofa Moinin is that if he gets angry, he soon gets rid of his
anger. Rasulullah SalUzllaho alaihe wasallam did not say that one
should not get angry but that the anger must disappear soon. lmaam
Shafa'i Rahmatullah alaihe has said that a person who does not
show anger when provoked is like an ass, while one is like Shaitan if
his anger is not pacified when he is approached. That is why Allah
Ta'ala Shanohu bas said, "Those who control their wrath", and not.
thOse who do not get angry. ahya). RasuluDah Sallallaho alaihe '
wasallam bas said that when a person is capable of satisfying his
anger but, instead, subdues it, Allah Ta'ala grants him peace· of
mind and 'Imaan'. (Durre Manthur). Patience in the state of help
lessness is common, virtue lies in showing patience when in autho
rity. One Hadith says that nothing which is swallowed is more
valuable to Allah Ta'ala than the anger swallwoedby a man; and
Allah Ta'ala Shanohu fills such a person with Imaan. Another
Hadithsays that when a person suppresses his anger although he is
in power, he will be called forward on the nay of Judgement and, in
the presence of all, told to select a Houri for himself. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam bas-said that a truly brave person is not .
one who throws someone on his back but he who overpowers his
own wrath.. A slave-girl of Ali Rahmatullah alaihe Ibne Imaam
Hussain Radhiallaho anho, when helping him to perform wudhu,
dropped the water-pot injuring his face. When Ali looked at her
angrily, she said, Allah Ta'ala hll!5 stated:

And those who control their anger.

Ali Rahmatullah alaihe thereupon suppressed his anger, on
which she recited,

And are forgiving towards mankind".

He said to her, "May Allah Ta'ala forgive you." She then recited:

Allah loves the Charitable.

Thereupon he said, "You are a free woman: Once a slave of Ali
Rahmatullah alaihe, while carrying a bowl full of hot' meat for a
guest, accidentally dropped the bowl on the head of Ali's son and the
child died. Ali Rahmatullt'Jh alaihe told the slave that he was a free
man and could go away, while he himself got bt 'with the burial of
his infant son. (Raudh).
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13. They Qoly are the (tme) believers whose hearts are
full of fear when Allah is mentioned and when
Ayaat are recited unto them they increase their
faith, and who tmst in their Lord. Who establish
regular Salaat and spend of that we have bestowed
on them. Such are the tme belivers; for them are
positions of honour with their Lo~ and pardon and
a beautiful provision. (al-Anfaal: 2-4)
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Note: Abu Darda Radhiallaho anlw has said that an awe.stric
.ken heart. is like the dry leafage of date-palm catching fire! Then he
addressed his pupil Shahr Ibne Haushab, and asked him if he under
stood shivering of the body. The pupil replied that he did. Abu D~a
Radhiallalw anlw then said that such was the time to make Du'aa
which would be accepted. Thabit Banani Rahmatullah a.laih£ has re
lated that a pious man once said that he could tell which Du'aa of his
was accepted and which one was rejected. People enquired as to how
that was. He explained that when his body shivered, his· heart was
filled with awe and his eyes shed tears, that was the moment when
Dua'a was accepted. Suddi Rahmatullah alaihe has said, "In the
above Ayat the meaning of 'when Allah is mentioned' is to tell a
person, 'Fear Allah' at the time when he is bent upon inflicting
cruelty on someone or is about to indulge in a sin; his heart should
then be filled with fear of Allah!" Harith Ibne Malik Ansaari Radhi
allalw anlw, a Sahabi, was in the company of Rasulullah Sallallalw
alaihe wasallam who asked him, "How are you"? He replied, "0
Rasulullah, I have become a Lrue Mdmin". Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam said, "Be careful of what you say; there is a basis for
everything; what is the proof of your Imaan?" (i.e. what has made
you say that you have become a true Mo'min). He submitted, "I have
detached myself from worldly life by keeping awake at night and
fasting duriGS 1;Jle .day; the scene of Jannah with happy people
meeting each other remains always before my eyes, as well as the
cries and uproar of the dwellers in Jahannam". Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Indeed, Harith! You have turned away
from worldly life, hold fast to this state", and repeated this three
times. (Durre ManthurJ
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It is obvious that a person who keeps in view the sceneS of
Jannah and Jahannam, all the time, could never get entangled in
the worldly life.

6 ~~<t.·!.:1"·Y,11 ~'" .iou·. ":!i .... "~':"'I'~ .~!.~" ~
~ , .;j.»J J~,I.:Jy',...·~~~~v"~ ~~

14. All that you give for the cause of Allah· shall be
repaid fully .to you; and you slulll not be wronged.
(al-Anfal: 60)

Note: The Ayaat and Ahadith, regarding increasing rewards for
virtues, may not be taken to contradict this Ayat. It simply says that
there will be no diminution of the good deeds done. The rate of
reward shall depend on what the occasion demands or on the inten
tion of the person spending and on the general conditions at the time·
of doing the act. The increase shall be to any extent in the Akhriah,
whereas, often a full return is given in this life, as corroborated by
other Ayaat and Ahadith. This particular point would be amplified
under the Ayaatquoted at serial No. 20 and under the Ahadith given
at Serial No.8. .

\·~,~.Ji"'~.~l~ ~~~~r~ f'J..··!"~\-:_I1I'···I·!~.· ~~.'\ ,y. .i"'I!:..~
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15. Tell my servants, those who are. (true) believers to
be steadfast in Salaat and to spend out of that
which we, provided for them in private and in pub
lic, before that day arrives when all trading shall
cease and friendship be no more. (Ibrahim: 31)

Note: The propriety of giving Sadaqah in private or in public
should be judged in accordance with the conditions at the time of
giving it. Both ways are necessaxy, depending on· the circumstances
prevailing at that time. It may also mean that obligatory charity is
better given publicly, and optional charity is preferably given
privately, as has been explained under the Ayat given atSerial No.9.
Establishing Salaat has been discussed in the very first Ayat. Jabir
Radhiallaho anho says that once ~ulullah Sallallaho alaihe
"wasallam delivered a sermon in which he said, "0 people! Repent
and take a vow to sin no more, before the hour of death, and do good.
deeds Oest you may not have a chance to do so due to your many
occupations); and strengthen the connection between your Lord and
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yourself by His ·remembrance in abundance and by giving much in
charity, both quietly and openly, because of that you will receive
your livelihood, the Divine help and the dispelling ofyour adversity."

16•. And give good news to the humble, whose hearts are
filled with awe at the mention of Allah; who endure
their misfortune with fortitude, establish Salaat
and spend in charity of that which We have given
them. (al-Hqij: 34-35)

Note: 'Mukhbiteen'h~ been translated as 'those who are
humble'. TheUlama h&veexp~·several views about the
meaDing of this word.. The literal meaning is those who· prefer
lowlin!'!SS. Some mama. have translated it to mean, 'those who
submit and bow their heads before ·the .Commands of Allah'. Some
have said it means the people who always show humility and keep
their beads down for that reason. Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihe has
translated it to· mean those who have contentment. Amr Ibne Aas
RadhiallaJw anlw has said that 'Mukhbiteen' are those who do not

. oppress anyone nor do they retaliate when others oppress them.
I .

Dhahhak Rahmatullah alaihesays that 'Mukhbiteen' are simply the
.humble ones. Abdullah Ibne Mas'ood Rtldhiallalw cnlw has been
reported to have said that whenever he saw Rab'ee IbneKhaitham
Radhiallalw anlw he thought of'Mukhbiteen'.

17. And those who give that which they give with
hearts full of f~:" because they are about to return
unto their Lord. They race for the good things, and
they shall win them in the race. (al-Momenun: 60-61)

Note: Despite their spending in the path of Allah, they are
always afraid of the fate oftheir charity: whether it will be accepted
or not. It is due to the infinite Greatness and Sublimity of Allah
Ta'ala Shanohu that the more one advances spiritUally, the more he
is overwhelmed by His awe and fear. Particularly the person who is

/
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generally awed by the Greatness of Allah Ta'ala, is always afraid for
his sincerity of intention in spending, as 'Nafs' and 'Shaitan' often
deceive a person about his deed being a virtue, although actually it is
not a virtue. As has been said iii the last Ruku of Surah Kahf:

Say: Shall We inform you who will be the greatest losers by their
works? Tlwse wlwse effort goes astray in the life of the world, and
yet they' reckon that they do good work. (al-Kahf: 103 -104)

Hasan Basri Rahmatullalt alaihe says that a Momin remains ap
prehensive even after doing virtuous deeds, whereas a hyprocrite
becomes fearl·ass after committing sins. A number of instances have
been mentioned in 'Fazail-e-Hajj' of the people whose hearts are so
awed by the Grandeur and~Greatnessof Allah Ta'ala Shanohu that
they are afraid to say ( ~ ). (here am I offering myself for Thy
service!) lest they be rejected by Him. Aishah Radhiallalw anha says
that she asked Rasulullab· Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, "Does this
Ayat (No.17 above/concern those who indulge in stealing, adultery,
drinking wine and other sins, and at the same time they fear due to
the fact that they have to return to Allah"? (that is to say, they are
afraid of facing Allah Ta'ala Shanohu for their sins). Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied, "No! it concerns those who
observe fasting, give in charity and are regular in their Salaat, yet
they are afraid all the time of rejection of these virtues". In another
Hadith Aishah Radhiallalw anha asked Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe
wasallam whether the aforesaid Hadith (S.No. 17) referred to those
who commit.ted sins and mistakes and feared Allah. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam answered in the negative and explained
that it referred, instead, to persons who offer Salaat, observe Fast,
and give Sadaqah and still their hearts are full of fear. Ibne Abbas
Radhiallaho anho has been quoted to say that it refers to the people
who do righteous deeds but are apprehensive Saeed Ibne Jubair
Rahmatullah alaihe says that it refers to those who give clurity but
f'e8r the serverity of accountability in front of Allah Ta'ala. Hasan
Basri Rahmatullah alaihe says that they are the people who act
righteously, yet fear that their virtues may not bring them salvation.
The face of ZainulAbedin Rahmatullah alaihe Ibne Hussain Rat;lhi
allaho anho used to tum pale when he stood up to perform Salaat
and his body shivered. When someone asked him the reason, he said
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in reply, "Do you know before whom I am standing?" Several instan
ces of this type have been mentioned in the 'Virtues of Salaat' and a
special Chapter has been devoted in 'Stories of Sahabah' concerning
those who feared Allah Ta'ala Shanohu.

\'."::, ~~ ~(G.~r" '''~\I.\ If!~~.~1'1"'~u'>F1-·\·~·.ilII; I~J'~~ fjA\
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18. And let not those who possess dignity and ease
am()ng you ,swear not to give to near of kin and to
the needy, and to fugitives for the cause of Allah.
Let them forgive and show indulgence. Do you not
yearn that Allah may forgive you? Allah is forgiving,
merciful. (An-Noor: 22)

Note: In the battle of Bani Mustaliq in the sixth year of Hijrah,
Aishah Radhiallaho anha accompanied Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wQ3allam. She had a separate camel to ride. A litter was fitted on it
for her; she stayed in the litter most of the time. Before moving, a
few men would lift the litter and tie it on the back of the camel. She
was very light in weight, so much so that the men lifting the litter
would not feel the weight of a very light young lady. As usual, the
caravan stopped at a certain place for the night. Just before the time
of departure early next morning, the litter carriers came and tied it
on the back of the camel, while Aishah Radhiallaho anha had gone
out to ease herself. WhIm she returned, she found that the necklace
which she wore was missing. She went back to the spot, where she
had been, to look for it. Meanwhile the caravan left the camping site,
assuming that Aishah Radhiallaho anha was occupying the litter.
She was left alone in the wildernes9. She felt that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wQ3allam would notice her absence on the way and
someone would be sent back to the site to look for her. She sat down
on that velY spot where her camel-litter had been put. Feeling tired
she went to sleep, with composure of mind which was a Divine gift
to the blessed people of that period; whereas a woman of today, left
alone in the wilderness in darkness, would be so frightened that
instead of going to sleep she would keep czying and wailing, till
mOfning.

Safwan Ibne Mu'attaI Radhiallaho anho, a venerable Sahabi
who always travelled well behind the caravan for picking up
anything left or dropped behind, came to the spot where Aisah
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Radhiallaho anha was sleeping, and noticed a person lying' on the
ground. When he came closer, he recognised Aishah Radhiallaho
anha whom he had seen before the Ayat about 'Pardah' (veil) was
revealed. He loudly recited:

~ "" I A:I,'l,." ~ I'll.
li~.J*J.>5,l..J.stJl,I;,J.

Thereupon she woke up and covered her face. He made his
camel sit ~own and she mounted it. He then led the caIDel by its
nose-string and overtook the caravan. Abdullah Ibne Ubayye, the
leader of the hypocrites and a deadly enemy of the Muslims, seized
this chance of slandermongering and making a scandal. He gave
wide publicity to this inddent. Some of the simple-minded Muslims·
also joined in this rumour. Imagine the Majesty and Might of Allah
Ta'ala, this kept circulating for a month and no Ayat was revealed to
prove the innocence of Aishah Radhiallaho anha. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and all the Muslims were distressed due
to that incident. Obviously, it was a severe shock. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam consulted a number of men and women
and made inquiries about it, but no satisfactory solution was forth
coming until, after one month, a whole 'Ruku' of Surah an-Noor was
revealed indicating the innocence of Aishah Radhiallaho anha and
containing severe reprimand of Allah Ta'ala for those who circulated
the slander without any basis: One of such persons was Mistah
Radhiallaho anho, a Sahabi, who was fAlated to and was looked after
by Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho. Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho was
much grieved over the participation· of that Sahabi in spreading the
false allegation and, in that grief, he swore that he wOllld no longer
help Mistah Radhiallaho anho; therefore, the above Ayaat were
revealed. It appears that beside Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho some
other Sahabah also had withdrawn their helping hand from certain
persons who had indulged in the gossip. Aishah Radhiallaho anha
says that Mistah had actively participated in this, in spite of being a
relative of Abu Bakr. Mistah was dependent on the financial support
of Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho and, when the innocence of Aishah
Radhiallaho anha was established, Abu Bakr swore not to help
Mistah. Thereupon the Ayat was revealed:

after which, Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho renewed the help.
Another Hadith says that, after the above Ayat was revealed, Abu
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Bakr Radhiallaho anho doubled the allowance of Mistah Radhi
allaho anlw. Still another Hadith says that there were two orphans
whom Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho used to support, one of whom
was Mistah; Ab~ Bakr Radhiallaho anlw had stopped maintenance
for both of them, by taking the oath. Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anlw
has said that there were several Sahabah WhO tooJL part lD the talse
allegation against Aishah Radhiallaho anha and for that a large
number of Sahabah including Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho had
sworn not to give help or spend on the participants of that ugly
episode. Thereupon the Ayat referred to above was revealed, saying
that those who are men of means should not forswear helping their
near relations and should spend as they were doing before. (DU17'e
14anthur). How great was the forbearance shown by Abu Bakr
Radhiallaho anho whose daughter's chastity was the subject of false
allegations and yet he kept helping the slanderer and gave ~ce as
much as he did before!

19. Who forsake their beds to cry unto their Lord in
fear and hope and spend of what We have bestowed
on them. No soul knoweth what is kept hid for them
of joy, as a reward for what they uSed to do. (as
Sqjdah: 16 - 17).

.
Note: Scholars of'Tafseer' have expressed two different opinions

about "Keep away from their beds at mght". One takes it as the
period between 'Maghrib' and 'Isha'Salaat; most Traditions confirm
this version. Anas Radhiallalw anlw has said that this Ayat was
revealed concerning the Ansaar, because they did not go to their
homes after Maghrib Salaat and stayed on till after they had per
formed the Isha Salaat with Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam.
Yet another Hadith quoted by Anas Radhiallalw anho states that a
number of Muhajireen were in the habit of. performing Nail after
Marghrib till Isha and this Ayat was revealed concerning them. Bilal
Radhiallaho anho says, "We used to remain seated after Maghrib
Salaat and a group of Sahabah kept themselves busy in Salaat, till
Isha, and it was regarding them that this Ayat was revealed."
Abdullah Ibne Eisa Radhiallaho anlw bas also confirmed the state
ment regarding the Ansaar that they performed Nail Salaat between
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Maghrib and 'Isha'. Another opinion relates it to Tahajjud Salaat.
Ma'az Radhiallaho anho has. quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wCl$allam as saying that this Ayat refers to standing up at night.
Another Hadith, quoted by Mujahid Rahmatullah Alaihe, says that
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam talked about standing in
Salaat at night and tears rolled down from his eyes. At that time, he
recited this particular Ayat. Abdullah IbneMasood Radhiallaho
anho has said that, according to the Taurah, for those who remain
away from their beds at night (for standing in Salaat), Haq Ta'ala
Shanohu has prepared bounties which no eye las ever seen, nor any
ear heard, nor any thought thereof crossed any mind; and no angel,
nor any Nabi or Rasul knows about them; and the same has been
referred to in this Ayat of the Holy Qur'an.

Abu Hurairah Radhdiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam as saying that Allah Ta'ala has prepared
such bounties for the pious as no eye has ever seen, no ear ever
heard of, nor have those things crosSed anybody's mind. Hundreds
of instances have been quoted, in the "Raudhatur-Riyaheen" and
similar books, of such people who used to spend their nights in
Salaat, crying and weeping in remembrance of their Lord. Imaam
Abu Hanifah Rahmatullah alaihe, for forty years, performed his
morning Salaat with the 'Wudu' for the previous 'Isha' Salaat. His is
a well-known example, which cannot be denied. It is also commonly
known that he used to complete two readings of the Qur'an in a day
during the month of Ramdhan, one at night and one during the day.
Uthman Radhiallaho anho is well-known for keeping vigil, reciting
the whole of the Qur'an in a single Rak'at. Umar Radhiallaho anho
after returning from Isha often spent the rest of the night in 'Nail'
Salaat. It was a usual practice of Tamim Dari Radhiallaho anho,a
well known Sahabi, to recite the whole Qur'an in one Rak'at;
sometimes he repeated a single Ayat the whole night. Shaddad Ibne
Auf Rqphiallaho anho used to lie in bed to sleep but, after turning
from side to side a few times, would get up saying, "0 Allah! my
sleep has fled away due to the fear of Jahannam." He used to spend
the whole night praying. Umair Radhiallaho anho used to offer a
thousand Raka'at of 'Nafl' Salaat everyday and recited 'Tasbeeh' a
hundred thousand times daily. Uwais Qarni Rahmatullah alaihe is a
famous Tabi'ee, of whom Rasulu11ah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has
spoken highly and even asked his people to request him for Du'aa.
He would say one night, "This night is for Ruku" and spena the
whole night standing in Ruk~. On another night, he would say,
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"This night is for ~dah," and spend it lying prostrate in Sajdah.
(lqamat-ul-HujjahJ

In short, so numerous are the instances of such pious persons
spending the whole night, all their lives pining in the remembrance
of their beloved Lord, that it is practically impossible to encompass
them all. A poet said:

(lr~.I!~fj.:;--..c::(f,,1( IJJ:I~J!L;.I/~~~r'rt~
. "We shed tears by night, remembering our beloved; while asleep,

we dream of Him alone!"

At the end, the author (Shaikhul Hadith Muhammad Zakariyya
Rahmatullah alaihe) says, "Would that Allah Ta'ala grants this
humble author a little bit of their zeal for devotions"'

20. Say: "LoJ my Lord enlarges the provision for him
whom He wills of His bondsmen and narrows it. And
whatsoever you spend (for the, cause of Allah), He
will replace it. And He is the best of Providers". (as
Sabaa:39J

Note: Both prosperity and poverty are from Allah Ta'ala. To
restrict spending will not bring prosperity, nor excessive spending
cause poverty. On the contrary, whatever is spent for the cause of
Allah shall definitely be compensated in Akhjrah and in this life also.
One Hadith says, "The angel Jibra'il AlaiHissalam has quoted Allah
Jalla Shanohu as saying, "My bondsmen, I have bestowed My boun
ties upon you, out of sheer Benevolence, and I have asked you for
loan. So, whosoever gives Me loan, of his own accord, I shall requite
him readily in this world and als/) preserve it for him in the
Hereafter; as for him who does not give Me of his own accord, I shall
take back forcibly what I have grante4 him. But if he observes
patience (after the loss) hoping to be rewarded for that, I shall make
it incumbent upon Myself to shower blessings upon him, shall re
cord his name among the properly guided, and grant him vision of
Myself (on the Day of Resurrection)". (Kanz)
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What a great favour of Allah Ta'ala! He has fixed a reward even
for him who does not spend of his own accord but remains patient
when some of his posessions are forcibly taken away from him,
though such a one does not deserve any credit as he is not willing to
give away anything in Sadaqah. But there is no limit to the bounties
of Allah Ta'ala conferred on men. Hassan Radhiallaho anho says
that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, explaining this Ayat,
said, "Whatever'you spend on your family and dependents, avoiding
extravagance and miserliness, will be recorded as spending in the
cause of Allah." Jabir Radhiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying, "Anything spent on one's
family, as permitted by Shariah, avoiding expenditure on buildings
or on sinful acts, has a return from Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'ala".
Another Hadith, from the same source, says that every· act of
kindness counts are Sadaqah; anything spent on oneself and one's
family will also count as Sadaqah.; and all that i$ spent in accordance
with Shariah and to protect one's honour shall count as Sadaqah.
Allah undertakes to give good return for all that, except what is
spent on forbidden things or on construction.

A full version of the same has also been given in Durre Manthur
by Allama Suyooti Rahmatullah alaihe. Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho
anho has quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying,
"Two angels pray every morning: one implores Allah to grant a
befitting return to those who spend and the other prays that the
property of the one who hoards should be destroyed." This subject
has been treated under the Hadith given at Sr.No.2 below.

Experience also shows that the door of Divine favours is
permanently open for those who are generous in spending, while
calamities like illness, litigation, theft, etc., cause in a few days,
heavy losses in the wealth which the hoarders have amassed in
years! Moreover if, due to some good deed of a person, his hoarded
wealth is saved from a calamitous loss in his lifetime, his unworthy
heirs will squander it in a few months after his death. Hazrat Asmaa
Radhiallaho anha narrates that Rasullullah Sallallaho alaihe Wasal·
lam said to her, "Spend generously! and do not count your hoarded
money, lest Allah Ta'ala should also grant you calculated amounts;
and do not hoard money, lest Allah should also hoard to deprive you;
but give away as much as you can".
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Once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam visited Bilal
Radhiallaho anho and saw that he had a pile of dates lying beside
him. Rasulullah said, "What is this?" He replied, "It is something I
have stored for my future needs." At this, Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam said, "Are you not afraid to see, on account of it, the
smoke in the fire of Jahannam? Spend liberally, 0 Bilal, and do not
fear loss in y<.mr provision from the Lord of the Throne (Arsh)."

This Haditft warns against storing up things for one's future
needs, and says that such people shall see the fire of Jahannam. As a
matter of fact, the warning was befitting for Bilal Radhiallaho anho
who enjoyed a respected position and Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam did not approve of his worrying for tomorrow's needs, as it
implied a lack of complete trust in Allah Ta'ala Who provides for the
needs of tomorrow as He provides for today. Everybody has a specific
position and Allah demands excellence in behaviour varying from
man to man. A well-known maxim says: "What is good enough in a
common man, as virtue, might seem a shortcoming in those who
have attained a high position in nearness to Allah Ta'ala." Many
instances can be quoted to illustrate this point. Clearly, wealth is not
a thing worth keeping and least for hoarding. It has been created
only for spending, least on oneself and most on others, and therein
lies its true benefit! Nevertheless, the most important thing to
realise is the motive fo~'an action, with which it is performed. The
famous Hadith, in this connection, is:

.::..t:Jt.JOl ...."!, _, :- illlWt

"The value ofany action depends on the intention". (BukhariJ

SpendiBgeyen on oneself or one's kinsmen or strangers is bound
to bring DiVine blessings and benefits, if it is done with the intention
to please Allah Ta'ala. But with wrong intention, like publicity or
fame, etc., the good deed would be mined and a misdeed, instead, be
established, there being.no question of any type of Barakah (Divine
blessings) accruing from it.

21. Surely those who recite the book of Allah and
establish Salaat, and spend of that which We ha~e
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bestowed on them, secretly and openly, may look
forward to a~ imperishable gain; that He will re
ward them and increase them of His bounties. Sure
ly, He is Forgiving, and a Generous Patron. (ai
Faatir: 29-30)

Note: Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe says that' :imperishable gain'
implies Jannah, which will never be destroyed nor become valueless
and 'increase of His bounties' refers to what is contained in another
Ayat of the Holy Qur'an. (Durree Manthur)

The Ayat quoted by Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe occurs in
Surah 'Qaaf; it reads:

There (in Jannah) titey shall have all they desire and
there is 'more' with Us". (Which We shall grant
them). (Qaat" 35)

The Ahadith. explaining ( ~; ) "More" mention marvellous
things which demand a detailed discussion. Of these the best is that
'More' signifies an assurance by Allah, to be given to the inhabitants
of Jannah, that Allah ispleased with them, and His granting them
the bliss of having a vision of Himself, which will be repeatedly
granted to the most fortunate ones. What a great reward in return
for a few simple acts involving little labour, namely, spending
generously in the path of Allah, establishing Salaat and being
constant in recitat-ion of the Qur'an, which is an enjoyable
experience even in this life! A few examples of the blessings of
constant recitation from the Glorious Qur'anhave been mentioned
in the 'Faza'il-e-Qur'an', which should be carefully studied.

,~ ~~-:'r"" ""',,....,.... '," n," ~~ '\ "_II' 't~I' ~ A1'1I.'1'~~1 ~':'I( 'YY'
~.JJ~J~(JJ~....,A..J""J Dr---·.t"\jJ~~~....".-~J \(!)

G .."to.'.'
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22. And tho~e who answer the call of their Lord, and
establish Salaat, and whose affairs are a matter of
counsel among themselves, and who spend of what
We have bestowed upon them. (such people shall
enjoy bounties of Allah which shall be far superior
and. more lasting than worldly things) (ash-Shuraa:
38).
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Note: The Ayat of Ruku' 4 of 'as-Shuraa' (of which the above
mentioned Ayat forms a part) recounts various attributes of the
perfectly pious people; and co~tains the promise that Allah Ta'ala
has reserved for them rewards (in Akhirah) which are far superior
to the bounties ofthis life. The IDama have said that the Ayat:

r:• ......,,,,,,;,. ,""-' 'l~"I";I"'.i.
8 o~*~JU--' y.o <.:.t~

"For tOOse woo believe and put their trust in Allah"

and the subsequent Ayaat contain an account of the special
attributes of. the 'Khulafa-e-Rashideen' Radhiallaho anhum and a
prophecy about the conditions that were to prevail in the respective
times (in broad terms) of Abu Bakr, Umar, Uthman, and Ali
RadhiallaOO anhum, and even in the times of Hasan and Husain
Radhiallaho anhuma, with an implicit reference to the order of their
succession. The Ayaat also forewarn against certain trying circum
stances that the Khulafa had to face in the respective periods of their
Caliphate. Moreover, there is the promise of abundant reward in the
Akhirah for the Khulafa-e-Rashideen. The generality of expression
extends that promise to all those who strive to cultivate these
qualities in themselves. Would that we Muslims had love for Deen
and a zeal to search out, in the Qur'an and Ahadith those high
morals and virtues,and adopted them! But alas! Our morals continue
to deteriorate. In fact, they have fallen so low that non-Muslims have
developed an aversion for Islam. Unfortunately, the non-Muslims do
not realise that Muslims in general have given up Islamic mora\s; so,
whatever conduct they set! in Muslims today, they consider it to be
Islamic morality! So, we beseech Allah for help!

23. And in their wealth the beggar and the outcast had
due share. (az-Zariyaat: 19)

Note: This is in continuation of the attributes and virtues of
those who are blessed with perfect faith. The special thing about
such people is that they give charity so frequently and regularly as if
it was their bounden duty. Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anOO says that
the Ayat, 'in their wealth' indicates a specific portion, other· than
Zakaat, out of which they spend on relatives, entertain their guests
and help the destitute. MujahidRahmatullah alaihe says that this
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implies spending in addition to Zakaat. Ibrahim Rahmatullah. alaihe
says that it means, 'They always believe that others have a right in
their property in addition to Zakaat'. Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho
has said that the 'Mahroom' (deprived ones) are those wretched
people who have desire or need for things of this life but remain
without them and yet they do not beg. Another Hadith says that
they are those who get no share from the Bait-ul-maal (public
treasury).

Aishah Radhiallaho anha has said that the 'deprived one' is he,
who is in poverty due to insufficient income. Abu Qalaba has said
that there was a man in Yamamah, whose total belongings were
swept away in a flood. One of the Sahabah Radhiallaho anho said
about him that this man was a deprived person (Mahroom) and that
he must be helped. Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho has quoted
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying, "The poor are not
those who beg for a morsel from door to door; rather the really poor
person is he who has insufficient means to meet his legitimate needs
butpeopleare not aware of his conditionwarranting help; he is the
one who is truly deprived (Mahroom)".

When Fatimah Binte Qais Radhiallaho anha asked Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam about the meaning of this Ayat,
Rasulullah said that there were obligations in respect of property
beside payingZakaat. (This particular Hadith will be repeated at
Serial No. 16 under Ahadith) Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
recited the Ayat:

A part of the above has been quoted at No.2 above, 'in which
payment of Zakaat has been mentioned separately from charity to
the poor. Therein is an encouragment to spend abundantly for the
cause of Allah, apart from what is given in Zakaat. But it is our
misfortune that, nowadays, we feel distressed even while giving
Zakaat. There are many Muslims who do not care to give Zakaat, but
would even pawn their homes to celebrate absurd festivals and
marriages, which amounts to waste of wealth here and retribution in
the Hereafter.

24. Believe in Allah and His Rasul, and spend (for the
cause of Allah) of that whereof He has made you
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trustees; and such of you as believe and spend (for
the cause of Allah) theirs will be a great reward. (al
Hadeed: 7)

39

Note: The word, "Trustee" is meant to convey that the wealth
you possess belonged to someone else and it is with you only for a
few days till your eyes are permanently closed, when it will pass on
to others; therefore, it is a useless exercise to collect it bit by bit.
Your wealth is disloyal, it does not stay permanently with anyone
nor ever will. Lucky is he who can devise a way to keep it perma
nently with himself and that is to deposit it in the treasury of Allah
Jalla Sluinohu where there will be no fear of loss or its being taken
away, whereas in this life fear and anxiety of a total loss always exist.
The Divine Power has repeatedly demonstrated that magnificent
palaces, great estates and huge properties are, in an instant, taken
away from their owners and given to others! The sole owners of
buildings and houses yesterday, see with their own eyes others in
possession of them today! Yet no one seems to take heed!

25. What has happened to you that you do not spend in
the path of Allah; when aU the heavens and the
earth are Heritage of Allah? Those who spent (for
the cause of Allah) before the conquest (of Makkah)
and fought, are not comparable to those who did
not, they are more exalted than those who spent
and fought afterwards. And Allah has promised good
reward for all. And Allah is aware of what you do.
(al-Hadeed: 10).

Note: The Heritage of Allah Ta'ala means that, when all
mankind meet their end, each and everything (including the total
wealth of the earth and heavens) will be under the authority of the
Divine Entity, the Creator, Who Alone will be there. Since we all
have to leave all our possessions behind, why not spend them
happily with our hands and. receive a befitting return in the
Akhirah? Thereafter the Ayat mentions a caution about the special
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status of those who fought and spent for the cause of Allah before
the conquest of Makkah. They are far superior to those who spent
and fought after that great event; the reason being that the need
then was the greatest and, therefore, spending in those conditions
had much greater value than on other occasions; hence a much
greater reward for it. .

This point is further explained at No. 13 of the Ahadith. People
must therefore look for such occasions, when the needs of other
people are pressing, seize the opportunity of spending on them and
consider it a great blessing. Allah Ta'ala Shanohu, on that basis, has
differentiated between the various Sahabah, giving a superior re
ward to those who spent before the conquest of Makkah, it being a
period of grave crisis. Accordingly, one must bear in mind that to
help others at the time of their urgent need will be an act of higher
value.

26. Who is he that will lend unto Allah a goodly loan
that Allah Ta'ala will increase and for him there is
an excellent reward. (al-Hadeed: 11).

Note: A similar point has been made in the Ayat given at No.5
above. The repitition is meant simply to lay emphasis on the subject
matter. The Holy Qur'an repeatedly exhorts us that now is the time
to spend in the path of Allah, and to do it as much as we can. There
will be nothing but remorse after death.

27. Indeed the men who give as Sadaqah and the wo
men who give as Sadaqah (all of them) are lending a
goodly loan to Allah; the return for them will be
increased; and for them shall be an exquisite re
ward. (al-Hadeed: 18)

Note: The Ayat means that those who spend as Sadaqah, in fact,
lend a loan to Allah Ta'ala and, like any loan, this will also be
returnable to the givers, but much increased at the time when their
need will be greatest and most compelling; they will rather be
without resources except for the· befitting return of that loan from
Allah Ta'ala. In this life, people save up bit by bit for future needs
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like wedding of their children or any other needs. Particularly for
future weddings, they are constantly worried, keep buying dresses
and ornaments and other things appropriate for those occasions, so
as to avoid any difficulty at that time. The Day of Akhirah will be the
day of our greatest need and most urgent necessity, but with no
chance of buying, borrowing or even begging from any source. For
such a difficult and momentous occasion, one must save as much as
is possible. This would hardly be a strain here, but would bring a
return of the size of mountains.

28, (Therein is the share of those people too), "Those
who entered the city (Madinah) and the faith
(Imaan) before them and they love· those who flee
to them for refuge and they do not mind what the
Muhajireen receive; and prefer them before them
selves though poverty may afflict them; whoever is
saved from his own avarice, such are the successful
ones", (al-Hashr:9)

Note: The preceding Ayaat mention,the categories of the people
who were entitled to receive assistance trom the 'Baitul Maal'. This
Ayat mentions the Ansaar Radhiallaho anhum, bringing out their
particular virtues; one of these being that they accepted Imaan and
achieved spiritual perfection while staying at home. Normally, it is a
difficult thing to achieve these qualities while living at home, as
worldly affairs and other matters become obstacles in the way. The
other special virtue that the Ansar possessed, was intense love for
the Muhl\iireen. Those who have a knowledge of the early history of
Islam are astonished at the instances manifesting the degree of love
the Ansaar had for the Muhl\iireen. Several such instances have
been recounted in the "Stories of Sahabah".

An incident is related here, as an example. When Rasulullah
Sallallaho a/aihe wasallam migrated to Madinah, he established a
fraternity between the Muhajireen and Ansaar. Everyone among the
Muhajireen entered into a sacred bond of brotherhood with one
from the Ansaar; the necessity arose because the Muhajireen were
strangers in Madinah and, as.such, they were bound to face
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hardships in the new place. The Ansaar, being locals, made life easy
for the Muhajireen through their personal help and care. This was
an excellent arrangement, made by Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam, whereby a man from the Ansaar found it easy to take care
of a Muhajir brother. Each one was able to look after one particular
person. Abdur Rahman Ibne Auf Radhiallaho anho, a Muhajir, has
related his own story thus: "When the Muhajireen arrived in
Madinah, I was conjoined with Sa'd Ibne Rabi'a Radhiallaho anho,
an Ansaari, as a brother. Sa'd told me that he was the richest person
in Madinah, and that I could take half of his property and also marry
one of his wives whom he would divorce for me, so that marriage
could take place after the expiry of 'Iddat' (waiting period)".
(BukhariJ

Yazeed Ibne Asam Radhiallaho anho says that once the Ansaar
. requested Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam that the
agricultural land of each one of them should be divided in two parts
and one half given to a Muhajir brother. Bnt Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam did not agree to the proposal and was pleased to
arrange that the Muhajireen should work on the farms of the
Ansaar for a share of the produce, so that both would benefit from
each other, the Ansaar benefiting from the Muhajireen's labour and
the latter from the former's land. Today, it is impossible to imagine
that such kinship could be created merely on the basis of religion.
The irony of fate is that, today, the Muslims (who were once well
known for their self-sacrifice and sympathy for others) have become
engrossed in fulfilling their selfish and personal needs. They do not
mind giving trouble to others, as long as they themselves are in
comfort. Muslim History is full of instances of Muslims bearing
hardships and misfortunes for the sake of others. It is said that a
pious person had a very bad-tempered wife, who gave him much
annoyance all the time. A friend advised him to divorce her, but he
replied, "She would then marry another Muslim and would cause
similar trouble to him." (IhyaJ. That is a well-said statement! Could
this be said about Muslims today? Could anyone of us bear to suffer
in order to save others from suffering?

The third quality of the Ansaar was that they were too broad
minded to feel jealous of the Muhajireen when the latter received
something from the war booty. According to Hasan Basri Rahmat
ullah alaihe the Ayat means that the Ansaar did not mind when the
Muhajireen were given a general preference over them. (Durre
ManthurJ
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The fourth quality mentioned in the Ayat is that the Ansaar
willingly let others have material-goods in spite of their own poverty
and hunger. Many instances of this have been mentioned in the
histories of their lives. A few of those have been recounted in the
Author's booklet entitled 'Stories of Sahabah' in the section on
'Sympathy and self-sacrifice'. One of those is the famous event which
oc:c:asioned the revelation of the above Ayat.

A mIlD came to Rasulullah Sallallizho alaihe wasallaln and
complained of hunger and poverty; Rasulullah sent someone to his
own household for bringing some food for the visitor, but nothing
was available there. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe Uiasallam then
asked the people present there, if anyone of them would take the
guest home and entertain him. One of the Ansaar, whose name is
said to be Abu Taiba Radhiallaho anho, took the guest home and
said to his wife, "This is the guest of Rasulullah; look after him well,
and do not keep back anything in the house but serve it to him.' The
wife replied there was not much food in the house except some for
the children. Abu Taiba Radiallahoanho told her to put the children
to bed, lay the fQOd before the grown ups (all three, husband, wife,
and the guest) and when they sit to eat, put the candle out,
pretending to adjust it; so that the guest might eat his fill, they
themselves not touching the food while their guest would think they
were sharing it. The wife did accordingly. The guest ate while they
spent the night hunglY. In the morning, when Abu Talha Radhi
allaho anlw came to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, he said
that Allah Ta'ala was greatly pleased with Abu Talha and his wife
for their entertainment of their guest the previous night. It was- on
this occasion that the above Ayat was revealed.

In the series of Ahadith given below, the Hadith quoted at Sr.
No. 13. gives further explanation of this Ayat. After recounting the
virtues of the Ansaar, the Ayat states that the persons who protect
themselves from greed or avarice (~ ) are the successful ones.
'Skuhh' means innate greed and miserliness, which may not be
manifest in practice. That is why the mama have explained it in var
ious ways. The Qur'anic word Skuhh in proper terms means greed
or avarice. It includes greed for money as well as the desire to take
others' property. A person came to Abdullah Ibne Mas'ood Radhi
allaho anlw and complained that he was ruined. On being asked,
"How?" the man replied, "Allah Jalla Shanoku has ordained that
only those will attain success who are free from Shuhh, and I am
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suffering from Shuhh because I do not like to lose anything that I
possess." Ibne Mas'ood Radhiallaho anho said that he was not
suffering from Shuhh but from miserliness, although that was also
not a good thing; Shuhh means taking away another's property
unjustly.lbne Umar Radhiallaho anho has also been quoted to Say
the same thing as Ibne Mas'ood Radhiallaho anho, adding that
Shuhh is much worse than miserliness, as a miser only holds back
his own property, while a !Dan suffering from Shuhh does this and
also wishes that others' wealth should become his property. Ta'OOs
Rahrruitullah alaihe says, "Miserliness consists in not spending out of
one's property; whereas Shuhh causes a man to dislike others
spending out of tlteir property. !bne Umar Radhiallaho anho is
reported to have \said that Shuhh is even more hateful than
miserliness becausj a miser withholds his own money and a man
possessed of Shuhh (innate greed) does not spend his own property
and also wishes that others' property should come into his
possession.

In one of the Ahadith Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
has said that a person possessing the following three qualities would
be free from Shuhh: (a) giving Zakaat, (b) looking after one's guest
and (c) helping others in their difficulties. In another Hadith
Rasulullah SallCzllaho alai1ie wasallam has said that nothing harms
Islam more than Shuhh (greed). Another Hadith states that the dust
that gathers on one's body while one is in the path of Allah and the
smoke of Jahannam can never remain together on any person; nor
can Imaan and greed (Shuhh) remain together in anybody'sheart. In
another Hadith, Jabir Radhiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah

. Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying, ~Beware of oppression
(cruelty), for oppression will produce layers upon layers of darkness
on the Day of Judgment, and protect yourSelves against Shuhh, for
SOOh!t destroyed the people before you; it made them shed one
another's blood and induced them to commit adultery among their
close relations whom it is unlawful to marry." Abu Hurairah
Radhiallaho anho says that he heard Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam saying,. ·Preserve yoursleves from innate·· greed and
miserliness, for these evils caused the people before you to sever
bonds of relationship with their kinsmen, induced them to commit
adultery with women among their close relations forbidden for
marriage, and led them to blood-shed." Obviously, committing
adultery with a stranger woman costs something while incest with
one's own daughter costs nothing. Similarly, plundering others'
property leads to blood-shed.
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Anas Radhiallaho anho, says that once a person died in the times
of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and people said that he
would go to Jannah but Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said,
"Do you know everything about his life? It is just possible that he
may have said something that did not concern him or might have
been miserly in a matter which brought him no benefit". In another
Hadith, this incident has been related differently. A man died a
martyr in the battle of Uhad. A woman came to his body and said,
"Congratulation on your Shahadah (martyrdom) 0 son"' Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said to her, "You are unaware whether
he had ever 'Uttered something irrelevant or ever acted as a miser
about a thing which was of little use to him". Indeed~ to be stingy
about a trifle is the worst form of greediness. .

29. 0 you who believe! Let not your wealth nor your
children distract you from remembrance of Allah.
Those who do so, they are the losers. And spend of
that wherewith We have provided you, before death
comes unto one of you and he says: 'My Lord! If Thou
wouldst reprieve me for a little while, then I would
give Sadaqah and be among the righteous'. But
Allah reprieves no soul when its term comes and
Allah is aware of what you do. (Al·Muna{iqoon: 9-10
11)

Note: Engagements concerning property or money matters
together with involvement in the family affairs, usually become a
hindrance in fulfilling the commandments of Allah, the Almighty.
This happens in spite of the certainty of death whose timing remains
unknown; when that moment arrives nothing shall avail a person
except grief and disappointment. The household, the family, riches
and property, all shall have to be left behind and one shall leave the
world helpless. !bne Abbas Radhiallaho .anho quoted Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallamas saying, "When death comes to a
person who had sufficient wealth to perform Hajj and to give Zakaat
!:Uld yet did not accomplish these, he would pine for a return to this
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world". Someone said to Ibne Abbas that only a Katir wishes to
rejoin worldly life, not a Muslim; Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho
recited this particular Ayat and said that Allah has addressed this
Ayat to the Muslims. In another Hadith, Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho
anho has been quoted to say that the Ayat refers to a Mo'min; when
death comes to a Mo'min who has had sufficient wealth to enable
him to give Zakaat as well as to perform Hajj, and yet has failed to
do so in his lifetimef besides neglecting many other obligations
towards Allah, he will wish to return to life, so that he may fulfil all
those obligations. Nevertheless, Allah Jalla Jalalohu has decreed
that wh~n the moment of death comes, it cannot be delayed. (Durre
Manthur)

The Holy Qur'an reminds men, time and again, that the mo
ment of death has been fixed for every individual and that there can
be no postponement. Man keeps thinking of giving such and such
thing as Sadaqah, of dedicating such and such things for a sacred
cause, and of donating so much to so and so through his will; but he
remains absorbed in such thoughts till Fate suddenly takes his life.
And he dies suddenly while sitting, walking or sleeping. Therefore,
one should not delay the performance of virtuous deeds by prolonged
thinking or planning, but one should spend for the cause of Allah as
soon as possible and deposit it with Him.

~:~;;j'6~J.~I~~~~~~~~~~\I~'~i~~,4{~®
&~-:. '~ -g 3~;;'.';jt~~1~'{'~;1"{\i4it~~~Gi~~~GG~

G~~\J~~I~~~I~;-t~I~

30. 0 ye who believe! Fear Allah. And let every soul look
to that which it has sent for the morrow. Fear Allah!
Lo! Allah is informed of what you do. And be not you
like those who forgot Allah, therefore He caused
them to forget their souls. Such are the evil-doers.
Not equal are the inhabitants of the Fire (Jahan
nam) and the dwellers of Jannah; the dwellers of
Jannah shall be the victorious. (al-Hashar: 18-20)

Note: 'Allah caused them to forget their souls' means they lost
their intelligence and were unable to distinguish b£;tween right and
wrong and indulged in things ruinous for themselves. Jarir
Radhiallaho anho says that once at mid-day he was in attendance
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upon Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe' wasallam when a JamaCat of the
Mudhar tribe arrived. They were all bare-headed and bare-footed
and in a state of starvation. Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam
turned pale with grief to see them in this condition and went into his
dwelling (obviously to get something for the visitors). He returned to
the Masjid after a while and ordered Bilal Radhiallaho anho to say
Azaan. After performing the Zuhur Salaat he mounted the pulpit,
praised Allah Ta'ala and recited some Ayaat of the Holy Quran
including the one above. He then exhorted the people to give
Sadaqah before it becomes impossible to do so and repeated this by
saying, "You must give before you become powerless to give, and give
immediately whatever you can: a Dinaar, a Dirham, a piece of cloth,
a little wheat or barley, dates or even a piece ofa date". Hearing this,
a man from the Ansaar got up, went home and brought a heavy bag
full of things which he could hardly cany, and presented it to
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, whose serene face
brightened with joy and he said that whosoever sets a good example
shall get a reward for that as well as the reward equivalent to the
reward of those who follow his good example, without any reduction
in the latter's reward. Similarly, if a person sets a bad example, it
will count as a sin against him and the sins of those who follow that
example shall also go into his account, without any reduction in the
latter's burden. Thereupon, all the people went away and returned
with something to give, a Dinaar or a Dirham or some grain. The
result was that there were two heaps of clothes and grain, etc.,
gathered in front of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. These
wj!re all distributed among the tribe of Mudhar. (Nisai-Durre
Manthur)

One of the Ahadith states, "0 people send something in advance.
The time is soon coming when Allah Ta'ala will talk to you without
an intermediary and without a veil and say, 'Did not My Rasul come
to you with My commandments? Did I not grant you wealth? Was it
not more than your own needs? What did you send in advance for
your requirements here'? The man will look around and see nothing
except Jahannam in front of him". The Hadith further states,
"Whoever wishes to save himself from this situation must give
Sadaqah, even if it be a portion of a date". (Kanz). It will be a terrible
situation and a frightening stock-taking. The blazing Fire of
Jahannam will be in front of the men trembling with the fear of
being thrown into it at any moment, and deeply sorrowing for not
having given away everything in worldly life and for withholding
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money for imaginary needs, and for wasting it on useless things.
When the eyes close, all needs vanish except the severe one", an
escape from Jahannam which will keep haunting a person.

Abu Bakr Siddiq Radhiallaho anho addressing the people said,
"Bear in mind that the tenure of your life•. out of which you spend
mornings and evenings, is not known to. you. You do not know when
your end will come. You should, if you can, most carefully utilise it
before the end comes. This you can do only if Allah wills. There were
people who spent their time in useless occupations; Allah Jalla
Shanohu has forbidden you to be like them and has said:

And be not you like those who forgot Allah, therefore He caused
them to forget themselves. (Al-Hasher: 19)

Where are those of your brethren whom you knew? They have
departed after finishing their term; their deeds have come to an end
and they are face to face with reckoning of their deeds. They will
lead a joyful life if their deeds were good or be in suffering if they
were bad. Where are those despots of the past who raised walled
cities for their protection? They are lying now under stones and
mounds. This is the Sacred Word ofAllah whose marvels shall never
end, nor will its light grow dim. Get light from the Word of Allah
today, to serve you during the dark days to come, and give heed to its
warnings. Allah T.cz'ala has praised certain people and said:

r."~~_.~l.P'-:..(r~/~I''''',r'~/r-:,~ ~N._.~'h . "" I'\'!t1>,Jf.
""~,,"","\;JJ:Jl~.J 4W~)~9H-'t.i\;)r.,H!JoI~A~

TheY hastened to do good deeds and called Us with Mixed feel
ings of longing and fear and showing humility towards Us. (al
Ambyia: 90)

Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho went on saying, "That word has no
merit which is not intended to please Allah; and that wealth is
without benefit which is not spent for the cause of Allah; and that
man is not good whose patience does not overcome his anger, and he
is not a proper person who is concerned more about people's
reproach than the pleasure of Allah Ta"ala Shanohu". (Durre
Manthur)
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31. Your wealth and your children are only a temp
tation, whereas, Allah! with Him is an immense
reward. ~ keep your duty to Allah as best as you
can, and listen, and obey and spend; that is better
for your souls. And whoso is saved from his own
greed, such are successful. (at-Taghabun: 15-16)

Note: Shuhh i.e. innate greed is the worst form of miserliness
and we have already dealt with it under the Ayat given at No.28
above. Wealth and children are a great trial for men: to distinguish
those whose excessive love for them makes them neglect the
commandments· and remembrance of Allah, from those who per
severe in loyalty to Him, despite these two temptations. Of course,
the example "to be followed is that of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wcuallam who had·nine wives, several children and grand-children.
In addition Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wcuallam and most of the
Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum had very large families. Many books on
history give details of their children and grandchildren. It is difficult
to calculate the exact number of the sons, grandsons and great
grandsons of Anas Radhiallaho anho. who himself remarked once,
"Not to speak of the descendants of my sons and daughters, I have
myself buried one hundred and twenty five persons out of my direct
descendants~ asabah). One can imagine how many might have
survived after his death and how large was the number of his sons,
grandsons, great-grandsons, and other descendants! And yet Anas
Radhiallaho anho is counted among the Sahabah who have trans
mitted a large number of Ahadith, and who took part in Jehaad
frequently! Such a large family and its obligations could not deter
him from participation in Jehaad, nor distract him from the pursuit
of knowledge of Ahadith.

When Zubair Radhiallaho anho was martyred, his survivors
included four wives, nine sons and nine daughters, and a few of his
grandsons were even older than some of his sons. (Bukhari). Apart
from these, he had other children who harl died in his life. In spite of
such a large family, he never joined any service or occupation, but
spent his entire life in Jehaad and striving for the cause of 'Deen'.
Similarly, there were many other Sahabah like them, who never
allowed families, however large, or abundant wealth to deter them
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from the performance of their religious obligations and functions. A
number of them had large business concerns but never did these
hinder them from observing their religious duties. Allah Ta'ala
Himself has praised them in the Holy Qur'an by saying:

/.~~1~t~I~J'jjjJJ,,~~,;L~~~))j'~~~~
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(They are such) people whom buying and selling do not prevent

from the remembrance of Allah, performance of Salaat and giving
Zakaat. They are fearful of the Day when all hearts and eyes will be
overturned, but in their case they will receive excellent returns for
their noble deeds and Allah Ta'ala, by His special favour, will grant
them extra rewards. (an-Noor: 37-38)

Several incidents have been related in the explanatory
discussions of this Ayat. It is said that the Sahabah were
businessmen, but business never prevented them from the
remembrance of Allah Ta'ala. When the Azaan was called, they
would immediately leave their shops for the performance of Salaat.
(Durre-Manthur)

....l"'tl\...l ':;i'l~.·~\;'~.'(f:. ~~,\'" ~~,·:"...·fl!ll.~C~~tJ.~.:J qP""r" "'" ~!I , ;j'y..iiJ._J ~~,~ ".. !.T :;o-...~1;1J. U
. ~~I~

32. If you lend unto Allah a goodly loan, He will double
it for you and will forgive you, for Allah is Res
ponsive. Clement, Knower of the invisible and visi·
ble, the Mighty, the Wise. (at-Taghabun: 17 -18)

Note: The same subject has been treated in the Ayaat given at
Serial Nos. 25,26 and 27. It is Allah Jalla Shanohu's special bounty
and kind regard for the well-being of His bondsmen that He has
repeatedly recounted the things which are important for them. We
often recite these Ayaat merely for the sake of earning blessings of
recitation with it. It is a favour of the Gracious Allah that He grants
good returns for the mere recitation of the Qur'an. But it has to be
borne in mind that the Qur'an has not been revealed simply for
recitation, but its sacred commandments are to be put into practice
and properly followed in life. It should be realised that when the
Sovereign and Lord of the whole Universe, Who is our Benefactor,
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our Guardian and Helper, our Cherisher and, above all, our Creator,
repeatedly orders us to do something and we, in response, merely
say, ''Yes, 0 Lord we have read your directions and orders", and
remain content with that, would not that be height of injustice?

33. And establish Salaat, and pay Zakaat, and (so) lend
unto Allah a goodly loan. Whatsoever good you send
beforo vou for your souls, you will surely find it with
Allah. better and greater in the recompense, and
seek f"rgiveness of Allah. Lo! Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful. (al-Muzzammil: 20) ';'

(A goodly loan or 'Qardh-e-Hasanah' is a loan without inter(!st
or any thought of gain or loss.)

Note: "Better and greater in the recompense" meanS that a donor
will be given better and greater recompense in the Hereafter for the
money spent as Sadaqah, far better in quality and quantity than the
thing he would have got, in return for the money, if he had spent it
in the world, for instance, two kilograms of wheat for aropee. The
fact is that the recompense in the Hereafter would be far superior to
the possible worldly returns both in quality and quantity. We have
already quoted a Hadith under the Ayatgiven at Serial No.7 to the
effect that "Even if a date is given away· as Sadaqah out of the
lawfully earned property, with sincerity of intention, Allah Ta'ala
grants increase in the recompense for it, till it becomes as large as
the Mount Uhad."

Would that we appreciated the generosity of our Bounteous Lord
Who. grants such enormous rewards for such small amounts of
Sadaqah, and deposited with Him as much money as possible! For,
then He would have returned it to us with bountiful increase, at the
time of our dire need.

In this Ayat, Allah Ta'ala has also promised that whatsoever
virtue we send before us, He will accord us an equal recompense for
it. In our booklet, 'Barakaat-e-Zikr' we have quoted many Ahadith
about the increase in rewards for good'deeds, including the following
Hadith:
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In the estimation of Allah the reward for saying:

(~I~~) Allah be glorified, or (~l.:jJ) All praises to Allah or
( ~\'i' ~'"GJ )There is none to be worshipped but Allah, or;.:\&14'1,
Allah is Great, is even larger than Mount Uhad, provided these are
recitied with the purest motive of pleasing Allah.

As a matter of fact, sincerity of intention is the first condition for
the acceptance of any virtuous deed. A good deed performed insin
cerely, with a worldly motive, shall be of no value in the Akhirah.
For cultivating this quality, one has to associate with spiritual guides
(Mashaaikh), serve them devotedly and earn their favour. For it is
only through associating with such people that one can learn how to
perform good deeds solely for the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala.

34. Lot the righteous shall drink of a cup whereof the
mixture is of water of Kafur. A spring wherefrom
the slaves of Allah drink, making it gush forth
abundantly (in whatever direction they would de
sire). They fulfil the vow and fear a day whereof the
evil is wide-spreading. And they feed the needy, the
orphan and the captive, for love of Allah. And say:
"We feed you for the sake of Allah only, we wish for
no reward or thanks from you. Because we only fear
a day of wrath and fate from our Lord". Therefore,
Allah hath warded off from them the evil of that
day and made them find brightness and joy; and
hath awarded them, for all that they endured, a
Garden and silk-attire; reclining therein upon
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couches, they will find there neither (heat of) sun
nor bitter cold. The shade thereof will be close upon
them and the clustered fruits bow down (at their
command). Goblets of sliver are brought round for
them and beakers of glal!ll!l: (Bright 88) glau but
(made) of sliver. They themselves will determine
the measure thereof (according to their wishes).
They will have a drink in a cup whereof the mLdure
is of ZanJabeel (ginger); the water of a spring
therein named. Salsabeel. There serve them young
men of everlasting youth, whom when you see you
would take them for scattered pearls. When you
look, you will see their bliss and immense territory.
Thei.' raiment will be fine green silk and gold
embroidery, bracelets of sliver will they wear. Their
Lord will satisfy their thirst with a pure drlnk(and
it will be said unto them): LoJ this is a reward for
you. Your endeavour (upon earth) has found
acceptance. (ad-Dahr: 5-22)
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Note: The sacred Ayaat describe three varieties of drink, the
specific quality of each drink and the way in which it will be taken.
The first Ayat says that the righteous will drink it themselves, the
second says that they will be offered a drink by their servants, while
in the third, it is said that· the Lord of all creation, the Grand
Sovereign Hi~lf, would present the drink to them. Probably, this
may refer to three classes of the righteous; the common people, the
superior ones and the highest class. In these Ayaat the greatness,
honour and virtues of the righteous have been mentioned, which
they shall attain especially through the performance of good deeds,
particularly feeding t4e poor for the pleasure of Allah. If we had
perfect Imaan and believed firmly in these promises, every one of us
would like to follow the example of Siddiq-e-Akbar Radhiallaho
anho, who gave away everything in his house to win Allah's plea
sure, leaving behind only the blessings associated with the names of
Allah and His Rasul. These Ayaat refer to a few matters which need
special attentio,n:

1. There is mention of fountains which the dwellers of Jannah
would shift to any place they like: Mujahid Rahmatll!lah alaihe
explains that those fountains will flow to any point and in any
direction of their choice. Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe says that they
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will hav:e drinks which have a mixture of'Kafoor'·and·are·sealed
with fragrant ~usk, and the wa~r of the fountains will run in any
direction they desire. Ibne Shauzab Rahmatullah alaihe says that
those people will have gold wands with which they will make a sign
indicating the direction in which the fountains should flow and that
will come about.

2. Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe has been quoted as saying,
'They fulfilled the 'vow' means they acted upon every order of Allah
Ta'ala'; that is why they have been called Abrar (the righteous).
Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihe says that the vow means an undertak
ing to perform a good deed for the sake of Allah (like ftJ8ting, I'tikaaf
or worship). Ikrimah Radhiallaho anho says,"It. means offerings for
thanks-giving'~ IbneAbbas RadhiallahO anho has been quoted to say
that a man came to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wtJ8allam and
submitted that he had vowed to kill himself for the sake of Allah.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe· wtJ8allam was busy in something else
and could not properly attend to him. The man took his silence as an
approval for fulfilling his vow and got up and went away to kill
himself. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wtJ8allam came to know what
the man was about to do and said, "Thanks be to Allah who has
created such people in my Ummah who are so resolute in fulfilling
their vows", and he 'ordered the man not to kill himself but to
slaughter on~ hundred camels instead, for taking one's own life was
forbidden by religion and the ransom (blood-money) for a life taken
was a hundred camels.

3. The feeding of prisoners in the Ayaat concerns the idolaters
who had become prisoners in various battles. There were no Muslim
prisoners at that time. When the feeding'of non-Muslim pri~oners

carries so much reward from Allah, the reward for the Muslim cap
tives would be far greater. Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihe says that
when.Rasululla.l\ Sallallaho alaihe WtJ8allam brought the captives of
Badr (who were infidels) to Madinah, seven notable Sahabah, name
ly Abu Bakr, Umar, Ali, Zubair, Abdur Rahman, Sa'd, and Abu
Ubaidah Radhiallaho anhum were particularly generous in spending
money on their food, etc. At this. the Ansaar remarked, "We fought
those prisoners in the cause of Allah and you are looking after them
so lavishly". Thereafter, the nineteen Ayaat beginning ( .11~c!! )
were revealed in praise. of those Sahabah who looked after the
prisOners. Hasan Rahmatullah alaihe says that, at the time of
revelation of these Ayaat, there were only idolaters as prisoners.
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Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe says, "When A1Iah Jalla Shanohu
ordered us to show kindness towards pru.oners who were idolators,
the obligations in respect of Muslim prisoners must be far greater".
Ibne Jurraij Rohmatullah alaihe says that there were no Muslim
prisoners at the time when these Ayaat were revealed. Only the
idolaters were prisoners, and Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wassallam gave orders for looking after their welfare. Abu Razeen
Rahmatullah alaihe says that once he was with Shaqeeq Ibne
Salmah Rahmatullah alaihe when a few of the prisoners passed that
way, and Shaqeeq told him to give something as Sadaqah to the
prisoners and recited the above Ayaat.

4. 'We wish for no reward nor thanks', means that the Sahabah
did not like to have any type of return at all for their good deeds in
this life, even in the form of Du'aa or thanks. They wanted total
return for them in Akhirah. Aishab and Umme Salmah Radhiallaho
anhuma are reported to have given instructions, to the person who
took their Sadaqah to the poor, to quietly listen to what the recipient
said after receiving it. When the person reported·back any words of
Du'&&, etc., to the venerable ladies, they used to make the same kind
of Du'&&, etc., in favour of the poor, saying that it was in return for
what the poor had said, so that their Sadaqah remained purely and
solely for the Akhirah. Umar Radhiallaho anho and his son Abdul
lah Radhiallaho anho are reported to have done the same. Zainul
Abedin Rahmatullah aliahe has remarked that if the giver of Sada
qah waits for the person in need to come to him, that would not
count as real generosity. The truly generous one· is he who fulfils his
obligations to Allah by going himself to the doors of· the needy
persons, and does not expect any expression of thanks for· that, in
view of the full faith he has in the rewards from Allah.

5. 'The bunches of the fruits of Jannah obeying the commands'
means that they will reach them when and where the dwellers .in
Jannah wish them to reach. Baraa Ibne Aazib Radhiallaho anho
says, "The inhabitants of Jannah will be able to eat the fruit as they
wish, while sitting, standing or lying". Mujahid RaJunatullah alaihe
says, "If they wished to have fruit while standing, the bunch would
bend and come in front of them, just within their reach; it would
bend lower if they desired to eat it. while sitting; and it would bend
still lower if they liked to eat it wl,ille lying". Another Hadith reports
him <Mujahid) as saying, "The ground of Jannah is made of silver,
its dust is musk, the roots of its trees are made of gold, their
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branches and leaves are .made of pearls and jasper, with the froit
dangling in between them. If the dwellers in Jannah would like to
eat the fruit while standing they would experience no difficulty in
reaching it; if they desired to have it while sitting or reclining on
their beds, it would bend down accordingly".

6. 'Bright as glass but made of silver' means that the silver will
be transparent like glass. Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho has said
that, in this life, if silver is beaten to the thinness of a fly's wing, one
cannot see water through it, but in Jannah the silver goblets will be
transparent. It has been said that, in this life, there are to be found
samples of everything in Jannah, except the goblets of silver of the
type mentioned herein. Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe says that if all
the experts in the world work together to make a transparent goblet
of this type, they will fail to do so. Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anhohas
said that an incident relating to Ali and Fatimah Radhiallaho
anhuma (which will be mentioned in the story No. 43 at the end of
this book) occasioned the revelation of these Ayaat. It is not an
unusual thing to find an Ayat being revealed in t:Qnsequence of more
than one occurrence taking place severally; in that case, it applies to
all such incidents.

35. He is successful who purifies himself, And remem·
bers the name of his· Lord, and observes Salaat; but
you prefer the· life of the world. Although the
Akhirah is far better and everlasting. (al-A'loo.· 14-17)

Note: The mama have given several interpretations of 'purifies
himself; many of them say that it means 'gives Sadaqah at the end
of Ramadhan, called 'Sadaqatul Fitr'; While some of them give it a
general sense. Saeed Ibne Jubair Rahmatullah alaihe says ·that it
means purifies himself of (the taint of) his lawfully earned wealth
(through payment ofZakaat).

Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe says, "Successful is he who has
pleased his Creator by (spending) his wealth". Abul Ahwas Rah
matullah aliake said, "Allah Ta'ala Subhanohu has mercy on a per
sonwho gives Sadaqah and then performs Salaat". He then recited
the above mentioned Ayat. In another version, he is reported to have
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said, "Let him, who can afford, give someUling as Sadaqah bef()re
offering Salaat". ibne Mas'ood Radhiallaho anho says, "When a
person intends to observe Salaat, it will be better for him to give
something as Sadaqah before doing so", He then recited this Ayat.
Arf~a Radhiallaho anho says that he once ask~ Ibne Mas'ood
Radhiallaho anho to recite to him the Surah: OJ;SJI~.J~\,t;.

Glorify tM name of thy Lord,tM most High: (al-A'loo)

He began to recite it and when he came to the Ayat:

~f"'!!II-; \~Il"'·'''·!.l'·':""I.:f.JJi~ Cb~7U'!

But you prefer the life ofthis world,

he stopped short in the midst of recitation and adressing the
people, said, "We have preferred this life to the Akhirah," People sat
listening quietly. He then again said, "We have preferred this life
because we have seen the beauty- and adornment of the world, its
women, its food and its drinks, while things of the Akhirah have
been veiled from us. We are engrossed in what is before. us, forgetful
ofwhat we have been promised in the Akhirah!"

Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe has sai~ that all mankind are enga
ged in the present-day worldly activities, except those who enjoy
Allah's protection, even though the Akhirah is far more valuable and
everlasting. Anas Radhiallaho anho has quoted RasuluJlah Sal
lallaho alaiM wasallbm as saying that the Kalimah ( ~\~~\'i1 )

saves people from the displeasure of Allah Ta'ala as long as'they do
not give preference to their worldly requirements as against the
demands of religion, but· when they begin to do so, the kalimah
( ~~~iY ) is returned to them with the Divine remarks, "You are
telling a lie", In another Haditb, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam has said thatwh~erbears testimony to

~~'lta.;~lt~ry

will enter Jannah, unless. he has mixed it with something averse to
it and polluted his faith with falsification. Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaiM wasallam repeated his words three times and the gathering
remained silent. Probably Rasulullah Sallallaho alaiM wasallam
wanted someone to ask about it, but the people were quiet due to
respect and awe. Finally a man got tip from a distance and said, "0
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Rasulullah, may my parents be sacrified for your sake, what is the
meaning of, 'Inixing it with something else"? He replied, "The love of
this world and prefering it to everything else, amassing wealth for its
own sake and acting towards people unjustly and cruelly".

Another Hadith of Rasulallah &llalaho alaihe wasollam says,
"Whoever loves this world banns his Akhirah and when anyone
loves the Akhirah he does harm to this world; therefore, prefer the
love of tlt(: thing (Akhirah) that will remain for ever, over the thing
(this world) that will come to an end". In another Hadith Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam bas said, "This world is the home of one
who has no home in the Akbirah and it is the property of him who
has no share in Akbirah, and only that person collects or hoards for
this life who lacks wisdom". A Hadith says that, amongst His entire
creation, Allah Ta'ala does not dislike anything more than this
world; he bas never looked at this world with kindness ever since He
created it'. In another Hadith Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
has said that the love of this life is the root-cause of all sins. At the
end of this book in Chapter.six, a number of Ayaat and Ahadith
reprding tIWi life and Akhirab have been given in a summarised
form. In addition to all the Ayaat which have been mentioned uptil
now in this volume, there are many other Ayaat in the Holy Qur'an,
exhorting us to spend for the cause of Allah Jalla Shanohu. This
subject has been treated again and again in a variety of ways by
Allah Jolla Shanohu in the Holy Qur'an, with different ways of
persuasion to spend all. This shows its unquestionable importance,
particularly, when all out of which one spends is a grant from Allah
Ta'ala. For example, a rich man gives his servant some money for
his personal needs but also says that he would like him to set aside a
little. money for such and such thing, and promises him a bountiful
reward in case he complies withhis.directions.lnl;ucb an event, it is
obvious that the servant would gladly spend money on that par
ticular thing, knowing that he would receive much more than what
he has spent on it.
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See (b)

AHA.DITH ON THE VIRnJES OF SPENDING
FOR THE CAUSE OF ALLAH

After quoting so many Ayaat of the Holy Qur'an on the subject
of spending for the cause of Allah Ta'ala, th~ should be no need of
quoting any Ahadith bearing 'on. this subject. But since the Ahadith
clarify and explain the sacred Word of Allah Subhanahu Ta'ala, it
would be worth-while narrating a few Ahadith before concluding
this Chapter.

~~~~.A~4~,~~\~~jGJG~~~~CD
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HADITH: 1
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "H I
possessed gold to the extent of mount Uhud, I would
not like to keep any of it with me for more than
three days, except what I put aside for paying a
debt".

Note: Mount Uhud is well-known as th~ biggest mountain near
Madinah. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that, if he
had as much gold as the mountain of Uhud, he would like to give it
away within three days and would not keep any portion of it with
himself.. This is simply meant to convey that it will take at least

.three days to distribute that huge amount of gold. Ofcourse, if there
was debt to be paid and the creditor was not present, some portion of
gold could be retained till the debt could be paid. This shows.that
payment of a debt is more important than Sadaqah. It was the noble
habit of Rasulullah not to hoard anything. Anas Radhiallaho anho
who was the special attendant of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam says that he never kept anything for the next day. Once
somebody presented three birds to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam, one ofwhich he gave to his own attendant. The attendant
brought back that bird the following day to Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam who said to him "Have I not toldyoullot to keep
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anything for the next day? Allah Jalla Shanohu Himselfwill provide
food for the next day." Samurah Radhiallaho anho has quoted
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying that he checked the
store cabinet frequently to make sure that nothing was left in it, lest
he should die with something left behind.

Abu Zarr Ghifari Radhiallaho anho, a famous and extremely
pious Sahabi, had particular aversion to wealth, about which st!veral
incidents have been reported, one of which has been related under
the Ayat given at Serial No. 11 above. He says, "I was once accom
panying Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam when he looked at
Mount Uhud and said, "If this mountain were to turn into gold and
be given to me, I would not like to keep a single Dinaar of it with I!le
for more than three days except that which I put aside to pay a d~bt".

He added, "Many of those who have much property shall gain scanty
rewards, except for those who say, 'Take this and this, before them,
behind them, on their right and on their left". (The IWTator made a
gesture indicating that they spend profusely with both their hands,
distributing money to people around them). (BukhariJ

In Mishkaat, another incident has been related. about Abu Zarr
Radhiallaho anho. Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho was once sitting with
Uthman Radhiallaho anho during the period Df the latter's Cali
phate when he told Ka'b Radhiallaho anho that Abdur Rahman
Radhiallaho anho had died leaving behind some property and asked
him what he thought about it. Ka'breplied that there was no harm
in leaving such property if he had given what was due on it to Allah
Ta'ala. Hearing this, Abu Zan raised the stick he was carrying,
struck Ka'b and said that he had heard Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam saying, "If I possessed gold equal in quantity to this
mountain, which I could spend and which were accepted from me, I
would not like to leave behind even six 'Auqias' (a small weight) of
it". Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho then turned to Uthnlan Radhiallaho
anho and adjured him three times to tell him if he had not heard
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam saying these words. Uthman
said that he had.

Imaam Bukhari Rahmatullah alaihe has related still another
story about Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho, on the authority of Ahnaf
Ibne Qais Rahmatullah alaihe, who says, , was once sitting with a
group of the Quraish in Madinah Munawwarah when a man came
there. He had stiff, dry and dishevelled hair, was dressed in coarse
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cloth and looked an ordiIwy man. He stopped by their side, greeted
them saying, 'AssaJam-o-Alaikum' and then adressing the people,
said "Give those who hoard up treasures, tidings of a rock heated in
the fire of Jahannam, which will be placed on their breasts; its heat
will cause their flesh to melt and to boil over their shoulders. The
rock will then be put on their shoulders causing it to flow from their
breasts". Saying this, he went into the Masjid and sat down beside a
pillar. I did not know who this Divine was; so, I followed him, sat
near him and said, "The people gathered there did not pay heed to
what you said; they rather seemed to dislike your saying so". The
divine replied, "They are fools who lack proper understanding, my
mOst loved friend once told me". When I asked him who was his
most loved friend, he replied, "Rasulullah SallallaJw alaihe wasallam
was my most loved friend who once said to me, 'Abu Zarr, do you see
Mount Uhud over there? I said that I did" (thinking that he wanted
to send me on an errand and was telling me how much time re
mained before sunset) He then said, "If I had gold to the extent of
that mountain I would love to spend all of it except for three
Di· "naars .

Other versions of the Hadith explain why he would like to keep
three Dinaars. After this Abu Zarr Rmlhiallaho anho said, "These
people have no sense; they go on hoarding wealth. By Allah, I
neither expect them to give me any money; nor need to ask them
anything about my religion! Then, why should I feel afraid or
hesitate to tell them exactly what I believe to be true?" (Fatah)

We shall relate another inodentab@ut Abu Zarr RiIdhiallaho
anho under the Ayat given at Serial No.5 in Chapter two below,
Insha Allah.

1lAl)1TH: 2
Rasulullah Sallallaho aJaihe wasallam said, "Two angels
come down (from the heavens) every morning; one
pra,.., '0 Allah, Il'Bnt a return to him who spends,
while the other praJ'B, '0Allah, destroy the wealth of
him who withholds it-.
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Note: This Hadith is corroborated by the Ayat given at Serial
No. 20 above, which says, "And whatever you spend (for good), He
replaces it". We have also quoted many more Traditions bearing on
this subject, in that context. Abu Darda Radhiallaho anho has
quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying. "At sunrise,
two angels, ·one on each side of the sun,'make a proclamation, which
is heard by everybody except Jinns and mankind, calling, '0 people,
turn to your Lord! The little which suffices for you is better than the
abundance which may make you neglectful towards Allah!'Similarly,
(the Hadith continues) A.. the time ohunset, two angels pray loudly
from beth sides of the sun, saying, '0 Allah, grant an early return to .
him who spends (for a good cause) and ruin the wealth of him who
hoards it": (Ahmad)

A Hadith says, "When the sun rises, two angels, one on each lJide
of the sun, pray to Allah, calling, '0 Allah, grant an early return to
him who spends; 0 Allah, ruin the property of him who withholds
it"! Another Hadith says that there are two angels in the heavens
above, who have no other function but to keep on praying; one says,
'0 Allah, grant a return to him who spends (for a good cause), the
other says, '0 Allah, destroy the property of him who holds it back1':
.(Kanz)

It appears that the mornings and evenings are not the special
hours appointed for the angels to make such invocations; thtly go on
making these supplications all the. time. The versions quoted earlier
mean that they are particularly engaged in such supplications in the
mornings and evenings (though they never cease to do so).

Known examples and experience of life confirm the truth of
these Ahadith; very often, those who amass wealth fall a prey to
calamities that ruin their property; some get involved in litigation,
others enter upon a life of wasteful expenses, still others have the
thieves chasing them. Hafiz Ibne H~ar Rahmatullah alaihe says,
"When the property is hoarded, it brings ruin in its wake: very often
the property is ruined; sometimes the owner himself passes away,
leaving behind everything, or he is ruined through leading a vicious
life. On the contrary, those who spend (fora good cause) are blessed
with increase in their property". According to a Ha ;th,"Whoever
gives much as Sadaqah, Allah Himself looks after his property after
his death:'(lhya). That is to say, the heirs of such persons do not
waste away the property they have left behind and do not indulge in
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useless pursuits; unlike the sons of the rich feudal lords who
squander away the wealth inherited from their parents. Imaam
Nawavi Rahmatullah alaihe writes: Only that expenditure is com
mendable which is incurred for good causes, i.e. spending fA. provide
for one's family, for entertaining one's guests or for other devotional
deeds."

Qurtabi Rahmatullah alaihe says, "Devotional deeds include
both obligatory (Fardh) and supererogatory (NaIl) devotions.
However, he ·W'ho does not give away (Nafl) Sadaqaat is not affected
by the curses of the angels, unless he is overpowered by an innate
miserliness which causes him to pay 'Fardh Sadaqaat' with a heavy
heart".

~J'r~I~\~~~,J;;.j»~~()~J~~~~~ (f)
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HADITH: 3
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WCI8CIllam has said, ·0 BOn

of Adam, it is better for you to give away what you .
can spare, and to withhold it i& wone for you; but
you will not be blamed if you keep back what may
barely Sumce you, and spend first on those who are
dependent on you·.

Note: This subject has also been corroborated by the Ayat at No.
4 above, where Hag Ta'ala Shanohu Himself has said, "Whatever is
over and above your needs, spend it". That Hadith was also mention
ed in that place. Here it is repeated for the sake of emphasis and
clarification. The trut4 is that anything in excess of the proper needs
is not 1:0 be held back at all. The best use for it is to have it deposited
in Allah's Treasury, which never suffers a loss, nor is subject to aDY
mishap. It will be readily available at the time of extreme adversity
and pressing needs, unknown in this life. And there will be no
source of income at that time, except the wealth spent as Sadaqah
available as deposits in the storehouse of Allah. Another fact
mentioned in this Hadith is that there will be no blame for keeping
things~ are needed urgently. These cover the bare. necessities
without which life becomes difficult, such as needs ofone's family or
some dependent people or even the animals which are owned by 8
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person and whose care is his responsibility. Any harm to those,due
to lack of provisions, will be a sin and a cause of Divine punishment.
In the Hadith of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam it is said that
it will be enough to get one condemned, if one whose livelihood is
one's responsibility, perishes or dies (MishkaatJ.

Abdullah Ibne Saamit Rahmatullah alaihe says tha.t he was with
Abu Zarr Radhiallaha anho when he received his shaI'e from Baitul
Maal and purchased his requirements from the bazar, after which he
was left with sevenDinaars (gold coins) and he instructed his slave
girl to get them changed into small coins (for distribution). The
narrator advised Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho to keep the gold coins
for a future need, such as entertainment of guests, etc.

Abu Zarr Radhiallaha anho said that his friend Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam had settled the issue once for all, saying that if gold and
silver are hoarded they would become sparks of the Fjre for their
owner, unless he spends them for the cause of Allah. As a matter of
fact, so many are the exhortations given by Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam to spend for the cause of Allah whatever exceeds
one's needs that some Sahabah thought that no one had any right to
keep with him anything exceeding his rightful needs.

Abu Saeed Khudri Radhiallaho anho narrates that once he was
among those who were accompanying RasuluDah Sallaliliho alaihe
wasallam on a journey. One of the companions kept moving up and
down the caravan with his she-camel. At this, Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam said that if someone had a spare animal for riding
he should give it away 1;(1 the one who had none, and whoever had
extra provision should give these to them who were in need. The
Sahabah surmised from this that no one had any right to his
provisions beyond his actual needs. (Abu DawoodJ. As regards the
Sahabi with the she-camel, if he was proudly showing off his animal,
the injuction of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was
addressed to him and it meant that no one should make a show of
his extra provisions; he should rather give them to others. But, if he
was moving up and down with the animal to show its miserable con
dition, it means that he was indirectly asking others to give him a
mount. In that case,the injunction of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam was addressed to other people, exhorting them to help
him.
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HADITH: 4
Uqbah Radhiallaho anho has narrated that he offered
his 'Asr' Salaat with RasuluIlah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam. At the end of Salaat Raulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam hastily got up and, stepping over the
shoulders of the people, went to the houses of one of
his wives. People, not knowing what the necessity
was, were perplexed over his haste. On his return he
perceived the people's anxiety and explained that he
had suddenly remembered leaving behind a piece of
gold in the house and he was afraid (lest his death
should take place while he owned· a piece of gold;
which would become objectionable· for him on the
Day of Reckoning). So, he had hurried hume to teIl
them to distribute it immediat~ly.

Note: The same incident has been narrated in another Hadith
which concludes:·I had left some gold in the house, and did not like
to keep it with me during the night. A still more amazing anecdote
has been related in another Hadith: Aishah Radhiallaho anha
relates that during the illness of Rasulullah Saliallaho alaihe
wasallam she had, with her, six or seven Dinaars belonging to him,
which he told her to give away immediately. But she was busy
attending to him in his illness and could not distribute the money
immediately. When he Sallallaho alaihe w~allam· asked her whe
ther she had distributed the Dinaars, she replied that she had done
nothing about them because she had been busy looking after him in
his illness. He called for the Dinaars and, placing them in his hand,
said, "How awkward would it be, ifAllah's Rasul were to meet Allah,
while having these in his posSession!" (i.e. he would feel ashamed to
meet his Lord while havingDinaars inhis posSession. (Mishkaat)

In another Hadith she has been reported as saying, "Some gold
coins were given to him by someone at night; as a result he could not
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sleep until she was able tQ spend them late in the night" ahya).
Saha1 Radhiallaho anho says that once Rasulullah Sallallahoalaihe
wasallam had seven gold coins, which he had kept with Aishah
Radhitlilaho anOO. He told her to.~nd them to Ali Radhiallaho anho
but he soon fainWd, as a result o~ which Aishah Radhiallaho anha
remained occupied. A little later, when he recovered from the swoon,
he asked the same question and again fainted. This happened
several times. IDtimately the coinswere sent by Aishah Radhiallaho
anOO to Ali Radhiallaho anho which he distributed. This incident
happened during the day. The following night, preceding Monday,
was the .last night of the life of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam and that night Aishah Radhiallahoanha had no oil in her
lamp. She sent the lamp towom(Ul in the neighbourhood for filling
it with some oil, requesting that it was needed for Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam who was seriously ill and was about to
depart from the world to meet Allah Ta'ala. (Targheeb)

Umme Salmah Radhiallaho anOO has also narrated a .similar
incident. She says·that once Rasululla,h Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
came home looking upset; she thought he was not well and enquired
as to what had happened. The reply was that seven Dinaars had
been received the, previous night· and that they were still lying
unspent in the corner of his bed ahya). RasulUllah Sallallaho. alaihe
wasallam used to receive presents continuously but he spent them
immedia-tely, whether it was day or night and whether he was well
or unwell. He did not rest content till everything had been spent. So
much so that, in the state of serious illness when there was no oil in
the lamp and seven gold coins were lying in the house, neither
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam nor Aishah Radhiallaho anha
thought of buying some oil with that money!

Here the author (Muhammad Zakariyya lUthmatullah alaihe)
mentions the case of his .own father Rahmatullah alaihe who, he
says, never liked to keep any money in his possession at night. He
was always in debt and owed seven or eight thousand rupees at the
time of his death. So, if he had money at night, he would send it to
his creditors and the small change was given to the children, and he
would say that he never liked this filth to be with him at night, as
death could come unexpectedly. Even more remarkable, I have
heard about Shah Abdur Rahim Raipuri Rahmatullah alaihe that he
used to receive many gifts and these, when accumulated, were
suitably distributed. If after that, more things were received, he felt
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unhappy and would say, "Oh!more have come!" Finally he distri
buted even his clothes and told his close associate Maulana Abdul
Qadir Rahmatullah alaihe to lend him clothes to wear. The Auliya of
Allah (the saints) behave amazingly: They have a strong desire to
depart from this world empty-handed, just as they were born, and
not leave behind any worldly collection as their property.
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HADITH: 5
" .

Someone asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
as to· what kind of Sadaqah Was most rewardable?
RasulullahSallaliaho alaihe wasallam replied, "When at
the time of giving Sadaqah you are in good health,
you have greed for wealth, you fear to become poor
and have a keen desire to become rich. That is the
opportunity; do not postpone it till the last moment
of your life and then say, 'So much to so and so, and
so much to that (Masjid) and that much to such and
such (Madrassah), although actually now the pro
perty belongs to SO and so (heirs). CMishkaat)

Note: The tact is that the heir now has a rightful share in the
property; the last will is applicable to at most one third of the
property, therefore the dying person can only give as Sadaqah one
third of his property. Another Hadith says that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, "Man keeps saying 'my
property, my property'; in fact his property is confined to three
things only; that which he has eaten, which he has worn and which
he has given as Sadaqah and deposited in Allah's Treasuxy;
whatever is left over, he is leaving for other people." Another Hadith
says, "It is better for a man to give one Dirham as Sadaqah early in
his life-time than to give a hundred Dirhams at the time of his
death". The reason is that anything given away on the death-bed
amounts to giving from someone else's property, because the dying
man has to leave evexything behind. Another Hadith quotes the
saying of RasuIullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam that anyone who
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gives Sadaqah, at the time of death, is like a man who, after
satisfying his appetite, gives the remaining food as a present to
someone. (Mishkaat). Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has
repeatedly declared that the proper time for giving Sadaqah is when
one is healthy and fit; that is the time to control one's personal
desires. This does not mean that Sadaqah at the time of death has no
value. It does carry a reward and becomes an investment for the
Akhirah, but it does not carry the same return as that for giving
Sadaqah in spite of one's needs and requirements. Allah Jalla
Slzanohu has said: .
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It is prescribed for you tlzat when one of you approaches death
and leaves property, he should make a will, in a known manner, in
favour of his parerrts and other rela-tives: All those who fear Allah
will do this as their bounden duty. (al-Baqarah' 180)

This Divine order was given in the early days of Islam. Later,
when the detailed orders regarding inheritance were revealed, the
earlier order, for making will for those relatives whose rights had
been fixed in 'Shariah',was cancelled; nevertheless the order for
making a will upto one third of the property applied to all relatives
who did not come under the Inheritance order. Ibne Abbas Radhi
allaho anho has said that, under the new order, the making of a will
in favour of those who have been given a right of inheritance, has
been cancelled while those who do not come under this order still
enjoy the benefit of a will. Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe says that, for
those who are not entitled to become inheritors, the above Ayat
regarding a will remains valid whether they be the relatives or
strangers.

Another Hadith says that Allah Ta'ala says, "0 son of Adam:
You were a miser in life and extravagant at the time of death; do not
heap two evils together: one, the miserliness when living and second

. the extravagance when about to die. Think of your relatives who are
deprived of your heritage, include them in your will". (Kanz). There
is a hint towards this in the Ayat No.2, among the Ayaat above, that
it is better to give Sadaqah at the time when the love of wealth is
uppermost in one's mind compared to the time when the mind is in
different. One Hadith says that Allah Jalla Slzanohu 'is displeased
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with the person who remains miserly in his lifetime and becomes
generous at the time of his death.

Therefore, it is not desirable that people should postpone giving
Sadaqah and endowments to a later time near their death. In the
first instance, no one ever knows when that last moment is to come,
how and where. Several instances have come to notice where people
were highly desirous of leaving much for charity and endowments,
but illness did not give them a respite to do so. Some were victims of
paralysis, some of a coma and some were adversely influenced by the
heirs nursing them. Even if they got a chance of fulfilling their
desire, which was rare, the reward for it would not be as much as it
might have been, if they had given Sadaqah in defiance of their own
mundane desires. However, if a person has not been able to give
away Sadaqah in his life owing to· negligence, he should take the
opportunity of spending for the cause of Allah at the time of deaH
For, after death, few are remembereq by their heirs, who mou
them for a few days and then forget about them forever. These ~

common occurrence now-a-days. Therefore, whatever one wishes _
take to the Akhirah, one had better carry it with oneself without
delay.
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HADITH: 6

Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho narrates that
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "A man
(from Bani Israel) decided to give Sadaqah quietly at
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night. He took it and placed it in a person's hand; In
the morning, people started talking and saying, 'Last
night, Sadaqah was given to a thiet'!' The man said,
'0 Allah, to Thee be praise! I gave it to a thief! I
could do nothing if it had been given to a worse per
son'. He decided to give Sadaqah again on the follow
ing night and put it in the hands of a woman; he
might have thought that a woman would not be a
thief. In the morning the people were talking and
saying, 'Sadaqah was given to a prostitute last night'.
The man said, '0 Allah, to Thee be praise! I gave it to
a prostitute! My property deserved worse than that'.
He decided to give Sadaqah a third time on the
following night and placed it in the hands of an
unknown person. In the morning, the people were
talking and saying, 'Last night, Sadaqah was given to
a rich man'. The man said, '0 Allah, to Thee be
praise! I gave it to a thief,a prostitute and a rich
man'! He then had a dream in which he was told that
his Sadaqah had be('!n accepted. It was given provi
dentially to a thief so that it might result in his
refraining from stealing; to a prostitute so that she
might repent of her immoraht)' anO to ~b-' rich man
to teach a lesson, so that he may spend (Jut of that
which Allah 1'a'ala had given him, following the
example of the pious who gave Sadaqah, unnoticed ft.

Note: In anotr!er Hadith this story has been narrated differently.
It may be a separate one as there are, in fact, a number of similar
stories, leaving no cause for confusion. If the other one relates to the
same case, it clarifies and confirms the original story.

Ta'oos Rahmatullah alaihe says that a man took a vow to give
Sadaqah to the first person he saw in the locality. It so happened
that he saw a woman, to w~om he gave the Sadaqah. People said
that she was an unchaste woman; then he gave Sadaqah to a man
whom he saw next. The people said that the recipient was the worst
type of man. lIe then gave more Sadaqah to the next one he ~w;
people said a rich man had received Sadaqah.

The giver of Sadaqah was most distressed over these' hapenings.
At night he dreamt that all the three acts of Sadaqah had been
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accepted by Allah Ta'ala. He was told, "The woman was a prostitue,
but she had adopted the profession due to poverty; your Sadaqah has
made her give up the evil business. The thief also stole to overcome
his poverty; he gave up stealing after receiving your Sadaqah.· The
third person was a rich man but never gave any thing as Sadaqah.
Your Sadaqah served as a lesson that, though he was richer than
you, you gave Sadaqah to him; it made him realise that he should
give more as Sadaqah than you; he now gives Sadaqah regularly".

It is clear from this Hadith that if Sadaqah is given with
sincerity, but happens to be misplaced, that. also serves a Divine
purpose and should not be regretted. Man's responsibility is to keep
his intentions pure, as the real requireme;ot is good intention and
action. This Hadith also brings out the piety of the man giving
Sadaqah, for, though the results seemed to be wrong despite his
repeated efforts, he did not stop giving Sadaqah. Due to his pure
intention and sincerity, all three were ultimately blessed with
acceptance, which was revealed to him in his dream. Hafiz Ibne
Hajar Rahmatuallah alaihe says that the point to note in this Hadith
is that, if the Sadaqah given happens to be misplaced, its repetition
is Mustahab (desirable), which should be done without reluctance. It
is stressed by several divines that service to others must not be given
up, even if it may not appear acceptable. Allama 'Aini Rahmatullah
alaihe has said that the above example shows that Allah Ta'ala is
sure to reward pure intentions, as giving Sadaqah quietly at night
clearly shows that it was done for the pleasure of Allah and, there
fore, was accepted by Him and not rejected for being apparently
misplaced.
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HADITH: 7
Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam has said, "Be
quick in giving Sadaqah. as a calamity cannot over
take Sadaqah".

Note: This means that an approaching calamity is pushed back
iue to Sadaqah. An unverified Hadith has it that Sadaqah shuts
;eventy doors of evil. One Hadith quotes Rasuiullah Sallallaho
zlaihe wasallam as saying, "Purify your property hy Zakaat properly.
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paid, treat your sick by Sadaqah and meet the advancing calamities
With Du'aa". (Targhib). Under several Ahadith in Kanzul Ummal. it
has been mentioned that the besttreatment for the sick lies in giving
Sadaqah.

Experience also shows that frequently given Sadaqah results in
recovery from sickness. Another Hadith advises treatment of the
sick through Sadaqah, for, Sadaqah foils vilifiers, repels disease,
increases virtues and prolongs life. (Kanz). Another Hadith says that
Sadaqah repels seventy calamities; the least of which is poverty.
(Kanz). Another Hadith says, I'Treat your anxieties and sorrows with
Sadaqah; thereby, Allah JaliaShanohu will mend your damages and
help you against your enemies". (Kanz). Another confirmed Hadith
has it that when a person gives cloth to a Muslim to wear, he (giver)
remains under the protection of Allah, as long as a rag of that cloth
remains on the body of the wearer. !bne Abi Aljad Rahmat-ullah
alaihe says, "Sadaqah shuts seventy doors of evil". (lhyaJ

Still another Hadith says, "Give Sadaqah early in the morning
because. calamity can never overtake Sadaqah". (Targhib). Anas
Radhiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
as saying that Sadaqah subdues Allah's wrath and protects one from
tragic death. Ulama have written that Sadaqah guards against evil
prompting from Shaitan at the time of death and protects one from
uttering words of ingratitute unt:ler the influence of serious iUn'ess,
and aIsoprevents a tragic end. In short, it helps to bring a peaceful
end. Another Hadith says that Sadaqah cools down the heat of the
grave and a man will be under the protective shade of his Sadaqah
011 the Day of Judgment. (Kanz). If the Sadaqah is in large quantity,
the shade will also be large,

When Mu'az Radhiallaho anho requested Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam to tell him about some virtue which would save him
from Jahannam and get him into Jannah,he said, "You have asked
for a very big thing, but it is actually an easy one, provided Allah
Ta'ala makes it easy. It is to worship Allah Jalla Shanohu sincerely,
not to attribute co-partners to Him, to establish Salaat and to pay
Zakaat, to observe fasting during Ramadhan and to perform Hajj of
Baitullah." After that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said,
"Shall I guide you to the gateways-of eternal bliss? They are: Fasting
is a shield against Shaitan's onslaughts, Sadaqah destroys sins just
as water extinguiShes fire, the Salaat at midnight has a similar effect
on sins". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaike wasallam then recited ~~~l;':)
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which has been mentioned at No. 19 of the Ayat above. He then said,
"ShaUl guide you to the head, the pillar and the height ofIslam? The
head is Islam (without which nothing has any value); its pillar is
Salaat (just as no building can stand without pillars, Islam cannot
exist without Salaat); its height is Jehaad (Islam reaches the height
of perfection through Jehaad);" he then said, "Shall I not tell you
about the root of all things, which is the foundation of all that?" Here
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wlJ8allam took hold of his tongue and
said, "Restrain this". I asked, "0 Rasulullah,(Sallaliaho alaihe
wasallarn> shall we really be punished for what we talk about"? He
replied, somewhat angrily, "r am surprised at you,Mu'az!Is it not the
tongue alone which will cause people to be dragged and thrown into
Jahannam head-long!" CMishkaat)

The deduction is that all that we utter with our tongues,moving
like a pair of scissors,goes into our book of deeds and will be weighed
on the Day of Judgment. All the absurd and prohibited things we
talk about will be instrumental in taking us to Jahannam. Another
Hadith says that many a person says a word which wins Allah's
pleasure for him, without himself knowing its importance: Allah
Jalla shanohu raises his rank in Jannah. On the other hand, a
person says something which he considers trifling, but it causes
Allah's displeasure and for it, he will be thrown into Jahannam.
Another narration says that he would be thrown as far away into
Jahannam as the East is from the West. Another Hadith quotes
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wlJ8allam as saying that if a person
undertakes not to misuse two things: first the thing between his two
jaws (tongue), second the thing between his two legs (private parts),
he (Rasulullah) will guarantee his entry into Jannah. Another
Hadith says that the majority of people will go to Jahannam due to
misuse of these two things. A Hadith says that a person utters
something in fun to make people laugh, which in fact becomes a
misfortune for him, and he is thrown into Jahannam far away, upto
the distance between the heaven and the earth.

Sufiyan Saqafi Radhiallaho anho made a request to Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asking."Whatis it that you fear most in
your mind for your Ummah?" He took hold of his own tongue and
replied, "This one". Beside these, there are several narrations on
record under different headings, with regard to this serious neglect.
The truth is that one must exercise great care in the use of one's
tongue, making sure that, if it cannot be used for a useful purpose, it
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must not involve one in, a calamity. Sufiyan Thauri Rahmatullah
alaihe, who was one of the famous Imaams in the knowledge of
Hadith and Muslim Law, said that he was guilty of a sin due to
which he remained deprived of offering Tahajjud Salaat for five

.mQnths. When someone asked him as to what it was, the' reply was
that once he Saw a person ~rYingand he thought in his mind that
the man was a hypocrite. ahya). Imagine! What an evil influence of a
sinful thought. Yet we say very harsh things about others without
any rhyme or reason. And if we have something against someone,
we cross all limits in slandering him, even turning his virutes into
vices, and publicise and magnify his weaknesses ifany. .
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HADTIH: 8

Ras.ulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said,
"Sadaqah does not cause a decrease in wealth and to
forgive an· offender enhances the honour of the for
giver. Whoever humbles himself for the pleasure of
Allah Jalla Shanohu, he is e~alted by Haq Ta'ala
Shanohu. "

Note: This Hadith contains three subjects: first, on the face of it,
giving Sadaqah causes reduction in wealth, but in fact this is not so;
its returns and recompense are sure in the Akhirah, as has been
made abundantly clear by all the Ayaat and quotations mentioned so
far. There is also compensation in this life, which has been indicated
in Ayat No.14 above and further clarified in Ayat No. 20. Moreover
under the same Ayat, several sayings of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam have been quoted confirming all that. Under Ahadith at
No.2 above, it has been stated that two angels daily offer the Du'aa,
"0 Allah, compensate those who spend, and bring ruin to those who
withhold".

Abu Kabshah Radhiallaho anho says that Rasulu:Iah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam mentioned three things on oath and a special one,
he said, was to be noted and preserved. The first one was that wealth
would never become less by giving Sadaqah, the second was that an
oppressed person, by remaining patient, would be honoured on that
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account; the third was that when a person begs something .from
someone, Allah Ta'ala opens for him the gate of poverty. He thi!n
said that. he was going to tell him something which must be esp
ecially remembered, namely that there are four types of people in
the world: firstly those whom Allah grants knowledge as well as
wealth. Due to their knowledge they fear Allah when spending their
wealih and do not spend it against Allah's dictates: they fulfil the
needs·of their kins-folk and spend rightly oil good causes aT d deeds.
They are the ones beld in high esteem. Secondly, the one who is
granted knowledge but no wealth; he has the intention and longing
to spend like the first type,if he had the wealth. This one receives the
same reward for bis intention alone. The third type is he,who is
devoid of knowledge but possess wealth, which he spends recklessly
and lavishly otl amusements and lustful pursuits. He does not fear
Allah,in spending,nor cares for his kith and kin and is extravagant
with his money. He will be in the vilest condition in th~ Akhirah.
The fourth one is the person whom Allah Ta'ala has not granted any
wealth nor any knowledge, but he thinks of doing the same things as
the third one, if he had the wealth to spend. Due to his intentions,
his punishment will be the same as for the person mentioned at No.
3. (MishkaatJ

Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho has quoted Muhammad Sallal
laho alaihe wn.~allam to have said that ::>adaqah uoeti uot deel'ease
one'!! wealth; when a person extends his hand to give Sadaqah, it
passes into the sacred hand of Allah Ta'ala before that of the beggar,
which means Divine acceptance of his Sadaqah. And whoever begs
without the actual need for it, Allah Ta'ala opens for him the gate to
poverty. (TarghibJ. Qais Ibne Selaa Ansaari Radhiallaho anho says
that, when his brothers complained to Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam that he was extravagant and spent money unnecessarily,
Qais Ansaari said that he took his own share from the garden and
spent it as Sadaqah or used it for providing food to his visitors.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam patted his chest and said, "Go
on spending", repeating the words three times, Allah Ta'ala will
spend on you". Qais Ansaari Radhiallaho anho further said that
after some time, when· he went on Jehaad, he had his own riding
beast and possessed more money than all his relatives. That is, in
spite of his liberal spending, he had far more money than those who
were too careful to spend liberally.

o
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Jabir Radhiallaho anOO has said that once Muhammad Sallal
laOO alaihe wa3ullam addressed the people and said, "My people!
Seek Allah's forg:v~neSB bf.,fore death overtakes you; make haste in
doing virtuous docads lest you get busy in other things; establish'
relationship with Allah Ta'ola by excessive remembrance and by
secret and open Sadaqah in abundance. That would bring you ample
provision and would bring you Allah Ta'a/a's help and a compen
sation for your losses". (Targhib). Another Hadith commands us to
seek Allah's help for increase ill uur means of livelihood through
Sadaqah. Yet another Hadith says/Sadaqah causes the means of
livelihood to descend on you:' (Kilnz). Another Hadith says that
Sadaqah causes an increase in wealth. Abdur Rehman Ibne Auf
RadhiallaOO anOO says that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wCl.o;allam
said, "I swear by Allah, Who has control on my life, to three things:
one, Sadaqah does not reduce your wealth, so give much; second,
when a person becomes victim of an outrage and he forgives the
oppressor, Allah To'ala will exalt his honour on the Day of
Judgment; third, when a person takes to begging, Allah To'ala will
open for him the gate to poverty".

Abu Salmah RadhiallaOO anho has also reported Rasulullah
SallallaOO alaihe wCl.'lallam as saying, "Sadaqah does .not reduce
wealth, so do give Sadaqah". 'Sadaqah does not reduce wealth'
obviously means that the return for it promptly comes from Allah
Ta'ala. Habib Ajami Rahmatullah alaille was a famous saint; his
wife kneaded flour for bread and went to the neighbour's house for
bringing a little fire; meanwhile a beggar came and Habib Rahmat
ullah alaihe gave away the available flour to him. When she re
turned with fire and found the flour missing, she asked her husband
about it, who replied that it had been sent to be baked into bread.
She did not believe him and, on further questioning, he at last told
her that he had given it away as Sadaqah. She said, "Allah be
glorified!You should have known that there was no more flour in the
house for the family to eat; what are we going to do without it? "
While she was talking, a man came in with a lar~e bowl full of meat
and plenty of bread. She exclaimed! "How quickly the bread has been
baked and the meat is an addition!" Such incidents occur very often
but, due to our lack of correct relationship with Allah Ta'ala, we do
not notice or realise how a certain thing came to us as a blessing for
something that we had spent. We usually take such things as chance
happenings, whereas they are a return for what we have spent.
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HADITH: 9
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that
once a person in a jungle heard a voice from a cloud
above, saying, "Go and supply water to such and such
person's garden". Thereupon the cloud moved in one
direction and rained on a piece of stony land.. A
channel collected the whole of that water which
began to flow in a particular direction. He followed
it and came to a place where a man stood with a
shovel in hand, diverting the water to his garden.
The person asked the man his name; and when he
told him, it was the very name he had heard from
the cloud. The person then asked him why he had
asked his name? The person replied that he had
heard a voice coming from the cloud saying, "Go and
supply water to such and such person'~ garden" and
it was the same name which he had told him. The
person then asked the man~Whathe did,for,the cloud
to supply water to his garden." The owner replied
that now he has to tell him the true facts. Whatever
produce he got from the garden, he divided it into
three equal parts; one part i.e. one third of the
produce, he gave away promptly as Sadaqah, the
second part he kept for himself and the family; the
remaining one third he spent on the garden itself.

77

Note: What blessings result from Sadaqah in Allah's name! The
one third ~f income spent for that purpose makes the unseen Divine
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resources water the garden. This is a clear illustration of the subject
matter of the previous Hadith, that wealth does not decrease
through Sadaqah. One third of the income from the garden given as
Sadaqah raises the produce of the whole garden. Another excellent
lesson to be learnt from the above Hadith is that a person should fix
a certain portion of his regular income to be given as Sadaqah. This
would be really useful.

As experience shows, once a portion for Sadaqah is permanently
settled, one comes across frequent occasions to spend for good
causes; whereas, without such a system, one fails to appreciate a
worthwhile occasion for givi.ng Sadaqah. When any occasion arises,
the mischief of Nafs and Shaitan often misleads one into thinking
that the particular occasion is not worth consideration for giving
Sadaqah. Furthermore, if really a pressing demand does' arise, one
may have no funds to give, or the personal needs at the time might
claim priority, leaving little or nothing for Sadaqah.

The proper course would definitely be to put aside, at the
beginning of a month, a portion of the salary for Sadaq~h, or in the
case of business some fixed amount from the daily earnings be put
away in a special box meant for Sadaqah. In that way, there~l be
no likelihood of any hindrance in spending, for the cause of Allah
Ta'ala, from the ready money specifically meant for Sadaqah. This is
undoubtedly a solution worth trying. Abu Vaail Radhiallaho anho
has related that he was sent to Quraiza by Abdullah Ibne Mas'ood
Radhiallaho anho with instructions to follow the example of the
famous pious man of the Bani Israel, Le. to spend as Sadaqah one
third of the revenue, keep one third there, and bring the remaining
one third to him, viz. Abdullah Ibne Mas'ood. It shows that the
Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum also followed this'one third' systeP.l.
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HADITH: 10
Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was pleased to
say that an unchaste woman was granted Divine
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pardon for a simple act: she saw a dog standing
beside a well with its tongue hanging out due to
severe thirst, as if about to die; so she took off her
shoe, tied it to her shawl and lowered it into the well
to draw ~ater, which she gave to the dog to drink.
Someone asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wa,.,'~allam

whether they would receive reward for being kind to
the animals. The reply was that there was reward for
being kind to any li"ring thing' (Muslim or non
Muslim, man or animal).

Note: This is the story of a lewd woman of Bani Israel, of which
various versions exist. (Kanz). A similar incident has also been
narrated byRasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam about a man who
was travelling through a jungle. He felt very thirsty and climbed
down a well for a drink. When he climbed back to the surface, he
saw a thirsty dog rubbing its mouth in the mud, feeling uneasy for
want of water. The man realised that the dog was suffering from
thirst,in the way he himself did,before he had taken the drink of
water. Finding nothing with which to draw water, he took off his
shoe· and climbed down the well, filled his shoe with water and
climbed up, using both his hands and holding the shoe in his mouth.
He gave the water to the dog to drink. Allah Ta'ala graciously
pardoned all his sins.

The Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum asked if there was a reward
for being good to the animals. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
replied in the affirmative, saying that it applied to all the living
beings. (Bukhari). The story No. 47 at the end of this book is about a
tyrant who gave shelter to a dog suffering from scabies. Allah Ta'ala
looked upon this act with kind approval. Since both these Ahadith
indicate high rewards for being kind even to a lowly animal, the
extent of rewards for showing kindnass to a human-being, the

oblest of creation, is beyond comprehension.

Certain Ulama. have expressed the view that creatures like
snakes and scorpions, the killing of which is a good deed, are
excluded from the living beings referred to above. Some other
scholars maintain that even such animals, if thirsty, should not be
deprived ofa drink. Muslims are ordered that, if and when any living
being is to be killed, a proper decorum has to be maintained and
mutilation after killing is forbidden. (Fatah).
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From the above two Ahadith and many others a delicate point
becomes evident: if and when Allah Ta'ala is pleased with the
sincerity of a single act of a person, this can get him a pardon for a
life of sins. The kindness and favour of Allah Ta'ala are boundless
compared with the small action done by a man. The crux of the
matter is to win the acceptance and pleasure of Allah Ta'ala. It is not
to be taken for granted that the pardoning of all sins of an offender
would be possible simply on giving someone water for drinking, or
doing some other type of good tum. ~ndeed, if it is of a standard to
get the Divine approval, there may be no hindrance, but one must
continue doing good deeds with all sincerity and with the hope that
Allah Ta'ala may find these acceptable. Once that happens, one may
find success assured. The important thing is sincerity of purpose:
that is to do evel)'thing for the sake of Allah Ta'ala, without any
desire for worldly benefits, such as prosperous living, popularity
among people or acquiring position or status, etc. If any of these
things become part of the purpose, the whole effort would be wasted.
The smallest good deed, if done for Allah's pleasure, assumes a
weight far more than that of a mountain. Luqman Alaihissalam
advised his son to give something as Sadaqah, when he happened to
coJJlmit a sin, because it washes away the sin and removes the
displeasure of Allah Ta'ala. (lhya)
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HADITH: 11

Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that
there are balconies in Jannah <which appear to be

~ built of glass): everything in them can be seen from
outside and the outer scene is clearly visible from
inside. The Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum asked as to
who will occupy them. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said, "Those who speak nicely to people,
who feed others while themselves they continuously
fast and ofTer Tahajjud Salaat at night when others
are asleep.w.
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Note: Abdullah Ibne Salaam Radhiallaho anho says that he had
not embraced Islam, when he heard the news that Muhammad
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam had migrated to Madinah. He went at
once to him and, on seeing his auspicious face, he said to himself
that such a blessed countenance could not be that of a liar. When he
reached there, the first thing that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said was, "0 people, exchange greetings of Salaam with
each other, feed the needy, be kind to the blood-relations and pray
during the night when all others are asleep; you will safely and
peacefully enter Jannah". (Mishkaat). At No. 34 of the Ayaat quoted
earlier, the same subject has been mentioned: that they feed the
poor, the orphans and the convicts and say, "We feed you for the
sake of Allah, without asking for any return or thanks from you".
One Hadith has it that when a person gives his brother food and
drink to his satisfaction, Allah Ta'ala creates seven moats between
him and Jahannam, each one of which is as wide as the distance to
be covered in seven hundred years. (Kanz). Another Hadith says
that Allah Ta'ala treats all His creation as a family and whoever
provides most benefits to His family is the most loved by Him.
(Kanz). Another Hadith says that every good deed counts as
Sadaqah, such as meeting a person smilingly or sharing a pail of
water with the neighbour. (Kanz). To have a smiling face during
conversation, instead of being peevish, is definitely a good deed.

A smiling look towards a brother is by no means a trifle, says a
Hadith, while no favour, however small, is to be considered
insignificant, and every small good deed amounts to Sadaqah.
Similarly, to help some one who has lost his way or to tell someone to
do a good act or to restrain him from a bad one, amounts to giving
Sadaqah, and the same is the case with removing a thorn or a
harmful object from a pathway or to share a pail of water with
someone. (Kanz).

A Hadith says that those condemned W go to Jahannam will be
drawn' up in a line. A dweller of Jannah will pass by, when one of
them will ask him to intercede for him with Allah Ta'ala. The
Jannati will ask him,"Who are you?" and he will say, "Do you not
recognise me? I am the one whom you had once asked for a drink of
water, which I had given you". Another Hadith has: Those con
demend to go to Jahannam will be drawn-up in a line. When one of
the dwellers of Jannah passes by them, one of them will say, "So and
so, do you not recognise me? I am the one who gave you a drink of
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water and gave you water for ablution at such and such time".
(MishkaatJ. Still another Hadith has: On the Day of Resurrection,
the Jannatis and the Jahannamis will be drawn up in separate lines.
A man from among the Jahannamis will see a person standing in
the row of the Jannatis and he will remind him of the good turn he
had done to him (the Jannati) in his worldly life. At this the Jannati
will hold him by the hand, take him into the presence of Allah
Ta'ala, and say, '0 Allah, lowe this man a good turn!' Allah Ta'ala
will say, "Let him go to Jannah on account of Allah's infinite mercy
towards him!"

Another Hadith says: "Have a t'n:!quent contact with the poor
and pour favours on them, as they are very rich people." Someone
asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as to the nature of
their wealth. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied that on
the Day of Judgment they would be told to lead every such person to
Jannah who had ever given them food or a drink of water or a piece
of cloth. Another Hadith says that, on that Day, Allah Ta'ala will
apologise to the poor in the same way as a person does to another
person in this life, by saying, "I swear by My Honour and Greatness
that 1 did not keep away the worldly wealth from you because you
were disgraced in My eyes, 1 did so for the sake of bestowing on you
the great honours of this day; you go a.nd look into the rows of
Jahannamis for those who fed you or clothed you for My sake, they
are all yours. When the poor approach such persons they will all be
drowned in their own sweat and the poor people will pull them out
and lead them to Jannah. (Rodh-ar-RayahimJ

There will be a declaration on the Day of Judgment, "Where are
the poor ones of the Ummah of Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam; let them go round the rows of Jahannamis and look for
those who had given them a morsel of food for Allah's sake or a
draught of water to drink or a piece of new or old clothing; take them
by the hand into Jannah". On that call, the poor of the Ummah will
rise and look round for such people and get them their entry into
Jannah, saying that they did them such and such a good turn. All
young and old of the Ummah's poor will thus get many people an
entry into Jannah. (KanzJ

One of the Ahadith says that whoever feeds a hungry animal,
Allah Ta'ala will give him the best of food to eat in Jannah. Another
Hadith has it that prosperity enters as swiftly into a house that feeds
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people as a dagger penetrates the hump of a camel. (Kanz). Abdullah
!hne Mub8)rik Rahmatullah alaihe used to give the best dates to
others to eat and used to say that whoever eats the most dates will
be rewarded with one Dirham for each date. (lhya). An Hadith says
that on the Day of Judgment an announcer will call, "Where are
those who were kind to the poor and the destitute; today they may
enter Jannah without any fear or sorrow", while another announcer
will say, "Come forward those who had visited the poor and the
mep.k during their illness; for you there are pulpits of Noar to sit on
and to converse with Allah Ta'ala when the rest will be suffering
from the severity of reckoning rKanz). Another Hadith says;There is
many a houri (in Jannah) whose dower is but a handful of dates or a
h'ke amount of something else given as Sadaqah'. One Hadith says
that no Sadaqah is superior to feeding the hungty.

Another Hadith says that Allah Ta'ala likes best the act of
pleasing a Muslim, or relieving him of a sorrow or a debt or feeding
him when hungtyj all these are pleasing deeds to be accomplished as
far as possible. Still another Hadith says that any action meant to
please a Muslim, is bound to receive the grant of Divi~e pardon. i.e.
actions such as satisfying some one's hunger, or relieving him of a
hardship. (Kanz). Yet another Hadith says, "Whoever meets a wordly
need of a Muslim, Allah Ta'ala will meet seventy two of his needs, of
which the pardoning of all his sins will be the lightest". (Kanz).
Which means that there are much bigger needs than a mere pardon.
This point is eleborated further in Hadith No. 13.
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HADITH: 12

Asmaa Radiallaho anha has said that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam told her to spend freely and
not to count, otherwise (if she counted) Allah Ta'ala
would give her counted favours; and not to save
money, for (if she did so) Allah Ta'ala will also keep
away from her (will give her less), therefore, she
should give as much as possible.
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Note: Asmaa Radhiallaho anha was the sister of Aishah Radhi-
.allaho anha. Rasuhillah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has, in this
Hadith, encouraged us in various ways to spend increasingly. First,
there is a clear order for spending liberally. It is obvious that the
approved spending is the one according to Shariah, on things pleas
ing to Allah Ta'ala. Spending against ShariAh cannot get anything
but misfortune. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has then
forbidden counting, which is meant to emphasise the same subject
matter: The mama have attached two meanings to counting: One, to
count for the sake of hoarding, in which case Allah Ta'ala's blessings
will be withheld: as you sow so shall you reap; the second meaning
is: not to count when giving to the poor, in which case the return
and reward from Allah Ta'ala will also be countless. Lastly, the
same subject has been further emphasised by forbidding to with
!lOld, stating that if you save instead of spending your wealth in the
path of Allah Ta'ala, you will cause Allah's withholding of His
bounties, favours and kindness. The point is stressed further by the
commandment to spend as much and as well as you can. This
means, in fact, not to hesitate in spending what you can genuinely
afford; and this is within your power. This very subject is covered
extensively in a number of Ahadith which say, "Save yourself from
the flames of Jahannam by giving Sadaqah, be it a pi~ce of date
which is sufficient to give protection from Jahannam".

One of the Ahadith in Bukhari says, "Asmaa Radhiallaho anha
enquired from Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam whether she
could give as Sadaqah from what her husband Zubair Radhiallaho
anho had left with her, as she possessed nothing of her own.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied in the affirmative,
advising her not to put aside things in the pot, lest Allah Ta'ala
should keep away His bounties from her'~ In this Hadith, if the act of
giving something to Asmaa Radhiallaho anha by Zubair Radhia
llaho anho amounted to making her the owner of that, she clearly
had the right to spend all of it in any way she liked. However, if
those things were meant for meeting the household needs, then the
advice of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was based on his
personal knowledge of Zubair's temperament that he would not be
displeased by Asmaa's Sadaqah. The other reason for pressing her to
give as Sadaqah could be that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
had already strongly advised Zubair Radhiallaho anho to give in
Sadaqah. The Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum were willing to sacrifice
each and everything because of the general advice in such matters by
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Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, while in the case of a specific
advice to an individual by him, the enthusiasm to comply was indeed
marvellous. Thousands of such examples could be quoted in evi
dence; a few of these have been mentioned in the 'Stories of
Sahabah'.

Allama Suyooti has quoted in Durre Manthur the story of Zubair
Radhiallaho anho as told by himself, saying that he was specially
persuaded by Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam to spend in the
path of Allah Ta'ala. Once he visited Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam and sat in front of him. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam got hold of the tail of his turban, as a warning to note
carefully, and told him '0 Zubair! I am the Messanger of Allah
specially to you people and generally for all. Do you know what Allah
Ta'ala has said?" Zubair Radhiallaho anho replied, "Allah and His
Rasul know best!" Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said,
"When Allah Ta'ala sat on His Grand Throne (Arsh), He looked at
His bondsmen (mankind) with kindness and said, '0 My slaves, I am
your Creator and Sustainer, your livelihood is in My hands; do not
put yourself in hardship· for that which is My responsibility;
approach Me for your living and needs'. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam then repeated what Allah Ta'ala had further said, '0 My
slaves, you spend on people and I will spend on you; be magnani
mous to people &.Dd I will be 80 to you; do not be stingy in spending
on others, I shall not straiten your livelihood for you; do not shut
your wealth off from the people, so that I do Dot shut Mine from you;
do Dot hoard a treasure, so that J do Dot hoard from you. The door of
livelihood is open above all the seven heavens and joined to the
Grand Arsh and remains open throughout the day and night; from
there Allah Ta'ala sends down daily sustenance for evety individual
human being, according to that person's own intentions. his spend
ing, his Sadaqah and his eJqlenses; whoever spends more receives
more, the one who gives less receives less, while he who holds back,
Allah Ta'ala holds things back from him:' He further said, '0
Zubair! Eat and spend on yourself and feed others too; do Dot tie up
things to put aside, or else Allah Ta'ala's bounties would be held up
and kept away from you; avoid counting lest counting,should be
made against you; shun being strict in your dealings with others, lest
the same is done to you; do not put people to hardship. lest that
should happen to you.
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'0 Zubair! Allah Ta'ala is pleased with the act of spending and
displ~ with the close-fisted; generosity comes from having full
faith in Allal Ta'ala, while stinginess infests the doubting minds; one
who has full faith in Allah Ta'ala,will never go to Jahannam and he
who has' doubts,will never enter Jannah; Zubair, Allah Ta'ala is
pleased with generosity, even with a piece of date. And Allah Ta'ala
is pleased with bravery, be it in facing a snake or a scropion; 0
Zubair! Allah Ta'ala loves to see patience at the time of an earth
quake or any other calamity, and Heis pleased with the faith which
overpowers every part of the body and obstructs the satisfaction of
paSsionate desires; He loves the perfect wisdom which overpowers
moments of doubts in Deen and is pleased with piety at the time of
facing forbidden and dirty things; '0 Zubair, show respects to all
brothers, enhance the greatness of the pious and honour good
people; have good relations with neighbours and do not be a fellow
traveller of immoral people; whosoever remains stead-fast in all
these matters will enter Jannah without any reeknoning or any fear
of punishment. This is the admonishment of Allah Ta'ala to me and
mine to you'.

At No. 20 of the Ayaat, this very incident has been briefly
treated with adequate remarks. After reading the detailed advice of
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam given above, the reaction of
Zubair Radhiallaho anho can be clearly understood, and it was quite
justifiable that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam told Asmaa
Radhiallaho anha to spend without hesitation from his property.
Moreover Zubair Radhiallaho anho was a cousin of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and, when relationship with one's own
kith and kin is firm, exhortation of this type further strengthens the
relationship. One comes across instance of this type even in the
present-day loose conditions; there could be no question about the
generosity of Zubair Radhiallaho anho. The author of Isaabah has
stated that Zubair Radhiallaho anho had one thousand slaves on
whom he used to levy tax, but not a penny of it was used on his
household; all of it was spent in giving Sadaqah. It was the result of
this great generosity of his that, at the time of his death, he owed
debts of twenty-two thousand Dirham.:;, the detailed story ofwhich is
given in the !relevant HaditlJ in Bukhari. The nature of this debt was
that most o/it was due to people's money deposited as Amanat with
him. As he was a very conscientious person, people trusted him and
entrusted their valuables or money to him for safe custody. He used
to tell them that, as he had no place to keep their things as deposits
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in trust, he would have them as a loan and would return them on
demand. Thus he used to have loans, which he went on spending on
other people's needs.

This was the case not only with Zubair Radhiallaho anho but
with most of the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum; wealth for them was
not a thing to keep. Once Umar Radhaiallaho anho filled a bag with
four hundred gold coins and told his slave to deliver the bag to Abu
Ubaidah Radhiallaho anho for personal use, and to remain busy
thereabout to see what he would do with the money. The slave took
the money and delivered it to Abu Ubaidah who paid compliments
and prayed for Umar, and then called his slave-woman and told her
to go and give seven Dinaars to so and so, five to such and such
person, and so much to so and so, and thus every single coin was
given away. The slave reported the whole proceedings to Umar
Radhiallaho anho, who then sent the same amount to Mu'az Radhi
allaho anho with the same instructions as for Abu Ubaidah. Mu'az
also called his slave-woman and distributed the money in various
houses. Meanwhile his wife came and said, "We are also poor and
needy, please give us something, too", at which, he threw the bag at
her with only two coins remaining. The slave returned and narrated
the whole story to Umar Radhiallaho anho who was very pleased to
hear it and said, "They are all of the same stock."
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HADITH: 13
Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, 'who
ever gives clothes to a naked Muslim, Allah Ta'ala
will give him a green dress to wear in Jannah; and
he who gives something to eat to a hungry Muslim,
Allah Ta'ala will feed him with the fruits of Jannah;
and the one who gives a drink of water to a thirsty
Muslim, Allah Ta'ala will give him a drink of sealed
wine in Jannah.·
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Note: The 'sealed wine' refers to that holy drink which, as
indicated in the Holy Qur'an, would be reserved for the pious people
in Jannah.

As Allah Ta'ala has said:

"The righteous will be in delightful comforl, sitting in their
(curtained) seats, (looking at the wonders ofJannah). 0 listener, you
will notice the freshness and gaiety in their faces, due to ·the comfOrlS
(of Jannah). They will have the se"aIed wine for a drink, the seal will
be of musk. The greedy ought to have the greed for this bliss (this is
what one should strive for). " (at- Tatfeef: 22-26)

Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihe says that Raheeq is one of the
types of wine in Jannah, which is made from musk with a mixture of
the ( ;J) Tasneem which, according to Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe,
is the most superior drink of Jannah. The favourities will drink it
pure, while those below them will have a mixture of it. According to
Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe, Raheeq is the wine which has a
mixture of Tasneem. The above Hadith menti,ons the virtues relat
ing to giving a meal or a drink to a hungry person and a dress to the
naked. It may be that the giver himself be in need of food or drink or
clothes, yet he gives to others. With this aspect, the Hadith is in line
with the interpretation of the Ayat No. 28 under Ayaat above,
meaning:

~ , {....-:, "~/\'" ~~""I :'il-:_ '" 'J~i.'
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They prefer others to themselves, although they have the same
need.

Another view would relate it to the state of the recipients need;
if they are in urgent need of something and that need is fulfilled by
someone, the latter will receive correspondingly more reward and
blessing of Allah Ta'ala than that of Sadaqah to the poor under
normal conditions. For example, there is a reward for giving clothes
to a poor person, but for giving cloth to a naked person or one in
tatters, the reward will be considerably more. To give food to a poor
person will be definitely rewarded, but to feed a starving person will
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receive uceedinaJy greater reward and blessings. Similarly, to give
water for drinking to anybody is rewarded, but to give water to
someone who is extremely thirsty will receive so much reward and
blessinp that his life-long sins would be expunged, as has been
mentioned under Hadtih No. 10 above, wherein a prostitute got for
giveness for the sins of all her life for giving water to a thirsty dog.

Under the series of Ayaat above, at No. 23 a saying of Rasulullah
SollGllaho olaihe WtUallam has been recorded that one who goes
from door to door, begging for a morsel or two of bread, is not really
a poor person; it is the one who neither has sufficient provision to
meet his needs nor anyone knows about his circumstances to come
to his helPi he is the one iruly poor.

Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho has narrated the saying of Rasul
ullah to the effect that whoever undertakes to mtJet the needs of a
brother, Allah Ta'ala will look after his needs; and whosoever saves
a Muslim from calamity, Allah Ta'ala will protect him from one of
his calamities on the Day of Judgment; and when someone provides
a dress to a Muslim to cover his body and prevents a disclosure of his
shortcomings, Allah Ta'ala will provide for him the same type of
cover on the Day of Qiamah. (Mishkaat)

Several such matters have been mentioned by the Sahabah
Radhiallaho· anhum. Another Hadith has it that when someone
keeps quiet about some defect in a person, be it concerning his body
or behaviour, the reward for that will be the same as for digging out
of the grave a man who has been buried alive. (Mishkoot).

Allah Ta'ala has said, (which has been mentioned under Ayat
No. 25):

Those who spent their money and fought in the path of Allah
before the conquest of Makkah, cannot be equalled by others. (al·
Hadeed: 10)

The reason for this as stated by the Ulama is that the need for
spending before the conquest of Makkah was very great; that is why
it is rated very high.

According to the author of Jamal, when Islam. and the Muslims
had not yet attained high honour and prestige and the Muslims were
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in a greater need of help. both physical and financial. they were the
first and the foremost among the MuhsJireen and Ansaar. about
whom Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that Sadaqah
in gold,of the size of mount Uhud. "given by others, will not equal a
Mudd (about a kilogram) or even half Mudd given by those in the
ranks of early MuhsJireen and Ansaar. Apart from this, there are
many narrations wherein Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam has
warned and exhorted his companions to give preference to those
who are in urgent need. To accept an invitation to Valimah (marri
age . feast) is desirable. However. one of the Ahadith narrates
Rasululla.b Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam as saying that the Valimah
meal is the worst type of meal. as only the rich usually IU'e invited to
it and the poor are overlooked. (Mishkaat). Thus the feast is of worst
kind when only important persons are invited to it, and pot the poor
ones, but if that is not so. attending it is desirable according to
Bunnah.

One Hadith says that a person will be rewarded for giving water
to a Muslim, when the water is available generally. as if he had freed
a slave; whereas giving a drink of water to someone where water is
scarce. will count equal to saving a dying person. (Kanz). One Hadith
says that the highest Sadaqah is to give food to a hUDgIy (man or
animal). Another Hadith says that the virtue which Allah Ta'ala
appreciates most is to feed a starving destitute or to pay his debts or
to remove his afJIiction. Ubaid !bne Umair Radhiallaho anho has
said that on the Day of Judgment the people will rise in a state of
extreme hunger and thirst and in total nakedness; however. an
individual who fed someone for the sake of Allah Ta'ala, will be
granted food to his fill; similarly. the one who gave water to someone
for the pleasure of Allah, will have his thirst quenched fully, and the
one who gave someone clothes will receive a dress from Allah Ta'ala.
ahya).
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HADITH: 14

Rasulullah SallQllaho alaihe wasallam has said that he
whp strives to help a needy unmarried woman or a
poor pel'llO"'. It like the one who strives in Jehaad
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and, probably he added, he Is like ODe who prays all
Dightwithoutthe slightest slackness and is like a
persoD who lasts every day for his whole life.

Note: A woman without husband usually means a widow or the
one who cannot find a husband. This describes the reward for the
e1fort made in helping these cases irrespective of any results.
Another Hadith says that a person is rewarded like those who fight
in the path of Allah if he undertakes to fulfil the need of a Muslim
brother or tries to give him some benefit.

Another Hadith says that anyone helping an aftlicted brother
will be granted by Allah Ta'ala the power to stand firm on the Day
when mountains will move from their places (i.e. one Doomsday).
(Kanz). A fine point emerges from this Hadith that, in the present
day disturbed times, people get easily upset except those who keep
helping and assisting others. Another Hadith says that if a person
meets the need of a Muslim brother in this life, Allah Ta'ala will
meet seventy of his needs, the least of which will be the forgiveness
of all his sins; and if one takes up a cause for another person with
those in power for solving his problem, Allah Ta'ala will help him to
cross the 'Siraat' (the Bridge over Jahannam) on the Day of Judg
ment when many will slip while crossing. (Kanz)

This Hadith is of great value for those who have an access to
those in power; they may take up legitimate problems of the sub
ordinates and other su1ferers with the concerned authorities and
give it due importance. It is to be remebered that crossing of the
'Siraat', is the most difficult and the hardest of things on the Day of
Judgment and, by this ordinary effort here, it will be made easy for
them, to their great advantage. However, the effort is to be made for
the sake of Allah Ta'ala and not for self publicity or popular esteem;
the effort made for the sake of Allah will automatically bring good
name and respect, far greater than desired by oneself but, if there be
a personal. motive behind the act, it will eliminate the purity of
intention behind the effort, which has to be made for the sake of
Allah Ta'ala to gain the promised reward.
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BADlTH: 15

Rasulullah Salla:laho alaihe wasallam has said that
Allah Ta'ala loves three persons and detests three.
Thoee whom Allah loves are (1) a persoD who, wheD
a beggar came and begged from some people, DODe of
them being related to him, aDd W88 refused by tbem,
got up quietly aDd gave him somethiDg secretly so
that oDly Allah To'ala and the beggar knew of it; (2) a
persoD who was ODe of a party that travelled all
night till sleep overtook them, but wheD all of them
weDt to sleep (for a short while), he got up aDd
engaged in devotions, beggiDg Allah's favour with
importunity and recitiDg from the Holy Qur'aD; aDd
(3) a person who W88 iD a detachement that fought
in Jehaad and was defeated but he weDt straight
ahead till he was martyred or graDted victory. The
three whom Allah Til'ala. detests are aD old man who
indulges iD adultery, a lJegpr who is proud aQd a
rich man who is oppressive.

Note: There are several di1ferellt Traditions about the above
subject concerning the six types of persons mentioned in this
Hadith. At Ayat No. 9 under the Ayaat series above, this very
Hadith has been mentioned. Some of the Traditions mention only
one type of person and some, more than one. One Hadith says that
there are three oc:casions when the prayer (Du'aa) of a person is not
rejected, but certainly accepted. First, when a person offers his
SaJaat in a jungle alone, and no one can see him, his Du'aa is certain
to be accepted; second when a person who is engaged in Jehaad
along with a party,which runs away from the enemy, but he remains
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steadfast alone; the third is a person who stands in devotions before
Allah Ta'ala in the latter part of night. Allah Ta'ala will not listen to
three persons on the Day of Judgement, nor will He purify them of
their sins, nor look at them graciously and, for them.there will be
grievious punishment. First the persistent adulterer in old age;
second the lying ruler; and third an arrogant beggar. In this context,
'will not purify them' inay mean, either 'not purify them of their
sins', or 'will not commend their actions'. Another Hadith has it to
the following effect: There are three to whom Allah Ta'ala will not
accord a look of Grace on the Day of Resurrection and they will have
a severe. painful punishment: an elderly man indulging in fornica
tion. a proud beggar and a merchant who swears on all occasions,
unnecessarily and repeatedly, both whiie buying and &elling. Un
doubtedly it amounts to sheer impudence towards the Divine Majes
ty of Allah Ta'ala to swear unnecessarily. Still another Hadith says:
There are three at whom Allah Ta'ala will not look gracefully on the
Day of Resurrection and they will have painful punishment; an old
man indulging in fornication. a man who makes capital out of oaths,
true or false, and a proud beggar who is vain of himself. (Jami-us
Saghir)

It occurs in a Hadith that Allah Ta'ala loves three persons and
detests three: those whom he loves are (1) a person who joins a
detachment making Jebaad. faces and fights the enemy most bravely
till he is granted victory or dies a martyr; (2) a person journeying
with a party of travellers who go to sleep at night, but he stands in
devotional prayers till his fellow-travellers have taken rest for a
while and then wakes them up, and (3) a person who is patient to
wards a neighbour who keeps molesting him till the two are separat
ed by death or one of them journeying to a distant place. And the
three whom Allah detests are: a merchant who swears frequently, a
proud beggar and a: person who, after giving Sadaqah, keeps remind
ing people of his generosity towards them.
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Rasullullah Sallallalw. alaihe wasallam once said,
~ere is something due on property apart from
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Zakaat", and then recited the following Ayat (in
support ofwhat he said): V··" _ !,\;;._~.n ..~t..,,~_, "."
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"It is not piety that you should turn your faces to the
east and west...... to the end ofAyat."

Note: We have quoted the Ayat,referred to in the Hadith,at Sr.
No.2 above in the series of Ayaat. Rasullullah Sallallaho alaihe
wcuallam inferred from this Ayat that, besides Zakaat, there are
other obligations concerning one's property. The Ayat explicitly
enCOUl~~es spending on one's kinsmen, orphans, destitute persons,
wayfarers, beggars and for setting free slaves and convicts (held in
ransom for money owed by them) and paying of Zakaat has been
mentioned separately. Muslim Ibne Yasaar Rahmatullah alaihe says,
"Just as Salaat is of two types, the Fardh and the Nafl, Zakaat is also
of two types, the Fardh and Nafl, and both have been mentioned in
the Holy Qur'an. When asked to explain, he began to recite this Ayat
in support of his view and, after reciting the first part of the Ayat
which recounts the various oc~ions for spending (i.e. upto: 'for
setting free slaves and convicts'), he said~ "All these are the occasions
for giving Nafl Zakaat (Sadaqah): He then recited the last part of the
Ayat mentioning Zakaat in particular and said,'This is Fardh Zakaat!
Allama Teebi Rahmatullah alaihe says:'There is something due on
property apart from Zakaat,- mentioned in this Hadith, indicates not
to refuse a beggar nor one asking for a loan, nor anyone asking to be
lent things of common use, i.e. utensils like coOking pot, bowl, etc.,
or anyone asking for some water, salt, a live coal for kindling fire,
etc. Allama Qari Rahmatullah alaihe has said that the Ayat which
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wcuallam recited in this particular
Hadith applies, besides Zakaat, to the matters mentioned therein,
like rights of near relations, showing favour to orPhans, meeting the
demands of the poor, travellers and beggars, and getting freedom for
those who are slaves or prisoners.

The author of 'Mazahire Haq' has written that Zakaat is
obligatory and has to be paid, while Sadaqah is a voluntary act and is
highly praiseworthy; therefore, it must also be encouraged in the
directions indicated in the aforementioned translations of the
sayings of Allama Teebi and Allama Qari, confirming that Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wcuallam read the Ayat as an authority for
his views th&t Allah Ta'ala has praised the Momineen (believers) fir
st for giving Sadaqah to their kith and kin and the orphans and later
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He praised them for establishing Salaat and paying Zakaat. It is clear
from this that giving of Sadaqah in the above manner is distinct
from payment ofZakaat and the former is a Nafl act. The statement
of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, "Besides Zakaat, tL~re is
something more due on property,· has been established by the Ayat
in question; the Nafl Sadaqah has been mentioned first, and then
the obligatory one.

Allama Jassas Razi Rahmatullah alaihe has written that certain
Ulama have interpreted this Ayat to mean that there are obligatory
occasions for giving Sadaqah, such as spending on one's blood
relations, when any of them is in distress, or to spend on some
aftlicted person in danger of death, to the extent of saving his life.
After that the Allama, quoting the same saying of Rasullullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam,has said that it also implies spending on
the poor kinsmen whose maintenance has been made incumbent on
a person by a lawful ruler, spending on those in distress and
spending on others by way of Nail Sadaqah, as the term 'Something
due on property apart from Zakaat' used by Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam is applicable both to obligatory and Nafl Zakaat.
The 'Fatawa Alamgiriya' says that it is obligatory to feed a needy
person when he is not in a position to earn or to go out to beg. In this
particular matter, there are three points to note: first, the needy one
has to be fed by all those who become aware of his condition until he
becomes fit to go out and fulfil all his needs; if the person or persons
are not themselves able to fulfil this duty, he or they should inform
others of the needy person's condition; if this is not done nor is the
person fed and he dies, all who were aware of the state of affairs
would be guilty of the sin. Secondly, if the needy one is able to move
but not to earn, he should be helped through obligatory Sadaqah. If
he is capable of earning his livelihood, then it is not permissible for
him to beg for alms. Thirdly, if a needy one is able to go out but not
able to earn, it is obligatorY on him to go to people and ask for
Sadaqah, otherwise he will be a sinner.
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HADITH: 17

Buhaisah Rndhiallaho anOO has related that when her
father asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wll8allam
"What is the thing, not to be refused (if asked for by
someone)?" Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wll8allam
replied, "Water," Her father then asked the same
question again, to which Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wC13allam replied, 'Salt', When her father repeated the
question once again, the Prophet replied, "Whatever
good you can do (to someone) is better for you..

Note: If the water is meant to be taken from the well and salt
from a mine, then, according to Shariah, no one has the right to stop
anyone who is in need, even when both the water and the salt are
owned by someone. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WC13allQm admoni
shed never to refuse such simple things to a needy person, as these
do not cost the owner much but the receiver's urgent need is met. As
these ordinary things are commonly available in homes, their urgent
need and scarcity is not fell A small quantity of salt given to
someone for his curry will make his food tasty, without much loss to
you. Similar is the case in respect of giving water to someone. Aishah
Rndhiallaho anOO narrates that RasuluIlah Sallallaho alaihe
Wll8allam said, "It is improper to refuse three things to anyone: salt,
water and a bit of live tire." She then said that the need for giving
water was understood, but the case of salt and tire was not clear?
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied, "0 Humairah! When
someone gives a bit of tire to a person in need, it is as ifall the things
cooked on the tire were given as Sadaqah to the needy; and for the
one who gives a bit of salt, all things that become tasty by its use will
count as Sadaqah. So the gain to the giver is enormous". In the main
Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has mentioned two
things as examples and then he has stated a principle, 'to do good as
much as you can to someone is good for you', as has been well said,
"Do good, an,d good will be done to you".

The fact is that when someone does any type of favour to
another person, it is indeed a favour to oneself: Allah Ta'ala',
commandments mentioned at No. 20 of the Ayaat series above, says
that whatever you spend in the path of Allah, you will receive a
return from Him. At Hadith No.2 above, it has been mentioned that
two angels permanently pray to Allah Ta'ala for a good return for
those who spend for Allah's sake and ruin for him who holds back
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his wealth. Under such circumstances, when one does a material
favour to another person, he actually saves his wealth from an evil
fate and at the same time establishes aright for a handsome return
from the treasury of AIlah Ta'ala. A serious consideration of the
matter will reveal the truth that we are not doing any favour to
another person, but it may well be that he has saved your home
from plunder, which shows that he has done you a favour and not
you to him.
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BADITH: 18
Sa'ad Radhialla/w anho enquired from Rasulullah
Sallalla/walaihe wasallam that, as hla mother was
dead, what type 01 Sadaqah would be best? (for In
vltb., Divine blessings for her soul). Rasulullah
Sallalla/w alaihe wasallam replied that water was the
best of all. On that, Sa'ad had a well dug, so that his
mother should receive the blessings.

Note: Supplyingwater was considered to be the best Sadaqah, as
there was scarcity of it in Madinah. All hot countries suffer from

. shortage of water, but there was an acute shortage in Madinah in
those days. Besilie this, the benefits ofwater are common, as also its
use. One of the Ahadith says that whoever arranges a water-supply
system, wherefrom men,jinns and birds drink, will keep on recei
ving blessings and reward until they Day of Judgment, even after
his death. Abdullah Ibne Mubarak Rahmatullah alaihe was visited
by a pel'8Qn who complained about a wound on his knee, saying that,
despite continuous treatment by many physicians for the last seven
years, it had not healed at all. Abdullah Ibne Mubarak Rahmatullah
alaihe advised )lim to have a well dug at· a place where drinking
water was sc:an:e and said, 1 have full truSt in Allah Ta'ala that, as
soon as the water appears in the wen. the wound will heal up.' The
person acted accordingly and his wound was completely cured. The
famous Mohaddith Abu Abdullah Hakim &hmatullah alaihe had
some wounds on his face, which remained incurable, in spite of
various treatments for a year, He requested his teacher, Abu
Uthman Sabuni, &hmatullah alaihe to make a Du'aa for the cure of
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this wound. As it happened to be Friday, the teacher made a long
Du'aa, 1:0 which the whole CODgi'egation said Aamin. On the next
Friday, a woman came to the congregation and presented a written
note which stated that, after she returned home last Friday, she kept
on praying for Hakim carefully and she saw Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam in her dream, telling her to advise Hakim to have
the arrangements of water supply extended for the 'Muslims. After
hearing this, Hakim arranged drinking water at the door of his
house for the way-farers and got the water regularly replenished
alorig with ice. Hardly a week had passed when all the wounds were
healed and his face looked much more handsome than before.

.An Hadith says that Sa'ad Radhiallaho anho told Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam that his mother, who had died, had
performed a Hajj at his expense, used to give Sadaqah from his
money and also helped her relativ~~ and other people from his
wealth. He then asked whether she would receive any returns,for all
these actions if he continued to perform them on 'her behalf.
Rasulullah Sallalluho .alaihe wasallam replied, "Yes, she will."
Another Hadith has: A woman told Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam that her mother had died suddenly and had not been able
to give Sadaqah as she would have done in case of a normal death.
She then asked whether her mother would get any benefit if she (the
daughter) gave Sadaqah on her behalf. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam replied, ·yes, do so." In fact, for all the relatives,
particularly those who leave property for us after their death, like
parents, husband or wife, brothers and sisters, or those who might
have done us favours, like teachers and holy personages, one should
regularly give Sadaqah and do other good deeds and pray for the
transference of the rewards to· their account. It will be highly
improper to go on benefitting from the wealth they have left behind,
or from favours done by them, and yet to forget them when they are
in need of receiving gifts and benefactions from the living ones.
When a person dies, his own actions come to an end; unless he
leaves behind a perpetually rewarding virtue or any deed of that
kind, as will be explained later; he remains dependent on trans
ference 'of blessings and .prayers from 'the living ones. One Hadith
says that a dead man in his grave feels like a drowning person who
keenly desires help, from all directions, that his father, brother or a
friend may send him as an aid in the form of a prayer. And if some
thing is received, it becomes the dearest thing for him in that world.
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Bashar Ibne Mansoor Rahmatullah alaihe says that once, during
an epidemic of plague, a person busied himself very often in offering
funeral prayers for the dead and in the evening he would stand at
the gate of the graveyard and read this Du'aa
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"May Allah Ta'ala change your dreadful life into a pleasurable
one, have mercy on your ·loneliness. overlook your faufts and
bless all your good deeds with acceptance".

He would then return home. One day it so happened that he re
turned home without offering the Du'aa. At night he saw \n his
dream that a large crowd of people approached him. When he asked
them who they were and why they were there, they replied that they
were the dwellers of the graveyard, and they used to receive gifts
from him every evening. He asked them, 'What kind of gifts?' They
said that the Du'aa that he used to make every evening would be
turned into gifts that reached every one of them. Thereafter the man
never forgot to make that Du'aa. I!~haar Ibne Ghalib !Whmatullah
alaihe Nlijrani says that he used to make Dua'a most frequentIyfor
Rabi'ah Basriah Rahmatullah alaiha. Once he saw her in a dream
and heard her saying, "Bashaar, your gifts reach us in the trays of
'Nul" ~overed with silken covers. When he asked her what it meant,
she said, "When a Muslim makes a Du'aa and it is approved, it is
placed in a tray of Nul' and covered with a silken cover and presen
ted to the dead person concerned, who is told that it is a gift for him
from so and so. Later in the next Hadith, several examples of this
type have been given. Imaam Nawavi Rahmatullah alaihe writes in
his intrepretation of Muslim's collection of Ahadith that there is no
difference of opinion among Muslims regarding the dead receiving
the rewards of Sadaqah given on their behalf. This is the correct
belief. A few have written that the dead cannot receive any reward
for the Sadaqah given on'their behalf, but this is definitely wrong
and a clear mistake. It goes against the Qur'an, the Ahadith of
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and the general consensus of
opinion among Muslim people; therefore, that contention is not fit
for serious consideration. (Bazl)

Shaikh Taqiyyuddin Rtihmatullah alaihe says that if a person
thinks that a reward is receivable only for ones own deeds, he is
acting against the consensus of opinion of the whole Muslim
Ummah. For, the whole Ummah is unanimously of the opinion that
a person receives benefits from the prayers of other people, which
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means a gain from the deed of another person, ,As for instance,
Rasulullah SaUaUaho alaihe wasallam will intercede on the Day of
Judgement and so will other Ambiya' Alaihimussalam and men of
piety, 'all of which would imply benefits from the actions of others.
Likewise, the angels pray and seek pardon for the Momineen (as
given in first Ruku' ofSur.!h Mo'min). This, toO, is a gain from the
act of others. Allah fa'ala, by His own Mercy·and Kindness, will
f(>rgive the sins of people; this will amount to benefitting without any
effort from oneself. Children of.Momineen will enter'Janndh along
with their parents (according to what is said in the first, Ruku' of
Surah at-Tool'), which also means ben~fitting feom 'others~, good
deeds. A Ha,ij by a substitute for a decease.d~~erSon counts as
obligatory Ha,ij for the latter, which means a gain from the act of
another person. And there can be more exampl!ils, of this type. A
venerable gElDtleman related that his brother ,had died and he saw
him in his dream; ,he'asked his brother as to what had happened to

,himin. his, grave. The'deceased brother replied that, as soon as he
was buried, a. flame of fire came close to him; at the same time a
prayer frQm,:~IO~e person reached him and stood between him and

"the:flame, If the prayer had not been made, he would have been
caught'in the flame. .

Ali Ibne Moosa'Haddad Rahmatullah'alaihe says that once he
was present in a burial prayer along with Imaam Ahmad Ibne
Hanbal Rahmatullah alaihe.Muhammad Ibne Qudaama Jauhari
Rahmatullah alaihe was also there. After the burial, a blind man sat
down near the grave and started reciting the Qur'an. Imaam Ahmad
Ibne Hanbal told him that reading of Qur'an beside a grave is an
unapproved innovation. On the way home, Muhammad Ibne Qul;l
ama asked Imaam Ahmadlbne Hanbal Rahmatullah alaihe what he
thought of Mubashir Ibne Ismail H31abi Rahmatullahalaihe.'The
Iinaam replied that he was a noble person and that he (lmaam) had
learnt Ahadith from him. Ibne Qudaama said that he had heard
from Mubashir that Abdul Rahman Ibne Alaa bin Lajlaaj Rahmat
ullah alaihe quoted his father as saying at the time of his death,
"After my burial, the first and the last palt of Surah Baqarah be
l;ecited at the head of my grave, and he confirmed this by saying tnat
he (the father) had heard Abdullah Ibne Vmar Radhiallaho anho en
trusting the same duty to a person at the time of his death. After
healing this, the Imaam Rahmatullah alaihe told Ibne Qudaama to

. return to the graveyard and to tell the blind man to continue reading
the Qur'an at the grave. Muhammad Ibne Ahmad Marvazi Rahmat-
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ullah alaihe quoted Imaam Ahmad Ibne Hanbal as saying, "When
ever you go to a graveyard you should recite Surah Fateha, Ikhlas,
al-Falaq and an-Nas and supplicate Allah to transmit the reward of
those to the dead in the graveyard. They will certainly receive it."
The author of Mughni, which is a recognised book of Fiqhe Han
bali, has quoted this very stOlY and given a number of other
examples in respect of this subject. In 'Bazlul-Majhood', a quotation
from 'Bahar' indicates that if a person offers a Nafl Salaat or
observes a Fast or gives something as Sadaqah, the rewards of these
are transferable to any person, dead or alive, and the latter. will
undoubtedly receive it. In Abu Dawood <collection of Ahadith), a
saying of Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho has been quoted that he
would welcome a person who undertook to offer two or four Raka'at
of Salaat at Masjid 'Ashar (near Basrah) and supplicate Allah Ta'ala
to transmit the reward to him, i.e. Abu Hurairah. (Abu Dawood).

Due attention should be given by all relatives to transmit, in this
way, spiritual be'l:lefits to the dead relations. Apart from their, right
in that regard, one has to meet them after one's own death. It will be
a matter of great shame if their rights and obligations were forgotten
while using their property for one's own needs.
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HADITH: 19

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has. said that the
returns for a person's own. virtues come to an end
when he dies; but there are three such things, the
returns for which keep accniing even after death: a
Sadaqah with recurring benefits, knowledge from
which people continue to benefit, and virtuous child
ren who ofTer Du'aa for their deceased parents.

Note: How infinitely Kind, Liberal and Bountiful Allah Ta'ala is
for man! Even after his death, when his own deeds come to an end
and he is powerless to do any good act for himself and remains in a
sound sleep in the grave, Allah Ta'ala has created means through
which the deceased's account of viltues keeps on increasing.
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RasuluUah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has mentioned three·ofthese
means in this Hadith. The first one is virtue with recurring benefits,
that is to give as Sadaqah something, the benefit of which is lasting,
such as building a Masjid where people offer Salaat. As long as it
remains in use for that purpose, its returns will keep accruing. Some
other similar cases are: to build a caravan-serai for free stay of
travellers, to dedicate a building for the public good or for religious
purposes, to benefit Muslims. The recurring returns for such dedica
tions will benefit the deceased donor. Yet another example of this is
to have a well dug for public use; the benefit of this will keep
accruing as long as people keep drinking its water or use it for
ablutions, etc., all for the gain of the person who paid for the well,
whether he is alive or dead. Another Hadith says, "The things for
which a Mo'min continues to receive reward after death are: know
ledge that he taught and spread, the good children he left behind, or
a copy of the Qur'an which he left as a legacy, or a Masjid which he
built, or a caravan-serai that he made for the travellers, a canal that
he dug, or a Sadaqah which he gave when he was alive and healthy"
(Mishkat). One can continue to receive benefits after death through
creating, by way of Sadaqah, any thing of lasting value and meant
for public good. Yet another thing which is of continuous benefit is
the knowledge taught to others and also the diffusion of knowledge;
which includes donating money to a Madrasah or compiling a reli
gious book or distributing such a book among religious students. To
donate volumes of Qur'an and religious books to Masjids and Madra
sahs for public reading also come under diffusion of knowledge.

Another Hadith mentions seven things which ,pel'Jjetuate their
rewards even after death. These are teaching of knowledge, building
of a canal, establishing a well, planting a tree, building a Masjid,
leaving the Qur'an in heritage and leaving behind children who in
voke upon the deceased parents forgiveness from Allah Ta'ala. It is

,»not necessary that all the material things mentioned here are meant
to be done by an individual, but. any share in them would bring
proportionate benefit for the deceased.

The other thing mentioned in the above Hadith is knowledge,
which is meant for people's benefit. For example, to leave a book in a
Madrasah, from which people will benefit as long as it lasts and
which will remain a source of blessing for the deceased. Similar is
the case of paying for someone to become a'Hafiz'or an Alim; as long
as their knowledge or 'Hifz' keeps spreading, wheth.er the 'Hafiz' or
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'Alim' is living or dead, the contributor will keep receiving the
blessings. For example, the Hafiz taught the Qur'an to ten or twenty
boys and he died, after which his pupils kept teaching and reading
the Qur'an; as long as this system continues, the teacher (Hafiz) will
perpetually receive its blessings, and so will the person who made
the 'Hifz' of the Hafiz possible. Still, in the larger sense, this grand
system of teaching and learning will continue till Qiamah, and thus
the original contributor will be the recipient of everlasting blessings,
whether someome invokes them or not. The same applies to the
making of an Alim, with its blessed results again. Here it is not
necessary that the total expenses of making an Alim or Hafiz are to
be borne for receiving benefits after death. Blessings till Qiamah
shall accrue for any pOition or share in it.

FOitunate are the people who endeavour physically or financially
to spread the right knowledge for the secUlity and continuity of
'Deen'. As life here is no more than a dream, the termination of
which can come about unexpectedly, whatever store of this sacred
commodity one )eaves behind will prove to be lastingly useful. The
kith and kin, the relations and the friends will mourn him only for a
few days and then become busy in their occupations, forgetting the
dccease~, whereas these contributions to 'Deen' are the things of
lasting benefit which one must deposit dUling one's lifetime in the
perpetual treasury, assuring safety of the capital and accruing of
profit till Qiamah. Thethird item mentioned in the above Hadith is
viltuouschildren who Will pray for the welfare .of their deceased
parents. In the first instance, the effOit to make children virtuous in
itself is a deed· of perpetual benefit and, as long as they do good
deeds, the parents will keep receiving the blessings automatically.
Their prayers for the benefit of the parents will be an additional
permanent treasure for the latter.

. "t,~

In a book called 'Raudh' is a story of a pious lady known as
Bahitah, who was too regular in her prayers. At the time of her
death she raised her head· towards heaven and exclaimed, "0, the
One, who is my only Treasure and Provider for life and death; I pray,
do not disgrace meat the moment of death and save me from the
horrors of the grave"! After her death, her son made it a practice to
visit her grave every Friday and read the Qur'an there,offering the
blessings for his mother, as well as for all those~buried in the
graveyard. One day, he saw hi~ mother in a dream and asked her,
how she was.. The mother replied, "The severity of death is extrc·
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mely harsh. By the grace of Allah Ta'ala, 1 am most comfortable in
the grave with a· bed of sweet basil and silken cushions. And the
treatment given to me will last till Qiamah." The son asked her if he
could be of any service to her. She said, "Do not give up coming to
me on Flidays and reading the Qur'an. On your arrival all the dwe
llers of the graveyard come to me and tell me that you have arrived.
Your visit to the graveyard is a source ofgreat pleasure for me." The
boy said that he visited the place regularly on Fridays. One day he
saw in a dream that a very big gathering of men and women came to
him and he asked them who they were? They said, they were the
dwellers of such and such graveyard and they had come to thank
him for his Friday visits to them and his prayers for their forgive
ness by Allah Ta'ala that pleased them most. They requested him to
keep up that practice, which he continued most carefully.

Another learned dignitary relates that a person saw in his dream
that all the graves in a graveyard opened up suddenly and the dead
came out of them and started picking up something from the
ground, except one person who kept sitting and was quiet. The
dreamer approached him and asked what the others were picking, to
which he replied that they were picking up the blessings of Sadaqah,
Du'aa and Darood ,which the living people had offered for the
dwellers of this graveyard. The dreamer asked him why he was not
picking up any thing. The dead person replied that he was happy
without picking up anything, as he had a young son who had the
business of selling sweetmeats in such and such bazar and who daily
read the whole of the Qur'an and sent him its blessings. The man
went to that bazar in the morning and saw a young man selling
sweets while his lips were moving. The man asked him what he was
reading? The young. man replied that he daily recited the whQle of
the Qur'an and offered its blessings as a present to his deceased
father. The person who had the dream, again saw the same vision
after sometime, and noticed that the person with whom he had
talked was also picking up something along with others, whereupon
the man woke up surprised! In the morning he went to the same
bazar and came to know that the young man was dead. (RaudhJ.

Saleh Murree· Rahmatullah alaihe has related that once on a
Friday night, well before dawn, he left his home to offer morning
prayers at the Jamia Masjid, and came across a graveyard where he
sat down beside a grave (as it was too early fol'-8a1aat), and dozed off.
He saw in his dream that all the graves had opened up and the dead
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came out. They were all happily and cheerfully talking to each other
and among them was a young man with soiled clothes looking
gloomy, who sat away from the others. After a short while, a large
number of angels descended from the sky carrying trays covered
with .glittedng napkins..They handed a tray to .each person who
returned to his grave With the tray. When all had gone, the lonely
person also got up to enter his grave but without a tray. The
dreaming gentleman approached him and asked him why he was so
gloomy and what those trays were. He replied that the trays
contained the presents which ·the living people had sent to their
dead. As for him, he had no one living except his mother to send him
anything, but she had remarried and was too busy with her husband
and never thought of him. oJ enquiry, the dead son gave him the
address of his mother. Next morning, Saleh went to the young man's
mother and told her about his dream. The woman said, indeed, the
young man was her son and most dear to her, and she had carried
him in her lap. The woman then gave Saleh one thousand Dirhams
and requested him to give that money as Sadaqah for her son who
indeed was the coolness of her eyes, and she promised never to
forget to pray for him and give Sadaqah for his sake. Saleh
Rahmatullah alaih£ further said that he once again had the same
dream with the same gathering of people in the graveyard. This time
the young man was' wearing very good clothes' and looked very
happy. He came running to him and said, "May Allah Ta'ala bless
you immensely. Your present has reached me." (Raudh).

There are thousands of instances of the above type ~enijoned in
various books. Some of these have also been mentioned under the
preceding Ahadith. So, anyone who wishes that his children be of
use to him after his death, should endeavour to do whatever he can,
to make them virtuous and righteous. It is the best one could wish
for his children, as also for himself, as Allah Ta'ala has said in Surah
Tahrim:

"0, the believers! save yourself and your families from the fire of
Jahannam. " (at: Tahrim: 6)

Zaid Rahmatullah alaihe Ibne Aslam has said that when Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaih£ wasallam recited this Ayat, the Sahabah
Radhiallaho anhum asked how they could save their childre.n and
families from the fire of Jahannam. Rasulullah Sallalla}zo alaihe
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wasallam said, "K~p on exhorting them to do the deeds which Allah
Ta'ala likes and to keep away from those which Allah Ta'ala dis
likes." Ali Radhiallaho anho explained the Ayat by saying: to teach
and exhort oneself and one's own family about all things which are
good. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has further said, "May
Allah Ta'ala have mercy on the father who helps his children to
remain courteous and good towards their father <and not to treat
him in the way amounting to disobedience)". ahya). This includes
making them of good character ana disposition; otherwise, their
being dis.;ourteous will only be natural.

One Hadith says that the Aqeeqa ceremony ofa baby be per
formed on the seventh-day after birth and the baby be given a name;
after six years of age the child must be taught good manners; after
nine years of age the child must have a separate bed and should not
share a bed with any other person; after thirteen years of age a child
must perform Salaat regularly and may be punished if found neglec
ting Salaat, and when of sixteen years he or she should be married.
After that, the father should get hold of his or her hand and say", I
have taught you good manners and given you education and have got
you married, I now seek Allah Ta'ala's protection in this life from
any mischief by you and any punishment in the Hereafter due to
you." The meaning of'any punishment due to you', as mentioned in a
number of Ahadith under different versions is that, when a person
acts in a wrong manner, that will count as a sin of his own doing and
if the others copy him in that action, he will be accountable for their
sins, too; not that there will be any reduction for the sins committed
by them because of following another person; it will be a definite sin
on their part, too, and the person whose example was followed will
suffer additionally for their sins as well. Hence, when the children
follow the bad examples set by their elders and act in a wrong man
ner, such sins will count against the elders, too. Therefore, the elders
must particularly abstain from doing anything wrong in front of
them (young persons).

In this palticular Hadith it has been said that punishment for
neglecting Salaat be given after thirteen years of age, whereas in a
number of other Ahadith, the instqJctions for Salaatare to be given
after seven years of age and beating for neglecting Salaat is to be
done after tell years of age. This latter version is considered to
supersede the previous one. Anyhow, a father is allowed to beat his
child if he neglects to offer Salaat and if the former does not
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discharge this responsibility he will be guilty of committing a sin.
Contrary to that, if the child is habitually regular in peformance of
Salaat, proper observance of fasting and other injunctions of Islam,
the blessings of these virtues will accrue to the parents as well.
FUlthermore, when he grows up to be a pious person and makes

. Du'aa for his parents, that will be an additional source of blessings
for them. Ibne Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe has said that in the
above-mentioned Hadith, the condition is of the children being
virtuous,as the Du'aa from the non-righteous children will not reach
the parents. The mention of Du'aa in the Hadith is meant to
encourage the children to pray for their parents. Moreover, it is
generally maintained that the father of pi0us children automatically
receives the blessings on account of all the virtuous deeds pelfarmed
by them, whether they make a Du'aa for him or not, It is like
planting a fruit tree for common benefit; the planter will keep on
receiving blessings as people eat fruit from the tree, whether they
offer a prayer for him or not.

. «
Allama Munavi Rahmatullah alaihe has said that offering Du'aa

by the children for their father has been specially emphasised to
impress its urgency and importance for the children to keep up this
viitue. Otherwise, Du'aa is fruitful in all cases, whether by one's
own children or by others. The main Hadith however· mentions only
three things for indicating their basic importance. There are several
other actions in the same category, which are mentioned in different
Ahadith about perpetual rewards and blessings. For example, in one
Hadith, it is said that when a person is the first, to do something
good, he will receive a reward for that action as well as for the
actions of those who copy that good deed, without any reduction in
the rewards of the individuals who followed the first person. Simi
larly, if someone Staits an evil practice, he will suffer for the sin that
he has committed and also for the sins of those who followed his bad
example, without any reduction in the punishment of those who
followed him. In another Hadith, it is said that the blessings for
doing good deeds come to an end at one's death but, in the case of a
person who is assigned the duty of defending his country's frontiers,
the blessings for him keep accruing t~ll Qiamah. Building of a canal
and planting a tree for the cummon good of the- people come under
the same category. Allama Suyooti Rahmatullah alaihe has counted
those as eleven, while Ibne Emaad Rahmatullah alaihe has said
those are thiIteen in number. However, they are all related to the
categories of the three principal actions mentioned in the main

. Hadith above. (Aun)
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HADITH: 20

Aishah Radhiallaho anha has said that once someone
slaughtered a goat (and distributed some of it); when
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam enquired, "What
remains of the goat?" the reply was, "Only a shoul
der." Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "All
remains except the shoulder".

Note: The idea in this is that whatever is given away for Allah's
sake remains as an everlasting reward; the rest perishes unless it is
spent for a worthwhile cause. Mazahir Rahmatullah alaihe has said
that it points towards the Ayat of Holy Qur'an:

"Whatel1er you have in this world will perish one day (either by its
own decay or your death). That which reaches Allah remains for
ever'~ (an-Nahl: 96)

In one of the Ahadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
has said that one says, "My property! My property"! whereas the fact
is that his property is only that which he himself has used up by
eating, wearing or giving it away in the path of Allah Ta'ala as a
deposit for the Hereafter; the rest is all to be counted lost and left for
other people, when he departs from here. Another Hadith says that
once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe· wasallam asked the Sahabah
Radhiallaho anhum, "Is there anyone among you who loves the
property of his heirs more than his own property?" The reply was
that there was no such person; every one loved his own property.
Rasulullah Sallalaho alaihe wasallam then said that man's own
property is only that which he sends ahead of him as his treasure,
and whatever is left behind is the property of the heirs. (Mishkaat)

A Sahabi Radhiallaho anho has said that he was once in the
company of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, who recited
Surah Takaathur and said, "Man claims to have his property. 0
man! you own nothing except that which you use in eating, the
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clothes that you wear out and the Sadaqah thatyou send ahead to be
preserved in Allah Ta'ala's treasury." Several Sahabah Radhiallaho
anhum have narrated to the same effect. People deposit money in
Banks most carefully, with no surety of its remaining with them.
Even if a calamity does not fallon it in their lifetime, none of it will
be any use to them after death; but the wealth deposited in the
treasury of Allah Ta'ala will always be availabe for use without any
fear of calamity, decay or decrease; in fact it will never finish.

Sahllbne Abdullah Tustuli Rahmatullah alaihe used to spend
liberally in the path of Allah Ta'ala. His mother' and brothers
complained to Abdullah lbne Mubarak Rahmatullah alaihe that Sahl
wanted to spend evel)'thing and they feared he woUld become a
pauper. Abdullah Ibne Mubarak Rahmatullah alaihe enquired from
Sahl Rahmatullah alaihe about the matter. The latter asked
Abdullah lbne Mubarak, "If a person wanted to migrate from
Madinah to the city of Rustaqq in Persia, where he had already·
purchased land, would he leave anything behind in Madinah?" The
reply was that nothing would be left behind. Sahl· Rahmatullah
alaihe then said~that was his real purpose. While the people thought
he was going to migrate to another place, he had actually meant
transfer to the next world. In these days, people have personal
experience (of it) that when people who wish to move permanently
from one country to another (e,g. India to Pakistan or vice versa) by
their own choice, they try to transfer all their belongings and
property, buildings, etc., by exchanging with those at the new
locations, before actual migration. Until this arrangement is
completed they do not move, despite all inconvenience at the old
place. On the other hand, the people who are forced to move out of
their homeland, leaving· everything behind, undergo endless grief
and sufferings. This is exactly the state of affairs of every single
person leaving this world. As long as he is living, he has the power to
tra,nsfer his property and belongings, etc., to the next world
(Akhirah), .Jmt when death causes a forced change of place, every
thing has to be left behind, as if it had been confiscated by the state.
There is still time for those who understand the truth to transfer
their property to the next world.
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HADTIH: 21
Rasulullah Ballallaho alaihe wasallam has said that
whosoever believes in Allah Ta'ala and the Day of
Judgment must treat his guest well, refrain from
causing difficulties for his neighbour, and whatever
he utters must be good, or else he should hold his
tongyJe; the other version of this Hadith adds: 'He
should be kind to his kinsfolk.

Note: In this Hadtih Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has
warned us about several matters and each of these is preceded by
the phrase;'Whosoever believes in Allah andthe Day of Judgement",
(Arabic text contains full version, while the above translation is
abbreviated), Repeating this phrase with each clause aims at show
ing the extreme importance of each matter, It is like someone telling
one of his children, "If you are my son, you will do such and such",
The purpose of these warnings is that these matters are part of the
complete faith and whoever is not careful about them cannot be
considered as perfect in his faith. The belief in Allah and Akhirah
'have been stated together,due to the fact that there is no reward in
Akhirah for any good deed without faith in Allah Ta'ala. To have
faith in Allllii Ta'ala includes faith in the Akhirah. Its. special
mention in the Hadith above is probably for inspiring a passion for
the rewards to be had on the Day of Judgltlent for accomplishing the
deeds emphasised by Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. On
that day, it will become obvious to all how much rewards are 'given
by Allah Ta'ala, for the smallest things and actions done in this life.

Rasulullah Ballallaho alaihe wasallam has emphasised four
matters in the above Hadith:

One, to honour one's guest; this point is fully explained under
the next Hadith.

Two, not to cause any difficulty for a neighbour. This is the least
.of the obligations towards a neighbour. In fact, considerable
emphasis has been laid on this matter in the Traditions. Many
Traditions narrated by the Shaikhain (Bukhari and Muslim) tell us,
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"Treat your nei~b ')ur well", and in some of them it is said, "Be kind
to the neighbour'/meaning: 'Help him whenever he is in need and
save him from any adversity'. In one Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam has said, "Do the people know their obligations to
the neighbour? They are: help him whenever he asks for it, give him
a loan when he wants it, help him if he is needy, visit him in his
sickness; in the event of death, accompany the funeral; congratulate
him on his happy occasions; condole with him in adversity, do not
build your house higher than his without his permission, lest the
ventilation of his house is obstructed; if you buy some fruit, send
some of it to him as a present and, if you cannot do so, take the fruit
into your house covered up, so that he cannot see it and make sure
that your children do not take the fruit out of the house and make
his children grieved, and do not let your smoke cause him annoy
ance, unless you are cooking, something that you propose to share
with him~

You now appreciate and understand the rights of a neighbour,
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then swore by Allah and said,
"No one will ever understand these lights of the neighbour unless
Allah has mercy on him". This Hadith has been narrated by Imaam
Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe in the Arba'een and by Hafiz Ibne Hajar
Rahmatullah alaihe in Fath-ul-Bari. Another Hadith says that
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, repeating his words
three times, "By Allah, he is no~ a Mo'min, By Allah, he is not a
Mo'min, By Allah, he is not a.Mo'min'! Someome asked as to who it
was. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "The person who
causes suffering to his neighbour." Another Hadith says that such a
person will never enter Jannah.

Aishah Radhiallaho anha and Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho
both have narrated the saying of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam, "Jibra'il Alaihissalam has been repeatedly stressing upon
me the rights of the neighbours, so much so that I thought he would
be made to share the inheritance. Allah Ta'ala has ordered in the
Holy Qur'an.
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''You understand worship of Allah and do not attribute any
partner with Him, be kind and good to your parents, also to
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other klnsmen, orphans, the poor, near and did!:at4t neighbours,
your associates and the waYfarers". (an-Nisaa: 36)

The near neighbour is the one next to your house, and the
distant one that living at a distance. Someone asked Hasan Basri
Rahmatullah alaihe about the extent of neighbourhood. He said,
"Forty houses in front, forty behind, forty to the right and forty to
the left." Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho is rep0l1ed to have said
that a beginning should be made from the nearest and not from the
one living farther away. Aishah Radhiallaho anha asked Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, "I have two neighbours, with whom
should I begin?" Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "The
one whose door is closer to yours". Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho has
related this· differently by saying that the nearness of a neighbour
depends on his t'elationship: he is near, if he is related, while the one
not related is the far one. Nauf Shaami Rahmatullah alaihe has
related that the near neighbour is the one who is a Muslim and the
far one is the non-Muslim. (Durre Manthur)

The version given in Musnad Bazzar and others, relates Rasul
.ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying that there are three types
of neighbours:

First, the one. having three rights, those of neighbourhood,
kinship and Islam; second having rights of neighbourhood and Islam;
third, he who has only one right and that will be a non-Muslim.
Neighbourhood has thus been classified into three grades. Imaam
Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has also narrated this particular Hadith
and has said that Islam has given a preference even to a non-Mulsim
over a Muslim due to neighbourhood.

Another Hadith says that the first case to be settled between two
persons on the Day of Judgement, will be one about rights of neigh
bourhood. A person came to Abdullah Ibne Mas'ood Radhiallaho
anho and complained bitterly about his neighbour. Ibne Mas'ood
said to him, "Go and do your business; if he-has disobeyed Allah
Ta'ala in regard to you, you must avoid disobeying Allah in his
respect. "An authentic Hadith says that a womaws way of living was
described before Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe. wasallam, that she
was regular in her· Tahajuud Salaat and fasted frequently but
molested her neighbour. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said,
"She will enter Jahannam, though she might be taken out of it after
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undergoing her punishment". Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe
has said that not to trouble him is not the only right of a neighbour;
to beat patiently any trouble from him is also one of his rights.

Ibnu! Muqatfa Rahmatullah alaihe used to sit frequently in the
shadow of his neighbour's wall. He came to know that the neighbour
was in heavy debt nd was about to sell his house to pay the debt.
He said that he always enjoyed the shadow of the neighbour's wall
and did not pay anything for that; so, he presented to the neighbour
the price of his house and told him that, since he had received the
price, he should not sell it. .

The slave of Ibne Umar Radliiallaho anho slaughtered a goat;
Ibne Umar told him that, after skinning the goat, he should first give
a share of the meat to his Jewish neighbour and he repeated these
words several times. The slave enquired why be was repeating the
same words. Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho said that he heard Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam saying that Jibra'il Alaihisslam
repeated himself several times in stressing the neighbour's right;
that is wh.v he too was repeating it again and again.

Aishah Radhiallaho anha has said that good conduct comprises
ten qualities. Sometimes these are seen ina son and not in the
father. The slaves may have them, while the masters may not.' These
are a gift from Allah Ta'ala to whomsoever He may grant:-

1. Speaking the Truth.
2. To be honest with people.
3. To grant favour to a deserving needy person.
4. To return a good turn.
5. To be kind to the kinsmen.
6. To take care ofa trust.
7. To fulfil the rights ofa neiJ{hbour.
8. To be dutiful to a comrade.
9. To discharge obligations towards a guest.

10. At the root of all these is modesty. (Ihya)

The third subject in the main Hadith is that anyone having faith
in Allah Ta'ala and the Akhirah should speak of good things ot else
remain quiet. Hafiz Ibne Ha,iar Rahmatullah alaihe says that these
are the most comprehensive words of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
was~llarn, as whatever is spoken will either be good or ~ad. The good
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includes all the things which need to be spoken of, obligatory or
desirable; whatever is left is evil. In other words, anything which
may appear to be neither good nor bad, according to Hafiz, will be
treated as harmful, because when it does not look;;o be good it
becomes absurd, which means evil. Umme Habibah Radhiallaho
anha has reported Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying
that anything uttered by a person becomes his own burden. Nothing
is beneficiaJ,except ordeling good or prohibiting evil or remembering
and praising Allah Ta'ala. After hearing this Hadith, a person
remarked that it was very severe. Sufian Thauri Rahmatullah alaihe
said, "What to say af the deverity of this Hadith, Allah Ta'ala
Himself has said in the Qur'an:

People's whispering and talebearing is often devoid of good,
except of those who encourage othprs to be charitable, virtuous
or to have improved mutual relationship; and whosoever does
this for the pleasure of Allah, We shall grant him immense
rewards shortly. (An-Nisa: 114)

AbuZarr Radhiallaho anho has said that when he requested
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe ;vasallam to give him some advice, he
said, "I bid you to ever remain fealful of Allah Tu'ala, as by that,
every action ofyours will become likable. He requested him for some
more advice. He said," Be regular in reciting the Qur'an and the
remembrance of Allah Ta'ala, as this will cause your remembrance
in heavens and provide you light in this world." He asked for more
advice; the reply was, "Observe silence most often, which will keep
away Shaitan from you and help you in pelforming religious duties".
He asked for still more; the reply was,"Abstain from laughing too
mucli, as it deadens the soul and reduces luster ofthe face". He still
requested for more; the reply was; "Speak the truth always, however

-bitter it may be:' He asked for- mor~; the reply was, " Do not fear
anyone in your dealings involving Allah's commandments." On yet
anether request for more, the reply was, "The anxiety about your
own faults should prevent you from looking at other people's faults."

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has said, "The tongue is one
of the greatest boons of Allah Ta'ala. It is one of His most wonderful
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and exquisite creations. It is small in size but, by the exercise of
tongue, one Can perform great deeds like profession of faith, or fall
into heinous sins, such as apostasy - the two extremes of human
behaviour". After that, he recounts many sins that are committed
by the tongue e.g. idle talk, absurd conversation, quarrels and
altercations, talking while making faces, talking with false eloquence
and ostenta(ious style, obscene talk, abusive language, cursing, over
indulgenece in poetry, making fun of others, disclosing people's sec
rets, making false allegations through hidden reference, backbiting,
slander, duplicity in talk, out-of-place praises for someone and
asking improper questions, etc, etc. So many of these mischiefs are
related to so small a thing that the problem becomes really danger
ous. That is why Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has repeat
edly exhorted us to remain silent and has said that whoever observes
silence wilEfind deliverance. One Sahabi Radhiallaho anho reques
ted RasulUllah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam to tell him of certain
essentials in Islam for which he may not need to ask anyone else.
The reply was, "To believe in Allah Ta'ala and to be steadfast
therein". He further asked as to what thing should he guard against.
The reply was, "Improper use of your tongue". Another Sahabi
Radhiallaho anho asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam the
way to attain salvation. The reply was, "Restrain your tongue,
remain at home (do not wander about) and keep lamenting over
your sins".

In one of the Ahadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
has said, 'Whoever can give me guarantee against misuse of two
things, I shall guarantee his entry into Jannah: one, the tongue and
the other, the private parts". One of the Ahadith says that someone
asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, "What is the most
impol"tat\t virtue, which will help people to enter Jannah?" The reply
was, "The fear of Allah Ta'ala and good habits." The next question
was about the deeds that will cause entry into Jahannam. The reply
was, "Misdeeds relating to the mouth and the private parts." Abdul
lah '!bne Masbod Radhiallaho anho was once performing the sa'yee
(formal walk between Safa and Marwah) while he kept saying to his
own tongue, "You will gain if you talk of good things and avoid evil
talk; this will keep you safe from being put to shame." Somt!one
asked him whether these were his own words or he had heard them
from Rasulullah· Sallallaho alaiht wasallam. He said that he had
heard Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam saying that most of
man's. sins arise from his tongue. Abdullah Ibne Umar Radhialaho
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anho has quoted Rasulullab Sallallalw alaihe wasallam as sayin~
"Allah Ta'ala will hide the misdeeds of the one who keeps his mouth
shut and He will save from His punishment one who controls his
anger, and whoever seeks Allah's pardon, it is granted to him."

Ma'az Radhiallaho anho requested Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe
wasallam to give some good advice; the reply was, 'Worship Allah
Ta'ala as if you could see Him, consider yourself among the dead
and, ifyou like, I may tell you something which could give you ft hold
on these things", and then Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
made a gesture towards his own tongue. It has been narrated from
Sulaiman Alaihissalam, that if speech is silver, silence is gold.
Luqman Hakim (Alaihissalam), who is famous for his wisdom, was a
negro slave of plain looks. Due to his wisdom and vast knowledge, .Ie
gained world-renown in his time. Someone asked him if he was not
the slave of such and such person. He replied in the affirmative. The
next question was, "Are you not the same person who used to graze
goats at the foot of such and such mountain?" He replied, "Yes". The
person asked him how he had attained his present high position. He
replied, "By four things: Fear of Allah; speaking the truth; trust
worthiness and preferring silence to useless talk." Several other
narratives indicate it as his main habit. (Durr.~ ManthurJ

Baraa Radhiallaho anho has said that a Bedouin (villager) app
roached Rasulullah Sallallaho.alaihe wasallam to ask him about the
deeds which would take him to Jannan. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said, "Give food to the hungry, a drink of water to the
thirsty; tell people to do good and forbid them from evil deeds; if
you are unable to· do that, restrain your tongue from uttering
anything but good". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has
advised us to guard our tongues from saying anything but good, as
that would enable us to overcome Shaitan.

The above are some of the Traditions narrated briefly; besides
these, there are many other sayings and Traditions which Imaam
Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has mentioned. All those have been
supported by Allama Zubaidi Rahmatullah alaihe and Hafiz Iraqi
Rahmatulluh alaihe. It apears from the above that the control of
tongue is most important and yet we are totally unmindful, and talk
whatever we like, disregarding the fact that Allah Ta'ala has
appointed two watching angels for day and night who remain with
us on our right and left shoulders, writing every good and bad action
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committed by us. In spite of that, the mercy and favours of AJl.iili
Ta'Qla and blessings of ~ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam are
with us. For lack of attention, we are prone to speak uselessly at
times; for this, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has prescribed
an atonement that, before dispersing from a gathering, we should
recite three times the prayer:

One Hadith says that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
used to recite this prayer at the end of all meetings. When somebody
submitted that he Sallallaho alaihe wasallam had never done so
before, the reply was that it serves as an atonement for what may
have been spoken in a gathering; and if the gathering is for
righteousness, those words will become a seal to the whole affair,
like a seal that is put at the end ofa document. Those words are:

HADITH: 22

Rasulullah SallallaOO alaihe wasallam has said that
whoever has faith in Allah Ta'ala and the 'Akhirah'
needs to honour. his guest; a guest is entitled to
special treatme,nt for a day and night, while hospi
tality may be extended for three days and nights; it
is not proper for the guest to stay too long, as it may
cause hardship to the host. (MishkaatJ
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Note: This Hadith lays down two points of etiquette, one each for
the host and the guest. The courtesy to be shown by the host is that, .
if he believes in Allah Ta'ala and the Akhirah as has been men
tioned in the previous Hadith, he must honour his guest, which is to
treat him broadmindedly and talk to him politely. One Hadith says
that a person should accompany his gue,at upto the door. Uqbah
Radhiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah Sq,llallaho alaike wasallam
as saying that whoever does not show hospitality is devoid of virtue.
Samorah Radhiallaho anho says Rasulallah Sallallaho alaike wasal
lam used to entertain a guest with a feast. Someone saw Ali Radhial
laho anho weeping and asked him the cause. The reply was that
seven days had passed without his having entertained a guest and he
feared lest Allah Ta'ala might intend to dishonour him.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaike wasallam ordered that a guest be
treated well and given special treatment for a day and night. The
latter point·has been expfained differently by Ulama. Imaam Maalik
Rahmatullah alaike says that he may be shown special favour such.
as presents or special food for one day and night, and normal food
(of the family) thereafter. Another interpretation is that the special
day is in addition to three days ordered by Rasulullah Salletllaho
alaike wasallarri, which would give the guest a right to stay for four
days. Another version is that the special day is included in the three
days. There is yet another interpretation:that a day's special treat
ment means provision of food for the journey if the guest cannot stay
for three days. Another interpretation is that special treatment
means food for the journey on the fourth day, after he has sp'ent
three days as a guest. Still another interpretation, is that special
treatment is for a person who breaks his journey, for a day, unlike a
person who comes for a regular visit and has a right to stay for three
days. The purpose of all these interpretations is to bring out fully the
way to honour a guest by giving him especially good meals for one
day and food for the journey, particularly on routes where food may
not be available.

The other point of etiquette mentioned in the above Hadith
concerns the guest; that he should not prolong hi~ stay so much
that it causes hardship and inconvenience to the host. Another
Hadith puts it that the stay should not be lengthened to the extent
that the host may become sinful, that is,he may start liack-biting
about the guest or behave in a manner which may cause harassment
to the guest, or he may begin to mistrust the guest in some way.
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Such behaviour would make the host sinful, but this state of affairs
would arise when there is no pressure for longer stay from the host,
or when the guest does not realise that his stay is a burden to the
host.

Someone asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam about the
things that would be the cause of the host's sin. The reply was to
stay so long that the host is left wi.th nothing to feed the guest. Hafiz
Rahmatullah alaihe says that Salman Radhiallaho anho had that
type of experience with his guest, which has been quoted by Imaam
Ghazali Raltmatullah alaihe, as narrated by Abu Waail Radhiallaho
anho who with a friend of his went to visit Salman Radhiallaho
anho; the latter placed before them barley bread and some half
pounded salt. His friend remarked if there was Satter (a type of
mint), served with this bread, it would taste delicious. Salman
Radhiallaho anho went and pawned his metallic waterpot to pur
chase satter for the guest. After finishing the meal, that guest said:

''All praises are for Allah Ta'ala who has enabled us to be
satisfied with the food served':

On that Salman P.adhiallaho anho said, "Had you been satisfied
with what was served, my waterpot would not have been pawned."
The lesson is to avoid putting a demand on the host which would
place him in difficulties. Also, it is highly undesirable to mention
one's requirements when staying at someone else's home; whatever
is presented as a meal should be eaten thankfully in good humour.
Demands from guests very often put the host in difficulties. How
ever, if there are indications that the host will be pleased to receive
the guest's demands, particulady when the latter enjoys an affec
tionate regard and the host would love to make a sacrifice, one may
ol'der anything he desires. Imaam Shafe'i Rahmatullahalaihe was
once a guest of Zafrani Rahmatullah alaihe in Baghdad. For the sake
of the Imaam, the latter used to wlite the daily menu and send it
through his slave-girl. One day, Imaam .shafe~i Rahmatullah alaihe
took the 'menu from the slave-girl and added an item of his own
taste. When Zeftani saw that item being served, he asked the slave
gid why she had prepared a thing which he had not mentioned in
the menu? She brought the written menu to him and showed the
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addition made by the Imaam. On seeing the addition written by the
Imaam himself, he was beside himself with joy and set free the
slave-girl in that happy mood. In the C8fie of such a host and tha
same kind ofguest. a demand becomes a source of pleasure for both.
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HADITH: 23
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaiM wasallam bas said, 'Do not
have intimate companionship with anyone except a
Muslim; and let only those who fear Allah partake of'
your meals.' (Mishkaat)

Note: In this Hadith Rasulullah Sallallaho alaiM wasallam has
indicated two guidelines. One, there should be no intimate COm
panionship and close association with non-Muslims. The second part
of the Hadith is a guideline for agood Muslim, in that he should
avoid relationship even with th~ impious Muslims. It is also
indicated in another Hadith that no one should enter your house
except the pious. The Hadith could also mean that it Muslim should
associate with non-Muslims only per necessi1;y. There is an
insistence in the Hadith on keeping oneself in piom; company. A
person is known by the company he keeps: association has its
influence ~ccording to the character of those Who are 8$SOCiates; that
is why RasulullahSalialiaho alaihe wasallil11J has wami!d against the
entry of impious people in the house. Intimacy with sUch .people is
bound to have an . adverse effect' Rasulll1lahSallallaho alaiM
wasallam has said that thecompanyof:pjouspeople is,like meeting a
musk-merchant; when one: sits With him; 'he may give a small piece
as present and Qnecan also buy 'SOIDe ,musk from him.;otbetwise, at
least one will enjoy the fragtafice of musk while sitting with him.
Bad company has been likened to sitting near a .blacksmith's fur
nace, where a spark may rise arid bum the clothes; if that does not
happen, at least one will suffer from its smell· and smoke. Another
Hadith say§:~at a person adopts .the religion of his friend, therefore,
take care as to who is your friend. This means that the company of a
friend gradually influences one, so that a day comes when one adopts
his religion; therefore, look carefully into the religious disp9Sitionof
a person before adopting his company. Sitting frequently wiib the
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irreligious people is bound to lead one into irreligiousness. It is a
matter of common experience that one's intimate association with
drunkards and chess-players. even for a few days, leads to
indulgence in those habits.

In another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wCl80llam told
Abu Razeen Radhiallaho anho, "I will tell you something that will
give you the~er to earn good of both the worlds; it is to adopt the
company of thc:Awho constantly remember Allah'Ta'ala and, when
alone, keep your tongue moving as far· as possible in His remem
brance (Zikr), your friendship and enmity should be for the sake of
Allah Ta'ala and not to follow your personal liking." Imaam Ghazali
Rahmatullah alaihe bas said that a companion should have five
attributes in him. First. he should be intelligent, as intelligence is
the real wealth, while a stupid person's company may cause annoy
&nee or a break amoDg blood relations. Sutian Thauri·Rabmatullah
alaihe considers it a folly even to look at a stupid person.. Secondly,
he should have good manners as, very often, bad manners affect a
man's intelligence. For example, an intelliput pe1'SOn lIlJJdeDtands a
matter very weD but, very often. his anger, passions'or aigardliness
do not let him act rightly. 'flUrdly, l1e mut not be corrupt; as such a
person lacks fear of Al1ah Ta'ala aDd: eunot be trusted as a friend;
one never bows wh.n or where he may 'lead one into trouble.
J'ourthly, he must not be an inDovatM mro..ligion,as one is likely to
lie influenced by his ilmrwations,which .sh()~d be fe8red. as con
tagious evils.. In fact any mnnectionwith him' mw;t be seVered and
friendlinessdiscoUl'8pd. Fifthly,' he .Buist not be greedy. about
ineteasing hjS earnings; intimacy with such a person is deadly
poiSOn. IUs Datural to follow and imitate such'persons whose secret
ipfllJe~is inevitable.

lmaam Baqir &hnuJtullah~he had said that his father Zainul
Abideen Rahmatullah alofhe strongly advised him to keep away·
frOOl five persons and never to talk to them or even walk with them
on the same path. One, an immoral person; fOIi he will sell you for a
single morsel or even for less than a morsel. When Baqir Rahmatul
lah altUhe asked what less than a morsel meant, the reply was, ('He
may seD you in the hope of receiving a morsel and, eventually, he
may not get even that morsel~ Two, a stingy person, as. he would
break aD connections with you when you need" him most. Three, a
liar, as he is lJ'l.isleading like sand; he shows a near thing to be far
and the far to be near. Four, a blockhead, as he wiD wish to give you
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profit but it will result in a loss. Five, one who has severed
relationship with his kith and kin, as the Qur'an has cursed him in
three different places.

It is not that one is influenced by men only. Actuallay, a person
is imperceptably affected by anything with which he is closely
attached. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is reported to have
said that a shepherd has humility, while a horseman suffers from
boastfulness and arrogance; this is because these attributes are to be
found in t.hese animals. The owners of camels and oxen are known
to be severe and hard-hearted. Several sayings forbid riding on a
leopard-skin (saddle); the mama have said that the ferocity of the
animal is likely to give similar habits to the user of the skin. The
second advice mentioned by Rasulullah Sallallaho· alaihe wasallam
in the above Hadith indicates that your meal may not be shaled by
anyone but a pious person. This subject has been covered in various
Traditions. One Hadith says, "Feed the pious and make Mo'mineen
the object of your kindness". Here, feeding refers to a meal by
invitation and not food given to needy persons.One Hadith says that
only that person should be invited to partake of your food whom you
love for Allah's sake. As regards feeding a needy perSJU, Allah Ta'ala
has praised feeding of even a captive arid in those days only non
Muslims used to be in captivity, it has been mentioned earlier in the

. series of Ayaat, the Qur'an, and in the series of Ahadith, that a
lewd woman was granted Dhine pardon simply for giving a drink to
a thirsty dog. Several narrations have covered this particular subject
in different ways. Rasuhlllah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has given a
clear-cut rule that there is a reward for good treatment given to any
living being, which includes the pious, the non~Muslims, human-

. beings and animals alike. Hence, in the case of a need and exigency
regarding food, the one who needs it will not matter but how urgent
and severe the need is, will counti.. the severer the need the bigger
the reward from Allah Ta'ala. If the food is being provided through
an invitation or because of some relationship, or for the intention of
meeting some religious expediency or general good, the reward will
be in proportion to the nature and degree of the welfare and good in
view. If, however, there is no speical religious interest, the extent of
reward for feeding someone will depend on the degree of the piety of
the invitee.

The author of Mazaahir and Imaam Ghazali Rehmatullah alaihe
have written that giving meals to the pious results in encouraging
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piety, while feeding an immoral person implies.supporting immo
rality. It is obvious that if a pious person. gains physical strength
through good food, he will engage himself more in acts of piety
while similar food given to an immoral person will make him go
further in sin and frivoliti_ because of the additional strength•. A
certain divine often gave meals to the needy among religious
devotees. When someone told him that it would be better if he fed
the common poor,he said, -rIle people to whom I give food have
their full attention and devotion towards Allah To'ala and, when
they become hUIlgl',f, their attention is naturally disturbed. If I help
even One of them to maintain his attention to Almighty Allah, it is
far better than helping a thousand hungry people whose total
attention is towards this world-. Junaid Baghdadi Rahnultullah
alaihe was· very pleased when he heard of this. A tailor asked
Abdullah Ibne Mubarilt Rahmatullah a1tliM that, if he stitched th!
dresses'of cruel rulers, was that an act of helping the cruel? The
reply was, that he was not just a helper'of the cruel but he himSelf
was a cruel person; the helpers were those who sold needle and
thread to him.

In one Hadith, Rasulullah Sallal1JJho alaihe wasallam has said
that when a person does some favour or good turn to a generous
man, the latter becomes his slave and if someone does a favour to a
mean person ,he invites the enmity of the latter. Another Hadith
says, -Give your food to the pious people and grant your favours to
MolDineen.- Apart from the above benefits, there is the inherent
honour and respect for the pious and Mo'mineen, which is very
desirable. RaSulullah Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam has forbidden
accepting an invitation from impious and immoral people. Beside .
other reasons for this, there is the element 9f giving them
undesirable importance through accepting their invitation.
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HADITII: 24

Abu Ruralrah Rtulhiallaho anho asked Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihf WCI8a1lam, "What Is the ~t Sadaqah?·
The reply ~Thehardefl'ort by an indlpnt person;
a beginning must be made on those who are
dependent on you.·
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Note: It means that the best Sadaqah is that of a needy and poor
person who 'makes full effort to get something and then gives it as
Sadaqah. Bashar Rahmatullah alaihe has said. "There are three diffi
cult deeds, which demand a lot of courage. One, generosity in
poverty. Two, piety and fear of Allah in privacy. Three, to speak the
truth before a person whom one fears orexpects a favour from him.
That is, one may have certain interests attached to a person and the
fear that, if the truth is spoken to him, it will go against those
interests and may result in some hami. There is also a hint in this
respect in the Holy Qur'an (as haS been mentioned in the Ayat at
series No. 28) about the people who give preference to others over
their own urgent needs. Ali Radhiallaho anhO bas said that three
persons came to Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe WCI8CJ1lam: one of them
said that he had one hundred (gold) Dinars with him and gave ten
Dinars as Sadaqah; the other said that he had ten Dinars and gave
one as Sadaqah; the third said that he had only one 'Dinar and gave
one tenth of it as Sadaqah. Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam
said that all the three will get equal reward. as everYone of· them
had given one tenth of his possessions as Sadaqah. Another Hadith
quotes asimilar instance and the same kind ofanswer by ~u1U11ah
Sallallalw alaihe wasallam, except that he recited the Ayatwhich is
the last Ayatin the first Ruku' ofSurah Talaaq. The Ayat means:

'One should qive ~rdingto one's capacity'. (at-Talaaq: 7)

Thosewho'have less income should give something as Sadaqah
from what Allah'Ta'ala has bestowed upon them (i.e. the rich and
the poor should give according to their means). Allah Ta'ala does not
put anyone in hardship beyond what one can bear. The poor should
not be afraid of becoming destitute if they give something as
Sadaqah; Allah Ta'ala can cause easy means of living to suceeed
hard conditions readily enough. Rasulullah Sallallaho (J1aihe
wasallam bas gone further than this in another lU.dith by saying
that one Ditham begets rewards more than a hundred tho~,
Dirhams when a person having only two Dirhams in his possession
gives one as Sadaqah and this Dirham will fetch a greater reward
than a hundred thousand Dirhams given as Sadaqal! by a person
having plenty ofwea1th.' ;..1
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Allama Suyooti Rahmatullah alaihe has quoted Abu Zarr
Radhiallaho anlw in his publication, Jami-as-Saghir, as an authentic
narration of RasuluDah Sallallalw alai~ wasallam that a person
owning only two Dirhams but giving one as Sadaqab is an example
of great sacrifice by an indigent person, as he gives in Sadaqab half
of his poS'sessions, which may amount to a few cents.only. However,
there is an example of still greater sacrifice in another narration by
ImaanJ. Bukhari Rahmatullah alai~. According to him, Abdullah
Ibne Mas'ood Radhiallaho anlw has said, "Whenever Rasulullah
Sallallalw alai~ wasallam told us to give something as Sadaqah,
some of us would go to the market to do physical labour, received a
'Mud' of grain and gave that away as Sadaqab". In some other
narrations, it has been said· that the Sahahab RmIhiallalw anhum,

. who did not possess even a Dirham,used to go to the market and
request people' to engage them for some' physical labour. They
carried heavy loads on their backs in return for a Mud of grain,
which they gave away as Sadaqab. The narrator has mentioned that
Abd~ Ibne Mas'ood RmIhialalw anlw himself was one such
Sahabi. Imaam Bukhari Rahmatullah alaihe has written a chapter
entitled, "About the man who carried loads on his back to earn and
gave the earnings away as Slldaqab." Could one find someone today
who would go to the Railway station to carry loads on his back as a
coolie and give away as Sadaqab the few annas (small coins> that he
got for it! The Sahabah Radhiallalw anhum were worried about
theirfood in theAkhirah as much as we are worried today for our
food here in this life. We today would do physical labour because we
have nothing to eat now, while they did physical labour thinking
that they had nothing to deposit for the Akhirah! In the early days of
Islam, the hypocrites used to laugh at the people who bore hardships
to earn something for the sake of giving as Slldaqab. Allah Ta'ala
has shown His displeasure with such hypocrites in the Qur'ant

T~se hypocritu an among tlwse woo laugh at t~Mcslims woo
gaue as Sadaqah, particularly.at tlwse woo 1uwe no ot~r .means
but to work (as porters) and giveQ(lJlly (their earnings) as alms;
~;;,ey an reproached by thue fii,ocritu. Allah (Hi"..self)
reproached them and has promised a suitable return for their
making fun, that on f~Day ofJudgment they will be laughed at
by multitudu)besides the painful punishmmt (which awaits
them and it shall never be averted or decreased). (al-Taubah: 79)
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The commentators have given several Traditions concerning this
Ayat. It is said that the Sahabah used to work as porters at night,to
spend the earn! ;gs as Sadaqah and even whatever they had at home
was used for the purpose of Sadaqah. They utilised a bare minimum
for their own needs under compulsion. Once, when a person approa
ched Ali Radhiallaho aq.ho for a favour, he told Hasan or Hussain
Radhiallaho anhoma to ask his mother Fatimah Radhiallaho anha
to give one Dirham out of the six which he had given her to keep.
The son returned with the reply that he (Ali) had given those for
purchasing flour.•\li Radhiallaho anho said that no one is sincere in
his Imaan unless his faith in what Allah Ta'ala has promised is
stronger than his belief in his worldly possessions, and told his son
to ask his mother to give all the six Dirhams. Fatimah Radhiollaho
anha, who had hesitated earlier only for the sake of remir ing her
husband of his original intention before giving away the money as
Sadaqah, at once handed the money to her son for giving as Sada
qah, all of which Ali gave to the person Ali Radhiallaho anho had
not moved away from the place when a man arrive~ there with a
camel for sale. When Ali Radhiallaho anho asked the man the price
of the camel, he said it was worth 140 Dirhams. Ali bought the
camel, promising to pay the plice a little later, A short while later,
another man came and asked Ali about the owner of the camel.
When Ali Radhiallaho anho said that he himself was the owner, the
man asked. if he wanted to sell the camel. Ali Radhiallaho anho,
agreeing, indicated the price as 200 Dirhams. The man took the
camel and paid Ali 200 Dirhams,ollt of which he paid the original
owner 140 Dirhams and sent the remaining 60 Dirhams to his wif~

Fatimah Radhiallaho anha, who asked him wherefrom the money
came. Ali Radhiallaho anho replied that Allah Ta'ala , through
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, has promised to give ten
times the reward for every single virtuous deed that is performed in
this world. This is yet another example of the Sahabah's spending
out of their hard-earned money. One had only six dirhams, which
were meant to buy flour for the family's food, but when his strong
faith in Allah made him spend the whole of that money for Allah's
sake, it was repaid ten-fold as the promised return in this world.

There are many similar instances in the lives of the Sahabah
Radhiallaho anhum who, as a result of their strong faith in Allah
Ta'ala, gave away every bit of their possessions. The story of Abu
Bakr Radhitillaho anho giving Sadaqah at the time of Tabook is
wellknown. When Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked for
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contributions, he brought everything that he had at home. When
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked him what he had left
behind, his reply was, "Allah and His Rasul", meaning their
pleasure, although, at the time of embracing Islam, Abu Bakr
Radhiallaho anho had considerable wealth amounting to forty
thousand gold coins. Muhammad Ibne Abbaad Mohallabi°Rahmatul
lah alaihe has said that his father once visited the king (Caliph)
Mamoon Rashi<:, ~ho presented to him one hundred thousand Dir
ham;" all of which he gave away as Sadaqah. The king came to know
of this and showed his displeasure.· His father told the king, "To
withhold what one has is a mistrust in the One Who is the Lord we
worship. " That means, to hang on to what one bas and not to spend
it, for fear that when it is spent nothing may be available again, is a
mistrust in the Lord who had given earlier. There are many examp
lp.s of our earlier Divines who used to give as Sadaqah whatever they
possessed. In contrast to these instances, there are several Ahadith
which indicate a different approach. One of the well-known sayings
of Rasululla h 8allallaho alaihe wascillam is:-

"The best Sadaqah is that which does not leave its giver in want".

This subject-matter forms the content of several narrations. One
instance is given in Abu DawoodJnarrating on the authority of Jabir
Radhiallaho anho, who said that, once; while he was in company
with Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam.a man came and pre
sented a piece of gold. the size of an egg, saying that he had found it
in a mine and that he had nothing else in his possession. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam turned his face away from him. He came
round to face Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and reported
the same thin~. but Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam again
turned his face away from himo This happened several times. Fina
lly, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam picked up the piece of gold
and threw it away with such force that if the man had been hit, he
would have been injured. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
then said, "Some people give away their entire belongings·and later
start begging; the best Sadaqah is the one which dc;>es not leave its
giver in a state of want."
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Abu Saeed Khudri Radhiallaho anho has said that once a person
came to Rasullullah's Masjid, weaJ.ing clothes in poor condition. On
seeing him Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked people to
give him clothes for Sadaqah. Several pieces. of clothes were
collected, out of which Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam gave
two pieces to the poo~ visitor. On a later occasion a similar
requirement of clothes was announced by Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam, on which the same poor man gave one of the two
pieces as Sadaqah. Rasulullah Salltzllaho alaihe wasallam showed
his displeasure and returned the piece to him.

In another Hadith, the same situation has been mentioned wh
ere RaSulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam remarked, "The man had
come to the Masjid in a very bad condition and I had thought people
would do something for him on their own. Since nothing happened, I
asked those present to give something as Sadaqah; some clothes
were brought and I gave two pekes to the needy person; he gave one
piece as Sadaqah when another needy person came, but I returned
his piece to him". In another Hadith, the saying of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has been repeated that some people give
all their belongings as Sadaqah and then sit back expecting other
people's generosity; the best Sarlaqah is when the feeling of want
does not arise afterwards..Another Hadith says that no Sadaqah is
valid without freedom from want. This may appear opposit.e to what
has been said in the earlier Ahadith, but in fact it is not so, 'as
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has not said here anything
against those but has only indicated that it is improper to give away
all the belongings as Sadaqah and then expect others· to give you
something. However, this does not matter for those who rely far
more on what Allah Ta'ala has in store than on their O-Nn belong
ings; like the instance of Ali Radhiallaho anho mentioned above or
that of Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho, which explains the case oetter.
By all means one may go on trying to attain the level of those great
personages, so as to have a similar degree of reliance on Allah Ta'ala,
without any attachment to the world.as they did. The sincere effort
to acquire anything is invaliably rewarded by Allah Ta'ala, as is the
saying ~"5...;.~meaning, whoever tries receives reward. Someone
asked a divine how much Zakaat was to be paid from a· ~ertain
amount. The reply was, "For a common Muslim, five Dirhams out of
two hundred Dirhams, but for us the total amount should be given
away as Sadaqah". We may mention here the remarks of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam under Sr.No.l, in the selies of Ahadith
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that, "If the entire mountain of Uhad becomes gold, he would not
like to keep a Dirham out of it, except what was required to pay a
debt". For this reason Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once
rushed to his residence after Asr Salaat and ordered the giving away
as Sadaqab of the piece of gold which, by chance, had been left over;
and as mentioned in Ahaditb at No.4, he felt upset during his illness
because of a small amount of money that was lying in his home.

Imaam Bukhari Rahmatullah alaihe has mentioned in his fam
ous book,CSahih Bukhari', that Sadaqah is improper without free
dom from want and that Sadaqah given in a state of want will not be
acceptable. If one is in debt, the debt must be cleared first or, when
one is needy or his family is indigent, these must be taken care of
first. However, if someone is well-known for patience and fortitude
and is able to ignore his own needs,like Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho
and the Ansaar Radhiallaho anhum who gave preference to Muhaji
reen over their own needs, such cases could be treated as exceptions.
Allama Tabri RahmatuIlah alaihe has said that the majority of
Ulama allow a person to give all his property as Sadaqah, provided·
he is not in debt, nor feels any hardship in doing this, and either has
no dependents or they are also agreeable, in which case Sadaqah wili
be admissible. If however any of these conditions is not satisfied, the
Sadaqah is better avoided. Wateh). Shah Waliullah Rahmatullah
alaihe has said that the Hadith, saying that Sadaqah is valid only
with freedom from want, indicates a feeling of freedom from want in
the heart of the person who gives Sadaqah. This is in line with
another saying of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam that free
dom from want does not come from the excess in property but is a
condition of the heart. (MishkaaO

The instance of the man who wished to give a piece of gold as
Sadaqah, but repeatedly said that it was all that he possessed, is an
example indicating that he had some reluctance in his heart to part
with the piece of gold. The writer of the Mazahir has said that it is
obligatory that Sadaqah muRt accompany freedom frmn.want; even
when there is only a feeling of freedom from want in the heart, it
would amount to complete reliance on Allah Ta'ala. Such was the
case of Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho.who had given all his belongings
for the sake of Allah and,when Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam asked him as to what he had left for family he replied, ~Allah

Ta'ala and His Rasul". Rasulullah appreciated this reply. If this
level of freedom from want is not present, then possession of some
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propetty remains essential. It may be deduced ft'Om aU this that, in
the pt'esence of perfect trust in Allah Ta'Gia, one may spend in
Sadaqah u much u one likes. In the absence of this tt·ust, the
family's needs at.. to be given preference. However, one should
remain mindful of this weakness and keep admonishing oneself for
lack of trust in Allah Ta'ala, u against too much reliance on the
wOl'dly means. Insha·Allah, by repeated self-admonishment, the
desired results will be obtainable.
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HADlTH: 25
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaiM wasollcup has said that
when the wife gives somethinaas Salaqah out of the
famlly's provisions. without belna wasteful. she will
receive a reward for that and the husband also reo
celves a reward because he was the earner; whUe the
person (man or woman) who made arranpments for
the food also earns a reward; all three will be
rewarded,wlthout reduction In any one's share.

Nott: Two subjects have come up in this Hadith. One is about
spending by the wife and the other about the one who makes various
arrangements for food, etc. There are many Traditions aOOut both
these subjec~. One of the Traditions by the Shaikhain quotes
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaiM waaallam as saying that, when a wife
spends something without her husband's permission, she elltUS half
the reward. (MisMaat). Sa'd Radltiallaho altho has sniri that once,
when Rasulullah Sallallaho alaiM wasallam was initiating into
Islam a group of women, one tall woman stood up and said, "0
Rasulullah, we the women are a burden to our fathel's as well as on
our children and husbands, what right do we have on their pro
perty?" The reply was, "Fresh thinp(the perishables)which )'OU may
eat as well as live to others.• Another H_dith says that Allah 7'Q'ala
will l'eward three persons over a morsel of bread and a handful of
dates: one, the husband who is the own,r of the house, two, the wife
who cooked the food and thl" the ""·,,...at who carried the thing to
the beau at the door.
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Asmaa Radhiallaho anha, the sister of Aishah Radhiallaho
anha, told Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam that she had
nothing of her own except what her husband Zubair Radhiallaho
anho gave her and asked if she could give out of that to someone.
The reply was, ·Spend well out of that and do not store any part of it,
lest you are barred from receiving anything: This and several
similar traditions, have already been mentioned above. In another
Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that,when a
woman spends out of her husband's property without his permission
to do so, he will receive half the reward for the Sadaqah. Corl'CS
pondingly, it has already been mentioned that the wife will receive
only fifty percent reward for such Sadaqaat. If carefully interpreted,
there are two situations regarding the wife spending out of her
husband's property. One, when the husband gifts something out of
his own earnings to the wife and she spends floom the gifted part, full
reward for that will be her due and half the reward will also be for
the husband, although he had given away the ownership of that part
to his wife; the fact that he had earned it initially, is given credit
due to the kintlhess and generosity of Allah Ta'ala. The other
situation is that the husband does not give ownership of his earnings
to his wife but gives her things for household expenditure, from
which she gives something as Sadaqah; the full reward in this case
will be for the husband andhalffor the wife, because the rnan is the
owner while the wife suffers from the shortage in family expenses.
Similarly, women have been encouraged, in the several traditions, to
give as Sadaqah from the things meant for feeding the family. They
should not refuse to do so on the excuse that the husband's permis
sion is not there. In contrast to this line of advice, there are certain
Traditions forbidding action in that manner.

Abu Umamah Radhiallaho anho has said that,on the occasion of
'Hajja-tul-Wida, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, in his
famous address, directed that no woman should spend from the .
propelty of her husband without his permission. Someone asked if
food was also not to be given away as Sadaqah without permission.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied that food was the best
of the property; even that is not to be given away without per
mission. This Tradition, in reality, does not contradict the previous
Ahadith. All the earlier Traditions are based on common and general
conditions, as well-known practices in homes that, whatever the
husbands give for household routine -expenditure, they do not object
to anything being given as Sadaqah by the wives or for feeding a
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poor person from that money. On the other hand, a husband asking
questions regarding that expenditure is considered to be mean and
miserly. However, in spite of this common practice, if a miserly
husband does not permit this, it is improper for a woman to give
anything as Sadaqah or as a gift from what she receives for house
hold expenses. Nevertheless, she may spend on anything she likes
from her own belongings. A person submitted to Rasulullah SaUal
laho alaihe wasaUam that his wife spent from what he gave her
without his permission. Rasulullah SaUaUaho alaihe wasaUam
replied that both he and his wife would receive reward for that.
When the person said that he had forbidden her to do so, Rasulullah
SaUaUaho alaihe wasaUam replied that he will have a return for his
miserliness and his wife will receive a reward for her kindness. This
shows that the husband's act of stopping the wife from spending
such a small thing amounts to miserliness and also that the wife
should not spend when her husband stops her from doing so. How
ever, if the wife is adxious to give away Sadaqah, but is unable to
give because of her husband's orders, she will be rewarded conti
nuously for her noble intention.

Allama 'Aini Rahmatullah alaihe says that in such matters, the
current practices vary in different towns and cities and the attitudes
of husbands are also different; some approve of the wive's actions
and others do not. Likewise', a difference occurs over the kind of
things given away. Certain things are so ordinary that no impor
tance is attached to their being given away, while some others are
considered import.ant by the husband. In some cases, retention of
things may render them useless while in another case a certain
thing remains useful for the future. According' to Ibne Hajar
Rahmatullah alaihe, the wife should not spend in a way that may
lead to trouble. Some Ulama have said that it was a well-known
custom in Hijaz to encourage wives to spend as Sadaqah and they
had a general permission to give from the eatables to the poor, the
guests, the needy neighbouring women and the beggars. The pur
pose of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam in the above Ahadith
iu to persuade the Ummah to follow the good practice of the Arabs in
spending on the needy people. Consequently, it has become iigeneral
custom among the Muslim families in our country that husbands do
not mind their wives giving as Sadaqah from the eatables to the
poor, the needy relatives or the hungry.
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The other subject in the Hadith above is about the steward
(Cashier) or the caretaker, etc. Usually the persons in those
positions create hinderance when the owner wishes to give some
thing as a present to someone. It often happens, in the case of the
rich .and ruling people, that their stewards and cashiers cause
obstructions even against the wlitten instructions from their
masters on the plea of funds not being available. That is why
Rasuhillah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has stressed and encouraged,
in a number of Ahadith that if these employees willingly and
cheerfully comply with their master's instructions and orders, they
will receive from Allah Ta'ala, through His kindness, suitable
honour and rewards for their being the means for accomplishing the
good deed. There are several Ahadith on this. One such Hadith says,
"If a Muslim caretaker or a treasurer fully and whole-heartedly obeys
his master's commands, he will be counted among the alms-givers".
Another Hadith says, "If an article given as Sadaqah passes through
seventy million hands, the last one will receive the same reward as
the first one. For example, a king gives orders for giving Sadaqah
and, if a large number of persons are involved in the arrangem4ts,
each one of them will be entitled to receive a similar reward as the
king who had given the orders, although the precise extent of reward
may vary. It is not necessary that the master should receive the
most. In some cases, the master may be the greatest receiver, e.g. a
master may give a hundred rupees to a servant for giving to a person
who is present or waiting at the gate; in this case the master's share
of reward will be greater. In another case, a master gives a
pomegranate to a servant to be delivered to a sick man living at a
distant place. The hardship in reaching there deserves· more consi
deration than the piece of fruit: and here the servant will receive
more reward than the master. Similarly, a treasurer has to make
effort in collecting money and keeping it, while the master gets it
effOltlessly. Any amount of Sadaqah given through the treasurer
will, therefore, bling more reward for the latter; as the saying is:

~/..i.J'..):G~'~~f,.. / ~

"The reward is in proportion to the effort and hardship".

This is a definite rule in the Shaliah. But a treasurer, unless he
has a general permission of his master to give, cannot give anything
without th/t,master's orders unlike the wife who can spend from the
husbanq',s property without his permission.
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HADITH: 26

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, "Every
,ood deed Is Sadaqah and to encoura,e someone to a
IOOd deed brlnp the same reward tor the encoura
pr as a 100d deed done by himself. Allah Ta'ala loves
the help liven to people In adversity.

Note: This Hadith contains three subjects:-

One, every good deed is Sadaqah. It means that for Sadaqah,
spending of money is not the only way, nor is it confined to giving
something. A Hadith says that thel'e are three hundred and sixty
joints in human body, and it is ~ssential that a Sadaqah be given for
each joint everyday. The Sahabah submitted that no one has the
capacity to give that much Sadaqah everyday. Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam replied, "Removing of spittle from the Maf\iid counts
as Sadaqah,removing a harmful thing from the road is an act of
Sadaqahl if nothing else can be done, two Raka'at of Salaat in the
fore-noon (Salaat-ud·Dhuhaa) will suffice you (since every joint is
engaged in Salaat)". Another Hadith says: "Everyday the sun rises,
an act of Sadaqah becomes due from every person for every joint in
his body. If one makes a just settlement between two persons, it
amounts to Sadaqahj if one helps a man in mounting, loading or
unloading his beast, it is Sadaqah; reciting "Kalimah Tayyebah' is
Sadaqah; every step taken togo for Salaat is Sadaqah; to remove a
troublesbme thing from the road is an act of Sadaqah". Another
Hadith says, "Every one must give Sadaqah everyday for each joint
in his body. Every Salaat is Sadaaah, fasting is Sadaqah, performing
H~ is Sadaqah, saYing (tiJ\~~) (Allah be glorified) is Sadaqah,
saj'ing l("tu~u (All praise to be Allah!) is Sadaqah, saying(~~n
(Allah is Great) is Sadaqah". Another Hadith says, "Greeting every
body you meet on the way with Assalaam-o-alaikum counts as Sada
qah, enjoining what is good or forbidding what is bad counts as
Sadaqah". (Abu Dawood). There are several other Ahadith from
which it becomes clear that every good deed and each act 'of kindness

't.s as Sadaqah, provided the intention is to please Allah Ta'ala.
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The atCOlId point in the Hadith is that exhortilll80meone to do
a aood deed is lib dol., it oaeseltwhit:h e&I'IUI the lI&IIle reward.
The point is contained in a well-known Hadith. A~ .maD)'
Sahabah RDtlAiollolto aUut have quoted Ruulullah SallalloltD
alaiM waaallam u IIQiDa that the one who pldea othll'l ~
righteousness is Jilte him who does the righteous deed himself. Thia
shows how'lnftnit8Jy Kind. Geaerous and Beneficent Allah Ta'ala ...
the Giver ofall rewards! Hetiberal\y rewards even those Whose acta
involve but tittle effort. It is our misfortune that we do not take
advanteP of Ria peat GeaeroeiV. A person m8y not be otrer1nl
plenti)' of Nawdlhi~ but if he exhons others to do 10, he will
receive u.much reward u the others receive who perform Nawaftl
on his ezhort&tioa.A man m8y not have enoUlh to spend u Sacia
qah. but he can persuade others to live Sadaqah and receive u
much as those who spend for the cause ofAllah. Similarly. one may
not be able to fast or pelfonn H~. or go for Jehaad. or obaerve his
Salaat properly. but if he invites and enocuraiea others to perform
these good deeds. he is entitled to receive· the lI&IIle reward as 11
aianted to those who aetlaaDy perform those deeds. after Ustenllll to
his exhortation. However. if a man performs ~l these deeds for
himself. he wiD receive a. sinale reward. but it be persuades a
hundred othtl'St he will receive reward for one hunareclsuch per
formances or even more. actOldiq to the number of persona he hu
persuaded. To crown it an. he will go on receivilllt even after hla
death. the rewards for· the actioba of those who keep· pertormilll
th... deeds of righteousness. There is no limit to the Kindn888 and
Favours ofAUah ra'., How fortunate are those who in their life.
ti.1t encourap and ezhon miDiOlll of people to lead a reUatoualitel
After their death, they wiD continue to receive a load reward. tor the
good actions ofall those people.

Maulana Dyu~ alaiM used to SlY. with dtUaht.
"Some people leave behind individueJa. but I am leavilli behind a
whole countr,f. He meant the "lion of Mewat where. by virtue of
his personal etrona. hundreds ofthousands ofpeople became fIIular
and punctual.observers of Salaat. thousands of them took to obaer
viDi T~ud Salaat. and thousands leunt the Holy Qur·an 'by
heart (became Halla of the Qur"aD)~' So, he will continue to receive
tull reward,. for aD the riIh~U8 deeds of all thoae,people in MeWat.
The TabllahiJamatat Udtiated by him. by the Grace of Alla.h.,j, npw
workilllin all the ClCNiltries of·the world. ThroUlh the'wttriq
efforts of this Jama'at. a large-number of people are enppd in
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religious devotions, such as Salaat, recitation from the Qur"an.,etc.
and the reward for the virtuous deeds of all these people wiD also go
to every member of this Jama4at, including, of course, the Maulana
himself, who used to say delightedly that he was leaving behind a
whole country. After all, this life is bound to end and only that will
be of use in the life after death which one earns here for the
Akhirah. Therefore, every moment of this life is precious and we
must earn here as much as we can for the life after death. Neither
the parents nor the children left behind will care for anyone. They
will just shed tears and mourn for a few days,and then forget about
the deceased. The best thing, therefore, is to earn perpetual rewards.

The third point mentioned in the above Hadith is that Allah
Ta'ala loves the help given to people in adversity. A Hadith says that
Allah Ta'ala will show no mercy to those who do not show mercy to
other people. Another Hadith reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wCl8allam as saying, "He who helps the women in their distress, or
the poor, is like one who is engaged in Jehaad~'The narrator says he
thinks that RasuluDah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam also added, "Like
one who offers Nafl Salaat the whole night without slackening, and
he is like one who is always fasting without break." One Hadith says
that whoever removes any suffering of a Mo'min in this life, Allah
Ta'ala will save him from the distress of the Day of Judgment; and
Allah Ta'ala will grant relief, both in this life and in Akhirah, to
anyone who relieves someone'shardship. Whoever conceals the
shortcomings of a Muslim in this life, Allah Ta'ala will save him
from the .exposure of his shortcomings both in this life and in the
Akhirab. One. Hadith says, "When someone fulfils the need of Ii
Muslim brother, his reward will be like that of a person who spent
his whole life in the service (worship) of Allah Ta'ala." Another
Hadith says, "If someone places the need of a Muslim brother before
a person in power, he will be helped to cross the 'Siraat' (the bridge
over Jahannam) when feet will slip on it."

According to a Hadith, there ar.e a number of men whom Allah
Ta'ala has created for the sole purpose of meeting people's needs
and helping them in difficulties; those men shall have no worries on
the Day of Judgement and will have nothing to fear. AnQther Hadith
says that whoever helps his brother in distress, Allah Ta'ala will
keep him steady and firm when even the mountains will not be able
.to stay firm in their place, i.e. on the Day of Qiamah (Doomsday).
One Hadith says, "If someone helps a Muslim by saying a few words
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in' his favour, or takes a few steps to help him in any manner, Allah
Ta'ala bestows on him seventy three blessings, one out of which will
suffice him for his well-being in this life and in the Akhirah, while
the remaining seventy two will be reserved for exalting his rank and
status on the Day of Judgment". Beside these, there are several
Ahadith on this subject quoted by the author of Kanzul-A/maal. A
Hadith maintains that the Muslims, by being kind to each other, by
their close relationship with each other and being merciful to one
another, are like a single human body, of which when one limb
suffers, all its other parts become restless and share its suffering.
For example if one of the limbs is injured, all other limbs become
uneasy; if one hand gets hurt, all other limbs are restless and the
whole body becomes feverish. Likewise, all the Muslims must feel
disturbed over the difficulties ofanyone MUilim.

A Hadith says, "Rahman (Allah Ta'ala) shows mercy to those
who are merciful to others; be merciful to those on earth, you will
have the mercy of those who are in Heaven, which includes Allah
Ta'ala and the Angels." One Hadith says that the best Muslim honle
is the one in which an orpahn lives and gets fair treatment, while the
worst home is the one where an orphan lives and gets bad treat
ment Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe wasaUam has said, "Whoever in
my Ummah helps someone in his need to make him happy, he
makes me happy and my hapiness makes Allah Ta'ala happy, and
when Allah is happy He grants that person entry into Jannah." One
Hadith says, "When someone helps an afflicted person, he becomes
entitled to seventy three grades of forgiveness, one of which is
enough for his salvation; the remaining seventy two will raise his
rank and positions in Akhirah." A Hadith says that the whole of
creation is Allah's family, and from amongst mankind He likes those
most whose behaviour is good towards His family. 'The entire crea
tion is Allah Ta'ala's family' is a well-known Hadith quoted by
several Sahabah. The Ulama have explained that, just as a man is
responsible for the provision of all needs of his family, so does Allah
Ta'ala provide for the whole of His creation, which, for that reason,
is here called the family of Allah Ta'ala. In this regard the Muslims
do not have any special status. Muslims and non-Muslims are all
alike, even the aniamls come in the same category; every species in
the creation is here included in the family of Allah Ta'ala. ·Who~ver
metes out good treatment to the whole creation will thus become the
loved one of Allah Ta'ala.
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HADITH: 2'1
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wC18allam Says, -He who
observes Salaat hypocritically (tor show) attributes a
partner to Allah, he who fasts hypocritically attrl·
butes a partner to Allah, and he who gives Sadaqah
hypocritically attributes a partner to Allah.

Note: It means that whoever offers worship and prayers to please
someone. makes him a co-sharer with Allah Ta'ala; that is. the
persons whom the worshipper wishes to impress are made partners
with Allah Ta'ala. for whom his prayers are meant. This is a very
important subject on which this Chapter is being ended. The real
object is that ever,y prayer or worship should be purely for the
pleasure of Allah Ta'ala; it aught not to be corrupted by hypocrisy.
publicity. respectability, etc" otherwise it may turn out to be a cue
of good deeds gone for nought, while sins against you are' establi·
shed. Many Ahadith contain severe warnings and threats of grave
punishment on this account.

,. According to a Hadith Qudsi, Allah Ta'ala says, "I am most uncon
cerned among all partners: when someone joins anyone with Me in
his worship, I leave the worshipper with him; that is. he may go to
that partner for the return of his prayers. for I have no concern with
him." Another such Hadith says, "On the Day of Judgment, a herald
will proclaim, "Whoever ascribed a partner to Allah Ta'ala. in any of
his deedS, should seek the reward from that partner of Allah Ta'ala.
as Allah Ta'ala is most unconcerned with such partnership·. Abu
Saeed Khudri Radhiallaho anho says. "Once Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wC18allam came to us when we were discussing DeJjal and told
us. 'Shall I tell you a thing of which one should be afraid more than
Dajjal?' We submitted, 'Please do tell'! He said, 'It is the latent Shirk
(associating partners with Allah Ta 'ala)~ For example; while praying
with sincerity, a pel'son notices someone watching him and, there
upon, he prolongs his Salaat". Another Sahabi Radhiallaho anho has
reported Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying, "I am
most afraid for you of the minor Shirk'. The Sahabah Radhialli:Jho
anhum ~nquired as to what the minor Shirk was? At this· he renlied
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'Hypocrisy'. AHadith says that on the day when Allah Ta'ala will
distribute His rewards for good deeds of the good men, the hypocri
tes will be told to go to those for whom they had acted and see,if they
have any rewards to offer them for their actions. Allah Ta'ala has
said in the Qur'an.

~I~~i'.r"'-,~.~~'\'...t-Ir'" ~~J~",~';r'!l i"·...~~ :"'<'viI'~~~J~""'.- . l",,)';\.14 .J!-~\,:J~ 1:1'"

"Whoever Ion,. to meet his wrd (to become His beloved and
fauouriteJ must keep acting righteously and must notjoin anyone
else with Allah Ta'ala in his prayers". (al.Kahf: 110).

Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho has said that someone submitted
to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam that, when he started some
Iood deed for the sake ofAllah Ta'ala, he felt in his mind that people
should see him making that effort. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam kept quiet till the above Ayat was revealed. Mujahid
Rahmatullah alaihe has said that someone said to Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam that he gave Sadaqah with the intention
of pleasing Allah Ta'ala but he did have the feeling that-people
should call him a good person; thereupon the above Ayat was reveal
ed. A Qudsi Hadith quotes Allah Ta'ala as saying, "If anyone does a
righteous action for My pleasure but seeks to please someone else
also, 1 ~ect the whole of it, for, 1 accept only that deed which is
purely for Me." After that, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
recited the above Ayat Another Hadith quotes Allah Ta'ala as
saying, "1 am the most Liberal in apportioning share with My part
ners, if someone makes another person My co-sharer in his worship
for Me, 1leave My share also with the co-sharer". A Hadith says that
there is such a valley in Jahannam,that Jahannam itself seeks pro
tection against it four hundred times a day, 'and that valley is for the
bypocritical Qaaris (Qur'an reciters).

A Hadith says that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked
the Bahabah to implore the protection of Allah Ta'ala from going to
iJubb-ul·Huzn' (the well of grief in Jahannam). They asked him as
~ who will go into it The reply was;'Those who act with insincerity
:ostentatiously)7 A Sahabi R4dhiallaho anho says that the above
~erse was revealed last of alI in the Holy,\ur'an. In another place in
;he Holy Qur'an it is said:
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"0 those who believe, do not ruin your Sadaqah by reminding the
poor of your fallOurs to them or causing vexation. He is like a
person who spends in charity, but as a show to the people; he
neither believes in Allah nor in the Akhirah. This type ofperson
resembles a smooth stone, which may get col.1ered with soil (and
some green growth), but all is washed away by a heavy rain.
(Simi-larly, the Sadaqah of those who display their generosity,
who are harsh towards the poor and who are hypocrites, shall
vanish and. not a particle of it will be available to them on the
Day of Judgement). All the virtues and the charities given will
become useless. (and their earnings will be of no avail to them)".
(al-Baqarah.· 264).

Hypocrisy has been reproved 8trongly in several places in the
Holy Qnr'an.

One Hadith says that on the Day of Judgment the people,whose
reckoning will take place first of all, will include a martyr. He will be
called and reminded of all the bounties which he received from Allah
Ta'ala in this life and asked what acts of virtue he had performed in
return for those bounties. He will submit to Allah Ta'ala that, to
seek His pleasure, he did Jehaad till he was martyred and gave his
life for His sake. The Divine answer will be, "It is a lie; you went to
J ehaad, to be called a hero by the people, which they have done".
(So, your aim has been achieved).The Divine verdict and order for
him will be to throw him into Jahannam, which orders will be
carried out by dragging him face foremost and throwing him into
Jahannam.

The next person to be reckoned with will be an ~m (religious
scholar). He will be reminded of all the Divine favours and bounties
bestowed on him and questioned what the virtues were that he had
done to show. gratitude for it. His reply will be, "I acquired
knowledge and taught knowledge to people and read the Qur'an,
seeking your (Allah Ta'ala's) pleasure". Allah Ta'ala's verdict and
order will be, "All of it is a lie; you did all that to be called a great
~im and Qaari by the people (which has been done)~He too will be
thrown into Jahannam being dragged on his face-.
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The third person, who will have to give his account.will be a
generous person, on whom Allah Ta'ala had bestowed his favours
and bounties extensively in this life and who will be reminded of
everything given to him and questioned as to what he did with them.
He will submit that he did not miss any opportunity of doing good
and spending for Allah Ta'ala's pleasure.The Divine reply will be, "It
is a pure lie; you spent entirely to be called a very generous man by
the people, which they did (and your aim has been achieved)~'The
order for him will also be,to be dragged on his face and thrown into
Jahannam. In this Hadith, as well as in other Ahadith, the mention
of one man implies all the people of his kind. It does not mean that
only three persons will receive that punishment; rather, the three
types of people will be treated in that manner; for the sake of
illustration, only one indi~~ual of each type has been mentioned
above.

Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe wasallam has given very severe and
heavy warnings to the Ummah that every action and deed must be
done solely for Allah Ta'ala,and extreme care must be taken in this
matter, so that no mixture of hypocrisy, show and publicity is
allowed to creep into our affairs. But we must take care of the deceit
of Shaitan who, as a strong enemy, uses many ways of hostility
against his victims. Invadably, he makes a person doubt the
sincerity of his actions and for that he makes him give up his very
important virtuous deeds. Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has
said that Shaitan's first move is to stop a person from doing a
virtuous act and to create such thoughts in his mind whereby he
does not even think of doing a good deed. But when a person is
strong enough to oppose Shaitan in that effort, then Shaitan makes a
fresh move against. him, by suggesting to him that he lacked sin
cerity in his prayers which rendered all his hard labour useless; as
such there was no use of insincere worship. By creating such doubts
and suspense, Shaitan succeeds in stopping a man from doing any
type of good. When this happens, his purpose is fulfilled. Therefore,
one must not stop doing good deeds, because of such doubts about
sincerity, but go on 'acting and trying to achieve sincerity through
prayers to Allah Ta'ala that He, by His Mercy and Kindness, may
grant him protection against insincerity and save his good deeds
from becoming valueless.

~~l~~~t:;
1' •• '" ;"'" ...
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CHAPTER· n

ON CONDEMNATION OF MISERLINESS

The Ayaat of the Qur'an and the Abadith of Rasulullah Ballal
laho alaihe wasallam, given in Chapter I, have made it abundantly
clear that there are great and enormous virtuous gains and profits in
spending in _the path of Allah Ta'ala. Any deficiency in this will
bring a corresponding heavy loss which, by itself, is deplorable.
How~ver, Allah Ta'ala and Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
have condemned and given such warnings against miserliness and
hoarding that, are in away, a great favour of Allah Ta'ala on the
Ummah of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, as these have
beell given with a view to saving them from this deadly disease. Both
the Holy Qur'an and the Abadtih have treated this subject in-many
different ways: such as persuasions to do virtuous deeds, warnings
prohibiting the evil and harmful acts, etc. It is difficult to cover fully
any of these aspects. However, as an example, a few Ayaat and
Ahadith are given in this Chapter.

Section (a) AYAAT:

8~1~~4t,~).rJ~~IJL~~I~§~~~~I~;(D

1. Spend your wealth for the cause of Allah, and be not
cast by your own hands to ruin. (al~Baqarah:195)

Note: This Ayat has already been mentioned at NO". :I of the
Ayaat in Chapter I. This Ayat considers the failure to spend for the
cause ofAllah Ta'ala as self-ruination and destruction, and has been
mentioned in detail by the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhuin. Who would
want his own ruination and destruction, but how many are there
who, after knowing this full well, try to save themselves from this
calamity and keep away from hoarding? What can be the conclusion
other than thattour minds being befogged by negligence, we are bent
upon causing our own ruin. -
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2. Shalta. promlles you destitution and eDjolDI upon
)IOu lewdness. But Allah promises )IOu forwlveness
from Himself with bounty. Allah II AlI·Embracln"
All-Knowlnl·(al-Baqarah: 268)

Note: According to Abdullah Ibne Mas'ud Radhiallaho anho.
Rasulullah Satlallaho alaihe wasallam has said that man is
inftuenced within his mind by Shaitan and also by an angel.
Shaitan's purpose is to frilhten him with evil results Oike spending
will bring poverty) and to falsify the truth, while the angel promises
blessinp and conftr~s the truth. \\o~oever perceives the angel's
advice should think it to be from Allah Ta"ala and be thankful for it;
and whoever thinks the opposite,should seek the protection of Allah
against Shaitan, as it is he who Cl'e&tes such thoughts in man's
mind; and then Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam recited the
above Ayatin support of his contentions. The Ayat actually denotes
Allah's direction that Shaitan frightens by this fear of becoming poor
and incites us to indulge in obscenities, which in fact is falsifying the
truth. Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho says that the above Ayat
contains two thinp from Allah Ta'ala and two from Shaitan.
Shaitan avows poverty and orders evil; he asks us not to spend
anything but to hoard it carefully for later needs. And Allah Ta"ala
promises forgiveness of all sins and an abundant increase in
provisions.

Imaam Ghuali Rahmatullah alaihe says that one should not get
involved in fears for the future but should trust in Allah Ta"ala, Who
has promised to provide livelihood; and consider such fears as an evil
intluence of Shaitan. AB has been mentioned in the above Ayat,
Shaitan fosters the thought in the human mind that, if you do not
hoard wealth, you would land in trouble and difticulties when you
fall ill or become unfit to earn or when some other emergency arises.
Through these thoughts, he keeps people involved in toU and
hardships all their lives and later makes fun of them that the men,
through imaginary future fears, are caught in real hardships at
present in the form of constant anxietiY to save for the fearful
thought ofan unknown future!

"'1·. OS'" .(•••.1,'.( .., .I '.1' '~l" 'lor...~.t\~ .... ~I ........ ,," /;;\
""~"v!~~~~~iU,)~I~~~~.;I~\U
"., 8 r •l,,' ..:,.\":-" .:.,"~ .• '," ."~Il' ,'" ~~... ~.,.",_""" L\•.\~.r" , '-;'1'.
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3. And let not those who hoard up wealth that Allah
has bestowed upon them of· His bounty think that it
is better for them. No, it is worse for them. That
which they hoard will be made a collar (in the form
of a snake and put round theil' necks)on the Day of
Resurrection. Allah's is the heritage of the heaven
and the earth, and Allah is Informed of what you do·
(Aal-e-Imran: 180)

Note: According to Bukhari, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam has said that, if a man has been given wealth by Allah
Ta'ala, but fails to pay Zakaat on it, that wealth will,on the Day of
Judgement,be turned into a bald-headed snake (extremely poison
ous) with two spots under its mouth (a sign of deadly poison) and
will be put round his neck.

The snake will grab both his jaws and say, "I am your boarded
wealth and the protected treasure". Then Rasulullab Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam recited the above Ayat. This Hadith wilrbe repeated
in Chapter 5 under Abadith at No.2: Hasan Basri Rahmatullah
alaihe has said that the above Ayat was revealed about the Kaafirs
and about those Muslims who are miserly and do not spend in thE
path of Allah Ta'ala. Ikrimab Radhiallaho anho has said that, when
someone fails to fulfil the demands of Allah Ta'ala' from hi~

property, that property will become a bald-headed snake and chasE
the person who will be begging for protection from it.

Hajar Bin Bayan Radhiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam to say that when a close blood relation
approaches a relative for help from his spare wealth and the latte)
refuses it, due to miserliness, that wealth will become a snake to bE
worn by the owner of the wealth round his neck. Rasulullat
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then recited the above Ayat. Man)
Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum have also repeated this subject
Masrooq Rahmatullah alaihe says that the above Ayat refers to ~

person whom Allah Ta'ala has given wealth but who fails to fulfil hi!
obligations to his relatives: that property will be turned into a snake
which he will be made to wear round his neck. He will ask thE
snake, "Why are you persecuting me'? The snake will reply~1 aIr
your property~ (Durre Manthur)
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lmaam Razi &/unatullah alaihe writes in his Tafseer 'Kabeer'
that the preceding Ayaat exhort us 1» participate in Jehaad
personally. This Ayat contains exhortation to spend money in the
path of Allah and warns those who do not spend for the cause of
Allah.that their wealth will become a b&ld snftke, which would be

. hung round their necks. After a detailed discussion of the topic, the
Imaam RnhmJJtullah alaille says, 'This Ayat does not apply to the
cases of Supererogatory spending (Nafl Sadaqaat). Itapplies to cases
of failure in obligatory spending, whicli faIls in several categories:
first, spending on oneself and the dependents in the household;
second,paying Zakaat and the third, spending money at the time
when the Muslims are invaded by non-Mulims to destroy their life
and property: the rich must give to the defenders as much as needed,
which will in fact mean protection of their own life and property;
fourth,to help a person in distress till he is out of danger. All these
payments are obligatory .

4. Lo! Allah loves qot s~ch as are proud and boastful,
who hoard their wealth and enjoin avarice to others,
and hide. that which Allah has bestowed upon them
of His bouniy. For disbelievers We prepare a shame
ful doom. (An-Nisaa: 36-37)

Note: Teaching miserliness. may be by verbal encouragement or
by setting a personal example for others; this subject has been
treated in many Ahadith to the effect that whoever adopts a wrong
course suffers for his own sins as well as of those who follow his
example; there will be no reduction in the punishment to the follo
wers for their own sin. This subject has. already been discussed
earlier in detail. In the exphmation of "Mukhtaalan-Fakhoora",
Mujahid Rnhmatullah alaille 'has been quoted to have said that
anyone who keeps counting the things gifted to him by Allah Ta'ala,
and does not offer thanks to Him, is a proud person. Abu Saeed
Khudri Radhiallaho anho has '1uoted Rasulullah Sallallabo alaille
wasallam as saying that, on the Day of Judgement when Allah
Ta'ala wiJ collect His entire creation in one place, the fire of
Jahannam will advance furiously, flames over flames, towards the
people and the angels appointed on it would like to halt it, but it will
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say, "I swear by my Lord, let me get hold of my companions or else I
will swallow all otthese people", The angels will ask who are they? It
will reply, "Every proud person and tyrant", After that, it will pick up
with its tongue, one by one, every cruel and arrogant person and
devour him, like an animal eating grass. It will withdraw after that,
but return soon after, with the same fury and demand the conceited
and the persons thankless to Allah Ta'ala, picking them up one by
one and swallowing them. In the third turn, it will come and deal
with all those who were arrogant and strutted proudly in life.
Thereafter the reckoning of the remaining people will commence.

JEWbir bin Sulaim. (Hujaimi) Radhiallaho anho says that once,
he came to visit Rasulallah Sallallaho alaihe wisallam and met him
ina street of Madinah. He asked him about the wearing of the 'lzaar'
Oower garment), to which htl replied, "It should be worn halfway
down to the calf, but if you dislike that, you may wear it a little
lower, and if you do not like it even that high, you can wear it still
lower, till it comes down to a point just above your ankles. If even
that is not to your liking, there is no further scope, as Allah .does not
like those who are proud and boastful (and trailing of lower !farment
or wearing it lower than the ankles is a sign of prider He then asked
about the acts of kindness and Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wa.sal
lam replied, "Do not consider any act of kindness too small or insigni
ficant, nor delay it, be it a piece of string or a shoe-lace (that you give
W someone), or a bucket of water (that you fill for someone) or to
remove a harmful object from the road or to speak to someone with
a smile or pay Salaam to a wayfarer, or to show affection to a person
in distress; all are good acts of beneficence. If someone talks about a
vice which you may have, you should suppress his vice that you may
know of.; the concealment of his vice will bring you reward and its
disclosure will be a sin, When you intend to do something, and you
will not regret its becoming known to people, go ahead and do it.
And if there be something you wish to do but are afraid of people
knowing it, do not do it (as that is the sign of its being a vice)".

Abdullah Bin Abbas Radhiallah anlw says that Kardam Ibne
Yazid and others used to come to the Ansaar and advise them not
to spend too much, as they feared that all their possessions might get
exhausted and they might become destitute. They advised them to
keep back something for meeting any unfortOseen eventuality. nil;

above Ayat was revealed as condernenation of such persons. (Dun"e
Manthur)
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5. They who hoard up gold and silver and do not spend it in
the way of Allah, unto them give tidings (0, Muham
mad) ofa painful doom. On that Day when it will ~all) be .

.heated in the fire of Jahannam, and their foreheads and
flanks and their backs will be branded therewith (a~d it
will be said unto them).Here is what you hoarded for
yourselves. Now taste of what you used to hoard. ral
Taubah: 34-35)

Note: The U1ama have said that the mention of forehead, etc.,
means that all the parts of the body will be branded. Another Hadith
confirms this interpretation, saying that face to foot, all will be
branded. Some of the mama have said that there is mention of only
three limbs in the Ayat because these are very sensitive to pain,
while others have said that these three parts have been mengoned
because, when a person meets an indigent person, he turns his face
and shoulder away from him and walks off with the back towards
the poor man; hence the painful suffering promised fpr these three
particular parts. There are other reasons toe. The above Ayat
mentions branding with the heated gold and silver, while the Ayat at
No.3 above mentions the property turning into a snake and chasing
its owner. Both these punishments are appropriate in their res
pective fields, which will be clear in Hadith No.2 of Chapter V. In
the above Ayat according to Abdullah Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho
and several Sahabah, the hoarded wealth means that particular
property from which Zakaat has not been paid, while that from
which Zakaat has been paid is not considered hoarded wealth. Ibne
Umar Radhiallaho anho however, has said that this order was re
vealed before the order for paying Zakaat; thereafter, Allah Ta'ala
made Zakaat, when properly paid, the source of purification of the
rest of th~'property.

:'hauban Radhiallaho anho has said that, at the time when the
above Ayat was revealed, we were accompanying Rasulullah Sallal
laho alaihe w~allam on a journey. Some of the Sahabah Radhi
allaho anhum submitted, ·0 Rasulullah, when this is the fearful
reult of collecting gold and silver, what then is the best wealth to bl:
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hoarded as a treasure?", The rE:ply was, "The tongue which remains
busy in Zikr of Allah, the heart full of thanks to Allah Ta'ala and a
pious wife who helps in preparing for the Akbirab", Umar Radhi
allalw Q1t1w has been quoted to say that, when the above Ayat was
revealed, he went to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and
submitted that the Ayat weighed heavilj on the minds of the
Saha~ Radhiallalw anhum. Rasulullah Sallallar.o alaihe wasal
Ian; said that Zakaat had been made obligatory for the very purpose
of making the remaining property pure and fit for inheritance, and
the best thing to be treasured is the· devoted wife who causes
pleasure when seen, obeys orders instantly and takes full care of
herself and the husband's property when the latter is away (on
travels). In reply to a question from Abu Bakr Radhiallalui anho as
to what was the best thing to be treasured, Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallaiii' said, "The tongue in rememberance of Allah, the
heart filled with thanks to AlI~h Ta'alaand a pious wife who helps
in virtuous deeds", Abu Zarr and Abu Umamah Radhiallaho anho
ma have quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying
that whoever has a Dinaar (gold coin), a Dirham (silver coin) or a
piece of gold or silver and does. not spend it in the path of Allah, this
money (unless it is kept back for paying a deb~) will be taken as a
treasure and will cause him to be branded on the Day of Judgment.
Similarly, anyone who leaves behind, after his death any amount of
hoarded silver or gold, will be branded with it on the Day of
Judgment,even if,later he is sent to Jahannp.am or forgiven

Ali Radhiallaho anho quotes Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wa3allam as saying that Allah Ta'ala has m'lde obligatory, '1 the
propenies, of the rich Muslims, as much as would suffice for the
needs of the poor, The poor suffer from hunger and want of clothing
because the rich do not give away what is due on their property.
Beware! Allah Ta'ala will demand an p.xplanation from the lich
about it or punish them severely~ (Durre Manthur). There is a
commentary on this Hadith given in 'Kanz-ul-Ummal'. And it has
been narrated in another Hadith, on the auelOrity of Abu Hurairah
Radhiallaho anho, "If in the knowledge of Allah Ta'ala, Zakaat were
not sufficient for the poor, He would enjoin something more to be
paid, apQlt from Zakaat", Therefore, the hunger of the poor is a
consequence of the rich people's sin of withholding Zakaat, or not
paying it in full. (Kanz). Bilal Radhiallaho anho has quoted Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying ,"Meet Allah Ta'ala in a
state of poverty and not in riches". When asked how is that to be, the
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reply was, "When you get something, do not hide it and do not refuse
a needy person". On the query as to how that was possible, the reply
was,olf that cannot be, then JabannaID is the end". Abu Zarr Ghifari
RadhiallClho anho is one of those whose belief was that money was
not a thing to be kept. He thought that one Dirham was one brand
ing and two Dirhams were two brandings. We have already narrated
quite a few stories about him in the foregoing pages.

Once Habib Ibne Salmah RahmatullClh alaiM, the governer af
Syria, sent three hundred Dinaars (gold coins) as a gift to Abu Zarr
RadhiallClho anho, with the request that he should srend the money
on his own needs. But Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho declined to accept
the money saying, "Can't you think of anyone other than me, who is
more liable to be deceived into a mistrust of Allah Ta'alCl (i.e.
keeping so much money in one's possession is a sign of heedl~ness
towards Allah Ta'ala): Truely, it is a deception to be unafraid of
Allah's punishments. There are many Ayaat to that effect in the
Holy Qur'an; for example:

"Let not the deceiver deceive you with regard to Allah Ta'alCl". (al
Faatir:5)

The Ayat has been re-quoted below at Sr. No. 38 in Chapter six,
with many more Ayaat about this world and the Akhirah. Abu Zarr
Radhiallaho anho then added, "I need but a little shelter to protect
myself against the sun, three milch goats whose milk should suffice
for our family, and a slave-woman good enough to take care of me
and my family. And I feel afraid (of Allah Ta'ala) to keep anything
that exceeds my bare necessities". Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho is also
reported to have said, "On the Day of Resurrection, the one who
possessed two Dirhams will be detained longer (for Reckoning) than
the person who possessed one Dirham". (Durre Manthur)

Abdullah Ibne Saamit Radhiallaho anho says, "I wes once sitting
in company with Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho, when a man brought
for him his daily allowance from the Baitul Maal (Public Treasury).
He sent his slave-woman to the market who l10ught for him the
things he needed for the day. After this, he was left with seven
Dirhams; He told her to get small change·for the money so that he
might distribute it among the poor. I asked him to keep it, .for he
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might wa'lt it for entertaining his guests or for any other need that
might arise. Abu Zarr Radhiallalw anlw said that Rasulullah Sallal
la1w alaihe wasallam had told him once, "It is an established fact
that whosoever hoards some gold or silver is like one keeping a spark
of the tire of Jahannam in his possession, until he spends it for the
cause of Allah: (Targheeb).

Shaddad Rahmatullah alaihe says that Abu ZarrRadhiallalw
anlw would listen to Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam giving a
strict commandment regarding a matter and then go to his lonely
resort .in the forest (where he was living). Sometimes, the command
ments were made lenient aftetwards (as a concession to the weaker
natures) but he did not know of it, and, therefore, stuck to the same
strict commandment. (Durre Ma1J.thur). It is true that Abu Zarr
-Radhiallalw cmlw held extremely stem. views concerning money
matters; undoubtedly perfect asceticim consists in adhering to his
views, and our spiritual leaders lived up to the same high standards
of renunciation. But it is not worthwhile imposing these high
standards on everybody; nor does, as a rule, failure to comply with
them,lead one to Jahannam. Fortunate are those who can be stern
and austere in these matters, of their own sweet accord-, with the
special aid and favour from Allah Subhanahu Ta'ala. May Allah
grant this humble author, who regards himself to be a mere world
ing lsomething of the fine qualities possessed by the great ascetics of
those times.

"Truly, Allah is Able to do all things".

6. WAnd nothing prevents their contributions to be accep
ted from them, save that they have disbelieved in Allah
and His Rasul and that they come not to worship save as
idlers, and pay not (their contribution)save reluctantly.
So, let not their riches nor their children please you (0 
Muham,mad). Allah thereby intend$ but to' punish thelll
in the life 9f the worid and that their souls shall pass
away while they are disbelievers. (at-TaUbah: 54-55)
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Note: Beside faithlessness, carelessly offered Salaat and re
luctance in giving Sadaqah have been mentioned as causes of non
acceptance of alms. The subject of Salaat has been dealt with in
detail in the book 'The Virtues of Salaat'. Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wa&l1lam has said about Salaat, that he who does not offer
Salaat has no place in Islam. In fact, there is no Deen without Salaat,
which is as important for the Deen as the head is for the body.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has further said that· the
Salaat offered with utmost humilif3r and supplication 8$cends to the
heavens as a luminous object, with good wishes for the concerned
person's welfare and prosperif3r, whereas the Salaat carelessly
offered assumes a black ugly shape, curses the person concerned:
"May Allah ruin you as you have ruined me;" and is thrown .like a
dirty rag on his face. Another Haditlt says that the very first deed
taken up for reckoning on the Day of Judgment will be the Salaat. If
it is reckoned as satisfactory, all the remaining deeds will become
acceptable.and ifSalaat is rejected, nothing else will be acceptable.

The next thing mentioned in the above Ayat is the reluctantly
given. Sadaqah,which will be rejected. In case of Zakaat, only.· the
obligation will be taken as fulfilled. In various narrations about
Zakaat, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that Zakaat
must be given cheerfully, which beside fulfillment of obligation,will
bring numerous blessings and rewards. In another Hadith in Abu
Dawood, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has stated,

~, ~:: ."1'~...... " .....):~ •~'t1I-:.:;....il. .
w ~.(t}.., """"" ~I.J.#!J .~':/;J ~.... •~ "Whoso-

ever gives with the intention of receiving a good return will certainly
receive it, while the one who does not give/shall be made to pay".
Some versions add 'with penalties' after 'to pay'.

Ja'far Ibne Muhammad Rahmatullah alaihe has narrated that
once he went to see Khalife.h Abu Ja'far Mansoor and there he saw
a descendent of Zubair Radhiallaho anho who had come to request
the Khalifah for seine help. The Khalifah ordered something to be
given to him, but 'the person complained of this being too little, at
which,the Khalife.h lost his temper. On seeing this, Ja'far Rahmat
ullah a.laiM said that he had been informed through his ancestors
that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallamhas said that anything
given cheerfully, brings blessings both to the giver and the receiver.
On hearing this Hadith the Khalifah Mansoor said, "By Allah I was
not happy while giving it to that person, but now I feel very glad".
Thereafter, Ja'far Rahmatullah alaihe turned to the Zubairy and
said that he had also received a Hadith through his ancestors that,if
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a person thought a small gift to be too little, Allah Ta'ala would
deprive him of receiving any bigger one. The Zubairy replied, "By
Allah I had thought of the sum given to me to be too little but, after
hearing the Hadith, this same sum has grown big in my eyesw

•

Sutyan Ibne Oyeniyah Rahamtllllah alaihe, who has related this
story, says that he met that Zubairy later and asked him how much
he had rec:eived from the Khalifah. He said that it was a small
amount but, eventually with Allah's blessing, it earned a profit of
fifty thousand.

Sufyan llaJunatullah alaihe has further said that Ja'far
Rahmatullah alaihe was from the 'Ahl-al-Bait' (a descendant of
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wcuallam) and anyone from '\mong
them was a source of general benefit like the rain. In the above
instance, by quoting two different Ahadith, Ja'far Rahmutullah
alaihe benefited both the parties, making them happy. One may
envy the rulers of that time, for accepting willingly and cheerfully
the words of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe tuasallam. This was
because of the spiritual environment that prevailed in those days.

The next thing in the above Ayat pertains to one's property, and
descendants becoming a source of chastisement in this life. The
children become a source of trouble and grief for the parents due to
illness, sufferings and death. Muslims also suffer from sueh happen
ings but, because any type of sdering in this life tuJ."DS into a
blessing and reward in the Akhirah for them, these no longer appear
as a punishment but a cause of ultimate cowfort and happiness in
Akhirah. As for the faithless, who will have no reward in Akhirah
for the troubles in this life, all their sufferings are nothing but a
punishment. Ibne Zaid Rahmatullah alaihe has said that
punishment in this life means all sorts of troubles and calamities
which people have to undergo. For the unbelievers, it is a
punishment, while the Muslims derive blessings therefrom.

0!a~;::J~~~~~~~';1~;~j~11~~~~;~
l\"'''''' (... _"'~''''I~J ....... Y"~.". ~t,,{ ""~I~'
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7. And let not your hand be chained to your neck, not'
open it with a complete opening, lest you sit down .
rebuked, denuded. Lol Allah enlal'lJe& the provision
for whom He will,. and straitens (it for whom He
will). Lol He waS ever Knower, Seer of His slaves.
(Bani Israel: 29-30)
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Note: At this place in the Qur'an, detailed warilings have been
given in respect of requisite standards in social obligations; In this
particular Verse, there is warning against miserliness and extra
vaganceand also an encouragement to be moderate and to adopt a
middle course in giving Sadaqah. Certain narrations say that some
one solicited Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasaUam to give him
something, but when be replied that he bad nothing to give, the man
siad, "Give me the shirt that you are wearing". Rasulullab Sallallalw
aIaihe wasallam was kind enough to give it to him. Thereupon this
Verse was revealed.

Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho has said that the ahove Verse per
tains to domestic expenses, in which a middle course be adopted,
avoiding miserliness and extravagance. Rasulullah Sallallalw' alaihe
wasallam bas also lnentioned several times that whosoever adopts
moderation will not become poor. The last part of the Ayat rejec.ts
the foolish naive idea that all are entitled to equality in provisions of
life. It is entirely in the hands of Allah to enlarge provisions or
restrict them, on whosoever and as Hewills. He is the best Judge of
matters concetning His slaves and knows their expedien~es.Hasan
Radhiallaho anlw bas saitl that Allah .Ta'ala is fully aware of the
circumstances prevailing lipon His slaves and~s what is ·advis
able for each. He gives to whom he wills affluence and sends hard
ship on those for whom He wills poverty. It is given at another place
in the Qur'an:

"Andif Allallwere to enlarge the provision for His slaves, they
would surely ,rebel in the eanh, but He sends down by measure as
He wills.. .~!. J:le is Informed, a Seer of His bondsmen". (ash-
Shuraa:27) .

This particuiar~'Vel'se indicates that an overall affluence for
mankind will cause 8lJ~round arrogance and distui'bances. As a
matter of experience it 'may well be seen that, 'if Allah' Ta'ala be so
gracious as to make'everyone' rich, human administration would
become impossible;: as all andsundly will behave as, independent
marter5 .llid dli~r(; will be no one Willing to w6rk for Anyone else.
Ibne Zaid Rahmatuliah alaihe has said that, whenever in Arabia
prOduction.be~me plentiful,people indulged in killing and impri
SOiling each other; but when a famine occured all theseevi!s would
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di$appear. Ali Radhiallalw anho and a number of other .&haba!l
RtJdhiallaho anhum have said that the Ayat ~~;w~·revealed
when the Sahabah of the SutTah Radhiallaho anhum wished to
obtain SQine worldly benefits. Qatadah Rah"matullah alaihe, in his
interpretation of the Ayat, has said, "The best sustenance is that
which does not make One arrogant, nor does one get overwhelmed
with it". We were told that the worst fear of R.asulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam about his Ummah was that they would become in
fatuated,With worldly splendour! Someone asked Rasulullah Sallal
laho alaihe wasallant whether the lawfully earned money could be
COn'le a source of evil, whereupon this particular Ayat was revealed.

In a Hadith QUdsi, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has
reported Allah Ta'alaas .saying, "Whosoever behaves disrespectfully
tOwards a friend' of }.fine (a wali), is like one waging war against Me
and I become as·wrathful,while protecting My friends; as a furious
lion (when attacking' its prey)". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said, "No one can attain nearness to Allah Ta'ala more
readily than by fuJfilment of obligatolY matters. Secondary (in
importance in this regard) are the optional prayers (Nawafil)
whereby aperson can also. come close to Allah Ta'ala (the more he
offers 'these, the nearer he approaches Him till he earns love from
Allah Ta'ala). At that state, Allah Ta'ala assumes control of his eyes,
ears and hands and becOmes his constant Helper. Allah 'Ta'ala res
ponds when he eriestO Him; when he asks for something, He meets
hisdemancfs." Allah further says, "I never hesitate when I will t.o do
something, except when the sriulof My mo'min slave is to be takan
as, forsoinereason, he~oes not wish to die; and I do not want to go
against his wishes; whereas death is a must. Some of my slaves are
keen to ofter speci8l type of prayers but I do not let them do so, for it
maylead tov8nit;y; some of them are such/who can have sound faith
only when in good health, ,if I destine sickness for them, they are
adversely atrected; there are others who can maintain their faith
only in sickn~;if'Iorder health for them, they may go astray. I give
ordersbeti~ng the affairs 'of My slaves,because I know all that is in
their minds".

This Hadith isimmensely important, as it concerns pre-ordained
matters. It, however,doeS not mean that we are not required to help
a poor or sick De~n,lfthat were so, all the Ay~tof the Qur'an and
the Ahaditha})o\ltSadaqaat and alms would become irrelevent, so
would the Ahadithregarding treatment of the sick. Rather, destiny
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will continue· to operate,against which it is impossible for doctors
and health organizations to stop the occurren~fdisease, or for a
state to complEilely end poverty. By all rneans,people must continue
to help others, to show sympathy, and give treatment to the sick,
according to available means, as we ar.e all entrusted with these
missions. EveI)' effort in this regard by anyone is worthy of reward,
according to one's contlibution, both from worldly and religious
points of view. DElipite all such efforts, if the sickdo not get well and
the poor are not relieved of poverty, they must not be dismayed, but
should think that Allah Ta'ala has willed it so and that it is bound to
be good for them. We have no power to act against destinY,but we
must continue to make increased efforts to help, to sympathise, to
give good treatment and to succour the needy, the poor amI the sick.

~ • .. , I

'. "1'~~~~\;;ll'st;'~~ ......... ""

'~dAllah aids His men to behave as He wills".

8. Whatexer Allah Ta'ala grants you, seek also there
from, for Akhirah, and do not forget your share in
this life, (which has to be for the Akhirah), be kind
(to people) as Allah has been Kind to yOU; refrain
from making trouble in the earth (by disobeying
Allah and violating human rights); certainly Allah
dislikes the trouble-makers. (al-Qasas: .77)

Note: The Holy Qur'an gives this as a waming,froJJl the belie
vers to Qaroon (Korah). The complete stoI)' is given on non-payment
ofZakaat by Qaroon in Chapter 5 under Ayat No. 3.Suddi Rahmat
ulah alaihe has said that the phrase of 'seeking for Akhirah' means
gaining nearness to Allah Ta'ala by giving Sadaqah and by helping
one's kith and kin. Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho has said that, 'not
to forget your share in this life' means, not to ignore working for the
pleasure of Allah Ta'ala. Mujahid Rehmatullah alaihe has said that
offering prayers to Allah Ta'ala. is a part of this life, for which we
shall get a r.tmard in the Akhirah. Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe
has said that it means keeping sufficient amount for one's need and
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spending the rest for the Akhirah. One Hadith says that one may
keep a years requirement and should spend the rest. To forget about
the share of one's Akhirah is an extreme cruelty to oneself.

Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe wasallam has said that on the Day
of Judgement a person will be brought before Allah Ta'ala, like a
little lamb (infirm and weak). He will stand before his Lord, Who
will demand what he had done with the wealth and property that
Allah had bestowed upon him. The man will submit, "My Lord, I col
lected a lot of wealth and increased it very much from what I origin
ally had, but I have left it behind. Ifyou send me back in that world,
I shall bring everything here". He will be asked to show what he had
sent here to be treasured for this Day. His reply will be the same,
that he nad accumulated enormously but had left it behind; that he
would bri:J.g everything if sent back to that life. IDtimately, in the
absence of any accumulation for the Akhirah, he will be sent to
Jahannam. All these sayings and reminders by Allah Ta'ala and His
Rasul Sallallaho alaihe wasallam,are matters for serious consider
ation and are to be acted upon most carefully and not to be read
cursorily or ignored. This life is meant to be a preparation for the
Akhirah, of which we must take full advantage and earn as much as
we can, otherwise life will pass away like a dream. May Allah Ta'ala
give all of us the ability to accomplish what is required of us; Ameen.

9. Take heed, you are the people who are called to
spend in the path of Allah, yet among you there are
some who hoard. And as for him who hoards, he
hoards only from his soul. And Allah is the Rich, and
you are the poor. And if you tum away, He will
exchange you for some other folk, and they will not
be the likes of you. (Muhammad: 38)

Note: It is obvious that there is no personal interest of Allah
Ta'ala in the Sadaqah that we give. All the virtues and benefits that
He and His Rasul Sallallaho alaihe wasallam have, stated.to encour
age us, are for our gain only. Many benefits of Sadaqaat, both from
the religious and the wordly point of view, have been dealt with in
Chapter one. When a Ruler,who is also the Creator and the Lord,
requires someone to do something, without any personal interest,
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the total gain in tl-is is that of the one who is being told and if he
disregards that, to him must come maximum retribution.

One Hadith says that many people receive plenty of bounties
from Allah Ta'ala, meant for benefitting other people. So long as
they keep on giving to others,they retain them. If and when they go
wrong, Allah Ta'ala deplives them of those bounties and grants
them to others. These favours, which Allah Ta'ala grants are not
confined to riches, but include honourable position, respectability
and influence, all of which suffer the same fate. Certain Ahadith say
that, when the above Ayat, saying, 'If you turn away from obedience
of Allah Ta'ala, He will bring another people in your place', was
revealed, some Sahabah asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam as to who will those people be,who will replace them in the
event of their disobedience. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
put his hand on the shoulders of Salman Farsi Radhiallah anho and
said, "He and his people". He then swore by Allah and said, "If Islam
were placed on the distant stars, some people of Faris (Persia) would
have attained to it". (The subject is contained in several Ahadith). It
shows that Allah Ta'ala has blessed them with such keen zeal for
Deen and knowledge that they would reach to the stars, if that
could help them to attain it. Mishkat has quoted this narration from
Tirmizi. In another narration Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
has been quoted to have put greater trust in non-Arab people.
(Ajami) from Persia and Turkistan, than in his own people, or that
he trusted Ajamies, or some of them, more than some of the Arabs.

This is obviously because some people among the Ajam acquired
such a distinction that they stood very high, except for the status of
Sahabi. The viltues and distinctions of Salman Farsi Radhiallaho
anho, to which he was indeed entitled, have been mentioned in
Ahadith. He suffered great hardships for the true Deen, searching·
for it in country after country. He had a long life of 250 years
according to authentic sources. (Some have put it at 350 years, and
some have even exceeded that; so much so that they say that he lived
in the time of Isaa Alaihissalam who lived 600 years before Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallamJ. Salman Radhiallaho anho came
to know about the coming of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
from the old Scriptures and he left his home in search of him. He
made enquiries from monks and religious scholars of that time, who
gave him the good news that the time of the coming of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was quite close and they explained to
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him various signs about his appearance. Salman Radhiallaho anho
was one of the princes of Persia. He travelled far and vide from one
country to another, looking for those signs~ Someone arrested him
and sold him as his slave. He was sold several times in that way, as
he himself told people. It is narrated in Bukhari that more than "ten
masters bought and sold him. Finally a Jew from Madinah bought
him at about the time when Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
migrated to that city. He met Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
and indentified him by the signs that he had heard about him. He
was satisfied and became a Muslim. He got himself freed from the
Jew's !llavery by paying ransom-money.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that Allah
J'a'ala loved four persons and Salman is one of them. (This does not
mean that Allah Ta'ala loves no one else). Ali Radhiallaho anho has
said that Allah Ta'ala gave seven elite to every Rasul Alaihissalam,
meaning, a Jama'at of great souls who looked after the spiritual and
worldly affairs of the Rasul and were his helpers. Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam said that he had been given fourteen such
divines. When someone asked Ali Radhiallaho anho as to who they
were, he replied, "My self, my two sons Hasan and Husain, Ja'far,
Hamzah, Abu Bakr, Umar, Mus'ab bin Umair, Bilal, Salman, Amm
aar, Abdullah Ibne Mas'ood, Abu Zarr Ghifari and Miqdad Radhi
allaho anhum". They had a special position among the Sahabah in
various important religious matters.

It is mentioned in Bukhari that, when the Ayat of 8urah Jumtah
meaning:

Along with others ofthem who have not yetjoined them,

(Referring to the learned divines of the non-Arab regions with
particular reference to the East) was revealed, the Sa:habah asked
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as to who those people were.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam remained silent, but the
Sahabah repeated their qu~stion three times. Rasulullah then put
his hand on the shoulder of Salman Radhiallaho (:mho and said that
if Deen were placed on stars high in the sky, some of his people
would reach there to get it. Anc~her Hadith suys the same thing
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about the people of Faris <Persia). Allama SUYuti Rahmatullah
alaihe, who is one of the confirmed leaders of the Shafi'ee creed, says
that this Hadith fits appropriately as a prediction of the religious
accomplishments ot Imaam Abu Hanifah Rahmatullah alaihe.

to. Naught of disaster befalls on the earth or in
yourselves but it is in a Book (Lohe Mahfooz) before
We bring it into being ••••••• Lol that is easy for
Allah-That you grieve not for the sake of that which
has escaped you, nor yet exult because of that which
has been given to you. Allah loves not all prideful
boasters, who hoard and who enjoin upon the peo
ple avarice; and whosoever turns away, still, Allah is
the Absolute, the Owner oCPraise. (al-Hadeed: 22-24)

Note: To grieve over a calamity is I'al.ural, but grief must not
stop one from participating in religious or worldly activities. To
know that certain things are bound to take place, despite any effort
to stop them, minimises the sorrow over t'J.e loSs or damage, as
against something which may happen all of a sudden. For that
reason, the warning contained in the Ayaat refers to all events of life
and death, happiness and sorrow or any type of calamity. Allah
Ta'ala says that all these things have been preordained by Him,
therefore it is no use taking pride qver good happenings or grieving
over any loss. The Ayat mentions two words (Mukhtaal andFak
hoor), which together mean a prideful boaster. The pride is usualy
over personal ac~mplishmentand the boasting is on something that
is received from outside, like rank or wealth. Qaza'h Rahmatullah
alaihe says that he saw Abdullah Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho
dressed in coarse clothes, 50 he took for him a suit made of a
material from Khurasan and requested him to put it on· for his
pleasure. Abdullah Ibne Umar replied that he was afraid of suffering
from pride and boastfulness ( ~rtJ~t» ) if he wore those clothes!
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11. They it is who say: Spend not on behalf of those
(who dwell) with Rasulullah that they may disperse
(and go away from youNwith Allah's are the trea
sures of the heavens and the earth, but the hypo
crites do not comprehend. (al-Munafiqoon: 7)

Note: Various Ahadith have coverd this subject: that Abdullah
bin Ubayyi the leader of Hypocrites, and his progeny, told people not
to give _ny aid to those who were close to Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam so that they might become disheartened and desert
him. Thereupon, the above Ayat was revealed. It is an absolute truth
and a common experience that whenever an indi.vidual or some peo
ple, due to malice and bad intentions, stopped aid to sincere religious
workers, Allah Ta'ala by His Grace and Kindness opened a new
avenue; so every one of us should have faith that Allah Ta'ala has
the sole control over the provisions for human life and no other
power however strong can interfere. On the other hand, all those
who hinder or stop any help to religious requirements should be
prepared to give an explanation for that to Allah Ta'ala on tile Day
of Judgement, when no false excuses will work,nor will a pleader be
of any avail. Let it be known that evading help in such _matters by
concocted excuses will only result in one's ruining one's own fate in
Akhirah; to obstruct religious requirements or to stop others from
helping them, because of some personal hatred and for fulfilling
wrong worldly-ends, will result in one's own disaster rather than
bring any harm to others.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that, when
someone evades helping a Muslim brother at the time when he is
being villified and dishonoured, Allah Ta'ala remains unconcerned
about the evader when he himself is badly in need of help by anyone.
(Mishkaat). The practice of~ulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam in •
any situation is a guideline for the Ummah. It is obligatory on every
one of us to try to find out in everything the way he acted and we
must, sincerely and to the best of our ability, follow him. He,as a
rule, did not hesitate to help even his enemies. There are several
examples of that in the books of Ahadith and history.

Abdullah bin Ubayyi, who was the leader of the hypocrites, did
not miss any oportunity to cause injury and trouble to Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. It is said about him that, during the
journey in which the above Ayat was revealed, he told his people
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(hypocrites) that they were a respectable class and that, after
reaching Madinah, they would drive the despicable band out of the
city (meaning the Muhajireen). In spite of this, when he fell ill a few
days after his return from the journey, he told his son, who was a
devout Muslim, to go to RasululIah SallallaOO alaihe wasallam and
request him to come to see him, hoping that Rasulullah would agree
to the request of the son. The son went and made the request, to
which Rasulullah SallallaOO alaihe wasallam readily agreed and
accompanied the son to his home. When Abdullah saw Rasulullah
he started crying. Rasulullah SallallaOO alaihe wasallam tolc! him,
"0 enemy of Allah, are you afraid?" He said, "I have not called you to
rebuke me, but I have called you to have .nercy on me!". At this, the
eyes of RaSulullah SallallaOO alaihe wasallam were filled with' tears
and he asked him what he wanted. He said, "I am about to die; when
that happens,kindly be present when I am being washed after death,
grant your own clothing for shrouding me, accompany my bier to the
grave and kindly lead my funeral-prayers." Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam agreed graciously to all his requests. Thereupon,the
Ayatwasrevealed:-\,/~r.l"~"'l~":: ""1 9";'''r,,'' :""·\~·l"~·:..l;'
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In this Ayat,Allah Ta'ala forbade Rasulullah SallallaOO alaihe
wGSaliam to lead the funeral-prayers of the hypocrites. The nobility
of Rasulullah is shown by the treatment given to his deadly enemies
who were all the time bent upon villifying and defaming him.

Could we give that type of treatment to our enemies? Rasulullah
Ballallaho alaihe wasallam was an embodiment of mercy for the
entire mankind. On seeing the misexy of his deadly foe, his eyes
filled with tears and he ful1fill~d his wishes, which due to his lack of
faith were of no use to him. For the future, Allah Ta'ala forbade
Rasulullah to show such extreme kindness.
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12. We hav~ tried them (Makkans) as We tried the own
ers of the garden when they vowed they would pluck
its fruit next morning; and made no exception (for
the will of Allah). Then a visitation came upon it
while they slept; and in the morning it was as if
plucked~ And they cried out to one another in the
morning, saying, 'Run early to your field ifyou wish
to pluck (the fruit)'. So theY went otT, saying to one'
another in low tones, 'No needy person shall enter
it today against you.' They went early, being sure (to
reap the whole themselves). But when they saw it,
they said/We are at the wrong place' (but when they
realised they said), 'Nay, we are in misfortune.' The
best among them said: Did I not tell you (not to be
ill-thinkers; to give to the poor brings blessings).
Why do you not glorify Allah? They said: 'Glorified
be our Lord! (Assuredly) we have been wrong-doers'.
Then some of them blamed each other. (Later they
said) 'Alas for us! We were all outrageous. It may be
that our Lord will give us better than this in place
thereof. We beseech oll.r Lord (for his forgiveness').
Such was the punishment. And verily the punish
ment of the Akhirah is greater, if they did but
know'. (al-Qalam: 17-33)

Note: The story contained in these Ayaat is a severe admonition
to the people who make a vow of not helping the poor and needy, of
not a penny or a piece of bread to be given to them, thinking they do
not deserve any help and it is useless to give alms to them. Such
people lose their possessions all of a sudden in this manner. Some
among them, being good hearted, do not like that attitude. But, out
of regard others' feelings, they join with them. They shall not escape
the _roity, which befalls all of them alike.

Abdullah Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho bas said that the above
incident happened toa certain people of Habshah (Ethiopia). Their
father had a very big garden, from which he used to give Sadaqah to
the beggars. When lie died, his children said that the old man was a
fool, as he gave away almost everything to other people. So they
made a vow and said that they would bring the whole harvest from
the garden to their homes and not give anything to the beggars.
Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe said that the previous owner of the
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garden, the old man, as a rule, kept back as much as he needed for a
year and spent what remained as Sadaqah. His sons tried to stop
him from doing that, but he did not listen to them. After his death
the sons did what has been described in these Ayaat; they intended
to keep everything for themselves and not to give anything to the
poor. Sa'eed lbne Jubair Rahmatullah alaihe has said that the
garden was in Yemen, at a place called 'Zarwan', about six miles
outside the famous city of San'aa. Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihe has
said that it was a vineyard. Ibne Juraij Rahmatullah alaihe has said
that the calamity that fell on that garden was a fire, which came out
of a valley in Jahannam and spread over the whole garden.

Abdullah Ibne Mas'ud Radhiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah
SallaLlaho alaip.e wasallam as saying, "Guard yourselves against
sins. A man commits such sins as would create evil effects, causing
loss of a part of his knowledge 0088 of memolY), so that he is unable
to remember what has been learnt; some sins lead to failure to
observe Taha,ijud Salaat (at night) and, owing to some other sins,
one is deprived of the income he was destined to receive." Then
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam recited the Ayat:

3,~.~v.~,-;:, ... ,- 'I '1ft{, "I"'~
.... · ..·~\ii-J~j~~_\b : uu.;

And a visitation CCl11U' upon it from thy Lam .

And said that these people were deprived of the harvest of their
garden because of their sin." Allah Ta'ala says in another place in

theQur'an: ~~":(":"l..r ''''''k '\\:~/1~~~ ~/~l"\t;~
~cri~'~~' .,.~.",. ~~

The calamity that befalls you is due to your own actions; (it does
not follow every bad action), most of which are over;looked and
for-given byAllah Ta'ala. (ash-Shuraa.· 30) .

Ali Radhiallaho anho says that he was told by Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam, "0 Ali, I explain to you this Ayat: "whatever
you suffer- from, be it an ailment, a worldly loss in this life, or a
calamity, all are the results of your own doingS". This subject has
been fully dealt with in another publication of the author called (al·
I'tidaal), which may be consulted.
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13. But as for him who is given his record in his left
hand, he will say: Oh, would that I had not been
given my book and knew not what my reckoning
was! Oh, would that it had been death! My wealth
has not availed me, my power has gone from me. (It
will· be said): Take him and fetter him and then
eXllose him'"to hell·fire, and then insert hhn in a
ch1l'in whereof the length is seventy cubits. Lo! he
Used not to believe in Allah, the Tremendous and
urged not the feeding of the destitute. Therefore, he
has no friend here. this day, nor any food save filth,
which none but sinners eat. (al-Haaqah: 25-37)

Note: The word' Ghisleen' (filth) in the second last Ayat given
above, is commonly translated as 'Filthy fluid' collected from the
washing of wounds, etc. Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho says that the
pus and blood which oozes from the wounds is called Ghisleen. Abu
Saceed Khudri Radhiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho
alailre wasallam as saying that, ita pail full of Ghisleen is thrown
on to this earth, its stench will make everything rotten and foul
smelling. Nauf Shami Rahmatullah alaihe bas said that the chain
will be seventy yards long, each yard will be of seventy mea$ures,
each of which will be as long as the distance betweenM~ and
Kufah. Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho and some other interpre~rs of
the Holy Ql:4r'an have said, "The chain whereof the length is seventy
cubits will be entered into their bodies at their posterior and taken
out from their noses; then it wi~~ be bound together and wrapped
upon them tightly·, The Ayat under reference describes the wrath of
Allah befalling those who discourage others to feed the poor,
Therefore one should always encourage one's friends, relatives and
all acquiantancesto help the poor and the needy, as urging others to
spend is bound to reduce miserliness in oneself.
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In the name ofAllah, the Beniftcient, the Merciful .

14. Woe unto every slandering traducer who has gather
ed wealth (of this world) and keeps counting it. He
thinks that his wealth will render him immortal.
Nay, but verily he will be flung into the Consuming
one (Hellfire) Ah! what will convey to you what the
Consuming one is! (It is) the Fire of Allah, kindled,
which leaps up over the hearts (of men). Lo! It is
closed in upon them, in outstretched columns. (al
Humazah: 1-9)

Note: .There are various explanations by different Ulama of
'humazah and lumazah',the words in the first Ayat here.lbne Abbas
Radhiallaho anho and Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihe have said,
"Humazah means one who taunts, whereas 'Lumazah' means back
biter", Ibne-e-Juraij Rahmatullah alaihe has said, "Humazah is a
taunting indication by hand, face and eyes, whichever is used, while
Lumaza.h is done by words of mouth."

Once Rasulullah Sallallaho dlaihe wasallam described some
events of his Ascension (Mi'raaj) and said that he saw a group of
men whose bodies were being cut up with scissors. When he asked
Jibra'il Alaihissalaam as to who those people were, he replied, "They
are those who used to adorn themselves for committing adultery".
Then· he saw a well from which a stinking smell came out and he
heard shrieks coming out of the.well. He asked Jibra'il Alaihis
salaam {lbout that, who replied that these were those women who
used .tctbeautify themselves (for adultery) and do other wrong
things, He then saw some men and women hung up by their breasts
and enquired about them. Jibra'il Alaihissalaam told him that they
were those who used to do back-biting and reproached and taunted
others,

May Allah To'ala save us from. these •evils, as. they involve
terrible punishments. The above Surahcensnres, the, evils of ,miser
liness and greed by saying that one amasses wealth due to miser
liness and satisfies his greed by counting it qvet and over again, to
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make sure that it has not become less. He loves his wealth and
enjoys counting it. This bad habit leads one to become arrogant and
boastful, which creates in him the evils of back-biting and taunting.
That is why the Surah opens with admonition against these vices
and sBverely censures such evil habits. It is a pity that everyone
these days· is a victim of the mania that wealth will save .him from
disasters and calamities, as though death will not come to the rich.
That is why a severe warning has been administered here. Events,
in general, support the truth that,when a calamity befalls someone,
all his wealth and property is of no avail; rather, the excess of wealth
attracts adversities. Someone may think of poisoning a rich person
or murdering\1im. Robbery, theft and other such mishaps always
remain a worry for the wealthy. Above all, the relatives, even wife
and children, eagerly await the time when the rich old man will die,
so that the wealth falls into their hands.

O' ~\\ .J... ~5J\.iJ\~
~ ,".)11 c:;r ,..,.. iI"

.. 'e"". 'I v....\~, ,=',... .:; ... <5;'-~j\!"'" ('ll~.~~<t:jJ~.:.~1'I<JJ~j~• 0~~I.ab(J""~.JJ _ ... _ F'~~...,." ,,)oJ <;r., '1 • ~ , _ ~

S.'(...'1 ...:'-:·...... ~ ... ·r,...' ! "",~,; ··~fk~t: !..Jjtii ..._,:~:.~!.;:110~.~I·:J
(:JY\.oJ (,;)".:..:.,Gl(:)J;,~---""-Y'"' "" ~~o,;,r '-W.'!" ' ,u::;

In the name ofAllah, the Henificient, the Merciful

15. Have you observed the person who belies religion?
(particularly the Day of Judgement). He i$ the one
who repels the orphan, and urps not the feeding of
the needy. Ahl Woe unto the worshippers who are
heedless of their prayers, They would be seen (at
worship) yet refuse small kindnesses. (n.l-Maatun: 1-7).

Note: Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho has said that repelling the
orphan implies denying him his legitimate rights. Qatadah Rahmat
ullah alaihe says that it means being unjust to him, which happens
because of having no faith in 'Akhirah. Whoever believes in Akhirah
and the process of retribution, will never be unkind and harsh to
anyone nor will he accumulate wealth, but will prefer spending it
liberally.

He believes·that by invlo!Sting ten rupees today in that business}
he will surely get return .of one thousand tomorrow, all lawfully
earned; he will certainly not he$itate to take that step. Ibne Abbas
Radhiallahoanho has said that the worshippers,mentioned in this
Surah, are the hypocrites who prayed in the presence of people for
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show. Their abandoning prayers means delaying the prayers deli
berately, thus misssing often the proper time.

The mama have given Several explanations of the word ( G~r. )
Maa'oon. Some have said that it means Zakaat.while others have
interpreted it as things of common use. Abdullah Ibne Mas~d has
said that in the days of Rasulullah Sallallaho aIaihe wasallam they
applied this term to those things which people used to borrow from
each other and returned them after use: such were the acts of mut
ual help by lending things like axe, cooking-pot, bucket, scales, etc.
Abu Hurairah ROdhiallaho anho has also repeated the same items
by quoting Rasulullah Saliallaho aIaihe wasallam . When someone
asked Ikrimah Radhiallaho anho the meaning of Ma'oon, he said
that essentially it stands for Zakaat and its lowest forms are lending
things like a sieve, a pail, a needle, etc. (Durre Manthur). This SUl'ah
contains several warnings. It includes special warning about the
orphans: ill treating an orphan is among the causes for one's punish
ment flIld damnation in Akhirah. Many people take over as guard·
ians of orphans simply for the sake of mis-appropriating their
property, but when the orphans,or some others on their behalf, raise
a demand, they rebuke them. For such people, there can be no doubt
about future punishment and damnation. This is apparently the rea
son for the revelation of this Surah. There are many Ayaat in the
Qur'an containing warnings on ill-treatment of orphans.

The author has given reference to twenty such Ayaat. The gist of
those Ayaat is to impress on people the utmost importance of giving
good treatment to the orphans, which includes working for the imp
rovement of their lot and being their sincere well-wisher. One is
required to take care of their property, to be kind to them and to do
everything possible for their well-being and happiness. If an orphan
girl is taken in marriage, her dower (Mahr) must not be reduced
because there is no one to plead for her: this is one of the admoni
tions given in Ahadith. Rasulullah Sallallaho aIaihe wasallam has
said that whosoeyer,undertakes to look after an orphan.will be as
close as to him in Jannah as the two fingers, which he demonstrated
by putting together two fingers: ~is middle and the forefinger. This
means a close neighbourhood of Rasulullah Sallallaho aIaihe wasal
lam, a very great honour indeed! An Hadith says that when someone
affectionately pats the head of an orphan to seek the pleasure of Alah

. Ta'ala, he will receive as many blessings as thE: number ofthe hair
which come under his hand. If a person does a good turn to an 01'-
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phan boy or girl, he too will be a neighbour of Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam in Jannah in the manner described above.

(Durre Manthur)
Another Hadith says that, on the Day of Resurrection, some

people wil~ rise from their graves with fire blazing in their mouths.
When someope asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam about
them, he, in reply, recited an Ayat from 8urah (an-Nisa):

. 'A"1tJ"I"''' :N..t" ':" "'7. ~,..•....\J~' )A\ <.:I~~ l:i.o/~..

The people who unlawfully grab the property of the orphans and
swallow it! they fill their stomachs with fire. (an-Nisa: 10) .

On the night of the· Ascension (Mi'rooj), Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam saw some people with lips as large as those of a
camel and the angels tearing up their lips and thrusting burning
stones into their mouths, so that the fire went down their throats
and came out of their backs. They were yelling and lamenting pain
fully. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam enquired about them
from Jibra'il Alaihissalaam, who told him that they were people who
had eaten up the property of orphans unlawfully and now they were
being fed with fire.

One Hadith says that there are four types of people who will
never enter Jannah, nor will they ever taste any delicacy therefrom.
First those who are habitual wine-drinkers; secondly, the usurers,
thirdly those who usurp the property of orphans; fourthly those who
are disobedient to their parents. Shah Abdul Aziz Rahmatullah
alaihe has mentioned in the Tafseer that there are two ways ofbeing
kind to orphans. The one, which is obligatory on the guardians, is to
take care of their property by invasting it in business or agriculture,
so that it earns profit to suffice for their living expenses and other
common needs like education and proper up-bringing. The second
type is obligatory for the common people, which includes avoiding all
types of harm to orphans, treating them kindly,. seating them closer
to oneself in gatherings, showing affection by patting their heads and
taking the small ones in the .lap, like one's own children to show
them paternal love. Allah Tafala has ordered all men to treat
orphans like their own children so that the pre-ordained handicap
suffered by them, through the loss of their father, may be compen
sated by the loving .care of thousands of men in place of the paternal
love. So an orphan hasil relationship under the religious law,
whereas normal relatives have a customary kinship.
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The other subject contained in the Ayat concerns the warning
for discouraging othen to feed the poor, which is the worst form of
miserliness; not only do such persons refrain from spending their
own money on the poor, but they cannot tolerate others spending on
them. The Holy Qur'an contains a number of Ayaat encourqing the
feeding ofthe poor people. Surah F~r says:

i~U'~~'~~~'lJl~
You do not Iwnour tM oTPIum nor do you enco~others to
feed the poor. (al·Fqjr) .

The other point mentioned in the above Surah is the stopping of
Ma'oon, which has been discussed earlier in this commentary Shah
Abdul Aziz BlJIunatullah alaiM~ said in his writings thatSurah
Maioon has been so named to indicate the importance of the small
acts of kindness, which, if not practised,become a cause of Divine
displeasure and est.raDgement. Obviously, violation of lawsconcem
jog our ~or obligations to Allah Ta'ala and to the people must be
feared most.

AYAAT ON WARNING AGAINST MiSERLINESS AND
~OARDING

Thus far, a few Ayaat fA the Holy Qur'an have been mentioned
and discussed on the subject fA miserliness. Some more are given
here; thereafter some Ahadith on the same subject are discussed. in
order to bring out how extremely dangerous is the practice fA
miserliness and amassing ofwealth:-

.•!(.'k' .;.\.. ',.,f,,\ . •!~ .•.'..{~'i , '"
~J~J~' ~~J \.!J

1. And be good to parents and to kindred and to or
phans and the needy. (al·Baqarah: 83)

~~J~J~~~~~Ot\ji~ ®
2. And liveth hi8 -.ealth, for love of Him, to kinsfolk

and to orphan8 and the needy. (al-Baqarah: 177)
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3.

4.
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Say: That which ye spend for good (must go) to
pareuts and near kindred and orphans. (al-Baqarak:
215)

And they question thee concerning orphans. Say: to
improve their lot is best. (al·Baqarah: 220)

@
5. Give unto orphans their wealth. (an-Nisaa: 2)

6. And if ye fear that ye will not deal fairly with the
orphans, (an-Nisaa: 3) 0
'!!~r.''',!. .{\t\"~'\( \' ~.'~ =,! ''':', ~IP"~" J.1 ... \~l 1... '1:;'H~':.'I"'·
I"""" "'" --r-; ""'.:l~ ~) ",.A>I--l 1.:)>, or ; ~ "..s- (J'~ ~-'

·I'/~. ~"l \'( ~{~\.... \r...~'~1~""
'~<.:J !) ~,\,j!.l"'"\A,,..,\j.J'

7. Prove orphans till they reach the marriageable age;
then, if ye find them of sound judgment, deliver
over unto them their fortune; and devour it not by
squandering and in haste lest they should grow up.
(an-Nisaa: 6)

I' ", , ,~""", "',"';;;\1" "~\I\'I ,.". I • \:.,
lJ'"": Ju..Jo"o' ~-' '" '.J'I">" ; o

8. And when kinsfolk and orphans and the needy are
present at the division (of the heritage).(an-Nisaa: 8).

9. Lo! Those who devour the wealth of orphans wrong
fully, they' do but swallow fire into their bellies, and
they will be exposed to burning flame! (an-Nisaa: 10)

10. (Show) kindness unto pareuts, and unto near kind
red, and orphans, and the needy, and unto the
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neighbour who is of kin (unto you) and the neigh
bour who is not of kin, and the fellow-traveller and
the wayfarer and (the slaves) whom your right hands
possess. Lo! Allah loveth not such as are proud and
boastful. (an-Nisaa: 36)

®
11. And the Scripture which hath been recited unto you

(giveth decree)', concerning female orphans unto
whom ye give. not that which. is ordained for them
though ye desire to marrY them, and (concerning)
the weak among children, and that ye should deal
justly with orphans. Whatevergood ye do, Lo! Allah
is ever Aware of it. (an-Nisaa: 127)

®
12. 'And that ye should deal justly with orphans'. (an

Nisaa: 127).

13. And approach not the wealth of the orphan save
with that which is better. (al-An'aam:152J.

14. And approach not the wealth of the orphan save
with that which is better. (Bani-Israel: 34)

15. That which Allah giveth ~s spoil unto His Rasul
from the people of the townships, it is for Allah and
His Rasul and for the near of kin and the orphans
and the needy and the wayfarer, that it becomes not
a commodity between the rich among you. And
whatsoever the Rasul giveth you, take it. And what
soever he forbiddeth, abstain (from it). And keep
your duty to Allah. Lo! Allah is s.tern in reprisal. (af
lJashr: 7)
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'Jf:..1'1~{:~".~ ~'l"(..~.':"
~ J V-J , .. '7"fI'V"'('\IIiAI1 , • .J ®

16. And feed with food the needy wretch, the orphan
and the pisoner, for love of Him. (ad-Dahr: 8)

t\~~~~~~~~~~}~Jt~ @
17. Nay,. but ye (for your part) honour not the orphan.

(al-Fqjr: 17)

18. And to feed in the day of hunger. And orphan near
of kin. (al-Balad: 14,15)

19. Did He not find thee an orphan. (ad-Dhuhaa: 6)

~~~;gJltJti

20. Therefore the orphan oppress not. (ad-Dhuhaa: 9)

Kutab Khana f'aizi Labore (Pakistan)
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Sec (b)

AHADITH REGARDING THE EVILS OF MISERLINESS

-:...jf( :';;'~-;1::rs ~\J.:;~,~j(;Jli~~f~ 0)
to r~ I • J~#J'.,_P/~~~;'/ ',.. - //.r,.{"(t
(~1~1.4(lS"M.fi\~6J)C..tl.\~~~\~.;.~~~'}

/ . '}- ~"",

1. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that two
habits cannot be found in a Mo'min, one miserliness,
two, bad temper.

Note: This Hadith means that miserliness and bad temper can
not be found in a Mo'min, as these are clearly against the dignity ofa
Mo'min, who will always be worried about his ,Imaan (Faith), lest he
is deprived of it by doing something wrong; just as a virtue attracts
another virute, in the same way a vice begets another vice. Another
Hadith says more definitely that Shuh (a high degree of miserliness)
cannot co-exist with Imaan, just as water and fire cannot remain
together; the one is bound to overpower the oth~r. If water is more
powerful, fire will be exitinguished; othelwise the water will be
evaporated by the fire. Simillirly, the two habits mentioned in the
above Hadith are opposed to Imaan and, if Imaan and these two co
exist in someone, then by and by one is bound to finish the other. An
Hadith says that there is no Friend of Allah but is endowed by
providence with generosity and afiability.

Another Hadith says that generosity is a permanent habit of a
Friend of Allah. And this is obvious, for if anyone has a love for and
connection with Allah Ta'ala, he will automatically long to spend on
His Creation, as it is an obligation in love to look after the dear ones
of the Beloved. So, when Allah's Creation is referred to as 'His
dependants", His friend will certainly love to spend on them; and
whosoever has strong ties with the Creator, will naturally do more
for such dependants. If, on the other hand, the so-called friend of
Allah does not wish to spend on "His dependants" or those who are
close to Him. clearly the claim of friendship with Allah is false.

~;;i;i:::6~(~i\~~\~JlijG~~\~$~~ CD
" lc'"~ ') . \ • • .:'1' I ~(:~Q /~-'Cl ---- ,. /-;:rJ..l
(~~ 14- ~~;"'.-1\I!.u-,) ·\.:lCC• .u "/~ l-'~ ..
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2. Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam to say that a deceitful
person will not enter Jannah, nor will the miser or
the one who boasts of the favours done by him.

Note: The mama have said that no one having the above-men
tioned qualities will enter Jannah. If however, a Momin happens to
have these bad qualities in him, in the first place he may be afforded
an opportunity by Allah Ta'ala, while in this world, to 'leek Divine

, forgiveness or else he will be put in Jahannam till he is purified of
his sins and, then only, he will enter Jannah. To go to Jahannam,
even for a short while, is not to be taken lightly, as the ordinary fire
which ill unbearable stands no comparison to the fire of Jahannam.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that the intensity of
the heat in the fire here is a seventieth part of the fire of Jahannam.
The Sahabah submitted that the fire here inflicts a very painful
injury. Thereupon Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said that
the other is sixty-nine times hotter. .

Another Hadith says that the person suffering the lightest pun
ishment will be made to wear a pair of shoes prepared from the fire
of Jahannam, which will make his brain boil like a pot on the fire.
Another Hadith says that Allah Ta'ala has prepared the Jannat-e
Aden (a special part of Jannah) with His Own Blessed Hands and
adorned it. He then ordered the angels to make canals flow therein
and suspend fruits in it. When Allah Ta'ala viewed its excellent
embellishment,"He proclaimed, "By My Honour, by My Glory and by
My Grandeur on the high Throne, no miser shall enter here."

~~~~,/~:iI~~\Sl~:.$j6~~~ 0
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3. Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho has said: Once I visited
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, who was sitting
in the shade ofthe Holy Ka'bah. When he saw me, he
said, 'By the Lord (Allah) of the Ka'bah, those people
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are the losers. I submitted, 'which people'? He
replied, "The rich, except those of them who spend
on their right and on their left, in their front and
behind their backs, but such of them are rare".
(MishkaatJ.

Note: Abu Zarr Radhiallah anho was one of the most ascetic
. Sahabah, as has been mentione~ earlier in this book. On seeing him,

what Rasulullah Sallallaho alC:1he wasallam said was in reality for
Abu Zarr's consolation that he, being a pious but poor person, may
not feel dejected at any time about his poverty. The truth is that
property and riches in excess are not things to be coveted: these may
be &. source of damage and loss, as these may lead to heedlessness
toward's Allah Ta'ala. It is often seen that people seldom turn
towards Allah Ta'ala and seek His help without becoming needy.
Those rich are exceptional who are gifted by Allah Ta'ala with a
natural urge to extend their generous hand to the needy all around.
For them, their wealth is a blessing. But, as Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam has said, this type is rare. More often than not, the
abundance of wealth has in its wake sin, debauchery, vagrancy,
extravagant living. To spend on wrong occasions or for fame and
show are the easy direction of wasteful expenditure of wealth. For
example, on laarriages and other ceremonies, hundreds of thous
ands of rupees are spent lavishly, whereas lack of funds will be the
plea for not spending on the needy and hungry to please Allah.

An Hadith says that those who are rich (in this life) will have
the least assets in the Hereafter, except the ones who earn honestly
and spend freely in charity. Truly, wealth is a source of honour and
grace for those who spend it freely in good cause, while for those
who keep collecting and counting it, it is a fore-rllhner of calamities
and ultimate ruin and a waste by itself. Wealth is lacking in grace,as
it will not bring any worldly or religious benefit to its owner unless it
is separated fromhim.'
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4. Rasulullah SallallaJw alaihe wasallam has said, wA
generous person is close to Allah, close to Jannah
and· close to people, but far away from Jahannam;
whereas a miser is far away from Allah, far from
Jannah and far from people but he is close to Jahan
name An ignorant but generous person is certainly
dearer to Allah than a pious miser.W

Note: It means that a person may be offering prayers in plenty
and lengthy Nawafil, while (compared to him) another person does
not offer many prayers and Nawafil, but excels in generosity and, so,
is dearer to Allah Ta'ala. 'Fraidh' of course are obligatory' for
every'one, whether he is gen~rous or not.

Imaam Ghazali has quoted that once, when the Prophet Yahya
Bin Zakariyya Alaihissalaam asked Shaitan to say whom he loved
most and for whom was his worst hatred, Shaitan replied that he
most loved a miser Mo'min and extremely hated a>l immoral but
generous person. Yahya Alaihissallam wanted to know how was
that? He explained that he had no anxiety for a miser, as his
stinginess would be enough to take him to Jahannam, whereas an
immoral person's generosity is a permanent worry for him (the
Shaitan) as Allah Ta'ala may overlook all his sins due to his
generosity. This means that, if at any time Allah Ta'ala is pleased
with the generosity of the impious person, Divine Compassion and
Forgiveness may wash out all his sins and misbehaviours. In that
event,Shaitan's life-long effort to make him a sinner will be rendered
ineffectual.

One Hadith says that a person is generous due to his good expec
tations from Allah Ta'ala, while a miser is lacking in this. Good
expectations mean that One Who granted him a favour in the first
place will continue to be kind in future as well. Such a person is
close to Allah Ta'ala, while a miser has no faith in the· limitless
treasures of Allah Ta'ala Who has created all the means of income
and Who has the Power to suspend the fruitfulness of those means.
A merchant may sit at his shop endlessly,without having anyone to
buy his goods and the farmer may till the land but get no produce:
when all is the being granted by Him, it is foolish to have doubts as
to wherefrom things will come. In spite of our tall claims in words,
we seem to lack the faith that eveJYthing is being provided by Allah
Ta'ala and we have little to say in the matter. The Sahabah Radhi
aUaho anhum firmly believed that Allah grants everything and He
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Who has given them today will continue to give them on another day
as well. So they did not hesitate to spend everything for the cause of
Allah.
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5. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has been quoted

to say that generosity is a tree in Jannah. A gener·
ous person will catch hold of a branch of that tree
and enter Jannah. Stinginess is a tree in Jahannam:
the miser will catch hold of its branch, which will
lead him into Jahannam.

Note: The highest form of stinginess is called 'Shuh' in Arabic; it
is the name of a tree in Jahannam and whoever gets hold of a bran
ch of it,is bound to be led to Jahannam. A Hadith says that the name
ofa tree in Jannah is 'Sakha which means generosity. This virtue is
a fruit from that tree. Similarly, stinginess or parsimony is a fruit
from the tree known as 'Shuh'. A miser will not enter Jannah. An
other Hadith says that the branches of the tree of Sakhawat bend
down in this world and anyone who gets hold of a branch reaches
Jannah. In the same way, the tree of Miserliness has its branches in
this world and whoever catches its branch will be led to Jahannam.
Obviously when a person takes the road to the railway station, he is
bound to get there sometime. In the same way, holding the branches
of either of the two trees mentioned in this Hadith will lead a person
to where that tree exists.

6 Rasulu11ah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that
among the worst type of habits that a man may
have, is that kind of miserliness which drives a man
to impatience and, such cowardice and fright which
may endanger his life.
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Note: Allah Ta'alahas warned in the Holy Qur'an about these
two weaknesses.as follows:

Indeed man is created impatient; he becomes vexed when an evil
befalls him, save the prayerful woo are steadfast and constant at
their prayers; And in wOOse wealth there is:a right acknowledged
for the beggar and tOOse ashamed to beg, and fhose woo believe
in tlu! Day ofJudgment; and those who are fearful oftheir Lord's
Punishment; indeed the punishment of the Lord is that before
which none can feel secure (everyone is frigh-tened· of it). And
those who preserve their c~tity, save with their wives and those
whom their right hancls possess, for there they shall be blame
less; but whoso seeketh more than that, those are they who are
trans-gressors; and those who keep their pledges and coven-ant;
and those who stand by thei~ testimony and those who are stead
fast in their Fardh prayers; those will dwell in Gardens, hono
ured". (al-Ma'aarij:19-35) ..
The same subject has been treated in Surah. (al-Mo'minoon)
1mran bin Husain Radhiallaho anho has said that once Rasul

ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam got hold of the loose end of his
turban and said, 1mran, Allah Ta'ala loves sp.ding of wealth and
dislikes withholding it, so spend on people~ feed them; do not
harm anyone so that your own needs are n~ ignored; listen care
fully! Allah Ta'ala approves deep thinking Whenever one is beset
with doubts. In cases of doubt about the lawfulness of a thing, one
should not act casually but exercise deep t1Unking; and He likes clear
intellect to face p8ssioDS (these should not be allowed to overpower
one's senses). Allah loves generosity, even if it is shown by giving a
few dates (keeping in view your capacity, do not feel shy of giving
few or small amounts of things~)Allahlikes bravery, be it in killing a
snake or a scorpion. Allah Ta'ala does not like one to be frightened
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in danger, but one should hide his fear if it alises and not mention it
to others. In fact, efforts should be made to overcome it. There are a
number of Dutaas reported from Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam for supplicating Allah Ta'ala to save one from cowardice.
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7. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has saM that a
person ceases to be a Mo'min when he fills his own
belly while a neighbour of his remains hungry.

Note: Indeed, it is disgraceful that one should have enough to eat
a full meal, while a neighbour of his remains hungIy.It is imperative
that he should eat less and give something to help the neighbour.
Rasulullah .8allallaho alaihe wasallam has sai~ that a person does
not believe in me as his Rasul if he fills his own belly while knowing
that his next-door neighbour has nothing to eat. Another Hadith
says that there will be many people on the Day of Judgment .who
will catch hold of their neighbour's clothes and make a submission to
Allah Ta'ala, "0, Allah,ask this man why he would shut his door on
me and would not give me anything that was surplus to his own
needs". Another Hadith quotes the saying of Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam, "0, people give Sadaqah; I will testify to it on the
Day of Judgment. There may be some of you who have something
left over from their own meals at night while one of their cousins
may spend the night hungry; some of you might keep earning to
increase their wealth while their poor neighbour is unable to earn
anything for himself'.

Another Hadith quotes Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam to
say that it is enough to label a man a miser when he insists on
having his full share, not allowing a palticle to be left back, that is,
when dividing something among relatives or neighbours, he is anxi
ous to gpt his own exact share, not yielding anything to others at all.
This is a sign of miserliness, as no great harm is done if a little extra
from his share goes to someone else.
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8. IbneUmar and Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anhoma
both have quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
to have said that a woman was condemned to Hell
because she kept a cat tied up until it died of hunger,
she did not give it any food,nor set it free to find
food for itself. (Mishkaat)

Note: People who keep pets bear great responsibility towards
them, as these dumb creatures cannot express their needs. There
fore, providing feed and drink to these pets is an important obli
gation of the owners. To be miserly in discharging that obligation is
to invite severe punishment upon oneself Many people are fond of
keeping animals but they are reluctant to spend adequately on their
feed and fodder. Various Ahadith under different headings have
quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam to indicate a warning
from Allah Ta'ala about these animals. Once, when Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was out for a walk, he saw a camel,on
the way} whose stomach had shurnk (due to hunger or weakness)
and he said, "Allah Ta'ala has warned you about these dumb
creatures; maintain them well for riding as well as for eating':
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam used to go out for a call of
nature into a garden or behind a mound.Once he went toa·garden for
that purpose, where he saw a ramel who stalted moaning when he
saw him and tears began to flow from his eyes (a natural thing to
happen when meeting a sympathiser). Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam· went to the camel and rubbed his hand affectionately
behind the ear, whereupon the camel became quiet. Rasulullah
asked about the camel's owner; one of the Ansaar came fOlward to
claim him. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam told him, "Are you
not afriad of Allah Ta'ala who has made you his master? The camel
is compllllning that you keep him hungry and make him work hard."

Once, when Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam saw a don
key whose face was branded, he said, "Don't the people know that I
have cursed the person who brands an animal's face or hits it?" This
Hadith has been mentioned in Abu Dawood, and several other nar
rations contain the same warning that animals should not be cruelly
treated. Obviously, when there is so much said about the care of
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animals, behaviour towards man, the superior-being, is even more
important and quite a serious matter to consider. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that, when someone is res
ponsible for feeding a man or an animal, any negligence towards
them amounts to cruelty to oneself. Therefore, if we are stingy in
feeding an animal which is being kept for some use, because no one
is watching us, this would amount to a severe cruelty to oneself;
Allah knows everything about it and His Recorders are recording all
things, however secret. This misfortune is due to miserliness.
Animals are kept for serving a man, for riding them, tilling the land
or carrying loads but, due ,to miserliness, he finds it hard to spend
any money on them.
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9. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has been quoted
to have said that on the Day of Judgement a man
(weak and lean) like a lamb will be brought before
Allah Talala Who will question him," What did you do
with the wealth, the train of servants and many
bounti~s that I bestowed upon you:?Give me their
account." The man will reply, "My Lord, I collected a
lot of wealth and increased it considerably (by my
own efforts), far more than what I had in the begin
ing. Please send me back to that life and all shall be
brought here". He will be commanded to show what
he had sent here (to be treasured for This Day). Tlie
man will repeat the same request of sending him
back (so that he could spend all that in the path of
Allah) and show it here. Since he will have nothing
to &how from what he could have spent previously as
Sadaqah, he will be thrown into Jahannam,
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Note: We work hard in this life in business and other professions.
to earn money in order to collect sufficient resources for future use
and for any need that may al"ise. We are, howeveJ;, paying little heed
to the real need which is sure to al"ise in Akhirah and will mean a
pressing requirement. To meet this situation, we are well aware that
only that particular credit will be available which is deposited in the ..
Divine Treasury while in this world. It will not only be a safe deposit
but will increase continuously, by the grace of Allah Ta'ala. We are
well aware that life here, however long, is bound to end one day,
while the life of Akhirah will never end. In our worldly life, if one is
left without resources, he can live by working even as a labourer or,
the worst of all, one may resort to begging. But. there will be no
source of earning anything in the next life, while only that much will
be useful which was sent in advance during the life here as a deposit.
In one of the Ahadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is re=
ported to have said that when he visited the Jannah he saw on both
sides three lines written in golden letters. The first line was the
Kalimah Tayyabah:

~\ J;:;5~AiJ\ ~I:O\~
The second was: I' '" '"

t Jf~~:;f.;.;nG;fc;;tr~e:~~
What we had sent ahead we have received, that which we ate up
in that life was a gain and that which we left behind was a total
loss.

The third line contained:

The sinful Ummah andthe Forgiving Lord!

Ayat No.6 in Chapter one states that on the Day of Judgement
there would be no business deals, no friendship and· no recom
mendations. Ayat No. 30 in the same Chapter states that every
person should make sure that he has sent something in advance for
requirements on that Day. One Hadith says that when one dies, the
angels ask him what he has sent ahead as a deposit in his account to
be useful for that Day, while the people of the world ask as to what
he has left behind. In another Hadith when Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam asked, "Who is it among you wholoves the property
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of his heirs more than his own property"? The Sahabah replied that
there was none among them who did not love his own property more
than that of his heirs.' Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then
said that a person's own property is only that much which he sends
in advance; whatever he leaves behind is no longer his property, but
that of his heirs. .

Another Hadith says that the man keeps saying, "My property,
My Property". Only three things are his property: one which he has
used as food, the second which he wore till it was worn out and the
third which he sent in advance to be deposited in his account for the
Akhirah. Anything else is not his property; it is left behind for other
people. It is interesting that man keeps collecting, toiling and bearing
hardships for the people to whom he does not like to give a penny in
his lifetime , but irony of fate makes them the successors to all that
he had collected. Artaah Ibne Sahitah Rahmatullah alaihe, at the
time of his death, recited a few couplets which are translated as
follows: "A mansays I have collected a lot of wealth, but generally he
earns and hoards for others, his heirs. He keeps an account of what
and where he has spent his money. But later he leaves every thing
as a booty for such people who are not accountable to him for squan
de.ringwhat he left behind. Therefore.eatand feed others while you
are living, at the cost of the miserly heirs. After neath. a man cannot
hope to get any benefit from his wealth and none among his suc
cessors even think of him while enjoying his property.

Another Hadith relates the same story (as given in the above
Hadith) under a different heading. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam once enquired from the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum if
there was anyone among them who loved his own property more
than that of his heirs. They replied that everyone of them loved his
own property more. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said
"Think well and then answer". They said, "We still think the same,
that every one of us loves his own property more than that of his
heirs". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said that it was not so,
as there was none among them who does not love his heir's property
more than his own. The Sahabah enquired how thatcould be.Rasul
uUah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam'said, "Your property is only that
which you have sent ahead, what you leave behind J?elongs to the
heirs". Here one may bear in mind that the purpose of all these
narrations is not to deprive the heirs of their due share. Rasulullah
SallallahO alaihe wasallam has warned.about this requir~ment.
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Sa'ad Bin Abi Waqaas Radhiallaho anho fell so seriously ill, at
the time of the conquest of Makkah that there was no hopa of his
survival. When Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam went to en
quire about his health, he said that he had plenty of wealth but only
one daughter as his heir and he wanted to give away, by will, all cI
his propelty. He thought that the daughtr was to be looked after by
her husband. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wa$F'8.am prohibited him
from this. He then requested permission to Will away two thirds of
his property, which also was not allowed by Rasulullah; one-half was
also not permitted. He then requested forwilling one-third of his
property, which was permitted by Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe was
allam, with the remarks "Even one-third is too much to be willed;
you must leave your heirs well-to-do rather'than in pr'verty, lest they
should be forced to beg from others". Whatever is',spent for the
pleasure of Allah will gain reward from Him, be it putting a morsel
offood in the mouth of one's own wife".

Hafiz !bne Hajar has said that the story of Sa'ad Radhiallaho
anho does not contradict the earlier Hadith questioning the person
who loves his heir's property more than his own. The purpose in
that Hadith was to encourage a person,while in good health to give
away Sadaqah in a deserving situation; while the story of Sa'ad
Radhiallaho anho concerns the willing away of .all or most of the
propelty on his death-bed, at the cost of his heir. According to the
author of this pUbli~tion, the actofwilling away something,with the
intention of harming the heirs, is considered to be reprehensible.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that certain men and
women pass sixty years of their life in piety but, at the time of their
death, they bring harm to someone through their will, which leads
them to Jahannam. After quoting this Hadith, Abu Hurairah Radhi
allaho anho recited the Ayat of Holy Qur'an:

"That whatever has been said in the preceding Ayat about divi
sion of propelty, is applicable after separating the willed property
and; if there is a debt against the deceased person that will also be
deducted first. One primary considei"ation is that, in the will, the
person should have no intention of harming an heir. "One, Hadith
says that whoso cuts out the inheritance of an heir, Allah Ta'ala will
cut out his heritage in Jannah. Therefore, great care must be takeQ
that, at the time of making a will or giving as Sadaqah.the intention
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must not be to deprive any of the heirs. On the contrary, the inten
tion must clearly be to benefit oneself by leaving a deposit (with
Allah) for the Akhirah. It is to be remembered that a persons
intention and purpose have a direct bearing on all his prayers and
worship, as in the famous saying of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam:

uf~LdC~/~" •• " ~ ''X\ L.:,j.
The intention and purpose behind every action determines the
true value ofthat action.

For example when Salaat (the most important of all forms of
worship) is performed solely to please Allah Ta'ala, it becomes a
source of great blessings, rewards and closeness to the Mighty
Creator, such as no other form of worship can obtain; but if the
Salaat be performed hypocritically or for show, it will amount to
minor 'shirk' and embitters one's life. Hence in the case of property,
the pleasure of Allah and the ultimate gain for oneself should be the
aim and object. The. best way, therefore, is to spend as much as
possiblli,when one is healthy and alive, without knowing who is to
predecease whom (the person himself or his heirs).to give as much
Sadaqah as one desires and has means for it, make a will or create a
charitable endowment and also keep looking for better charitable
occasions. But it is wrong to remain a miser when living and to
become highly generous when the end of life is in sight. As has been
described in the Hadith No.5 in Chapter I: Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam has said that the best Sadaqah is that which is
given when one is in good health and not lying on death-bed,when
already the property has in fact become owned by the heirs.

The author at this point lays down, as an advice for himself and
his friends, ·Ourown wealth and property is only that which has
boon deposited in the Treasury of Allah Ta'ala; all other collections
u.d multiplied resources·will be of no avail to us. From among our
parents, wives and children, none will think of us, with rare
exceptions. The sum total of their love for you will be a few days of
crying and shedding tears, and if those few· tears were to cost
something, even those might not be forthcoming! To collect and
leave wealth as a well-wisher of our children is a case of self
deception; to leave only accumulated wealth for them is not for their
good but, in all probability, harmful for them. If really the purpose
be.todo the children a good turn, so that they may not suffer
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hardships and privations afterwards, it is better and mOJ.:e important
that they inherit a virtuous life as good Muslims rather than be
merely rich. For, un-Islamic living is likely to become wasteful and
extravagant. Through luxurious living for a short time, they would
fall a prey to poverty. Even if this does not happen, their wealth will
be of little use to you, whereas their Islamic life and practices will be
most useful for them as well as for you. Your share in your own
property is truly that much which has been sent ahea<\ by you
yourself'.

Ali Radhiallaho anho has narrated that Allah Ta'ala put to
death two rich persons and two poor men. Allah asked one of the
rich one as to what he had sent (here) ahead of him and what he had
left behind for his family. The man replied, '0 Allah, You created me
as well as them and You took the responsibility of providing live
lihood for all of us; You have stated in the Holy Qur'an:

0~·~(~~'i'rf""'1f.h,~i'''''''''''~t::...ll ,. !, ',~1t'" ....
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Is there a man who would give Allah Ta'ala a loan, a goodly
loan.

I therefore sent all my property and wealth here ahead of me. I
was absolutely certain that you would give my family their liveli
hood".~ Ta:ala said, "Well, you may go; had you known what
rewards and returns I' have preserved for you here, you would have
been most happy in that life and seldom sorry". Allah Ta'ala then
asked the second rich man as to what he had sent ahead for himself
and what he had left behind for his family. The rich man replied, "0,
Allah. I had children and I was afraid of their becoming poor and
falling into trouble. So, I left all my wealth for theml" Allah Ta'ala
then asked' him whether He had' created him and his family and
whether He had taken the repsonsibility of giving them their
livelihood. The man replied,"Yes, You did. Yet I was afraid of their
being very poor". Allah Ta'ala then informed him that they did
become poor and could not be saved by his effort. He was then told
to go away. If he had known what punishments He had in store for
him here, he wquld never have laughed so much and have grieved a
lot".

Then, one of the two poor men was called upon to explain what
he had brought for himself and how much he had left behind for the
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family. He replied,"O,Allah, You created me healthy and sound,
You gave me the power ofspeech, you taught me your Sacred Names
and also how to pray and ~pplicate you. If You had given me
wealth, I would have been neglectfully absorbed in it. I am happy
with what I have been". Allah Ta'ala would say, "You may go. I am
also happy with you. Ifyou had known what I have for you here, you
would have laughed more and cried less". The second poor man was
then called and commanded to tell what he had brought with him
and what he had left behind. He submitted, "0 Allah! 'What did you
give me for which I have to answer now'? Allah Ta'aJ.a said, -Did I
not give you health, the power to speak, the ears and the eyes?·And,
I also stated in the Qur'an:

You supplicate Me and I shall grant you what you Q8k for. (al
Mo'min: 60).

The poor man will reply, "My Lord, I agree with all that.but I
forgot all of it '. Allah· Ta'ala will then say/Go away. Today I have
also ignored you. Ifyou had known, in that life, what punishment is
awaiting you, you would have cried much more and laughed much
less".

0~~U.(JgS1-;"":;;~iul~~I~~~ C8
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10. Umar Radhiallaho anho has narrated that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Whoso brings provis
ions (grains etc.) from outside (for giving it to peo
ple cheap) receives (an increase in his) livelihood
from Allah· Ta'ala and the one who withholds such
things is a c11rSed fellow".

Note: The theologian .Abul Laith Samarqandi Rahmatullah
alaihe has explained that some persons buy provisions from other
cities so as to sell them to their people·at a cheaper rate. For such
people Allah Ta'ala provides an increase in their livelihood, because
they do so for people's benefits, who pray for their welfare. The
perSon who withholds things, is one who buys things with the
intention of hoarding and thus harming people by keeping back
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proVISIOns to increase their price, despite people's urgent
requirements. He is an accursed fellow because of his greed,
miserliness and profiteering. Another Hadith says that Allah Ta'ala
afflicts with poverty and leprosy,the persdn who holds back food
stuffs for forty days, and prevents sale (despite the people's urgent
need). It is clear from this that anyone who brings harm to the
Muslims, and drives them into starvation, suffers a physical
punishment like leprosy and also poverty. On the contrary, in case of
a man who brings tllings from outside and sells them cheaply to
people, Allah Ta'ala directly helps him by increased livelihood and
other benefits. A Hadith puts it: ~ How wicked is the man who
withholds grain and feels unhappy when prices go down and is
delighted when they are up!·Another Hadith says that if a person
hoards grain for forty days despite it's being needed by the people
and refuses to sell it, but later gives away the whole lot as Sadaqah,
it will not atone for his sin of hoarding.

It is said in one of the Ahadith that a man, from the previous
Ummahs, passing by a sandy mound during a period of famine,
wished (in his heart), if that mound were a mound of grain he would
have fed the Bani Israeel to their satisfaction. Allah Ta'ala sent a
revelation to the Nabi of those times to give him the good tidings of a
reward, which had been recorded for him, equal to the charitable
distribution of grain among the people upto the size and quantity of
that mound. There is no paucity of blessings and rewards with Allah
Ta'ala. He does not need to create storages or to multiply income; a
simple sign by Him is enough to create provisions for the entire
creation. Only actions and intentions of the people matter with Him.
There is an abundance of blessings and rewards by the Great
Creator for himWhoshows love and kindness to His Creation.

Someone approached Abdullah Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho
and requested him to advise him. He advised him.to do six things:
first, to have full faith in Allah Ta'ala about the things for which He
Himself has taken responsibility (such as the livelihO<X\); secondly, to
fulfil the obligatory ti.mctions, which He has assigned, at their right
time; thirdly, to keep the tongue busy refreshingly at all times with
the remembrance of Allah Ta'ala; fourthly, not to Obey Shaitan who
is jealous of thewhole creation of Allah Ta'ala;fifthly not to remain
occupied in building up the worldly requirements of life, which will
adversely affect the prospects in the Akhirah; sixthly to be a well
wisher of Muslims at all times.
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The theologian Abul Laith Rahmatullah alaihe has said that
eleven things are auspicious indications for man and eleven others
are signs of misfortune for him. The auspicious ones are:(1) Not to
covet things of this life, but only those that matter in the Hereafter.

, (2) Excessive prayers and recitation of the Qur'an. (3) Avoiding
useless talk. (4),Vigilant care in performance of Salaat at the right
time. (5) To keep away from things prohibited, however insignificant
these may appear. (6) To remain in the company of the wise and
pious. (7) To be humble and to abstain from arrogance. (8) To be
kind and generous. (9)To show affection to Allah's creation. (10) To
be useful to people. (11) To remember death frequently. The signs of
plisfortune are: (1) Greed for collecting wealth. (2) Indulgence in
worldly pleasures and passionate enjoyment. (3) Shameless and ex
cessive talk. (4) To be. lazy in performance of Salaat. (5) To eat
prohibited and doubtful things and to associate with immoral people.
(6) To be bad tempered (7) To be proud and arrogant. (8) To keep
away from acts beneficial to people. (9) Not to have mercy on
Muslims. (10) To be miserly. (11) To be forgetful of death. In the
opinion of the learned author, the most fundamental thing is to
remember death constantly. If this is kept up, the first eleven, by the
grace of Allah Ta'ala, will automatically develop and will also
provide a protection against the second list of eleven sources of
misfortune. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, 'Keep much
in remembrance the cutter-off of the pleasures, i.e. death'.
(MilhkaatJ
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HADITH: 11

Anas Radhiallaho anho has said that one of the
Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum died and, from among the
gathering,someone said that the deceased was a Jan
nati. On that, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasaUam
said, "How do'you say that?' He might have indulged
in idle talk or shown miserliness over a thing wh:ch
was of little value to him."

Note: The above mentioned shortcomings may cause a hindrance
to one's entIy into Jannah. Generally, engaging oneself in useless
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matters and idle gossip is a 'common habit and a pastime in the
present-day societ;y. The great affection and compassion of Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam for the Ummah deserves our
highest appreciation in that he has given a solution for every
difficult;y and, in the short period of twent;y three years of his
'Risaalat', he has suggested answers to all the problems which may
arise at any time throughout the life of man in this world. He has
told us that the atonement for any type of sinful behaviour in
gatherings is to invoke Allah in a Du'aa, before ending the sitting:
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"Glorified be Allah! All Praise be to Him! Glorified art Thou, 0
my Allah, with Thy Praise; I bear witness that there is none to be
worshipped except Thee; I beg for-giveness of Thee, and turn to
Thee In repentance!"

The other thing in the above Hadith is the condemnation of
miserliness which one may show in refusing to give something that
may cause little loss to oneself. We may consider many actions as
trifling,but, with Allah Ta'ala, they may rank high in earning
reward or punishment. There is a Hadith in Bukhari that a person
may say something in praise of Allah Ta'ala, which may seem to him
a small thing but it raises him to higher ranks, while a word, which
Allah Ta'ala may dislike, may throw him in Jahannam, deep as the
East is distant from the West.
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HADITH: 12

191

Ummul Mo'mineen Umme Salmah Radhiallaho anha
was given a piece of roast meat as a ,gift by someone.
As Rasulullah Sallallaho alaih2 wasallam was very fond
of meat, she told the housemaid to keep it away
safely for Rasulullab Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as he
might like to eat it sometime. The maid put it in a
shelf but, after a little while, a beggar came to the
door and begged for something for the sake of Allah•
.He was given the answer, 'May Allah bless you',
(meaning there was nothing available in the house).
The beggar went away and Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam came in after he wa~ gone, and as1.ted
Umme Salmah if there was anything for him to eat.
Sbe ordered the housemaid to bring the piece of
meat for RasuluUab to eat. When she went in, she
did not find the meat in the shelf, but saw a white
stone in its place. (After hearing the whole story)
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaih2 wasallam said, "Since you
did not give the piece of meat to the beggar, it has
been turned into a piece ofstone".

Note: How very instructive! The generosity of the Sacred wives of
Rasulullah is not open to question; the piece of meat was retained
for a legitimate need and that, too, for Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam, but the result was astonishing! It was a special favour and
bounty of Allah Ta'ala that He showed to the household of Rasul
ulIah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, the ultimate effect of denying a
piece of meat to a beggar. it was meant to indicate that anyone who
eats something, after refusing it to a needy person, is like one eating
a piece of stone and he shall not get any benefits out of it. The truth
is that we eat many delightful things, by the blessing of Allah Ta'ala,
but none of them seems to benefit us, as desired, and we complain
that the good things have lost their real effect. In fact, it is the ill
effect of our own evil intentions that marks their true quality.
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HADlTH: ·18
The well-being of this Ummah, in early times, was a
c0D8eClUence of their firm faith (in Allah Ta'ala) and
an indifference towards worldly attractions; its de
cadence and corruption will begin with miserliness
and with entertaining inordinate hopes regarding
the distant future.

Note: In reality, miserliness comes from entertaining high hopes
and worldly ambitions. Man builds up longterm plans and then be
gins ta gather ~urces for accompl1shing them. If he were to ~eep

death in remembrance, and realise that he may not have many days
to live, he will not plan for the distant future, nor will the need to
gather resources arisein his mind.
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HADITH: 14
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once visited Bilal
Radhiallaho anho and found a heap of dates lying In
front of him; when he asked Bllal as to what it was
for, Bilal replied that he had gathered It for future
use. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, -0,
Bilal, are you not afraid of the Day of Judgement
when, due to this hoarding up, you may have to see
the smoke of Jahannam. Bilal, spend It and do not
have fear of any shortage from the Owner of the
Arah (Great Divine Throne)-.

Note: Every person has a status and a position. The Shariab
makes allowance for the weak and feeble in faith,like us, to store
something for future needs, but for the revered personality of Bilal
Radhiallaho anho, whose faith and belief in Allah Ta'ala was of high
degree, it was not,in keeping wi,tb his great Imaan, to have fears
about any shortage for him in the Divine store. Seeing the smoke of
Jabannam does not necessarily mean entering Jabannam itself, but
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it does mean some reduction in status of Bilal Rddhiallaho anho.
Even if that may not happen, there is likely to be a longer period of
reckoning. In some Ahadith, Rasulullilb Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
bas mentioned punishment in Jahannanl due to hoarding up of a
meagre sum of one or two Dinaars. (See Chapter 6, Hadith No.2,
which is to follow). The reckoning will be for ev:ery person, the more
the wealth, the longer the period ofrea.oning.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that he, while
standing at the· gateway to Jannah, saw that the majority of the
people entering Jannah were the poor, Whereas those who had
plenty were being held back (for reckoning), while those who were
condemned to Jahanriam had been thrown into it. Visiting the
gateway of Jahannam, he saw most of those who entered it were the
women-folk, the reason for which has been mentioned in another
Hadith. Abu SaOOd &dhiallaho anhohaS said that Rasulullah,on
the Day ofEid,visited the Eidgah and P8Sf!ing by a gathering of
women, addressed them,saying that they should give plenty lU>

Sadaqaat as he had seen mostly women in Jahannam. When the wo
men asked him the reason, he replied that they frequently indulged
in cursing and were ungrateful towards their husbands. Even in
the case of their own children, whom they hold very dear, they curse
them for smaIl errors by saying, "May death overtake you! May you
get buried and so on". The ingratitude towards the husband is
frequently witnessed he may do much to pamper her, yet she is
never satisfied; sbe becomes unhappy at the slightest regard and
favour sbown by him to his own kitch and kin, including his parents.

A Hadith says that wben, during SaIaat-ul-Kusuf, Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was· shown bOLb the Jannah and the
Jahannam, he saw a great many women in Jahannam. When the
Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum asked the reason for that, he said that
it was their ingratitude in respect of their husbands. In spite of life
time of kindneSs·and favours to them, if once there is some unplea
santness, the wife will cry out against the husband unhesitatingly, "I
have never received any good turn from you!" Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallani has also said: "It is a common "'abit of women that
in spiteot receiving the best possible treatment, they will forget all of
that over a single thing happening against their personal wish. Thus,
a displeased woman, forgetting all the good done and kindness and
favour shown:to her by the husband, will openly complain of having
had no comfort and ease at home. This is the habitual expression
used by women towards their husbands"~
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The above. Ahadith clearly state the reasons for which the
majority of women will land in JaNnnam and, at the same time,
show that the escape lies in giving Sadaqah excessively. When
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe~ addressed the women in the
Eidgah, they started removing their jewellery and gave it to Bilal
Radhiallaho anho who accompanied RasuluDah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam and made conection for the poor. Nowada,ys, women pay
no heed to such serious Ahadith and, when they do, the burden of

. Sadaqah faDs on the shouiders of the husband who has to give
Zakaat or Sadaqah on their behalf. In cue they do it directly, the
husband is upec:ted to compensate them. They never permit any
decrease in their jewellery. Although they cannot help accepting its
loss by chance or by theft or by pawning it for celebrating a
marriage, etc., they never think of wilJingly depositing it in. the
Treasury of Allah To'ala for the Akhirah. They leave it behind after
death, to be distributed among the heirs and usually sold away at a
very cheap price. Most of them waste a lot of money on remodelling
and re-fashioning their ornaments from time to time. The main sub
ject in this Hadith is that excess of weelth does lead to unpleasant
situations in the end.As RasuluDahSallallaho alaihe wasallam has
said, "The poor Mohsjireen will have a le8d offorty years, in entering
Jannah, over the rich people of their time·, even though the sacri
fices and Sadaqaat made by the latter cannot be compared or asses
sed. Rasulullah Salla1lt::Jt.o c:1ai!!e wasallam once made the Du'~-

no Allah. grant me life as 0 poor man. cause me to du as 0 poor
man and resurrect me in the company ofthe poor ones".

When Aishah Radhiallaho anha asked Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam the reason for such a Do'aa the reply was that the
poor wiD enter Jannah forty years ahead ofthe rich of their time and
he told Aishah Radhiallaho anha never to disappoint a poor person,
saying, ·Give him a piece of date and show him kindness and let him
be your favourite; you wiD be close to Allah To'ala on the Day of
Judgement·. Some Ulama have raised • point that, according to this
Hadith, the poor wiD precede even the Ambiya Alaihemussalam into
Jannah, but the author of the present book clears this point by
saying that the Hadith states that the matter concerns the poor and
the rich of the same class or sociefiY; therefore the precedence wiD
take place among each class separately, such as among Ambiya,
among Sahabah, and so on for the other groups.
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HADITH: 15
Kaib Radhiallaho anho says that he heard Rasulullah
SallaUaho alaihe wasallam saying, "There is a trial and
a temptation for every Ummah. The trial and temp
tation of my Ummah consists in wealth.·
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Note: The sacred words of Rasulullah Sallalfuho alaihe wasal
lam are not only a matter of faith but an absolute truth. It is a fact of
daily observation that excessive wealth often becomes the cause of
vagrancy, sensuality, usury, adultery, cinema-going, gambling,
Flaltreatment and leads to looking down upon people, apathy to
wards the 'Deen' of Allah and obligatory Salaat, and finding no time
for other religious observances, etc. Poverty, on the other hand, does
not bring about one-third or one-fourth or even one-tenth of these
evils. (There is a saying inPersion, meaning, love-making without
money is empty words). Even if these vices do not occur, wealth
creates lust for further increase. For example, if one gets three
thousand rupees, .his constant efforts will be how to increase it and
this keeps him so busy that he will hardly care for any rest, for
Salaat, Fasting in Ramadan and even Hajj and Zakaat. His ceaseless
efforts Win be aimed at increasing his business. His efforts in that
line will ignore any other .thought regarding participation in reli
gious activities or going out to work for Deen, because of the fear of
harming his business. In this connection, Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam has said repeatedly that, when a person acquires
two valleys full of gold, he will begin to look for a third one and that,
man's appetite cannot be satisfied by anything but the earth of the
grave.

One Hadith says that, after possessing one valley full of.wealth,
the man begins a search for the second and, when he has two, he
will look for a third one; nothing can end his appetite except the
earth of the grave. Another Hadith says that a man may have a
whole forest of date-palms, but he will wish to have one more and,
when he has that, he will desire to have a third one. Thus he will
never be content till his death, when his stomach will be filled with .
the earth of the grave. Another Hadith says, "If a man is given a
valley full of gold, he will seek anothers if he gets two, he will crave
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for a third; nothing can satisfy a man's appetite but the ealt.h of the
grave'" {Bukhari}. It shows that man's greed for having more and
more has no end, as long as he lives in this world. He goes on
entangling himself in one thing and another for. increasing his
income, having no rest even to remember Allah Ta'ala. That is why
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam made the Du'aa:

t:j~J~I'~j~~~
'tJ Allah! Let the provisions of my family members be a bare suffi·
ciency (Le. just as much as should suffice them for their bare
needs, and nothing more, lest they should be entangled in the
vicious circle ofgetting more and more)~

Another Hadith says: "Good and merited is the life of a person
who has been granted Islam and an adequate livelihood, with which
he is contented". Still another Hadith says that every rich and poor
person, on the Day of Judgement, will wish that his provisions in
this life were limited to bare sufficiency. A Hadith in Bukhari says
that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam told his companions that
he was not afraid of poverty and hunger for them, but was afraid of
their being given plenty, like the previous Ummahs. "Then, your
hearts may fall a prey to greed for more and more money, as was the
case with the earlier Ummahs, and consequently you may become
the victims of that which brought disaster to them. Similarly,
warnings have been given in many other Ahadith about the dangers
of excessive wealth and its ultimate fate. Wealth by itself is not an
unclean or undesirable thing; it is the perversity in our hearts
which, when wealth comes, turns the heart to corruption and cre
ates diseases in it. If someone steers clear of that harmful element,
abstains from hoarding and.uses wealth according to laid-down laws
and procedures, it will do him no harm but will prove to be bene
ficial. Generally, however, care is not taken of the methods and
guidelines for its use, nor are the known mistakes rectified. So
wealth begins to spread its poisonous effects rapidly.

It is like eating guavas when suff~ring from cholera, which in"
herently have no defect but with the presence of the disease in the
body these prove very harmful, and may even lead to death. That is
why doctors stlictly prohibit the eating of guavas when cholera is
prevalent, and huge quantities of that fruit are destroyed under their
orders. It is surprising that we are afraid' of touching a thing when
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an ordinary doctor tells us that it is harmful for us, while no heed is
paid to the authority whose wisdom and·understanding, enlightened
by the Divine light of Nabuwwat, are unsurpassed by any of the
doctors and physicians of the world. Since Rasulullah SallallaJw
alaihe wasallam has repeatedly warned us about the harm and trou
bles caused by wealth, every one of us aught to be apprehensive of
the ftft'lictions that wealth may cause and should use it most care
fully, in accordance with the rules of Shariah. For this, it is most
important to fulfil the obligations we owe to Allah Ta'ala. It has also
been said by Rasulullah Sallalloho alaihe wasallam that a wealthy.
person who has fear of Allah Ta'ala has nothing to fear from the
(evils of) riches. Abdul Aziz DehlaviRahmatullah alaihe is quoted to
have said that ri~hes can be the best aid to fulfil the·commandments
ofAllah Ta'ala and to win His favours. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wcuallam when calling people to Allah Ta'ala never told them to
give up all worldly things; rather he.encouraged them to live with
their families using the good things of this life. Abdul Aziz
Rahmatullah alaihe further said, "When Uthman Radhiallaho anho
died, his treasurer produced one hundred and fifty thousand gold
coins (Dinaars) and a million silver pieces (Dirhams); in addition,
there was landed property worth two hundred thousand Dinaars in
the Khaiber area. Abdullah Ibne Zubair Radhiallaho anJu:J left
behind property worth fifty thousand Dinaars,.one thousand horses
and one thousand slaves. Amr Ibne Aas RadhiallaJwanho left three
hundred thousandDinaars, while the wealth left behind by Abdur
Rahman bin Auf RadhiallaJw anho was countless. Yet, Allah Ta'ala
has praised all of them in the Holy Qur'an,

"They are the people whom their business dealings do notprevent
{rom remembering Allah". (an-Noor: 37).

It is true that, in those ~s, frequent conquests brought the
Sahabah large amounts of abundant wealth, which remained with
them.despite their generous spending,ltheir attachment with their
property was negligible compared with their love and devotion to
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Allah Ta'ala. Some instances have been quoted in the books, 'Fazaile
Namaz' <Virtues of Salaat) and'The Stories of Sahabah,' which
ought to be read carefully for the sake of self-admonition. For
example, Abdullah Ibne Zubair Radhiallaho anho, who has been
mentioned. above, used to stand up-right in his Salaat like a peg
driven in the ground and his '&ijdah' used to be so lengthy that
sparrows would perch on his back, and yet he possessed much
wealth. Once,when the enemy forces attacked his position, he was
praying in the Masjid and a shell hit the wall of the Masjid; the
debris fell very Close to him but he did not take notice of it and
continued to pray. Again, in the case of another Sahabi Radhiallaho
anho it is related that, when his thoughts wandered to his fully ripe
date-palms garden while praying in it, he felt so grieved that after
finishing his prayers he went at once to Uthman Radhiallaho anho,
who was then the Khalifah, and presented the garden to him, which
the latter sold for fifty thousand and spent the money for religious
purposes.

Similarly, two bags full of Dirhams amounting to more than one
hundred thousand pieces were' presented to Aishah Radhiallaho
anOO , which she distributed to the needy. She herself was fasting,
but did not think of telling her slave-girl to. keep something or to
purchase some food, out of that, for breaking the fast. At the time of
Iftar, when the maid sorrowfully remarked that if she had. kept a
Dirham, some meat could have been purchased and they could. have
eaten it with their meals. Aishah Radhiallaho anOO said that this
could have been done,.had the maid reminded her at that time; it was
no use being sorry later. These and several other similar instances
have been mentioned in the "Stories of Sahabah", while thousands of
such instances have been mentioned in books of history. The Saba
bah were the people who considered wealth as trivial as the house
hold rubbish; then how could it cause them any type of harm?

Here, it can be argued tha~to have wealth in abundance is not
forbidden, as the Sababah Radhiallaho anhum possessed it in plenty
during the days of Khulfa-e-Rasbideen and the glorious early period
of Islam. But, to take their case as a precedent for our times would
be like a feeble and diseased person endangering his life by trying to
do things that a young and strong person does. The story at No. 54
in the series of stories at the end of this book should be read
cardWly in this context. Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has
said that wealth has an antidote as well as the poison of a snake. Its
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benefits are the antidotes, while its damages are like a poison. Only
he who has knowledge of its benefits ard harmful effect:s has the
power to draw upon its benefits and save himself from harm. Wealth
has two types of benefits, worldly and religious. The worldly benefits
are well known to all: that is why every one does his utmost to earn
it. The religious benifits are three:

1. It helps.directly or indirectly in the performance of worship.
The direct benefit is in respect of Hajj and Jehaad, which cannot be
accomplished without money. Indirectly, money is needed for' pur
chasing food, etc., which if not available will keep a person away
from religious activities. When money helps in pelforming worship,
in that capacity, earning money itself becomes worship but only to
the extent which is needed for worship; the excess over it Will. not be
in that category.

2? The other benefit of wealth- is in spending on other people,
which is of four categories:

(a) To give Sadaqah to the poor and needy people. This has
innumerable benefits, which have already been described.

(b) To spend on well-~do persons, through giftS or invitation to
meals, for creating good relations and friendship and to en
courage others to be generous; many Ahadith mention benefits
pf inviting people to meals or giving them presents.

(c) . To spend for the sake of preserving one's prestige and honour
when there is danger from undesirable people. This also counts
as Sadaqah. According to the author, a bribe given to escape

. harm,comes' under the same category. Bribery for some mater
ial gain is Haraam (forbidden): both the giver and the receiver
commit a grievous sin.

cd) To pay wages to the labourers employed for some work, which
often one cannot do oneself. Sometimes, even if the work could be
done by oneself, the employment ofa labourer, to save precious time,
for doing more useful things like studies or worship, etc.,is perfectly
&right. .

3. The third Religious benefit concerns spending on general
welfare activities. In this category would come the building of a
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Masjid, travellers inns, bridges, religious schools, and hospitals, etc.
These will remain a source of recurring benefit, even after death.

The above is a summary of benefits obtainable from wealth from
the religious standpoint. Shah Abdul Aziz Rahmatullah alaihe lists
seven activities that count as worship when money is spent on them
namely: (i) Zakaat and Usher, (ii) Sadaqah-e-Fitr (FitI' Alms,) (iii)

Voluntary Sadaqah, which includes hospitality and giving loans to
needy persons,(iv) Building of Masjid, Inns and bridges, etc., as
charitable endowments (v) To perform HtUj or to help a Haji by
providing food or conveyance (vi) To spend in Jehaad, when one
Dirham will count as seven hundred (vii) To spend on members of
ones family (wife and young children) and, if the means permit after
that, to help the needy relatives.

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has also noted that the
harmful a..<;Pt:ct.'; uf wealth are two, the religious and the worlrlly. The
Religious harms are of three types:

(a) Wealth leads towards sins excessively. Often one gets involved
in lustful activitE:s, ignoring the risk of becoming a pauper. If a
person finds a particular sin beyond his reach, then he loses his
inclination towards it.while for anything which is Within one's

"reach his anxiety to get it becomes more intense. Wealth is .a.
great source of power. That is why, the temptations from
wealth are far stronger than otherwise.

(b) Wealth tends to increase the desire for more enjoyable things of
life in legitimate directions, such as having better and better
food and clothing, etc. The rich would never take simple"barley
bread or wear coarse clothes; luxurious living leads to increased
demand for more things, which leads to increasingly heavy ex
penses, often beyond the income, which in turn leads to making
money by illegitimate means, Thus, a foundation is laid for
fraud and .hypocrisy. Too much wealth usually attracts a great
many visitors and associates, and maintaining connections with
them is bound to leadtovices like malice, envy and hostility. All
these will create numerous conflicts, which even wealth will not
be able to resolve. Deeper reflection on such matters will
indicate countless damages of which wealth is the root-cause.

(c) ~0 rich person can escape being obsessed with the desire of
multiplying his wealth and property, so he remains neglectful of
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'Zikr and Fikr' of Allah Ta'ala. And whatever makes one un
mindful of Allah Ta'ala.will bring him nothing but a perpetual
loss. That is why the Nabi Isaa Alaihissalaam has said that
three evils are connected with wealth. First,· it is earned by
improper means. Someone said, "If the means are lawful?"The
reply was that the spending will be in wrong directions.
Someone then asked, "If the spending is right?" The reply was
that the anxiety to increase wealth and to take care of it is
bound to keep the possessor from the remembrance of Allah
Ta'ala, which is an incurable disease.

The remembrance of Allah Ta'ala is the essence of all prayers
andworship, for which a free mind is a musi, whereas a rich person,
with plenty of property of varied types, remains occupied day and
night with the troubles with tenants and peasants about recoveries
and dues from them, about water distribution, etc. Then there are
the problems of partnership about shared land or business; there are
the state officials and their agents to be looked after. The servants
and the labouring class pose. their own problems. The same is the
fate of the business class who have plenty of worries about their
partners, if the business is a joint one. And, the sole trader is beset
with worries to increase his income. There are few engagements
requiring attentioh when wealth is in the form of cash With the
owner but, even then, the thought of its safety, the fear of theft and
worry about the ways of spending it and the people who are jealous
of him, are some of the worries that keep the owner's mind occupied
with anxieties. All these are some of the harmful effects· of wealth
and property.

On the other hand, the person who just has enough to meet his
essential needs is free from such anxieties. Therefore the antidote
for the poison' of wealth is to give away, for good purposes, whatever
is in excess of one's legitimate personal use: If the excess is kept back,
it becomes a poison and leads to vices. May Allah Ta'ala save us all
from this poison and enable us to spend our wealth on worthy
causes. The apt example of wealth is that of a snake. To him,who is
an expert in catching a snake and knows its ways, no harm can coml'
from it; on the contrary, he can make an antidote from it, or get
some other advantages from it. But, if an ignorant person handles a
snake he will be inviting his own death. As such, ifwe try to copy the
example of the well-to-do Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum and try to be
rich like them, we shall only btl asking for our ruin. For them, it was
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a different matter, because they treated wealth like ordinary fire
wood,as is clear from numerous examples set by them: wealth did
not divert their attention from Allah Ta'ala for even a moment. In
spite of this, they were always afraid of its ill effects; their histories
give ample evidence.

And truly Allah Alone aids a person to do what is pleasing to
Him.

CHAPI'ER mREE
t

CONCERNING mE MAINTENANCE OF KINSHIP

In actual fact, this Chapter is a supplement to the previous
Chapters.Nevertheless, since special emphasis has been laid on this
matter by Allah Ta'ala in the Holy Qur'an and Rasulu11ah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has also done the same in the Ahadith
pronouncing threats of severe punishment for breaking kinship, a
specific Chapter has been devoted to this subject. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe. wasallam has said that the reward for Sadaqah
given to the kith and kin is doubled. When Ummul Momeneen
Maimunah Radhiallaho anha set free a slave-girl, Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam told her that it would have been better if
she had given her away to her own uncle. Hence, if there be no
important religious obligation, it is better to give Sadaqah' to a
relative than to anyone else. However, in meeting a religious need
for the cause ofAllah Ta'ala, the reward is multiplied seven hundred
times. Numerous encouraging rewards are promised in the Holy
Qur'an and Ahadith for the protection of kinship, while punish
ments are indicated for breaking relationships If all of these were to
be covered, the book would become too bulky; therefore, only three
Ayaat about the encouragements and three about the punishments
have been selected and thereafter a few Ahadith have been
discussed.
Sec (a)

. AYAAT ON SPENDIN~FOR KITH AND KINS

~;~'tfJ,:;J~~~t!~!)C}6.11 J~~~t~I~1CD
",~!::,t'f'"1Ju':~ ~"@l:JJJ',J;J~ ,_~ J

1. Lol Allah enjoins Justice and kindness, and giving to
kinsfolk, and forbids lewdness and abomination and
wickedness. He exhorts you in order that -you may
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take heed. (an-Nahl: 90)
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Note: Allah Ta'alq has ordered (us) in many places in the Qur'an
to be well-wishers of our kith and kin and has encouraged us to be
generous to them. A few Ayaat in that connection are indicated here,
which may be studied separately from·a translation of the Qur'an:

~1~~,¢>t,\J

And be good to parents and to kindred. (al-Baqarah: 83)

I~L"..~t"...~ ~ \l1,M' ." •• .I ''''''1''I~
v.....,..J1"'~?"~;.ii)llIu:;

Say: That which ye spend for good (must go) to parents
and near kindred. (al-Baqarah: 215) .

The following Ayaat of Surah (an-Nisa.· 1-10) :

r........ -: I". ~ ~..l~ ~ i" ( '.... :.~ • ··~I ,~.. \.~\ ' 1Jl' I"~:\i;
~'J~U-' *~j~~ u~~.J;aJ IJ' '-"--

\ .... ~- ",4 " '~.. ~'" , ,/ ~ ""'" '" +~'~r"" .~'., "'""", ~\ ... "· ...'1' cl., •• 1.. -.'t'" 1:W1l~'Y""",,··\ • ~\>.J • I!..,4JJ ~... '" !oJ;;' ...0"" \J/ ,aJ' ..y,.... .... ....
0\t:;~;E....l'~~._... ., 0

'0 .mankind! Be careful of your duty to your Lord
Who created you from a single soul and from it
created its mate and from the twain hath spread
abroad a multitude of men and women. Be careful
of your duty towards Allah in Whom ye claim (your
rights) of one another, ~nd toward the wombs (that
bore you). Lo! Allah hath been a Watcherover you.'

»J,;rjt~~ (~'~-g,' -:l%'L~ ',;[11 'I-:/-::::~' ,~'i( T~..'tlt tj'::-;-.. .,. ,,~;;, AJII' 'Y' IJ-= )I ,

@ ,'" 1"'~., ~f~' tl
~ .poo~..

'Give unto orphans their wealth. Exchange not the
good tor the bad (in your management thereof) nor
absorb their wealth into your own wealth. Lo! that
would be a great sin.'

.. '·~""""··l"· !t"-: "r( (...-t,'c'!I':'. ~...\\ '!'{ :I.~"" '\'
'~eg~JN Y\.bI.A~IiIJ"::'~~~'~o..,
.,,:,,~.'tik'''' ,~ ..... r.... ~"f" I"'~· /, .,,,,, ..",; ~..... ..\1:. ... '·' ......1'
~.)~~I~I.A,I¥~" I;"~~l~~)i ?,,!J-'~

0!;5~~r~~
'And if ye fear that ye will not deal fairly by the
orphans, marry of the women, who seem good to
you, two or three or four; and if ye fear that ye
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cannot do Justice ao so many), then one (only) or
(the captives) tb~,t, your right hands possess. Thus it
is more m~t"'iS ;"hat ye will not do injustice?

\\'i'~~-~'~'~'t. ,l'I.' '''': ~",~1.~.~L~~'''~''.''. !..~ ~.\ ,./
0~.r." ,- o' \....A)~'{..:.._~~~•• - ;:~.,._~. \\.:il •." .. ..."v-v- • .", 7~';""'-'. ~ J

'And gi\"c unto the women, (whom ye marry) free
gift of their marriage portions; but if they of their
own accord remit unto you a part thereof, then ye
are welcome to absorb it (in your wealth).'

~~~1\i~~;1I~~~I;.I~;.I\~~~;
(O)~;~~.;i~,~;;:;~~\~

'Give not unto the foolish (what Is In) your (keeplg
of their) wealth, which Allah hath given you to.
maintain; but feed and clothe them from it, and
speak kindly unto them.'

'Prove orphans till they reach the marriageable age;
then, If ye find them of sound judgement, deliver
over unto them their fortune; and devour it not by

. squandering and in haste lest they should grow up.
Whoso (of the guardians) is rich, let him abstain
generously (from taking of the property of orphans);
and whoso Is poor let him take thereof in reason
(for guardianship). And when ye deliver up their
fortune unto orphans, have (the transaction) wit
nessed In their presence. Allah sufticeth as a
Reckoner.' .

'Unto the men (of a family) belongetha share of
that which parents and near kindref,l leave, and
unto the women a share of that which parents and
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near kindred leave; whether it be little or much
a legal share.'

'And when kinsfolk and orphans and the needy are
presed at the division (of the heritage), bestow on
them therefrom and speak kindly unto them.'

'And let those fear (in their behaviour toward
orphans) whoit' they left behind theD1 weak
offspring would be afraid for them. So let· them
mind their duty to Allah,and speak justly.'

'Lo! Those who devour the wealth of orphans
wrongfully, they do but swallow fire into their
bellies, and they will be exposed to burning flame.
(an-Nisaa:1-1O).

Also other Ayaat in".the QUlan viz:

~Ji~~t:;1A:i~j
'(Show) kindness unto parents, and unto near kindred.'
(an-Nisaa.· 36).

'And ye do good to parents. (ai-An'aam: 151).

'And those who are akin are nearer one to another in
the ordinance ofAllah.' (ai-Anraal: 75).

'Have no fear of this day! May Allah forgive you.' (Yusuf:
92). .

~c;i~~;t~~~~\~
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'Such as unite that which Allah hath commanded should
be joined'. (ar-Ra'd: 21).

" ~,,~\'~\,~ll~',
()I>:l~'~ .;;

'Our Lord! Forgive me and my parents'. (Ibrahim: 41).

~J.v

'And (that yeshow) kindness to parent&.'(Bani Israel: 23)

cJi!I~~~~

'And lQwer. unto them the wing of submission'. (Bani
Israel: 24).

~~~\\~~i~

'Give the kinsman his due'. (Bani-Israel: 26).

'And he was devout, And dutiful toward his parents'.
(Maryam: 13, 14).

'And (hath made me) dutiful toward her'. (Maryam: 32).

9~0{ ~I:~ ..~,,,, I ""'!,,~.(l~;/~'l :1(.I'~'\\f'
~~~.:J'~.:JJ,.... .:J ~M94't1':;,U ,),

'When he said unto his father: 0 my father! Why
worshippest thou that which heareth not, nor seeth, nor
can in aught avail thee'? (Maryam: 42).

";1)J~~~fJ.tG~~

'He enjoined upon his peol>le worship and almsgiving'.
(Maryam: 55).

'And enjoin upon thy people worship'. (Ta-ha: 132):

'And who say: Our Lord! Vouchsafe us comfort of our
wives and ofour offspring'. (al-Furqan: 74).
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'And be gracious unto me in the matter of my seed'. (al
Ahqaf: 15

'My Lord! forgive me and my parents'. (an-Nooh: 28).

Sec (b)

AYAAT ON IMPORTANCE OF MAINTAINING KINSHIP

The above Ayaat are quoted as an example, as giving more de
tails will increase the volume of this book. These are besides the
three that are fully discussed hereunder. In addition to these, Allah
Ta'ala has stressed this subject repeatedly in the Holy Qur'an,
which confirms the great importance of this topic. Ka'b Ahbar
Radhiallaho anho swears by Allah Ta'ala and then says that it is
mentioned in the Tauraat (old Testament) "Fear Allah and be good
to. kith ando.kin; I shall prolong your life, make it easy for you to get
the things which bring comfort, and drive away all difficulties from
you". Allah Ta'ala has, at many places in the Qur'an, ordered the
maintenance ofkinship. As for example it is said;

"Fear Allah Whom you beg to fulfil your needs; and be careful of
kinship. (an-Nisaa: 1).

In another place it is said:

~~\1~9IJ

"Fulfil the obligations towards the kith and kin",

}!:i';~'J~~~)iI~~U~!;Cj~il Jy~~t~l&
'" ' .,io"!~ '-t"1"" 'f''- ' ~ t"'i,'
~(;I,;~~~~J

Lo! Allah enjoins justice and kindness (to the people) and to
show beneficence to kith and kin", (an-Nahl: 90).

Yet in another place it is said, "Allah Ta'ala orders you uphold
Tauheed and recite La Daha Dlallah'.
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Allah Ta'ala has ordered fulfilment of three obligations; He
,further prohibits thre~ things: indecency, acts against Shari~ah,

cruelty to people. Allah then says: "He exhorts you in order that you
may take heed".

Uthman Bin Mazoun Radhiallaho anho has narrated that
he had great love for Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, which
led him to become a Muslim; Rasulu11ah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
used to ask him to accept Islam and he became a Muslim in defer
ence to hiin. Islam had not yet taken root in his heart. Once he was
sitting with Rasulu11ah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam who was talking
to him and turned to another side,in such a manner as if he was
talking to someone invisible. Later he turned to him (Uthman) and
told him that .Jibra'il Alaihissalaam had come and revealed ·to him
the Ayat ( J~~'t.!;,;b~~ upto its end. Uthman felt very pleased
with the subject matter of the Ayat and he wholeheartedly accepted
Islam. After that. Uthman Radhiallaho anho went to Abu Talib,
Rasulu11ah's uncle, and told him that he was with his nephew when
the particular Ayat was revealed. Abu Talib told him to follow
Muhammad Sallallaho al~he wasallam, as he will be benefited by
Allah: he might be a true Rasul or not, but he teaches you good
manners and ways of kindliness.This is the advice of a person who
did not accept Islam, but said that whether the claim of Muhammad
to prophethood is true or false, the teachings of Islam are the best in
all respects, as these bring about improvement in manners and
social conduct. Alas! These days the Muslims have a very poor
reputation in this respect.·

~~~~Gt~~~\4J1f;9.j~~~\JJ,iJt~;®
. . 'I' '- $.t<;\ \,,",fN; ,~\,..!!,,; ,."t.!'I1I~~'~'\·~~"~'

e~ J.P'b ...el'J.w~I;)\\:I~~1. .:.t ,a-:~~'

2. And let not those who posses dignity and ease among
you swear not to give the Dear of ldn and to the needy,
and to fugitives, for the cause of Allah. Let them forgive
and show indulgence. Yearn ye not that Allah may
forgive you? Allah is Forgiving, Merciful. (an-Nur: 22)

Note: This Ayat and its translation has also been given in
Chapter I, at No. 18. The purpose in its repetition here is to take
heed and to remind ourselves of the behaviour of our ancestors and
of the admonitions from Allah Ta'ala on this subject at that time. It
was a very serious and important happening that the wife of Rasul·
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uJIah &Uallalw alaihe wasallam enjoying the respectability of a
mother for all Muslims, was falsely blamed by (some of) her
-children-. Among these goSsip-mongers were the near relatives too,
who were being given material support by her father, Abu Bakr
1lDdhiallIJho anlw, who was obviously deeply grieved and shocked by
their wrong behaviour. Yet, Allah Ta'ala advised (him) to forgive
them and overlook their fault, upon which Abu Bakr RLulhiallaho
anho promptly acted and increased their allowances. Do we nowa
days treat our relatives in this way, when they put false blame on us
or wrongly accuse our family members with something serious and
diIV. On the contrary, even after reading the above Ayat of the
Holy Qur'an,our enemitywill extend not to their children alone but
to all those who associate with them. How can we justify such an
attitude, when Allah Ta'ala's clear orders are that we must not stop
giving them any type of help that they need? But those who have
true faith and have firm conviction about the Greatness and Glory of
Allah Ta'ala and His sacred commandments, have. proved and
shown practically how to obey Him with total submission. May Allah
Ta'ala bless them with His Mercy and Kindness worthy of His
Divine Honour and Dignity, and exalt them to the highest spiritual
level! They, too, had hearts with all the weaknesses and deep sense
of honour, but all these were subject to the pleasure ofAllah Ta'ala.

3. And We have commanded unto man kindness towards
parents. His mother beareth him with reluctance, and
briDgeth him forth with'reluctance, and the bearing of
him aneT the wesningof him is thirty months, tm, when
he attaineth full strength and reacheth forty years, he
lBith: My Lo11U Enable me that I may give thanks for
the favour wherewith Thou hast favoured me and my·
parents, and that I may do right acceptable unto thee.
And be gracious unto me in the matter of my seed. Lol I
have turned unto thee, repentant, and Lol I am of those
who are Muslims. Those are they from whom We accept
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the best of what they do and overlook their evil deecl&.
(They are) among the owners of Jannah. This is the true
promise that they were promised (in the world). (01
Ahqaaf: 15-16).

Note: Allah Ta'ala has repeatedly exhorted mankind about
kindness to kith and kin and the parents, as has been explained
under the previous Ayaat In this Ayat particular emphasis has been
laid on being kind to the parents. This commandment about parents
appears three times in the Qur'an. First, in Surah Ankaboot,then
in Surah Luqman and thirdly, here in Surah Ahqaaf, where it
appears with a greater emphasis. The writer of "Khazin" has
narrated that the Ayat was revealed in honour of Abu Bakr
Radhialillho anho. His Companionship with Rasulullah SallalllJho
alaihe wasallam commenced when they travelled to Syria. Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was then twenty years old and Abu
Bakr was only eighteen. During the journey they stopped near a
Jujube tree. Abu Bakr Radkiallaho anho went to meet a monk who
lived nearby and Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasallam rested
under the tree. The Monk enquired from Abu Bakr about the person
sitting under the tree. Abu Bakr told him that he was Muhammad
binAbdullah bin Abdul Muttalib. The Monk said, "By Allah! he is a
Nabi; no one has sat under that tree after lsaa Alaihissalam. He is
the last of the Ambiyarwhen Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe waso1lam
reached the age of forty and was bestowed with 'Nubuwwat' (apost
leship), Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho embraced Islam. After two
years, when he (Abu Bakr) reached the age of forty, he prayed,
"Allah! Enable me to offer proper thanks for the reward that has
been bestowed upon me and my parents". Ali Radhio1laho anho has
said that no one among the Mohajireen (Immigrants) has had the
privilege of Abu Bakr, both whose parents and children were all
Muslims. The Ayat in SurahAnkaboot is more emphatic about the
parents, i.e. be kind to them even if theY are non-Muslims. When the
disbelieving parents are to be treated kindlly and graciously by the
order of Allah Ta'ala, the orders about the Muslim parents are
obviously of much greater importance.

Sa'd Ibne Abi Waqas Radhiallaho anho has said that, when he
embraced Islam, his mother resolved not to eat or drink anything till
Sa'd gave up the religion of Muhammad Sallallaho o1aihe wasallam.
Food and drink used to be forced into her mouth. Thereupon the
Ayat in Surah 'Ankaboot' was revealed. It shOws the severity of
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admonition, that, even in such difficult circumstances, the parents
are to be treated kindly. However) if they order a person to forsake
the true faith (Unity of Allah)jthey are not to be obeyed. When
someone asked Hasan Radhiallaho anho as to what was the-limit of
kindness to be shown to the parents, he replied, "To spend all that
you possess on them and to obey every command that they make,
except if it is to commit a sin". Such has been the teaching of Islam
for the Muslims. They were to remain good to the polytheist parents:
even if the latter tried hard to turn a Muslim son to polythesim, he
must remain good to them but shun 'Shirk' (polytheism), and must
not obey them in this regard.

• /'.. 'J -", q -~~.:,1 (;L 14""'--:-; ,'. ~ -\ ~•. 11 .",
... ' .. ' ~~~

No one is to be obeyed against an obligation to the Creator.

Despite the parent's persistent efforts to make the son poly
theist, the duty of the son is to be good to them. One of the Ahadith
regarding the Ayat in Surah Luqman says that this particular Ayat
was revealed at the time of the incident of Sa'd Radhiallaho anho.
The Hadith quotes Sa'd as saying that he used to treat his mother
extremely cordially and, when he became a Muslim, his mother ex
claimed,"What have you done? You must leave Islam or else I shall
give up eating and drinking till death comes to me, upon which the
people will reproach you for being the cause of my death". Sa'd
requested her not to take that step and said that he could not give up
his religion. She did not eat or drink for two consecutive days. On
that Sa'ad told her that, even if she had one hundred lives and gave
up all, one after the other, still he would not give up Islam. When
she witnessed his determination, she started taking food and drink.
The famous theologian Abul Laith Rahmatullah alaihe says that,
even if Allah Ta'ala did not emphasize the rights of parents,
common sense indicated that their rights are important and obli
gatory. So much so, that Allah Ta'ala's commandment about this
has been given in all the Divine Books, namely Taurah; Injeel,
Zaboor and Qur'an, and all the Ambiya Alaihimussalaam received
revelations about it with full emphasis.

The above three Ayaat were concerning the good treatment of
the kith and kin. The next three Ayaat contain warning against their
ill-treatment.
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SECTION (C)

AYAAT ON RETRIBUTION FOR SEVERING FAMILY BONDS

1. ADd He misleads thereby only Diiscreants. Those
who break the covenant of Allah after ratifying it,
and sever that which Allah ordered to be joined, and
(who) make mischief in the earth. Those are they
who are the looers. (al-Baqarah: 26-27).

Note: Just Allah Ta'ala has ordered kindness towards the kith
and kin, especially the parents, at several places in the Qur'an,
similarly He has also warned repeatedly against the severing of
connections with the relatives, particularly with the parents. A
reference is made to a few Ayaat in that context, as has been done
earlier under Ayat I, in the beginning of this chapter, for the sake of
drawing attention to this and to bear them in mind. Allah To'ala
says:-

•...r...... , ,. .~ !I"''''! .1' ',"""''-'11', 1tI.:l}l~U ~.J.il ~1',jiUI,

Be careful of your duty toward Allah in Whom ye claim
(your rights) of one another, and toward the wombs
(t~tbare you). (an-Nisaa: 1).

~_••;r" "'~""""'t.l~~:: ''IJ',;o..~"'O>J.J,1 ;.:.:o;~J

And that ye slay not your children because of penury.
(aI-An 'am: 151).

qi.:!a;1.~~~j\~~J
Slay not your children, fearing a fall to poverty. (Bani
Israel: 31).

And whoso saith unto his parents: Fie upon you both! Do
ye threaten me that I shall be brought forth (again)
when generations before me have passed away? And
they twain cry unto Allah for help (IJ,nd say): Woe unto
thee! Believe! Lo! the promise of Allah is true. But he
saith: this is naught save fables of the men of old. (al
Ahf]af: 17).
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Wo\1ld ye then, if ye were given the command, work
corruption in the land and sever your ties of kinship?
(Muhammad: 22).

Mohammad Baqir Rahmatullah alaihe was given a strong advice
by his father, which has been quoted under Hadith No. 23 in the
first Chapter.and is based on sound experience. He narrates that his
father, Zain-ul-Aabideen Rahmatullah alaihe advised him as follows:
"Avoid the company of five types of people, do not talk to them, never
walk with them, if you come across one of them by chance. Those
five are: first an immoral person who will sell you for a morsel of
bread, ()r even for less". When asked how could anyone sell a person
for less than a morsel, he replied, "He will do so in hope of receiving
a morsel, which he may never get". The next one is a miser who will
forsake you in your time of need. The third is a liar who is a cheat;
he will deceive you by making you believe the far off thing to be near
and the near one to be far off. The fourth is a stupid person, who·is .
to be shunned for fear of causing you harm when he intends to do
good to you, as it is said that a wise enemy is better than a fC?Olish 
friend. The fifth is the one who breaks- away from his kith and kin,
as the curs(l of Allah descends upon him, as has been mentioned at
three places in the Holy Qur'an.

,., t 1i 1 ..._· t • ...I-' '~I ...''''Ir,.<.''.:''I.~:. ... .I:I~· .~,~ . ~1.H~_~~••~~tJ
\.:)'~':00-Py"1:) ~411jA "~'~~.,....~jJJ -- .eJ;p r

@;~~~~~tlI;ii~JUt.) J
2. And those -who break the covenant of Allah after

ratifying it; and sever that which Allah has
commanded to be joined, and make mischief in lhe
earth: theirs is the curse and theirs the ill abode. .Jr·
Ra'd:25).

Note: Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe has advised being extra care
ful in guarding against breaking an agreement, for that incurs
displeasure-of Allah. There are more than twenty Ayaat containing
Allah Ta'ala's admonishment and threats of severe punishment for
breach ofa ratified agreement The author believes that Allah Ta'ala
has not admonished so many times on any other matter. Therefore,
a person must fulfil an agreement under all circumstances. Anas
Radhiallaho anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as
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saying,He who is not trustworthy has no faith (Imaan) and·he who
does not fulfil his promises has no religion!"Abu Umamah and
Ubadah Radhiallaho anhuma have also made the same comment
(Durre Manthur). Maimoon Bin Mehraan Rahmatullah alaihe has
said that there are three orders which make no distinction between a
Muslim and a non-Muslim; First, an agreement must be fulfilled, be
it with a Muslim or a non-Muslim, because, in fact it amounts to a
vow with Allah Ta'ala. Secondly, a kinship must be upheld, whether
it is with a Muslim or a non-Muslirit. Thirdly, a property held in
trust must be returned, whether the owner of the trust is a Muslim
or a non-Muslim.

There are several Ayaat in the Qur'an regarding fulfilment of
covenants, one of which is:-

e-§~~t6~I&~~\;\"
"Fulfil the trust, you will be called to account for it". (Bani Israel:
34)
Qatadah Rahmatullah alaihe has said that the order about

maintenance of kinship concerns both the near and distant relatives.
The other warning in the Ayat is about breaking relationship. Umar
Ibne Abdul Aziz Rahmaiullah alaihe has said that one should not
associate with a person who causes breach of relationship between
kith and kin, as he found a curse on him at two places in the Holy
Qur'an: one, in the above Ayat and the other in Surah MUhammad.
The reference in Surah Muhammad has already been indicated in a
preceding paragraph, where it has been said, in the context to
breach of relationship, that they are the people who have been
cursed by Allah Ta'ala and they have been made deaf,cannot listen
to Allah's commandments) and blind (that they cannot see the path
of righteousness). While Umar Ibne Abdul Aziz Rahrr.atullah alaihe
has mentioned the curse in two places. Zainul Abideen Rahmatullah
alaihe has pointed out three places. Two are as above, in Surah Ra'd
and Surah Muhammad, while in the third place; he is called 'a loser'
and 'one gone astray' which is close to being called an accursed
person, as mentioned earlier in the Ayat from Surah Baqarah.

Salman Rcdhiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam as saying that, when words abound and practice is
locked up in a treasury (that is, plenty of speeches and elaborate
Wlitings, but not followed by actions), su.::h an approach creates
agreement in words bu~ hearts remain opposed and there is discord
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and breach of kinship. In that event, Allah. Ta'cila deprives people of
His mercy and blessings and makes them blind and deaf. Hasan
RodhiDllaho anho has also quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho claihe
WClBlIllam as saying that, when people display their knowledge but
have no deeds, and show love verbally while having malice in the
hearts and no regard for the kith and kin, Allah Ta'ala drives them
away from His kindness and mercy, wherefore, they are unable to
see the path of righteousness or what is right or wrong. One Hadith
says that the fragrance of Jannah spreads upto a distance covered in
five hundred years, but the one who remains disobedient to his
parents and disregards kinship will never be able to experience the
sweet smell ofJannah.

Abdullah Ibne Abi Aula Radhiallaho anho has said that once, in
the evening on the day of Arafah, we (the Sahabah) were sitting
around Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. He announced;Any
one who has broken his relationship with any of his kin, should
leave the company and not sit with us!" Only one man sitting at a
great distance got up and went way. After a while, he returned and
joined the assembly. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihewasallam asked
hiin how only he had left the company after his statement The man
said that, after hearing the order, he went straight to his aunt who
had broken her relationship with him. On seeing him she asked how
it was that he had come to her against his normal practice. He
repeated to her the order of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam,
on hearing which, she made a Du'aa of forgiveness for him and he
made a similar Du'aa for her and thus they were reconCiled with
each other. Rasulu11ah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was greatly
pleased with him, allowed him to rejoin the company, then said that
Allah Ta'ala does not grant His blessings or a community am"ong
whom there is some one who has broken away from his relations.

This Hadith has been quoted by FaqeehAbul-LaithRahmatullah
alaihe, who says that damaging kinship is so grave a sin that,even by
sitting with a person guilty"of such a sin, one is deprived of the
blessing of Allah Ta'ala. It is essential, therefore, that anyone who is
involved in such a situation, must seek forgiveness of Allah Ta'ala
and build up his relationship with his kith and kin. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihewasallam has said that there is no good deed the
reward of which comes fasterJthan being good tv ene's kith and kin;
and there is no sin greater than the breach of kinship and cruelty in
respect of punishment in this ll:e and in Akhirah. Several 'l'raditi(lns
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indicate that the punishment for breach of kinship is experienced
even in this life, and in the life of Akbirah, as evident from the above
Ayat. Faqih .Abul-Laith RahmatUliah alaihe has mentioned a rare
story about a very pious and honest man from Khurasan who used
to live in Makkah Mukarramah. People used to leave their property
as a trust with him. Once) a person left ten thousand Dinars as a
trust with him and went away on a journey. When tIUlt person
returned, the Trustee bad died, so the person made enquiries from
the family of the deceased but no one knew anything about it. As a
large sum of money was involved, the owner asked a gathering of
Ulama in Makkah as to what he should do.They told him that the
Khurasani was a very pious person who must be in Jannah. The
owner should visit the Z8inzam well after midnight and call the
name of the Trustee, asking him about his money. The owner
repeated the process for' three nights running, but received no reply.
He went back to the Ulama and told them about his efforts. They
were surprised and recited: ().~d~' ...~,I~

.~, -" ~,--:.~....

They were afraid>lest he should not be in Jannah. So, they
advised him to visit a certain place where he would find a valley by
the nallla-of &rhoot and, in it, a well. He should make a loud caD
into the well. He did so and received a reply after the very first call,
that his money was safe; not trusting his cbildrP.n, he bad buried it
in such and such place inside the house and tht. person should ask
his son to show him that place, where he should dig his money out.
The man did so and got back his wealth. He, however, in astonish
ment, asked the deceased how he was in such a place in spite of
being a pious pefSt)n. The deceased told him that he bad some
relatives in Khurasan, with whom be had bI'()ken his relationship
and had died without mending it, which bad become the cause of his
punishment.

Ali Radhiallaho anho has said, "The best of all valleys is the
Valley of Makkah Mukarramah,and that valley in India where Adam
Alaihisallam was brought down from Jannah, where all the. frag
rances are, which people use. The worst of valleys are the Ahqaf and
the Hazarmout, known as Barhoot. The best of all the wells is the
Zamzam and the worst of all is the Barhoot well where all the spirits
of non-believers are kept". But the incident related above is an
instance of Divine manifestation (i.e. Allah Ta'ala manifesting to a
saintly being, a supernatural phenomenon that transcends the
conceivable or rational). Obviously, such manifestations have no
dogmatic value.
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3. If one of them or both of them (parents) attain old
age with thee, say not wFlew unto them· (anything
which may upset or put them to shame) nor repulse
them, but speak unto them a gracious word. And
lower unto them the wing of submission through
merey, and say: My Lord! Have merey on them both,
as they did care for me when I was little. Your Lord
is best aware of what is in your minds. If you are
righteous, then 101 He was ever forgiving unto those
who turn (unto Him)w. (Bani Isrcrel: 23, 24, 25).

Note: Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihe has said, in the explanatioli
of this Ayat, that when the parents become agt:d you aught not to
grumble over washing their urine and excreta, as they washed it
when you were a baby. Ali Radhiallaho anho has said that if there
were any degree of disrespect below uttering "Utr', Allah Ta'ala
would (probably) have forbidden it. When someone asked Hasan
Radhiallaho anhoas to what was the lowest degree of disrespect, the
reply was, "To deprive them of the benefit of your property and
wealth, avoiding to see them and looking at them with sharp looks.·
Another person asked Hasan· Radhiallaho anho as to what the
'Qaule Karim' (gIllcious word) meant; he replied, "To address them
lovingly as 'Mummy and Papa' and to avoid calling them by their
names:'Zubair Ibne Muhammad Rahmatullah alaihe has been quot
ed to explain that whenever they call you, reply, "Present sir".
Qatadah Radhiallaho anho has said that they should be spoken to
politely. Someone asked Sa'eed bin Musayyab Rahmatullah alaihe
that the Qur'an repeats many times the order for good conduct,
which is understandable, but the meaning of 'Qaule Karim' is not
clear. The reply was that it means the way a slave, guilty of a grave
offence, speaks to his master who has a harsh temperament.

Aishah Radhiallaho anho has said that a person,accompanied by
an old man, came to Rs.sulullah. He asked who the old man was?
The man said that be was his father. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam told the man, "Do not walk in front of him, do not sit down
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before he takes his seat, do not call him by his name and never talk
to him impolitely."UlWah Rahmatullah alaihe was asked by someone
what is meant when the Qur'an says, 'llower unto them'? The reply
was that, ifand when they speak to you unpleasantly, do not look at
them angIily, as the dislike first becomes apparent in the eyes.
Aisha Radhiallaho anha quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam as saying, "Whoever looks at his father angrily, he is being
disobedient". Abdullah Ibne Mas'ud Radhiallaho anho has said that
once he asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as to what was
the most acceptable deed in the eyes of Allah Ta'ala. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, 'Salaat offel'ed on its right time'. He
then asked ;'What came next? The reply was, "Good behaviour to
wards parents". He again asked~What came next?"The reply was
"Jehaad". Another Hadith says that the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala lies
in the pleasure of the father and Allah's displeasure is caused by the
father's displeasure.

The writer of Mazahir has written that it is the children:s
obligation to be humble, to show love and so serve their parents that
the latter remain pleased with them, always to obey them in rightful
actions, never to be impolite or treat them arrogantly, eV(lD if they
happen to be non-Muslims, nor to raise their own voice above their
parents or to call them by name, not to precede them in any action
and, if non-Muslims, to be polite in calling them to good deeds and to
prevent them from committing sins; even if they do not accept your
advice, still continue to be good to them and keep praying for thflm,
seeking forgiveness of Allah Ta'ala on their behalf. This hist is
evident from the Holy Qur'an: in Surah Maryam, we are told that
Ibrahim Alaihissalamgave good advice (Da'wab) to his father once
and then said to him, "I shall offer Du'aa to Allah Ta'ala for you".

Some Ulama l}ave stated that obedience to parents regarding
forbidden things is not permissible, but in doubtful matters, it is
obligatory to obey them, bearing in mind that 'Taqwa' and the need
to be good to them are both essential. For example)if their food is of
doubtful nature and you.. refusal to eat with them might injure their
feelings, you should eat with them.

Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho has said that two doors of Jannah
will remain open for every Muslim whose parents are alive and he
serves them well, while if he keeps them unhappy, Allah Ta'ala will
not be pleased with him until they are pleased with him. Someone
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asked, "What if they are cruel to me? "Ibne Abbas Radhiallahoanho
replied, "Even then you must remain good to them".TalhahRadhi
allaho anho has said that once a man came to Rasulul\ah and
requested permission to go for Jehaad. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam asked if his mother was alive; he replied that she was.
Rasulullah then told him to persist in serving her well, as Jannah is
under the mother's feet. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
repeated this a second time, even for the third time. Anas Radhi
allaho anho has said that once a man came to Rasulullah and stated
his great desire to go for Jehaad, but added that he had no means for
doing so. On' being asked if anyone of his parents was alive, he
replied that his mother was alive. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam then said, "Fear Allah Ta'ala in her regard;"meaning, be
careful in fulfilling your obligations towards her, up to the level of
Taqwa and when you attain that, you will be ,considered as the one
who has pelformed Umrah and Hajj, and also participated in Jehaad
That is, you will receive whatever reward is earned from all these
things.

Muhammad Ibne Almunkadir Rahmatullah alaihe,pas said "My
brother Umar used to spend the whole night in praying,·while I used
to spend the night in massaging my mothers feet and never felt
~nvious of his nightlong prayers, nor desired to exchange his reward
with mine". Aishah Radhiallaho anha has said that she asked
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam ·Of all the obligations of a
woman towards other people, which one is the greatest"? He replied,
"The one she owes her husband". She then asked who came next and
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied, "Her mother". A
Hadith says "Remain chaste in respect of other people's women-folk.
then your own women will be chaste; ifyou remain good to your own
parents,your own children will be good to-you." (Durre Manthur)

Taaous Rahmatullah -alaihe has said that a certain person had
four sons. He fell ill. One of his sons told the other three that if they
were prepared to nurse the father in his sickness, he would take the
whole of his father's property; and, if they wanted the whole
property, he was prepared to nurse him without any claim on the
property. They agreed to the second course and left the nursing to
him. He lookecl after the father most admirably until the father died.
As agreed, he did not take anything from the property. He Saw in a
dream, one night, a person telling him that one hundred Dinaars
(gold piecp.~\ were buried at such and such place, which he could
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take, He asked the person if 1}1at money was blessed, The reply was,
"No,it is not so", He related ijle dream next morning to his wife, who
insisted that he should take the money but he did not agree. He
dreamt again the following night and someone told him about ten
Dinaars lying buried at a certain place. When he again asked if they
were blessed, the reply was in the negative. He related the dream to
his wife next morning, who insisted that he should go and take
them, but he refused to do so. He saw in a dream, the third night,
somone telling him that a single Dinaar was lying at such and such
place, he should go and take it. He again asked if it was a blessed
one. The reply was, "Yes, it is", So, he went and took the Dinaar,
purchased two fish with it and brought them home. When cut open
for cooking, an invaluable pearl was found in the stomach of each
fish, Both these pearls were sold to the king of the 'country in return
for ninety mule-loads of gold.

Sec (d)

AHADITH CONCERNING MAINTENANCE OF KINSHIP

~~~~I~.dJ1J~~~JGJIi~W~~~CD
j,",~~\j'~~~j'~J~&.1jli~~j~~JG
(~IJ\£.c..k.ntlC;{;~t~;jbr~~\P~1;J~rJG;t;h.,.. . .'

HADITH: 1
Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho narrates that a man
asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. "For
whom should I be most concerned in maintaining
good relations?" Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
said, "Your mother", The man put the same question
a second and a third time; and each time Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam gave the same reply, When
he repeated the same question the fourth time,
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Your father
and then other relatives, in order of nearness to you
in kinship",

Note: Some mama infer from this Hadith that a mO"Lher's share
is three parts in regard to kind treatment, because Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, 'Your mother' three times and said,
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'your father' only when the question was repeated for the fourth
time. The reason for th:s prefermen~the Ulama Sf,ly, lies in the fact
that a mother has to go through':three hardships for her child:
pregnancy, child-birth and breast-feeding The theologians have
added that, if a person does not have the means to take care of both
his parents he should give first preference to his mother. However,
the father enjoys preference in matters reiating to respect and
obedience from his children. (Mazahir-e-Haqq~. Being a woman, a
mother evidently needs more help and loving care of her children.
The near relatives are then to be given preference (over others) in
order of their kinship, the nearer relations will be given preference
over the distant ones.

Arother Hadith narrates "Begin with your mother in your good
treatment, then comes your father, then your sister, then your
brother and then other kinsmen in order of their nearness in
relationship. Do not ignore your neighbours and the needy". (Kanz).
Another Hadith quoted by Bahz Bin Hakeem from his grand father
repeats the same obligation that a person has to his parents' and
other relations. Another Hadith indicates that Allah Ta'ala will

. make the hour of death easy for him who possesses the following
three qualities and grant him entry into Jannah:-

1. is kind to the weak;
2. treats his parents with loving care;
3. shows favour to his subordinates..(Mishkaat)

:J~0f~r~jr.·L/S~Jit~!u'D~j~J(;~\~ CD
~~,~ ... ~ ~j .,,.-j; ~\":il~.G';'(

(I) ~ ~ '" ......}oJ, ~ .. I,:J":.~

HADITH: 2
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is reported to
have said, '1\nyone who wishes to have his means of

livelihood enlarged and a prolonged life, should treat
his relatives with kindness:

In this Hadith the word 'anyone who wishes to have his foot
prints last longer', implies prolonged life. For, he who lives longer
will leave his footprints for a longer period; when a person dies, his
footprints get effaced after' a short time. Some people may take an
exception to this Hadith saying, "Everybody's term of life is pre
determined". At many places in the Holy Qur'an, it has been clearly
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stated that the -:.erm of life is fixed; not a moment can be added or
lessened therefrom. .

Some mama have interpreted the term 'prolongation oflife' as
grant of 'Barakah' (blessings) in life. Due to Divine blessingS a
person may accomplish tasks within hours,which others ususally
take days to perform, and may accomplish in days what is usually
done in months. Others say that 'prolongation of life' term implies a
laudable remembrance of his good deeds long after his death.
Others say that it means'increase in progeny and his descendants'
floUlishing after his death.'

It i1~ to be admitted that,as a statement of Rasulullah Sallal
laho alaihe wasallam, all of whose sayings are doubtlessly truEll these
benefits in some form will accrue from maintaining kinship. Allah
Ta'ala is all powerful: He may create and bring about anything He
wills. Whatever He wills must happen and He creates such subtle
means for bringing about events that the wisest of men are taken by
surprise. Therefore, there should be no ambiguity about the 'pro
longation of life' granted as a reward for strengthening family bonds.

Truly the decrees of destiny are unalterable, but Allah Ta'ala
has introduced causal relationship in the affairs of the world; for
everything that happens in this world, there is a cause either hidden
or apparent. For example when a person is suffering from cholera,
we send for the doctors in the hope of helpful treatment to make him
survive, though we know that his death-hour is fixed and cannot be
delayed or hastened. There is no reason for not taking up seriously
giving Sadaqah to deserving blood relations as an effective prescrip
tion for prolongation of life. This recipe was prescribed by the wisest
of all men, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, whose diagnosis
and treatment for human ailments could never be wrong, whereas
the physicians of this world may err while diagnosing a disease or
writing a prescliption. The subject matter of the Hadith quoted
above has appeared in other narrations with slight variations, hence
it is fully authentic.

It has been narrated in another Hadith, on the authority of Ali
Radhiallaho anho. that for him who guarantees one thing (respect of
kinship), Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has guaranteed four
things, namely long life, respect among relatives, increase in means
of livelihood and entry into Jannah. (Kanz). Rasulullah Sallallaho
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alaille wasallam told Abu Baltr Radhiallaho anho that three results
are assured: (1). If a victim of cruelty overlooks it, he will earn
greater respect;(2)Whoever hankers after increase in his wealth, will
find a decrease in it; (3) Whoever opens the door of Sadaqah and
regard for kinship, will have abundant wealth. (Durn Manthur).
The theologian Abul-Laith Rahmatullah alaille has said that ten
rewards are priceless in the obligations of kinship: -

1. It wins pleasure of Allah Ta'ala, who has ordered its
fulfilment.

2. It promotes happiness among the kith and kin - and
Rasulullah Saliallaho aIaille wasallam has said that the best
of deeds is to make a Muslim happy.

3. The angels also feel happy about it.
4. The Muslims praise the one who k~ps it up.
5. 8haitan is grieved by it.
6. It brings prolongation of life.
7. It enhances means of livelihood.
8. It brings happiness to the dead when they come to know

about it.
9. It strengthens mutual help: when you do good to someone,

he would help you whole-heartedly in time of need.
10. One will benefit from it after his death, as the beneficiaries

will always remember him with good wishes and prayers.

Anas Radhiallaho anho says that three types of persons will
enjoy a place in the shade ~ftheGrand Throne of Allah Ta'ala:-

1. The benefactor ofthe kith and kin, who gets a prolonged life
and enhanced livelihood and also an enlarged grave.

2. A widow who brings up young children of her deceased
husband, without her remarriage, so that she has no
difficulties in looking after them till they are grown up.

3. The person who invites the poor and orphans to participate
in his feasts.

Hasan Radhiallaho anho has quoted Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam to have said that Allah Ta'ala loves two foot-steps,
the one taken for the sake of obligatory Salaat and the other taken
to meet an intimate friend or a relation. Some mama have said that
five things, if observed regularly and constantly, earn such rewards
from Allah Ta'ala as are even bigger than high mountains, and one's
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means oflivelihood are also increased on account of them. These are:
Constancy in giving Sadaqah, be it large or small; spending regularly
on one's relatives (to strengthenfamily bonds), whether one spends
little or much; Jebaad (striving in the path of Allah); remaining
always in a state of Wudbu (ablution); constancy in obedience to
one's parents. (Tanbeeh-ul-Gha(ileenJ. A hadith says, "Strengthening
ties of kinship is a virtue for which one is most readily rewarded and
blessed by Allah; even many a sinner is granted abundance in wealth
and in children, on account of kind behaviour towards relatives".
ahyaJ. It occurs in a Hadith that the following virtues cause one's
misfortune to change into good fortune, prolong one's term of life
and avert an evil death: giving away Sadaqah in the proper manner,
adopting ways that are good and beneficial (for others), treating
one's parents with kindness, and maintaining bonds of kinship.

There are several other Ahadith which assert that a man's liveli
hood is increased and his term of life is prolonged on account of his
kindness towards his kinsmen. We have just quoted a few of them,
by way of example. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wCl8allam has poin
ted out to us an easy way of achieving these two ambitions through
strengthening ties of kinship. All those who desire a long life and
extensive means of livelihood can by this prescription suggested by
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WCl8allam, if they sincerely believe in
the truth of his sayings, and spend as much as they can on streng
thening kinship. For, it is bound to be recompensed with increase in
means of livelihood and, furthermore, it guarantees a prolonged
term oflife.

~~~~/~4i,~t.,~;JGJ~;t,*I~ 0
~iOGUllf::.~.u..l)~~~~J~;x;\~r'~l

. HADITH: 3
Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho narrates that Rasulu1lah
Sallallaho alaihe WCl8allam once sai~ •An excellent way
of showing kindness to one's father in his absence is
to treat his friends and acquaintances in a kindly
way".

Note: Absence may be temporary or permanent from this world
Le. death. In the latter case, showing kindness to one's father's
friends will be a higher virtue. For, if a person treats his father's
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friends kindly, in the absence of his father when alive, he may be
doing so in order to win the favour of his father for his own selfish
designs, whereas, ithe treats them kindly even after the death of his
father, this will .not be for any selfish design, but will be out of
genuine regard and esteem for him. In another Hadith, Ibne Dinar
lWhmatullah alaihe relates that Abdullah Ibne Umar Radhiallaho
anho was going on·a j01,lrney to Makkah when he saw a bedouin
going on the way. Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anlw gave him his own
riding-beast, took off his own turban and gave it to him as a gift.
Ibne Dinar Rahmatullah alaihe said to him, "This man might have
been pleased with something less". Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho
said, "This man's father was afriend ()f my father and I have heard
RasuluIIah Ballallaho alaihe r,uetsallam saying, "Showing kindness to
the frien~!; of ones father gets the best return" Abu Hurairah
Radhiallalw anho says that, on one of his visits to Madinah, Ibne
Umar came to see him and said, "Do you know why I have come to
see you? I have heard RasUlullah Ballallaho alaihe wasallam saying,
"If anyone wishes to show kindness to his father who is dead, let him
treat his father's friends in a kindly manner, and (you know that)
my father (Umar) was a friend ofyours". (Targheeb).

A Hadith reports Abu Usaid Maalik bin Rabi'ab Radhiallaho
anho as saying, "While we were sitting in company with Rasulullah
Ballallaho alaihe wasallam, a man of the Banu Salma Tribe came to
him and said, "0 Rasultill~is there any way left for me to show
kindness to my parents after their death?' He replied, "Yes, you can
invoke Allah's blessings on them, make 'lstighfaar' for them (ask
Allah's forgiveness for them), fulfil the promises (if any) made by
them with people, treat their relatives and dependents with kindness
and show respect to their friends". (Mishkaat). A version adds: At
this the man said, "What an excellent idea!" and Rasulullab Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam replied, "Practice it, then". (Targheeb)

~lill;'~x.:;.lI~I:J""';-':--;"~~ \~..:ula;;:-.;J(;JG~~ 0, ..."/ , •• . "'!R ,"
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Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says, "If the
parents of a person die, or one of them dies, and he
has not been dutiful to them, but he goes on asking
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forgiveneu for .them and making other supplications
(Du'aa) for them, Allah Ta'ahi will record him as a
dutlfulaon·.

Note: How bounteous are the blessings and favours of Allah
Ta'ala, to His men! Very often, circulnstailces arise which cause a
certain unple$santness 'between parents and .children, but the
patent and children relationship is deep-rooted to allow for
permananet estrangement from ea.ch other. 'So, when a man's father
or mother dies, 'fi1i8llove re-asserts itself, he feels deep remorse and
is distressed to reJn~m~ their ~ovingcare for himself. Allah~'ala
has, in His infinite Mercy and Compassion for man, shown a way for
redeeming such sitlu¢ions; He h8s ordained that, if a person prays
for Allah'~ blessing for his parents after their death, makes
'Ufl;ighfaar' for them and, after doing a good deed involving
expenditure of money or otherwise,' requests Allah to· transfer its
rewards to th~ir eredit (called 'Eesaal-e-Thawab'),these good deeds
will oompensate for his 'failure to fulfil the duties he owed them in
their lifetime and he will be reoorded asa dutiful son. It is one of the
greaiest favours of Allilh Ta'ala to His men that He has opened a
way for the undutiful sons and daughters to atone for their sins,
even after the death of their parents when, normally, it is said to be
too late. What a shame would it be if we were too hard-hearted not
to avail of this opportunity for atonement! For, there are very few
whose' behaviour to' their parents is always oorrect and who give
their parents their due rights. It is, therefore, advisable that each
one of us should make a routine of performing some good deeds
regularly and pray to Allah to transfer the blessings earned in this
way to the credit of his deceased parents. It would be an excellent
routine, in view of its splendid oonsequences.

A Hadith says that if anyone performs Hajj on behalf of his
parents; it is treated as a 'Hajj-e-Badal' (i.e. it atones for their failure
to· perform' Fardh Hajj during their life), the glad tidings whereof
are oonveyed to their souls in 'the Heavens above, and he is reoorded
as a: dutiful son, even though he may have been undutiful heretofore.
Another Hadith says that if a person performs Hajj on' behalf of
either of his parents, the father (or mother) receives reward for one
H8jj, while his own reward for it is equal to, that of, a person
performing~ nine times. Allama Ainee Rahmatullah alaihe has
quoted a Hadith in his explanatory notes on Bukhari, to the
follOWing effect:-
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Whosoever recites the following Du'aa,~d then. requests Allah
Ta'ala to transfer the reward e8rhed thereby to the. credit of his
parents, is like one baWli,fl,1lfilled his obijgatlons to them:
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Allpraise be to Allah,· tM Slutainet ()fthe)JJOrlds;t~Lord ofthe
heaven,s dnd the earth; to Rimalo'rfebtwngs ihe true grentness
in the~ns and in the earth<and1fiia1Q:ntJuusuptemacy:and
is Wise. All praise be to Allah,the/1.IOrdof theheatJensand ~he
Lord of the earth,· the Sustai~df t1Je... 'Worlds; to Him alone
belongs Mqjesty in the heaVtn$';tit.i!l?-lnthe.-eiu'th, and He is Sup
reme and Wise; He. alone istltt·~StiVemgn, Lord of the heavens
and tM earth and the. Susttil'ttdoftheWorld8; to Him alone be
longs the celestiallightfNui'}fJ!thehPnJens and thf! eiuthand
He is tlte Mqjestic, the Wise. .

Another Hadith relates; What .dow it cost' a pel1lon if, having
spent somethi~g as a Nan Sadaqah, he prays to Allah Ta'ala to
transfer thereWar~ to his parentS, provided theybel\111slims? For,
in that case, they'will receive the blessings while his own reward will
nbt decrease. <K'anz). ACCQnUng to this Hadith, a man does not need
to perform any virtqoU$ deed'ex:~llsiv:ely.for .hispatenf$;· he should
just pray to Allah Ta!ala' to transfer to· bis .parents the rewards
~rnec;l by him .byspending for a: good cause.

Abdullah Ibne SalwunRadhiallaho anho says: I swear by the
name of the Immaculate Being. Who sent ~ulullahSqllallaho
alaihe Ulasallam with the messwe of truth, it is implied .in 'the
Sacred B09k of Allah, 'Do not sever kjnsbip with him who 'has done
a favour to strengthen kinship with your f4thet, for that nIightcause
your loss offaith'. .It occurs in ~other~dith,that: "Whbsqever~s
to visit the graves of his pare!lts, .or ~e·gtave of eitber.oftlu$'; on
every Friday, his sins will be forgivenaIld he will becountedaniong
the dutiful". .
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Allama Auzaa'ee Rahmatullah alaihe says, "I have beard it said
that, if a person whQ. has been undutiful towards his parents makes
'Istighfaar' for them' after their death, pays otT their debts and does
not speak ill of them, he will' be counted- as dutiM; and that, if a
person who has been dutiful towards his parents speaks ill of them
after their death, does not payoff the debt' theJ' owed, nor makes
'Istighfaar' for them, he will be treated as undutiful. (Durre
Manthur)
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HADITH: 5
RasuIullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "Shall
I not advise you on an excellent Sadaqah? It is what
you spend to provide for a daughter who 'has been
sent back to you, and who has no orie but you to earn
her livelihood". •

Note: 'Has been sent back to you' means sent back to you after
being widowed or divorced by her hus):land. It may also mean that
some other circumstances have necessitated her coming back to her
Parents. In these cases, all that is spent to meet her requirements is
treated as an excellent Sadaqah, for it combines many acts of virtue:
(1) Sadaqah, (2) helping a person in 'distress, (3) strengthening
famUy bonds, (4) lovingeare for one's children, and (5) sympathy
with the grieved, for earlier, when the children lived with their
parents, they felt ha:ppy to look after their needs; but, when they
come back to the parents, after having been married and having
started, to live happily in their own homes, both the children and the
parents feel extremely grieved. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam once Said; 'For anyone helping a distressed person Allah Ta'ala
records seventy-three grades of forgiveness, one of which shall
suffice ,'him for his well-being in all worldly _affairs and seventy two
will raise him spiritually on the Day ofJudgment'.

We have already referred to a number of Traditions bearing
upon this .subject in Chapter one, under the Hadith quoted at Serial
No. 26. Umme S,aJamah Radhiallaho anha once asked Rasulullah
SallallahO aliUhe wasallam 'Shall I gain any teward for what I spend
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on the sons of Abu Salamah my previous husband, for they are my
sons'? He replied; 'Spend on them, you will be rewarded for
spendin.g onth~m'. (Mishkciat). Besides, it ,is a praiseworthy act,
accotding to Shariah, 1:9 treat one's children with kIndness and
loving care, even when they are not in need of help. Once Rasulullah
Saliazlahoal:aik wi18allam caressed his grandsons, HilsanotHusain
Radhiallf!.oo.anhilma' who were with him and Aqra Ibne Haabis, the
chief of BanuTameem, who was also With him atthQ,t time said, "I
have teli ehiidreh and I have never shown affection to anyone of
them". ~uhillah:Salltlllaho alllihe liJasalliJm regarded, him with
sharp looks ahdsaid, "Ite who does not show merCy, will not be
shownD1~rCy". 'It OQCurs in. anQt4er'Hadith'that a nomadic Arab
asked .~~lunali,"po you ki~ your cflildren'?We do not kiss them":
~ulullah Sal~cillahq·alq.ihe, wq.sailam tepli,ed,."How cap' I help it
whEniAiI.ahTq'ala has m~de your heart devQid 'of tender feelings". If
a person. treats "chtldren kindly when they are in dlstresi he gets a
spe~tk reWaril :in addition, to that for' showingkinaness to his
children nornial~y.' '
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HADITH: 6

Ra~uluIlJlh Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has sai~ "A'
Sadaqah IPven;to a PQor man is merely Sadaqah. but
when,itiB giv.en to a relative, it serveS two pur-poses:
it is both a Sadaqah and an extra act of kindness for
kinship".

Note: While giving Sadaqah, the poor relatives should be given
prefereltce over, the poor ones among the common people, as it is
more virtuous to spend on one's kinsmen. THis is the subject of
many a T.-adition, and it h~ been treated in the Ahadith in various
ways. Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe riJasallcim said, "Of the (four)
Dinaars, a Dinaar you contribute in the path of Allah, a Dinaar
spent to set free.a slave, a Dinaar given,as Sadaqah to a poor man
and a Dinaar spent to provide for your family -- the one spent to
support your family will bring the greatest, reward, provided it is
spent solely for the pleasure qf Allah Ta'ala and they need help". It
has been narrated in another Hadith that once, when Maimunah
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Radhiallaho anhaset free' a slave-girl" Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said, "It would have' given you greater reward if you had
given her ,to yoU1' maternaI uncle". OnCe Rasullillah Sallqllaho alaihe
waBallam speCifically qhorted women to give Sadaqah. After listen
ing to the exhortation, ~riab returned to her husband AbdUllah
Ibne Mas'ood, an eminent S&habi and a great Faqeeh, and said to
him, "Rasu1Ul1ah,'Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has commanded us to
give Sadaqah and you are fiDa,ncially.weak; so go and ask him if my
spendiug on you wi1J 'count as Sadaqah. Abd~ Ibne Mas'ood
Bodhiallaho anho told!J.er ~at she had better go and ask it herself.
<Possibly he felt, shy to ask the question himself or might have
thought it would appe8.rselfish of him to 'ask 'such a question). So
she went to RasUluIl8.h SallallahO alaihewQ8allam and found a
woman standing at his door, who had come for the same purpose,
but they dale not aSk him. Meanwhile'DUal Radhiallahoanho came
out, so they ~d, to, hiJ;n, "Go ,to' RasUlullah S!Ulallaho alaihe
WQ8allam and ten him that ihere are two women at the, door who
have come to ask whether it 'Woll1d C9unt as Sadaqah if they gave
something to th~r huSbands and to'the orphans, who are in'their
charge, from among the children' of thldr late huSbands". Bilal
Radhiallaho anho went in and convey~themessage to'Ra$ulullah
Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam, who asked'~ who' the'women were,
whereupon Bilal told him ,'that there"w~ a woDWl' from. the Ansar
and Zainab, the wife of Abdullah bin Mas'ood. Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe WQ8allam thensaid,"Yes; and they wiDget two rewatds: one
for the kinship and the other for Sadaqah". (Mishkaat).

Ali Radhiallaho anho says, 1 wouldlove to help my brother with
a Dirham rather than spend twenty DirJwns on another person. I
would rather help hUn (a brother) with a hundred Dirhams than set
free a slave". (IhYQ). It occurs in another Hadith'that (while
spending money) the first preference should be given to 'one's own
needs; if the money exceeds one's needs, it should be spent on one's
faJpily; if there is still something extra, it should be spent on other
relatives; and if there is still IiQme left, it should be distributed
among other people. (Kanz). There are many other Ahadith on this

,subject related in Kanz-ul-Ummal and some other collections of
Ahadith;but the Ahadith mean that, when spending money, a per
son'~ prefer his family above others only if he knows for certain
that his family is more in' need of help. But if others are, in greater
n8eclof help or he himself, in spite of'his need, has patience with
perrRttrust 'in Allah Ta'ala, it is highly coIDmendable to prefer
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others' needs to his own; We b&ve alreatfy discussed this point in
Cbapte~;oneunder the Ayat: 28 beginning:j ~:iSfj;~~;1

Ali Radhiallalw anlw relates: "Shall I tell you an iDcid~n:tab,out
myself and my wife, Fatimah, RmihialWro "C111hD., 'the' deareSt ~and
most loved.daughter of Rasultillah Sallallalwalaihe iI1a8allam ,who
lived with me in my house. She used to grind the COl1llierself sO that
calluses grew on the palms of. her hands; she fetchedwa:ter,for the
hoUse iIi a goatskin bag, the straps of which luJd·left'amark on her
body; she swept the house herSelf, which soiled her clothes; she
cooked the food so that herdress,becameblaclt withsmok~; In short,
she did all the streriu0UshousehoidjQbliherseIf. Once Some war
captives werebrougbtto RasuluQahSallalltilw alaihewasallam and
I asked her to go to him, and' ask him for. a"helper.'She went to
RasuluUah Sallalla/w al4i.hewaBallluh· but, as there were many
people round him,shecoll1d:notaskhi~.for sbynesS.~vetsibn has:
She mentioned the OUltter 1;0 Aishab RiJdhialldlw ttnha 'and came
baclI;).Nexi day, RasUiulIah°sanai~~~wasQllcun, visif.ed us and
said, "Fa~wbat did you want.f.9 tell me yesteni8y?" She felt shy
and kepi quiet, I tOldItaslil~ilJt' SallalUUw tilaihe wilsallam about
her dai!Y·laboursaridher &a1ingto fetCh water, etc., 'and ~dthat I
b8d sent her. to _ for a servant. RasululIahSallaliaho alaihe
WtUalIam ~d, ~ mesug&e$t,so~~ng that is better.. than a
servant: when,You go tob~ say: ( ~I;~ )(GlorybetoAllah)
thirty-u.ree tiQles. ! cd.til )~b~ to Allah) ~rty three
times a,nd'(~Zf) W1ahis Great) thirt;y four ti~es ·Thtd will be
better for you thana servant". (Abu-Dawaod). Anpther ye.-sion of the
Hadith ad~: Rasulullah Salltillalw aUiihewas41lanisaid, "I, cannot
give you a servant at this time when the 'Companions of the Sutrah'
are suffering from panpof hunger. I shall sell theSIaves and spend
the price on their requirements". (Fath-ul-Sari)
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HADITII: 7

Asmaa Radhiallalw anhD., daughter of Abu Bakr, says
that, when Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam was
negotiating a treaty with the Quraish, her mother,
who was a non·belieYer, came (from Makkah) to visit
her (in Madinah) and she asked, "0 Rasulullah, my
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mother has .conieto me,. expecting me to help her;
shall I help her?" Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
replied, "Yes, do help her".

Note: In the early days of Islam, Muslims were mercilessly
persecuted by the non-believers and books on History are full of
painful details of their miseries. Even when the Muslims migrated to
Madinah Munawwarah, the non-believers did not allow them to live
in peace. They attacked them and harassed them in all possible
ways.. Once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam came to Makkah
with a small number of his Sahabah Radhaillaho anhum, with the
sole intention of performing Umrah, but the non-believers prevented
their entry into the Sacred City and· compelled them to return to
Madinah without performing the rites of Umrah. On this occasion,
however, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam made a treaty with
the Quraish to stop hostilities .for a few years, on certain conditions.
This is a well-known event of Islamic history, to which Asmaa
Radhiallaho. anha has referred in the above-quoted HadithJt was
during those days of treaty that the divorced wife of Abu Bakr
Radhiallaho anho, who was the mother of Asmaa Radhiallaho anha
but who had not embraced Islam, came to visit her in Madinah
Munawwarah in the hope of gaining some financial help. As she was
a non-believer, Asmaa Radhiallaho anha could not decide whether
she should help her or not, and so asked RasuIullah Sallallalw
alaihe wasallam about it, who advised her to help her mother.
Commenting on this incident, Imaam Khattabi Rahmatullah alaihe
writes: "We can infer from thls incident that it is necessary to give
material help to our kinsmen, irrespective of their being Muslims or
non-Muslims·. A Tradition says that the following Ayat was revealed
concerning this incident:

Allah does not forbid you to show kindness to and dealjustly
with those who did not make war against you on cu:coun.t of
Deen (religion) and did not drive you out (rom your homes.
1.0/ Allah/aves those who dealjustly. (al·Mumtahinah:8)

Commenting on the Ayat, Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanwi Rahmat
uUah alaihe writes, 'It refers to the non-believers who have become
'Zimmis' (non-Muslim subjects living in a Muslim state) or thosa
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non-Mqslli:ns wh'o have agreed to live at peace with the -Muslims. It
is coDlDlelldable~:totreat these classes kindly. In this context, 'Show
kindneSs and deal justly' means that tIley be treated kindly, in view
of their being subjects of 8, Muslim state 'or are rec:oncllable. Not to
~ ofa ZitnDU, it is incumbent upon a Mo'min to deal justly with
evety man. MUSlim or non-Muslim"and even with animals·. (Bayan
ul-Qur'wd. The name of Asmaa's. P1o~er is said to be 'Qailah' or
'QutaiIah', daughter of Abdu1-U~who had been divorced by Abu
Bakr R4dluliallaho anho as she~ not embraced Islam. Some tra
ditions relate that when 'she came to' visit her daughter Asmaa
Rtulhialaho anha, with some cheese· and purified butter as gifts for
her, Asmaa did not allow her to enter her house, but sent a
messenger to her half-sister, Aishah RadhiallaJw anha requesting
her to ask Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WCl8allam whether she
(Asmaa) could allow her non-Muslim mother into her house. When
asked, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WCl8allam gave her the permis
sion and the above-quoted Ayat was reve8led concerning this illci
dent. (Fattzh and Durre Manthur). The incident speaks of the firm
i8ith of the ladies of those times, which is really enviable. Just
:magine! Her mother comes to her house just to see her (for, she has
not yet asked her for any help) but the lady does not allow her to
come in till she has ascertained, by sending a messenger and asking
Rasulullab Sallallaho alaihewasallam, whether it is permissible to
entertain one's non-Muslimre1atives..Mailytraditions have it that,
in the early days of ISlam, ~e Sahabah did not like to give Sadaqah
to their non-Muslim relatives, till the folloWing Ayat was revealed:

Their tu:eeptance of Islam is not thy duty (QMuhammad),
but Allah grant, whom He wilL ,And whatsoever good thing
you spend (as Sadaqah, etc) U is for j'QUI'felves,. when you
s]J6Ul not a%Cq)t f(j1' seekmg AllO.h's pteasUTf!. (al-Baqarah:
272)

The Ayat implies that whatever a man spends as Sadaqah, etc.,
for the sake of Allah Ta'aJa may be giv~lJl to· any needy person,
Muslim or non-Muslim.lbne Abbas Radhiallaho a'nho says: People
did not like to treat their non-Muslim relatives with favour, so that
they, too, might eome into the fold of Islam. Some of .them asked
Rasulullah &llallaho alaihe wasallam about it and, on this occasion,
the Ayat~~~~wasrevealJd. 1 he same subject has appeared
in several other Ahadith. (1)wTe Manthur). Imaam Ghuali Rahmat-
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ullah alaihe writes: "Once a fire-worshipper (Magian) came to
Ibrahim Alaihissmam and requested to be entertained as a guest.
Ibrahim Alaihissalam refused to entertain him saying, "If you
embrace Islam, I shall be pleased to entertain you". The Magian went
away, but a revelation came to Ibrahim Alaihissalam from Allah
Ta'ala saying, 'Ibrahim, you would not feed a non-Muslim for a
night until he accepted your creed, while I have been feeding him for
the last seventy years, notwithstanding his being a non-believer. It
would not have mattered much if you had given him a meal".
Ibrahim Alaihissalam got up at once and went in search of the
Magian and asked him to come back and share a meal with him. The
Magian came back and, having taken the meal, asked Ibrahim
Alaihissalam what had made him go out and search for him. At this,
Ibrahim AlaihisscJlam told him about the revelation, on hearing
which the fireworshipper embraced Islam and said, "As He has been
treating me so kindly, I accept Islam. Please give me necessaIY
instructions". ([hya). A Hadith relates three matters, which. are a
must for everybody: (1) treating one's parents with kindness, be they
Muslims or non-Muslims; (2) fulfilling one's undertaking, whether it
is for a Muslim or a non-Muslim; (3) returning a thing kept in trust,
to its owner, be he a Muslim or a non-Muslim. (Jaame-us-SaghirJ.
The three divines,Muhammad Ibne Hanafiyyah,Ataa and Qatadah
Rahmatullah alaihim, are agreed that the following Ayat from· the
Qur'an requires the· Muslims' to deal kindly with those of their
relatives who are Jews, Cristians or other non-Muslims:

'li"'~'~"''J i\\,\~ ~,"l"JIV'~~ (J., (,;) :;.,

Except that you should d.ea1 kindly with your friends. (al-Ahzaab: 6)
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HADITH: 8

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, "All
creatures are Allah's family (dependents) and those
are dearest to Allah who treat His family men with
kindness."
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Note: The phrase "All c~tures "includes Muslims, non
Muslims, all mankind, and animals. Islam teaches us to behave
kindly towards all creatures, so as to earn love ftomAllah. We have
already quoted a Hadith at serial No. 10 in Chapter one, which
relates how an unchaste woman was granted forgiveness by' Allah
Ta'ala, by virtue of an act of kindnessie. giving sOme water to a
thirsty dog. Another Hadith, quoted at serial No.8 in Chapter two
above, relates that a woman was punished for starving her pet cat to
death. Such are the rewards for showing kindness to animals; one
can imagine how bountiful will be the reward for the good freatnlent
and kindness shown to human beings, who are the best of creation.
An oft-quoted Hadith says:

~ ~ ,," ""~SJ. · 'V,," v,v ~"~'cJ ~.r~?!,ld ()-f Z"'.) '" V'" rJ;,o',.
"Show mercy to those who are on. the earth; He Who is in the
Heavens will have mercy on you".

According to another Hadith, RasuluIlah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallamonce said, "Allah Ta'ala will not show mercy to him who
does not show mercy to other people". Still another Hadith has:
"Mercy is taken away .from the· heart of an ill-fated person:

.' (Mishkaat). Each and every incideli~ from the life ,history of
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam'bears testimony.to ,the fact
that his-blessed life was a mercy for the entire world. Tnerefore, it is
important that every member or"the Muslim UDimah should try to
learn the details of his everyday life and follow his blessed example.
Allah Ta'ala says:

~#/" ~ll;U-::"""(""'".~ . ,,"'-".)~t·· )\ II'

And we have s~nt you (for nQ other purpose than) to show mercy
to all thJ?people ofthe entire world. (al-Ambyia: 107)

eommenting on this Ayat, Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho says:
UndOUbtedly the sacred personality of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam is a mercy both in this world and in the Akhirah fo~ those
who believe in him as a Rasul of Allah Ta'ala. What is more, his ),ife
is also a mercy for those who do not believe in him. For, through the
benedictions ~f RasuluUah Sallallaho alaihe wasbllam, they have
been saved from suffering drastic punishments jp this life, which
were inflicted on the Ummahs of the past for their sins,- such as
being swallowed up by the earth or being chang-ell into animals, or
being stoned to death from above. .. ,
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Abu Hurairah Radhiallalio anho says that Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam was asked, "Invoke Allah's curse upon the Quraish,
for they have been very cruel in persecuting the Muslims and have
caused them great harm, but he replied, ~I have not been sent to
curse people. I have been sent as a mercy to mankind!" And there are
many other Traditions on the same subject. (Durre Manthur). In the
'Stories of Sahabah' the harrowing tale of the sufferings of Rasul
ullah Sallallalio alaihe wasallam on his visit to Ta'if has been
related, describing how the wretched people of Taa'if treated him
mercilessly and pelted him with stones, so that his body was covered
with blood. But when the angel of the mountains came and said to
him that, if he wished, he (the angel) would cause the hills on both
sides of Ta'if to collide so that all the humans within would be
crushed to death, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "N0, if
they do not embrace Islam, I hope among their progeny there will be
such who win do SI) and pray to Him.'

In the Battle of Uhud,when the Quraish made a severe attackon
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and one of his blessed teeth
was broken, he was asked to curse them, but all he said was, "0
Allah, show my people the path of Hidayat (of Truth). rhey do not
know me". Once Umar Radhiallaho anho said, "0 Rasulullah, if you
had invoked Allah Ta'ala against us (in our pre-Islamic days) as
Nooh Alaihissalam did, all of us would have been ruined. But you
tolerated all manner of torture at our hands,· and still, always
implored Allah, saying, '0 Allah forgive my people, for they do not
know!" Qazi Ayaaz Rahmatullah alaihe says,'lfwe carefully consider
all these incidents, we find in them the great height of moral
attainments of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, showing his
great forbearance, nobility of disposition and magnanimity. The non
believers treated him in the cruellest possible way, but Rasulullah
Sallallalio alaihe wasallam always implored Allah Td'ala to forgive
them and grant them proper guidance (i.e Hidayat).

The story of Ghawath bin Harith is well-known in the life
history of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. Once Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was on a journey and went to sleep all by
himself; Ghawath came along unsheathing his sword and awakening
him said, "Who can protect you from me?" Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam said, "Allah!" On hearing this, Ghawath began to
tremble with fear and the sword fell fl'om his hand! Rasulullah then
took up the sword and said, 'Who \,\':]1 protect you from me?" The
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man,seeking his forgiveness, said, "You are the best among those
who grasp a sword", upon which Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam pardoned him and let him go. It is also well-known that a
Jewish woman poisoned Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and,
when questioned, she admitted her crime but he did not take
revenge from her. Labeed Ibnal-A'sam, the Jew, cast a spell on
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, who was told about it but did
not even like the people to know about it. In short, there are
numerous incidents in hist01Y which speak of the noble and
merciful behaviour of Rasulullah towards his enemies.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam also said: "You cannot be
a (pelfect) Mo'min unless you behave mercifully to one another7The
Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum submitted, "0 Rasulullah every one of
us shows mercy to others", but Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam said, "True mercy does not consist in showing mercy to one's
own friends, kinsmen, fellow-Muslims; true mercy is that which is
all-embracing". Once Rasulullah Sallallaho a.laihe wasallam went to
a house where some people of the Quraish were sitting together, and
said to them, "Power shall remain among the Quraish and they shall
rule,as long as they show mercy to those who ask for mercy, act
justly towards people while giving decisions, give due share to
everybody while distributing things; and he who does not observe

. these will be cursed by Allah Ta'ala, cursed by the angels and cursed
by all mankind".

Once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam went to a house
where some Ansaar were sitting in company with Muhajireen.
When they saw him coming, eVetybody moved from his place to
make room, each one wishing that Rasulullah. Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam should sit close to him, but he stood in the doorway,
resting his hands on the bars of the door, and said, ''You owe me a
lot! The Quraish will rule as long as they observe three things
particularly: (1) Showing mercy to him who asks for it; (2) Acting
justly while giving a decision; (3) Holding fast to a treaty made with
other people. He who does not observe these things shall be cursed
by Allah Ta'ala, cursed by the angels and cursed by all mankind".
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has saip, "Whosoever kills a
sparrow without justification will have to account for it on the Day of
Judgment". When asked by the Sahabah what does a man owe to a
sparrow. Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe wasallam replied, "It should
be eaten after being killed properly and not thrown away uselessly".
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There are numerous Ahadlth to the effect that "Feed those of your
servants who ~underyour controlfrotn whatyou eat, clothe them
as you wear; dlsp98e- oftheJ.D. when they do notsuit you, but do not
punish them, for'you have no right to do So". (TargheebJ

Accordlng to another Hadith, ll8SuluUah Sallallaho alaihe
wQ3allam once ,said" 'When' your servant cO<>ks some food. having
su1fer~ heat and smoke,you should ask him to partake of it. But if
the fOod is small in quantity, you should give him a small part of it.
(MishkaatJ.Another Hadlth has: "Treating those under one's
authority 'well is blessed, while treating, them badly invites
misfortune". (MishkaatJ. "To conclude; Rasfil1illah Sallallaho alaihe
wQ3allam has insisted that tbebelievers(Mo'inineen) show mercy to
all creatures and' has exhortedtheMJln various ways; to be generous
to all.

~\~~i:.\f-Z\~(J~j'~j~~~\~ .~
Ib ~.JbJ~W)~~~~-;~I~~~\~~\~~~~\. (~,~-

HADITH:9

Rasulullah ,Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is reported to
have said:."He who gives equal treatment in res
ponse does not really. strengtheil family bonds; but
he is the one who through kind behaviour streng
thenshis ties of kinship with those who sever
relations with him."

Note: Obviously, if you believe that you should treat your
relatives just as they have treated you, you have done little for
strengthening family bonds. For, this principle applies even to
strangers: you are mdrally bound to do good to a person who has
done a good turn to yo:o.. -But, if you do good to a kinsman who does
not' show much concern for you, remains aloof from you or even
severs relations with you, your kind behaviour towards him would
spring from a regard for the sanctity of family bonds. It is, therefore,
desirable that you should never think of how a kinsman treats you
but think ofwhat you. owe him and continue to fulfil your obligations
to him, le~ you should be called to account on the Day of Judgment
for neglieence in observing your duty to him. Never for a moment
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entertain a thought of what he owes you on account of your kinship
with him; you should rather feel happy ifyou are not receiving what
is due froin him~ For, on the Day of Judgement your reward for
foregoing your rights will be far greater than the material benefits
you would have gained ifhe had fulfilled them. .

.Once a Sahabi Radhiallaho anho said to Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam, "0 Rasulullah, I have some relatives; I try to
strengthen bonds of kinship with them but they ignore me; I treat
them with kindness but they treat me badly; I exercise forbearance
in my behaviour towards them but they are rude to me". Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Ifyou are treating them as you say,
you are throwing dust in their faces (they will be humiliated) and
Allah Ta'ala will continue to support you against them as long as
you remain steadfast in your behaviour: (Mishkaat). And, what
harm can come to a person who is continuously supported by Allah
Ta'ala in all his affairs! How can anybody who severs relations with
him dep,r1ve him of any benefit? An Urdu poet says:

• ;..PI.. ~ ;. " J.
~~~~":",.I~a.,,,!J-if;.,7

~~,';~~L:()~~~d()j ..
"I would not have Thef! forsaking me, 0 wrd; 0 what a calamity
(it would) be to be forsaken by you! If Thou art mine, I wo'nt
mind being forsaken by the entire world".

There is no denying the fact that, if Allah Ta'ala supports a
person, he does not need help from anyone else. :F'or, all the worfd
will work for his good and, even if all people were to unite against
him, they would not be able to do him any harm. Another Hadith
reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying, "Allah My
Lord has commanded me to observe nine things: (1) To fear Allah
openly. and in private (i.e.fear Him from my heart and in my
outward behaviour; or fear Him in my lonely hours and while sitting
in company with people); (2) to speak justly, both when I am pleased
and when angIY (when pleased, a person hides the faults and extols
the vhtues and when angIY he frames false accusations; I muSt
speak justly under all cOndtions); (3) to adopt moderation both in
poverty and in prosperity (i~e. not to be miserly in poverty, nor
extravagant in prosperity; or, it may mean 'not to grumble or
complain when poor, nor take pride when rich); (4) to strengthen
ties of kinship with him who has severed relations with me; (5) to
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show favour to him who has denied me his favours; (6) to forgive
him who has wronged me; (7) that my silence should be devoted to
meditation (on the signs of Allah Ta'ala or the circumstances of the
Akhirah, etc.);(8) that my speech should be devoted to Glorifying
Him or explaining His commandments to people; (9) that my looking
at things should be for taking a lesson; (10) that I should enjoin what
is good".

The Hadith mentions nine commands but seems to give ten. It
may be that the tenth command is meant to sum up the details given
in the first nine. Or, the commands given at selial no. 7 and 8 may
be taken as one command , as in case of the first command (which
enjoins fear of Allah, both in public and in private) two·commands
have been combined into one and, again in case of the second
command (speaking justly both when pleased and when angry), two
commands have been combined into one. Hakim bin Hazaam Radhi
allaho anho says that someone asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam as to what kind of Sadaqah was the best, to which he
replied, "Behaving kindly towards a relative who harbours enmity
towards you". (Targhib). A Hadith narrates that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Anyone who wants to have high
grades and lofty apaltments awarded to him on the Day of Judg
ment should forgive a person who wrongs him and show kindness to
him who denies him his favours and strengthen ties of kinship with
him who has broken it off with him. (Durre Manthur). According to
another Hadith,when this Ayat was revealed:

61~I~ : ''\''~;;jr "i""~~l\'-!_,. ,,' "~.r J, ~.,.. J~~

Keep to forgiveness (0 Muhammad and enjoin kindness, and
turn away from the rudely ignorant. (al-A'raf: 199)·

Rasulallah. Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked Jibra'il Alaihis
salam to explain it to him. Jibra"il Alaihisalam said, 'I shall tell you
about it after.asking the One Who knows'. So Jibra'il Alaihissalam
went away and came back and told Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam that Allah Ta'ala was commanding hhn· (in this Ayat) to
forgive those who wrong him, to grant favours to those who deny
him their favours and to strengthen ties of kinship with those who
sever relationship with him".

Another version of the Hadith adds, "After this l'evelation Rasulc
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam addressed the people thus: Shall I
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guide you to the eXcellent qualities of character for this life and. for
the Akhirah? " The Sahabah said, "Certainly!" and he continued,
"They are, to forgive him who has wronged you, to give a favour to
him who has denied you of his favours, to reunite ties of relationship
with him who has broken it off with you". Ali RDdhiallfPw anho says
thai once RasuluUah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "~halilguide
you to the excellent qualities of character possesSed by the Jloble
people of the earlier and the later times?" I said, 'Cert,ainly'a;nd he .
said, 'They are: to favour him who has deprived you ofhis.favours;to
forgive him who has wronged you and to rejoin ties of kinship with
him who has severed relations with you. Uqbah RDdhiallaho anho
says that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WCUlallam asked, 'S.halll' gUide
you to the excellent qualities of character for this life and-the
Hereafter? And then mentioned the aforesaid qualties. A numper of
Sahabah RDdhiallaho anhum have related Ahadith to'the satDeef.
feet. Abu Hurairah RDdhiallaho anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam as saying, "No~y can attain perfect sincelity ill
faith (Imaan) until he observes the following: Joins ties of kinship
with those who have severed it with him, forgives those who wrong
him, pardons those who abuse him and does good to those who ill~

treat him. (Durre Manthur) .

J ~'( ~1'? t:~~-':'l-q.- :..~\ ..-'/~-tfit"...t'~~\~:/ rj:\
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HADITH: 10

RasuluUah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam said, "There is no
sin for which the doer more deserves punishment in
this world, in addition to that reserved for him in
the Akhirah, than the committingof oppression and
severing kinship.

Note: The Hadith means that the two sins, oppression and sever
ing family bonds, are more readily punished in this world (in addi
tion to the punishment in the Akhirah) than any other sin. Another
Hadith says: Ofall the sins, Allah Ta'ala forgives whichever He likes.
except the sin of severing kinship with one's parents, which is
punished in this life before the death of the shiner". (Mishkaat). Still
another Hadith says, "The punishment for every sin is delayed by
Allah Ta'ala till the Day of Resurrection, except for the sin of
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undutifulness to parents, the doer of which is readily punished in
this world. (Jami-U8-Sagheer). There are quite a few Ahadith to the
effect 1;Jlat, on the Day of Judgement, Allah To'ala will grant'Rehem·
(a symbol of kinship) the power to speak; it will catch hold of the
Throne ('Arsh) of Allah To'ala an beseech Him repeatedly,thus "0
Allah, grant your reconciliation to him who reconciled with me, and
ignore him who ignored me! "A1s() there are seVjral Ahadith which
report Allah Ta'ala as saying, 'Rehem' (symbol ror family bonds) is a
derivative of Ar-Rahman (The Compassio~ateone), one of My Attri
butive Names. I, who am Rahman, shall look after him who .looks
after kinship; and ignore him who ignores family kinship. It occurs
in another Hadith that Allah's Mercy does not descend upon a
poeple among whom there is a person who has severed ties with his
kinsmen. Another Hadith reports RasUlullah SaUailaho alaihe
wCl8allam as saying, "Men's deeds are submitted to Allah Ta'ala
every Thursday, but no good act is accepted from a person who
severs family connectionS." (1)urre Manthur)

Faqih Abul-Laith Rahmatullah alaihe says: "The sin of a person
severing family bonds is the most abominable one; so much so that
those who sit in· company with him are also deprived of blessings
fromAlJah Ta'ala. Therfore, everyone must repent of this sin, as
soon as possible, and make e.tforts to reunite ties of relationship with
his kinsmen. For, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihewasallam has said,
'There is no virtue more readily rewarded than the act of reuniting
family bonds; and there is no sin of which the doer is more readily
punished in this world, besides having punishment stored up for
him in the Akhirah, than the one committing oppression and the
one severin" ties ·of kinship." (Tanbeh-ul-Gha/ileen). One day after
Fejr Salaat, Abdullah Ibne Mas'Ud Radhiallaho anlw was sitting in
company with a number of people when he said, "0 people, take an

. oath, if· anyone of you has severed ties of relationship with his
kinsmen, he should go away and leave us alone. For, we are going to
beseech a favour of Allah Ta'ala and the gates of the heavens are
closed for him who has broken kinship". (TargheebJ He meant that
the prayers of such a person do not reach the heavens. because the
doors of the heavens are closed evep before~ Dua'a reaches there.
And, if their prayers also went up along with his, all would be turned
back from the heavens.

There are many other Traditions on this subject and numerous
incidents occuring in this world testify to the fact that a person
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severing relations with his family, falls a prey to misfortunes and
feels miserable throughout his life. In their ignorance, such people
do not realize that, howsoever hard they strugle, they will not find
an escape from their misery (which is a consequence of the breech in
family-bonds) unless they repent and compansate the wrong. And i(
under the evil influence of this sin, a man begins to practice
something irreligious, taking it to be a genuine act of religion, it will
be far more harmful for him, 88 he might die without entertaining a
thought of repentance (why should he repent of what he believes to
be a virtue?) May ADah, in His infinite Bounty,grant us protection!

IturAI kJI..Uoj\ f AID
a..Mwt~1
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CHAPTER FOUR

EXHORTATION TO PAY ZAKAAT AND THE VIRTUES OF
ZAKAAT

'Zakaat' is one of the most important fundamentals of Islam. It is
well known that Allah Ta'ala has enjoined Salaat·and payment of
Zakaatin eighty-two different places in.the Holy Qur'an. In addition,
in many other places,Zakaat is mentioned exclusively. An oft-quoted
Hadith of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says: "Islam is
based on five fundamentals: the declaration of belief in ' Kalimah
Tayyebah'(the testimony that there is none to be worshipped except.
Allah and that Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is His RasuI)
the observance of Salaat, the payment of Zakaat, fasting during
Ramadhan· and the performance of Hajj". Another Hadith says,
•Allah Ta'ala does not accept Salaat from a person who does not pay
Zakaat, for he has put in the Holy Qur'an the command to pay Zaka
at alongwith the command to observe Sa1a{lt; so do not differentiate
between the two". (Kanz). The Ulama are agreed that it is an act of
Kufr (he~) to deny the obligatoriness of anyone of these five
fundatnentals. For, these'are,.as it were, the five pillars supporting
the entire structure of Islam and constitute the most important
forms of worship. Upon close consideration, these forms provide us
two opportunities to approach the presence of Allah Ta'ala after
making declaration of faith (Imaan). Firstly, a Mo'min is in the
spiritual presence of Allah Ta'ala while he is performing Salaat.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "A person performing
Salaat has a direct conversation with Allah Ta'ala; and, for the same
reason Salaat is called 'Me'raj-ul-Mo'mineen'. Through Salaat, a
man is granted an audience by Allah Ta'ala and cali present his

.needs to Him. And, as human needs are numerous and keep arising
from time to time, a man has the opportunity to appear in the
presence of Allah, again and again, to· ask favours ()f Him. Many
Ahadith mention the fact that whenever Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam faced any difticulty, he would atonce take up Salaat.
Sirimlrly, all the Rasuls of the past used to otTer Salaat when they
faced any difticulty.· When a Mo'min is granted audience by Allah
Ta'ala through his·Salaat, he praises and glorifies Him and then
implores Him for help, as in Surah Fatihah. The Ahadith explaining
Surah Fatihah state that, Allah Ta'ala responds by promising him
that his Dua'a (supplication) will be accepted. For the same reason,
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when the Azaan is called out and the Muazzin says, "Come to
Salaat", he also adds: "Come for Falah", which means 'Come for
.success in this world and in the Akhirah! Many Ahadith explain this
point. Now as Allah Ta'ala grants, through Salaat, both worldly
requirements and wellbeing inAkhirah, a Mo'min pays Zakaat as a
token of his gratitude to,AIlah Ta'ala for granting him worldly gains,
as a consequence of his Salaat. Thus the command: 'Observe Salaat
and pay Zakaat'; may be taken to imply:

'Observe Salaat and out of the bounties We grant you, as a
reward thereof, spend a paltry fraction (two and half percent) for the
good of the poor people who are attached to Us. In this way~t
becomes a mode of expressing gratefulness to Allah Ta'alafor the
favours bestowed upon a person through the audience. It is quite
naturaLand stands to reason, that a man should give something, out
of the ample rewards bestowed upon him by'the Sovereign, to those
attached to His court. Therefore, at many places in the Holy Qur'an,
the Mo'mins are commanded simultaneously to observe Salaat and
to pay Zakaat, which may be interpreted as thus: Ask favours of Us
through Salaat and, out of what We bestow upon you, spend some
thing on those ofyou who are attached to Us and need assistance.

Allah Ta'ala has promised additional great rewards for this
paltry amount that we spend as an expression of our gratitude to
Him, for the favours already bestowed upon us. Secondly, we go for
Hajj to make our physical appearance in the House of Allah Ta'ala.
As Hajj involves a lot of toil and expenditure of money, its
performance has been made obligatory (Fardh) once in.a lifetime and
only for those who can afford to undertake the journey. Before going
into the presence of Allah, we purify ourselves of the filth of worldly
passions through f~ng during Ramadhan, which is also obligatory
for a believer. To purify ourselves, we restrict Ol,lr quantity of food
and restrain our passions, for these are the two principal- causes of
spiritual laxity. It is for 'the above reason that the Hajj season closely
follows the month of fasting. The learned scholars of Islamic
Jurisprudence also follow the same sequence when they treat these
subjects in their books.

<

The purifying effect of fasting, however, does not preclude other
benefits of ~.emonth of Ramadhan, which are equally important.
Most of the Ulama are of the view that the Ayaat containing threats
of punishment for not spending money as Sadaqah, some of which
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. have been quoted in Chapter Two above, were revealed concerning
the non-payment of Zakaat. Obviously, it is not easy to mention all
such Ayaat and Abadith. We shall therefore, refer only to'a few of
them, by way of example. A single Ayat or Hadith may suffice for a
true Muslim to take heed; but it is no use quoting the whole lot of
Ayaat and Abadith for a person who is a Muslim just in name. It is
enough for an obedient servant to know that his master has com
manded him to act in such·and such a way; but the disobedient ones
will not heed a thousand warnings until they are aftlicted with
punishment.

Section (a)
AYAAT ON PAYING ZAKAAT

CD
AYAT: 1

Establish Salaat, and pay zakaat, and bow your
heads with those who bow (in worship). (al-Baqarah:
43).

Note: Commenting on thiS verse, Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi
Rahmatullah alaihe writes:

In Islam, the devotional pratices (A'maal) fall under two broad
divisions, the physical and the spiritual. The· physical may be
subdivided into two sections, those performed with the body alone
and those involving expenditure of money. In this way, the A'amal
fall into three broad categories: The Ayat mentions all the three
categories of A'maal referring to one act of each kind: Salaat is a
physical act of dev9tion, Zakaat means giving away money to the
poor, and Khushu· is an inner spiritual quality. The phrase:
( ~I~ ) meaning 'With those who are engaged in practising humi
lity: suggests, very aptly, that inward humility is better attained
through association with the humble-minded. (Bayan-ul-Qur'an).
According to the above explanation, the Arabic word 'Ruku' means
devotional humility .and there are many other subtle points about
the Ayat, for example:-

(i) Salaat is the most important devotional practice for a Muslim;
that is why it has been mentioned foremost.

(ii) Zakaat comes next to Salaat, in order of importance.
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(iii) P~ent of Zabat is an expression of gratitude for the
favours ofAllah To'ala, as detailed ealier.

(iv) By inference, we can conclude that all physical acts of
devotion have higher value than spending money as a religious
practice.

(v) The outward or formal aspect of a religious practice has higher
value than the. inward aspect associated with it, .. 'humility'
(which is an inner aspect of SaIaat) has been mentioned· after
Salaat and Zabat (which have physical form).

(vi) Associating with those who practice humility in their
worship of Allah To'ala is highly important for cultivating this
quality in oneself. For the same reason, some diVines stress the
need to establish 'KbADkAhs', where this quality can be easily
acquired in their company.

(vii) The co1lective form of address in the Ayat; "Observe Salaat,
all of you" indicates that the instructions are meant for all the
members of the Community as general practices, rather than
fOf those of the chosen few. Ifwe ponder further, we can infer
more subtle pointS from the Ayat.

Another view is that the instruction(~~ ) means perform
Ruku' which denotes the formal act of bowing in Salaat. Commefl:
ting on the Ayat, Shah Abdul Aziz Rizhmatullah alaihe writes, in his
Tafseer-e-Azizi", Briefly the 4\yat means: Perform Salaat along with
those who perform it; that is, perform it in a congregation. The
collllDand stresses the need to practice Salaat with Janfat (in
congregation). Congregational Salaat is a distinguishing feature of
Islam, while other religions do not enjoin congregational prayers.
The Ayat refers to Ruku in particular, because the preceding Ayaat
were revealed concerning the jews, and Ruku or bowing is not a part
oftheir form of worship. Thus, the Ayat implies: 'dbserve Salaat like
the.-Muslims'. As has been explained in the book 'Virtues of Salaat',
the Salaat is best performed With Jama'at So lQ.uch so, the theolo
gians regard a Fardh Salaat performed without Jama'at to be a de·
fective performance.'

f".''r .' ......,. ... ,~, ... ,!." ...,tq' .....~,r ..."t'r,~l'~'d-·.'" " .....,,(i/\
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AYAT: 2 e~~

And My mercy embraces all thing&; therefore. I shall
ordain it for those (in particular) who fear Allah and
pay Zakaat, and those who believe our revelations.
(al-A'racif: 156)
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Note: Hasan Radhiallalw anho and Qatadah are reported to
have said that, in this world, Allah's Mercy destends upon every
body, good or bad, but in the Akhirah, Allah's blessings will be
showered only upon the righteous people who fear Allah. Once a
desert nomad came to Masjid-an-nabavi and, after performing
Salaat, prayed thus, '0 Allah, have mercy on me and on Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaih£ wasallam and let no one else .share Thy Mercy with
us'. Rasulullah Sallallalw alaih£ wasallam heard him praying- and
said, "You have restriCted the extent of your Lord's Mercy, WhiC"l is
infinite. Allah To'alJ;z divided His mercy into a hundred portions, of
which He)l8nt down one portion and distributed it in the world. By
it, all created beinp-jinn,men and animals-show kindness to one
another (to their children, kinsmen and others) while Allah To'ala
has kept back ninety-nine portions ofHis mercy:"

Another version has: "Allah To'ala has hundred parts of mercy,
of which He sent down one part to the world;· by it, the created
beings are kind to one~er and the animals show mercy to their
young ones. And, He has keptback ninety-nine parts for use on the
Day of Judgment. "There are quite a few more Ahadith
corroborating this subject. (Durre Manthur).

Indeed, we should rejoice to know that Allah's Mercy is so vast
in extent. The loving care Q{ a mother' who feels restless when she
finds her child in the slightest trouble, .a father's deep affection for
his children upsets him when. he finds them in trouble, the mutual
love of blood relations, the coDjugallove between man and wife, the
various human sympathies and feelings of kindness for one another,
which make it unbeandlle for one to see others in pain_ all these
are manifestations of Allah's Mercy asserting itself through the
hearts of living beings. And, all those affections, loves and sympa
thies, put together, make but a hundredth portion of Allah's Infinte
Mercy, of which He has kept back the remaining ninety-nine por
tions with Himself. What a shame to disobey the commandments of
the Lord who is so infinitely Merciful, so full of compassion· for His
men!

Imagine a mother who. treats her son most affectionately and
think how great would be her sorrow if the son disobeyed her! Then,
how shocking would be the behaviour of a person who neglects the
commands of Allah To'ala, in spite of the fact that His Compassion
and Mercy to men is much vaster, to which a mother's affectiOn for
her children stands no comparison.
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AYAT: 3
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That which you give in usury, in order that it may
increase on(other)people's property, has no increase
with Allah; but that which you give as Sadaqah
(Zakaat, etc), seeking Allah's Countenance, has
increase manifold. (Ar-Rum: 39).

Note: Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihe says, commenting on this
Ayat: -Giving in order that it may increase- includes all manner of
spending aimed at receiving more or better than what one has spent,
whether the spender hopes to ilave increase in this world or·expects
to receive bountiful rewards in the Akhirah. For, in both cases,
money is spent in order that it may increase. That is why uswy and
Zakaat have bettn mentioned together. Another tradition reports
Mqjahid Rahmatullah alaihe as saying that the Ayat refers to gifts.
(Dunoe Mantlwr). That is to say, ifsomeone gives a gift to a person in
the hope of receiving· a bigger gift in return, he shall, as a rule,
receive.no increase in his money from Allah Ta~Qla. Similarly, the
gift-money given to a married couple on tIleil' marriage and the
money spent on arranging a feast for a person, in the hope of receiv
iugfrom him a gift. calculated to be costlier than the· food to be
served, shaD bring no reward from Allah Ta'ala, who grants mani- '
fold increase to those alone who spend money solely. to seek His
p1~. <

Sa'eed Ibne Jubair &UuriatulIah alaihe says; "If a gift is given
with the intention of receiving a return only in this world, it shall
bring no reward in the Akhirah. -Obviously, when a person does not
wish to be recompensed in the Akhirah, why should he receive a
i'eW8rd ui that life?" Ka'b Qurazi Rohmatullah alaihe says, -He who
gives a gift to a person with the intention of receiving a bigger gift in
return, shall not receive any increase from Allah Ta'ala; but he who
gives a gift to'someone solely for the sake of Allah Ta'ala, hoping for
no return or favour from the beneficiaIy, shall receive everincreas
ing returns from Allah Ta'ala-, (Durre Manthur). It becomes evident
from the above tha~ those who -give Zakaat, gifts, etc., to the people
in order to win their ~titude,are, in fact, losing their own benefits
owiD& to their insincere intention. The Ayat quoted at Sr. No. 34 in
chapter one is also very relevant here:
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(they say) we feed you, for the sake ofAllah only. We wish for no
reward nor thanks from you. (ad-Dahr: 9)

And Allah Ta'ala has specifically asked Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam not to spend money with the intention oheceiving
an increase in return. In another place in the Holy Qur'an, Allah
Ta'ala says, addressing Rasulul1ah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam:

?':~'J..'''';'3,. - ~:;,

"And show not favour, seeking worldly gain". (al-Muddathir: 6)

As regards the rewards for spending in the cause of Allah Ta'ala
and the increase promised for that, in this world and the Akhirah,
we have already quoted a number of Ayaat and Ahadith to that
eff~ in Chapter one above. Therefore, those who spend for the
cause of Allah Ta'ala should be very particular about the purity of
their intentions and ~hould notat all expect a feeling of-obligation
from those who receive their gifts, nor expect to get any material
gain in re"turn for their favours. Undoub~y, it is binding upon the
one receiving a gift to be grateful to the giver and express his thanks
to him. But if the giver has any intention of expecting or receiving
such thanks, his spending shall cease to be regarded as an act of
devotion perfonmed for the sake of Allah; it will rather count as a
deed performed for worldly gains. Especially, in case of Zakaat, a
man should not, in the least, think of obliging the poor because,
while paying Zakaat, he is performing his obligatory duty (Fardh)
and dding no favour to anyone. Quite significantly, the Ayat promi
ses manifold increase to those who pay Zakaat, thereby seeking
Allah's pleasure.

o
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AHADlTB ON THE VIRTUES OF ZAKAAT
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BADITH: 1
Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho says: "When the Ayat
meaning: and those who hoard gold and silver•••••
was revealed, the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum felt
greatly concerned; so Umar Radhiallaho anJw said
that he would solve their dimculty. He, therefore,
went and told Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WCl8allam
that the Saha~hwere upset by the Ayat. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe~wasallam said, -Allah Ta'ara has made
Zakaat obligatory in order to purify the property
that remains With you after payment of Zakaat; and
the procedure for inheritance exists in order that
property should remain with those who inherit it
after you. 'Upon this, Umar Radhiallaho uJwsaid,
-Allaho·Akbar (Allah is great)- with joy. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe WCl8allam then added, -Shall I not
inform you about the best thing a man can keep as a
treasure?"'1t is a woman of virtue who pleases her
husband when he looks at her, obeys him when he
asks her to do a thing and guards. his things (also her
virtue) when he goes away from her.-

Note: The Ayat mentioned in the Hadith has been quoted at Sr.
No.5 in Chapter Two above. It seems to. mean that all manner of
hoarding, however indispensable, shall be severely punished in the
Hereafter; so the 8lOlabah Radhiallah anhum were seriously upset
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because, sometimes, hoarding of money become indispensable; they
feared lest they should find it difficult to fulfil this. commandment,
whereas obedience to Allah Ta'ala and to His Rasul Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam was a matter of life and death for them. So, Umar
Radhiallaho anho approached· Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam to dispel their anxiety by explaining the Ayat. RasUlullah
thereupon assured them that Zakaat~ been made obligatory in
order to purify the property that remains with a person after paying
what is due on it. This proves the admissibility of withholding
money, because Zakaat falls due on the property that remains with
a person for one complete year. If hoarding were disallowed in all
circumstances, there would be no need to enjoin Zakaat. The Hadith
thus indicates the virtues of Zakaat. Apart from the reward one gets
for perfo~ng it, Zakaat also pulifies the remaining property. In the
Holy Qur'an, there isa clear reference to the purifying effect of
Zakaat in thE! followingAyat.

G~';' /·~\/~~(~~~~~I~\).~/~~J/1~!(.//~('r: '.!../ ~4ll' v ~/;" 7 -' ;. / ~ 'r' 7 aj~ ;/'Y',Q1v.

'Take Sadaqah of their wealth, wherewith you may purify them
(of the effect ofsins'l (at-Taubah: 103)

A Hadith reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wQ$allam as say
ing, 'Pay Zabat out of your wealth; it is a means of purification for
you'. (Kanz). According to aaother Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallalw
alaihe wasallam said, 'Pay Zakaat; it is a great purifier and, through
paying it, Allah To'ala :will purify you (of sins)'. Btill another Hadith
has: .Protect your wealth· from the uncleanliness of sins, or from
going waste, by paying Zaka4t and treat your sick with giving away
money as Sadaqah,and make supplit:aticins (Dua'a) to guard your
self against calamities. rn:anz). Another Hadith puts it as follows:

'Protect your property by. means of Zakaat, treat your sick with
spending in Sadaqahand seek help from Allah against calamities by
beseeching Him through humility. (Kanz).

Then, in the main Hadith quoted above, Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wQ$allam gives another proof of the admissibility of
withholding money through the requirements of inheritance. If
withholding money were not permissible, there would be nothing to
inherit. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wQ$allam then warned the
Sahabah that, though hoarding of money. is admissible as the last
resort, it is nOt a thing to be kept stored in coffers; it is better to
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spend it. The best thing for safe custody is a virtuous wife. Some
versions of the Hadith say that the Sahabah asked as to what was
the best thing to be treasured and Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam replied that it was a virtuous woman. Thauban Radhi
allaho anho relates that th~y were on a journey with RasululIah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam when the ~atwas revealed:

"" 9,,;,11''' 't!.~"','"•.... -~I.J~III (,:,i.J:iIN, ...., TIJ, • w , .. V ..~"

'And those who hoardgold and silver .

Some ofthe Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum said, 0 RasuIullah, we
wish we knew what are the best things to be treasured and taken
care of. Rasulullah Salla~lahoalaike wasallam replied,"A tongue that
remains occupied with the remembranCt! (Zikr) of Allah Ta'ala, a
heart filled with gratitude (to Allah Ta'ala) and a virtuous wife who
aids her husband in the performance of religious practices. (Durre
Manthur). It has been related in another Hadith that when the Ayat
(mentioned above) was revealed, RasuIuIlah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said, repeating his words thrice, 'Woe to gold and silver,

~ 'How cursed are they'! The Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum. asked,
"What is the best thing to be protected and prized as treasure?"
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaike wasallam replied, "A tongue that
remains occupied with the remembrance (Zikr) of Allah, a heart fill
ed with fear of Allah and a virtuous wife who helps her husband in
the observance of religious obligations and devotions." (Tafseer-e
Kabir)

How fine are the sayings of RasululIah and how aptly stated! In
a few words, he has indicated the admissibility of withholding
money, together with the commendability of keeping nothing back
with oneself, and also defined a mode of living which ensures peace
in this life and success in the Akhirah. This life-pattern consists in
keeping one's tongue occupied with Zikr, having a heart filled.with
gratitude to Allah and living with a devout, virtuous, sensible and
submissive wife who guards her own virtue as well as the posses
sions of her husband, thus making his life full of comforts and all
manner of joys, without exposing him to trials and temptations
which wealth brings.

J, ...... f1'~~.............. I ,
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BADITH: 2
Rasulullah SallallaJw alaihe W080lIam hall said, "Zakaat
is a (great and strong) bridge oflsJam".

Note: Just as a strong bridge is a convenient· means of going
across to a place, so paying Zakaat is a short and easy way to attain
to the reality of Islam or the easiest and surest means of attaining
nearness to Allah Ta'ala. Abdul Aziz lbne Umair Rahmatullah
alaihe who was a grandson of Kbalifeh Umar lbne Abdul Aziz
Rahmatullah alaihe has said, WSalaat will take you half way to the
presence of Allah Ta'ala, fasti~will take you to the entrance of His
court and Sadaqah will enable you to gain audience with Him".
athaafJ. There is a subtle affinity between Zakaat and a bridge,
which becomes evident from the following remark by the great Sufi
Shiekh Shaqiq Ba1khi .Rahmatullah alaihe.

"We have searched for five things and discovered t;hem in five
places;abundance of livelihood through forenoon Natl (Salaat-udh
Dhuhaa) and illumination of the grave through Tahajjud Salaat;
satisfactory answers to Munkar and Nakeer (the two angels who
visit the grave for Reckoning) through recitation of the Holy·Qur'an;
easy crossing of 'the 'Siraat' (the bridge over Jhannam) through
fasting and Sadaqah; and a place in the shade of the Arsh (Throne)
of Allah on the Day of Resurrection through meditation in solitude",
(Fazail-e-Salaat)
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HADITH: 3
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "If a man
pays the Zakaat due on his property, it causes its evil
influence to vanish".

Note: Some traditions have it thus: "When you have paid the
Zakaat due on your wealth, you have caused the evil influences
attached to it to disappear". (Kanz). That is to say, wealth can cause
many evils to happen but, if one pays Zakaat regularly, he remains
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safe from its evil influeJlce. Obviously, one shall be saved from
punishment, in the Akhirah, for possessing a property, ifhe has paid
the Zakaat due on it. In this world also, Z8kaat ensures protection of
his property. This fact forms the content of the Hadith that follows
immediately. And; if'Zakaat is not paid, the property gets destroyed,
according to the Hadith quoted at serial no. 6 in Chapter six below.

".#~('~~~~iJlJ::;~(~--rr~t~·a. '?.JfJ'.J'J"'.... '" .. "';;.-' ,,~W
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HADITH: ..
~ullah Sallallalw alaihe waaallam sai~ "Protect
your poIIIessioDS by payment of Zakaat, treat your
patients by giving Sadaqah and lace the waves of
aftlictioDS with supplications aDd crying unto Allah
inhumUity."

Note: The Arabic word 'Hassinoo' (:'-;Q;..) is derived from
'Tahseen' which means building 'fortifications all around; The
Hadith means that, as a man living in a fort is safe against attacks
from all si.des, siDiilarly, the property becomes safe after Zakaat has
been paid on it, like a treasure kept in a fortress. A Hadith says,
"Once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was sitting at a1
Hateem in the Holy Masjid of Kaibah when a man mentioned some
people who had suffered a great loss because the sea-waves had
washed away their property. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe was'lilam
said, 'Whenever any jhooperty is destroyed in a Jungle or on the sea,
it is because of the non-payment .of Zakaat; so protect your property
by:. payment'of Zakaat, treat your patients with Sadaqah and check
the calamities by making Dua'a unto Allah, because Duala removes
a calamity that has befallen and checks it, if it is about to descend.
When Allah T'l'tJ1a wills the survival. of a people or wills that they
thriv£, He grants them chastity and adorns them with the manly
qualities oftiberality and large-heartedness. And when He wills the
annihilation ofa community, they indulge in breach of trust·'tKQnzJ,

jCfj'l:j{/~~~,j::;p,~~frX~~; ®
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HADrrH: 5 _
Alqamah Rodhiallaho anho says that when our group
of people visited Rasulullah SallaJlaJw aIaihe wasallam
he said to them, "Verily you can make your Islam
perfect by your payment of the Zakaat due on your
property!

Note: Obviously, a comple~ adherence to Islam is not possible
without payment of Zakaat,. which is one of the five essential
obligations el\ioined by Islam; the other four being: belief in 'La
ilaha-IIJaUaho,M1Jbammad-ur~Rasulu11ah',Salaat,-Fasting and Hajj.
And if a person omits anyone of these five fundamentals, he cannot
be a perfect Muslim. Abu Ayyub Radhiallaho anho reported that a
person came to~u11ahSallallaho alaihe wasallam and said, "Tell
me what l should do to enter Jannah-. Rasulullah.Sallallaho alaihe
WQ3allam replied, "Worship Allah and associate no partners with
Him, observe Salaat, pay Zakaat regularly and strengthen bonds of
kinship.- Another Hadith says, -An Arabian nomad came and said to
RasuluUah, "Tellllle what I should do to enter Jannah.- Rasulullah
Sallallaho aIaihe wasallam said, 'Worship Allah and associate no
partners with Him, observe the Fardh Salaat -regularly, pay Zakaat
and fast during Ramadban : The man said, 'By Him in whose hand
my soul is, I shall not add anything to this, nor fall short of it'. Then
when he turned away, Rasulullah Sallallaho aIaihe wasallam said,
"If anyone wishes to look at a man of Jannah, let him look·at this
man-. (Targheeb)
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HADITH: 6
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "He who
observes three things will taste the sweetness· of
lmaan (faith): One who worships Allah alone and
believes (from his heart) that there is no one to be
worshipped but Allah and one who pays the Zakaat
on his propertY,willingly, every year. In Zakaat on
the animals, one should not· give an aged animal or
one suffering from itch or any other ailment, or an
inferior one, but should give animals of average
quality. Allah Ta'ala does not demand from you the
best of your animals, nOr does He command you to
give animals of the worst quaiity".
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Note: Though the Hadith is about the Zakaat of animals, the
rule applies to all things given.as Zakaat. It is not necessaIyto give
away things of the best quality, nor is it permissible to give things of
the worst quality; the true spirit of Zakaat lies in giving away things
of average quality (of ones possessions). However, if someone gives
away things of good quality, of his own sweet will, in order to win
the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala and to earn His blessings, it would be a
sign of his being a blessed soul, specially favoured by Allah Ta'ala. In
this regard, one should keep in view the lives of the Sahabah Radhi
allaho anhum arid consider their examples carefully.

At this point, we shall relate two incidents from the.lives of the
Sahabah by way of illustration. Muslim Ibne Shu'bah Rahmatullah
alaihe says: "Nafey Ibne'Alqamah had appointed my father as head
man of his tribe, and ordered him once to collect Zakaat from the
entire tribe. My father sent me to collectZakaat from them, so I
came to an old man, called Si'r Radhiallaho anho and told him that
my father had sent me to collect Zakaat from him. Si'r Radhiallaho
anho said, 'What kind of animal will you take, my.nephew? I replied,
I shall select the best animals and I shall also examine whethe.r the
udders of the goats are long enough. 'He said, 'Let me first relate a
Hadith to you (so that you may knowthe general rule and then you
may do as you like). I lived in this land during the time ofRasuluIlah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam when two persons came to me andthey
said, 'We are messengers of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
to you and he has sent us to collect Zakaat from ycu'. I showed them
all my goats and asked them what was due on me for them. They
counted the goats and said, 'One goat'. I selected a goat which I knew
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was full of milk and fat and brought it to them. They saw it and said,
"This is a pregnant goat and we have been prohibited by Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam to accept such goats. 1 asked, 'What kind
of goat will you take, then? 'They said, 'A kid that is six months old
or a goat in its first year. 'I then went and brought a kid that was six
months old. They took it and went away. "Evidently, Silr Radhi
allaho anho wanted to give the best goat of the entire lot. But he
rellited the Hadith to the collector of Zakaat, so that he might know
the general rule about collecting Zakaat on animals.

Ubbaiyy bin Ka'b Radhiallahoanho relates:

"I was once commissioned by RasuluUah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam as a collector of Zakaat and 1 went to a person who gathered his
camels before me and 1 found, on calculation, that a one-year-old
she-camel was due from· him. I said, Give a she-camel in her second
year as Zakaat, 'but he said, 'What use will be a one-year-old she
camel to you? It is not worthy of milking or riding. He then selected
a very good, fat, healthy and well-built she-camel and said, Here is
another; so, take it. I said to him, 'I cannot take it. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is on a journey and he is going to stay at
a place quite near to you. Ifyou like, go to him and present it to him
directly. If he accepts it, I shall accept it from you'. The man
accompanied me to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and took
with him the she-camel which he had presented to me. We came to
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and the man submitted thus,
'0 Rasulullah, your messenger came to me to collect Zakaat. By
Allah, I never had the privilege of being commanded to pay Zakaat
by you or your messengers. I presented all my camels to the collec
tor. He examined them and said that a one year old she-camel would
be due on them. But a one year old she-camel ;las neither milk nor is
it worth riding. I, therefore, presented one of my best she-camels to
be accepted as Zakaat, but he refused to accept it. So, I have brought
it with me to present it to you. Kindly do accept it, 0 Rasulullah!' At
this, Rasulullah said 'Only that is what was due from you, but if you
want to give a better she-camel, to serve you partly as Nafl Sadaqah
and partly as Fardh Zakaat, Allah Ta'ala will reward you for that.
'The man said, '0 RasuluUah, I have brought the she-camel with me
so that you !Day accept it'. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
then advised that it should be taken from him. (Abullawood)
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How ambitious were the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum to give
away their best property as Zakaat! They felt proud and deemed it
an honour to welcome the messenger for collection of Zakaat sent by
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe w(l$allam. They never regarded Zakaat .
as a tax levied upon them, but ·believed that payment of Zakaat was a
sacred duty, which they had to perform in their own interest. Today,
we keep back the best of our possessions for our future needs, but
they believed that the property given away for the cause of Allah was
the one well-disposed of.

Under the Ayat given at serial No. 11 in Chapter one, we have
already related an incident about Abu Zarr JU:u!hialiaho anho, who
allowed a man from the Banu Sulaim tribe to live in companionship
with him only on condition that, whenever he asked the man to give
Sadaqah out of his possessions, the man should select the best and
finest things for the purpose. And the Hadith quoted at serial no.10
in section five below states that things of inferior quality should
never be given as non-obligatOlY Sadaqah, much less as (Fardh.t
Zakaat.
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HADTIH: 7
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, "When
you have paid Zakaat on your property, you have
paid what was due from you (if you 'Spend more, it
will count as Nail Sadaqah). But he who gives Sada
qah out of the property earned by unlawful means
(usury, bribery, etc.), will get no reward for that and
he will also suffer from the evil of his unlawful
earnings."

Note: This Hadith contains two subjects: Firstly, only Zakaat is
due on one's property as incumbent (W~ib) levy. Apart from Zakaat,
there are degrees of virtues in Nail Sadaqah and voluntary !!pending
for the sake of Allah Ta'ala, A Hadith says: "He who has paid Zakaat
has paid what WtlSdue from him on his property; and he who gives
more than whafis due, is more virtuous", (Kanz)
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The Hadith narrated by Dliimam Ibne Tha'labah Radhiallaho
anho is quite famous, and has been mentioned in different channels
in Bukhali, Muslim and many other authentic collections of Aha
dith. It relates that Dhimam Radhiallaho anho asked Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihewasallam about the fundamental obligatory
requirements of Islam, which the latter explained to him in detail.
Among these, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam mentioned
Zakaat, whereupon Dhimam asked, 'Is there anything else due from
me, apart from Zakaat? Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
replied, 'No, but you can spend more as Nafl Sadaqah if you like'.

A man sold a house during the time of Khalifah Umar Radhi-
. allaho anho who advised him to dig a hole in his residence and bury

the sale money to keep it safe. The man asked, "Will it not betreated
as Kanz Treasure (Hoarded money) for which the possessor shall be
punished on the Day of Judgment)? Umar Radhiallaho anho said, "A
property on which Zakaat has been paid shall not be treated as
'Kanz'''. Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho has said, "I wouldn't mind
keeping in my possession an amount of gold weighing as much as
Mount Uhad, if I kept on paying Zakaat due on it and observing
other commands of Allah Ta'ala with regard to it." (Durre Manthur).
There are many more Ahadith to that effect in the compilations of
Ahadith. Therefore, the four great Imams of 'Fiqh' (Islamic juris
prudence)and the generality of Ulama are agreed that, apart from
Zakaat, nothing is due on property as such. However, there are other
obligations of a Muslim which involve spending of money; for
example, the maintenance of wife or the maintenance of one's minor
children. There are other similar cases in which spending of money
becomes incumbent upon a Muslim. Another such case is helping a
man who is facing death, if food or water is not given to him
immediately. It is the collective responsibility (Faradh-e-Kifayah) of a
community to save him from such a death.

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has written in his book,
Ihyaa-ul-Uloom: Some (Tabi'een) like Imaam Nakh'ee, Sha'bi, 'Ataa
and Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihim are of the view that there is
something more due on property, apart from Zakaat. Someone asked
Imaam Sha'bi Rahmatullah alaihe; 'Is there anything due on
property, apart fmm Zakaat?" He replied, "Yes", and recited the
following Ayat:

, \~ ~\f~' <.' ~....'*~ ul.oJ1Ul ,

'And gives his wealth, for love ofHim (to the end).
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This has been quoted in full at serial No. 2 in Chapter one.
These Legists hold that it is incumbent upon the Muslim that the
rich among them should supply the needs of the poor when they
come to know of their necessity. According to 'Fiqh' the soundest
opinion is that, when a person is driven to a stage that, if his need is
not fulfilled immediately, he may suffer death, it becomes a collective
obligation·(Faradh-e-Kifayah)of the whole community to supply his
need, though the opinions differ as to whether he should be granted
a loan or a donation. (lhyaaJ

It is an incumbent (Wajib) act, in itself, to supply the needofa
person who has been driven to dire necessity and may be facing
death through hunger or thirst. But nothing is due from a wealthy
person on his wealth" apart from Zakaat. At this point, I would like
to invite the attention of my readers to two points:-

1. 'Ifraat' (Extremism). Nowadays, we are accustomed to go to
extremes; so immediately, we transgress the limits of propIiety. For
example, it is unlawful to take another man's property except with
his own sweet will. Some legists do allow taking another man's pro
perty as a last resort when someone's life is in danger. But even in
such cases,within the Hanafischool of thought, there are two views:
one permits eating of carrion in preference to another man's pro
perty; the other view accepts the reverse position that, in a helpless
state, instead of taking carrion he may take another man's property
with out peI'mission. All the books on 'Fiqh' deal with this contro
versy. Anyhow, when a person reaches that stage of necessity where
eating of carrion becomes permissible for him, he may be allowed to
take food belonging to another person without his permission. Says
Allah Ta'ala:

\1"~1 ; ..\~·:i.,!'::l~\ 1~ljIJ'\(" I~~!.~ IL!"·,r~/I""'II"·~\~I/~l::~.
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''And eat not up your property among yourselves in vanity. nor
seek by it to gain the hearing ofjudges that you may knowingly
devour a portion of the property of others wrongfully". (al"
Baqarah: 188)

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, "Yo.u must not
act wrongfully and a man's property must not be ~en, except with
his own good will." .
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Another well-known Hadith reports Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam as saying, "if a person .wrongfully takes a span of
land belonging to another, he will be made to wear round his neck
(on the Day of Resurrection) a column of earth, in breadth a span
but in length stretching out to the extent of seven earths.
(Mishkaat)

The coming of Hawazin's deputation to Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam is a famous incident of History, which is very much
in point here. After they had been defeated in the battle, a
deputation of the Hawazin tribe came to Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam in order to accept Islam and asked him to return to
them their property and captives, which had been taken as booty.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said that both together could
not be returned to them and told them to choose one of the two, the
captives or the property. The promise to return one of the two was
made because it was in. the best interest of Islam and the Muslims.
When the Hawazin replied that they preferred their captives, Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam called the Muslims who were enti
tled to a share in the booty and said, "I have promised to return their
captives to the Hawazin; so, those of you who are willing to release
!heir captives, without any compensation from us, should act accor
dingly. As for those who want a compensation, we shall recompense
them for releasing the captives that have fallen to their share. The
sahabah Radhiallaho anhum, taking the hint, said with one voice
that they would be pleased to follow the example of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and release all the captives. But Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "In a large gathering, it cannot
be judged for certain which of you are willing from their hearts (to
release the captives).So, let your headmen talk to each one.of you in
private and tell me about your willingness". (BukhariJ

This is the example set by Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam with regard to the care to be taken before using the property
belonging to others./This Hadith is corroborated by many Ahadith to
1he effect that it is unlawful to take a thing belonging to another, by
force or compulsion.

The vi.-qIous U1ama are extremely careful in such matters, so
much so that they do not approve of the donations which are collec
ted in public. For, they. argue, a person may donate for a cause

:mply because he is shy of saying 'no' in public. Hence, it is very
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important that we do not go beyond limits of proptiety and never
take anything belonging to others through some forms of compul
sion. And we should not be swept off our feet, under the influence of
some movements, etc. that are launched from time to time, to hold
opinions or act contrary to the precedents set by the virtuous Ulama
of the bygone generations. Undoubtedly, the desire to help the poor
is praise-worthy but the forms of propriety set by Islam are not to be
violated. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "The
worst of people is he who does harm to his own life in the Akhirah,
for the worldly benefit of other people-. (MishkaatJ

2. So, Irraat (j,~ ) (exuberance) should be avoided at all costs;
but no less harmful is the habit of acting upon the (~~ )
(Minimum) which, in this regard, consists in feeling sati,sfied by
restricting ourselves to what is due on property according to the
strictest calculations. True, Zakaat alone is leviable upon a property,
but one should not be content to pay the minimum alone. So far, we
have quoted many Abadith in this book which make it abundantly
clear that it is the property spent in our life-time,for the cause of
Allah.which alone shall benefit us in the Akhirah as it is like money
deposited with Allah Ta'ala. After a man passes away, there are few
to remember him, and, in course of time, even the parents, wife and
children forget about him. They shed tears of sorrow, real or false,
for a few days and thereafter engage themselves in their worldy
pursuits. Then, for months together, and even for long years, nobody
thinks of the dead relatives.

Besides. regarding the above-mentioned Hadith. one point is
worthy of special notice and is of general importance. Nowadays
most people say absurd and meaningless things about religion. For
example, people are often heard saying, "We are men of the world; it
is more than enough that we fulfil our Fardh (obligatory) duties and
it is for the great saints to observe optional (Nafl) devotions". Now
this sort of reasoning is a guile of Shaitan and a sheer absurdity. The
fact is that voluntary and supererogatory (Nail) devotions are meant
to make up for the deficiencies in the observance of obligatory
(Faradh) religious practices. For, who can claim to have fulfilled all
his Faradh rites perfectly and sttictly according to the Command
ment of Allah Ta'ala? And, since lapses do occur, the supererogatory
(Natl) devotions are meant to make up for the deficiencies. Rasul
ullab Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, "A person finishes per
forming his Salaat but a tenth part of his Salaat, or a ninth part, or
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an eighth part or a seventh part or a sixth part or a fifth part or a
fourth part or a third part or half of it is recorded. as acceptable
(according to the quality of his Salaat). (Abu Dawood). The Hadith
indicates, by illustration, that everyone receives Ii ..eward according
to the requirements fulfilled by him in his Salaat. We are fully aware
how deficient in quality ourSalaats are-------and we should deem it a
special favour of Allah Ta'ala if He granted us a thousandth, or even
a millionth part ofthe reward meant for a perfect Salaat. As a mat
ter of fact, our Salaat is not worthy. of acceptance by Allah Ta'ala
because of our evil deeds and deficiency in .sincerity! Indeed, as
described in a Hadith, our Salaat is such as deserves to be rejected
and thrown back on our faces, like a wrapped-up rag of shabby
cloth. When such is the quality of our Salaat, we never can tell what
fraction of the'reward has been recorded for us!

A Hadith says: "The first thing about which people will be called
to account on the Day ofJudgment is Salaat. Allah Ta'ala will say to
the angels, 'Look into the Salaat of My servant and see whether he
has perfomred it perfectly or not." If perfect, it will be recorded as
such; if defective, the defect will be recorded. Then Allah Ta'ala will
say, "See if there are some optional (Nafl) Salaats observed by My
servant." If there areNafl Salaats to his credit, Allah Ta'ala will say.,
'Compensate the short-comings of. Fardh Salaats by the Nawafil.
Then Zakaatwill be taken up in a similar way (that is, the Fardh
Sadaqah will be reckoned first and then the Nail Sadaqah to make
up for the deficiency in the payment of Fardh Sadaqah).Then all the
other A'maal will be considered similarly." (Abu Dawood). It follows
that a person who pays Fardh Zakaat should not vainly think that he
has been paying what is due from him. For,nobody knows how defi
cient he has been in the fulfilment of Faradh (obligatory duties). And
in order to makeup the,deficiencY,one must have a generous amount
of Nafl Sadaqaat at one's cred~t. It is common practice that when a
man goes to a court, for the pursuance of a law-suit, he earries with
him a sufficient amount of money, in excess of the calculated expen
ses, allowing for unforeseen emergencies. And the Court of Allah
Ta'ala is Supreme, where nobody can hide facts, nor can force of
arguments or intercession avail anyone. It is true that the infinite
Mercy of Allah Ttl'ala takes precedence over everything else and all
Fardh (obligatory duties) are due lights that men owe to Allah
To'ala, Who may forego His rights if He wills and nobody would
question Him if He did so.. But forgiveness is not a matter of right
and no one should commit a crime in the hope of mercy of the Sove
reign
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Therefore, a man should regularly perform the obligatory re
quirements, fulfilling all the necessary conditions and observing the
proper etiquettes, but he should not rest content with having ful
filled what is due from him. He must rather have in store for himself
a vast collection of 'Natl' (supererogatory) devotions, lest he should
have to compensate for the defective observance of 'Fardh' on the
Day of Judgment. Allama Suyuti Rahmatullah alaihe writes in his
book, 'Mirqaat-us-Su'ood': Seventy Nail acts of virtue are equal in
merit to one corresponding obligatory (Fardh) act of virtue. (For
example, seventy Haka'at of Nan Salaat are equal in merit to one
Haka"at of Fardh Salaat)." Therefore, one should be very particular
about the proper performance of the 'Faradh' religious practices; for,
in case of a defective performance of the 'Fardh' one shall have to
compensate for the deficiency by a whole lot of Nawafil·Further
more, we should also have a considerable amount of Nawafil recor
ded in our Book of Deeds asa precautionaly measure.

The other subject contained in the main Hadith is that, if
anyone procures wealth by unlawful means and then gives Sadaqah
out of it, he will get no reward for that. There are a number of
Ahadith to the effect that Allah Ta'ala accepts only Sadaqah from
lawfully.earned property.

Another Hadith says, "Allah Ta'ala does not accept the Sadaqah
given out of property acquired by 'Ghulool' (dishonesty regarding
the spoils of war)". The Ulama have said that the Hadith purposely
mentions Ghulool, as everybody has a share in the booty. The point
of the Hadith is that a property acquired dishonestly out of war is
not accepted as Sadaqah, even though the dishonest person also has
a share in the booty. Obviously, a property wrongfully taken from a
person, in which the giver has no share, shall be mote-liable 'to
rejection by Allah Ta'ala, if it is given as Sadaqah. According to a
Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "Whoever
unlawfully acquires property, and spends it, shall not be blessed;
neither will it be accepted from him if he gives it away as Sadaqah;
and if he leaves some of it behind (i.e. when he dies), it will be his

_ provision for Jahannam." Ibne Mas~d Radhiallaho anho says, "He
who acquires lawful property, but does not pay Zakaat on it, makes
his property impure; he who acquires unlawful property and spends
some of it as Zakaat, cannot purify this property by doing so." (Durre
Manthur)
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CHA.PrER FIVE

ON THREATS OF PUNISHMENT FOR NON·PAYMENT OF
ZAKAAT

There are a good many Ayaat on the above subject, most of
which have already been discussed in Chapter Two, entitled
'Deprecation of Miserliness': the Ulama have explained that all
these Ayaat pertain to non-payment of Zakaat. Obviously, the
threats of punishment for misediness apply even more aptly to non
paymentofZakaat, which, all agree, is obligatory for a Muslim.

Section (a)

"They who hoard up gold and silver and do not spend
in the path ofAllah•.••...•..••.•.•"to the e,nd of the Ayat.

This Ayat has been quoted in fuB at Serial No.5 in Chapter Two
above. Majodty of the Sahabah and Ulama are agreed that this Ayat
was concerning the non-payment of Zakaat: The severe punishment
mentioned in the Ayat is meant for those who do not pay Zakaat, as
mentioned earlier. In a number of Ahadith, Rasulullah Sallallalw
alaihe wasallam has confirmed that the punishment described in
this Ayat, viz. branding their foreheads and their flanks and their
backs with gold, etc., heated in the fire of Jahannam, is meant for
those who do not pay Zakaat. We invoke Allah's Mercy to protect us
against such a severe punishment. We all know how unbearably
painful is the slightest touch of burning hot metal.And.the costilier a
man's possessions are, the greater will be the number of brandings
which he shall have to experience for hoarding (wOlthless) pieces of
gold or silver.
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AYAT:2

"And let not those who hoard up that which Allah
has bestowed upon them of His bounty..•••••to the end
of the Ayat".
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This Ayat has been quoted in full at Serial No.3 in Chapter two
above, and also the following Hadith from Bukhari, cprroborating
the Ayat. Rasulullah Salltillaha alaihe wasallam, says, "If anyone is
granted property by Allah Ta'ala and he i:loes not pay Zakaat on it,
his property will become for him (on the Day of Resurrection) a
snake which shall be coiled around his neck and will say to him, 'I
am your property; I am your treasure". If a snake is seen in a house,
nobody has the courage tel enter it in the dark, for fear lest it should
attack him. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has told us that if
a man does not pay Zakaat on his wealth and puts it away as hidden
treasures or in steel almirahs, it shall be turned into a snake and
hung round his neck on the Day of Resurrection. Whereas the
snake seen in a house may or may not attack you (it may be just a
possibility), still you are frightened and look around, fearing lest it
should come out of this".hole or that one. The punishment for non
payment of Zakaat (in the form of a snake hung round the neck) is
certain, yet we do not feel afraid of it!
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AYAT: 3

FAZA 'lL.E-sADAQMT • PART ONF.

Qaroon (korah), whose story. is well-known, was a cousin of
Musaa Alaihissaiam. The entire eighth section (Ruku) of Surah al
Qasas (quoted above) consists ofhis story. A translation of the Ayliat
is given below:-

"Now Qaroon (Korah) was one of, Musaa's folk but he op
pressed them and We gave him so much treasure that
the keys thereof would veri'ly have been a burden for a
troop of mighty men. When his own folk said to him.
'Exult not; Lo! Allah loves not the exultant;

•"But seek the abode of the Akhirah in that which Allah
has given you and neglect not your portion of the world,
and be you kind even as Allah has been kind to you; and
seek not corruption in the earth; lo! Allah loves not
corruptors',

"He said: 'I have been given all this on account of the
knowledge 1 possess. Knew he not that Allah had dest
royed, already of the generations hefore him of men
who were mightier than him in strength and greater in
respect of following? The guilty are not questioned of
their sins.

"Then went he forth before his people in his pomp.
Those who were desirous of the life of the. world said;
Ab, would that to us had been given the like of what has
been given to Qaroon! Lo! he is lord of rare good fortune.

'But those who had been given knowledge said 'Woe to
you! The reward of Allah for him who believes and does
right is better, and only the steadfast will obtain it.

"So we caused him and his dwelling place to sink in the
earth. Then, he had no host to help him against Allah,
nor was he of those who can save themselves.

"And the morning, found those who had coveted his
place, but yesterday, saying: Ab, welladay! Allah en
larges the provision for whom he will of His slaves and
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straitens it (for whom He will). If Allah had not been
gracious to us, He would have caused it to swallow us
(also). Ah, welladay! the disbelievers never prospher".
(al-Qasas: 76-82) ...

Note: Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho says: "Qaroon (Korah) was a
kinsman of Musaa Alaihissalam, a son of his paternal uncle. He was
well versed in worldly knowledge and he was extremely jealous of
Musaa Alaihissalam and. refused to pay Zakaat, although Musaa
Alaihissalam told him that he had been commanded by Allah Ta'ala
to receive Zakaat from him (Qaroon). What is more, he said to the
people, 'Musaa wants to rob you, of your property, in the name of
Zakaat. He commanded you to observe Salaat and you obeyed him
patiently; he gave you other commands and you obeyed him against
your will. Now that he is demanding Zakaat, you will have to pay it,
even though it be burdensome for you.

The people said, "It is too much for us. Could you suggest some
means to evade it" Qaroon said, "I have thought of a device. Let us
induce some woman of ill-repute to make a false accusation against
him in public and say that he has evil designs on her." "So they went
to a whore and induced her to slander Musaa Alaihissalam in public,
with promise of a large reward. Qaroon then went to Musaa Alaihis
salam and said to him, "I suggest that you read out the command
ments of Allah Ta'ala to a big gathering of the Banu IsraeL" Musaa
Alaihissalam liked the idea, asked Banu Israel to collect together
and, when all were assembled, he began to proclaim the command
ments of Allah Ta'ala to them, saying; Allah Ta'ala commands you
to worship Him, to associate no partners with Him, to maintain ties
of relationship with your kinsmen, .....etc., etc.'" In the course of his
discourse, he also said, 'AJlah Ta'ala commands that if a married
man commits adultery he should be stoned to death'. At this, the
people said, 'What if you yourself commit adultery?' Musaa Alaihis
salam said, 'Even I should be stoned to death if I commit adultery,
whereupon people said, 'You have committed it.' Musaa Alaihis
salam said in surprise, 'Are you accusing me of adultery'? They said,
'Yes', and called the whore, and asked her what she had to say about
Musaa. Musaa Alaihissalam then asked her to speak on oath. She
replied, 'Since you have asked me to speak on oath, the truth of the
matter is that.they promised to give me such and such amount as a
reward and induced me to accuse you in public. You are quite
innocent of the crime'. On hearing this, Musaa Alaihissalam fell
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prostrate (in Sajdah), crying unto Allah, in which state the
revelation came from Allah, '0 Musaa, do not weep. We give you

. power over the ealth in order that you may punish these people as
you like. Command and it shall obey you! MusaaAlaihissalam raised
up his head and commanded the ealth to swallow them up. When
they were sunk into the ealth up to their ankles, they began to
implore Musaa Alaihissalam in humility to grant them pardon, but
he commanded the ealth to swallow them further, and they were
swallowed up to their necks. Theyclied louder and importuned him
to forgive their sins, but Musaa Alaihissalam again ordered the earth
to <;wallow them and so each one of the slanderers was swallowed up
bytht: earth. After this, the revelation came from Allah Ta'ala to
Musaa Alaihissalam, "The people were beseeching you for pardon
and crying unto you in humility. By My Honour, had they cried unto
Me and begged My pardon, I would have accepted their prayer.

In another Hadith, Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho is reported to
have said, "The phrase 'And do not neglect your portion of the world'
occurring in the Ayat means, 'Perform (good) deeds, in the world, to
serve you in the Akhirah'''. Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihe says it
means, "Showing obedience to Allah Ta'ala in this world' in ,one's
pOition of it, for which one shall get a reward in the Akhirah." Hasan
Radhiallaho anho says, "Do not neglect your pOition of the world'
means, 'keep with you as much of worldly wealth as may suffice you
for your needs; and send the rest in advance to the Akhirah.'
'Another Tradition repOits him as saying, "Keep with you what may
suffice you for a year, and give the rest away as Sadaqah. (Durre
Manthur).We have already quoted one of these Ayaat at serial No.8
.in Chapter Two, entitled 'On deprecation of miserliness'.

Section (b)

. AHADITH THREATENING PUNISHMENT FOR NON·
PAYMENT OF ZAKAAT.
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HADITH: 1

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is reported .to
have said, wlf anyone possessing gold or silver does
not pay what is due, then, on the Day of Resur
rection, his gold and silver will be converted into
plates that will be heated in the Fire of Jahannam
till they become like plates offire itself, and then his
side, his forehead and his back will be branded with
them, again and again, during a Day which will be
fifity .thousand years long. Thereafter he will go to
his destined, Jannah or Jahannam••..••••W

Note: The above quotation forms part of a comprehensive
Hadith which describes the various modes in which the owners. of
camels, cows, goats, etc., will be punished for non-payment of
Zakaat. In Arabia people possessed cattle in large number, while in
our country, most people do not generally possess sufficient number
of cattle to make Zakaat obligatory; of course, gold and silver and
things made thereof are commonly possessed. I have, therefore,
given only that part of the Hadith which relates to the owners of
gold and silver. One can judge from the Hadith as to how severe will
be the torment of those who do not pay Zakaat on their property. On
the Day of Resurrection, they will be branded with the plates of gold
and silver heated in the fire of Jahannam, which will be their
punishment on that Day alone, which will be fifty thousand years
long. After going through so much torture, they may be sent to
Jannah if the virtues performed by them are found to outweigh their
sins; but if they are found to be sholt of virtues, and no pardon is
granted to them, they will be condemned to Jahannam to suffer
more punishment for these sins. And the details of the torment in
Jahannam are too harrowing to be expressed in words!

According to this Hadith, the slJan of the Day of Resurrection
will be fifty thousand years, and the fourth Ayat of Surah al-Ma'aarij
also has, to the following effect: 'A pay whereof the span is fifty
thousand years'. Some Ahadith say that the Day will be made easy
for the pious believers (Mo'mineen) so that, for them, it Will be as
easy to endure as a Fardh Salaat. For others, its duration will be
shortened to the period of time between Zuhr and 'Asr Salaat, accor
ding to their good deeds. (Durre Manthdr). 'Its duration will be
shortened' means that, as they will be engrossed in amusements and
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recreations, they will not realize the length of that duration; those
.who frequently indulge in. recreations know full well that hours of
joy pass away unnoticed, like minutes and seconds. A Hadith reports
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying; (while branding),
one heated dinaar will not be placed' above the other; instead, the
body of the man suffering punishment will be so enlarged that all
the hoarded coins will be placed on it, side by side, each heated coin
touching his body, and then it will be said unto him, 'Now taste of
what you used to hoard'!.

Thauban Radhiallaho anho is reported as saying: "All the gold,
silver, etc., hoarded by the man· (withholding Zakaat) will be beaten
out into small pieces, each weighing one· Qiraat (0.195 gram); then
each piece will be heated in Jahannam till itbegins to burn like fire;
and then his entire body, from head to foot, will be branded with
these burning pieces. After this punishment he will either be gran
ted pardon or sent to Jahannam." (Durre Ma"lthurJ . The torment of
branding described in this' Hadith has also been mention~ in the
Holy Qur'an, as in the relevant Ayat at serial No.5 in Chapter Two.
Some Ahadith state that the property on which Zakaat haS not been
paid will be transformed into a snake and hung round the man's
neck.
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HADITH: 2
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has heen
reported as saying, "If Allah Ta'ala gives anyone
property and he does not pay Zakaat on it, his
property will he transformed for him into a large
bald snake with two black spots over its eyes, which
win be put round his neck on the Day of Resur
rection, will hold both of his Jaws and say to him, 'I
am your property; I am your treasure'. He then
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recited: 'Let not those who hoard up what Allah has
bestowed upon them think.... to the end of the Ayat".
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Note: The Ayat mentioned in the Hadith has been quoted in full
at serial No.3 in Chapter two above. In the Hadith, the snake has
been named as 'Shujaa' which, according to some mama, means a
male snake; while others have said that the 'Shujaa' is a kind of
snake which can stand erect on its tail, and attack a man. (Fathul
Bari). Another characteristic of the snake mentioned in the Hadith
is that it will· be bald; a snake becomes bald because of excessive
venom. The third characteristic of the snake is that it will have two
black spots over its eyes, which is also a sign of an extremely
venomous species (such snakes also live longer). Sorrie mama have
translated'two black spots' as two blobs of froth on the corners of its
mouth because of excessive venom. Others interpret the word as
'two fangs sticking out of its mouth'. Still others have. said that it
means 'two bags full of poison dangling on both sides of the snake.'
(Fathul-BariJ

Tois Hadith. states that the defaulter will have his propelty
transformed into a snake, which will be hung round his neck. The
preceding Hadith relates that the gold,etc., will be heated in the fire
and he will be branded with it. Both modes of punishment have also
been described in iwodifferentAyaat of the Holy Qur'an, quoted at
serial No.3 and 5 in Chapter two above. The Ahadith should not be
taken as contradictory to each other. For, they may be understood to
mean that (i) the defaulters will be punished in different ways on
different occasions; or. (ii). the modes of punishment shall vary,
according to the various classes of people; or (iii) the defaulters shall
undergo both punishments simultaneously. Shah Waliullah Muhad
dith Dehlavi Rahmatullah alaihe writes inbis book, Hujjatullahil
Balighah:The modes of punishment shall vary from having a snake
coiling round one's body to being branded with lhlrning plates of
gold, etc. For a man adoring wealth in general, his property shall be
transformed into one monstrous snake, which will chase him and
bite him. As for him who loves-each and every item of his property,
·counts the coins, arranges them and fondles them lovingly, converts
everything into gold and silver and hoards it up·, his coins, etc., will
be beaten into plates burning with fire and he will be branded with
them..
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A Hadith says that whoever leaves behind a hoarded treasure,
will find it transformed, on the Day of Resurrection, into a bald
snake,with two dark spots above its eyes, which will chase him. ThE
man will say to it, "What monster are you"? and thes~will reply,
"I am your treasure that you left behind-. The snake will then bite
and devour his body, beginnipg with his hand. (Targheeb). While
undergoing punishment, on the Day of Resurrection, if the body of a
person is reduced to pieces, it will resume its original shape before
the same punishment is inflicted uponit once again and 80" on.
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HADITH: 3
Abdullah Ibne Mas'ud Radhiallahoanho has said, ."We
have been commanded to perform Salaat and to pay
Zakaat. So, Salaat will not be accepted from a person
who does not pay Zakaat on his property".

Note: In other words, he will not be granted any reward by Allah
Ta'ala for his Salaat, althollgh he will be deemed to have fulfilled
what was obligatory upon him. Another Hadith says: He who does
not pay Zakaat is not a (perfect)· Muslim and his good deeds will not
avail him". '(TargMeb). That is to say, his good deeds will not avail
him for warding off the punishment prescribed for non-payment of
Zakaat; it will remain due from....him, until paid. According to another
Hadith; He who does not pay Zakaat has no religion'.'

Still another Hadtih has: 'Allah Ta'ala does not accept Salaat
from a person who does not pay Zakaat Allah Ta'ala has joined the
command to observe Salaat with tha~ofpayingZakaat (in scores of
places) in the Holy Qur'an. So, do not separate them'(Kanz). Separa
ting the two means: observing Salaafand not paying Zakaat .
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HADITH: 4
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, 'Allah
Ta'ala has enjoined upon the rich to pay (Zakaat) on
their wealth, as much as !lhould suffice 'for the poor
ones among them. And nothing distresses the poor,
when they are hungry or naked, more than the neg
lectfulness of the rich who do not pay what is due
from them (i.e. do not pay it in full). Beware! Allah
Ta'ala will call such people to a stern account and
punish them with most severe punishment (for the
neglect of their obligatory duty).

Note: The Hadith means that Allah Ta'ala, Who is All-Knowing,
has made it compulsory (Fardh) for the rich Muslim to give away (as
Zakaat) the' precise fraction of their wealth which, if fully paid
according to the prescribed standards, would suffice for the needs of
the poor among the Muslims, so' that no member of the Ummah
would starve or suffer from want of clothes. This fact is definite and
self-evident The point has been explained more clearly in a detailed
Hadith related on the authority of Abu Zarr Ghifaari Radhiallao
anho, which has been included by Faqeeh Abul-Laith Samaraqandi
Rahmatullah alaihe in his book, 'Tanbeeh-ul-Ghafileen. In this
Hadith, the narrator, among other questions, asked Rasulullah,
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam '0 Rasulullah you have commanded us
to pay Zakaat; what is Zakaat'? 'Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam replied, ·0 Abu Zarr, he who is not trustworthy has no
Imaan; and the Salaat of a person who does not pay Zakaat, is not
accepted; Allah Ta'ala has enjoined upon the rich that much Zakaat
(on their property) as would suffice for the needs of their poor. On
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the Day of Resurrection, Allah Ta'ala will call them to account for
the Zakaat due on their property and punish them for any default."
This HadithClearly indicates that the above-mentioned saying of
RasulullahSalialiaho alaihe wasallam is specifically about Zakaat.

Itnaam· Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe writes in 'Ihyaa-ul-Uloom'
that Allah Ta'ala has threatened with dire punishment those who
neglect to pay Zakaat. The Holy Qur'an says:

They who hoard up gold and silver and do not spend it in the
path ofAllah. to the end of the Ayat (ai- Taubah: 34-
35).·

. where 'spending in the path of Allah' means paying Zakaat on
one's property. He then goes on to say that Zakaat is of six kinds:-

1. Zakaat on the animals;
2. .Zakaat on gold, silver, etc.
3. Zakaat on wealth invested in business.
4. Zakaat on mines or hidden treasures, etc.
5. Zakaat on the produce of the land. .
6. The Sadaqat-ul-Fitr (Wajib) paid at the end of Ramadhan.

All the four Imaams Oegists) of Fiqhare agreed that Zakaat is
due on all the six kinds of property listed above, except that the
Hanafi school holds that, instead of Zakaat, o~e-fifth .(khumus) of
the wealth procured from a mine is incumbent (Wajib) upon its
owner. Certainly, If every Muslim is palticular about regular pay
ment of Zakaat due on each kind of property every year, no poor
man would ever die of hunger.

Some Ulama have inferred from the above Hadith related by Ali
Radhiallaho anho that something more than Zakaat is due on pro
perty, but the view is not tenable; this interpretation of the Hadith
contradicts another Hadith related by Ali Radhiallaho anho himself,
which says, "Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said that
Zakaat has abrogated the obligatory nature of all other Sadaqaat".
This Hadith has also been transmitted in a 'Merfoo' (traceable to
Rasulullah) form Imaam Razi Jassass Rahmatullah alaihe has writ
ten in his book, 'Ahkaam.ul-Qur'an' that it is a saying of Ali
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Radhiallaho anho, which has b~en confirmed through a inore
reliable chain of transmission.

The Compiler of 'Kanz-ul-Ummal' has quoted the same Hadith,
from several collections of Ahadith, with the version: 'Zakaat has
abrogated every other Sadaqah' (previously taken to be obligatory)
mentioned in the Holy Qur'an; the obligatory bath taken after sexual
intercourse (Ghusl-e-Janabat) has abrogated obligatory nature of all
other baths; the fasting during Ramadhan has abrogated the obli
gatory nature of all other fasts, the slaughtering of sacrificial animals
on Eid-ul-Adhhaa has abrogated all other obligatory slaughters of
animals. Ali Radhiallaho anho has said, "If a man were to possess all
the wealth of the world, with the pure motive of winning Allah's
pleasure by spending it for the cause of Allah, he could still claim to
be an ascetic. This saying ha6 also been quoted· in Chapter six,
below. Some Ulama have said that, before the commandmE:nt of
Zakaat, it was obligatory to give away (as Sadaqah) all that exceeded
one's needs, but the command io pay Zakaat abrogated (auto
matically) the previous injunction. Allama Suyuti Rahmatullah '
alaihe has said that Suddi Rahmatullah alaihe held the same view,
whicn he has expressed in his commentary on the half Ayat:
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"Keep to forgiveness (0, Muhammad) and enjoin kindness....
(al-A'raaf" 199)

Therefore implying the above I even if something had been
made obligatory to be paid on property, it has since been abrogated
by Zakaat. Moreover, such a reading goes against another Hadith
which reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying,
"Whoever has paid Zakaat, has fulfilled what was due on his
property; and if anyone gives more than that, it will be an additional
credit for him". (Kanz, related on the authority of Hasan
Rahmatullah alaihe in 'Mursal' form). We have already quoted
above several Ahadith of the same import, and even clearer is the
following Hadith, narrated on the authority of Abu Hurairah
Radhiallaho anho and similar to the one related by Ali Radhialaho
anho: "If Allah Ta'ala considered the amount of Zakaat received
from the rich insufficient for the needs of the poor, He woul~ have
made it obligatory for them to pay something more,apart from
Zakaat. So, if now the poor suffer from hunger, it is because of thE:
wrong-doing of the rich." (Kanz). In other words, as the rich do not
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pay in full the Zakaat due from them, the poor have to starve for
want of food. In his book, "Majma-uz-Zawaid", Haithami, the
Muhaddith Rahmatullah alaihe, has transmitted this Hadith on the
authority of Ali Radhiallaho anho, quoting it in the very beginning
of the chapter entitles 'On the obligatoriness of Zakaat! For the same
reason, the author of 'Kanz-ul-Ummal' has included it in the 'Book
on Zakaat'.

Hafiz Ibnu-Abdil-Barr Rahmatullah alaihe says, 'The Ayat
beginning:

(They who hoard up gold and silver ..

and other similar Ayaat apply to those who do not pay Zakaat on
their hoarded property. This is the consensus of the Ulama of Fiqh
(Islamic Jurisprudence) and the-same view was held by the Sahabah
viz Umar, Ibne-Umar, Jabir, Abdullah Ibne Mas'ud, Abdullah Ibne
Abbas Radhiallaho anhum. The following Hadith, transmitted by
Abu Dawood and others, also supports tbis view: Umm-e-Salmah
Radhiallaho anOO says that she was once wearing an ornament of
gold and she asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, 'Is this
(ornament) to be treated as Kanz (hoarded treasure, the owner of
which shall be severely punished on the Day of Judgment)'?
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied, "Any property on
which Zakaat is payable is not 'Kanz', provided the Zakaat is paid on
it". Furthermore " this is corroborated by the following Hadith,
transmitted by Tirmizi Rahmatullah alaihe and Hakim Rahmatullah
alaihe on the authority of Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho, 'When
you have paid the Zakaat, you have fulfilled what was due from you
on your property'.

Another Hadith, transmitted on the authority of Jabir Radhi
allaho anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as
Saying, "After you have paid Zakaat on your property, you have
purified it of its inherent evil". Haakim Rahmatullah alaihe has
transmitted the same Hadith saying that it is a "Marfoo' Hadith
(traceable to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam) according to the
standards set by Imaam Muslim Rahmatullah alaihe. Baihaqi Rah
-matullah alaihe says that it is a 'Mauqoof Hadith (not traceable to
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam), as the chain of its auth~

ritles reaches up to Jabir Radhiallaho anho, 11 Sahabi. Abu Zar'ah
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Rahmatullah alaihe also calls it a 'Mauqoof Hadith, with the chains
of its transmitters reaching up to Jaabir Radhiallaho anho and says
that it is a Sahih Hadith with the wording: "The property on which
Zakaat has been paid is not 'Kanz' (hoarded treasure)." Ibne Umar
and Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anhuma have also reported the same
words.

Ataa Rahmatullah alaihe and Mujahid Rahmatullah aiaihe have
said, "The property on which Zakaat has been paid is not a 'Kanz',
even though it be buried in the ground; and the property on which
Zakaat has not been paid is a 'Kanz', even though it be lying on the
surface of the earth: Here, of course, the word 'Kanz' denotes a
term of Shariah (1slamic Law) and it has not been used as a common
word with usual dictionary meaningS. (That is to say, though Ranz
literally means a hidden treasure, in Shariah (Islamic Law) it is a
term applied to any property on which Zakaat has not been paid,)
Barring a few exceptions. I have not foulld anyone holding a view at
variance with the one mentioned above that thetenn Kanz applies
to the property on which Zakaat has not been paid.

However, a few illustrious Sahabah like Ali and Abu Zarr
Radhialiaho anhuma and some of the ascetics (Zaahid) among the
followers (Tabi'een), like Dhahhaak Rahmatullah aiaihe, have said
that something more, apart froIil Zakaat, is due on one's property.
Of these, Abu Zan- Radhiallaho anho has gone so far ~ to say that
provision exceeding one's sustenance is to be regarded as kanz. Ali
Radhiallaho anho has been reported as saying that the amount
exceeding four thousand (Dirhams etc), is to be treated as kanz
while Dpabhak RalmuJtullah alaihe says that ten thousand Dirhams
is to .00 considered as property in excess. Ibrahim Nakh'ee,
Mlijaahid, Sha'bi and Hasan Basari Rahmatullah alaihim are of the
view that something more is payable as Sadaqah on wealth, apart
from Zakaat. Ibne-Abdil-Barr Rahmatullah alaihe says that, with the
above exceptions. all other scholars of the earlier and later ages are
agreed on the point that kanz is that property on which Zakaat has
not been paid, and they opine that the Ayaat and Ahadith quoted by
the mama of the other school of thought (in support of their view)
actually emphasize the desirability of spending more than the
prescribed amount, rather than advocate its obligatoriness, or else
these commandments were revealed prior to the command to pay
Zakaat, which has abropted all previous comDUUldments, just as the
command to fast on the lOth}of ~uharram was abrogated when
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fasting during Ramadhan was made obligatoI)'. Still, ,the fact
remains that fasting on 10th Muharram (as a supererogatol)' act), or

spending more than the prescribed amount (as Nan Sadaqah) are
acts of virtue. (ltteha()

This view is also supported by the fact that when the Muhaji
reen among the Sahabah emigrated to Madinah Munawwarah, they
possessed nothing in the world; so Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wCUlallam established the bond of brotherhood (Muakhaat) between
the well-to-do Ansaar of Madinah Munawwarah and the poor emi
grants (Muhajireen) from Makkah. The Ansaar proposed that half
the property belonging to each one of them should be given to his
brother from among the Muhalijireen, but Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wCUlallam did not accept the suggestion and, instead, told the
~uhaajireento work on the fruit-plantations owned by the Ansaar,
in return for a share in the produce. Under such conditions, the
bond of brotherhood was established between Abdur Rahman Ibne
Auf and SaId bin ar-Rabi' Ansaari. Saed said to Abdur Rahman, 'It
is known to evel)'body that I am the richest person among the
Ansaar; I request you to accept half of my property.' But Abdur
Rahman Radhiallalio anho declined to accept the offer and said,
'Guide me to the market.' So, Abdur Rahman Rodhiallaho anho
went to the market and started business. If the poor had a right to
take the extra wealth of th~. rich, without being driven to it by
extreme want, why did Rasulullah Sallallaho.~ wcuallam refuse
to take the property of the Ansaar? Why did Abdu'r Rahman Radhi
allaho anho refuse to have his (due) right?

The collections of Ahadith and biographies of Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe WCUlallam contain innumerable incidents about the
Ashaab-us-SutJah, the poor emigrants <Muhaajireen) who lived on a
platform in the Holy Masjid at Madinah, without any means of sub
sistence, sometimes going without food coDSeC1ltively for many days.
They would sometimes fall to the ground from starvation. Even
though there wel'e many rich Sahabah among the Ansaar, Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam did not compel anyone to distri
bute his extra wealth among these people, though he often eXhorted
them to help the needy.

Abu Hurai~ Radhiallaho aAho~ that there were seventy
people in the Suffah and not one of. them had a full sheet of cloth (to
cover his body). (Durr~-Manthur).Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho
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has related many incidents about his own hard life, which are
contained in the collections of Ahadith. He says, "By Him Who Alone
is to be worShipped, I used to lie with my stomach pressed against
the ground, suffering from pangs of hunger. On some occasions, I
tied a stone to my stomach (to appease the spasms of hunger). Once,
I intentionally sat by the wayside, waiting for someone to invite me
to his house. Soon Abu Bakr RadhiallaJw anho passed that way. I
entered into conversation with him and asked him a question about
an Ayat, expecting him to invite me to his house, as was his wont,
but he answered my question briefly and went away. After him,
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wClBallam came along and, when he saw
me, a smile brightened his face and he said, 'Come along with me'. I
accompanied him to his house, where a bowl of milk was presented
to him and, upon his asking, 'Who brought this milk?', he was told
that such and such person had sent it as a present. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then told me to go and invite all my
companions of the 'Suffah'. (They had no families, nor any means to
support themselves, nor was anyone responsible for providing food
for them or to look after their affairs. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam would pass on to them all that he received as Sadaqah and
would share with them whatever was presented to him.) When
Rasulullah SallallaJw alaihe wClBallam bade me invite all of them, I
naturally felt disappointed,for there was only one cupful of milk and
thetewould be too many of us to share the drink. I said to myself,
The milk is barely sufficient for a single person. If I were given to
drink it all, I could gain some strength by it. Also, I was aware that,
when they came, I would be told to serve it to the others and a server
is always the last to drink and, more often than not, he gets the least
of the entire lot But I had to comply with what Rasulullah Sal
lallaJw alaihe wasallam had told me to do. So, I went out and fetched
all of them. When they had come, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam handed me the bowl and bade me serve it to them. I
began to serve the milk, taking the bowl to each one of them in turn,
who drank to his fill and finally returned the same to me. When
everybody had taken his fill, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
said to me, 'Only you and I are left now,' and On my replying 'Quite
so' he said, 'Sit down then and drink;' So, I arank to my heart's
desi~. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wClBallam said, 'Have some
more' and I drank some more; he again said, 'Have some more' and I
drank some more and said, , 0 Rasulullah, my stomach cannot hold
any more of it'. He-then drank the remaining milk himself':
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Another story related about himself, runs thus: "Once I had
nothing to eat for three consecutive days and fell on the ground
while walking on the way to Suffah. The boys in the street said, 'Abu
Hurairah has gone crazy' but I replied, 'Not I, but you are mad'.
Somehow I managed to reach the Suffah where I saw Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam serving Thareed <bread crumbled in
gravy) to my friends out of two bowls sent to him by someone. 1
stood there, raising my head time and again, hoping to be noticed by
Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam who, I thought, would invite
me to share the meal with them. I waited" till everybody bad taken
his share and nothing was left in the bowls.Rasulullab SallallaJw
alaihe wasallam then ran his fingers all around inside the bowls,
gathering the left-overs into a morsel, which he placed on his fingers
and said to me, 'Take this with an invocation to Allah Ta'ala.' I ate it
and my stomach was filled".

Fudhala bin 'Ubaid RadhiallaJw anlw .ys: "Sometimes Rasul
ullah SallallaJw alaihe wasallam sat, after performing Fajr Salaat,
and saw some of the 'Suft'ab' brothers falling to the ground on
account of pangs of hunger. He would say, 'If you knew how exalted
your ranks are, in the sight of Allah, you would love hunger and
poverty more than you do now.'"

Under Ayat No.30, in section one above, bas been related the
detailed story of some people of the Mudbar tribe who came to
Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam, hungry and scantily clothed,
having little to c.over their bodies and nothing to eat, suffering from
starvation. Rasulullah Sallalla~ alaihe wasallam, finding nothing
inside his houses for them, then assembled the people and delivered
a sermon exhorting them vehemently to give Sadaqah, whereupon
people brought donations. Two piles of food and clothing gathered
up in front of him, all of which he distributed among the poor
tribesmen; all this was done through persuasion. Rasulullah
SallallaJw alaihe wasallam did not compel anyone to give away
money, nor called anyone to account for possessing wealth in excess
of his requirements.

Anas Radhiallalw anho relates that once an Ansaari came to
Rasulullah and begged from him. Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe
wasallam asked him, 'Have you got nothing in your house?" He said,
"I have a piece of matting, of which 1spread a part on the ground and
use the other as a coverlet, and also a wooden bowl for drinking
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water." Rasulullah SallallahoalaiheWll8allam asked him to bring
both things to him and then auctioned these for two dirhams, which
he gave to the man, directing him to buy food for his family with one
dirham and buy an axe with the other and bring it to him. When he
brought the axe, Rasul'ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam himself
fixed a handle on it and said, "Go, gather firewood and sell it, and do
not let me see you here for a fortnight." 'The man did as directed and
came again on the fifteenth day. He had earned ten dirhams, and
bought food with them. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said,
'This is better for you than begging, which would have caused a spot
on your face on the Day of Resurrection, and then added,

~~r:;J"~~'~;:b~~;f~·~~~;J__
Begging is allowed only for three people: One who is· in grinding

poverty, one who owes a heavy amount of penalty or one who is
responsible for blood-money, which he finds it difficult to pay".

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam permitted these· three
categories of men to ask other people for help, but did· not allow the
man who had asked for help to beg from people, although he was
extremely poor, nor did he entrust anyone with the responsibility for
his provision. In short, there arevthousands of incidents related in
the collections of Ahadith which bear·testiIilony to the fact that only
Zakaat, and nothing more than that, is obligatoI)' on property. And
the following oft-quoted saying of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam also corroborates the above statement:

~~li:~l .' j-::;:§
"';" ~~....

The one who exceeds the limits of propriety while giving away
Sadaqah (or while collecting it) is like one who refuses to pay it.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam appointed Dhahaak Ibne
Qais Radhiallaho anho to collect Zakaat, who brought the best
camels of the entire lot owned by the people. On seeing them,
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, 'You have taken the best
property of the people.' Dhahaak Radhiallaho anho said, "0
Rasulullah, you will soon be going on a Jehaad expedition, so I
selected those camels that are good for riding and carrying
equipment for Jehaad". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said,
"Go and return these animals to the owners and fetch others of the
ordinal)' kind." (Mqjma'.uz-Zawaaid)-
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These were the instructions of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam to collectors of Zakaat at a time when he needed equip
ment for Jehaad and was exhorting the Sahabah to donate for the
cause, so much so that, moved by his exhortation, Abu Bakr Radhi
allaho anho donated his entire belongings, Umar Radhiallaho anho
gave away half of his entire possessions and Abdur Rahman Ibne
Auf Radhiallaho anho once said, '0 Rasulullah, 1 own four thousand
(dirhams or dinaars); 1 have kept back two thousand for my
household expenses and brought two thousand to be spent for the
cause of Allah Ta'ala'. And another Sahabi .said, 'I worked as a
labourer all night long and received two Saa's (a measure weighing
about three kgsJ of dates as wages; 1 have left half the amount at
home, for my family and brought the remaining half to present it to
you'. (Durre-Manthur). Abu Mas'ud Radhiallahoanho says,
"Whenever Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam advised us to give
Sadaqah, and some of us possessed nothing, they used to go to the.
market, work as porters and get a 'Mudd' (a measure of grain) of
dates and then give it away as Sadaqah". (Bukhari)

The subject has been treated at length in Chapter one, under
Hadith No.24. Notwithstanding all this concern about the equip
ment for Jehaad, Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam did not
accept, as Zakaat, the camels of good quality instead of those of the
ordinary kind (not liking to act against the general rule in collection
of Zakaat). It becomes evident that, so far as the obligation is
concerned, nothing more is due on property, apart from Zakaat. As
for spending generously for the cause of Allah Ta'ala, irrespective of
its incumbency or otherwise, a Muslim is upon to spend and not to
hoard up wealth. The Quranic Ayaat and the· Ahadith of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam quoted.in Chapter one of the book clearly
state, in the strongest terms, the fact that wealth is really mean~ for
spending on things which earn the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala, (i.e. to
spend much on others and, as far as possible, to spend little on their
own needs). Only such wealth will be of real benefit to a man which
he has deposited in the Treasury of Allah Ta'ala (i.e. spent for His
sake) and no harm can come to it, unlike the banks of this world
which might be looted, destroyed, or go bankrupt. The wealth depo
sited with Allah Ta'ala will benefit a man on the Day when he will
be in dire need of help. Allah Ta'ala says, "0 man, let your treasured
wealth flow unto me; for then it will be safe against fire, nor will it
be stolen, nor swept away by the water; and I shall return it to you
at a time when you will be extremely needy." (Targheeb)
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We have quoted an Ayat at serial No;30 in Chapter one, in
which Allah Ta'ala says:

And let every soul look to tluJt which it sendeth on before for the
morrow. And be not you as those who forgot Allah; therefore, He
caused them to forget their souls. (al-Hashr: 18-19)

And the following Ayaat have been quoted at serial No.31 in the
same context:

~t~j'~',I~~I1~~@~19~~ r~~\; ·~~~~;~,;.I~1
@.::".'IV'I~~i'~1 '.-:'~'. ~,!'''''~r(,'':'I~,I~,
-o~ r ;'J\i'!--,ilf"'u~~, , ~~, .,

Your wealth and your children are only a temptation and a trial.
And spend; tluJt is better for your souls. (at-Taghabun: 15-16)

A Hadith at serial No.1 in the same Ghapter says that Rasul
ullah SallaUaho alaihe wasallam said, "If I possessed gold to the
extent of Mount Uhad, I would not like to keep any of it with me (for
more than three days), except what I put aside for paying a debt".
And according to the Hadith (quoted at serial No.3 in the same
context), to give away whatever surplus you have is better for you
and to withhold it is worse for you.' Also, we have given at serial
No.12 in the same Chapter the similar advice of Rasulullah Sal-.
lallaho alaihe wasallam to Asmaa Radhiallaho anha, in which he
exhorted her to spend without making calculations,·and to give away
whatever she could for the sake of Allah Ta'ala. Also in point here is
the incident related at serial No.20 above, on t1)e authority of Aishah
Radhiallaho anha, that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked
what was left of a goat that they had slaughtered. When she told him
that only the shoulder joint remained, while the rest had been
distributed, he said, "The whole of it remains except its shoulder
joint".

A number of Ahadith on this subject have already been quoted
above. Regardless of what is obligatory and what is commendable or

;,praiseworthy, one should bear in mind that only such property shall
avail a person as he has remitted to the Akhirah (with his own
hands) in this life. Ifanyone wants to protect his hard-earned money
and store it away for use at a time when he shall need it badly, let
him spend it for the cause of Allah.
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He will not only be sure to gain rewards in the Akhirah but also
receive maximum benefits in this world, for, Sadaqah is effective
protection against aftlictions and, by its blessings, many a person is
cured of diseases and saved from meeting an evil death. A well
known Hadith reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as
saying, "Envy is justified only regarding two persons: one whom
Allah Ta'ala has given knowledge of the Qur'an and he remains
engrossed in reciting it, and acting upon it day and night; and a man
whom Allah Ta'ala has given wealth and he is all the time busy
spending it generously for· the cause of Allah." (Mqjma'-uz-ZawaaidJ.
We have already quoted a Hadith in Chapter Two, at serial No.S, to
the f~nowing effect, "ThoSe who have much property shall gain
scanty rewards, acept for those who spend for the cause of Allah,
with both hands, giving to those on their left and on their right,
before them and behind them". In another Hadith quoted at serial
No.7 in Chapter 2, Rasulullab Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, 'He
is not a (true) Mo'min at all who eats his fill while his neighbour is
suffering from hunger.'

We have discussed the subject in detail in the foregoing chapters
of this book, the crux of which is that it is below the dignity of a true
Muslim to hoard up wealth. The necessity of wealth is like the
necessity to void bowels; if a person cannot ease himself for a day or
two, he shall have to consult the physician, but if somebody suffers
from loose bowels, he shall have to go to the doctor for treatment
and cure. Now, if the foolish person keeps this waste in his house,
not bothering to sweep it away, his house will be filled with foul
smell, he will go distracted and will be sure to fall a prey to diseases.
Likewise, wealth is necessary for life and we have to procure it by
various means; but, at the same time, it has a filthy aspect and its
excess can be harmful to the soul, if it is not given away and disposed
of immediately, Uke sewage. The diseases that breed on wealth are:
pride and vanity, disdain for others and looking down upon the
humble, wanton debauchery and licentiousness, etc. In short, the
rich are prone to all manner of aftlications that tarnish the soul. This
is why Rasulullah Sallallaho alailre wasallam supplicated Allah
Ta'ala, saying:

"0 Allah, make the provisipn of Muhammad's family just
sufficient to sustain life".
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Rasulullahwished that his descendanta should not be made to
possess excessive wealth, which brings corruption in its wake. For
the same' reason, we see that most of the descendants of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam do not possess much wealth. There may
be some exceptions, but they only prove the rule, and not the
contraly. May Allah aid the author, the most insignificant of His
men, to understand the corrupting nature of wealth. How blissful is
the life of those who hate this world and its wealth!

HADITH: 5
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam has said, 'If some
people withhold Zakaat (refuse to pay it), Allah
Ta'ala infticts famine on them-.

Nott: Nowadays, the calamity offamine has become a great pro
blem and thousands of plans are under way to save mankind from a
world famine, though most of these plans seem to produce little
result. The fact is that, when Allah Ta'ala sends a calamity to punish
men for their sins, no power on earth can prevent its onslaught. Men
may form thousands of plans to check its advance, frame numerous
laws (and call the governments for aid), but a thing decreed by the
Sovereign Lord of the Universe must come to pass, unless He wills it
otheJWise. Allah Ta'ala has revealed to us the real malady and told
us about its proper treatment and cure. Now, if we wish tb redeem
suffering we shall have to follow the proper remedy. It would be
utter folly to indulge in the very acts that cause the disease and.then
complain of its spreading more rapidly.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam has specifically described
for his Ummah how evil pursuits cause specific calamities and aftlic
tions in this, world; the humble author has briefly recounted all this
in his booklet., 'al-['tidaal'. As this is beyond the scope of the present
book, readers may refer to that booklet and see how gravely con
cerned Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wa8allam was about his people
on that account, and how he warned them against all such evil
practices, saying, in effect:
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"When my Ummah falls into such and such evils; they will be
afflicted with calamities like: violent windstorm, men being
swallowed up by the earth, metamorphosis (faces transformed into
evil shapes), earthquakes, pelting with stones from the skies, the
domination of enemies over the Muslims, plagues and pestilences,
mutual slaughter and bloodshed, with-holding of rains, storms, the
hearts becoming intimidated and awed by UnknOWD fears, the sup
plications of the pious not being accorded acceptance, etc.·

Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam enumerated these afflic
tions and misfortunes fourteen hundred years ago, together with the
particular evil deeds that cause each of these. The warning was given
long ago and, today, we have tested the truth of these sayings by
experience. Today the predictions are coming true, in exact accor
dance with the minutest details given in the Ahadith. Would that we
understood the true significance of the sayings of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe .wasallam, whose heart was full of love and
compassion and who was sent as a mercy, Dot only for the Muslims,
but for all mankind; following the rules of conduct laid down by him,
is extremely beneficial for all created being. When the Muslims
themselves do not set great value on these revelations, in spite .of
claiming to be true Muslims, how can we blame the non-Muslims for
Dot knowing that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has taught
us golden rules for protection against aftlictions and calamities of
this world. Even today, if mankind hold fast to these excellent forms
of conduct and moral principles, they can win salvation and protec
tion against aftlictiODS. Very often, the Don-Muslim patients get
themsleves treated by the Muslim doctors or physicians and the
Muslim patients often go to non-Muslim doctors for treatment. If
only, people acted according to the rules prescribed by Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, who was undoubtedly the wiseSt of all
wise men, what a bliss would it be to live in the world, which will
become an abode of peace forever.

At this point, I think it worth referring to two more Ahadith,
which contain warnings by Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam:
Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho relates that RasuIullah once said, '0
Fraternity of Muhajireen, there are five (dreadful) sins; if you 'fall
into these' and I take refuge in Allah from the evil of these sins lest
you fall into them (you will face horrible disasters). Firstly, when
people openly indulge in acts of shamelessness and fornication, they
will be punished with plague and such diseases as were never heard
of before. Secondly, when people begin to give false measure in their
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business dealings, they will be subjected to starvation, hardships and
oppression by rulers. Thirdly, if people stop paying Zakaat, rain will
be with held from them and, were it not for the animals, not a single
drop of rain would fall upon them (as animals are innocent creatures
of Allah Ta'ala, a little water would be showered for them). Four
thly, the community that does not honour its contracts and treaties
will be condemned to domination by other nations, who will rob
them of all their wealth and belongings. Fifthly, a nation that
enforces laws in contravention of (i.e.opposed to) the law of Allah,
will be torn asunder by disruption and internal fighting." (Targheeb).
Ifwe consider these carefully, we shall see that we are suffering from
most of the evils described in the Hadith and, in consequence
thereof, most of the calamities mentioned therein haVE: actually
befallen us.

Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho reports that once Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Five things are in return for five
acts. When someone asked what this meant, he explained, 'When
people are treacherous about the covenant they have made, their
enemies are given power over them; when people judge and rule in
contravention of the commandments of Allah, death becomes
prevalent among thep1; when people do not pay Zakaat, rains are
withheld from them; when people give short measure and weight,
the produce (of their lands, etc.) becomes scanty and they are
affiicted with famines". (TargheebJ. Most probably, the Hadith has
been narrated in an abbreviated form. That is why the narrator has
mentioned only four things in the explanation. This Hadith says that
those who frame laws against the canon of·· Allah Ta'ala are
punished with frequent deaths; the preceding Hadith states that the
offence is punished with causing fighting among the members of the
society. The two Ahadith may be understood to describe two dif
ferent modes of punishment. Or, taken together, both may be read
as meaning 'frequent deaths from mutual fighting, which has indeed
become a common sight nowadays.

Both Ali and Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anhuma have.reported
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying, in effect, "When
people of my Ummah do fifteen things (among these he numerated):
when Zakaat is looked upon as a penalty (i.e. people pay Zakaat with
a heavy heart, as though it is a penalty or, alternately, when the
collectors collect Zakaat like a tax), then look for violent windst
orms, earth quakes, men being swallowed up by the earth,
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metamorphosis, stones being pelted from the skies, and calamities
following one another in rapid succession, like beads of a rosary
falling one after the other when its string is cut." I have given these
Ahadith, in full, in my book, 'al-l'Tidaal' and detailed all the fifteen
evils that are punished \\ith these severe inflictions. In that book, I
have also quoted other Abadith on the subject, but here, I have made
a passing reference to the Ahadith as they also menti()n withholding
ofZakaat

HADITH: 8

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaiM Wa8allam has said, "No
property is ever destroyed in a jungle or in a river for
any other reason than the non-payment of Zakaat
(o~ the part ofitil o.wnel'8)". .

Note: In other words, apart from the punishment in the
Akhirah, prescri~ for non-payment of Zakaat, the evil effects of
withhQlding it also appear in this world and it causes one's prop'~rty

to be destroyed. In another version of the Hadtih, a story has also
been related that 'Ubadah bin'Saamit Radhiallaho anho says that
once, when Rasulullah Sallallaho alaiM wasallam was sitting in the
shade, at 'al-Hateem' in the Holy Masjid ofMakkah Mukarramah, a
man came and said, "0, Rasulullah the property of such and such
household that was lying on the sea-shore h3s been d.estroyed". (It
might have been washed away by the sea-waves)~ Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaiM wa8allam said, "No property is destroyed on land or oq.ll
the surface of the sea (anywhere in the world) for any other reason
than non-payment of the Zakaat due on it. SQ, protect your property
by paying Zakaat and treat your patients with giving away (things
as) Sadaqah, and ch8f',.k the onslaught of sudden calamities by
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making supplications unto Allah Ta'ala; for,A supplication removes
an aftliction that has fallen and also forestalls the impending
calamities". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam would often say,
'When Allah Ta'ala wills the subsistance of a people or wills that
they thrive, He makes them chaste and innocent of sins and adorns
them with liberality, large-heartedness and gentleness of disposit
ion. And when He wills the extinction ~f a community, He causes
them to betray their trust"' and then recited the following Ayat from
the Holy Qur'an: _

~" • 't;~'#l"~ ""'-',.-~ " '-e.' .... ,)'7~.::...". .. ·11··1"1"~111~·,. .fI"" "J ~"'-r .J,,\.J-

"Even as they were njoicing in that which they wert given, We
seized them UhawartS, and lo! they were dumb-founded". (al
An'aam:44) (Kanz)

The Ayat occurs in section (Ruku) five of Surah al-An'aam. The
two Ayaat preceding it describe a general truth about the various
phases in the deterioration of a community before it is finally ruined
by Allah Ta'ala, in order that other people might take admonition
and learn a lesson. Allah Ta'ala says:

"We 1uwe sent Ambiya already unto peoples that were before thee,
and (when they denied the Ambiya), We visited . 'l.em with
tribulation and adversity (caused them to suffer from ailments
and afflications), in order that they might grow humble. If only,
when our disaster came on them, they had been humble! (For,
then, their sin would have been for¢ven and they would have
been shown melY."J). But their hearts were harc:..ened and the
Shaitan made all I hat they used to do (that they had indulged in,
siru:e long) seem fair unto them (and, therefore, they remained
engrossed in the pursuits that charrn£d their eyes). Then, when
they forgot that where-of they had been reminded, We opened
unto them the gatu of all things (comforts and luxuries) till,
even as they were njoicing in that which they were given, We
seized them unawaru and lo! they were dumbfounded." (al
An'aam.· 42-44)

We should take admonition from these Ayaat. Ifa man is leading
a life of comforts and luxuries, in spite of his acts of disobedience,
then he is in a very dangerous situation. Rasulullah Sallallaho
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alaihe wasallam bas said, "When you see Allah Ta'ala granting
abundance of worldly goods to a man, in spite of his persistence in
acts of disobedience, it is just a way of bringing him little by little
nearer destruction (lstidrasJ)". He then recited the verse:

"When they fOrgcJt that whereof they had been reminded. We
opened unto them the gates of all things till. even as they were
n:joicing in that which they were given. We siezed them unawares
and to! they were dumbfounded".

Abu Haazim Rahmatullah alaihe is reported to have said, "Ifyou
see that Allah Ta'ala continues to bestow His bounties upon you, in
spite of your persistence i~ disobedience, be fearful Qf Allah. For.
every bounty that does not bring you nearer to Allah Ta'ala is a
misfortune". (Durre-Manthur). The subject will be explained further
in Chapter six, under Hadith 1'7. Since wealth is one of the greatest
bounties of Allah Ta'ala, it should be employed as a means of
achieving nearness to Him~ If, instead of spending it generously for
winning nearness to Allah Ta'ala, someone refuses. even to pay
Zakaat, which is one of the most important commandments of Allah
Ta'ala, he will undoubtedly be a disobedient person and should not
entertain hopes of keeping his wealth for long. For, he is himself
adopting meausres to destroy his property and, if his p.-operty is not
destroyed in spite of his disobedience, it will be more dangerous, as it
forebodes a worse misfortune. May Allah, in His infinite Mercy, save
us from it.

,-11~l:~lli~\~~r~':::--j~c:r~f:~~~ ~'" "'.. ./ .,--:J "'-::.J

\£~\;'J.~~'~~d\~\".J).~~\~~~~1
/
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HADITH: 7

PA8ulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, "Zakaat
never mingles with any property without destroying it. ..

The Ulama have given two diff'erent interpretations of the
Hadith, and both are correct, because the wording of the Hadith
supports both interpretations.
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One interpretation is that, if Zakaat is not paid out of a property
on which it is due, it is mixed up with that property and causes its
destruction. According to this reading, this Hadith conveys exactly
the same meaning as indicated in the preceding Hadith. Hafiz Ibne
Taimiyya Rahmatullah alaihe prefers this interpretation, as he has
included this Hadith in his book, 'Muntaqaa', in a chapter captioned
on paying 'Zakaat without delay'. Humaidi Rahmatullah alaihe has
also covered this Hadith, adding that, if Zakaat has become incum
bent upon you and you have not paid it, then that which is forbid
den (Haraam) will destroy that which is lawful (Halaal). That is to
say, the amount of Zakaat, withholding which is forbidden, destroys
the amount which may be kept back after Zakaat has been paid on it.

The other view, reportedly held by Imaam Ahmad Ibne Hanbal
Rahmatullah alaihe, is that if a man who is rich, owning seven and a
half tolas of gold (approximately 87.2 grams) or fifty two and half
tolas of silver (approximately 610.3 grams) or anything of equal
value, exceeding his basic needs, nevertheless receives Zakaat from
others, pretending to be a poor man, the amount of Zakaat received
by him ""rill destroy the property already lying in his possession.
(Mishkaat)

This Hadith contains a strict warning for those who pretend to
be poor and receive Zakaat by deceivi~g others, though they possess
enough property to make Zakaat incumbent upon themselves. The
amount of Zakaat ~aken in this way, causes destruction of one's own
property and, thus, one has to sutTer a great loss in return fo. a
paltry gain. Then it is no use cursing the thieves or those who have
taken it by force. A man's wrong action causes destruction of his
own property and the sin of taking Zakaat undeservedly shall remain
registered against him.

/." \~\\;-"·/·:-:;;.<L~J:///(""':.'/jl-:-:~'''''-'/..' .~'\ ',.;;:--'h (;\
~ ~~..I c::-~ ..:- ~ l;rt ,,~~~+Upd' 0.J
l;'f'~\~ J~~l ~~~) .~I~~~~;J S~;. C;/(~
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HADITH: 8

Abdullah bin Mas'ud Radhiallaho anho says, "He who
acquires pure properly (by lawful or 'Halaal' means)
but does not pay Zakaat, makes his property impure
and he who acquires impure property (by unlawful or
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'Haraam' means) and spends some of it as Zakaat
cannot thus purify his property."

Note: What a severe threat for those who neglect to pay Zakaat!
The entire property acquired by untiring efforts and hard labour,
through lawful (Halaal) means, becomes impure by a slight act of
niggardliness on the part of its owner and negligence in paying
Zakaat!

In a Hadith Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasalz3m has been
reported as saying: "He· who acquires property by unlawful
(Haraam) means, and then gives it as Sadaqah shall receive no
reward for it and will face the evil consequence of earning it
unlawfully". (Targheeb). Thus, he will suffer the evil influence of
unlawful earnings and rticeive no blessings for giving Sadaqah.

HADITH: 9

Asmaa binte Yazid Radhiallaho anha reports Kasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying, •Any woman
who wears a gold necklace round her neck shall be
made to wear a similar necklace of fire round her
neck on the Day of Resurrection; and any woman
who puts a gold ear-ring in her ear shall have a
similar ring of fire put in her ear, on the Day of
Resurrection".

r-.
Note: This Hadith apparently indicates that it is unlawful fQr

women to wear gold ornaments. Some mama are said that it
pertains to the early period of Islam, because the mama are agreed
to allow the wearing of gold or silver ornaments for women, as
supported by many other Ahadith. Other U1ama have said that this
Hadith, with many other Ahadith of the same import," applies to
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those who do not pay Zakaat on their ornaments; and certain
Ahadith also support this view. For example, a Hadith reports
Asmaa Radhiallaho anha as saying: "I visited Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam with my maternal aunt, both wearing gold bracelets
on our hands. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked, 'Do you
pay Zakaat on your bracelets?' and when we replied, 'No', he said,
'Aren't you afraid of having bracelets of fire put on you by Allah
Ta'ala on the Day of Resurrection? Do pay Zakaat on them." (Tar
gheeb). The Hadith clearly.states that women shall be made to wear
ornaments of fire on the Day of Resurrection, in case they have not
paid Zakaat on their ornaments. Muslim women should be very
particular about paying Zakaat, lest the ornaments acorning their
persons today should become the blazing flames of Jahannam and
torment their bodies, on the Day of Resurrection. The Hadith
reports Asmaa Radhiallaho anha as saying that she did not pay
Zakaat on the bracelets. It was perhaps because, at that· time, she
was ignorant of the law of Zakaat about the ornaments. The fact
becomes evident from another Hadith in which she is reported as
asking a question on the same point. Or, p.obably she regarded,
orlU).IIlents to be one of the basic needs of a woman (like clothing)
though, actually, it is not one of the necessities of life, but something
extra. Ifwe accept th;is probability, the Hadith would nut be taken as
referring exclusively to gold ornaments, but apply to silver
ornaments as well. Aishah Radhiallaho anha says; "Once, when
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam came to my house while 1~
wtWing tw3 thin bracelets of silver on my hand, he asked, 'What is
this Aishah?' I said, 'I have got these two ornaments to adorn myself
for you'. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked, 'Do you pay
Zakaat on them?' I said, 'No'. He said, "This is sufticient to takp VQU

to the fire of Jahannam.'" (Targheeb).

Here, in addition to the reason mentioned under the preceding
Hadith, another possible reason why she said so might be that silver
bracelets are usually light aAd, as such, their weight is ~ess than the
prescribed limit for malang Zakaat payable on them. And the saying
of Rasulullah SalIallaho alaihe wasallam may be understood to
mean that, if even a small ornament when taken along with others
totals up to the pl'tlSCribed standard, it becomes incumbent to pay
Zakaat on them. It has been related in another Hadith to the effect
that a woman came to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe w\l8allam
accompani~ by her daughter who wore two heavy gold bangles on
her hands. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked her, "Do
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you pay Zakaat on tlM,m"? She replied, 'No'. He then said, "Will you
be glad to have Allah Ta'o14 put two bangles ~ fire on your handa,
on the Da1 of Resurrection?" Hearing this she placed the bangles
before Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe WlJ8al1am and said, "I give these
away for the sake ofAlJah and His Rasulul- (TargheebJ.

It wu a peculiar characteristic of the Sahabah Rodhiallaho
anluun,.men and women alike, that on hearing a command given by
Allah To'o14 or His Rasu1 SallaUaho alaihe UKWJllam, they accepted
it and hutened to comply with it 'without hesitation or argument.

According to these Ahadith, the same rule applies both to gold
and silver ornaments, and those who do not pay Zakaat on orna
ments of either kind are threatened with the fire of Jahannam on
the Day of Resurrection. It makes little difference, with one Hadith
mentioning only gold and the other, only silver.

Some mama have said that all Ahadith that do not mention
Zakaat and make a distinction between gold and silver, do so because
of vanity in adornments of the body. Accordingly a tradition
~mittedby Abu Dawood and Nasaai,also corroborates this view:
"0 women, don't you consider silver good enough to make orna
ments with, for adoming you{Selves? I assure you that any woman
who adoms herself with gold, which she displays. wiD be punished
for it". (Targheeb). It is commonly observed that women do not set
much value upon silver ornaments, especially among those ladies
who have vanity because of their so-called high birth and do not
consider silver ornaments to be fit objects for display or showing
their superiority. If such a woDl8il is wearing silver bracelets she
would not, at all, think of displaying them, but with gold bracelets
she will, out of her vanity, try to attract the attention of other people
towards these by lifting her hands to adjust her head-dl"8S8t or wave
her arms pretending to drive away a fly, and when she meets a visi
tor or she herself goes to \isit someone else, her head-dress seems to
slip every now and then and she raises her handseaeh time to re
adjust it, in order to show off her bracelets. It seems that the head
dress will never stay in place, and the fly sh1! is trying to drive away
will never let her alone. All these motions and gestures are mere
excuses to display her gold bracelet!. Therefore,· it should be borne
in mind that ornaments should not be worn fo..· the. sake of vanity
and Zak.aat·should be regularly paid on the ornaments. If someone
does pot have due ~d for both these points, she will have to
suffer punishment in Jahannam.
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HADITH: 10

Dhahaak Radhiallaho anho says, 'When Allah Ta'ala
ordered the payment of Zakaat, some people among
the 'Munafiqeen' (Hypocrites) would, give (as
Zakaat) fruits of the worst quality that they
possessed. At this, Allah Ta'ala sent down the Ayat:

Note: The verse referred to in the Hadith is given below, in full:

o you who believel Spend of the good things which you
have earned (on good causes) and (spend the fruit etc. of
the best quality) out of that which We bring forth from
the earth for you, and seek not the bad (with intent) to
spend thereof (as Sadaqah), when you would not take it
for yourselves save with disdain if someone were to give
you similar things as a gift, or while paying back what
he owed you); and know that Allah is Absolute and
worthy ofall praise. (al-Baqarah:267)

There are a number of Ahadith explaining this Ayat and all of
them carry .almost the same meaning. Biuaa Radhiallaho anho
relates, "These Ayaat were revealed concerning us, the Ansaar of
Madinah. We owned orchards and each one of us brought small or
large quantities of fruit to the Masjid, according to the produce of his
fruit-plantation. Some people would bring one or two clusters of
dates, etc., and hang them up in the Masjid. Whenever any of the
poor ones living in the 'Suffah' felt hungry, he would go to the
hanging bunch, strike it with a stick and eat the few ripe or unripe
dates that fell off it, to satisfy his hunger. Others who had a weak
interest in Sadaqah, used to bring clusters of the WQrst quality. The
above Ayat was revealed on this account and it means that if you
were given bad or rotten fruit as a gift, you would accept it just to
avoid embarrasSment in returning it to the donor, otherwise you
would not be happy to accept it. After this, those people began to
present clusters containing dates of good quality."
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There are numerous Traditions on this subject. Another Hadith
has the following narration: Some people bought goods of the
cheaper quality from the market and then gave them away as Sada
qah; so the above Ayat was revealed concerning this habit. Ali
Radhiallaho anho relates that this Ayat was revealed concerning
obligatory Zakaat. There were some people who, when they picked
dates, selected and put away those of the best quality and, when the
collector came to collect Zakaat, put before him the fruit of inferior
quality. A Hadith says: "Once Ra.·ulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
entered the Masjid with a stick in his hand, with which he struck a
bunch of dates of very inferior quality that someone had hung up
there and said, 'If the owner (of the Sadaqah) had hung up a bunch
of better dates, what harm would have come to him? He will be
given dates of the same poor quality in Jannah". (Durre Manthur).
Aishah Radhiallaho anha reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam as saying: "Do not give to the poor what you would not eat
yourself: (Kanz). It has been narrated in another Hadith that
Aishah Radhiallaho anha once intended to give some spoilt meat as
Sadaqah, but Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said to her, "Do
you want to give as sadaqah what you do not like to eat yourself?"
(Jam'-ul-Fawaaid). The Hadith means that, as you are giving away
Sadaqah f(jr the pleasure of Allah, try to give the best goods, as far as
possible. But this d~s not mean that, if someone cannot afford good
things, he should not even give things of poor quality, which would
mean that such persons would give nothing as Sadaqah. It is better
to give away something, be it of an inferior quality, than not to give
anything at all. Of course, giving away things of bad quality can also
be a way of withholding Zakaat. We have already quoted a Hadith at
serial No.6 in Chapter four, which lays down the rule about the
quality of things to be given as Zakaat: Allah Ta'ala does not
demand frOm you the best of your properly, nor does He require you
to give the worst. You are required to offer the av~rage quality of
goods.

During his caliphate, Abu Bakr Siddiq Radhiallaho anho wrote
a letter to his subordinates telling them, in detail, the command
ments of Allah Ta'ala regarding the collection of Zakaat. He wrote,
in the beginning of the letter: These are the orders for collection of
Zakut; The people may pay to the collector if asked to pay according
to the prescribed detail, but whosoever asks for more than that,
must btl refused. When sending Mu'az Radhiallaho anho to the
Yemen as a governor, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam advised
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him to command people to oblierve Salaat and to· pay Zakaat, and
then said, "When they pay Zakaat, avoid taking the best of their
property; and protect yourself against the curse of an oppressed
person, for there is no barrier between Allah Ta'ala and the
supplication of the oppressed."

Imaam Zuhri Rahmatullah alaihe says, "When the collector of
Zakaat sent by the government comes, the goats should be appor
tioned into three flocks; one containing the best of the whole lot,
another containing the worst and another containing those of
medium quality. The collector should then take Zakaat from among
those of the medium quality". <Abu-Dawood). That is to say, this is
the guideline to be observed while collecting Zakaat, but if the giver
wants to give the best of his possessions, of his own sweet will, it
may be accepted from him, as illustrated by the incidents from the
lives of the Sahabah Radhaialla/w anhum related under Hadith six
in chapter four of the book, together with a Hadith that, if someone
gives the best of his possessions or something in excess of what is
due from him, Allah Ta'ala will grant him additional rewards for
that. Therefore, the donor should select the best of what he
possesses for giving as Sadaqah, because only such property as is
spent for the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala shall be really of benefit.

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe. says that whosoever wants
to pay Zakaat, keeping the Akhirah in view, must follow certain
rules and observe certain proprieties, and ha.'l explained those rules
and proprieties in great detail. In the following pages, these rules are
discussed briefly and with occasional necessary explanations. (It is
not, of course, an exact translation.) Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah
alaihe has given eight guide-lines regarding payment of Zakaat:-

1. We should know, in the first instance, why Zakaat was made
incumbent and made one of the five essentials (pillars) of Islam.
These are three reasons;

(a) In reciting the Kalimah, a man asserts his belief in Allah Ta'ala
as the only Deity to be adored, Who has no associates or part
ners. The profession of this faith becomes a truth when his
heart is knowingly dissociated from everything else, as true love
admits of no rivalry or partnership, and mere verbal expression
oflove has 'no value. A man's true love is put to trial ~hen there
are other rivals, each claiming his love, wealth being something
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that man loves by nature. So, Allah Ta'ala has made it incum
bent upon m;::n to spend wealth, as a touchstone for the truth of
their love for Him and their belief in Him as the only Being
worthy to be ooeyoo. Throllgh Sadaqah a man's love for Allah
Ta'ala is judged, as indicated in the Ayat:

[.o! .41lahhas bought from the Mo'mineen (believers) their lives
and their wealth because Jannah will be theirs. (at- Taubah:lll)

'Buying of lives' is through Jehaad; it i~, of course, easier to
give money thar.. to offer one's life. On the basis of spending money,
as a trial of one's love for Allah Ta'ala, men are found to fall into
three categories:

FirstlY, tilOsewho are true in their assertion of the Oneness
of Allah Ta'ala and who associate no partners with Him in their love
for Him. They are the ones who fulfil their covenant perfectly, as
they sacrifice all their belongings for the sake of Allah Ta'ala,
keeping back neither a dirham nor a dinar. The requirement of
obligatory nature of Zakaat becomes meaningless in their case. It is
reported of certain divines when they were asked,· 'How much
Zakaat is due on two hundred Dirhams?' They replied, 'According to
Shariah it is incumbent upon ~mmon people to spend five Dirhams
out of every two hundred Dirhams, but for us, it is necessary to
spend everything, keeping nothing back". That is why Abu Bakr
Siddiq Radhiallaho anho presented all he possessed to Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, keeping nothing with 'himself, thus
proving his perfect love for Allah Ta'ala.

Secondly, there are people of average sort who keep back
some wealth to serve them for their needs and give the rest away.
They do not indulge in luxuries of life but keep only sufficient
provision for their own use and spend the surplus wealth for the
cause of Allah. They, too, do not. restrict their spending to the
prescribed limits of Zakaat, but spend whatever exceeds their
requirements, which is. often more than the amount due. That is
why some followers (Tabi'een) of the Sahlibah Radhiallaho anhum
like Imaam Nakha'ee, Sha'bee and others Rahmatullah alaihim are
of the view that there is much mor€ due on propel1.y, apart from
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Zakaat, and they hold that it is incumbent upon the rich to fulfil the
needs of the poor, if they find them in need of help, even if they have
to give more than the Zakaat due on their property. However,
according to 'Fiqh,' the sounder view is that it is Fardh-e·Kifayah (a
general obligation, whose fulfilment by an adequate number
absolves all) to supply the need of an extremely poor man who is in
danger of suffering death. The opinions differ as to whether it is
obligatory to give free help to such a person, or· mere lending of
money can absolve people of their responsibility. (Those who are in
favour of lending money, rather than free help, fall into the third
category defined below.)

Thirdly, t,\lere are people who spend strictly in accordance
with the prescribed standards, neither more nor less than the
calculated amount. The majority of people fall into this last category:
they love worldly wealth and spend like the niggardly, being less
concerned with the life in the Akhirah.

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe has not mentioned the
fourth category, viz. Those who spend less than the prescribed
amount, or do not pay Zakaat at all. Such people are altogether false
in their claims of love for Allah Ta'ala, so he did not regard them as
worthy of mention.

(b) A second object in making Zakaat obligatory (Fardh) is to purify
men's hearts of miserliness, which is a fatal attribute. Rasul
ullah Sallnllaho alaihe wasallam has said, "Three things are
fatal attributes:-

(i) Niggardliness which is practised: i.e. if a person is
miserly by nature, but behaves generously in defiance of
his l,abit, miserliness will not harm him;. miserliness
becomes fatal only when a person actually acts like a
miser.

(ii) Passion which is acted upon. If a man of ardent passions
exercises restraint, no harm will come to him; passion
becomes fatal only when it is indulged in.

(iii) Self-conceit i.e. a man's considering his own opinion as
the best. There are many Ayaat of the Holy Qur'an and
numerous Ahadith deprecating miserliness, some of
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which we have quoted in Chapter Two of this book. The
only way to cure a person of miserliness is for him to
cultivate the habit of spending money. When it is desired
that a man should cease to love someone, he is advised
not to associate with that person and, with effort, try to
keep away from him. Zakaat is called a 'purifier', as it
purifies a man of the filth of avarice and miserliness. The
more generously a man spends and the happier he is
while spending for the love of Allah, the more purified he
will be of miserliness.•

(c) Another reason for making Zakaat obligatory appears to be that
it if> an expression of gratitude to Allah Ta'ala for the bounty of
wealth bestowed by Him. Each of us receives countless Boun
ties from Allah T'a'ala, both in the form of wealth and in the
form of physical faculties; so, the physical devotions serve as
thanksgiving ior bodily gifts, while devotions involving spending
of money serve a3 t.hanksgiving for the bounties of wealth and
other worldly good~ How mean and ungrateful is a person who
sees a beggar suffering abject poverty and destitution, but his
heart is not movc:l with feelings of gratitude for Allah Ta'ala,
Who has bestowed numerous bounties upon him, saving him
frorr. the humilip..ticm of begging from others and, above all,
raised him to a position where others beg favours of him. Is it
not binding upon him to express gratitude to Allah Ta'ala and
spend at least one tenth (of the prodace of his lands) or one
fortieth (of the money kept with him for a year), for the
pleasure of Allah Ta'ala?

2. An:>ther propriety to be observed concerns the proper time
for giving away Zakaat. In the first place, it is important that one
should ha.."ten to pay Zakaat and give it away even before it falls due,
because this shows his concern and willingness for obeying the
commandments of Allah Tu'ala. And, it also delights the hearts of
the needy persons. On the other hand, if a man makes delay in
giving Zakaat, he may suffer an affliction or a loss of his property.
The mama who hold that it is necessary to lose no time in paying
Zakaat also say that it is sinful to make delay in jts paymp.nt. So,
when it occurs to a person to spend money for tl:e sake of Allah, he
should not delay in doing so and regard it as all idea put in his mind
by an angel, as a Hadith says, "Everybody is being advised by an
angel and tempted by a Shaitan. The angel wants him to do good
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and to follow the truth, so, when anyone finds, within himself, an
inclination to do good, he should express gratitude to Allah Tn'nla.
The Shaitan persuades a man to do evil and go against what is true,
so when £. person finds himself inclined towards evil, he should
recite: ~ ~ 1'cfi31 -( J, f {~~ f

~f •• ~4..U",,:>r·
....". " .....

I seek refuge in Allah against Shaitan, the outcast one". (Saada4)

A Hadith says that (allegorically) the heart of man is between
two fingers of Allah Ta'ala, which He turns about as He wills. The
first thought of spending for the sake of Allah might be followed by a
second thought, a prompting by the Sliaitan to keep money with
oneself. For, Shaitan keeps on forewarning a person against
impending want and need. We have already discussed this point
under Ayat No.2 in Chapter Two.

And following the exhortation of the angel, there is an evil
prompting by Shaitan, So, a man should hasten l.O pay Zakaat before
the second thought occurs to him. And if anyone wants to pay the
entire amount of Zakaat due from him, at a time, it is good to specify
a month for its payment. It would be better to appoint, for the
purpose, one of the sacred months, in order that one might earn
maximum blessings for Zakaat. For example, Muharram is a sacred
month, being the first month of Hijri calender and one of the four
sacred lilonths of the year. Besides, the tenth of Muharram is an
auspicious day. For, according to a Hadith, if anyone spends liberally
on his family on the Day of Aashurah (lOth of Muharram), Allah
Ta'ala will be liberal to him the rest of the year. Another sacred
month is Ramadhan; a Hadith says that Rasulullah Sallallalw
alaihe wasallam was the most generous of men, and during
Ramadhan he was more geilerous than the ".vind which blows freely.
In this month, there is a night (Lailat-ul-Qadr) which is better than
a thousand months and, during it, Allah's Favours to His men go on
increasing day by day.

Similarly, Zul-Hijjah is a sacred month and a great many
blessings are associated with it; it is the month of Hajj, of which the
first ten days are called 'Ayyam-um-Ma'loomat' (the well-known
days) and the next three days (Ayyaam-e-Tashreeq) or the 11th,
12th and 13th day of the month) have been termed, in the Holy
Qur'an, as Ayyam-um Ma'doodat (the appointed days). The Holy
Qur'an exhorts the Mo'mineen (Believers) to make excessive Zikr of
Allah Ta'ala during these days (hence their blessedness).
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Therefore, if anyone decides to pay Zakaat during Ramadhan
. every year, he should fix the last ten days of the month for this

purpose, while a man giving it during Zul-Hijjah should do so during
the first ten days.

The humble author Muhammad Zakariyya Rahmatullah alaihe
would take the liberty to suggest that, as every body does have some
idea of the entire amount payable on his property for a year, he
should bear it in his mind and keep on paying Zakaat little by little
throughoutthe year. And, when the year comes to an end, he should
work out the exact amount payable on his porperty and payoff thE
difference that still remains due from him. If the calculations show
that what has been spent is more than what was due, he should
express gratit'lde to Allah Ta'ala, with whose aid he has been able to
spend more than the prescribed amount. This method of paying
Zakaat has three advantages:-

(i) If the Zakaat payable for the whole year is a largE
amount, it is difficult to give it away at a time. And it i~

desirable that Zakaat should be paid willingly.

(ii) One does not often find correct occasions for glVmg
Zakaat; by this method, a man may spend whenever suit·
able circumstances arise. On the other hand, if a man
calculates Zakaat at the end of the year and then sets it
aside for spending in small amountb during the following
year, each day that passes will count against him for
delaying the payment of Zakaat. Besides, one might,
through accident, cause injuries to himself or lose his
property and, may consequently, fail to pay Zakaat in full
and thus commit a sin.

(iii) If a man gives away in small amounts, he may spend by
chance more than what is due from him every year.
Giving away in excess of what is actually due is a com
mendable act of virtue. As for those who make calcula
tions and pay the Zakaat due for the year in one instal"
ment, most of them find it hard to pay more than the
prescribed amount. In this connection, it should be kept
in mind that Zakaat falls due after every lunar year and
not after a solar year. Some people maintain the account
of Zakaat according to the solar calender and thus delay
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its payment by ten days successively every year. In this
way, after thirty six years of lunar calender, they will
have p8id Zakaat for thirty five years only and the dues
for one complete year shall remain outstanding against
them.

3. It is also proper to give Zakaat secretly, which has many
advantages: the giver is saved from self-esteem through display of
generosity; and the receiver is saved from humiliation, as his poverty
remains concealed. Hence it is more rewarding to give Zakaat
secretly, unless there are good reasons for spending it openly. The
ultimate aim of giving Sadaqah is to purify a man from the evils of
avarice and niggardliness. And the one giving it openly may develop
in his heart a desire for worldly recognition. This evil is more"
harmful to the soul than avarice and miserliness, and most people
suffer from a weakness forfame and recognition.

-The evil of miserliness shall assume the form of a scorpion to
stinl{ the miser in the grave, while a man's love for worldly
~tion shall become a python that shall bite him. So, the one
who controls 'his miserliness, but becomes a victim of worldly
recognition or fame, is like a man who kills a sCorpion and feeds it to
a python, which grows stronger and more dangerous. It is, of course,
necessary to kill both the scorpion and the python; it may be that
killingthe python is more important than killing the scorpion.

4. Sometimes, it is wise to pay it openly for good and religious
reasons. For example, if a person wants to exhort others or' thinks
that others will follow his example or has some other religious
motives in his mind, it will be more rewarding for him to pay Zakaat
openly. We have already discussed these two points at length under
Ayat No.9 in Chapter One.

6. Another guideline for giving Sadaqah is that one should
protect it from being wasted through 'mann' <taunting the poor
about one's favours to them) or 'azaa' <causing harm to the one who
receives Sadaqah). 'M&,u' is the sin of 8 person who is conscious of
his f~vours to the pt.olple and keeps reminding them of their
obligations. 'Azaa' means suft'enng caused to others; it. includes
mental, discomfort caused by the vanity of a person who keeps
reminding them that their needs are met thorugh his generosity. We
have already discussed this subject in detail under Ayat No.8' in
Chapter one.
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6. Still another propriety to be observed while giving Zakaat is
that a man should regard the amount of his Zakaat,however large,
to be an insignificant amounlOtherwise, he may fall into the sin of
pride and exultation in what he has accomplished by way of virtue
(I'jaabun-Nafs). Exulting and taking pride in something accomp
lished (be it an act of virtue or something material) is one of the
worst sins, fatal to the soul and causmgone's virtues to be wasted
away.

In the Holy Qur'an, Allah Ta'tJla has reproached the Muslims
for feeling proud of their large numbers, on the occasion of Huneyn,
with words: '

rf:{.~.... ~~'1~ "n"l~~""J! ~ ,~, ,.,.I'~ .,.,"~ .1"" L'''.... ·.,· ,~ If"';-".( ,,,,,,
v;.;;":'-~~.P'¢.J'.J ~ •• I.)l~h!.' 1~~"'Q4Ll\..r~v.:il(

.\ ";.\-:._ a......:;c;:.J' J"'~I""~ f: /, ""~!l1';""';,·''''.... r.... -! '~fl~1:cll;:"
~""Jr..r -'." ilLl jI.:PJ@i;!:'~v.,;~.J.PJ~J~U-J~ _ - ''''P'

. "'.'."(\" W~"~II" '~l"<"("""~ "1",r"'''1.11~·t'''I~~I' ", t'·II1.~/
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.Allah gave you victory (over your enemies) on rrumy fields and on
tlu! day of Huneyn•. wlu!n you began to exult (and feel proud) in
your multitude. but it availedYou nothing; (tlu! KJwfirs began to
shoot arrows ·at You in large numbers which caused
consternation cunong you) and tlu!earlh, vast as it is, was
straitened for you; tlu!n you turned back (from tlu! battle-field) in
flight. Tlu!n, Allah Ta'ala sent His peace of reasurrance down
upon His lWsul and upon tire Mo'mineen (believers) and sent
down hosts (ofangels) that you could not see (for your lu!lp) (at-
Taubah:25 - 26). .

The authentic books of Ahadith relate many Traditions about
the well-known Battle of Huneyn and there are numerous Ahadith
which give the details of this battle. A brief account of the expedition
is given below:-

It was during Ramadhan al-Mubarak in the eighth year of the
Hijrah (Migration) that Makkah Mukarramah was concp1ered and
thereafter Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam led an expedition
to al-Huneyn (during the same month) to give battle to the tribes of
Hawazin and Thaqif (who had gathered there to re-capture Makkah
MUkamunah). In this battle, the Muslims were larger in number
than in all the previous expeditions when their number was small.
Therefore, some of them felt proud and said that they could not be
,defeated bec$use of their superioIity in numbers. As Allah Ta'ala
does not like people who exult in th~ir superiority over others, the
Muslims were inade to suffer defeat in the early part of the battle.
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The above Ayat refel'1l to this very incident:

It{~,; ~t.~';~~'r}J:".:.tt;;;:'rll~ '-:' ;,;~~, '. ,.WIlI ". . •• .) ('~~.l'
.. ~:.- •• iI''''J- -

'You began to ~t and feel proud' in your multitude but it
aliailedyou nothing.'

'Urwah ,RoJJhiallaho .a1iho says,. "When RasululJah SallallaJw
alaihe wasallam had coDq'UeredMakkab, the tribes of Hawazinand
Thaqif rose up against the .Muslims'and, atHuneyn, there was a
gathering of thesetrihes, who were about to make war on the
Muslims." Hasan Rahmatullahalaihe is reported to have said, "After
the conquest of Makkab~'the Muslims from Makkah Mukarramah
also joined~e troops of the warriors from. Medinab Munawwarah.
Some said, 'By Allab,we call now DlIlke a united front against the
tribes of Huneyn'.Rasl1luIiab Sallallahoalaihewasallam. was
grieved to learn about their proud andbOastfW remarks." (In ,short,
the Muslims bad to suffer defeat on account of their exultation and
taking pride in large numbers). (Durre MantlwrJ

The Ulama have said that the more insignificant an act of virtue
is, in one's own sigbt,-the more creditable it becomes in the sight of
Allah Ta'ala. Similarly the more hateful a sin appears to the sinner
himself, the less grievous will it be in the sight of Allah. It follows,
that, even after a minor lapse, one sbould reproacb oneself for have
been done a foolisb act that sbould never have been done and
should, in no case, take a sin ligbtly, nor say, 'It was a sligbt miStake
on my part, S() what?'

Some Ulama have said that three things are required for an act
of virtue to become perfect:-

Firstly, the doer should not consider highly his virtue; be sbould
rather regard it as an act not worthy of mention.

Secondly, as soon. as a tholight occurs to do a good deed, he
sbould hasten to perform it, lest a second thought or some other
circumstances mi~ht prevent him from acting accordingly.

Thirdly, he should perform the act of virtue secretly. And·a man
should regard what he has given away as a paltry amount, in com
parison with the large fortunes spent on himself or kept back with
himself. Then, he should make an estimate of the amount spent for
the sake of Allah Ta'ala and set it against what he has kept with '
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himself. For example, if someone has given away one third of his
possessions for the cause of Allah Ta'ala, he is like one who spends
one third for the love of Allah Ta'ala, Whom he adores and loves as
his- Sovereign Lord, but keeps two-third for himself. And, even
though someone were to spend his entire wealth (though. such
instances are rare nowadays) he should think that, in reality, all his
property belongs to Allah Ta'ala Who has, in His Infinite Bounty
and Kindness, allowed him to spend out of it for his personal needs.
Thus a 1llan giving away·Sadaqah is like one spending out of the
money entrusted to him by someone who, in handing it over, has
said, 'keep it with you as a trust but you can spend it for your needs,
as you use your 0WJl property. Now, if tlie trustee were to return to
him more or less the same amount, after some time,he would be
doing no favour to him who had consigned it to him; because
returning of the entrusted<property (to its owner) is by no means a
great deed ofvirtue.

Although Sadaqah, for thtl love of Allah Ta'ala, appears like
returning what has been bestowed upon us by Him, yet Allllh Ta'ala
has promised bQuntiful rewards and infinite blessings for Sadaqab
given in His name; so, while Sadaqah cannot be equated to return
ing of the trust, it is like returning far· less than the amo\lnt
entrusted and, then, receiving much more as a reward for fulfilling
the trust. It is like someone keeping a hundred rupees in trust and,
after sOmetime, returning only fifty or sixty rupees; for which the
kind OWDer promises a reward of fifty or siXty guineas (pounds); or,
as though the OWDer took back fifty rupees out of a hundred rupees
kept in trust with a person, but issued him in return a cheque for
five hundred rupees. It follows from the above that while giving
Sad$qah the giver should not boast, nor inwardly feel proud of his
generosity, but should feel shy like a trustee who fails to return the
entire amount of trust to its owner, having spent part olit on his
OWDneeds.

To give another example, the man giving Sadaqah is like a per
son with whom someone has kept a hundred rupees intrust but who
returns only fifty rupees saying, 'Since you allowed me to use your
money, I have spent (or kept with myself) fifty rupees and I am
returning only fifty rupees'. While saying this, the trustee will,
naturally, feel ashamed of himself and shall wear the humble. ex~
presmon ofa person'whose pride and self-respect.have been crushed.
He will feel remorse for spending out of the money entrusted to him
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by a kind-h~ person and bow in gratitude to him for not
demand-ing the entire amount of trust. This should be the position
in which a person giving Sadaqah should imagine himself and such
should be his thoughts. For, in reality, the giver is returning (in the
form of Sadaqah) only a fraction of the property that was entrusted
to him by.Allah Ta'ala Himself, while he has spent a mlijor portion
on his own food, etc., and kept back another big portion for his own
use.

The money that we give to the poor or spend in other ways for
the love of Allah Ta'ala is like money returned to Allah Ta'ala, the
poor man being just an agent sent by Allah Ta'ala to demand the
return of the property kept with us as a trust. On such occasions,
people flatter the agent and ask him to put in a· word of recom
mendation in their favour, to beg his Iilaster that he should excuse
their inability to return the entire amount of trust and should accept
from them the little they can afford, for they are needy and going
through difficult circumstances. In short, if someone cannot repay,
on demand, the entire amount of trust he coaxes the agent sent by
the owner to beg pardon for him from his master. Similarly, the rich
should treat the poor with kindness and affection while giving
Sadaqah for the -love of Allah, for they are the emissaries of Allah
Ta'ala, to Whom belongs the Sovereignty of the entire universe 
the Almighty Allah Who is All-Powerful and Absolute, the eternally
besought of all, Who has granted everything to all mankind, Who
could, if He willed, snatch away everything from you instantane
ously and make you destitute like the beggar standing before you.

In truth, the entire wealth and riches of the world belong to
Allah Ta'ala alone and, though it pleases Him to see His men

-spending all that they possess for His sake, yet in His mercy He did
not enjoin spending of the entire .property fOJ; the love of Him, which
we might have found hard to obey, being inhibited by our innate
avilrice and miserliness.

7. Another important principle to be observed while giving away
Sadaqah, and especially Zaakat, which is an obligation and an
important commandment of Allah Ta'ala, is that one should give
away things of the best quality simply because Allah Ta'ala is
beyond all defects or imperfections and He accepts only such
property as is faultless. Granting that the Sadaqah that we give
passes into the hands of Allah T!i'ala, how impertinent, how
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shameless 'would it be of the person who kept with himself the best
things and gave away things of inferior quali~ in the service of
Allah, Who is the sole and real possesser ofall these things and Who
haS bestowed all these goods upon him? Is'nt it like a cook who
prepatesdelicious food for himself and gives stale bread and foul
smelling curry to his master?

What then should be the attitude of the master towards a
servant like him? The masters in this world are not aware of what
their servants do in their absence, but Allah is All-Knowing, and
Well Informed about everything. All our deeds are before Him. He
knows the thoughts that come to our minds. How ungrateful would
be'the person who gave things of bad quality for the sake of Allah,
out of the prope~that actually belongs to Anah Ta'ala Himself?

Again, everybody knows that all that he is spending is for his
own ultimate benefit; it will be given back to him with manifold
increase at a time when he shall need it badly. Then, how foolish is
the person who preserves bad and rotten things for his own use and
leaves behind things of good quali~ to be used by others. A Hadith
has it, to the following t:ffect; "A man says, 'My prope~, my
property, whereas his prope~ really consists of what he eats and
uses up, what he wears and makeS threadbare and what he gives
away as Sadaqah and so preserves for the Akhirah; everything else is
left to others (his heirs)."

Another Hadith says, ."Many a Dirham is of greater value than a
hundred thousand Dirhams; it is a Dirham earned lawfully and
spent most willingly for the cause of Allah, which is better than
spending an amount of a hundred thousand Dirhams earned by
doubtful means".

8. While paying Zakaat, a man should also take care to spend it
on such occasions that~ bring him increasing rewards. IfSadaqah
is given to persons who possess one or more of the following six
qualities, one can earn bountiful rewards; the more of these qualities
are found in a person, the more deserving he will be for receiving

rSadaqah and the greater will be the reward for spending on him:

(a) The man should be pious and righteous, least concerned
about worldly interests· and devoted 'to" deedS that are

_belle~ci8I fortpe Akhirah. ~ullah Sallallaho·altIihe
~:,,~.- ..... :
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wasallcim said, "Let not anyone but the pious eat your food"
(already quoted at serial No.23 in chapUtr one). The reason
is that the pious DWl will gain strength from your food for
his devotional prayers and for other acts of piety and, on
account ofyour assistance, you will share the blessings and
rewards of his deeds in obedience to Allah Ta'ala.

(b) The one receiving Sadaqah should be an 'Alim or one
devoted to religious studies. For, in this way, you will be
helping him to acquire knowledge; and pursuit of know
ledge is the best of all devotions, its excellence depending
upon the inUtntions of the scholar.

Abdullah Ibne Mubarak Rahmatullah alaihe, the renowned
Muhaddith and a gi'eat Divine, was very particular about giving his
favours to the Ulama. When someone asked him, 'Would'nt it be
better ifyou also granted favours to people other than the Ulama; he
replied, "In my estimate, no other status except Nabuwwat is more
exalted than that of the Ulama. When a seeker of knowledge turns
his attention to something else, it distracts him from his pursuit of
knoWledge; it is, therefore, most desirable to help him to devoUt all
his time to learning ofknowledge."

(c) The man receiving Sadaqah should bea true "Muwahhid"
in his piety. The sign ofa true Muwahhid i.e. strict believer
in monotheism or the oneness of Allah Ta'ala is that, on
receiving a favour from someone, he bows in gratitude to
Allah Ta'ala believing, from his heart, that the favour was
really from Allah Ta'ala, Who alone (and' none else) is the
True Giver, while the man giving it to him is just an
intermediary who has been assigned the duty to carry it
out. Luqman Alaihi8salam advised his son, thus: 'Let not
anyone other than Allah Ta'ala be a Benefactor to you:
Regard anyone else's favour to you as a loan. He who feels
obliged to' the inUtrvening agent does not know the True
Benefactor, Allah Ta'ala. Such a one does not realize that
the man giving a boon is just an inUtrmediary: Allah Ta'ala
put it in his' heart to gi¥e a boon to so-and-so. He,
therefore,.could not help doing you a favour.

When this is firmly believed, then a person takes no notice of the
causes or means of things but looks up to Allah Ta'ala; the Causer of'
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all Causes (Musabbib-ul-Asbaab). Doing a favour to such a one is
more beneficial than granting favourS to a person who shows
gratitude to you extravagantly. For, the one who is flattering you
today may speak ill ofyou next time when you do not oblige him. On
the contraJy, a true Muwahhid will never speak ill of you, as he
regards you as an intermediary.

(d) The one receiving your Sadaqah should be a person who
never lets others know about his neediness, nor complains
to others of his straitened circumstances. Especially
deserving of your help is the man who, when in aftluence
used to behave generously towards people but who, be
cause of hard times, finds, it difficult to keep up
appearances. Such a. needy person wears only an appear
ance of aflluence and Allah Ta'ala says in the,Holy Qur'an,
in praise of such persons:

"Th£ unthinking man accounts th£m wealthy".

This Ayat occurs in section (Ruku) 37 of Surah al-Baqarah and
is given below, in full:

"(Sadaqah is) actually for tlu! needy who ~ straitened for tlu!
cause of Allah (for tlu! caWie of Deen) and they cannot go about
tlu! .country (in search of livelihood). TIu! unthinking man

regards tlu!m to be wealthy because of th£ir restraint (refraining
from asking favours). Yet you can recognize them by their signs.
They do not beg men with importunity. And whatever good thing
you spend (on tlu! needs of such people ), Allah knows it. (a/
Baqarah:273)

NOTE: That is to say, in normal conditions, the reward for
spending on such people is greater than that of giving Sadaqah to
common people. Howeve,r, In certain circumstances, one may earn
even greater reward for spending on other people. For example, the
reward for spending on common people increases when they are in
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great need of help, while these seemingly rich persons·are expected
to get help· from other sources. In normal circumstances, it is more
rewarding to help such people (as have been described in the Ayat).
Sometimes, it becomes more urgent and more rewarding to help the
less pious and even the non-believing person.

It is noteworthy that this Ayat applies most suitably to the
mama of India and Pakistan who have devoted their lives to the'
propagation of knowledge. So, the most deserving persons for
Sadaqah are those who have devoted their lives to the cause of
religious knowledge. Some unthinking people object to the giving of
Sadaqah to those engaged in religious studies saying, 'Can't these
people earn their living? The answer to this objection is contained
inthe above Ayat of the Holy Qur'an which says:

'They cannot go about the country'

i.e. a man cannot busy himself with two pursuits at a time, one
of which demands whole-hearted concentration. And he who has a
little taste for knowledge must have-learnt by experience that the
acquisition of knowledge demands a single-,minded concentration
and whole-time devotion.· And, while doing business, one cannot
.serve the cause of knowledge perfectly well. Thousands of instances
can be quoted to illustrate this point. (Bayan-ul-Qur'an)

Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho says, "The poor ones mentioned in
this Ayat are 'the Fraternity who lived in the Suffah (veranda) in the
Holy Masjid at Madinah Munawwarah (called Ashaabus-Suffah)."
They were also a fraternity of the 'Seekers of knowledge who
remained in blessed companionship with Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wlUallam, in order to acquire the knowledge of the formal
regulations of Islam as well as the spiritual concepts. Muhammad
Ibne Ka'b Qurazi Rahmatullah alaihe says that the Ayat refers to
the fraternity of the Suffah who had no houses for shelter, nor any
wives or children to live with. In this Ayat, Allah Ta'ala has
exhorted the MO'plineen (Believers) to give Sadaqah to those people.
Qatadah Rahmatu/lah alaihe says that, in this Ayat, the reference is
to those who had devoted their lives for Jehaad in the path of Allah
and could not engage in business to earn their living. (Durre
Manthur).
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lmaam Gbazali Rahmatullah alaihe says, "They are those who
do not beg for help, for they are rich with the wealth of faith
(Imaan), because of self-control over their desires. One should look
for such P8Qple and give them Sadaqah. Especially,t»ne should try to
find out the private difticulties of such religious People and spend
money on the deserving.· It is far more rewarding to help such
people than to spend money on common beggars. It is however
difticult' 41 find them, because they do not let others know of their
conditions and, therefore, people i'egard them as well-to-do.

(e) The person receiving your Sadaq~ should be a man who
has to support a large family, or issuft'ering from a disease
or any other infirmity which prevents him from earning
his livelihood. Such people also fall into the categoty of
those mentioned in the Ayat ..cblJ.i'U~1Such people are
in straitened circumstances owing'" to their poverty or
scanty provisions or because of their absorption in dev~
tions or due to some other unavoidable circumstances that
have made them incapable of finding self-sufficient means. '

It Wtu! in view of such considerations that Umar Radhiallaho
aniw used to give ten goats or even more to some families and, when
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe' wasallam acquired some property,
which he had got as booty without fighting the enemy (called the
'Faiy'), he gave two portions to a married man and one to the
unniamed.

(f) A single man also earns increasing reward for giving
Sadaqah .to one of his relatives, getting thereby the
blessings of, Sadaqah as well as the reward for showing
kindness to his relatives as a means of showing strong ties
of kinships. We have already discussed this point under
the Hadith given at serial No.6 in Chapter three.

After recounting six qualities of the persons who are more
deserving for receiving Sadaqah, lmaam Ghuali &hmatullah alaihe
writes: "These are the qualities which should preferably be found in
a person receiving Sadaqah. What is more, the qualities ,may vary in
degree and, thus, the Sadaqah will earn different gradations
according to the high or low degree of the quality possessed by the
beneficiaty. For example, a high degree of piety may earn higher
reward than a low degree of that quality; a number of distinctions
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uist between the close relatives and the distant· relations, and in
other Virtues also. Therefore, one should look fora person who
possesses a quality in a high degree. And· if someone were to
combine all these qualities in his person, he would be highly valu8d.
and an asset for the giver; by spending on whom he can earn
maximum blessings and rewards from Allah Ta'ala.

"Indeed, ifa man knows such a person, he should try to spend as
much on him as he can. If not, he should search for one possessing
all these qualities. If, after making efforts, a man can find such a one,
he will earn double blessingS: one for searching for such a pious
being and the second for well-deserved spending. It is 8lso possible
that, after giving Sadaqah to a person who, in your estimation,
seems to.possess some or all of these qualities, you come to know
that he does not really possess these qualities. Even then, you will
earn the blessings of making an effort to search for such a .person
and, in addition, your heart Win be cured of the evil of miserliness;
love for Allah will be firmly rooted in your heart and you will be
granted the power to exert yourself in acts ofobedience to Him.

"These three benefits of Sadaqah are highly valuable in them
selves as they strengthell the heart of man, inspiring it with the
longing to meet Allah Ta'ala. These advantages will· accrue in any
case, and one can gain additional rewards for spending it in desirable
places. There are yet more advantages of giving Sadaqah to the
pious. When such beings receive a favour from someone, they invoke
Allah's blessings for him, and remain ever concemed for IUs well
being. Indeed, the good wishes coming from the hearts of the pious
can exert great iBftuence and their benedictions improve his worldly
life with a bright fu~ in the Akhitah. Allah Ta'ala has invested
the supplications of the pious with effective fulfilreent.· (Condensed
and adapted from Ihyaa-ul-IDoom).

Muhammad Zakrl)'YB Kandhalwi
Mazahir-ul·Uloom,

SABARANPUR

KUTUB KHANA FAIZI
LAHORE (Pakistan)
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FAZA'lL-E-SADAQAAT

PART TWO

In the _me of Allah, the compassio_te, the
MerelfoL

We praise Him, and we invoke His choicest Blessings
on His noble Messenger (Rasul).

(The Faza'il-e-Sadaqaat, was originally designed as one compre
hensive volume but, whenit was being sent to press,. I thought that,
for the convenience of readers, it would be better to publish the last
two Chapters as a seParate volume entitled "Faza'il-e-Sadaqaat Part
two)".

CBAPrER SIX

NEED TO CULTIVATE CONTENTMENT, LIVING WITHIN
MINIMlJM MEANS AND AVOIDING ASKING FAVOURS

In the Holy Qur'an and Ahadith, these three subjects have been
reeurringly treated through examples, .warnings and relevant
stories. In fact,. the allusions are 80 numerous that even a brief
account would involve considera~le details.

We have observed, at the end of Chapter Two, that wealth is
beneficial as weD as harmful; it is both a cure as well as a poison.
Rasolullah SaUallaho alaihe WCl8allam said, "For every Ummah
(People), there has been a trial and a temptation; the temptation of
my Ummah lies in wealth". Hence it is necessary to guard oneself
against this temptation and its harmful effects. If 8Omeone possess
es such a poisonous snake and he makes an antidote, it will be useful .
both for himself and for other people. Failing this, its poison will
.prove fatal for himself and will also harm others. It was in view of
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these harmful etfeets of wealth that RasululJab SollaUahD a1tIiM
wasallam once remarked, "This wealth is pleasant to 188 and invi
ting; it is beneficial for him who procures it by rightful means (in the
manner prescribed by Shariah) and spends it properly; but he who
procures it by unlawful means is like one suffering from a diseue
(~~~.J}) in which one goes on eating without being satisfied.
(MiBhkaat)

Imaam Ghazali RaJurumdlah altJihe wm.: "Worldly wealth can
be at once beneficial and harmful for ita po88888OI'. It is like a llD8ke.
We see tbtt whoeoever knows the proper charms, can take hold ma
snake, remove ita fangs and prepare an antidote from it. But if a
layman were to catch hold of a 8D8ke, in imitation of the 8D8ke
charmer, it wo~d certainly bite him to deeth. Similarly, in order to
be immune from the harmful etfeets of wealth, a person must take
particular care about the following pointa:-

1. He must consider and know, for certain, the real purpose for
which wealth was created by Allah Ta'ala, so that he may keep
the same in view.

2. He should be vigilant about the sources of his wealth and
beware of combining lawful means of earning with the unlawful
ones, which include accepting a gift that may be suspected of
being a bribe in disguise, or asking faVOU1'8 involving humi
liation.

3. He should not put aside any amount beyond his actual require
ments, and appropriately spend any such extra amount imme
diately.

4. He lIhould also be vigilant about proper spending of money and
beware of extravagant or forbidden expenditure.

j

5. While receiving money, spending it or putting it aside to the per
missible extent, he must be sincere of intention and should, in
all circumstances, seek the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala. Ifhe has to
keep back something for personal use or spend. it on his own
needs, he should do so primarily with the intention of gaining
sufficient strength for performance of A'maal Whatever amount
of money exceeds his needs should be quickly given away. as
something useless or superfluous. If a person then retains weal-
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th, fulfilling all the conditions laid down above, it will not be
harmful for him. Ali Radhiallaho tinho once remarked to the
following effect:

'If anyone were to acquire all the riches of the world to seek
Allah's pleasure (but had no personal motive), he would still remain
a true 'Zaahid' (an ascetic). On the contrary, if anyone were to re
nounce the world altogether, but not for Allah's pleasure (aspiring to
gain same recognition), he would still remain a man of the world".
ahya)

Another Hadith says: "This wealth is pleasant to see and sweet
to enjoy, but only he who gets it by rightful means will be blessed in
it."

Still another Hadith says, "What an excellent abode is the world
for him who makes it an asset for the life Hereafter and earns
thereby the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala! How evil an abode is it for him
who is prevented by it from preparing for the Akhirah and so is
negligent of seeking the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala!" (Kanz)

In short, there are maJiy Ahaditb which assert that worldly
wealth is not in itself bad; rather, a number of Traditions affirm its
usefulness, as numerous worldly and spiritual benefits tre gained
through its rightful use. For the same reason there occur, in many
Ahadith, exhortations to earn livelihood and acqUire wealth. How
ever, as wealth also possesses a harmful and poisonous content and
as human beings are prone to unhealthy practices, frequent warn
ings and prohibitions occur at various places in the Holy Qur'an and
Ahadith against the accumulation of riches. Particularly, excess of
wealth has been condemned as something undesirable--even fatal to
human soul. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once remarked,
"When Allah Ta'ala loves a person, He protects him from the world
just as (in certain cases) one protects a 'patient from water".
rMishkaat)

It is common knowledge that water is absolutely necessary for
life and that no human being can live without it but, if a physician
says that wa~r is harmful for a patient, we adopt all possible means
to protect him from it. The same is also true of wealth, the excess of
which generally proves harmful to the soul, as our hearts are not
enlightened enough to be immune from its intoxicating effect. Rasul-
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uUah Sallallaho alaille waBallam said, "ean anyone of you walk on
water without getting his feet wet?" The Sahabah replied that no one
oould. He then said,"Similarly, it is difficult for a worldly person to
protect himselffrom sins". (Mishkaat)

We see that most of the deadly sins and cankers of the soul, viz.
niggardliness, jealousy, pride, vanity, maliciousness, snobbery,
haughtiness, etc., generally breed on excessive riches. Similarly, all
the lustful sins--licentiousness, drinking, gambling, usury and the
Uke--are also legacies of the excess of wealth. Moreover, human
hearts are, by nature, so fond of money that the more they receive,
the· more covetously they struggle for its increase. There are
numerous Ahadith of RasuluUah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam to the
same effect, for example: "If anyone were to possess wealth to the
extent of two 'Wadies' of gold, he would crave for a third:

We observe and learn from experience that no one is content
with any amount (however great) of wealth, excepting a few blessed
souls. For the same reason, at many places in the Holy Qur'an and
in Ahadith, there is earnest advice to cultivate contentment in order
that man's unending hunger for wealth should decrease to some
extent. Similarly, the true nature of .the material wealth, its
transience and its corrupting effect, have been explicitly stated, so
that men should be less fond of wealth, realizing that transitory
things are not worthy of human love and that man should set his
heart upon things that endure eternally and whose benefits are
everlasting. There are frequent exhortations in the Holy Qur'an and
Ahadith for remaining patient in adversity and not regarding it as
sh~r misfortune. For, very often, man is made to suft'er poverty
because Divine Wisdom decrees it for his ·ultimate benefit. Allah
Ta'ala says:

If Allah were to enlarge the provisions for HiB men, they would
Burely rebel in the earth. (aB-SIuuaa: 27)

We all know from experience that places where men possess ex
cessive wealth, are visited by riots and disruption. As· excess of
wealth is undesirable and, yet, people have a weakness for it.
Forbidding the seeking of favours and begging things from other
people is a recurring theme in the Holy Qur'an and Ahadith. For,
men who covet increase in wealth would beg from people without
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being driven to it by necessity, as the act of begging involves little
physical labour and one can get increase in wealth, however paltry,
just for the mere asking.

At this point, we quote a few Qur'anic Ayaat and Ahadith on the
three subjects referred to above viz: ,

(i) Virtues of contentment;
(ii) Need for exercising patience in aftliction;
(iii) Deprecation of begging imd seeking favours, from the people.

SECTION (a)

AYAAT IN PRAISE OF CONTENTMENT

Beautified for mankind is the love of the joYII (that
come) from women and children, and stored up
heaps of gold and silver, and branded horses and
cattle and crops. But all these things are for
enjoyment In worldly life. Allah, with Him Is a more
excellent abode. Say (0 Muhammad): Shall I Inform
you of something better than all these thin.? For
those who keep from evil, with their Lord are
Gardens, undemeath which rlvenOow, and pUre
companions and pleasure of Allah; for In Allah's
sight are aliBis bondsmen. Th_ who say: 'Our
Lord, we believe (In Thee) so forgive us our sins and
guard us from the punishment ofFfre. Those who are
steadfast, truthful, and obedient, thCNle who spend
(and hoard not), those who pray for pardon In late
houn of the night. (ADl-e-Imran:14-17)

In these Ayaat, Allah Ta'ala considers.our lov, for these things
to be, in reality, love for iustful pleasu~ that come from them.
Imaam Ghazali writes:
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"Passionate love is ari~ther name for excessive lust--a malady
which preys upon idle minds. The disease should be treated at its
early stage by striving not to show any iaterest and by trying to
divert ones attention away from the object of attraction. Once the
attachment grows strong, it is as difficult to suppress it as it was
easy to subdue in the beginning. This is true of all passions: For
example, lust for wealth, desire to win worldly honour and popu
larity, ambition for acquisition of property, love for children, even
fondness for pet birds (like pigeons, etc.) and love of games like .chess
and other similar pursuits. After these passions become obsessions,
they spell ruin for a person, both in this world and the Akhirah. The
fact can he illustrated by a very simple example from everyday life:
that of a horse-rider who, finding his animal taking a wrong course, j

immediately pulls the reins and turns it to the right path. If he
allows it to go astray and enter a narrow doorway and only later
thinks better of it, and tries to pull it back by gripping its tail, he will
certainly eXperience great difficulty. Hence, it is imperative to be on
one's guard against these passions from the very beginning and keep
them within the limits of moderation". ([hya)

The Ulama say that all worldly things fall into three broad
categories: (1) the minerals (the inanimate things), (2) the plant life
and (3) the animal life. In the Ayaat quoted above, Allah Ta'ala has
alluded. to all categories of worldly goods and warned His men
against over indulgence in them. He Subhanabu Ta'ala mentions
'women and children, thereby referring to man's love for his wife,
children, kinsmen and friends, etc., among one's kind. Similarly,
reference to 'gold and silver' includes all mineral wealth; 'horses and
cattle represent all kinds of animals, and mention c" 'well-tilled land'
refers to all kinds of agricultur8I produce.•Put together, all these
things constitute the riches and valuables of the world. ([hya)

After recounting all these things and cautioning His men against
their evil etTects,Allab Ta'ala says· that all tb,.ese things are for
temporary use. in the short worldly life. That is to say, none of these
are really worthy of being praised or loved. Only things that endure
eteinally and whose benefits are everlasting deserve to be valued.
And, of course, the most sublime virtue is winning the pleasure of
Allah Ta'ala, which transcends every other bliss. At another plaCe in
the. RoJ, Qur'an, 8fterdescribing some bo\\nties of Jannab, Allah
Talala says:
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The greatest bliss is the acceptance from Allah. This is the
supreme triumph. (at-Taubah: 72)

As a matter of fact, no other pleasure or bounty of Allah, neither
of this world nor of the Akhirah, can vie with the bliss of winning
Allah's pleasure. 1n the above mentioned Ayaat, Allah Ta'ala has
given a detailed account of all the attractions and temptations of the
world and then cautioned us against excessive indulgence in them,
asserting that all these things are meant only for fulfilling tempora
ry needs of worldly life. Moreover, at various other places in the
Holy Qur'an, the believers have been warned, in various ways,
against the harmful effects of worldly riches. In some Ayaat, greed
and cove-tousness have been deprecated; in other, those who prefer
worldly requirements to A'maal have been censured; in still other
Ayaat, men have been cautioned against the transitoriness of the
world; while a number ofAyaat assert that worldly wealth is a. mere
decep-tion. In short, it has been driven home that this world and all
its goods are short-lived, created only for the fulfilment of tempora
ry needs. This world is not eternal and, therefore, it does, not behove
a believer to set his heart upon worldly things. Given below are a
few more Ayaat on the same subject, which further emphasise this
precaution:

1. Such are those who buy the life of this world at the
price of Akhirah. Their punishment will not be ligh
tened, neither shall they be helped. (al-Baqarah: 86)

2. But there are men who say: 'Our Lord, give unto us
the bounties In this world' and they have no portion
In the Hereafter. And there are men who say! 'Our
Lord, give unto us In this world that which is good
and In the Akhirah that which isg~ and guard us
against the doom of Fire'. For them there is In store
a llC"MIly portion out of that which they have earned.
(al·Baqaroh: 200-201-202)
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3.. And of mankind there are those who would sell their
very self, seeking the pleasure of Allah; and Allah
hath compassion on (such 00 His devotees. (al
Baqarah: 207)

4. Alluring is the life of the world for. those who
disbelieve;. they make a Jest of the bel,ievers. But
those who keep their duty to Allah will J»e above
them (in rank) on the Day of Resurrection, because
Allah provides to whomsoever He will, boundless
bounties. (al-Baqarah: 212)

5. Such days (of varying fortunes) do we C8U8e to follow
one another for mankind. (A/e-Imran: 140)

The Ayat means that, sometimes,. one community gains domi
nation over others; on another occasion, some other nation gains
supremacy. The suggestion is that people should not worry too much
tllbout their being dominated, by others; they should rather be more
concerned about the life of Akhirah, which is of far greater
consequence.

,~%~c;je~~~~ ,ulj1l~~i;;.~,~c~ttbt~O\ .6)
.-~"''''i '"!~ '{~f:f' '''',!t'Y!1J :. ;vf .... fC\:.JjlJloo:I~~

6. Say (to them, o Muhammad) the comfort of this
world is scant (short·lived); the Akhirah is better for
him who fears Allah; you shall not be wronged (the
measure 00 a single date-fibre. Wheresoever you
may be, death will overtake you, even though you
should be in strong and lofty towers.· (an-NU1D4: 77 
18). (So, 88 death is inevitable, one should ever
remain concerned about one's final fate.).

~~j~J.~GI"i"lt,~~';':'~J1f~'~;1Z\
. .~~'V
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7. And say not to one who often you a s;.utation, 'Thou
art not a believer, seeking.the chenshed goods of
this life (so that you may despoil him). With Allah
are plentious spoils.· (an-Nisaa.· 94)
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These Ayaat were revealed as an admonition to some Muslims
who in their fondness had killed, for war booty,a few non-believers
who offered to profess Islam. Ayaat condemn· this heinous act
committed for a paltry gain of the world. Many Traditions give
detailed accounts of the circumstances that led to this unfortunate
incident A version has it that a Muslim attacked a non-believer who
hastily recited the Kalimah (as a profession of Faith) but the
Muslim, inspite of this, put him to death. The incident was reported
to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam who demanded an explan
ation from the Muslim. When he replied, by way of apology that the
non-Muslim had made profession of faith only out of fear, Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wQ8allam said, "Did you look into his heart to see
thathe was doing this for fear of death?" It is related that, later, this
particular Muslim died a miserable death. (Durn Manthur) .

Under no circumstances does Allah Ta'ala allow His men to
transgress the limits ofjustice and propriety. It should suffice to say
at this point that the Islamic Law (Shariah) strictly forbids its
votaries to wrong the non-believers for the sake of worldly gains.
This forms the subject of a good many Qur'anic Ayaat and Tradi
tions. For example, in the opening Ayaat of Surah al-Maaedah, the
believers have been warned:

•. \1 t::: 1oC-t ...' .....I·'...O::·'l' Yo...,.. ;"11 ... _f"' .....-r ." ,'t ...~ _+t-::~'§, 0
~ r.Y' 00UIl.J ~l:)I~!JI"I'I't"""~~»ftCl! ,,"c:J1.:.:l~....-

q~'~~.}t~I~~.g;~~

And let not your hatred of a folk who stopped your going to the
sacred plat::e of worahip lead you to· transgression and hostility;
but help ye one another unto rightWUS1lU' and pious duty; help
not one another unto .in and transgres.ion. (al-Maaedah.· 2)

And, a few Ayaat later, in the saine Surah, Allah Ta"ala says:

j;~{;;£~';" '§;lM'~~~~}i,~;b~\~~\~ 0
UI1~~'y~tlY~~~
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o je woo believe! be steadfast witnesses for Allah in equity, and
let not hatred of any people seduce you that you deal not justly.
Dealjustly, that is nearer to your duty. (al-Maaedah: 8)

In short, in numerous Ayaat, the believers have been warned
against transgression, in ail circumstances. The fact is that worldly
love blinds the faculty of reason.

8. Naught is the life of the world, save a pastime and
sport. Better far is the abode of the Akhirah for
those who keep their duty (to Allah). Have ye then
no sense. (al-An'aam: 32)

(In other words have you no sense to undertstand the plain
truth that the diversions and pastimes of this world are nothing in
comparison with the blissful life of the Akhirah?)

1;JJJ1~,;;lI~j.JI~j~~~I~'~;)" ®
9. And forsake those who take their religion for a

pastime and a jest, and whom the life of the world
beguiled. (aI-An'aam: 70)

10. Now (after death), you have come to us alone as We
did create you the first time; and you have left
behind you all that we bestowed upon you. (aI
An'aam:94)

Note: Everyone is born naked, with no worldty effects on him.
Similarly, after death, every person is laid in the grave, bereft of all
his possessions. Only the portion of wealth that is spent in this life,
for the cause of Allah Ta'ala, is stored up in the Divine Treasury of
the Akhirah, and is paid back to him in full, with bountiful increase
from Allah Ta'ala.

®
11. The worldiy life beguiled theml (al-A'ran(: 51)
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12. So, (after the righteous people) there succeeded a
generation who inherited the Scriptures but gras·
ped the goods of this low ,life and who say: 'It will be
forgiven us' (a. we are the loved ones of Allah
Ta'ala). (al-A'rrmf:169)

,:,..1-:~,'l"'.:r~~.t~"~.,,."t"."..; t"'~~I'I~\I" @
e~;;I'J CJ~~~'~JI!J1Wl"

13. And the abode of the Hereafter is better for those
who ward off (evil). Have you then no sense? (al
A'rruif: 169)

~~J.;.1~~161JY~~~1;~~~I~IJ®
14. And know that your possessions and your children

are but a test, and that with Allah lies immense
reward. (al-Anfaal: 28) ,

15.

i''''~~1 I. ,,!.\"'jr"~-tl\ """ '''. I.!.
'~JlIJ.:!~4JJ" IdVJ I..P~CHIJ.:!.¥

~

You desire the gooda of this world and Allah
desireth (for you) the Akhirah. (al-Anfaal: 67)

s ~I'I~~J;" ·~I,.t5I,.I\~ ''''Il~~•• ".~,~...I'':JJ\J''1f.~~
u-:t;;' "J-II'; '-J., ,••w,~", ~ tJtI'Y ~'\ ..,._.~

16. Do you take pleasure in the life of the world rather
than in the Ak4irah? The comfort of the life of the
world is but little, compared with the life in the
Hereafter. (al-Taubah: 38) .

~l :":i~..ia"r~ ~~tJ;I"V:"IIt''''LI'~''''u~' ~",,,~ ~·.;jl ~11f2\".I.:f'\~l,~,. ''='IJoI_~.,.~J ~~CI~~ .....,;;:, CI" ~
0~1·~t~f".Ir~'I" ,," ~I';j" ~ ~.~."

• ",.!.t'l)~)I:.J[.O.4.J.Jl.o~-,1 0CJ~

17. Behold! Those who do not look forward to meeting
us, and are well-pleased with the life of the world,
and feel secure therein, and those who are heedless
of Our admonitions···their abode will be the Fire
because of the (evil)' deeds they used to commit.
(YunU8: 7-8)



18. 0 mankind! Your rebellion is only against your
selve$; (you have) enjoyment of the life of the world
(for a brief period); then unto Us you shall return
and We sllall proelabnto you what you used to do.
The likeneuof the life of the world is only as water
which We send down from the sky; then, by its
mingling with the earth, arises the produce of the
earth (in. thick profusion) of which men and cattle
eat tm, when the earth has taken on her (golden)
ornaments and is (fully) embellished (I.e. the crops
and greenery has reached its fullest bloom) and her
inhabitants deem that they are masters of her,
(suddenly) Our commandment comes (upon it) by
night or by ·day and We make it as reaped com, as
though it had not flourished the day before. Thus do
We expound the revelations for a people to make
themreal1se (the true nature of worldly life). And
Allah summons you to the abode of (Eternal) peace
a.nd (lie)· guides 'Whosoever He will to a straight
path. fYunU8: 23-24-25)

After· recounting, in the preceding Ayaat, a Dumber of
excellenlqualities'ofthe Holy Qur'an, Allah Ta'ala says:

c e~~~;£~~~~~I~Ji ®
19. People shQuldreJoiceln this Bounty of Allah, and in

His mercy. It is far bettertban (the worldly things)
which they hoard. (YounU8: 58)
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20. Whoso desires the life of the world and its adorn
ments, We shall repay them (in full) for his deeds
herein, and they are not made to sutTer loss therein.
Those ate they for whom there is naught in the
Hereafter save the Fire. (All) that they contrive
here will become vain and (the fact is that all) they
are wont to do is fruitless. (llud: 15-16).

21. Allah enlarges livelihood for whomsoever He wills
and straitens (it for whomsoever He wills). And they
rejoice in the life of the world, whereas the life of
the world is but passing enjoyment, as compared
with the life ofAkhirah. (ar-Ra'd: 26)

22. Do not (So much as) raise your eyes to look at what
We have granted to dift'erent categories of the non
believers to enjoy (fQr, they will just derive brief joy
from worldly things which are doomed to perish
soon). (Bur: 88)

23. That (all worldly goods) which you have, shall waste
away. But what is with Allah endures forever. (Nahl:
96)

24. (The painful chastisement described in the fore
going Ayaat will aftlict them) That is because they
were enamoured of this world rather than the
Akhirah. (Nahl: 107)

333
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25. Whoever desires that (life) which hasteneth away
(i.e. recompense for his deeds in the present life
alone), We hasten for him therein what We will,
unto whomsoever We please (Le. such • one is not
given all that he desires). (We grant worldly gifts to
whomsoever We will and even We, rather grant him
only as much as We please And, afterWards We have
appointed for him Jahannam;he will endure the
heat thereof, condemned, rejected. And whosoever
desires the Akhirah and strives for it with the
efforts necessary, being a Mo'min· (true believer),
f~!' such, their efforts find favour (with their Lord).
Each do We supply, both these and those, (the pious
and the worldlngs) from the bounty of thy Lord. And
the bounty of thy Lord (worldly gifts) can never be
confined. JustbeholdJ (How We prefer some ofthem
over others (Muslims and non-believers alike in
bestowing worldly gifts). But, verily, the Akhirah
(prepared exclusively for the believers) will be
higher in grades and be far more blessed. (Judgeing
by this, you can see that the worldly gifts are being
bestowed by Allah Ta'ala, and not being earned by
people according to the measure of their struggle.
For, some people struggle hard but derive less
worldly gains than others who gain big fortune with
little efforts). (Bani Isrcrel: 18-21)

26. And set before them the similitude of the life of the
world as water which We send down from the sky,
and the vegetation of the earth mingles with it, and
then (after it has becOme green and luscioUs sud
denly some calamity befalls it), it becomes (muti
lated) dry twigs and the winds scatter it about.
Allah is able to do all things. Wealth and children
are (merely) the adornment of the life of the world;
but 'good deeds( of the righteous) which endure are
(far) better in thy Lord's sight for reward, and (also
much) better in respect ofhope. (Kahf: 4!H6).
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(The- Ayaat are preceded by an account of the Day of
Resurrection and the blowing of the Trumpet (Sur). On that
Day, the evil-doers shall be)

27. "Murmuring among themselves: 'You have stayed (in
the world) only for ten (days).'We are best aware of
what they shall utter when the soundest of opinion
among them says: (No), you have tarried but a day."
(In truth the entire span of one's Jife is far shorter
than even one-tenth of a day of the Akhirah. So
brief is our sojourn in the temporal world, compared
with the eternal life of the Akhirah). (TaIuJ: 103-104)

28. Do not 80 much as raise your eyes to look at what
worldly things we have· granted to dlfrerent cate
gories of people to enjoy it is merely the glamour of
the life of the world (and We grant it to them) 80

that We may test them therein. And the bountiful
provision of thy Lord (to be granted in Akhirah) is.
far better and far more enduring. And enjoin upon
thy kinsmen (people) to offer Salaat and be (thyself)
constant therein. We ask not of thee (to find thine
own) provision. (It is) We (Who) provide for thee.
And the best future is for righteousness. (Taha: 131
132)

@~;f~a~~~~~~qA @
29. Reckoning has drawn nigh for mankind while they

are turning away in heedlessness." (al·Ambiya: v@
'r-:~ "t!~~I'~t'.6L~~f".lllr '" 'I"'~"'I;"{-:;' ,J '\. "'J"'I~ ""''1\'A'''''''''IX'''\~1 r ...
~tj..... ,""i,.:P !."~~I..o-..-v;-@9.,arj'T)\) 1.::01..- r'~}-I.;r:J,~

30. When death comes unto one of them (wicked) he
sayeth: 'My Lord, send me back (to the world) so
that I may do good (in that world) which I have left
behind.' (Allah Says;), 'By no means! What he says is
meaningless words. (Ala'minoon: 99·100)
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31 (on the Day of resurrection), He (Allah) would say
(to them to add to their grief and IJOrrow); (Tell us),
"How long you tarried In the earth counting by
years"? They will say: "We might have tarried but a
day or a part of a day. Ask of those (the angels) who
kept an account of everything." He (Allah~ll say:
"Indeed you tarried but a little, If you only knew
(about the transience of worldly life). Did you think,
then, that We had created you for a pastime? Still
(did you presume that) you would not be brought
back again to us". (Mo'minoon: 112-115)

32 (These people who take pride In their luxurious
living are, In reality, foolish. Don't they know that):
"Many a community have We destroyed who felt In·
IJOlently proud of their luxurious life. (Look and see
for yourself). Those are their dwelllng·places, which
have not been Inhabited after them, except a little".
(al-QCl8Cl8: 58)

1 ... 1 , ............. '"... "'.... t\ .... !......~...~, .....I'·~u:~'~I/I' ....( .',j,.:.J.t •••I.'t.... J...~r
(:9d~~\~\;~~~'" ~~,~W'~ ~~.~wv":~ ~ 'l:J

33 And whatever you have been given Is for temporary
use In the life of the world, and an adornment (of
the same short·lived life) and that which Allah hath
(In the form of bounties and rewards of the Akhl·
rah) Is far better and much more enduring than all
these things. Have you then no sense? (al-QCl8Cl8: 60)

34 Is he whom We have promised a fair promise, which
he will 8Ul'ely receive (In the Akhlrah), like him
whom We have given IJOme paltry pleasure of this
life and then, on the Day of Re8UITeCtlon, he will be
prosecuted (for his evil deeds). (al-QCl8Cl8: 61)
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35 Those who were desirous of the life of the world
said (88 they saw Qanm (Korah) rolling in wealth):
'AbJ would that we had been given the like of what
had been given unto Qanm. LoJ he Is possessed of
rare good fortune.- (al-Qasas: 79)
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Note: The detailed story of Qarun, together with a description of
the examplaty punishment meted out to him, has been given at
serial No.3, in chapter 5 of part one of this book (sub-titled 'On Not
paying Zakaat'). The fact is that excessive wealth, unless it is made a
means to win the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala through generously
spending in His cause, leads its possessor to such horrible doom.

eG.;J·:'t'~I~~...~t::j(~1-::""~(I-;"I:1 "'~~"':W>\iI~I~ """1" t'...tR'
~ !JI~". '=J~ o~ ~~.J'IJoJ~' .... i .:i... _ ~,~ JAJ:.Y

36 "This life of the world Is but a pastime and a game.
LoJ The Home of the Akhirah--that Is the life (really
worth its name); if only they knew (thia fact for,
certain, they would certainly try hard for the boun
ties of the Akhlrah)-. <Ankaboot: 64)

.37 "They know only _me appearance of the prell8nt
life, and are heedleB8 of the Akhlrah- (they do not
aspire for the rewards of the Akhirah; nor do they
feel afraid ofthe punishments therein.) (or-Rum: 7@

M~NJ~~~~~~~~~j~~;~~~~~,~~
,·Y.l\1 .~t '~"""!"<."'l."!! ~1.,' "'II'~"~'I':",,~ .~J .......

9J.1~~JI!!Ji' ':W'.~ :;.ii}ii~u-IW'lJ5'

38 -0, man-kindJ Keep your duty to your Lord and fear
a Day when the parent will not be able to avail the
child in aught, nor the ~hild to avan· the parent. LoJ
Alla:h~s promise (concerning the Day of Judgement)
is the very tnath. Letno(,the life of the world
beguile y()u, Dor let the ~iver (Shaitan) beguile
you, in regard to Allah.- (In·~ther worda, let not the
Shaitan seduce you into· i91concern regarding the
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Divine Punishment; nor let him goad you into the
wrong belief· that you are not going to be punished
for your misdeeds). (Luqman: 33)

Commenting on these Ayaat, Sa'eed Ibne Jubair Rahmatullah
alaihe says: "Let not the deceiver beguile you with regard to Allah
means, you should not persist in sinning, hoping to be granted
forgiveness by Allah Ta'ala." (Durre Manthur)

It behoves a person to beg forgiveness only after he has turned to
Allah in sincere repentance and made up his mind to avoid sins in
future. It looks absurd that a person should persist in disgracing
himself in the. sight of Allah, by· sinning throughout the day and
should, all the same, keep saying, "0 Ailah!.Grant me forgiveness."
This subject will be treated in detail under Hadith No.IS of this
Chapter. There is also another Ayat of the same import in
subsequent pages.
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39 0 NabU Say unto your wives: If you desire the
world'. life and its adornments, comel I will content
you (give you some money and other worldly goods.
dower, maintenance, etc.) and will release you with
a fair release (divorce you with a fair deal and part
from you in kindness). But if you desire Allah and
Hia Ra.ul· and the abode of the Akhirah, then, 101
(bear in mind) that Allah has prepared for the pious
among you an immense reward. (al-Ahzab: 28-29)

40 0 mankilidJ Lol The promise of Allah is true. So let
not the life of the world beguile you, and let not the
(avowed) beguiler (Shaitan) beguile you with regard
to Allah. (Let him not deceive you into indift'erence
towards Allah and the Divine Retribution). <al-Fatir:
5)

sa'eed bin Jubair Rahmatullah alaihe explains the Ayat as
follows: "The beguilement arises out of excessive indulgence in
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worldly affairs, which makes a person negligent in his preparation
for the Akhirah; the deception of Shaitan consists in his inciting a
man to persist in sinning, in the hope offorgiveness by Allah Ta'ala."
(Durre Manthur)

-;,;\~i\'(.""Jl~""'~'lrl'~j(;\ZI3~,\!v!J\ ·,f.....,:, .~.
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41 (A believing man of the family of Fir'aun (Pharaoh),
'Who hid his faith, said to them) '0 my peoplel Lol
This life of the world is but a passing enjoyment and
101 the Akhirah, that is the enduring abode. (al
Mo'min:39)

®
42 Whoso desires the harvest of the Hereafter, We give

him increase in the harvest. And whoso desires the
harvest of the world (concentrates all his efforts on
achieving worldly gains), We give him sometHing
thereof, and he hath no portion in the Hereafter.
(ash-Shura: 20) .

43 Now whatever thing you have been given is but a
short·lived enjoyment in the world; and that which
Allah hath is far better and more lasting. It is only
for those lwho believe and put their trust in their
Lord, and those who avoid the worst of sins and
shameful deeds, and when they are angry, forgive;
and 2those who answer the call of their Lord (obey
His Commandments) and establish Salaat, and
whose affairs are guided by mutual counsel. And3

who spend (generously) of what We have given
them; and ·when a great wrong is done to them they
defend themselves. (ash-Shura: 36-39)

The Ulama have traced in these Ayaat the chronological
succession of the four Khulaf-e-~hidina,subtle reference to certain
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important happenings in their periods of time and to their specific
virtues has made a mention of by small numbers 1-2-3-4.

44 And the Mercy of thy Lord is far better than (the
wealth) that they amass. (Zukhruf: 32)

In the Ayaat immediately following this text, a number of
attractive features ofthe world have been described; and, then Allah
Ta'ala says:

Yet all that (i.e. roofs, doors, etc., of gold and silver
mentioned in the foregoing Ayaat) would have been
but a (temporary) provision of the life of the world.
And the Akhirah with your Lord is for those who
keep away from evil. (az-Zukhruf: 35)

45 I created the Jinn and humankind only that they
might worship Me. I seek no sustenance from them,
nor do I ask that they should feed Me. LoJ Allah, He
is the sole Sustainer, the Lord of unshaken might.
(az·Zariyat: 56-58)

46 Know that the life of this world Is only play and
pastime and show and boasting among yourselves
and rivalry in respect of riches and children. These
are like vegetation after rain, whereof the growth is
pleasing to the husbandman, but afterwards it dries
up and you see it turning yellow, then it becomes
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crumbled straw. And in Akhirah there is grievous
punishment (which everybody should try to ward off
by all means) and also forgiveness from Allah and
His pleasure (which everybody should struggle to
achh;ve in a manner and to an extent befitting this
coveted ideal.) And (bear in mind) the life of the
world is but a matter of illusion. Race one with
another for forgiveness from your Lord and the
Jannah whereof the breadth is like the breadth of
the heavens and the earth, which is in store for
those who believe in Allah and His Rasuls. Such is
the bounty of Allah, which He bestowa upon
whomsoever He pleases, and Allah is of Infinite
Bounty. (al-Hadid: 20-21)

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe writes:
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•As soon as a child grows up into a sensible young boy, he feels
naturally inclined towards fun and sports; because of a passionate
attachment, nothing interests him more than games. Later, when he
reaches adolescence, a fondness for the adornments of life, fi.ne
dress, etc., and love of pastimes like horse-riding, etc., occupy his
mind. And he is so enamoured of these that the sports of boyhood
seem absurd to him by l:Omparison. Then follows the period of youth
and of lustful desires. At this stage, all other diversions lose charm
for the young man and he begins to value sensual pleasures above
everything else--even above wealth and property, honour and glory.
The next phase begins with the emergence of a sense of superiority, .
vainglory and the desire to have a say in state-craft. And these
attachments overpower all other desires. Put together, all these
constitute carnal pleasures of the world. What follows these phases,
is the surging in the heart ofa keen desire to seek a true knowledge
of Allah. These feelings transcend all other pleasures. This is the
only genuine passion, and the most powerful one, worthv of being
cherished by a man".

To conclude, everyone is tempted towards sports in boyhood; is
swayed by lusts in early youth; and in the twenties, a passion for
power is born in him. In the forties, everybody is more or less
imbued with a desire to gain a true cognition of AlInh Ta'ala and a
longing to acquire knowledge of the Ultimate 'l'ruth.

We see that a boy 10v9S games and sets little value by pursuits,
such as associating with women and hankering after power. Simi-
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larly, the worldlings laugh at those engaged in gaining true know
ledge of Allah because they have no idea of the spiritual bliss
experienced by the latter. However, the mystics (Sufis) know that
the worldlings are like young boys who have no idea of the pleasures
enjoyed by grown up men. (Ihya)

In these Ayaat, Allah Ta'ala has made a lI.lention of all manner
of worldly pleasures and, then, has given a warning against
indulgence i" these,' saying that all these joys are mere deception
and that only the life of Akhirah is of permanent and lasting value.
The pleasures of worldly life are like crops that flourish and please
the eye for some time, but wither up soon to be blown away by the
winds.

47 Lol These (people) love fleeting life, and put behind
them (the remembrance 00 a grievous Day (that
lies ahead). (ad-Dahr: 27)

They are not concerned about the Resurrection Day, nor do they
prepare for the Akhirah. The love of worldly weatlh has made them
blind to their own final fate and they are neglectful of such a fateful
Day of woe and misery.
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48 But when the great Disaster (Day of Catastrophe or
the Resurrection Day) cometh, the Day when man
will cal'l to mind (the things) he endeavoured for (in
this world); And Jahannam will stand forth visible
to him who seeth. Then (it is the rule of the Day
that) whosoever rebelled (against his Lord in this
w(uld), and preferred the life of the world, 101
Jahannam will be his home. But as for him who (in
thisO world) feard to stand before his Lord (for
·Reckoning) and restrained his soul from (unlawful
indulgence i,n) lust, lo! The Jannah will be his home.
(an-Naziat: 34-41)
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49 "He is (really) successful who purifies himself (of
sins); and remembereth the name of his Lord and
observes prayers (Salaat). But (you do not take the
counsel revealed in the Holy Qur'an and) you prefer
the life of the world; although the Akhirah is far
better (than the life of the world) and everlasting.
Lo! This is in the former Scriptures; the Sahaaif
(Booklets) oflbrahim and Musaa." (al-A'la: 14-19)

Note: There are numerous Traditions regarding the contents of
these 'revealed Sahaaif (Booklets). One of the Ahadith has it to the
following effect:

"Abu Zarr Radhiallalw anlw narrates that he once asked Rasul
ullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam about the total number of revealed
Sahaaif. Rasulullah replied, "In all, a hundred Sahaaif and four
Sacred Books were revealed. Fifty Sahaaif were revealed to Sheeth
Alaihissalam, thirty to Idrees Alaihissalam, tell to Ibrahim
Alaihissalam and ten to Musaa Alaihissalam before the Torah. In
addition, four books i.e. the Torah, the Injeel(Gospel), the Zaboor
(Psalms), and the Holy Qur'an were revealed respectively toMusaa
Alaihis-salam, 'Isaa Alaihissalam, Dawood Alaihissalam, and
Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasallam.

"Abu Zarr Radhiallalw anlw then enquired about the contents
of the Booklets revealed to Ibrahim Alaihissalam. Rasulullah
Sallallalw alaihe wasallam replied that they consisted of parables
(containing admonitions). For example, one of these parables ran
like this: '0 you domineering, proud king! I did not raise you to
kingship to hoard wealth, but I granted you power in order that you
might redress the complaints of the oppressed and prevent these
from reaching Me. For, I do not reject the invocation of the
oppressed person, even though he be a disbeliever! And another ran:
it is incumbent upon a wise man, unless he loses sense, to divide his
time in three parts: one part should be devoted to the worship of
Allah Ta'ala and holding communion with Him in solitude;one past
should be reserved for self-reckoning as to the time spent on good or
bad deeds (the excellence of every good deed, the gravity of every bad
action, and the time wasted in idle pursuits); and one part should be
set apart for lawful earning of livelihood. The time spent in this last
occupation should be of help to him in performing the other two,
affording him fuller concentration and greater amount ofle~sure 1"
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is also incumbent upon a wise man to make the best use of his time,
to remain fully absorbed in his oecupations and spiritual pursuits
~d to guard his toniue (against idl~ talk). For whoever exercises
restraint in speech will not indulge in useless talk. Moreover a wise
man should strive for three things: he should try to improve his
means of earning livelihood, he should strugle to make provisions
for the Akhirah and he should try to provide himself the lawful
comforts of life (food, drink and sleep, etc). Time spent in any
occupation other than these three is useless. So, before starting to do
something, one should consider and make sure whether it falls
under one of these categories.

Abu Zarr RDdhiallaho anho then enquired about the contents of
the Sahaaif revealed to Musaa Alaihiqakun. Rasulu11ah Sallallaho
alaihe WQ8aUam replied: "They contained admonitions (such as): 'I
wonder haw any person can take joy in anything, in spite of his
belief in the inevitability of death!' 'I am astonished at him who
laughs in spite of his faith i.n the certainty of death'. 'I am astonished
at him who observes the vicissitudes of life and turns of fortune (for
instance, a millionaire reduced, in a short while, to poverty and
begging from people; or a gaol-bird, released from prison, rising to
power and becoming a ruler) and, still, finds satisfaction in worldly
pursuits!' 'I am astonished at a person who believes in
predestination and, still, grieves over any misfortune~. 'I am
astonished at a person who believes that he will have to face
Reckoning (on the Day of Judgment) for all his deeds and, still, does
not perform good deeds'. (On the Day of Judgement, all financial.
and physical wrongs will h&ve to be redressed through the transfer
of his good deeds to the credit of the wronged. If his good deeds are
exhausted before compensation for the wrongs, then the 1&tter's sins
will be put in his account).

"Abu Zarr RDdhiallaho anho then asked whether anything of the
subject-matter of these Booklets was also revealed to him. Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe Wtuallam replied. "Yes, The Ayaat beginning:

'Successful is he who purifies himself. (Quoted above)".
(Durre Manthur)
Ibne Abbas RDdhiallaho anho says: "Allah Ta'ala says in Surah
Najm, praising Ibrahim Alaihissalam:

. " ';l5'~::"'\;sO., ~~~).)
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And Ibrahim who paid back (what he owed to Allah) in full".
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The Ayat means that Ibrahim alaihissalaam fulfilled all that
Islam demands. These demands fall into thirty broad categories,
termed as thirty 'Sihaam' of Islam. Ten of these Sihaam have been
indicated in the Verses beginning:

1'" ~"I" ,;" ",' ;'
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(Lo! Allah hath bought from the believers , (af-Taubah: 111-
112).

Ten others have been recounted in Surah Ahzaab in the Verses
beginning:

, '\ "'\1'''' ",,,........~,.:< \ "1\,:,1
,,~ ~ ......."",

£OJ men who surrender to Allah and women who surrender. (al
Ahzab: 35)

Six more have been described in the opening Ayaat of Surah al
Mo'minoan and the description of four others occurs in Surah
Ma'arij in the Ayaat beginning:

.t .. ':'~\l ,......tl ....I ...~;1V
';j~~~~~~IJ

And those who believe in the Day ofJudgement) (al-Ma'arii:
26-35)

Put together, these make thirty in all.

Whosoever meets his Lord (On the Day of Judgement), after
having fulfilled one of these obligations, will be deemed to have
practised one-thirtieth part oflsIam". (Durre Manthur)

SO. Rivalry for increase (in worldly good) baa diverted
you (from remembrance of the Akhirah). Until you
come to the grave. Nol But you will soon (a8 soon a8
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you enter the grave) come to know (the true nature
of the world and the supreme value of the Akhirah).
(You are warned once again; take heed1). (No! These
things are not worthy of your notice and you should
not feel proud of them). Nay! But you will (soon)
come to know (when you are resurrected on the Day
of Judgement. You are warned a third time, that
these things are not worth your concern and that
they should not make you feel proud of yourselves).
Nay, would that you knew (now) with a sure
knowledge! (from your study of the Holy Qur'an and
Ahadith tnat these things should not make one feel
proud of oneself, as you will realize after death;
then you would never have indulged in them). For,
(by Allah!) you will behold the fire of Jahannam. By
Allah! you will behold it with a sure vision. Then, on
that Day, you will undergo reckoning concerning all
the bOunties ofAllah. (at· Takathu,.r: 1 - 7)

Note: There are numerous Ahadith which give extensive details
of the reckoning on the Day of Judgement, regarding the bounties of
Allah Ta'ala. These serve as illustrations giving an idea of the
countless bounties of Allah Ta'ala, which are being showered upon
all men, on all occasions day and night, in such large numbers as
defy human calculation. Says Allah Ta'ala, and He speaks the Truth
(beyond any doubt):

'I"""~.(. ~,""'.\''-'-::: '\'
IA~;;~ ~,.....,\.:)",

And ifyou would count the Bounties ofAllah you cannot number
them. (Ibrahim: 34 Nahl: 18)

A Hadith says:

"Once, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam recited this 8urah
(Takathur)and when he came to the Verse,

Then, on that Day, you will be questioned concerning all the
Bounties (vfyour Lord).

he remarked:
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'You will be questioned in the presence of your Lord regarding
the cold water you drink; the protection provided by your houses"
(Allah Ta'ala will say: 'We granted you cool shade and protection
from sun and rain); and regarding your having enough food to
satisfy your hunger; and regarding the soundness of your limbs"
(Allah Ta'ala will say, We granted you sound and healthy limbs .
hands, feet, eyes, ears, nose, etc, what have you done to express your
gratitude fOl" all these gifts); and regarding the sound sleep you
enjoy; and regarding your being able to win, in marriage, the hand of
a woman of your choice, whom someone else also wanted to marry,
but Allah Ta'ala married her to you as a special favour (he put it in
the minds of her parents that they should marry her to you and not
to the other person)".

Ifwe just consider the Bounties of Allah Ta'ala mentioned in the
foregoing Hadith, we can reali~ how greatly everybody is indebted
t.o Allah Taiala for His favours, which are being bestowed, at all
times, upon his creatures, rich and poor alike. Is there a man
howsoever poor and needy, who is not being constantly granted
countless favours and blessings of Allah Ta'ala? Take, for example,
the gift of physical health and soundness of limbs, which is,
undoubtedly, a great blessing of Allah Ta'ala. Moreover, the capacity
to breathe is an invaluable gift of Allah Ta'ala, which every living
being enjoys at all times.

Another Hadith says:

"When this Surah (Takathur) was revealed, some of the Saha
bah said, "0 Rasulullah! What bounties are we enjoying? Our daily
provision consists of just half a meal of barley bread, which is not
enough to satisfy our hunger". Th~n came the revelation: "Ask them!
Do not they possess shoes to wear? Do not they get· cool water to
drink? These are also bounties of Allah".

Another Hadith says, to the following effect: "The first question
to be asked from a man about Allah's bounties, on the Day of Judg
ment, will be: 'Did we not make your body healthy and give you cold
water to drink?". It is revealed in still another Hadith: "Of the
Bounties ofAllah to be accounted for; on the Day of Judgment are:
th~ piece of bread eaten to satisfy one's hunger, the water drunk to
quench one's thirst, and t.he piece of cloth used to cover one's body."
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Another Hadith narraies:-

"Once, on a hot summer noon, Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho went
to the Masjid-e-Nabawai. When Umar Radhiallaho anho came to
know of it, he also went to the Masjid and asked Abu Bakr
Radhiallaho anho what had brought him out of his house at that
hour. He replied that it was intensity of hunger that had driven him
to it. Umar Radhiallaho anho said, "By Him, Who is the master of
my soul, it is the same with' me". Meanwhile, Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam also came there and asked what had brought them
there at that hour. They replied that pangs of hunger had brought
them out. Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam said, "That which
brought you out, has also brought me out". All the three then got up
and went to the house of Abu Ayyub Ansaari Radhiallaho anho, but
he was not at home. His wife was greatly pleased, and when
Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wCUlaliam asked her where Abu Ayyub
had gone, she replied that he would return in s short while. At that
moment, Abu Ayyub Ansaari Radhiallaho anho also turned up. On
seeing them, he hurriedly went al.d brought a bunch of dates.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said to him, 'Why did you cut
off the whole bunch? You could have picked the ripe dates only". He
respectfully replied, "0 Rasulullah! I plucked the whole bunch so
that dates of all kinds, the fully ripe, 'the half-ripe, the dried ones and
the fresh should be before you and you should be able to select the
particular kind you relish. So, they ate dates of all kinds. Meanwhile
Abu Ayyub Radhiallaho anho slaughtered a small goat, roasted
some of its meat and cooked the rest. He then presented it to them.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam took some bread and a piece
of roasted meat and, giving it to Abu Ayyub Radhiallaho anho, said,
"Take this to Fatimah; she also has not taken anything of this sort
for several days". He hurried to comply with it. When all of them had
partaken of it, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "We have
enjoyed so many Bounties of Allah Ta'ala: meat, bread, the unripe
and the ripe dates ." Saying this, Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe
wasallam was moved to tears. These are the Bounties about which
one shall be questioned on the Judgment Day!" The Sahahah
Radhiallaho anhum were shocked to hear this. It pained them to
think that they would have to account for these bounties, in spite of
the fact that these things had become available after suffering such
pangs of hunger. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "You
shall have to render an account, undoubtedly. And, to make amends,
you should recite Bismillah (in the name of Allah, the Kind, the
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Merciful) before starting to eat; and recite the following Dli'aa after
you have finished:

,,- .- - "",'"
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'All Praiu be to Allah Who, in His Infinite Mercy, made us to eat
our fill and lJ8 a great favour bestowed upon us plentifully'.
(Durre Manthur)

There are a large number of Ahadith on these subjects, in the
authentic collections, but I do not propose to make such a complete
reference. My purpose is to indicate, to my readers, how numerous
the references are, in the Holy Qur'an, on the subject of the
transience of worldly life, its being unworthy of man's regard, its
insignificance when compared to the values of the Akhirah and its
power to make those who indulge themselves in its pleasure, suffer
utter loss and damnation in the fire of Jahannam. Besides, I want
them to realise how recurring the admonitions and warnings are
against indulgence in worldly pleasures. Out of a large number of
Ayaat on the subject, I have selected only fifty whir-h, ! think, should
suffice to give an idea of the extreme significance of this theme.

It is shocking to note that, the more Allah Ta'a/a warns us
against indulgence in worldly pleasures, the more shame-facedly do
we ignore His admonitions. After such indifference towards His
Commandments, how can we dare to face our Lord on the Day of
Judgement!

;- , ~~-'(' "1'"
(:JLM-'41tst;~ I~I~,

'We complain to Allah! And it is He alone Whose help we seek'.

IIID )iJl:ID;
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SECTION (b)

QURANIC AYAAT ON THE VIRTUES OF REMAINING
PATIENT IN AFFLICTIONS

-And 8Ul'ely We shall test you with something of fear (of
the enemy or of impending adversities) and (something
of) hunger and some 1088 of wealth and lives and fruita
(so, if anything of the kind befalls you, you should bear
it patiently); but give glad tidings to those who per
severe patiently. Those who, when a misfortune strikes
them, say: Lot We belong to Allah and to Him shall we
return-. Such are they on whom are (showered choicest)
blessings of Allah and His mercy; such are the rightly
guided." (al-Baqarah: 155-157)

Note: When one is stricken with a calamity, it is of great benefit
to recite the Ayat, "1.o! We belong to Allah and 1.o! Unto Him shall
we return". The recital becomes more effective, earns greater
rewards and endows one with a rare peace of mind if one also
understand the meanings of the Ayat and, while reciting it, keeps in
mind its true significance. Here is a fuller translation of the Ayat:

Verily we all of us (our lives and our possessions) belong
to Allah. (And the Master has every right to make use of
His belonginga howsoever He pleases). We all have to
return to Allah. (al-Baqarah: 156)

That is to say, we have to return to Him after we die; and He
will bestow upon us liberal compensation for the loss and the
hardships we have endured in this life. We observe that, if a person
suffers a loss in the world but, at the same time, he is assured oj
receiving a big fortune lUJ compensation, he is not worried about th4
loss. Similarly, ifa man were to possess firm faith in the bounties 1:.1
be bestowed by Allah Ta'ala in the Akhirab, he would never fElf
worried about the worldly loss. But, as we are weak in faith (Imaan)
even a slight loss or a little trouble becomes unbearable for us.
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In many Ayaat of the Holy Qur'an, Allah Ta'ala bas admonished
us through brief references to, or elaborate expositions of, the belief
that the world is a place of trials and tribulations, where one has to
go through various tests. Sometimes people are put to test through
abundance of wealth, with regard to the sources of income and the
manner of spending it. At other times, Allah puts us to a trial
through poverty and hunger, in order to distinguish those who face
it with patience and Salaat, from those who grumble and complain.

Hence, there are frequent exhortations, in the· Holy Qur'an, to
remain patient and persevering, to tum to Allah Ta'ala for heip and
to resort to Salaat in all adverse circumstances. Time and again,

.Allah Ta'ala reminds His men that they are under a test in this life
and that they should beware of a failtp'e in it. Out of numerous
Verses on the subject, a few are quoted below, by way of illustration:

10 "And seek Allah'. help with patience and Salaat"o
(al-Baqaroh: 45)

(Commenting on the Ayat) Qataadah Rahmatullah alaihe says:
"The two things Salaat and patience represent help from Allah
Ta'ala. So, seek Allah's help through these two virtues."

Ibne Abbas RadhiallaJw anJw relates: "One day, 1 was riding
behind Rasulullah SallallaJw alaihe wcisallam when he said to me,
"Young man,1 give you a few words of advice and, (I believe) Allah
Ta'ala may help you to benefit by them". When I most humbly
submitted, 'Do tell me', He said, "If you are mindful of Allah, (i.e. if
you fulfil what Allah Ta'ala demands"from you), He will be mindful
ofyou (i.e. He will grant you His protection). And ifyou arc mindful
of Allah (i.e. if you fulfil what is due from you to Him), you will find
Him I'eh!lily available to help you at all times. If you are mindful of
Him (Le. remember Him) in prosperity, He will remember you (i.e.
help you in. adversity). Bear in mind that if a misfortune befalls you,
it was pre-ordained, and, if a misfortune does not befall you, rest
assured that i~ could not have visited you. Know that if all created
beings were to unite to do you some favour that Allah Ta'ala had not
decreed for you, they would never be able to do so. And if they were
to unite to avert a misfortune, but Allah Ta'ala had willed it, they
would never be able to do so. The pen of destiny bas recorded all that
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has to happen till the nay of Resurrection. When you ask for any
thing, ask it from Allah Ta'ala and if you seek help, seek it from
Him. When you put trust in anyone, do 80 in Allah alone. Perform
deeds of devotion with a firm faith and a true belief in AJIah. with
feelings of gratitude to Him. Mind it well that patience in aftlictions
is a great virtue; that Allah's help descends upon those who are
patient, that with every suffering there is relief, and that adversity
leads to prosperity. (That is to say, when you are in distress, be sure
that it foreshadows days of ease and good cheer. Similarly, in
straitened circumstances, you should be certain that days of P1'08
perity lie ahead)." It is related in a Hadith that: 1f anyone is hungry
or in need and he conceals it from others, it becomes due from Allah
Ta'ala to grant him a year's sustenance through lawful resources."

Huzaifah Radhiallaho anho relates, "Whenever Rasulullah Sal
lallaho a1aihe WGBallam happened to face any difficulty, he would at
once resort to Salaat". Rasulullah remarked: •All the previous
Ambiya AlaihimJ.l8salam also used to resort to Salaat in all difficult
situations".

It is related that, once, Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho was oil a
journey when he heard the news of the death of his son. He got
down from his camel, offered two Raka'at of Salaat and recited: 1.o!
We belong to Allah and 1.o! Unto Him we are returning. He then
said, 'I have done what Allah Ta'ala has, in His Book commanded us
to do, i.e.

~~J~\~:;:.\~~\t['

"And seek Allah'8 help through patience and Salaat".

It is related that in the last hours of his life, Ubaadah Radhi
allaho anho said to the people around him, 'I forbid you, one and all,
to wail over me. And, it is my desire that, when my soul departs.
everyone should perform a perfect Wudhu (ablution), go to the
Masjid, offer two Raka'at of Salaat and then pray for my forgiveness
and his own. After that, you should hurry to put me in the grave'.
(Durre-Manthur)

2.

~~\ (II'~\\'~' ~'\\1,'\~'~\4{~
J~J,.,;~!t"I'l.:l, ~~

o you who believe! (In all manner of .mictions)
seek help with patience and Salaat. (al-Baqarah: 153)
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®
3. And the' patient in tribulation and adversity and

time ofstl'e8L (al-Baqarah: 177)

The Ayat haS been cited, in full, at No. 2 in Chapter one, part
one of this book.

(()

4. Allah is with those who persevere patiently. (al
Baqarah: 249).

There are many Verses of the same import occuring at
various places in the Holy Qur'an. Time and again, Allah
exhorts His men to be patient, giving them the happy
assurance that He will be with them if they penevere in the
face ofaftlictions.

,G:.r·"i~ ~':'~~::;'j\' ~ii~:'lj'~'A\'~'-' :1\' ::d ~\1 ®
,'w:"J,\J".- J .. " ,~,~~,~~

5. The patient and the truthful•••••_. (Ak'[mran: 17).

The Ayat has been quoted, in full, at No.1 above in the same
section.

6. But if you persevere and keep from evil. their (the
non-believers') guile will never harm you. (AIe'Imran:
120)

';~ :"".:I·~,_·t<I··" ,,·'tl'~\ 'i:.-:r,t'!::", \'I~'~ ..(.t. ,. ...."Z\
e..i-:n-'~'~ '~u:.~ .w~ l..ol,~\ ..,.-00J\;)~~\J

7. Or deemed you that you would enter Jannah. while
Allah knoweth not (i.e. Allah has not put you to trial
and distinguished) those of you who really strove,
nor knoweth (after trial) those (of you) who are
patient and persevering. (Ale'Imran: 142).

(It should be borne in mind that, in this context, Jehaad or
'striving' includes all manner of efforts made for promoting the.
cause of Islam).
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8.

FAZA'JL.E~AQMT - PAIrr TWO

But if you penJevere patiently·and fear Allah (it is
an excellent virtue), as these (penJeverance and
piety) are the highly regarded commandments of
Allah. (Ale'ImTYBr.186)

9. Rasula indeed hav.e been cbarged with falsehood (hy
the non-believers) before thee and they remained
under denial and persecution till our succour
reached them. W-An'am: 34)

10. And Musaa said unto his people: 'Seek help in Allah
and bear up patiently. Lo the Earth is Allah's. He
givesit for inheritance to such of His servants as He
will. And 10.1 the ultimate success is for those who
fear Allah'. They said, 'We have been oppressed be
fore you came to U8, and since you have been with
us.' He said, 'May be that you Lord is going· to
destroy your enem'y soon and make you his succes·
so... in the laJid "So that He may see how you
behave.- (aI-A'rar: 128-129) .

''::~''JI'':I:1 ''.'i\''''I'~1'~'· ~"II~ \~~I"~l~' @,
~ ..... ~,:!.ri' ,. '" ~:toJ ~(.J;/'o.Aj 411 l,;)"

11. Lo.I Allah hath bought from the believers their lives
and their possessions because the Jannah will be
theirs (as recompense). (at-Taubah: 111)

NOTE: The believers have pledged their lives and property to
Allah Ta'ala in exc~ge for Jannah. As He Himself created them,
He should be free to use them in whatever way He likes. It is
incumbent upon the believers that they should be anxious to surren
der their lives and property to tAte Buyer and should not feel grieved
ifAllah Ta'ala takes away wha(He Himself has purchased.
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12. And (0 Muhammad) follow that which has been
revealed unto you, and be thou patient (and
constant In the face of pel'8eCution by the .non
belleven) until Allah gives HI8 Judgement. (That 18
to say. they will ~Ither be ruined In thl8 world or
sutrer punl8hment In the Hereafter). And He fa the
Best ofall Judgee.- (YunU8: 110)

~'" "",III' ~'~"~1""!.<~" ~,{1"" .'t{, ~"" (;~~~<"":.t;, '''t~ .... t,..~"llr;~-:'I"'\ 'j,'" (;;;\
~!ioP~~\.oN6oi1l~J(!).)"..,U");:'lG1~~.J".JJ~.)u.,l.:Iw-1\:.toil~ V
~~:t~I!Ji-;~~~6~tJ1~i~ ~~l~~~~

~~ t'{I, ....,...t~.~ ....
@~~IJe#

13. And If We C8WJe man to taste some mercy from
Ourselves (by granting him eomforta of life and
ample wealth) and afterwards withdraw It from
him. lot He Is despairing. un....teful. And If We
C8WJe him to taste one of Our bounties after some
misfortune that had visited him. he Is sure to say.
'All evil has departed from me (I.e. the period of
misfortune Is now over). Then Lo.I He 18 exultant,
boastful; acept those who endure with patience
and do good deeds. Thein will be foqpvene&8 and •
great reward.. (Hood: 9-11)

14. Lo.I He who fean Allah; and 18 patient, surely Allah
will not let perish the reward of nch .. do good.
(YOU8U': 90)
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ded (Le. family relations) to be Joined, and hold
their Lord in awe, and fear the woeful reckoning (to
be made on the Day ofJudgment); such as persevere
(in amictions), seeking thereby the pleasure of
Allah and they establish Salaat; and spend (for the
cause of Allah) out of that which We bestowed upon
them, secretly and openly and ward off evil with
good (I.e. even If anyone Ill-treats them, tlley treat
him with kindness). Theirs will be the recompense .
of (heavenly Romeo·Gardens of Aden •... which they
shall enter, alongwith such of their fathers and
their wives and their off-spring who do right (and
therefore deserve entry Into Jannah). The angels
will enter unto them from every gate (saying):
·Peace (Salaam) be unto yOU; because you
persevered firmly (in the practice of 'Deen') and
were patient.• Row excellent will be the
recompense of the (heavenly) Rome (ar-Ra'd 19-24)

NOTE: Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho relates: The lowest in
rank among the dwellers of Jannah will have a palace, made out of a
single transparent hollowed pearl, consisting of seventy thousand
apartments with seventy thousand doors to each apartment and, at
each one of these doors, there will come seventy thousand angels to
give Salaam (greetings) to him'"

~~\~J!;~~~I~~:i;'~~~~~~~(~~ ®
. ~ .,;;.. 'r~; .~ ':"1 ~I\" :\ ~ \

:!>iy.b~l..¥"~)~;' ~(,;)~

16. We verily sent Musaa with Our revelations (or clear
signs), saying, 'Bring thy people forth from darkness
unto llght and remind them of the Days ofAllah (i.e.
remind them of the turns of fortune which the past
generations had to go through and explain to them
how excellent the rewards were that fell to the lot
of the righteous and how grievous the punishments
were which the disobedient were made to suffer).
Lol therein are clear signs (admonitions) for such as
are firmly patient, grateful and~ppreciative"
(Ibrahim: 5)

·t" ...t'h ... ·~H'·;.1....t:~ N r"'?'.I\ • •,~&..~'.',t·~1 ~': ~I '\""'1'" ~••1\"""
y ~I~.:J'J":'.:J' ~'dVJ ~~-F" ~..,....~~ l.i!J~~~1~

"J6.I,,;, ." \-: '1"'" "._.1. ., '" .'1'/.\.tI~
e(,;)~-*r:t)U"", 'J!-PC1'~1 el:J~ ytl
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17. And those who migrated (performed Hijrah) for the
cause of Allah, after they had heen oppressed (by
the non-believers), We verily shall give them goodly
lodging in this world and surely the reward of the
Akhirah is far greater, if they but knew (about ita
qualities and excellence); such a8 persevere in
patience (in affiictions) and put their trust in Allah.
(an-Nahl: 41 - 42)

18. Ifyou take revenge (upon those who oppressed you),
affiict them with as much pain as you were affiicted
with. BQt if you observe (restraint and) patience
(and do not take revenge), verily it i8 (far) better to
be patient. (Then Allah says, addressing Rasulullah
in particular) Endure patiently, (0, Muhammad)
and thy patience is only by (the help of) Allah. And
grieve not for them (i.e. do not grieve over their
enmity for you) and be not in distreu becauae of
that which they devise (against you). Lot Allah is
with those who restrain themselves (to remain on
the path of righteousness) and are good to others.
(an-Nah1: 126-128)
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®
19. Lot We have placed all that is on the earth 88 an

adornment for it, and that We may put them to trial
88 to which ofthem are best in conduct.' (al-lJahf.· 7).

lbne Umar ·Radhiallaho anho relates: "When Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wQ8allam recited this Verse, I asked him
about its meanings, upon which he remarked, 'So that
Allah Ta'ala may put them to trial and distinguish those
who are wise, carefully avoid indulging in un14wful things
and are prompt in obeying the Commandments of Allah
Ta'ala". Hasan Rahmatullah alaihe says: "The trial is meant
to distinguish those who are more strict in their
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indifterence to the world." Sufian Thauri &hmatullak
alaiM says: "The trial is for distinguishing those who excel
others in their indift'erence(non-attachment) to the world."
(DUlTe-Manthur). That is to say, the trial is mean to
distinguish those who resist worldly temptations, and are
attracted least by the sensual pleasures.

20. Therefore, (0 Muhammad) be patient with what
they say and celebrate (constantly) the praise of thy
Lord and glorify Him (which includes both 'Tasbih'
and observing five times 'Fardh' or obligatory
Salaat) before the rising of the sun (which includes
obligatory 'FeJr' ';r morning prayers) and before its
lletting (which includes both' 'Zuhr' or noon Salaat
and 'Asr' or afternoon Salaat) and glorify Him for
some hoU1"8 of the night (which includes 'Maghrib'
or sunset prayers and 'Ishaa' or night prayers) and
glorify Him at the two ends of the day (which refers
again to 'FeJr' and 'Asr' Salaats and to the
'Tasbihaat' usually recited during these hours) so
that thou may be pleased (in the Hereafter when
thou shall receive bountiful rewards for these acts
of devotion). (Tahaa: 130)

NOTE: The reiterated reference to 'Fajr' and 'Asr' stresses the
greater importance of these two Salaats, a fact that forms the
content of numerous Ahadith.

21.

. '

And, (0 Muhammad) give good· tidings (of the
promise of Jannah and 'winning the pleasure of
Aijah) to the ".umble (thoae who bow, in humjlity, to
the Comm-audmenlg of Allah); those wh~ hearts
arenlleclwithf~rwhen Allah is mentioned (their
h~.'a~"W:ed by His. Greatn.ess);and those w-ho

.' -:, .. " -
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penevere in the face of aftliction; and those who
establish Salaat and those who ...end (as Sadaqah)
ofwhat We bestowed upOn them. (Hajj: 34-35)
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NOTE: These Ayaat, with detailed commentaly, have been
quoted at No. 16, in the first Chapter of this book.

22. Alif·Laam·Meem. Do men imagine that they will be
left (alone) on saying, 'We believe' and will not be
tested (with all mannen of aftlictions). LoJ We did
test those who were before them. (And, after the
trial, some were proved to be true to their claims
about 'Imaan' or Faith, whUe othen turned out to
be false and insincere. Like-wise, in their case)
Allah will distinguish (after putting them to trial)
those who are sincere in their profession of Faith
and truthful in their clailb8 of love (for Allah), from
those who are feigning (false) and insincere. Or do
those who do ill deeds imagine that they can out·
strip Us? Evil fa that which they decide! (al·'Ankabut:
1·4)

NOTE: For, it is in such aftlictions that the true Believers turn
to Allah more devoutly, while the un-enlightened ones sink deeper
into sheer despair; soine few forsake Islam and fall prey to heresy,
others begin to support the evil-doers for fear of suffering
persecution at their hands.

23. An excellent reward for those who do (good); who
penevere, and put theit" trust in their Lord and
Cherisher (ia straitened circumstances). And (if you
are uncertain about the source from whieh yo~

sustenance will be provided for you, Just consider)
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how many an animal there is (that beareth) not its
own provisionl Allah provides for it and for you. ADd
He is the All-Hearing (He listens to everybody who
prays to Him) and the All-bowing. (He knOWli what
state or circumstances everybody is in, at all times)
80 always ask of Him your needs. (al- 'Ankabut: 58-60)

24. Surely the patient will be paid their reward, without
measure. (az-Zumur: 10)

25. The good deed and the evil deed are not alike; repel
the evil deed with one which is better. Then Lol He,
between whom and thee there was enmity, (will
become) as though he was a bosom ·friend. (That is
to say, the act of taking revenge upon the wrong·
doer does not dispel the feeling of enmity from his
heart. It rather aggravates his animosity. If, on the
other hand, you'generously forgive him his wronp
and treat him with kindness, he will, unless utterly
mean or ignoble by nature, naturally be swayed by
feelinp of gratitude for ydu, ceaSe to harbour ill
will apinst you and, eventually, become a sincere
friend. However, as it is the most demanding act of
moral excellence to recompense good for evil, or to
show forgiveness towards one's peneeutQn after
pining an upper .hand, Allah says:) But none are
granted it (this quality) save those who exercise
patience (and self-restraint because they have
cultivated a habit of remaining patient in
amictions), and none are granted it save peJ"SOD8 of
the greatest good fortune. ADdU evil promptinp
from the devil provoke thee (for example, should
tl\,e devil whisper into your ears: 'It is a disgrace to
be kind to such an enemy or, should he say to you'.
'If you show kindness to the wrong-doer, it will
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encourage him to penist in 0ppre88lon') then, seek
refuge in Allah. Lot He is the All-Hearing the All
knowing. (Ho.Mim as-Sqjdah: 34-36)
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26. Man tireth not of praying for good foriune. And If ill
touches him, then he is disheartened, desperate (a
believer should not despair of. the Mercy of Allah).
And, verily, when, We give him a taste of Mercy
from Ourselves, after some hurl that hath touched
him, be is sure to say, "This is my due right, by
merit." (Ho. Mim, as·Sqjdah: 49-50)

27. And the recompense for an injury is an Injury, equal
tbereto (in degree); (i.e. If somebody does wrong to
another person, the 'WrOnged person has a right to
inflict an equal injury upon the wrong-doer, pro
vided that the act is otherwise lawful according to
the Shari'ah i.e., Islamic Law). But If a person
forgives the wrong-doer and makes reconciliation,
his reward fa due from Allah, for Allah loveth not
thOfJe who do wrong. And indeed If any person do
defend (revenge) themselves after a wrong done to
them, against such there is no cause of blame. The
blame is only against those who OPPre88 men with
wro~g-doing and insolently tran&gre88 beyond
bounds, through the land (in defiance of what is
right and Just). For such, there. will be a
punishment, grievous. But, indeed, If any show
patience (when oppressed by ofhen), and forgive
(the oppressor), that would truly show great courage
and resolution in conduct of affai~ (ash-Shura.·40
43)
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28. Blessed Is He In Whoee Hands .. the Sovereignty
(All klngdoD18 of the world are In His Power) and
Hath power over all created thlnp; Be Who created
death and life BO that He may tl")' you .. to whlc.h of
you Is the best In deed8 (~nd conduct)". (al-Mulk: 1
2).

(Commenting on the Ayaat) Qataadah Rahmatullah alaihe says:
"Allah Ta'ala has created this world and made it an abode of life and
death, and He has made the Akhirah a place for reward or punish
ment for the deeds (committed in this world) and an abode of
Eternal Life!" (Durre-Manthur)

In other words, the sutl'erings of this world have an end at the
death of the sutl'erer. And, as death is inevitable, the sutl'erings of
this world are temporary, lasting, at the most till the death of the
sufferer, while the sutl'erings of the other world (Akhirah) are eter
nal, because the life of Akhirah is everlasting, not limited by death,
which is non-existent in that world. \

29. Has not there come upon man any period of time
when he was a thing of no account. Verily, We
created man from a drop of mingled sperm (out of
an admixture of male and female seed) in order to
tl")' him; BO We gave him (the gifts of) hearing and
sight. (That is, We granted him eyes and ears, BO

that he should Bee, on his own, what Is right or
listen to others who might guide him on to the right
path). Then, We showed him the Way (of truth and
goodness); (then mankind split into two broad
divisions:) those who are thankful (and believe in
Allah) and thoee who are ungrateful (or non·
believers). (ad-Dahr: 1 - 5)
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NOTE: This world is an.oode of trials. So, before showing
ingratitude at any turn of fortune, we lIlust think a while how
indebted we all are to Allah Ta'ala for His boundless favours. Then,
of course, we shall realize that it is more befitting to express our
gratitude, rather than to complain to Him of misfortunes.

~,~.~~r~~l~J~;U~t:G;,.I;.I~t~W~IU\j €)
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30. Now a. for a man, when hi8 Lord tries him, granting

him honour and gifts (these favours include
amuence worldly honour, etc., and they are granted
with a view to trying and judging to what extent the
beneficiary is grateful to Allah, what good deeds he
i. performing 88 an expression of gratit'-de to Him,
and whether or not he is spending mon~y and emp
loying hi. worldly honour for earning t.he pleasure
ofAllah), then says he: 'My Lord hath honoured n\e;
(i.e. he i. puffed up by honour and respect among
people, little knowing that these things should not
make anyone proud. Although it is essential to ~
grateful to Allah Ta'ala for these favours, it i.
equally important to receive them with the appre
hension. of a JM\I'SOn going througlY a test; it is
Allah's wont to try Hi. men af\er granting them
bountiful favours. And when Hi. Lord wtmts to· try
him in another way), He tests him by restricting his

••ustenance, (wherewith He means to try his
patience and the measure of hi.'acquiescence to the
Supreme Will of Allah), he sayeth (in despair), 'My
Lord hath humiliated meJ" (He wrongly thinks that
it is his due right to partake of Allah'. favOU1"L So,
when his livelihood i. straitened, he cOlllplains of
being disgraced by Allah" though the fact is that
prosperity is Dot a sign of honour, in the sight of
Allah nor do hunger and poverty signify disgrace, in
His sight). Nay, Nay! (I~ciency of provisions
does not, at all, signify .one.... disgrace; it is only his
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evil deeds that disgrace man In the sight of Allah.
For example, it does not become you) that you do
not care for the orphan&; nor do you encourage (one
another) to feed the poor. And you devour
inheritance all (with greed). (You usurp what is
rightful property of others, especially the belong
ings of the orphans and the weaklings who cannot
defend themselves against injustice). And you love
wealth with inordinate love (which is the root cause
of all evil deeds, all types of injustice and all taint.
of the soul. It isa pity that you take th~ sins
lightly). Ohnol (But you must not take them
lightly). When the earth is reduced to bits; and thy
Lord cometh and His angels, rank upon rank (on the
Day of Resurrection); and Jahannam is brought
near (facing them), on that nay man will remem·

.her (realize)IBut how will the remembrance
(realization) then avail him. He will say, "Ah1
"Would that I had sent before me (good deeds) for
this my (future) lifeJ" (al-Fqjr: 15-24)

®

31. By the (token of) Time (through the Ages' which
reminds us that we should take a lesson from the
variations of time or fortune i.e. occasions of Joy
and sorrow, prosperity and adversity, health and
illness, etc. These turns of fortune bear testimony to
the fact that) verily man is in loss (in wasting away
the invaluable hours of life apportioned to him),
save those who have Faith (lmaan) and do good
deeds and (always) exhort one another to uphold
Troth (and remain steadfast therein); and, (also)
exhort one another to remain patient and
persevering (which includes(i) cultivating
constancy in devotions and a deep concern for pious
deeds (ii) curbing one's wanton desires and avoiding
other forbidden things, and (iii) observing patience
in adversities). (Surah al-ABr, complete)
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The foregoing thirty-one Ayaat refer to the virtues. of patient
perseverance in aftlictions. Obviously, a detailecl commentary on
each of the Ayaat explaining various warnings would have made the
discussion too lengthy for the IlCOpe of this book. All these verses
have a few common themes, which may be briefly put as follows:-

(a) This world is a transitory abode created for the trial of man.

(b) Worldly wealth and honour should not make anyone vain or
proud of oneself. .

(c) Poverty and hunger should not be regarded as signs of disgrace
and humiliation. .

(d) Prosperity, in as much as it demands an expression of one's
gratitude to Allah Ta'ala, is a mode of trial.

(e) Poverty is yet another mode of trial, as it demands one's
patience and acquiescence in the Supreme will of Allah Ta'ala
('Radhaa' or the state of being well-pleased with whatever is
decreed by Allah Ta'ala).

<0 Of the two, the aftluence of wealth is a far more exacting ordeal;
and there are few who can cope creditably with it, while there
are many who fail to do so.

It was in view of these harmful effects of riches that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe WQ8aUam once remarked to the folloWing effect: "I
have no fears as to (your behaviour in) poverty and hunger, but I am
afraid that when you have abundance of worldly things, you will
become absorbed in it, as did those who lived before you; and it will
similarly bring you to damnation.· So, we should be very vigilant and
cautious against alluring riches; and we should endure poverty and
other aftlictions with patience.· For, these tribulations are sent by
Allah Ta'ala to His men byway of trial.

l~r'''1 ~'(~i ~f\;'~,~, ;'v.}i~;~I~~I~t~"J.1\~~~\C~ ®\,;,'--t... ~J ... r::- ., , ) ~ . -t /,.1/1'''''';' \~.~
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32. (It goe8 without _ying that) true believe...
(Mo'mineen) are those who,' when Allah 1& men
tioned, feel a tremor in their heart&. And when the

revelation8 of Allah are recited unto them, these
increase their Faith (lmaan). And they put their
trust in Allah alone; those who establikh Salaat, and
8pend (freely) of that which We have bestowed upon
them. Such in truth are the Believers. For them,
there are high ranb of honour with their Lord, and
Forgivene88 (of 8in8) and generous provision. (al·
Anfaal: 2.:4)

Note: These Ayaat have already been quoted at No. 13 above, in
the first Chapter of this book. However, it is worthwhile re-quoting
them at this place as they are very much relevant here for indicating
that a Mo'min (true believer), according to these Ayaat, puts his
trust in Allah Ta'ala alone and entertains no hopes of ¥etting help
from any being other than Allah Ta'ala. As a reward for attaining to
this perfection of Faith, Allah Ta'ala promises that: (a) He will exalt
the believers to high ranks of dignity (in Jannah), (b) forgive their
sins and (c) grantthem honourable sustenance.

Each one of these promised favours is of extreme value and, as
such, each one should be taken as sufficient incentive for the
cultivation of this supreme virtue i.e. 'Tawakkul'. And, as Allah
Ta'ala has promised three great favours for those who are characi
terised by this quality, no measure of struggle should be deemed too
much for its achievement.

Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho says: "'Tawakkul' implies enter
taining no hopes from anyone other thail Allah Ta'ala". Sa'eed bin
Jubair Rahmatullah alaihe says: "Tawakkul is the sum and
substance oflmaan i.e. Faith".

In the entire Holy Qur'an, if there had been only one Ayat on
the subject of faith and trust in Allah Ta'ala, it would have been
sufficient. Nevertheless, there are frequent references---far more
frequent than allusions to any other subject--to keeping full ~rust i.n
Allah Ta'ala, having sole reliance on Him and none else, seeking His
help in all one's needs and adversities and concentrating all one's
hopes on Him alone. And, by way of exhortation, reference has been
made to the lives of the pious and favoured beings of Allah Ta'ala);
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who, possessed this virtue par excellence. As a matter of fact,
'Tawakkul' is the fruit of 'Tauheed' (the belief in the oneness of
Allah Ta'ala, the more firmly grounded anybody is in his belief in
'Tauheed', the more advanced he will be in 'Tawakkul'. And, since
'Tauheed' is the fundamental creed of Islam and the essence of
Imaan (faith), no virtue is of any value in the sight of Allah Ta'ala
unless it is based on a true belief in the oneness of Allah Ta'ala. The
entire body of religious beliefs as well as the code of Islamic Law (the
Shariah) is founded on 'Tauheed'. It is, obviously, owing to the
extreme value of this quality that the subject has been treated,
specifically and emphatically, at various plaees in the Holy Qur'an.
As for 'Tawakkul', Allah Ta'ala has promised His acceptance and
pleasure to those who possess this virtue--a boon which far excels all
other rewards---which everyone must aspire to achieve, even if he
has to sacri~ce his life for it.

Says Allah Ta'ala in the Holy Qur'an:

@~''2::~Ic~'; '~I ~I
~. ~.. c;U)<.;)...

'Verily Allah loues those who put their trust in Him'. (Ale-Imran:
159)

Can any spiritual value excel the privilege of being .loved by
Allah Ta'ala? Imagine a human being rising to the status of
becoming the loved one of Allah Ta'~la, Who is the Sovereign of the
Universe, the Lord of this world and the Hereafter. Is there aay
other glory or pride, of this world or the Hereafter, which can ex.:!el
this privilege? What is more, Allah Ta'ala Himself takes the resJron
sibility and promises that He will suffice him who puts IiliJ truSt in
Allah (i.e. adopts 'Tawakkul), Whose help should sllch a person
require for the fulfilment of his needs? On the same subject, there is
a Hadith to the following effect:

Rasulullah Ballallaho alaihe wasallam says: "If you were to put
all your trust in Allah as He should be trusted, He would grant you
your sustenance, as He does to the birds". It has been narrated in
another Hadith, to the effect that: "He who cuts off and turns
himself away from the world (i.e. takes no thought of recemng help
from any created being), and turns to Allah Ta'ala alone, Allah .
Ta'ala is sufficient (Protector) for him against all mannf'1:S of
afIlictions, and He provides for him from sources he never could
imagine" .ahyaa-ul-Uloom)
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SECTION (c)

AYAAT ON TAWAKKUL AND DEPRECATION OF
BEGGING

On the subject of 'Tawakkul, many more Traditions have been
given in the following pages, under Hadith one in the series of
Ahadith on the foregoing subject. At this point, as usual, it is
proposed to quote a few Verses from the Holy Qur'an, in which
Allah Ta'ala exhorts His servants to put trust in Him and to turn to
Him alone in all their needs. I have given only a few Verses, which
typify many others of the same import. And, for the sake of brevity, I
have omitted details and supplied suggestive hints (within
parenthesis) in the translation of the text.

These Verses and Ahadith deserve our serious consideration and
are worthy of concern for everyone who has any regard for Deen and
abc.ut his future life, provided he can leave alone his idle worldly
pursuits for a short while, to give thought to such important
matters.

CD
1. And in Allah alone should the Faithful (ever) put

their trust. (Ale'Imran: 122)

The Ayat implies that the Mo'mineen should not at all put their
trust in anyone other than Allah Ta'ala. There are frequent refer
ences to the subject in the Holy Qur'an and the same half Ayat has
been repeated at various places e.g. in the Ayaat at Ale-Imran: 160,
al-Ma'idah: 11, al-Taubah: 51, Ibrahim: 11, Al-Ml{jadilah: 10; at-
Taghabun: 13, which refer to the same theme. ®

' ,w
~ " 't ., I ~ \ "'\ ~~:. \\ ':.,'\!:. r
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2. Say: (0 Muhammad) "All bounties (which include
one's daily sustenance) are in the Hand of Allah. He
grants them to whom He pleaseth. And Allah is All
Embracing (His bounties are unbounded), All
knowing. (He knows how much should be granted to
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whom and at what time). And for the grant of His
Mercy (and bounty). He (BPeClally) chooseth whom
He pleaseth. (For) Allah Is the Lord of infinite
bounties. (Aale'lmran: 73-74)

@,'It':::" ' , '~'-::J ®
~.;:..,,~41)\~ J

3. Verily Allah loves those who put (all) their trust (in
Allah). (Aale-Imraan-59)

N.ote: How exalted is he who becomes the loved one of Allah
Ta'ala Himself!

(These Ayaat refer to a particular incident that took
place during the times of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam) Allah Ta'ala says:

~\\~~';'~G~~t'.d~~~~~~~~~~1J.~I~JI.i~~®
1~ I" .. it ~\': \" ....~l~~~-;"J ",'''';cr.~' '\ ~. d .... ~·. r.,Jl(~~,~ Q 'I'?'\\ "'''.;'4I.lJ,w ~~.,/ ~ -' s,...~,'-r""JiL ~~~u""~,,~,
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~\:),9;J~,~,,~ ~ IIsy"lo~ .• :. --"i:' ~,'::J~~J)
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4. Those unto whom men said. LoS The people (your
enemies) have gathered (arms, etc., to fight) against
you: therefore, fear them. But the news (threat of
war only) increased their Faith and they said, 'Allah
is Sufficient for us' (Allah will suffice us as a
Protector against all dangera). He Is the ~st

disposer of affairs. So they returned (from the
expedition) with grace and bounty from Allah; no
harm ever touched them. For. th~y followed the
pleasure of Allah! And Allah Is the Lord of infinite
bounties. It Is Shaltan who would make (men) fear
his partisans. Be you not afraid of them, but fear Me,
ifyou are tnle believers. (Aale'lmran: 173-175)

The Ayaat warn the believen that, in all such circumstances,
when they hear the news of an impending attack by the enemy, they

, should not feel terrified. Instead, they should prepare for the enemy
as best they can. keeping fUll trust in Allah Ta'ala and counting on
His succour. Their only concern should be to guard themselves
against such deeds 88 incur the displeasure of Allah Ta'ala; that
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alone can bring about their utter ruin in this world and. eternal
damnation (for sure) in the Akhirah. The believen should entertain
no other fean. For, the worst harm that people threaten to do a
person is to take his life, but death is preordained and it must come
to everybody at ita appointed time, which can neither be hastened
nor put oft'.

5. And Allah is .ufficient as a Protector and Allah is
.umcient .. a Helper. (an-Ni8a." 45)

8. And put thy trust in Allah; and Allah iaBUflicient as
Trustee. (an-Nisaa: 81)

~~~Ctt:r~~,~~ @
7. So, in Allah put your trust, if you ue indeed

believen (Mo'mineen). (al-Maidah: 23)

8. Say (0 Muhammad), shall I take for my protector
anyone other than Allah, the Originator of heavens
and t'be earth? And He, it ia that, feedeth but is not
fed (because He does not stand in need of being fed).
(al-An'aam: 14)

9. IfAllah touch thee with affliction, there Is none that
can relieve thee from it except He. And if He touch
thee with good fortune (there is none that can pre
vent Him from doing so), for He hath Power over all
thing&. (al-An'aam: 17)

10. Whoso putli his trust in Allah (is often triumphant
h&cause), verily Allah is Almighty, Wise. (al-Anfaal:
49)
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Note: And He exalts those who trust Him (above others). Some
times, however, such people are not granted immediate success
because the Divine WISdom has ordained it 80, for their ultimate
benefit. Remember, in all His actions, He is W18e.

®
11. And trust ID. Allah! For, He Ia the one that heareth

and knoweth. (He listens to the invoeatlons of Hia
men and knoW&, better than anyone else, their
circumstances). (al-Anfal: 61)

12. When an aftUction toucheth a man, he crieth unto
Us (in all postures) while reclining on his bed, on
his side or sitting or standing. But when We have
relieved him of the trouble (out of Mercy over his
weeping and crying), he p8sseth on his way (in
proud unconcern) 88 if he had never cried unto Us
for (relieving) a trouble that touched him. (This is
height offolly). (Yunus: 12)

13. Say (unto them, 0 Muhammad),l{ho is it that
grants you your sustenance from the sky and from
the earth? Or, Who is it that has power over hearing
and sight? And Who is it that brings forth the living
from the dead and the dead from the living? And,
Who is it that rules all things? They will (definitely)
sa~ 'Allah'. Then say: 'Will you not theq> fear Him
and keep your duty unto Him? (why do you, then,
feel afraid ofany other being). (Yunus: 31) ~

'-'!J
~\:j;7..L1 ~lY~e~~!I~;7~;L~~i~~~~~;:J\i~

14. And Musaa said (to his people): '0 my peoplellf you
do (sincerely) believe in Allah, then in Him put your
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tnlSt, if yOIl have indeed surrendered to Him. They
said (in reply), 'In Allah we Pllt oW" tnlSt'. (Yunus: 84
85)

15.

16.

If Allah aft1icts yOIl with some hW"t, there is none
can remove it bllt He. If He desires some good for
thee, there is none can keep back His favoW". He
causeth it to reach whomsoever of His servants He
pleaseth. And He is the oft-Forgiving. Most MerclfW.
(Yunus: 107)

There is no creatare (beast) on earth bllt its
sll8tenance dependeth on Allah. (So, everybody
showd ask for his sll8tenance from Him alone).
(Hood: 6)

@

17. Say (0 Mahammad), He is my Lord (my Sll8tainer).
There is no God bllt He! In Him do I Pllt my tnlSt
and Ilnto Him is my recoW'8e. (ar-Ra'd: 30)

®
18.

19.

They (whose good qll8lities have been recoanted in
the preceding Verses) are those who persevere
patiently (in aftlictions) and Pllt their tnlSt in their
Lord. (They do not feel worried as to the soarces
from where they will get their daily provisions of
food, etc., after they have made Hijrah). (an-Nahl: 42)

®
No power has he (the Devil or Shaitaan) over those
who believe and Pllt their tnlSt in their Lord (pro
vided that, in their tnlSt and belief in Allah, they
are true to the core).(an-Nahl: 99)

•.:t'~1'1:' ,!..."I.:s<...1':'\'\ ~ ~'11;:'.i, ~\~,U~~;":'(ll, ~;:~W?;'I0.:.lel.".p')~ .. !J~ ~11,):!.~,\.1.."':;'" • ~ '.r ~
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20. And We gave Musaa the Book (the Torah), and made
it a (source of) guidance to the children of Israel,
saying 'Take none other than Me as your Guardian'.
(Bani Israel: 2)

21. And when distress (tempests, etc.) touches you on
the sea, all unto whom you cry (for succour), besides
Himself, fall you. But when He brlnp you safe to
land, you turn away (from Him). True, man has ever
been ungrateful. (Bani Israel: 67)

®
22. They have no protecting friend other than Him: nor

does He share His command with any person (or
group ofpersons) whatsoever. (al-kahf: 26)

&~~~~~~~t~~~~~~b:~ @
23. He calls on such deities (worships them) besides

Allah, as can neither· hurt nor profit him; that is
straying far indeed (from the Right Path). (al-Hqjj:
12)

24. And put thy trust in the living One (Allah) Who
diethnot. (al-Furqaan: 58)

25. And Who gives me food and drink; And when I am
ill, it .. Be Who cures me. (ash-Skura: 79-80)

26. And put your trust in Him Who .. Exalted in Might
(Allah), the Merciful. (ash-Skura: 217)
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27. TheD I88k thy 8U8teDaDce from Allah (u He Ia the
IOle IlU8taiDer for a11), wonhipHim aDd be grateful
to Hi.... To Him will be your returD (OD the Day of
ResurrectlOD). (al-Ankabut: 17)

,"",' ~'·-:::~"~I'.I:Ii""\''''-:::l:i'''I''''''' CA:\
~~~J,.J~I~J\:..D"~~.J ~

28. And how maDy aD aDimal there la that carries Dot
its OWD lI1I8teDaDC8. It l8 Allah Who feeda (both)
them aDd you. (And He aloDe la worthy of tl1l8t).
For, He hean aDd lmOWIJ (all thiDp). (al-Ankabut: 60)

29. And put your tnlSt iD Allah; eDough Ia Allah u a
TnlStee. (al-Ahzab: 3)

GiJf.~;~~~~Gi;lI~~~~cr~J~'~~~;'~11~~
o~~i~J)J<;i;!~~

30. Say (0 Muhammad), who la he who caD preserve you
from Allah if it be Hla wi8h to give you pualahmeDt
(harm or 1088 of aDy type); or (who caD preveDt
Him) if He iDteDdsto graDt you Mercy (If all the
people were to uaite to preveDt Him, they could Dot
do so). Remember, they will Dever fiDd for them
lelve&, besides Allah, aDy protector or helper. (al
Ahzab: 17)

31. Is Dot Allah .ulIicieDt (u DefeDder) for Hi. aervaDt?
(az-Zumar: 36)

;l,~'!'&~(@~~~~Gf~!;LI~S~~~~JfJi t!)
<5 ~:12:"'~'I"Ii"'~'"&~'~.I'" .... ~I!.~ ........,~t~ 'I~ - ..... ; ""11

1:)-y:,:.J <.P~.. _ 4UII~V'" ~ .. u-~..Jt4")!J

32. Say. (0 Muhammad): "See you theD? The thiDgII that
you iDvoke (wonhip) besides Allah, caD they, if
Allah will. some hurt for me, remove Hia hurt? or, if
He willa some grace (boUDty) for me, caD they
restralD Hia grace?" Say: "SulIicieDt la Allah, for mel'
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In Him do tnI8t (all), thOlle who put their trust. (az
ZUmar:38)

33. Such is Allah, my Lord; in Him do I trust and to Him
do I tUl'll (for help in aU my needs). (Q8h-Shura: 10)

~"~_~I"~\"'" v.':", .... ,.I..... I... ,!-••~,v\ 'ff"
8~~ ().i""-" ~~cI'OJ.tH'~ '. 4L 'l!J

34. Grecioua 18 Allah to His bondsmen; He gives
suatenance to whom He pleases (and as much as He
pleases) and He 18 the Powerful the Mighty. (Q8h
Shura: 19)

8;+ifYM)LI,;,;~~~~; @
35. Nor have you, besides Allah, anyone to protect or to

help. (Q8h-Shura: 31)

.....l\~........ \~"'I'!""I' ......1'•. ~:::"'-:TI"'~ I" ~
c·O~~~.J(J""YJ' <x~v-; ,~~~, "C!J

38. But that which is with Allah is far better and more
lasting for thOlle who believe and put their trust in
their Lord. (Q8h-Shura: 36)

37. And in heaven is your sustenance, as (also) that
which you are proml8ed (that is to say your
sustenance 18 pre-destined and recorded in the
lAuhe-Mahfooz). (Az-Zariyat: 22)

-,. ,f1.':::I;!t'...........''.I:ll'V\''-:..u;I...''...
""~~~.J~ ~u\:oD" .: \:OJ;

38. (So pre" Ibrahim): Our Lord, in Thee do we trust
and to Thee do we tUl'll (for help in all our needs); to
Thee is our ftnal goal (on the Day of Resurrection).
(al-MamtaIumah: 4)
"~\' ..., ...... t ....... -'0-:.... ~ ....1.t. I·' ......• , .....\ -:.\.I.. ••!...;'i ...".!, .....'JIJ1~

<;,":'I~~~J~O-~",""J~~v-~.:J~.tl~(.:.i+,~
.... ,,~~ .... :J "':.;~!:), ~~\'. 4''''i,;

0(,;)~.J <.:.:_" \J;"'J-.(J..I

39. They are the ones (the hypocrities or 'Munafiqeen')
who _y, llpend nothing on thOlle who are with
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Allah's RasuI 80 that (for fear of starvation) they
may disperse. (The fact is that the hypocrites have
no sense. Don't they know that) to Allah belong the
treasures of the heaveu and the earth; but the
hypocrites understand not. (They foolishly think
that the sustenance of the believen depend upon
what they give them in Sadaqah). (al-Manafiqun: 7)

40. l.nd for those who fear Allah, He (ever) prepares a
'l'8Y (out of danger to safety; out of dift'lculty to eaHe
and comfort)~And He providee for him from (SOUl'

eElS) he never could Imagine. And If anyone puts his
.. trust In Allah, Sufficient is Allah for him. For, Allah

will surely a~omplish His purpose. Verily, for all
thing&, has Allah set a measure. (at-Talaq 2 - 3)

Note: The Verses allude to an incident related in the following
pages under Hadith one of the series of Ahadith (on 'Tawakkul').

®
41. Ie is the Lord of the East and the Weet; There Is

lIme to be worshipped but He. Take Him alone,
i 4erefore, as your Defender and Trustee. (al
Uuzammil: 9)

The forty-one Ayaat quoted above should serve as a sample of
many othe:~ with similar meanings. As a matter of fact. (in a vaster
sens.~) the entire subject-matter of the Holy Qur'an comprises
exhortations to cultivate a firm belief in the Oneness of Allah Ta'ala
(Tauheed). And, as 'Tawakkul' is the essence of 'Tauheed', the more
firmly grounded anybody is in his belief in 'Tauheed' the more
advanced will he be in 'Tawakkul' and the more averse to seeking
the help of anyone other than Allah Ta'ala (in ho~ of need). It is
wp.ll-known that when Ibrahim.A1lJihUBalaam the friend of Allah,
-;....as going. to be put into the fire, Jibrael Alaihissalaam came and
hriplllred him thus: "I am at your service and ready to do your
bidding if there is aught I can do for you". Ibrahim Alaihissalaam
replied, "No, I don't need your help in any matter". ahya-uJ-Uloom)
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It is said that once a Dervish went into a Mwgid and sat there
with the-intention of observing 'I'tikaaf'. He had no provision of food
or drink with him. The Imaam of the Mwgid advised him that as a
destitute person, it was better for him not to observe I<tikaaf; he
should rather do some job to earn his daily bread. The Dervish made
no reply; the Imaam again insisted that he should go and earn his
living, but he remained silent. After the Imaam had repeatedly asked
him to do so for the third and the fourth time, the Dervish said,
"Beside the Mwgid, there is a shop owned by a Jew, Who has
promised to send me two loaves of bread everyday". The Imaam said,
"If he has promised to provide you food, it is well and good. Then you
may observe 'I'tikaaf'. The Dervish reprimandingly said, "It would be
far better ifyou did not lead the prayers; with such a weak faith in
'Tauheed', how can you dare to lead the prayers? You have great
reliance on the promise made by an unbelieving Jew but you put
little trust in the promise made by Allah Ta'ala to provide
sustenance (to all living things). (Raudh)

The Ayaat quoted above deserve our serious consideration. We
should try our utmost to keep in mind only Allah Ta'ala, at all times,
expecting His favours. We should have absolute confidence in Him
and ask Him alone for help in all our needs. We should beg Him
alone and should, in no circumstances, ask any person for anything.
Rather we should not even think, in our minds, of asking for
anything from anyone other than Allah Ta'ala. We should make
Him---and Him alone---our sole resort for seeking help in hours of
need,_ believing from the core of our heart that Allah Ta'ala alone
can do us good or harm. We often talk in such words about our faith
and trust in Allah Ta'ala, but what is really needed is a firm belief
that neither kings nor the rich can do us any harm or grant us any
favour, unless Allah Ta'ala wills it so. -

We may remind ourselves about this obvious fact that the hearts
of all men all over the world are controlled by Allah Ta'ala. However
humbly we entreat someone, he will not be moved (because his
heart is not in his own control) unless He, in whose Hands the
hearts of all men are, wills it so. If, on the other hand, Allah Ta'ala,
who reigns over the hearts of all men, decrees it to happen, He will
inspire the hearts of men to accept what we say. And whatever
disregard we may show to a person, he will be obliged to listen to us,
because of the promptings from within. So, it is Allah Ta'ala alone
whose help should be sought in the hour of need. And it is His Court
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alone where we should ever bow in humility and submit our entrea
ties. His will reigns supreme over the hearts of all men, all over the
world. He is the Sovereign Lord of all the treasures of the world. 0,
Allah! grant me, by virtue of your Infinite Bounties and without my
deserving it, something of this essential (the invaluable) quality of
Tawakkul. For, your favours are bestowed both upon those who de
serve and upon those who are unworthy of your bounty. An Urdu
poet says:

"Go and ask Musaa Alaihissalaam how bountiful tM rewards are
of Allah Ta'ala. For M went to fetch (ire, but lo! TMre (on tM
Mount) he was granted 'Nabuwwat' from Allah Ta'ala. "

Here, I would like to quote a few Ahadith (with brief explanatory
notes) on the subjects contained in the for8jlOing Ayaat.



37.

SECI'ION (cl)

AHADITH ON mE FOREGOING SlJBJEC'IS
(CONCERNING mE EXCELLENCE OF TAWAKKUL)

HADITH: 1

Ibne Mas'ud Radhiallaho anho relates that Raaulullah
.Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam aid, 'If .one who .uffen
from .tarvation approach. other men, hiB .uffering
will not come to an end; but if he approache& Allah
Ta'ala (and be8eeche& HiB favour), He will provide
livelihood for him &GOner or later.

Note: The sentence, 'If one who suft'ers from starvation approa
ches other men, his sUffering will not come to an end, mean& that he
will ever remain needy. If, through begging from people, one of his
needs gets fulfilled and the state of neediness appears to have
vanished for the time being, he will soon find him&elf facing another
need, even more urgent than the one he faced before, and will be
obliged to beg from people again, thus cOntinuing in a state of
neediness. On the oth~r hand, if he places his need before Allah
Ta'ala, He will definitely fulfil his present need without letting other
needs ari&e, and also provide against the needs which might ari&e in
future.

Under Hadith Eight in Chapter One, Part One of this book, we
have already quoted a Hadith related by Abu Kabshah Radhiallaho
anho to the effect that he heard Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
weuallam saying; "There are three things which I swear to be true-.
Among these, he mentioned, 'When a man opens a dool' for begging
Allah Ta'ala opens for him a door to want and poverty.' In the same
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context, we have also quoted another Hadith on the authority of
Abdur Rahman Ibne'Auf Radhiallaho anlw. That is why we see that
those who beg from door to door always remain needy and destitute.
In another Hadith, it has been related that: 'If one who suJJers from
starvation and poverty, approaches Allah Ta'ala, He will soon grant
him relief either by an early death or by timely provision.'

'Early death' has been interpreted as meaning the death of the
aftlicted person himself, who is granted death as a relief. According
to another interpretation, early death means the death of someone
else which ·becomes an occasion for the grant of provisions tor the
starving man who, for eXample, inherits a large fortune or receives a
handsome legacy from the property of the deceased person. We have
seen and heard about many such cases in which a person dying in
Makkah left a will to the effect that all his property should.be sold
and the amount remitted to such and such a person living in India

There was once a notorious robber among the Kurds (the name
of a tribe in the Middle East). He narrates his own story: Once I was
going with my: gang of robbers with the intention of a dacoity. We
stopped to take rest at a place where we saw three date-palms, of
which-two were laden with fruit but the third was dry and barren.
Time-and again, a sparrow came to one of the green trees, took some
fresh dates in its beak and flew across to the dry palm. We were
greatly surprised. After I had counted ten trips of the bird, it occured
to me that I should climb the tree and seew~t it was doing with the
dates.

I climbed up to the top of the palm and saw a blind snake lying
therewith its mouth wide open: the sparrow had been putting fresh
dates iiltothe mouth of this blind snake! The sight (of a sparrow
feeding a blind snake) awakened my conscience and I was moved to
tears. I cried unto Allah Ta'ala, '0 Allah! When this snake, which
Your Rasul Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has commanded us to kill,
became blind, you appointed a sparrow to provide sustenance fpr it.
And I, who am Your slave and believer in 'Tauheed', have been
destined to loot the people. At this, I heard a voice speaking to me,
from within my heart, thus: 'The door towards repent.ence is open to
every body, at all times.' Instantly I bl'bke the sword with which I
used to rob the people and (in the frenzy of ~morse), began to throw
dust on my head. I wept and cried unto Allah, 'Forgive me, 0 Lord!'
A Voice from the Unseen whispered in my heart, 'We have forgiven
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.. you! We have forgiven you!' After a short while, I rejoined my
companions. They wanted to MOW what had happened to me. I said,
'I Was led astray and was estranged from My Lord. Now I have made
peace with Him'. And I told them the whole story. They said, 'We
also will make peace with our Lord', and they broke their swords,
too. We abandoned all our looted property there; put on 'Ihraam'
(the white garb of a pilgrim) and set out to Makkah for H8Jj. After
travelling for three days, we reached a village where we came across
a blind old lady. She asked, 'Is there any Kurd among you, so and so
by name? (here she named me), On being told that there was, she
took I)ut some garments and said, 'My son died three days ago and
these clothes were his property. Ever since he died, I dream every
night that I see Rasul~ Sallallaho alaihe wCJ8CJllam commanding

. me to give these garments to such and such a Kurd!' I took the
garments from her and we all put them on. (Roudh).

In this story, thera are two incidents with a deep moral lesson.
Firstly, the providential arrangement for providing sustenance to the
blind snake and, secondly, the gift of garments granted by Rasul
Unah Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam to the· Kurd. When Allah Ta'ala
wants to favour someone, it is quite easy for Him' to create means to
that end, as it is He' alone Who creates all means, both of prosperity
and adversity. And, it was by lirtue of their sincere repentance that
these Kurds were granted the gift of garments from Rasulullah Sal
lallalw alaihe wasallam, which is in itself a great honour and a
worthy privilege. Moreover, the story illustrates how, sometimes,
Allah Ta'ala grants favours to a needy person through a speedy
death! We have heard about many such cases in which a dying man
made a will leaving a portion of his property to a particular person.

Ibne Abbas RDdhiallalw anho relates in a Hadith that Rasul·
ullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam once said: "If anyone is hungry or
in need and he conC8lls it from others, it will be due from Allah
Ta'ala to grant him a year's provision from lawful sources".
(Mishluwt)

It is related in another Hadith that: "If anyone is hungry or in
need but conceals it from others, and asks Allah Ta'ala for help,
Allah Ta'ala makes arrangements for him, through which he gets a
year's sustenance from lawful (Halal) sources". (1(Jmz)

In still another Hadith it is said: 'Whosoever begs ample prb-
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visions from Allah To'ala, these are granted to him; and whosoever
asks for self-control of ones desires and pa.ssions, Allah To'ala grants
him the same; and the upper band (the band of the giver) is better
than the lower band (the band of the receiver); and no one opens the
door towards begging, without baving the door opened for him by
Allah To'ala towards poverty.

Once Ali Radhiaflaho anho, on hearing a person begging frOm
people in the plain of 'Arafaat, struck him with a whip and said, "On
this day and in this place, do you beg from anyone but Allah To'ala"
Rasui~llab Sallallaho alai1te UKlMJllam is reported to have said,
"Whosoever opens a door towards begging, Allah To'ala opens for
him a door towards want and destitution, both in this world and the
Hereafter. And whoeoever opens a door for granting favours, seekilig
thereby the pleasure of Allah To'ala,opens for himself a door for
abundance both in this world and in the Hereafter."

Another Hadith says, "Whoeoever opens a door for begging,
Allah To'ala opens for him a door towards want and poverty. It is
better for one of you to take a rope and bring a load of firewood on
the back, sell it and thereby earn the daily bread than that he should
beg from people, whether they give him anything or refuse him!"
Another Hadith says, 'Whosoever o~ns a door for granting favours,.
be it by way of charity to the poor or through spending money for
joining bonds of relationship,' Allah To'ala grants him plenty of
everything (i.e. increase in wealth). And whoeoever opens a door
towards begging, with the intention of increasing his own wealth, it
only leads him to a worse destitution.'

Imraan bin Husain Radhiallaho onho reported Rasulullab Sal
lallaho aloihe wcuollam as saying: "He who turns.to Allah To'ala
alone for help, Allah To'ala takes upon Himself the responsibility to
fulfil all his needs and provides for him from sources he could never
imagine; and he who makes this world his sole concern, Allah To'ala
leaves him to the world (i.e. he is left to toil on his own, without help
from Allah To'ala, and reap worldly benefits ac:oording to the extent
of his labour).

Abu Zan Radhiallaho anho relates that Rasulullali Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam once said to him:' "I counsel you to observe fear of
Allah To'ala, both secretly and openly; when you fall into a sin or do
any wrong, do a good deed (to atone for it). Do not ask anyone for
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anything; do not accept a trust and do Dot agree to be a Qadhi
between two persons (as the job ofa Qadhi is delicate, not everybody
can be equal to it)". It is related iri another Hadith, "He who is
pleased with the little that he gets, cultivates contentment lUld puts
his trust in Allah Ta'ala, is saved from the labour of earning
livelihood"

It occurs in another Hadith, "Let him, who wishes to-become the
most powerful person, put his trust in Allah Ta'ala; let him, who
wishes to become the richest person, place more reliance on what
Allah Ta'ala possesses than he places on what he himself possesses;
let him, who wishes to become the most honoured person, observe
piety", (We often observe that a man's piety influences people more
than anything else, The more advanced anybody is in Dietv. thp
greater is the regard and esteem for him in the hearts of people).

Wahb Rahmatullah aloille relates that Allah Ta'ala says, "When
my bondsman puts his trust in Me, I would find a way out for him,
even if the skies and the earth were to join together in treachery
against him." Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anha says, "Allah Ta'ala sent
a revelation to Isaa Aloihi88alam, 'Put absolute trust in Me, for I
shall take upon Myself the responsibility to fulfil all your needs.
Choose no one as your protecting friend other than Me, lest I should
forsake you'"

It has been narrated in many Ahadith that when the son of Auf
Ibne Maalik Radhiallaha anha was taken prisoner (by the non
believers), they bound him tightly with leather-straps 59 that he
should not escape. He was kept without food and most harshly
treated. He, however, managed to send word to his father, informing
him about his sad plight and requesting Rasulullah Sallallaha alaille
wll8allam to pray for his release. When Rasulullah Sallo.llaho alaille
Wll8allam was told of this, he said, "Send someone to him with the
word that he should observe piety (Taqwaa), put his trust in Allah
Ta'ala and make a point of reciting this verse every morning and
evening:"
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There hath come unto you a &sul from amongst yourselves,
grievous unto him is aught that distresses you. full of concern
for you. for the believers full ofpity~ merciful. Now if they turn
away (0, Muhammad) say: Allah su{{iceth me. There is no God
save Him. In Him have I put my trust, and He is lAJrd of the
magnificent Throne. (at-Taubah: 128-29)

When the message reacped him, he began to recite this Ayat
with the result that, one day, the straps broke of themselves. He·
escaped from their captivity and also brought home with him some
animals of the non-believers captured as booty.

Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho says that whosoever recites this
verse, at a time when he fears injustice from a ruler, attack by a wild
animal or getting drowned in a river, will escape any harm, in-shaa
Allah (if Allah wills it so). A version of the Hadith says that the
Sababi Radhiallaho anho was· also advised to recite the following
Du'aa frequently:

~'f,tCi;i~,J~:;j

'There is no might and no power except in Allah'.

The following Ayaat were also revealed concerning this incident:

'1f.'P., ...... \/...~>iI I' .... , ~ !:.'. .......j. t""':""~:I~~~;'·I{-!I::''''
U"~~J ...~~-v.J.Y- @"""~"hJ··'l"-4.11 ",+_v J

- ., ••:.':k'~~I" ......:~ ,~~- ''''',I. If"' ....' I ~,It, ','" ""~ .~J l' ~o 1.J.»~~~I~1.I' ,...... 1"!I:'~ ~1a..:.:-~follI'lJ'"

And for him who fears Allah, (obseroes 'Taqwaaj Allah Ta'ala
ever appoints a way out; and He provides for him from quarters
whence he has no expectation; And who-soever puts his trust in
Allah, He wiUsu{{ice for him. (at-Talaq: 2-3)

Little could this Sababi Radhiallaho anho imagine that Allah
Ta'ala bad decreed any part of this sustenance from the property of

·those (non-believers) who were persecuting him so cruelly.

A Dervish narrates his awn story: I lived on the side of a hill
with one of my friends and we spent most of our time in prayers and
devotions. My friend lived on grass, etc., but for me Allah Ta'ala had
80 arranged, as a special favour, that a doe would visit me everyday.
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It would come and stand beside me, with its legs wide apart; I would
!luck its milk and it went away. Time went by, but the doe never
failed to come and I sucked its milk daily. One day, my friend who
lived a little farther away from my place came tome and said, "A
caravan of travellers has come to stay at a nearby place. Let us go to
them~ We might perchance get some milk and other food from
them". At first, I refused to go wi~ him but, when he insisted on
going, I agreed. We went there an1 they entertained us with food.
Then we came back. to our places. Since that day, I waited in vain for
the doe to come at its usual time, but it never turned up. Many days
passed but the doe did not come. Then I realised that, owing to the
evil effect of my (sinful) failing in Tawillul, Allah Ta'ala had
discontinued the sustenance which used to reach me without my
having to bother about it".

The author of'Raudh' writes: "Apparently there were three sins
involved in his going to the caravan: first, failure to obserVe the
Tawakkul to which he was committed; secondly, greediness and
failure to be content with the sustenance which he got without any
bother; thirdly, taking doubtful fqod which deprived him of good
food." The stoIy is quite instructive. Sometimes, we lose the bounties
of Allah Ta'ala owing to our greed and avarice. Although seeking
help from people brings immediate apparent benefits, its evil effects
deprive us of many bounties of Allah Ta'ala, which are being
bestowed upon us without our asking for them and without our
feeling obliged to Him. So, Imaam Ahmad bin Hanbal Rahmatullah
alaih£ used to pray:

'0 Allah! Thou has protected my head from bowing to anyone
oth£r than Thyself; so guard my tongue, 0 Allah, against Cl8king
favours from anyone oth£r than Thyself. (Aameen! 0 Lordl)
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HADITH: 2

Abu Huralrah Radhiallaho anho relates that RuuI·
allah Sallallaho alaihe waMJllam said, -He who begB
from people to increase what he POS8eue&, is uldDIJ
for live coa18 of Jahannam; 80 let him ask little or
much-, (MuhJuJat)

Note: Hadith one quoted above is about seeking favours from
people at the time of need and, therefore, the threat contained
therein viz. the seeker being deprived of help from Allah Ta'ala, is
not as severe as the one given in this Hadith, which is about a
person begging from people without being driven to it by necessity,
but simply to increase his own possessions. Such a one is, in reality,
gathering for himself as many live coals of Jahannam as he pleases.

Once, Umar Radhiallaho anho said to Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe WCUlallam, "Two such and such persons were praising you
because you bestowed two (gold) Dinaars upon them." Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe W08allam said, "As for so and so, I gave him' ten to
hundred Dinaars but he never made any mention". Then he added,
"Some people ask me for something, I give them what they ask and
they carry.it home, hidden under their arms; though the fact is that
they carry nothing but hell-fire." Umar Radhiallaho anho said, "0
Rasulullah! Why do you grant them what they desire, when you
know that it is like Hell-Fire for them"? Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam replied, "What should I do? They do not refrain from
asking and Allah Ta'ala does not like me being niggardly towards
anyone". .

Qabeesah Radhiallaho anho said that once when he was com
mitted to pay an indemnity, he went to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam to seek his help in this matter, he said, "Wait till I receive
the Sadaqah from somewhere and I shall help you". Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then said, •Asking financial help from
people is permissible only to these three (classes of) persons: a man
who has become a guarantor for a payment; his seeking help from
people is permissible only to the extent of the amount involved.
Secondly, a man who loses his possessions in an accident or mishap;
he may ask from people what will provide him a reasonable
subsistence. Thirdly, a man who has gone without food for several
days and three members of his own tribe confirm this fact; he may
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seek help till he gets what will support life. To any person, other
than these three classes, begging is forbidden, and if one does so he
is consuming something whiCh is forbidden (Haraam)".

It has been related in another Hadith that: Begging is not per
missible to two persons: a well-to-do person or one who is in good
health and can earn his living; it is permissible only to one who finds
himself in humiliating poverty or is involved in seVere debt. And, if
anyone begs in order to increase thereby his own possessions, his
face will appear lacerated on the Day of Resurrection and be shall be
devouring Hell-fire; so let him beg for'little or beg for more.

Another Hadith has it to the effect that: Acts of begging will
cause facial lacerations, on the Day of Resurrection, which will
disfigure his face. So, let him who so wishes preserve his good looks
or get his face disfigured. Exempted from the above punishments is
the person who seeks favour from a ruler as a share out of the Bait
ul-Maal, provided he can rightfully claim it or is drivel} to begging by
sheer necessity.

Still another Hadith says: 'When a man is always begging from
people, he will appear on the Day of Resurrection with no flesh on
his face". Mas'ud bin'Amr Radhiallaho anho relates that, once, the
bier of a person was brought to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam for funeral prayers. He asked, "What property did he leave be
hind?" People said, "Two or three Dinaars (gold coins)". Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Those· are two or three brandings
of Hell-fire". The narrator of the Hadith says, "I asked about it from
Abdullah Ibne Qaasim Radhiallaho anho, the bondsman of Abu
Bakr Radhiallaho anho, who said, 'The person used to beg money
from people, thereby to increase his wealth'.

Many such incidents have been related in the collections of
Ahadith, in which Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam threaten
ed--with brandings of Hell-fire and other severe punishments of the
kind--those who died leaving behind very small amounts. The Ulama
say that these punishments are meant for such people who, although
they possess money, tell lies, pretending to be needy, and beg from
people and insist on being treated like the poor people.

Imaam Ghazaali Rahmatullah alaihe writes: "A good many
Tradi~tions (Ahadith) prohibit asking favours and begging from
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people, and threaten the beggars with severest punishments in the
Akhirah. Some other Traditions, however, refer to the permissibility
of seeking monetary help from people under certain circumstances.
Obviously, begging in itself, is not permissible for a believer; it
~mes permissible only for a person who is driven to it by neces
sity or faces a pressing demand. In all other circumstances, begging
is forbidden. The reasons for its being unlawful are that. it involves
three things, all of which are unlawful in themselves. First, it
involves a tacit complaint against Allah Ta'ala Himself, Who is not,
as it were, showing due favour to the person, thus making it
necessary for him to tum to others for help. For example, if a slave
begs money from people, it will be taken as if his master is bard on
him. This state of affairs demands that begging should not be allo
wed, except when absolutely necessaJY, just as it is permissible to
eat even carrion at the time of utter necessity. Secondly, begging
involves humiliating oneself before someone other than Allah
Ta'ala. It is below the dignity of a Mo'min to humiliate himself
before any person other than Allah Ta'ala. In fact showing ones
helplessness and humility to Allah Ta'ala is highly desirable and is
blessful, as is abasing oneself before the Loved One. Thirdly, begging
often causes vexation to the person from whom a favour is reques
ted. In most cases, the person does not grant a favour, of his own
sweet accord, but he does so because he 1eels ashamed (of saying
'No'to anyone asking a favour). Now, if a person gives something to
a person, to avoid being ashamed or for the sake of show, the thing
becomes unlawful (Haraam) for the receiver and, even if he refuses,
to help, very often, the person feels remorseful afterwards over, his
seeming niggardliness towards the beggar. So in both cases, there is
likelihood of the beggar being a nuisance to the one from whom he
begs a favour; and this is not desirable, unless one is driven to it by
sheer necessity. Now that the reasons for unlaw-fulness of begging
have been brought home to us, it will be easy to see why Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wcuallam bas indicated dire consequences for those
who beg favours from people.

It is said that Rasulullab SallallaJw alaihe wasallam once
remarked, "Whosoever begs a favour from us, we shall grant him
what he desires. Why should we refuse him the thing he wants? It is
his responsibility to make sure whether asking a favour is permis
sible for him or. not. And he who remains contented and does not ask
favours (or, according to an alternative reading, asks Allah Ta'ala to
make him independent of people), Allah Ta'ala grants him suffi-
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ciency and makes him independent of people. And the one who does
not ask us favours is dearer to US than the one who does so". Ruul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says in another Hadith: "Try to
remain contented and abstain from asking favours; the less you ask
from people, the better".

Once 'UmarRadhiallaho anho came upon a beggar who was
begging from people, after Maghrib (evemng) prayers. He told
someone to give him some food. The orders were instantly carried
out and he was served a meal. After a short while, when 'Umar
Radhiallaho anho again heard him begging, he demanded an ex-.
planation from the person who had been told to give him food, who
explained that he had served him a meal.'Umar Radhiallaho anho
then saw that the beggar had hung a bag under his arm, which
contained a lot of bread. He said to him, "You are not a beggar; you
are a dealer in bread", meaning that he was not a needy person but
he was begging from people in order to collect bread and sell it in the
market. Saying this, Umar Radhiallaho anho snatched the bag from
him and put the bread before the camels which had been given by
people as 'Sadaqah' to the Bait-ul-Maal. He then struck the beggar
with a whip and said, "Never do this again". ' '.

Commenting on the incident, Imaam Ghazaali Rahmatullah
alaihe writes:

If begging had not been an unlawful (Haraam) act, Umar
Radhiallaho anho would never have struck the beggar with a whip,
nor would he have snatched his bread. Some people have taken
exception to what Umar Radhiallah anho did to the beggar. They
contend that, though whipping can be justified as a lawful
admonition as a corrective measure, taking his property (bread) was
an act of i~ustice and wrong-doing as the Shariah (Islamic Law)
disallows taking the property of another person.

But this objection is based on igDorance of certain facts. For,
who can match Umar Radhiallaho anho in the understanding of
Islamic Law (Shariah)? Can we· imagine that a man of his position
and understanding was unaware of the fact that the Shariah
disallows taking of other's lawful property? Or, can we imagine ,that,
notwith-standing his awareness of the Islamic Law regarding such
matters, Umar Radhiallaho anho could not contain his anger at the
sight of the unlawful act ofbegging and he snatched the bread in a
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fii of rage? Or, should we presume that he willfuJIy adopted an
unlawful measure 88 an expedient to prevent this man from begging
in future? In that case, the act of snatching bread was not justified.

The truth is that the beggar was begging without his being
needy, while people gave him bread believing him to be a needy
person. Therefore, the bread was not his rightful possession, because
it had been acquired through deceiving. others. Naw as it was
diftieult to locate the lawful awners of this property, it bad to be
treated as 'Luqtah' (i.e. things whose owners are not traceable): such

. things are used for the welfare of the deserving sections of the
community (Ummah), Umar Radhiallaho anho, therefore, fed it to
the camels received in the Bait-ul-Maafas Sadaqah. The beggar was
a sinner as, under. false pretences, he extorted Sadaqah from the
people. If they bad bawn the facts, they would never have given
him Sadaqah.

Naw that it has been established that asking favours from people
is. permissible only in a state of real necessity, it should be
understood that there are four gradations of necessity; the first stage
is that of dire necessity; the aecond, that which is a hard necessity
but is Dot as acute as the first one. The third stage is the common
state of neediness and the fourth is not being needy at all.

As for the firststage--that of dire necessity, it is being in a state
in which one fears death from hunger or from a fatal disease; or
being in a state" in which one has no clothes to cover one's body. In
such circumstances, begging is p(.cmissible provided that: (a) it is
otherwise correct to use the thing asked for; (b) the person whose
favour is requested should grant it willingly; (r\ the one who is
asking a favour should be incapable of earning a living. For, he who
begs from people, inspite of his having enough strength to earn a
competence, is a worthless person. However, it is permissible for a
person engaged in acquiring religious knowledge to ask favours from
people, with a 'view to devoting all his time to the pursuit of
knawledge. In the fourth stage, (which is the other extreme), it is
'Unlawfull(Haraam) for a person to ask for something which he
lUJ"ftdy possesses; that is to say, ifa person possesses cloth sufficient
litt his present need, it is unlawful for him to ask for cloth from
OtIler people.

The two Siqes in between these two extremes are, (ii) the state
bordering on: dire necessity but .n~t as acute as the first.stage and,
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(iii) the state of less acute necessity. In the second stage, the state
bordering on necessity, begging is allowable with certain
reservations but, in this stage also, it is better not to beg from
people. The instances Of this condition are: (1) a person sufl'ering
from a disease that is not a fatal one, and (2) a person possessing
clothes but not having sufficient warm clothes to protect himself
against cold weather.1f such a person begs favours from people, he
will not be considered to have committed an unlawful (Haraam) or
an uncommendable (Makrooh) act. He must, however, state the true
nature of his need to the person 'Of whom he is asking a favour. For
instance, while asking for cloth, he should say, 'I have got clothes but
they are not sufficient to keep me warm in winter. He should not
pretend to be in greeter need than he actually is.

The third stage is that of necessity of a lower degree. The
instances of this condition are : (1) a person possessing enough
money to buy plain bread but not enough to buy him curry or soup,
or (2) a person having worn-out clothes wanting to buy a new shirt,
for use when going outdoors, 80 that the worn-out clothes should· not
betray his state of neediness. Asking favours from people is also
allowable for such a one, but uncommendable (Makrooh), provided
that he clearly states the degree of his necessity to the person of
whom he is asking a favour; provided further that, in asking a favour
from a person, he should avoid the three unlawful things described
above viz. (1) There should be no tacit complaint against Allah
Ta'ala implied in the manner of asking a favour: (2) He should not
humiliate himself before people while asking a favour, and (3) he
should not be a 80Urce of trouble to the person whose favour he is
requesting. A question arises: how can one avoid these three
situations? My answer is that one can avoid complaining against
Allah Ta'ala if, at the time of aSking a favour from people, he
expresses his gratitude towards Allah Ta'ala and also states that he
is noi pressed by any want. That means he should not ask for things
like beggars. For example, he should say, "I do not need it in
particular. I am grateful to Allah Ta'ala for granting me what
suffices for my needs. But my heart craves for fine clothes,etc." And
to avoid humiliating oneself before others, one should place one's
needs only before one's parents, brothers or intimate friends who, he
is sure, possess such noble feelings for him that asking favours from
them,will not degrade him in their eyes. Another way of avoiding
humiliation is asking a favour of a person who is large-hearted and
gives away in Sadaqah profusely and feels happy when approached
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for favours. In order to avoid embarrassment to people, one should
not ask for anything in particular, but express his wish for help in
general terms or describe it in such a manner that the person should
find it easy to decline his request if he so desires.

It should be borne in mind that the Ulama are unanimously
agreed on the unlawfullness of receiving a thing from a person who
is giving it against his own will or just to avoid embarrassment or
simply because it is begged of him with importunity. Extorting
money from people, through begging persistently, is like robbing
them by force. Mental torture through censure and slander is also
similar. However, he Who is forced by necessity may accept a thing
given even without the giver's own accord. But the true facts in each
case are known to Allah Ta'ala, Who alone can judge whether a
person is really in a state of dire necessity. There is however no
harm in asking favours of such friends who, one feels, will be happy
if one asks them for help. (Condensed from 'Ihya-ul-Uloom)

Allama Zubedi Rahmatullah alaihe says: •All these warnings
against seeking favours are meant for a person who asks for himself
and not for one who asks for the s8ke of someone else; the latter is
motivated by a desire to help others. Similarly, he who seeks the
help of his own relatives and friends is not in this category, because
they would feel happy when a relative or a friend asks for help·.
(Ithaa()

(The author adds:) However, this is only true of such relatives
who are really pleased to grant such wishes. OtheIWise, causing
vexation to one's relations is strictly forbiuden. It is a fact that the
relations who are of generous disposition, feel happy to grant the
wishes of their relatives. I say this, on the authority of my own
experience, and many incidents testify to the truth of this statement.

One of my father's aunts, who is still alive, used to give me two
Paisas as a gift (to spend) whenever she came to visit us in Kan
dhalah, It had been her routine since my childhood. Later, when I
grew up to be a family man, and she also started giving two Paisas
each to my children, I insisted that mysbare should be raised to four
Paisas. I said that I would not be treated at par with my children, to
which she agreed. I shall ever remember the .loving pleasure with
whic~ s\le used to grant my demand; I still feel happy with the joy it
gave her. Sometimes, when I saw that she had nothing with her to
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oblige me, I used to present to her some money just to euable her to
give me my four Paisas. I did this because the joy ofgiving made her
forgetful of the fact that she was just returning me what I had given
her myself.

Similarly," Maulana Sbamsul Hasan RahmotuIlah alaihe, my
father's maternal uncIe, used to give me one Rupee as a gift
whenever he visited us, in KandhIah. When I grew up to be a family
man, he transferred this favour to my children. I insisted that my
gift should not be discontinued saying, "It is between you and my
children whether you give them anything or not, but I must get my
share!" I shall ever remember the feeling of joy with which he used
to meet my demand. He would laugh heartily and repeat my words,
'My gift-money should not be stopped', and I said, "It never would".
Whenever I remember the conversation, I pray to Allah Ta'ala to
grant him forgiveness and to bestow on him such bountiful rewards
as are worthy of His Glory. On many other occasions, I experienced
similar treatment from other relatives. I have mentioned this
because, nowadays, family bonds are becoming weaker and it may
seem unimaginable these days that a relative should feel happy over
a demand for help, made by a near one. .

As for the second remark of Allama Zubedi Rahmatullah alaihe
about the permissibility of asking favours from people for helping
others, it is self-evident and the various Ahadith (given in Chapter
one of this book), on the subject of helping and favouring others,
serve as valid arguments in favour of this observation. Likewise it is
imperative for a student to devote himself to rtiligious studies. even
at the expense of humiliation in seeking help from others.

Mulla Ali Qari Rahmotullah alaihe writes: For anyone who has
the capacity to earn his -living, but does not do so for the sake of
devoting his entire time to the acquisition of religious knowledge, it
is.permissible to receive Zakaat as well as voluntary Sadaqaat from
people. But receiving Zakaat is not allowable for one who does not
earn his living, notwithstanding his capacity for work. owing to his
devotion to Nafl and other prayers, although he can ask help from
people out ofvoluntauy Sadaqaat, thitr last act also being undesirable
(Makrooh) in his case. And, if there are some people who live to
gether, engaged in practices for self purification, it is desirable that
they should depute someone to arrange for their food and clothing.
(Mirqaat)
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Pursuit of religiou knowledge, be it related to external practices
or to spiritual purification. is of paramount importance and those
who are eupged in it 8bouId DOt take up other' occupations. Nor
should they· take up in any pert-time job. for fear of reproach and
censure by the ignorant and foolish people. For, it amounts to
wasting their invaluable treasure for fear ofbeing reproached by the
ignorant who have ever been findiDg fault with the Divines and even
RasuJs ofAllah To'ala.

Nowadays many people are of the view that religious scholars
should also learn a trade for earning their daily bread. This notion is
gaining ground and quite a few Ulama, disgruntled at the reproaches
by men of the world, have come to ngud it as a necessity. Some
religious institutions have launched programmes for training the
students in various technica1skills. The truth is that this practice is
detrimental to the eauseof knowledge. Thoee who favour this prac
tice, present (in support of their views) instances fr()m the lives of
the great Divines of the past who, in order to earn their living, used
to do business, etc., notwithstanding their devotion to the cause of
knowledge and their great services for the cause ofDeen (Islam). It is
truly. the best way to serve the cause of Deen if one can, with the
help of Allah Ta'ala, afford to adopt this course. But with weak
minds and bodies in the troubled times of today, we cannot do both
things at a time. Besides, our greed.and love of the world will not
allow us to devote sufficient time to the pursuit of knowledge and
the cause of Deen for the pleasure of AD8h Ta'ala, when we find we
have the means to increase our earnings. I have seen many cases in
which both the pursuits were started simultaneously but, before
long, the wish to earn more money overpowered the pursuit of
knowledge.

Explaining the ten guidelines for students, Imaam Ghazali
Ralurultullak alaihe writes: The fourth rule is that the student
should spend minimum time in worldly pursuits, leave his family
and go farther away from his home town, because numerous social
requirements make demands on one's time and distract one from
the acquisition of knowledge. Allah Ta'ala has not assigned two
hearts to any man (so that he" should engage ODe heart in academic
pursuits and the other in earning money). The reference here is to
an Ayat from the Holy Qur'an:
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'Allah Ta'ala 1uJB not'tlBBigtrsl two'ltaut. to any mall iJt IW
bT'eD8t'. (al-Ahzab: 4) ,

If you busy your mind in various pUJ'8Uits of the world, you
cannot get at the truths of knowledge. That is why they say that
IOmething of knowledge is granted only to the one who devotes
himself whole-heutedly to the acquisition of learning. As for the
person who is scatter-brained, his mind is like a water-ebannel fined
with a leaking bucket, which does not water the fields properly
because of the leakage ofwater. ahyoo) •

It is also important that a student should be really. devoted to
learning and least concemed about his mesJs or collecting aIms
whieh are. in reality. the dross of people's earnings.

After recounting what 0CCUI'8 in the Ahadith regardiDg the
punishments meant for Ule wicked Ulama, Imaam GhazaJi BDhmat
ullah aIaihe writes: "It is evident from the above that, generally
speaking, 'the Ulama who are enamoured ofthis world are the worst
and the meanestamong men and that, in the Akhirah. their puDish
ment will be far. more 'severe than that of the ignorant people.
Successful indeed are those Ulama who always keep the Hereafter in
view! And there are certain distinguishing signs of such true Ulama,
the first of those being that such an Aalim does not want to acquire
worldly wecaIth through his learning. Even the lowest in rank among
the Ulama are fully aware that this material world is contemptible,
mean, polluting and shortlived and that the life Hereafter is ever
lasting and glorious beyond imagination, the bounties whereof are
absolutely pure. Besides, a true 'Aalim fully understands that this
world and the world Hereafter are like two wives married to one and·
the samehusband--when one is pleased, the other is naturally
displeased. There is also a Hadith to the sameefJecL He who loves
his present life does damage to his Akhirab and he who loves' his
Hereafter does damage to his present life; so prefer what is lasting to
what is short-lived. The present life and the Akhirab are, 10 to
speak, like two scales of a balance--when one goes down. the other
goes up automatically, And he who does not understand that the
material world has low value is not of a sane mind, How can such a
one be a scholar of Deen. '.,

HaSan Basari Rahmatullah alaihe says. "The punishment of the
Ulama is the death of their souls; and the death of the soul consists

0
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in one seeking worldly gains in lieu of acts of virtue, that is to say.
serving the cause of Deen (Islam) with a view to acquiring worldly
wealth, honour, fame or status in life~Yahya bin Mu'aaz Rahmat
ullah alaihe says that the value of knowledge and learnin« is lost
when one employs it for earning worldly benefits. Saeed Ibne
Musayyab Ra/rmQtullah alaihe says that when you find an Aalim
knocking at the dool"8 of the rich people, he must be dishonest. Umar
Radhiallaho anho says, When you find an Aalim in love with worldly
wealth, he cannot be blameless in religious matters, for everybody
occupies himself with things which are dear to him. (Condensed
from Ihyan)

It is, therefore, important that the Ulama should always be on
their guard lest the love of the world, which is the root-cause of all
evils, should imperceptibly enter their minds and take root therein.
When one develops a disregard--rather a dislike--for the material
world and gets it firmly rooted in one's mind, there is no harm in
asking favours from people or receiving Zakaat and Sadaqaat (chari
ties). It is rather the responsibilitY of the charitable persons that,
while paying Zakaat, etc., they should give preference to the students
and scholars devoted to religious knowledge. (We have already dis
cussed this point in the Chapter on the manner of paying Zakaat, in
Chapter five, part one of this book).

I pray to Allah Ta'ala· to protect me from being enamoured of
this world. For, love of the world is a disease of the soul that grows
gradually and imperceptibly and it does not consist in greediness
alone, but also includes love for status and popularity. In the latter
form, its encroachment on the soul is more rapid; especially in
religious environments where the desire for worldly recognition and
status is far stronger than the lust for wealth.
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HADITH: 3

Hakim Ibne Hizaam Radhiallaho anho said that he
askeel RasululJah Sa1kJllaho aIaiJre wasallam for
something and he gave It to him. Later, he asked
again and Ha8ulullah Sallallaho aIaihe wasallam, after
giving him &omethin.. said. -Hakim, thia wealth
looks desirable and IIWeet, and he who neelvea It
with a genel"OU8 heart will be blessed in It; but lie
who receives it with "l&hraaf9 (inward greed) will not
be blessed in it. He would be like ODe (suffering from
a disease) who goes on eating without being
satisfied. And the upper hand is better than the
lower one (The hand of one who gives is better than
that of one who receives it)-, Hakim &dhiallaho anho
stated that he replied, -0 Rasulullah, by Him Who
made you aD apostle of truth, I shall not bother
anyone after this till I leave the world-.
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Note: 'I shall not bother anyone, means I shall not ask anyone for
anything till I die. Some versions of the Hadith add: After this, Abu
Bakr Radhiallaho anho used to call Hakim Radhiallaho anho during
the time of his caliphate. in order to bestow upon him his portion of
the 'Fai' (the tribute from the territoI)' which the Muslims had
conquered), but Hakim Radhiallaho anho would not accept it. Umar
Radhiallaho anho also called Hakim &dhiallaho anho to give him
his share of the boo1;y but he refused to accept it. Umar Radhiallaho
anho called people to witness, but Hakim did not accept anything
from anyone till he passed away. (TarghubJ

Another Hadith has the following effect: RasuluUah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam received some valuables from Bahrain. He first gave
something out of it to Abbaas Radhiallaho anho. Then he called
Hakim &dhiallaho anho and gave him a handful. Hakim Radhial
laho anho asked Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe lJJa8QJlQm whether or
not it was good for him to receive it. On receiving the reply that it
was not, he returned the gift and swore that he will not accept from
anyone any such thing till his death. Then he said, -0 RasuluDah,
pray for me to Allah Ta'ala that He may bless me in my earnings-.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaiJrewasallam, then prayed to Allah Ta'ala
to bless him in what he had earned with his own hands. (TargheebJ
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Mu'awiyah Radhiallaho anlw reported Rasulullah Sallallaho
a1IIihe waMlllam as saying w'Do not beg importunately. for I swear by
Allah Ta'ola that anyone of you who gets out of me what he asks,
apinst my own will, will not be blessed in what I have given himw

•

Another Hadith says. W(Anyone of you) Whom I give something of
my own sweet accord. will be blessed in it; but the one who gets
something out of me against my will (simply because he is greedy or
because he bas asked for it). will be like (a person) who goes on
eating without being satisfied.w Ibne-Umar Radhiallaho anlw
reported Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe waaallam as saying, "Do not
.., for favours importunately, for whosoever gets something from
us. after having begged it importunately, will receive it without
blessing". (Targh«bJ

There aJao oc:curs a prohibition, against begging importunately,
in the Holy Qur'an. Says Allah Ta'ala:

·1itl!~I~~
TheydD not beg ofmen with importunity. (al-Baqarah: 273)

Aisba.h Radhiallaho anha relates that Rasulullah Sallallalw
aJai.M wasallam once said, "This wealth is attractive and sweet; so
whomsoever we give something of our own sweet accord, while· he is
in a condition that justifies his receiving it, and does not have any
greed for it, he Will receive blessings of Allah Ta'ala concerning what
he gets out of us. And, ifwe give something to a person against our
own sweet will, while he does not deserve to receive it and is greedy
for it, he will not be blessed in what he gets out of usw

• (Targ1ureb)

'Barbt' or Allah's blessings are, indeed, a great and inyaluable
bounV. A small amount ~f something invested with blessings
(Barakat) suffices for a surprisingly large number of needs, as
happened on many occasions during the times of Rasulullah Sal
lIJlltJhD a1lIiM wasallam. For example. once a bowl full of milk,
&imply because of such blessings, sufficed for a large number of the
'Ashaab-us-Suffah'. We also experience this effect of Barakat in
several cases,.even in our own times, though not to the same extent
as occurred during the times of Raulullah Sallallaho alaihe
rDalGllam. A thiltg divested of Allah's blessings (Barakat) has
different effects. The money earned by a person, if it is not blessed, is
always insufficient for his needs; the more he earns, the greater are
his requirements; he is like a person, mentioned in the Hadith
above, who goes on eating without being satisfied.
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He., I relate a penoaal uperience to illustrate how one's
leiswe hours, when divested « Allah'. NessingB, seem to slip away
at an nDimagi118bly fast speed. In my boyhood days, I was VelY fond
« holding a 80rt « poetic quiz c:ompetitiOD, in which two teams
competed with eKh other in rec:itiDg v.... from memory. As my
father RahnuJtullah D1Dihe, who was otherwise a stem parent, did
not object to these CODte8t8, our fondne88 fOl' them increased as we
advanced in years. I knew by heert, without any exaggeration,
thousands of vel1leS from the poetry «various languages (though
many have now escaped my memory). It was my favourite hobby
and, whenever my best friends and relatives got together, we began
reciting verses, and started a contest. During the early days of my
youth I happened to visit Kerana and stayed there for the night with
one of my cousins who lived there and practised Jaw. He was also
very fond of this recreation or" rather, one might say, it was his
weakness. Some Other relatives of mine, who heard of my visit, also
assembled there. After 'Ishaa (night) prayers, the pastime began. It
was winter and my cousin bought three seers of milk because he
thought we would need it·for making tea several timi!8 during the
night, as the competition usually lasted throughout the night. We
were busy in our pastime and the first course of tea had not yet been
served when I felt like going to the toilet and got out of the room. We
thought that it was the beginning of the game and that only two or
three quarters of an hour had elapsed. Looking eastward, I saw a
white radiance on the horizon and wondered what this white glow
could mean. I caned my companions. They came out and were also
astonished to see ~ light. Everybody was making conjectures
when, to our utter amazement, we heard the Azaan from all the four
corners of the city. Then, ofcourse, we realised that it was dawn. So,
that long winter night had pasaed 80 swiftly and 80 imperceptibly!
Throughout that day, I remained in a strange mood of amazement
and, 8Pfen today, whenever I remember it a strange sensation runs
through my body. That night bad been 80 frightfully divested of
'Barakat' (blessings) that it looked unimaginably short in duration.
And now with age. my fee1iDp of amazement at the incident have
given way to a deep sense of remorae and seIf-admonition. I imagine
that, like that night of Keraoa, my whole life span, when viewed in
retrospect after death, would seem to have slipped away 80 swiftly.
The following night, my cousin dreamt that he saw his father (my
unde), Maulana Ruin-lII-H.-n RaJuiuJIldlah alaihe, who had
learnt Hadith from Qutb-1II-Aalam, Maulana Gangohi Rahmatullah
alaihe, saying to him, 't Ioob strange that a pious man likt'
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Zakariyya should spend all night in such idle pursuits.· Perhaps it
was owing to his blessed wishes and concern for my spiritual well
being that. since that day, I have never indulged in this pastime. The
memory of that night spent in Kerana has filled me with astonish
ment, ever since. I have, however, drawn two conclusions from this
incident, based on clear conceptions:

Firstly, I realised the truth of those incidents about some
Divines who would stand in Nafl (supererogatory) prayers through
out the night and others who, after their wudhu for Ishaa prayers,
did not need to make a fresh Wudhu (ablution) for F~r prayers, as
they remained busy in their devotions, supplications, etc., to Allah
To'ala during the entire night. All such incidents are true and stand
to reason. AJJ a matter of fact, when one is rapt in a mood '~f
heavenly bliss, the long hours of night slip by unnoticed and sleep
has no power over such raptures; as a special favour· from Allah
Ta'ala, such pious beings derive a peculiar delight from their
devotions. Obviously, those who~ denied this bliss find·it hard to
stay awake during the night.

Secondly, my experience of that night testifies to the truth of
what has been said in a Hadithregarding the Day of Qiyamah
(Resurrection), the span of which· is fifty thousand years,but which
will be made 80 short for some believers that it will be equal in
duration to the time spent in performing one Salsat or (according to
an alternate version) the time that elapses between two Salaats.
Certainly, the virtuous men who have no sins reckoned against them
shall have no fears and, by virtue of their A'maal (good deeds), they
will enjoy the privileges promised to such people in the Quranic
Verse:

La! Verily. tM friendB of Allah. are those on whom fear com£th
not, nor do they grieve. (YlUUlB: 62)

They will be seated in the shade of the 'Arah (the Throne of
Allah Ta'ala). absorbed in el\ioying the fruits of their A'maal. So, the
length of that Day will appear to them like brief moments of fleeting
joy.
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HADITH: 4

Khalid Ibne Ali Rildhiallalw anho reported RasuluUah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying: If anyone hap
pelUl to receive 80methiug from his brother Muslim,
without his asking for It and without his feeling
Inwardly greedy for it, he should not reJeet it but
rather accept it, for it Is his BUStenance which has
been sent byAllaJa Ta'ala.

Note: There are quite a number of Abadith to the eft"ect that, if
anyone receives a gift from SGmeone, without asking for it and
without being greedy for it, he should accept it; for its non
acceptance amounts to a rejection of the Bounty of Allah Ta'ala and
implies ingratitude towards Him. That· is why most of the Sheikhs
(Divines) accept gifts from people, even against their own sweet will

Abdullah Ibne Umar BIIdhiallaho anho relates: "At times when
RasululJah SallalltJho aloihe WtJ8GUam pve me IIOIJle gift, I would
say,' 0 RasuluJlah, give it to IOmeone who has more need of it;' but
he said, "Take it. Take what comes to you from these worldly things
when you have neither openly asked for it, DOl' have had any greed
for it. Then make use of it ifyou can; and ifyou do not like to use it,
give it away 88 Sadaqah. And, in DO c:ircum8tanees. desire anything
that does DOt come to you on its own". Saalim lOB of Abdullah Bin
Umar Radhiall4hD anho says: "It was on account of this Hadith that
Ibne Umar RacIhitJllaho anho would not ask anything from anyone,
but if lOIDetbing came to him unasked, be would not refuse it."

A similar incident bas been reported of Umar RadhiDllalUJ anho:
when RasuluDah Sall4llaho alaiM WtJ8GUam granted him lOme gift,
but he gave it back to him. When Rasulullah asked him why he had
done 80, he submitted, "0 RasuluDah, you have told us that it is
better for us not to take anything from anyone. -At this Rasu1ullah
Sallallaho aloihe II1GMIlla1n said, "What I meant was that you should
not" for thibp from people; but if anything comes to you without
asking. it is your sustenance from Allah Ta'ala, bestowed upon you
by Him-, At~ Umar llDdhiallahD anho submitted, "By Him Who
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holds my soul inHisb,ands, ifanything comes to me without asking,
I shall.~ptit"; ()n~A~ul1aJ;lb~i!;A!,mi..~MzllaJwanho sent,
through a messenger a certain amount of mOney and some cloth as a
gift to AishahRadhiallaho anhiL· She ·refUSed to accept it, saying, "It
is not my custom to take anything from anyone". But when the mes
senger was leaving and had just gon~!outside the house, she called
him back, took the gift from him and said, 'I have been reminded of
what Rasulullah Sallalldho alaihe·UiaSClllanl· said to me once; "0
Aishah, ifyou happen to get something Without your asking for it, do
accept -it, forit is your sustenaJ1cethat wu. ;been sent to you by Allah
Ta'ala". Probably this incident pertains to the early period of her life.
After this, AishahRadhiallaho anhiJused to accept gifts from people.
It has beeJi rela:ted in various Abadiththat many Sahabah used to
present large sums of money to her, which she accepted but, in
stantly, distributed them among peo,ple 88 Sadaqah.

Wasil Ibne'Khattaab RadhiallaJw anho says that he asked Ra
sulullah Sallallahoalaihe .WClBClllam about his prohibition against
asking anything from anyone. ·Rasulullah SaUaUaho alaihe wll$allam
replied, 'Iforbad~ YOll to ask anything from anyone, but if Allah
Ta'ala beStOWsuponyoll something without your asking for it, do
take it; for it is your sustenance sent to you by Allah Ta'ala". Abu
Hurairah Radhiallaho anho relates that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wa8cillam~ilcesaid,"Anyone who is granted some bounty by Allah
T'a'ala(tllrOUghsomeone offering it to him as a gift) should accept it;
for it is hiss\lst.enance sent to him by Allah Ta'ala". Aabid bin uinar
RqdhiallahOdnho relates that Rasulullah SallallaJw alaihe wll$al
lamsmd: 'Anyoriewbo is presented SOme gift without having asked
for it·a~d without'lShraaf lurking in his mind (i.e. without feeling
inwardly~y for it), should accept it and spend liberally on his
needs. And, if he does not need it, he should give it to someone who
has greater need of it". Abdullah, son of Imaam Ahmad bin Hanbal
Rahmatullah alaihe, says, "I asked my father, 'What is 'Ishraat"?' He
replied, 'It. consists in your having expectations of receiving a gift
from sOtneone or wishing inwardly that such and such person should
send you a gift". (TargheebJ

Literally the Arabic word, 'Ishraaf means to peep. Here it
means: a State of mind in which one's greedy self is on the watch for
somethingto come to him. For example, as Imaam Ahmad bin Han
balRahmatullah alaihe puts it, a person who may desire that so and
so should do him a favour, is said to have 'Ishraaf. It is in ¥iew of this
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definition of the term that many Ulama interpret 'Ishraaf 88 some
thing tantamount to avarice and greed because.· in this state also,
one is anxious to get something from people. Allama 'Aini &hmat
ullah alaihe says, "Some Ulama say that 'Ishraaf' signifies.excessive
greediness; others are of the view that 'Ishraaf' indicates getting
something from a person who gives it away with a heavy heart".

Explaining the guidelines for accepting a gift that comes without
asking for it, Imaam Ghazali &hmatullah alaihe writes: "Three
things should be taken into consideration; the gift itself, the
intention of the giver and the intention of the person receiving it". In
the first place, one should consider and make sure about the nature
of the gift. A gift may be refused if one is sure that it has been
procured from un-lawful or questionable sources. Secondly, one
should make certain about the intention of the giver. That is to say,
one should make sure whether he is

(i) presenting the thing 88 a 'Hadiyyah' (gift), in the true sense of
the word, thereby seeking merely to please his brother
Muslim and to win his love for himself;

(ii) intending it to be a 'Sadaqah'; or,

(iii) giving it simply for fame and ostentation, or for some evil
designs. (A reference to these motives will be made in a
Hadith, in the following pages).

Now, if it is a 'Hadiyyah' (gift), in the true sense, it is part of the
Sunnah to accept such gifts; there occur, in the Ahadith, many
exhortations to present gifts to one another and to accept them.
Such a gift should be accepted, provided there is no likelihood of the
receiver coming under heavy obligation; in such a case, he may
decline; alternatively he may keep a portion of the gift and return
the rest to allay the sense of obligation.- Once. a person presented
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam with a ram. some Gbee
(butter-oil) and some cheese. He accepted the Ghee and the cheese,
but returned the ram. It was a revered custom of Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam that he accepted gifts from some persons
and declined these from others. Once, he said, "I feel inclined to
accept a present only from a Quraishi, an Ansari, a Thaqafi. or a
Dausi". This remark was occasioned by the following incident. Once
a desert Arab presented Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam with
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a young she-camel, in return for which he gave him six young
camels, it being a custom with him to make very liberal returns for
the gifts. The person was displeased beca1,l8e he thought the return
was less than what he had expected. When Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam heard about it, he gave a sermon in which he told
the people about the incident and said that he felt inclined to accept
presents only from people mentioned above. He exempted these
tribes because he was confident of their sincerity and devotion to
bim. (Bazl)

It w.s been reported in many Traditions that the "Followers
(Tabi'een) of the Sahabah used to accept presents sometimes and
declined them on other occasions. It is said that Fatah Ibne Shakhraf
Mausle Rahmatullah alaihe was given a present of a bag containing
fifty Dirhams (silver coins). He said, "I have heard that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "Whoever receives a provision,
without his asking for it, but refuses to accept it, is like one who is
rejecting his provision sent to him by Allah Ta'ala". He then took a
Dirham out of the bag and returned the rest to the donor. Hasan
Buri Rahmatullah·alaihe (a well-known Tabi'ee) is also one of the
narrators of the Hadith.quoted above. Once, however, he declined to
accept a bag of Dirhams and a bundle of fine cloth made in Khura
san, which were presented to him as a gift, saying, "Whoever is in
my position le. entrusted with the task of giving sermons, admon
ishing people, affording spiritual guidance, etc, and 'still receives
such presents from people, will have nothing to expect when he
meets Allah Ta'ala (on the Day of Judgement). For, in accepting
such gifts, there is a semblance of receiving worldly gains in
recompense for the work of Deen".

Ubaadah Radhiallaho anho narrates: "I taught the Qur'an to
some persons of the 'Ashaab-us-Suffah.' One of them presented me a
bow as a gift. I said. to myself, 'This cannot be reckoned as worldly
gain and I may make use of it for fighting in the Path of ~llah

Ta'ala". Still, I thought I must ask Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam about it'. When I asked him about it, he replied, 'If you
want to have a necklace of Fire put on you, accept it.' (Abu Dawood).
It becomes manifest from this Hadith and from what Hasan Basri
Rahmatullah alaihe said on. the subject that the Ulama and the
Sheikhs, who are engaged in delivering sermon and doing other
tasks of spiritual guidance, should be far more cautious and strict in
the matter accepting gifts. Notwithstanding his strict attitude
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regarding the acceptance of gifts, Hasan &sri Rahmatullah alaihe
used to accept gifts from his intimate friends as, in such cases, there
was no likelihood of the gift being in lieu of the work of Deen. It is
reported of Ibrahim Taimi Rahmatullah alaihe that he would accept
one or two Dirhams from his intimate friends but declined the offer
of hundreds of Dirhams from other people. It is said about ~rtain
Divines that when one of them was offered a gift he (the donor) was
told to keep it with him and consider whether, after accepting his
gift, he would hold him (the Divine) in higher esteem than he did
before accepting it. If so, he would accept the gift otherwise not.

Imaam Ghazali RahTTUltullah alaihe says: "The sign of this
(higher esteem) is that the donor should feel dismayed if his gift is
not accepted. And, he should feel happy if it is accepted. The giver
should regard the recipient as his benefactor". Bishr Rahmatullah
alaihe says, "I have never asked a favour from anyone other than
Sirri Saqati. I always ask from him because I believe that he is a
perfect 'Zaahid' (an ascetic). I know for certain that he takes
pleasure in giving away things and it weighs upon his mind to retain
worldly goods. So, I partake of his favours simply to increase his
pleasure".

It is said that a man from Kburasan came to visit Junaid of
Baghdad RahTTUltullah alaihe and brought, with him, many valu
ables as a gift for the Sheikh. When Junaid Rahmatullah alaihe said,
'Well, I will take it and distribute the things among the needy
people, he said, "I am not presenting it to you for this purpose; I wish
you would spend it on your own requirements (food, drink, etc.)"
Junaid replied, "How can I expect to live long enough to exhaust all
this fortune? "The man said, 'I do not want you to spend it on
vinegar and vegetables. (These are cheap and so it would take long to
spend the entire amount of money). I wish that you would spend it
for buying sweets and other delicacies of food". Junaid RahmatulIah
alaihe then accepted the gift. At this the Kburasanite said, "My slebt
of gratitude to you is greater than what I owe to anyone elffe in
Baghdad, to which the Sheikh replied, 'One must accept a gift
presented by a person like you."(thediscourse on gifts is concluded
here).

The second category of material faVOUl"8 are those which fall
under the heads 'Zakaat' (the obligatory poor-due) and Sadaqaat' the
supererogatory charities. If what is offered, falls under the head
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'Zakaat,' the receiver should, before accepting it, make sure whether
it is lawful for him to take it. (This subject has been treated, in some
detail, at the end of the section on Zakaat in the first part of the
book). And if the thing presented falls under the head of'Sadaqaat',
the receiver should riulke sure why the person is giving it to him. If
he is giving it to him because he considers him to be a pious man,
the receiver should examine himself to see whether he is secretly
committing a sin which, if known to the donor, would have caused
such repugnance in his mind that he would never have given him
anything. lf this is so, it becomes unlawful for him to accept this
'Sadaqah'. For, it is like an ignorant person being presented a gift
because people regard him an Alim, or a non-Sayyed (a Sayyed is a
descendant of RasuluIlah). In such cases, it is strictly forbidden to
receive gifts or Sadaqaat from people. And, if a person is giving
something just for show or for fame, one should, in no circum
stances, accept his gift. RasuluIlah Sallallaho alaille wasallam
forbade taking. the food of vain-glorious persons.. Sufyaan Thauri
Rahmatullah alaille declined to accept certain presents, saying, "I
would accept it if I were certain that the donor would not talk of it
boastfully, afteIWardS."

Some Divines when they were criticised for not accepting gifts,
said, 'We decline gifts out of pity for the donors, because ifwe accept
their gifts, they talk. of it boastfully to the people and thus they lose
their reward in the Akhirah. So, why should we allDw their wealth
to be wasted, without earning them any Heavenly rewards". The
third point to be considered is the intention of th~ person receiving
the benefit. If he is a needy person, and the propertY is not tainted as
mentioned above, it is better for him to accept it. For, Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaille wasallam once remarked to 'die effect that; "The
one who receives a material benefit (from a brother Muslim), pro
vided he is really in need of it, also earns blessings, his share of
blessings being no less than that of the giver:

RasuIuIlah Sallallaho alaille wasallam also said, "He who is
granted some material things by Allah Ta'akz. (through a person
presenting it to· him), without his asking {or it and without 'Ishraaf'
in his mind, should accept it, for it his own sustenance which has
been bestowed upon him by Allah Ta'ala". I have just quoted a num
ber of Ahadith on this slibj~. The mama say, "It is feared that the
one who does not accept a gift which comes to him without his ask
ing for it, would, on other occasions, feel obliged to ask for things
which will not be given to him.'
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.It is saidthatSirri aaqatiRahmatulIah alaihewould, Qften"nd
presents. to,ImaamAhmadbin HanbalRD./amQtul1ah alaibe, .which
he woUld gJadlyaccept. Once, however, theImaam dedined to accept
his .,gift. Sirri·RaJtmi1tul1ah '.. alaihe .said, "Ahmad, the. burden of
rejeCting a Hadiyyah is greater than the one in accepting it." The
Imaam Rahmatullahalaihe ,said, "Could ,you repeat wbatyou have
just said". The Sheikh repeated. hisre~ . The IlIl8AUDthensaid,
"I did notaeceptit as lhadsnffieient provisions fora month. Kindly
keep it with you a month, after whiCh you can bestow itupqn ,me."
Some UiaJna·are.of··the view that whoever declines a favour, not~

withstandinghisneed,iapuniShed by~ Ta'ala, One way ol'the
other; such as beco.mng greedy or being forced to aeceptthese things
of questionable origin or some other aftliction of the kind. lfthe
person who is ofI'ered a 'Hadiyyah' does not need it, he may con
sider, thatin~he lives by bimselfandbasnosocial obligations,
whether he should keep with him more than what8Uftiees him for
his p~ntDeeds. For, keeping thingBin acesswoilld-.mountto
yielding to one's selfish desires;and it could lead himin to a Uialand
SODle ~hiet.lf8Ucb • person is at all obliged toaecept a gift, for
one reason ortheotbw,he·ahoulddistribute it among others.

(As stated above), lmaam Ahmad bin Hanbal Rahnultullah
alaihe declined ~e.gi,ft presented by Sirri Saqati Rahmatullah alaihe
because he did not b4*I the money himself; and also, he did not like
to occupy himself in distributing it among the people. The Imaam
Was,fullY aWare of thedifticuJ.ties involved in such matters and
P1Vdencedemp~that One may keep away from possible perils, as
no, one can feel secure anytime from the treachery of Shaitan.

A"'dentofM:e~ahMukarraJnah narrates his story thus: "I
~SQmeDirhaulswhif=h1 had kept for· ~nding in the Path of
JJlah.lhappenedtolistent.o~einvocationof #I.. Demsh,who, after
hAlving,. DWie 'Tawa.af'(~bulationof the ~'bah) was
clinging to the curtains of the ~'bahand praying to Allah Ta,'ala in
veri low tones, thus: '0 Allah! Thou knowest that'l am hungry.
Thllu knOWllSt that Ih#t,ve. no clothes to put ,on. O!,..Tholl Wboseest
every()ne])uttoW4OlllnO,one can see! I turned, rouncl to I,QOk at him
a.ndS'lW that he, waS wearing two worn outucl r&g:gedsheets of
cloth, which,only justeovered his body. I said to DlYself, 'Wll0 can be
lDored~rviDg~·~l)ervish for receiving my DirhaJIul! I went
oYer to IlimanclpreseJlt",tt.o him my entire collection"outof\Vhich
he took only five Dirhams and' returned the reSt saying, "Four;
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Dirhams can buy me two sheets of cloth and one Dirham is sufficient
to buy me food for three days". The following night I saw him again,
dressed in two sheets of new cloth. I felt suspicious of him. He also
noticed. me and caught me by the hand. We began to make Tawaaf
together while I felt that, in the course of all the seven rounds of
Tawaaf, we were walking over mineral weelth--like gold, silver,
rubies, jewels,· diamonds, etc. I could see and feel these valuables
moving under my feet, though all the other people could not see
them. The Dervish then said to me, "Allah Ta'a14 baa bestowed all
these bounties upon me but I do not like to spend out of these
treasures. I· always receive Hadiyyah (a gift) from the people and
spend them on my needs, because it is beneficial for their souls and,
by virtue of giving away things as Sadaqah,· they earn blessinga of
Allah Ta'akJ".

I have related all these incidents to show that accepting, from
people, more money than what one needs, may lead one into trials
and temptations. Extra weelth is always granted by Allah Ta'a14 88 a
test to see whether or not the person receiving it will spend it with
propriety. But receiving as much as only just suffices for one's needs
is a blessing of Allah Ta'akJ and one should learn to dUltinguish
between the trials and blessings of Allah Ta'ala Who say:

"Lo! We have placed all that is on the earth G8 an ornament
tlu!reof that We may try them, which of them are best in conduct.
£o! And We shall make all that is therein a barren mound
(without growth or herbage). (The trial is meant to distinguish
those who perfurm virtuous deeds (rom those who do not i.e.
Allah Ta'ala puts them to trial to see whether they wiU be
fC18cinated bytlu! glamour of the world and btcome forgetful of
their Creator or turn away (rom the adornments ofthe world and
engagtt in devotion to Allah Ta'akJ). (al-Knhf: 7)

Rasulullah Sallallaho akJihe WGBallam said: 'The son of Adam
has a right only to the. following three: sufficient food to keep his
back straight, a garment with which to cover his body and a house to
live in .(which only just suffices for his needs). Whatever .exceeds
these three is wealth (regarding which he will have to face reckoning
on the Day of Judgement),' So, anyone possessing enough money for
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these three necessities of life will earn virtues in the Hereafter and
the one keeping in euess will, at least face a reckoning, even if he
has not disobeyed Allah Ta'ala in procuring it or spending it. And he
who keeps extra amount and also disobeys Allah Ta'ala with regard
to it, will have· to suffer punishment in the Hereafter. Whatever
exceeds one's needs should, therefore, be distributed among the
needy people.

These prohibitions and precautions are meant for those who live
alone by themselves. For a person having many social obligatioll8, or
one postesIPng a generous nature or one who asaociates with a
number of Dervishes and pious people and, therefore, feels obliged to
provide for their needs, there is no harm in accepting donations from
people, even though these exceed his immediate requirements. Such
persons should, however, distribute the donations among the needy
people, immediately after. receiving them. Keeping extra amount of
money in possession, even for a night, may breed temptation, dis
tract one's mind from devotions or make one niggardly in spending
money for the cause ofAllah Ta'ala. Such a person may also borrow
money from people and spend it for collective needs--trusting in
Allah Ta'ala and feeling confident that Allah Ta'ala will arrange for.
the payment of his debts. ahyaa)

HADITH: 5

Anas Radhiollaho anho narrate. that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam l18id, -when one of you
makefI a loan to someone and the borrower send8
him a present or provides him an animal to ride, he
must neither ride the animal noraeeept the gift,
unless it is a practice they followed previously.·

Note: The Hadith means that, if they were previously accus
tomed to exebange gifts or borrow things· from each other, there is
no harm in accepting gifts, etc, from the borrower. But if they were
not on such terms and the debtor is presenting things to the creditor
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simply because he owes him some money, he must not accept it-for it
amounts to usury. In another Haditb"Abu Burdah says that Abdul
lah Ibne Saleem RDdhiallaho anho said to me,, "You live in • land
where usury is common, 80 when anyone owes you anything and
presents you with. load of straw or a load of barley or a load of
grass, do not accept it, for it is usury." So, before accepting a gift, the
receiver should ascertain that the donor has no such evil intention in
his mind; for example, if a debtor presents a gift to his creditor so
that the latter should not demand payment of his debt, it (the gift)
becom. ::. 'bribe, besides being usury.

It haS been narrated in a number of Ahadith that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam cursed the one who bribes and the one
who accepts bribes. Abdullah Ibne Umar RDdhiallaho anho narrates
that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WCl8iJllam invoked the curse of
Allah Ta'ala on the one who bribes and the one who takes bribes. It
has been narrated in another Hadith "that the curse of Allah Ta'ala
befalls the one who bribes and the one who takes bribes. It has been
related in still another Hadiththat the one who gives bribes and the
one who accepts bribes will both go to Jahannam.

Another Hadith says, 'A community among whose melJlbers
usury is common are aftlicted with famine; and a community whose
members practice bribery is haunted by awe and fear of other
people.' There are many Ahadith stating that Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam cursed the one who takes bribes, the one who bribes
others and the one who acts as go-between regarding a bribe. Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe WCI8allam sent a man to collect Sa.di1qah
(Zakaat and voluntary Sa.daqaat). He on his return said, "This part of
the collection is Sa4aqah and this was presented to· me as a gift". On
this RasulullahSallallaho alaihe WQ8Qllam admonished the people
thus," I employ some people to collect Sadaqah and yet one of them
comes and says, "This is Sadaqah and this is a iiftwhich was pre
sented to me". Why did he not sit in his father's or hislllother's
house and see whether the gift would be given to hilnor not (to the
end of the Hadith)". (MiBhkat)

We have observed that, according to the foregoing Ahadith, a
creditor can accept a gift from Iiis debtor only if they have ueen
previously accustomed touchange presents.SiInilarly,· theadmohi
tion contained in thisHadith impUesthatifa persora, who is not a
ruler (or a colleetor of Sadaqah). is presented withsODl'ethirigwhile
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sitting at home (not holding any office), it is really. a gift On the
other hand, if anyone receives something by virtue of his office as a
ruler, it is not a gift.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is reported to have said:
"If anyone intercedes for someone and that one gives him for it a
present, which he accepts, he enters'a big door among the doors of
usury (Le. becomes guilty of a serious type of usury)". (Mishkaat).
Ma'az Radhiallaho anho says:. "Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe rOasal
lam sent me 1;() Yemen, but when I set off he sent a person after me
and.! was brought back. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then
said, "Do you know why I sent after you? Do not take anything
without my permission, for it is dishonest dealing", and (says Allah
Ta'ala)":

"And he who acts dishonestl, will come on the Day of
Resurrection with the dishonest deeds (loaded on his back)".
(Aale 'Imran: 161)

Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho reported, "Rifa'ah Radhiallaho
anho presented RasululIah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam with·a slave
called Mid'am who accompanied him on the expedition to Khaiber.
On one occasion, Mid'am was taking down the saddle of Rasulullah's
camel when a stray arrow struck him and he died. The people said,
Congratulations to him! He died a martyr.' (It was really an occasion
for congratulations becuase he was a slave-boy of Rasul-ullah and he
was blessed with IIl8.rtfldom). But Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe was
allam said, 'Not at all! The blanket that he took dishonestly has
become II fiery wrapping around him.'

Zaid bin Khalid Radhiallaho anho narrates: "One of the
Companions of Rasulullah died at the battle of Hunain. When his
funeral was ready, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was
requested to lead his funeral prayers, but he said, "Do it yourself'. At
this, they looked dejected. RasululIah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
noticed their anxiety and said, 'Your companion was dishonest
(about booty in the path of Allah)". Zaid Radhiallaho anho said that
they searched his belongings and found some Jewish b(!ads not
worth even two Dirhams."(Durr-e-Manthur). Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam is reported to have said: "Allah is pure and accepts
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only what is good and pure, and He has given the same command to
the Mo'mineen (believers) as He has given to His Rasul saying:

'0 Rasul8! Eat ofwhat is good and pure and act righteously'. (ai
Mu'minun: 51)

And He said to the believers:

"0 you who believe! Eat of the good and pure things We have
provided for yoa". (ai-Baqarah: 172)"

Then Rasulullah· SallaUaho alaihe wasailam mentioned a man
who makes a long journey (and the Du'aas or supplications of those
who are making a journey are accepted) with his hair dishevelled
and his body covered with dust (a state which.speaks of his being
very humble and poor), who stretches out his hands to Heaven, in
supplication (Du'aas) saying, '0 Allah!', when his food, drink and
clothing have come to him from unlawful (Haraam) sources and he
has been nourished by what is unlawful (Haraam). He then asked
how the supplications (Du'aas) of such ft one could be accepted." In
another Hadith, Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe wasaUam has been
reported as saying: "A time will come when a person will not care
whether what he gets has come to him from a lawful (Halaal) or an
unlawful (Haraam) source". (Mishkaat)

In the books on Ahadith, there are many more Traditions on
various subjects, which admonish people to be vigilant about the
sources of their income, and advise them to beware lest they should
be swayed by avarice, and choose not to notice the unlaWful nature
of their income. In this connection, the Ulama are especially
required to keep vigilant and guard the sources of their income.
Their responsibility is greater than that of common people because
they can, by themselves, distinguish the lawful from that which is
unlawful. Particular care should be taken, in these matters, by the
IDama.who are respo.Jlsfble for running Madrasahs (free schools for
imparting religiou~~knowledge) or other such people who collect
funds in the form of donations and.contributions, etc.
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Our spiritual leader and guide, Maulana Shah Abdur Rahim of
Raipur, who was an illustrious descendant of the great personages of
our spiritual line, used to say, "I feel more afraid (of having to make
use) of the funds of these Madrasahs than of the money individually
owned by someone". For, if anyone has been careless in handling
money owned by an individual, he can ask that person to pardon
him; (if he does so) the sin of misuse is expiated. But the funds of
Madrasahs consist of donations and subscriptions of so many people;
and those who manage their finances are trustees in charge of these
funds. Therefore, if anyone makes an unlawful or dishonest use of
these funds and the trustees pardon his guilt, the sin is not expiated.
Rather, the trustees also become accomplices in the guilt, by the
very act of pardoning him. May Allah, in His infinite Mercy and
Compassion protect us from sinning against His Laws regarding the
rights of His men! One has to be very cautious in these matters
because of their gravity.

Rasulullah SallallaJw alaihe wasallam said: "On the Day of
Judgment, there will be three courts. There is one in which
forgiveness is out of question viz. the one for deciding matters
relating to oneness of Allah Ta'ala and ascribing partners to Him.
Says Allah Ta'ala Who is great and glorious.

L!)"~·~~J··.'<"'I ~1'10 ~1,;,I'~~~l.:),

Lo! Allah pardoneth not thot partners should be ascribed unto
Him. (an-NiBa: 116)

There is one court in which Allah Ta'ala will not leave without
reckoning, till· requital is made among the people viz. people's
wrong-doing to one another (i.e.inflicting physical and mental
torture, like abusing, slandering people, casting aspersions on their
character, etc., or usurping the property belonging to others). And
then there is one for matters relating to the rights of Allah Ta'ala
over His people. That is in the Hands of Allah Ta'ala: if He wishes,
He will punish them, but if He wishes He will pardon. (MiBhkcuzt)

I have quoted this Hadith to stress the point that one should be
very cautious and strictly watch the sourCes of one's income. For, ifa
person earns unlawful (Haraam) property, hiil supplications to Allah
Ta'ala are not accepted (as mentioned above). Nor does Allah Ta'ala
accept the Sadaqat (charities) taken out· of unlawful money (as
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stated in numerous traditions quoted in the Chapter on Zakaat, in
Part one ofthis book). What is more, we have quoted a few Ahadith
to this effect: 'Fire of Jahannam is more fitting for all flesh which
has grown out of what is unlawful (Haraam),. The same subject is
further elucidated in the commentary on Hadith Six that follows.
May Allah, in His bounteous mercy, protect us from dovouring
unlawful (Haraam) property Ameen!

HADITH: 6

RasuluIlah Sallallaho alaihe wa8allam said: "On the Day
of Resurrection, the feet of the son of Adam will be
powerless to move away (from the Place of Reckon
Ing) till he Is questioned about five matters (and
gives a resonable account): (1) on what he spent his
life, (2) in what pursuIt. he passed his youth, (3)
whence he procured his wealth, (4) on what he spent
it, and (5) what he did regarding the knowledge he
possessed".

Note:· In this Hadith, which has been narrated by a number 01
Sahabah, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wa8allam has briefly
enumerated all of the matters of which everybody will have to
render an account on the Day of Resurrection. Each one of these
subjects (of reckoning) has been specifically treated in various other
Ahadith and men have been forewarned against the Reckoning they
will have to face on the Day. First and foremost, everybody will have
to render an account of his entire lifetime, every second of which is
an invaluable asset for man. He will be required to answer the
qu~on: in what pursuits did you spend your life? What were we
created for? Is there any serious purpose, any important motive
behind the creation of mankind? Or, were they created for nothing?
Allah Ta'ala Himself admonishes His men to take this life seriously:
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Deemed you then that We had created you in jest (for nothing)
and that you would not be returned to U. (for rendering an
cu:count ofyour life)? (al-Mu'minun: 115/

What is more, Allah Ta'ala Himself has, at another place in the
Holy Qur'an, explained the purpose for which this life was created:

'[ created the Jinn and humankind only that they may obey Me. '
(az-Zariyat: 56)

So, everybody should consider and see how many precious mo
ments of his life time are being spent on the occupations for which
he was created by Allah Ta'ala--on the struggle to achieve the aim
and object-of his life--and how much time is being spent on the so
called necessities of life, recreations and other pursuits that bear no
relation to the real purpose of his life.

Suppose you employ a builder to do some construction work.
You will naturally take notice of the time he spends on construction
and the time wasted in smoking or taking meals, etc. So it is.only fair
that you allow for yourself only the same concessions as you deem tit
for your subordinates. Or, take the case of a person employed at your
shop whom you pay for this service. If the man remains away most
of the time, doing· his own household work and attends to the shop
only for a short time at long job--intervals, would you like to give
him his full pay? If not, then what excuse can you otTer for your own
behaviour in respect of your commitments to Allah Ta'ala, Who
created you only that you might obey Him constantly. He is your
Lord and Creator and showers His blessings on you all the time, but
you waste your time in idle pursuits, beguiling yourself with the
belief that your performing the Salaat regularly should suffice.
Please ~nsider whether you would tolerate such a reply from your
servants?

An ill8tructive incident h88 been related about this Ay8t in 8 Hadith: A Sababi (~~iallaho
anho) narrates that ~lullah (Sallallaho alaihe wllllll1larn) sent them on an ellpechtlon and
advised them to recite this Ayat morning and evening. They kept reciting it and t~e.con
sequence W88 thitt they returned from the ellpedition, quite safe and sound, after gOlDlDg a

Jot of booty. (Durn-Manthur).
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It is sheer mercy and benevolence of Allah Ta'ala that He bas
not made it obligatory for us to devote all our time to His worship.
He bas enjoined upon us to devote only a fraction of our time for it.
How unjust of us is it that we are negligent ot our other duties to
Hi ?m.

The second question on the Day of Judgement will be, 'How did
you spend the vigour ofyour youth? Was it spent in performing good
deeds that win the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala, such as prayers or
redressing grievances of the oppressed or assisting the weak and
disabled ones? Or, did you spend your youthful energy: in acts of
disobedience, like wasteful and wanton living or wrongdoing and
cruelty to the helpless or strengthening the bands of the oppressor
or in amassing unlawful wealth or in useless pastimes, which are
neither beneficial in this world nor in the Hereafter?' Bear in mind!
You will have to appear for reckoning in a Court where no one would
dare to plead your case. Nor would lying, deceiving or eloquence
avail you. The "secret service" of that Court (the Recording Angels)
&CCOJIlpany you at all times. And, besides, the limbs of man's own
body, with which he commits misdeeds, will bear testimony to his
sins and confess to the crimes:

This Day (TM Day ofResurrection) We aeal up mouthB and tM
r.mul8 speak out and feet bear witness as to what they used to
perform. (Yaseen: 65)

That is to say, bands will speak out and name the persons
wronged and mention the misdeeds committed through them. The
feet will bear witness to the immoral gatherings which they
attended. Allah Ta'ala says, in another context:

""~" ,.,,, j~1 J ' """"",Ii! J".' "",iii'.·· .. · .. 'CJ;.J"..A'~I !~\~~I~".-!!.J

And (make mention of) tM Day wMn tM enemiu ofAllah Ta'ala
will be gatMred togetMr unto tM {ire. They will be driven on in
ranks, till, wMn they reach it (and tM reckoning starts) their
ears, tMir eyu and tMir skins will testify against them as to
what they Wled to do. And they will say unto tMir skins and
limbs: Why did you testify against WI?' These will say 'Allah hath
given WI speech; He Who giveth speech to all things and Who
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created you and unto Whom you have to return (after rebirth).
(Here Allah admonishes His men). You were not ashamed of
your ears and your eyes and your skins testifying against you.
(For, obviously nobody can hide his misdeeds from his own
limbs). But ;you deemed that Allah knew not much of what you
did. (You used to say to yourselves, "Do what you will. No one
can possibly call you in question'? Your notion that you had of
your Lord (that He is unaware of;your deeds) hath ruined you
and you find yourselves (this Day) among those who are utterly
lost. (HaMim a8-Sqjdah: 19-23)

In the Books of Hadith, there are many Traditions on the subject
ortestimony of the limbs.' A Hadith says: Anas Radhiallaho anho
narrates that they were once sitting in company with Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam when he smiled and his blessed teeth
became visible. He then asked if they knew why he had smiled. They
replied that Allah and His Rasul knew best. He then told them that,
on the Day of Judgment, a man will say to his Lord, '0 Allah! Have
you not granted me protection against injustice?' Allah Ta'ala will
reply, 'certainly'. The man will then say, "I do not trust any outside
witness, concerning myself'. Allah Ta'ala will reply, "Well, We shall
make you a witness to yourself'. His mouth will then be sealed up
and the parts of his body will be ordered to speak. They will recount
all his deeds and, when he is allowed to speak again, he will say to
his limbs, 'May you be cursed and suffer for it! It was for your sake
that I indulged in all these things'. (Mishkaat). (That is to say, it is
through the limbs that one derives sensual pleasures from sins but,
on that Day, these very limbs will become witnesses against them
selves. The fact is that the parts of the body will also be helpless as,
on that Day, all things will be rendered incapable of telling lies.)

Another Hadith says that, of all the parts of the body, the first to
speak out will be the left thigh, which will disclose what misdeeds it
was made to com'mit. All the other limbs will be made to speak after
wards. In short, each part of the body will speak out and recount all
the deeds, good or bad, committed by itself. That is why Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wCWlll4m, remarked once, in another Hadith,
"Recite the Kalimah (~~\ Allah is beyond all imperfectionsand
(~j~() (All praise J>e to Ailah) and count them on your fingers for,
on the Day of Judgment, the parts of the body will be granted the
power to speak and they will have to face questioning".
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This Hadith means that, when these limbs.&re given the power
of speech and they rev881 !ill the sins, they will also recount the
many good deeds performed by them. While the hands bear testi
mony about misdeeds and acts of violence and disobedience, they
will also stand witness to the reciting and counting of sacred Names
of Allah Ta'ala and the giving of Sadaqat and participating in other
good deedll. The subject ill too v8lrt to be treated at full length.
However, the gist of the matter ill that, in youth, one should not be
swayed by passions and must guard oneself against wrong-doing,
cruelty and other sinful deeds. Rasulullah SaIlallaJw alaihe
WQ8allam says:

~\.{·1"'1 /1'......::J\ / '~(I -:' ..~/~ -'1'~1i\
~ . ~\.o.:>!s. ~~ ~~ul,..:;.ll

•• II ." ~ "",. /. ••

"Youth is a kind of madness and women are the snares of the
shaitan".

That ill to say, in the frenzy of youth, one is easily caught in
these snares. We listen to these words in eveJY Friday sermon, as
they form part of the 'Khutabah'. But, intoxicated by the passions of
youth, we never think that we shall be questioned about our youth.
We are wasting our youthful energy by spending it on sinful deedllor
utili2:ing it for earnin~ worldly wealth, and do not reali2:e that thill
boon has been granted to us so that we maY spend it in performing
such good deeds as are beneficial for the Akhirab. Fortunate are .
t.hose young people who remain constantly absor~ in striving for
the cause of Allah Ta'ala and keep away from sins!

The third question to be asked on the Day of Resurrection
(about which 'the above-mentioned Hadith says that nobody will be
allowed to leave his ground until he has answered it), will be about
his wealth. He will have to explain whether the sources through
which he acquired it were·lawful or unlawful. We have touched upon
thill subject, somewhat briefly, under the preceding Hadith.
Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe WQ8allam says: "If a man acquirell
wealth by unlawful means and gives it in alms (Sadaqah>, it will not
be acceptable, neither will he be blessed in it 'if he spends it on his
needs; and if he dies, leaving it behind as inheritance, it will be his
provision for Jahannam." .

Another Hadith says: "Flesh (of a man's body), which has been
nourished with food procured by unlawful means, is more fitting for
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Jahannam'." Still another Hadith has been quoted, "If anybody buys
a garment for ten Dirhams (silver coins) and among these ten there
is one Dirham unlawfully acquired, his Salaat will not be acceptable
as long he wears it." (Mishkaat)

There are numerous Ahadithof Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam which state that: "Do not regard your means of sustenance
as something beyond your reach. For, a person will not die until he
has received the entire provisions apportioned for him under Divine
Decree. So, adopt the best means for earning your livelihood.
Procure lawful provisions only, shunning all that is unlawful". Ii
occurs in many Ahadith that a man's sustenance pursues him in the
ss.me way as his hour of death. Just as death is inevitable, similarly,
everybody's provision, decreed for him by Allah .Ta'ala, must
inevitably reach him. Another Hadith says, "No one, even if he tried,
can miss his destined provision, as nobody can escape death". Still
another Hadith has it: "The sustenance for everyone has been pre
ordained. If all mankind and the Jinns were to unite and try to
deprive him of his provision, they could not do so."

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says, in a Hadith: "If you
possess four qualities, you should not grieve over missing any
worldly benefits: trustworthiness, truthful speech, good habits and
pure means of livelihood".

There is another Hadith that narrates: 'Blessed is the man
whose livelihood is honestly earned, whose heart is pure, whose
outward behaviour (observance of rituals, manners' etc.) is noble,
and people are safe from the evil in him. Blessed is the man who acts
upon his knowledge, who spends all that exceeds. his needs for the
cause of Allah Ta'ala, and who guards his tongue against
unnecessary talk. I . . .

It has been narrated in a Hadith that once Sa'd Radhiallaho
anho asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam to pray to Allah
Ta'ala that He might make him'Mustajaab-ud-Da'waat' (i.e. a pious
person whose supplications are fulfilled). Rasulullah Scillallaho
alaihe wasallam said,'Makeyour means of livelihOod pure (i.e. do
not partake of doubtful things), you will always have your Du'aas
(supplications) fulfilled. By Him Who holds the soul of Muhammad
in His Hands, a man takes a morsel of Haraam food into hissto
mach, which renders his forty days' devotion unacceptable to Allah
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Ta'ala. And a person befits Jahannam if he has been feeding himself
with Haraam food.' There are many more Traditions on the subject
cited in Targheeb. Therefore, one should be very cautious with
regard to the sources of one's income. On t;4e face of it, this caution
might restrict one's financial gains. But this seeming loss turns out
to be very beneficial in the long run, in as much as one is blessed in
one's honestly earned money and is also protected from ultimate
harm.

The fourth question to be asked from a person on the Day of
Resurrection (as mentioned in the Hadith quoted above) will be
about the things on which he spent his wealth. As a matter of fact,
the very question forms the subject matter of this book. It behoves a
man to spend his wealth for the cause of Allah Ta'ala. And, the loss
of hoarding money is two-fold: one does ~ot make use of it for one's
own benefit, and it is left behind as a dead weight. Various other
harms of hoarding wealth have been described at the end of chapter
two of this book (part one). Obviously, the greater a man's
possessions are, the longer will it take him to go through the
Reckoning. And the reckoning is to be made on the Day of Resurrec
tion, which would be a terrible Day; everybody will be frightened out
of his wits and will be drenched in sweat, owing to intense heat of
the Day; he will be out of his senses as if he is drunk, though he will
~ot be actually drunk. Says Allah Ta'ala regarding that Day:

'0 mankind, fear your Lord. Lo! The earthquake of the Hour (of
•Doom) is a tremendous thing. On the Day when you behold it,
every mother giving suck will forget her suckling baby and every
pregnant female shall drop her (unformed) load (in terror); and
thou (0 Muhammad) will see mankind as drunken, yet they will
not (really) be drunken, but the punishment of Allah will be
severe (the terror whereof will make them senseless)! (al-Hqjj: 1
2)

Allah Ta'ala says in another Ayat:
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"Their reckoning draweth closer and closer to mankind. (The
Day ofResurrection is rapidly drawing closer to mankind), while
they turn away in heedlessness (are least prepared for their
reckoning)". (al-Ambiyaa: 1)

A few Rukus later, there is another Verse on the subject:

And we set ajust balance for the Day ofResurrection, so that no
soul is wronged in aught. Though it (good or bad deed) be of the
weight of a grain of mustard seed, We will bring it to account.
And We suffice for reckoners. (al-Ambiyaa: 47)

And in Surah ar-Ra'd, Allah Ta'ala says::-

For those who respond to the call of their Lord (fulfil His
Commandments) is bliss (in Jannah); but those who do not
respond to Him (do not obey Him), even if they had (on the Day
of Resurrection) all that is on the earth, and as much more, (in
vain) would they proffer it as ransom (to buy their release from
the punishment). For them will be a woeful Reckoning. (ar-Ra'd:
18)

There are quite a number of Verses in the Holy Qur'an which
~ontain admonitions regarding the Reckoning to be made on the Day
of Resurrection, the severity, the grievousness and the extreme
significance of that Day. 'Aishah Radhiallaho anha narrates that
once RasululIah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, 'On the Day of
Resurrection, the one whc undergoes Reckoning will be ruined
(because it will be difficult to render a perfect account of all the
deeds).' She then asked whether Allah Ta'ala had not said (in Surah
al-Inshiqaaq), 'He will receive an easy Reckoning,' to which
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied, 'Tqat (the Reckonil)g ,
mentioned in the Surah) is just a passing review of the deeds, but
those who are subjected to a close examinatior will perish.'
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In another Hadith, 'Aishah Radhiallaho anha relates that Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wCl8allam used io say, in the course of his
prayers: '0 Allah! grant me an easy Reckoningl, She asked, '0 Rasul
ullah what is an easy Reckoning, to which he replied:" That one's
book of Deeds would be presented and Allah Ta'ala would say: 'I for
give you'. As for him whois examined closely, he will surely perish",

Abu Hurairah Radhiallah anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe WCl8allam as saying: 'Whosoever possesses three character
istics will receive an easy Reckoning, Allah Ta'ala will bless him and
grant him entry into Jannah. Those three characteristics are:
bestowing favours upon those who are not'kind to you, forgiving
those who do you wrong and joining ties of relationship with those
who sever relations with you. (Durre-Manthur)

It has been narrated in another Hadith that Rasulullah Sallal
laho alaihe wCl8allam once said: "To everyone of you, Allah Ta'ala
wills~ in such a way that there will be no interpreter between
you and Allah Ta'ala, nor any concealing veil. He will look to his left
and right and see nothing but the deeds( good or bad) he had done in
the worldly life; and he will look in front and see nothing but blazing
tire of Jahannam. So, protect yourselves from the fire of Jahannam
by means of Sadaqah (which is the best protection against the fire of
Jahannam), even'though it should be with a half date".

In still another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wCl8allam is
reported to have said: "Jannah was shown to me and } saw that
those on exalted stations in Jannah were the poor ones among the
'Muhajireen' (the emigrants), There were very tew wealthy persons
and very few women among the inhabitants in Jannah. } was told
that the rich were still going through their accounts at the gates of
Jannah, and the women-folk had been held back owing to their love
for gold and silver".

A Hadith narrates:"} stood at the doors of Jannah and I saw that
the majority of those who entered it weJe the poor on~s, the rich
being engaged in reckoning, And} stood at the gates of Jahaimam
and I saw that the majority of those who entered it were the women·
folk~ It occurs in another Hadith, that: There are two things which a

'man fears, but both of them are good for him: he fears death, though
death is. his protection against trials and temptations; and he fears
decrease in 'wealth, though the less he possesses the lighter the
Reckoning (on the Day of Resurrection), (Targheeb)
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It has been narrated in a Hadith that once Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam was sitting in company with his Sahabah when he
said, 'Last night Jannah was shown to me and I saw your ranks in it;
he turned to Abu Bakr Siddiq, Radhiallaho anho. and said 'I saw a
person who, to whichever gate of Jannah he went, was welcomed
with greetings of 'Marhabaa', 'Marhabaa!' (most welcome).(For each
virtuous deed, there is a particular gate in Jannah and the invitation
to enter by any gate indicates that he possessed all the virtues par
excellence). Salman Radhiallaho anho submitted, '0 Rasulullah,
such a one must be a very virtuous person, exalted above others (in
spiritual stature).'

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, 'It was Abu Bakr'
Radhiallaho anho; then he turned to Umar Radhiallaho anho and
said, 'I saw a palace in Jannah, built with a single brilliant white
pearl inlaid with rubies. I asked whose palace it was and I was told
that it belonged to a young man of the Quraish tribe. I thought that
such a brilliant and magnificient palace must be mine, because I am
the Leader of all Rasuls; I was just going to enter the palace when I
was told that it belonged to Umw:!' Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe
wasallam then told them about the ranks in Jannah attained vari
ously by Uthman, Ali and many other Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum .
After this, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam turned· to Abdur
Rahman Ibne Auf Radhiallalw anho and s,id, 'Of all my Sahabah,
you came to join me after much delay and I felt afraid that you might
have been undone. When you did come at last, I saw that you were
all wet with perspiration. When I asked you why it had taken you so
long, you said that you had been busy rendering an account of your
numerous belongings. You were questioned as to how you had pro
cured your wealth and how you spent it.' Hearing this, Abdur Rah
man Radhiallaho anho burst into tears and said '0 Rasulullah , last
night I received a caravan of a hundred camels loaded with merchan
dise. I give all these goods as'Sadaqah' for distribution among the
orphans and poor people of Madinah MunaWwarah. I hope that by
virtue of this Sadaqah, Allah Ta'ala will grant me a lenient
Reckoning!'(Targheeb)

According to another Hadith, once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said to Abdur Rahman Ibne 'Auf,·Abdur Rahman, you are
one of the wealthy persons of my Ummah and you will go to Jannah,
crawling on your knees (you win not be able to walk straight).
Advance loan to Allah Ta'ala, so that you could walk easily."Abdur
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Rahman Radhiallaho anho said, '0 RasululIah what should I lend to
my Lord?' Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied, 'Give all
your wealth as Sadaqah'. At this, Abdur Rahman Radhiallaho anho
got up from his seat and went out to fetch alfhis fortune and present
it to Rasulullah who, when he was gone, sent a messenger after him
who called· him back. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then
said to. him, 'Jibrael Alaihissalam just came to me with the message
that I should advise you to entertain your guests, to feed the poor, to
grant the wishes of those who ask your favours. and to start with
your own relatives. These acts of generosity will suffice to purify
you.' rHaakim)

Abdur Rahman Ibne Auf Radhiallaho anho· was one of the
highly esteemed Sahabah and a man of great merits: he is one of the
'Asharah Mubassharah' (The ten fortunate ones whom Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam gave the glad tidings of Jannah in thei!'
lifetime). Besides, he was one of the six eminent Sahabah to whom
Umar Radhiallaho anho had, before his martylidom, assigned the
responsibility of choosing his successor, remarking on t.his occasion,
"These are the Sahabah with whom Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe
wasallam was pleased when he passed away". What is more, it was
Abdur Rahman Ibne Auf Radhiallaho anho whose opinion was final
ly accepted by all the other members and, consequently, Uthman
Radhiallahoanho was chosen as the third Khalifah of the Muslims.
He is counted among the 'Saabiqoon-al-Awwaloon' (The vanguare
of Islam, the first entrants into the Faith) and Allah Ta'ala speak:
highly of these favoured ones, thus:

The lJanguard of Islam, the first to lead the way. of the
Muhqjireen (the emigrants from Makkah) and the Ansaar (The
Muslims of Medinah who welcomed the emigrants and helped
them with their wealth and defended them with their livu) and
also those who follow them in good deeds-Allah is well pleased
with them and they are well pleased with Him. For them 1uls He
prepared gardens underneath which rive,., flow wherein they will
abide forever. This is the supreme triumph. (at-Taubah-lOO)
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AbdurRabman Ibne Auf Radhiallaho anho performed. Hijra
twice. He participated in the Ghazwah of Badr (Battle of Badr) and
all the other expeditions led by Rasulu1lah Balla/laho alaihe
wasallam; even during the times of Rasulu1lab, he was~medas a
man of learning and a man of 'Fatwah' (a legist capable of giving
verdicts on matters relating to Islamic Law). In some important
matters, Umar Radhiallaho anho accepted and acted upon his
advice. Once Rasulu1lab Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was on a jour
Dey when he offered 'Fajr Salaat' as a 'Muqtadee' (one who is led in
prayers). It so happened that Rasulu1lah Ballallaho alaihe wasallam
had gone away to relieve himself when the Sahabah, with common
consent, chose Abdur Rahman Radhiallaho anho as their Imaam.
When Rasulullah came back, one Rak'at had already been comple
ted, so Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe wasallam joined the congre
gation (Jama'at) and offered his Salaat as a Muqtadee. During the
first year of his Caliphate, Umar Radhiallaho anho deputed him as
Amir-ul-HaJ.i on his behalf. asahah)

In short, despite his numerous merits and virtues, Abdui: Rah
man bin Auflagged behind theother Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum,
of his rank, owing to his excessive riches. All this fortune had been
bestowed upon him by Allah Ta'ala, as a special favour and a kind
reward; for, the Traditions relate that he was very poor in the early
period of his lite.

During the early years after Hijrah, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam established 'fraternity' among the Muhajireen and the
Ansaar, so that the Ansar should help the poor ones among the
Muhajireen especially on the grounds of this sacred bondage. Rasul
ullah established the bond of brotherhood between Abdur Rahman
Ibne'Auf and Said bin Ar-Rabi Ansaari. SaId Radhiallaho anho said
to him. "By the Grace of Allah Ta'ala, I am the wealthiest person in
Madinah Munawwarah. I give you half of my entire property. Be
sides, I have two wives. I shall divorce anyone of them, you like, and
you can marry her after the expiry of the 'Iddat' (mandatory period
ofwaiting, during which a woman may not remarry)". But Abdur
Rahman Radhiallaho anho, prompted by his magnanimity, replied
'May Allah bless you in your family and your property. I do not want
any of these, just show me the way to the market.' Then he went to
the market' and started doing business. In the evening he had made
some profit of condensed dry yoghurt and butter oil. In this way, he
was gradually able to save up sufficient money and got married after
a few days. (Bukhari)
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Then a time came when Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
exhorted his Sahabah to give Sadaqah, and Abdur Rahman Radhi
allaho anho presented half of his property as Sadaqah. We can have
an idea of the extent of his fortune from the foregoing Hadith, which
says that he offered hundred camel~oadsof merchandise as Sadaqah;
and this was just a contingent of his merchandise from Egypt alone.
Onanother occasion, he gave forty thousand Dinars in Sadaqah. On
still another occasion, he contributed five hundred horses and five
hundred camels for Jihaad and emancipated thirty thousand slaves.
Another version of the Hadith says that he emancipated thirty
thousand families of slaves. Who knows how many men, women and
children there might have been in each such family! (Mustadrak)

Once he sold an estate for forty thousand Dinaars and distri
buted the entire amount among the destitute, the Muhajireen his
own relatives and the Azwaaj-e-Mutahhraat; i.e. the wives of
Rasulullah. (Mustadrak). On his death-bed, Abdur Rehman Radhi
allaho anho made a will, leaving four hundred Dinaars as a legacy to
each one of those Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum who had participated
in Badr. There were one hundred participants of Badr living at that
time. (lsaabah). He also willed that a garden of his be presented as a
gift to the wives of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, which
was sold for forty thousand Dinaar, With regard to the expenditure
on personal needs, a Tradition says that once he took a bath and sat
for dinner and a bowl of 'Thareed' (bread crumbled and mixed with.
soup, with pieces of meat in it) was brought to him. Seeing this, he
began to weep. Someone asked him what made him weep. He rep
lied, 'Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam passed away from this
world and he did not have enough barley bread to satisfy his hunger.
This prosperity that we witness now does not augur well for us
(extracted from lsaabah). He meant to say that, if this prosperity had
been beneficial for our soul and our ultimate good, it should have
been granted to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. As all these
worldly pleasures were not granted to Rasulullah, they do not seem
to be beneficial for us. The least is that a man will have to face
Reckoning for his worldly goods.

The fifth question to be asked on the Day of Resurrection
(according to the Hadithquoted above) will be how far did one
practice the knowledge bestowed by Allah Ta'ala on·a person.
Igqorance about a crime is no· excuse and ignorance of law is not
accepted as a valid excuse in any court of law. For, it is one's duty to
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have knowledge of the law. And, ignorance of the Commandments of
Allah Ta'ala is in itself a crime and a sin. Therefore, Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "The search for (religious)
knowledge is obligatory for every Muslim-. Obviously, committing a
crime knowingly, in sheer defiance of law, is a far more grievous
offence. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Keep giving
good counsel to one another in the light of the knowledge you
possess. For, dishonesty in matters relating to knowledge is worse
than dishonesty in financial matters and you will have to account for
your knowledge". There are numerous Ahadith to the effect that:
'Whosoever is asked about something he knows and conceals it, a
bridle of fire will be thrust into his mouth on the Day of
Resurrection'.

Once, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam delivered a ser
mon, in the course of which he praised certain tribes. He then said,
"What is the matter with the people who do not instruct their
neighbouring tribes in Deen, nor give them good' counsel; they do
not inculcate in them a proper understanding of 'Deen', nor
persuade them to do good deeds; nor do they forbid them to do evil
deeds? And why is it that some people do not wish to learn
(religious) knowledge from their neighbouring·tribes, nor do they
desire to have a proper understanding, nor do they take counsel
from their neighbours. Let those (who are learned) instruct their
neighbours in 'Deen,' admonish them and inculcate in them a
proper understanding of Deen and let those (who are ignorant) learn
all these things from the learned ones. I swear by Allah, if they failed
to do so, they would be punished severely even in this world (in
addition to the punishment in the Hereafter)"'. Saying this,
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam got do"vn. from the pulpit.
People began to talk about the tribes which he meant. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said that V:- was referring to the
Ash~arites (people of the al-Ash'ari tribes) who were possessed of
knowledge and a proper understanding of 'Deen', while the tribes
living in their neighbourhood were ignorant Qf religious knowledge.

When the news reached the Ashcarites, they came to Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and. submitted, "0 Rasulullah! we have
come to know that you praised certain people but you said such
things about us". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam -repeated his
words before them: 'Let them instruct t,J1eir neighbours in 'Deen'
admonish them, and inculcate in them a proper understanding of
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Deen, persuade them to do good deeds and forbid them to do evil
, deeds; and let the others learn all these things from the learned

ones. If they failed to do so, I should punish them severely even in
this world'. They submitted, '0 Rasulullah! How should we inculcate
an understanding of 'Deen' in their minds?' Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam again repeated the same words. The tribesmen
asked the salllP. question a third time and Rasulullah reiterated the
same admonition, Then they submitted, "0 Rasulullah, grant us
respite for a year", so he granted them a year's time for the
education of their neighbours. (Targheeb & Mqjma<-uz-Zawaid)

This Hadith, containing the severe admonition of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, clearly indicates that it is incumbent
upon those who possess knowledge and understanding of ,Deen' to
educate the ignorant people living in their neighbournood. It does
not absolve them of ttleir responsibility to presume that those who
really want it will acquire knowledge, of themselves. True, the
ignorant will be questioned about their negligence in learning
'Deen', which is a sin by itself. But it is also the responsibility of
those who know to instruct the ignorant in 'Deen'. They should,
therfore, make efforts and adopt proper means for the religious
education of the people. In doing so, they will be making a practical
use of their knowledge. For, man's practice of his own knowledge
partly consists of his imparting it to others.

Of the invocations (Du'aas) of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam, which have been transmitted through many different
chains of narration, the one is quite well-known: '0 Allah! I seek
your protection against knowledge that profiteth not'.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said: "On the Day of
Resurrection a person will be thrown into Jahannam and his
entrails will come out of the his body. He will go round his entrails
as an ass goes round while turning a, mill. The inhabitants of
Jahannam will assemble around him and ask him, "What has
happened to you? You used to command us to do good deeds and
were forbidding the evil deeds." He will say, "I enjoined you to do
good deeds, but did not practise them myself'.

In another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is
reported to have said: "On the night of Mi'raaj (the Ascension), I saw
a group ~f men whose liR.s were being clipped with scissors ofFire.
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On liSking who they were, Jibrael Alaihissalam told me that they
were those preachers of my Ummah who commanded others to do
good deeds but did not do so themselves.'

Still another Hadith narrates that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam once S/l.id: "The Zabaaniyah (the guards of Jahannam) will
apprehend the wicked ulama even before apprehending the non
believers. When they say, "How'is it that we are being punished even
before the non-belivers, they will be told thus, 'The learned and the
ignorant cannot be treated alike (Le. you committed all these
misdeeds, inspite of the fact that you possessed knowledge of 'Deen'''.
(TargheebJ. The Zabaaniya are the Angles deputed by Allah Ta'ala
for casting people into Jahannam. A reference. to them occurs in
Surah Iqra'. A Hadith has the following narration: Some of the
inhabitants of Jannah will visit some in-habitants of Jahannam, and
ask them, "What has happened to you that you are here? Indeed we
have been granted entry into Jannah by virtue of what we learnt
from you". They will reply, 'We did not practise ourselves what we
preached to others'.

Maalik bin Dinar reports on the authority of Hasan Basri
Rahmatullah alaihima that Rasulullah Ballallaho alaihe wasallam
once said: "Whoever delivers a sermon will be questioned by Allah
Ta'ala on the Day of Resurrection, about the motive behind his
sermon (i.e. he will have to explain whether it was meant for
gaining worldly advantages-- such as wealth, fame, worldly honour
and glory, etc.-- or for winning the pleasure of Allah Ta"ala)".

A student of Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe says that whenever he
related this Hadith, he wept bitterly, so that his voice choked with
tears. Then he said, "You think that I take pleasure in giving
sermons, though I am aware of the fact that, on the Day of Resurrec
tion, I shall have to explain what motivated my Sermons". (Targheeb).
Nevertheless, it is incumbent upon every 'Alim to deliver sermons
(as explained in the foregoing pages). For, it is his responsibility to
instruct others in religious knowledge, and there are many Ahadith
to that effect (like the Tradition concerning the Ash'arites
mentioned above).

Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho used to say, "What I fear most is
that Allah Ta'ala should call me on the Day of Resurrection and I
should say, 'At your service, my Lord and Sustainer'. Then Allah
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Ta'ala should command me to explain how far I acted upon my
knowledge". In another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wa.sallam is reported to have said, "The one who would have to
suffer the severest punishment on the Day of Resurrection would be
a learned man (an 'Alim) who did not profit from his knowledge".

Ammaar bin Yaasir Radhiallaho anho says: "Rasulullah Sallal
laho alaihe wa.sallam sent me to the people of the Qais tribe to
instruct them in Deen..I found that they were like wild camels; all
the time they were concerned about their camels and goats, taking
no heed of anything else. So, 1 had to come back. Rasulullah
Sallallcho alaihe wa.sallam asked me, t What did you do about your
errand?1 I ~~ld him about their condition and their indifference to
Deen. Rasulullah Sallallahoalaihe wasallam said,'Ammaar, more
astonishing is the condition of the people who possess knowledge
and, still, are as heedless towards Deen as these ignorant people'.

It occurs in another Hadith that some people will be cast into
Jahannam and their foul and putrid smell will be too disgusting
even for the inhabitants of Jahannam. They will ask them. "What
misdeeds did you commit, the evil effect whereof has caused you to
give off such offensive odours? We were already in untold misery;
you have added to our torment". They will reply. "We did not put our
knowledge to any use".

Umar Radhiallaho anho says, "The person 1fear most for in this
Ummah is the hypocritical Alim: When someone asked what he
meant by a hypocritical 'Alim, he replied, 'One who acts like the
ignorant people, but talks like the U1ama~ This is to say, a learned
man who speaks eloquently but does not practise what he preaches
to others is a hypocrite. Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe says,
"Don't be like one who treasures up learning of the scholars and
gleans rare wisdom of the sages, but acts like the ignorant fools".
Sufyaan Thauri Rahmatullah alaihe says, "Knowledge calls for
action. He who acts upon what he knows is allowed to retain his
knowledge, while he who does not act upon it is not entitled to retain
it". Fudhail Rahmatullah alaihe says: "1 feel great pity for three
persons: the leader of the people who has been disgraced, a wealthy
man reduced to poverty and a learned man ('Alim) who hw:. become
a play-thing of people, for his worldly interests:'
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Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe says:"The mama are punished
when their soul become dead; and death of the soul consists in
seeking worldly compensations for acts of virtue, as against the
rewards in the Hereafter7A poet says:

'] am astonished at a person who seeks to go astray at the cost of
true guidance (Hidaayat); more astonsihing is the case ofa man who
barters away his 'Deen' for a worldly gain. But far more astonishing
is the case of a person who barters away his own 'Deen' for the
worldly advantage ofothers (that is to say, he does harm to his own
spiritual/religious career for the worldly benefit ofother people).

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe writes: An Alim who is
enamoured of the world is meaner and lower in spiritual status than
an ignorant person; he will be punished in the Hereafter more
severely: Sucessful indeed are the Ulama who have been favoured
with nearness to Allah Ta'ala and who are ever concerned about the
Hereafter. There are certain distinguishing signs of such mama:

The First and foremost, a true Alim is one who does not try to
acquire wealth through his learning: The lowest of rank among the
mama is one who is fully aware that. this material. world is
despicable, mean, polluted and evanescent;and that the life
Hereafter is vast, everlasting and glorious beyond imagination,' the
bounties whereof are absolutely pure. Besides, every true 'Alim fully
understands that this world and the Hereafter are opposed to each
other. They are, so to say, like two "'"ives married to one and the
same husband: when one is pleased with him, the other is naturally
displeased. To give another example, they are like two scales of a
balance-when one goes down,theother goes up automatically.Indeed,
the present world and the world Hereafter are poles apart.They are
like two wives of a person: if you seek to get closer to one, it will be at
the expense of the other. And he has not a sane mind who does not
realise that this material world has low value and is impure, the
pleasures whereof are gained at the cost of hardships in this world
and in the Hereafter. It is a common experience that all worldly joys
involve taking·pains in this world and unavoidable sufferings in the
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Hereafter. How can a person f)f such insane mind become an 'Alim?
Furthermore, a person who has no idea of the magnificence of the
Hereafter and its everlastingness, is not a true believer. How can
such a one become an 'Alim? If a person does not realise that this
world and the next have opposi~g interests and wishes to combine
both, he is trying to do something which is undesirable. Such people
are infact ignorant of the code of life of all the 'Ambiya' (Apostles) of .
Allah Ta'ala. And if a person knows all these facts and, still, gives
preference to his worldly interests, he is a slave of Shaitaan (Devil),
ruined by lusts and facing an evil Fate. Obviously, such a lost soul
cannot be counted among the mama (divines).

Dawood Alaihissalam relates that Allah Ta'ala says: "If an Alim
prefers worldly desires to My love, the least I do to him is that I
deprive him of the bliss of having communion with Me. (He cannot
experience the sublime joys inherent in the Remembrance or 'Zikr'
of Allah Ta'ala and in invocations to Him). 0 Dawood, have no
regard for an 'Alim who has been intoxicated by his lust for this
material world, for he would lead you astray from My love. Such
people are, in reality, deceitful plunderers. 0 Dawood, if you find
someone who really seeks My countenance, be thou a servant to
him. 0 Dawood, if anyone coines to Me running.}teeord his name as
a 'Jahbaz' (a sane wise person) and I do not punish a man who has
been recorded as such.'

Yahya bin Mu1aaz Rahmatullah alaihe says: When. knowledge
and wisdom are employed for gaining worldly advantages, these are
divested of lustre and glory.' Sa'eed bin al-Musayyab Rahmatullah
alaihe says: 'If you find an 'Alim associating with the princes, he
must be a dishonest impostor."

Umar Radhiallaho anho says: "If you find an Alim enamoured of
this material world, he must be blameworthy in religious matters,
for everybody occupies himself with things which are dear to him."

Someone asked a divine "Can anyone who takes pleasure in sin
ful deeds become an 'Arif (a pious being with intimate knowledge)
of his Lord"? The divine replied, "1 can say, without hesitation, that
no one who prefers this world to the next, can be an 'Arif; relishing
sins is a far greater evil!" It should also be borne in mind that no
Alim can be regarded as one concerned about the Hereafter merely
for his rejection of worldly wealth, unless he also has no ambition for
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worldly honour or status. For, these ambitions are more harmful to
the soul than the lust for wealth.

The' Seeond distinguishing characteristic of a true'Alimt·is that
there should be no- contradiction between his knowledge and his
practice of 'Dean'. That is to say, he should, of nec~ssity, practice
what he preaches to others. Allah Ta'ala says:

......!.A ,'" t:........ M'-~..."'.'t-:......,t. ~J'I """"~
~1:I~jcII!J~II:I~'~lV'\Oll.:W"'UI

Do you e'lioin righteousness upon ~kindwhile you yourselves
forget (to practise) it? And you recite the scriptures. (al-Baqarah:
44)

And, in another context:

G6~~~ 1~:si7~'f,.LI~~~

'It is most hateful in the sight of Allah that you say whQ,t you
practice not'. (as-Saff: 3)

Haatam Asamm Rahmotullah alaihe says: "On the day of Resur
rection, none will be more grieved than an 'Alim who imparted
knowledge to others, which they acted upon and were granted
eternal success, whil~ he himself did not act upon his knowledge
and, therefore, failed miserably". Ibne Simatik Rahmatullah alaihe
says: "There are many who enjoin 'Zikr' (Remembrance of Allah)
upon others, but do not remember Him themselves; they admonish
others to fear Allah, but they themselves disobey Him most
audaciously; they persuade others to cultivate proximity with Allah,
but are remote from Him themselves; they invite others unto Allah,
but themselves flee from Him".

Abdur Rahman Ibne Ghanam Rahmotullah alaihe says that ten
Sahabah Raclhiallaho anhum related to him the Hadith: "We were
once sitting in the Masjid Quba and learning (religious) knowledge
when Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam came and said to us,
'Acquire as much knowledge as you will but Allah Ta'ala a will not
reward you unless you act upon what you know."

The third' distinguishing characteristic of a true 'Alim' is that
he is always concerned with such branches of knowledge as are
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beneficial {or the Hereafter and which exhort' one to perform good
deeds. He is least interested in that branch of knowledge which has
little or no use for the Akhirah. The fact is that it is unwise to regard
these as true 'Urn' or learning. It is sheer ignorance to regard oneself
as an 'Alim simply because one is possessed of worldly knowledge;
the pity is that such a person is not particular about learning
religious knowledge. An illiterate person, on the other hand, is
. mscious of his ignorance and, therefore, tries to acquire religious
, nowledge. Great indeed is the spiritual loss of a man who believes
himself to be an 'Alim though he is steeped in (sheer) ignorance.

Haatam Asamm Rahmatullah alaihe was a renowned Sufi and a
favourite pupil of Shaqiq Balkhi Rahmatullah alaihe' Once the
Sheikh asked him, "Haatam, how long have you been here, in
company with me?" He replied,"Thirty-three years". The Sheikh said,
"What did you learn during these thirty-three years of association
with me?" Haatam Rahmatullah alaihe replied, "I have learnt eight
lessons", At this, Shaqiq Rahmatullah alaihe out of sheer
disappointment recited:

o~~~~iUl;~GI
/' .. , " ,. ,. ",

'£ol We are Allah's and lol unto Him we are returning',

He said regretfully, "You learnt only eight lessons during long
years of association with me? I have wasted all my life in associating
with you", HaatamRahmatullah alaihe submitted most respectfully,
"1 have learnt only eight lessons: 1 cannot lie to you", The Sheikh
said, "Tell me, whatal'e those eight lessons?' Haatam Rahmatullah
illaihe answered tbu,s:

(a) 'I have found ~hat everybody loves someone or something
(wife children, property, friends, etc.), but 1know that, as soon as he
is laid in the grave, the loved ones part company with him.
Consequently, 1 have cultivated love for good deeds so that, when 1
die and pass into the grave, my loved ones should also accompany
me into the grave and 1 should not be left alone,' Shaqiq
Rahmatullah alaihe said, 'You have done well",

(b) 1 have read in the Holy Qur'an that Allah 'Ta'ala says:
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'But as for him who feared (in this world) to stand before his
Lord (intM Hereafter) and restrained himself from (unlawful
indulgence in) lust, Lo! Jannah will be his home'. (an-Naaziaat:
40-41).

I know that whatever Allah Ta'ala says is true. Therefore, I have
restrained myself from worldly desires and I have become steadfast
in devotion to Him.

(c) I know that, in this world, things which are dearest and most
precious to men are preserved with great care and protected with
diligence. Then I read in the Holy Qur'an that Allah Ta'ala says:

0\.:'.,i,\.>k(;;~'~:.1'.... , ~ ~~\I

That which you have (in tM world) wasteth away (either you will
die and leave it behind or it will be wasted away in your life; it is
all one to you); and that which Allah has, remains (eternally).
(an-Nahl: 96)

Accordingly, whenever I came by something which was of great
value to me, or which I prized above other things, I consigned it to
the custody of Allah (spenl it for the cause of Allah Ta'ala), so that it
should be preserved for ever.

(d) I have observed that, for honour and glory, all men turn to
wealth, nobility of parentage and other things of pride. That is, they
take pride in wealth, high' parentage, etc., and assert their super
iority over others. But I have read in the Holy Qur'an that Allah
Ta'ala says:

.J...:z.... I ,.. ~}c"f ......
;,...;ii!~\~;\IJ.l101

'Lo! TM noblest ofyou, in tM sight ofAllah, is the best in piety. '
(al-Hujurat: 13)

I, therefore, have cultivated piety in myself, so that I should
become the noblest of men in the sight of Allah Ta'ala.

(e) I have noticed that people upbraid others, revile them or find
fault with them out of jealousy. Then, I read in the Holy Qur'an that
Allah Ta'ala says:
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We have apportioned among them their livelihood in the life of
the world, and (in this apportionment) we have raised some of
them above others in rank, (so) that some of them (should) take
labour from other,. (az-Zukhruf: 32)

(That is to say, if all men were alike and equal in rank, no one
would work for others or serve anybody and, consequently, there
would be disorder and chaos in the affairs ofthe world).

Therefore, I have restrained myself from jealousy-and ceased to
concern myself with other people's affairs. I know for certain that
the distribution of livelihood is entirely in the hands of Allah Ta'ala
and He grants as much as He pleases to whomsoever He likes. I,
therefore, ceased to harbour enmity against anyone, realising that a
man's personal effort has little to do with his prosperity or adversity.
It has rather been foreordained by Allah Ta'ala, Who is the Sover
eign Lord of the worlds. So, I do not feel angry with anyone.

(f) I have observed that, in this world, everybody is hostile to
someone or the other. I have considered this in the light of what
Allah Ta'ala says in the Holy Qur'an:

'\! , ... ,,~ :\t~ '!" ,·t'lf .... l:."ill.:::'_'
'~Il-'''''''I.t''~~~<.:J;.

Lo! Shaitan (the devil) is an enemy for you, so treat him as an
enemy (Do not be friends with him). (at-Fatir: 6)

So, I have directed all my hostilities against Shaitan alone and I
always try to keep away from him, by all possible means. And, as
Allah Ta'ala has commanded us to treat him as an enemy, I bear no
enmity against anyone other than Shaitan.

(g) I have observed that all people are struggling hard to seek
their livelihood, so much so that they disgrace or abase themselves
before others and adopt unlawful means for procuring their daily
bread. But I have read in the Holy Qur'an that Allah Ta'ala says:

r"'!~' I ,..,~_ j ,""'. ...."-""'"., f"''''
"4'j1~I\,,:I"'~k.e.J~f~~I,)~\..oJ

And there is no living being that moves on earth, but his
sustenance depends on Allah Ta'ala. (Hood: 6)

Considering that I am also one of the creatures (that move on
ealth) whose sustenances depends upon Allah Ta'ala. I occupied
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myself with paying what lowe to Allah Ta'ala and ceased to worry
about what Allah Ta'ala has taken the responsibility to provide.

(h) I have observed that all men have faith upon and put their
trust in things which have themselves been created by Allah Ta'ala.
Some have faith in their estates or business concerns, others in their
own skill or craftsmanship, and there are still others who trust their
own physical power and energy. In short, all people have put their
trust in things which have been created by Allah Ta'ala, like them
selves. I have read in the Holy Qur'an that Allah Ta'ala says:

~I:;:''-: '11'~_'~-::'''''''. ~.!iL c.r l.P.J":.1:rJ

'And whosoever puts his trust in Allah, He will suffice him'. (at
Talaaq:3J

Therefore, I have put my trust and faith in Him alone.

Shaqiq Rahmatullah alaihe thereupon said, 'Haatam, may Allah
bless you ""'ith 'Taufiq' (Divine aid for performance for good deeds)! I
have viewed the teachings of the Torah,the Injeel, the Zabur and the
Holy Qur'an, and I believe that these eight moral lessons form a gist
of all that is realy good and beneficial for man. Therefore, anyone
acting upon these precepts will be deemed to have practised the
learning contained in all the four Scriptures revealed by Allah
Ta'ala'. The fact is that such a learning can only be attained by those
lnama who are really concerned about the Hereafter. These truths
lie too deep for those (so-called) lnama who are ambitious for
material wealth and who hanker after worldly honour and
recognition.

The Fourth Distinguishing characteristic is that such Ulama
are least interested in the elegance of dress or delicacies of food.
Such an Alim should, rather. exercise moderation in these matters,
and follow the example of his senIors. He should bear in mind that
simplicity, in dress and food, will be helpful to him to advance in
nearness to Allah Ta'ala and place him at a high rank among the
'lnama-e-Aakhirat' (The divines concerned about the Hereafter
alone).

Quite relevant here is an amazing episode about Haatam Rah
matullah alaihe narrated by one of his pupils, Abu Abdullah Khawas
Rahmatullah alaihe. He relates, "Once, we were with our sheikh in a
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village called 'Raye'. There were three hundred and twenty persons
with us and we were all going for Hajj. We were a 'Jama'at (group)
of'Mutawakkeleen' and we had no provisions or any kind of equip
~ent but had faith in Allah to look after our needs. In the village, We
came acro,ss an ordinary businessman who, though he looked rather
a dry sort of person, invited the entire group to dinner and we stayed
there for the night.

Next morning he said to Abu Haatam Rahmatullah alaihe that
he was going to enquire after the health of an Alim who was ill, and
that the Sheikh could accompany him if he liked. Haatam Rahmat
ullah alaihe said, 'Very well, I would be pleased to accompany you; it
is a blessed deed to enquire after an ailing person and visiting an
Alim is an act of devotion'. This Alim was Sheikh Muhammah bin
Muqaatil, the Qadhi of that village. When Abu Haatam Rahmatullah
alaihe reached his house and saw its magnificence, he was lost in
thought. He exclaimed to himself, 'Allah-o-Akbar! An Alim living in
such a grand house!' 'Anyhow, we requested entry and walked in.
We saw that its interior was most magnificent, neat. clean and
spacious, with curtains hanging all round. Haatam Rahmatullah
alaihe gazed upon all these things in amazement. Soon we reached
the Qadhi's room, who was lying in a fine, soft, fluffy bed. A slave
boy stood above at his head, fanning him. The businessman greeted
him by saying, 'Assalaam-o~Alaikum', sat beside him and enquired
about his health. But Haatam kept standing. The Qadhi motioned
him to sit down, but the Sheikh refused to take a seat. The Qadhi
said,"Have you got anything to say?" The shiekh said, "I want to ask
you about a religious matter". The Qadhi said, 'Well what is it?~

Haatam Rahmatullah alaihe said, 'Would you mind sitting up in
bed?' At this, the servants' helped him (because tle was too weak)
and the Qadhi sat up in bed. After this, the following conversation,
took place:

Haatam:
Qadhi:
Haatam:
Qadhi:

Haatam:
.Qadhi:

From whom did you acquire your knowledge?
I learnt it from the trustworthy Ulama!
'Who transmitted it to the Ulama?'
'The Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum transmitted it to
them'.
Who imparted it to the Sahabah?
'Ra:::ulullah Sallallaho alaihe wC18allam imparted. it to
them.

.'Who conveyed it to Rasulullah. Sallallaho alaihe
wC18allam.
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Qadhi:
Haatam:
Qadhi:
Haatam:

Qadhi:
Haatam:

Qadhi:

Haatam:

'Jibra'ilAlaihissalam conveyed itto him.
Who revealed it to Jibra'il Alaihissalam?
'Allah Ta'ala, Jalla Shanohu, revealed it to him'.
'Is there any indication, in the entire body of knowledge
revealed by Allah Ta'ala to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam through Jibra'il Alaihissalam and transmitted
to you through the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum and the
trustworthy mama, to the effect that the more splendid a
man's house the more exalted he is in the sight of Allah
Ta'ala?
There is no such indication in that knowledge.
If not, what occurs in that body of knowledge (in this
regard)?
It occurs that, in the sight of Allah Ta'ala, only those are
exalted to positions of honour who abstain from the
worldly joys, concern themselves with the Hereafter, love
the humble and the poor ones, and spend for the cause of
Allah, thereby treasuring up their charities with Allah
Ta'ala, for the Hereafter.
Then, whose example are you following? Are you
following the Sunnah of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam? Are you imitating the Sahabah Radhiallaho
anhum and the trustworthy mama (divines)? Or, are you
following in the footsteps of Fir'aun and Namrud? '0
wicked scholars of Islam! The ignorant worldlings say,
when they notice men like you, 'If such is the plight of
the mama, we cannot be blamed for being in a similar
condition.

Saying this, Haatam Rahmatullah alaihe went away. This severe
admonition had a bad effect on the Qadhi's health and he grew
worse. It was rumoured that the sheikh had been severe with the
Qadhi. Someone said to Haatam Rahmatullah alaihe, "Tanafasi, an
other Alim who lives in Qazween, a city situated at a distance of
eighty-one miles from Raye, is leading a far more luxurious life". So,
Haatam Rahmatullah alaihe set out on a journey to Qazween, with a
view to admonishing him. On reaching there, he said to Tanafasi, "I
am a man from a non-Arab country. 1beseech you to insturct me in
'Deen', beginning with its rudiments. That is, I would like you to
demonstrate to me how Wudhu(ablution) is performed, for, Wudhu
is tha key to Salaat~ Tanafasi said, "With great pl~ure", and asked
sonreone 10- fetch water. He then performed Wudhu before the
Sheikh to show him how it is performed.
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Haatam Rah~tullah alaihe said, 'Allow me to perform Wudhu
before you, so that I may learn it properply. At this, Tanafasi got up
and the Sheikh sat in his place. He began to perform Wudhu and
washed his hands four times. Tanafasi said, "This is 'Israaf'
(extravagance); you should wash every limb thrice on1y~Whereupon

Haatam said 'Subhan-Allahil-~Azeem ! (Allah, the Most High is
beyond all imperfections!) It is extravagant of me to use a little extra
water for Wudhu, but is it not extravagant of you to make use of all
these accessories 'lind accoutrements that you possess?" Then, of
course, TanafaSi realised that Haatam Rahmatullah alaihe had not
come to learn, but to admonish him.

After this, Haatam Rahmatullah alaihe went to Baghdad. When
Imaam Ahmad bin Hambal Rahmatullah alaihe learnt about him
and his affairs, he came to see the Sheikh. The Imaam asked him,
"How am one be safe from the taint ofthe worldr'Haatam Rahmat
ullah alaihe replied, "You cannot protect yourself from the evil
influence of the world unless you possess four qualities":
(i) You should forgive the people who behave towards you rudely

or stupidly.
(ii) You should not behave towards them in the same manner.
(iii) You should spend on others whatever you have.
(iv) You should not feel greedy for what other people possess.

Later, when Haatam Rahmatullah alaihe reached Madinah Mun
awwarah and people heard of him, f ley came to see him and gather
ed round him.He said, 'What city is this?' People said, 'It is the city
of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam'. Haatam .said, "Which is
the palace of Rasulullah? I would like to pray two Raka'ats in his
palace". They said that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam had
not lived in a palace, but in a humble low-roofed house. Haatam
Rahmatullah alaihe said, "Show me then the palaces of the Sahabah
Radhiallaho anhum". The people said, '1he Sahabah Radhiallaho
anhum also had no palaces to live in; they lived in small houses with
low roofs a little above the ground". Haatam said, "Then, this must
be the ci~ of Fir'aun". The remark gave offence to the people who
seized the Sheikh and presented him before the 'Ameer' (governor)
of Madinah. For, they thought, he was guilty of sacrilege in ealling
MadinahMunawarah .the city of Fir"'aun. When the 'Ameer' (gover
nor) demanded an explanation, Haatamsaid, 'Don't be in such a
hurry. Listen to what I say till I have finishe4. I come from a non
Arabie country. When I entered this city, I asked what city it was
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and they said that it was the city of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam. The Sheikh then repeated the entire conversation that
had passed between him and the people of Madinah and thereafter
recited the following Ayat from the Holy Qur'an:

t.~;" .!.I~ ",,,'.'t':' .... r~.,"
• D-""I~ Y-""J~CJov.iJ

Verily you have, in Rasui ofAllah, a good example for him whose
hope is in Allah and who fears the Last Day, and who engages
much in the remebrance of Allah (i.e. for him who is a perfect
'Mo'min' (believer) . (al-Ahzaab: 21)

The Ayat means that, in all circumstances, one should follow the
example of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. AfteIWards, he
said, 'Allah Ta'ala commands us to follow in the footsteps of
Rasulullah. Now tell me whether you are following the Sunnah of
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam or the ways for Fir'aun.' At
this, the people released him.

In this connection, it is worthy of note that it is not forbidden to
enjoy things that are 'Mubaah' (permissible) according to Shariah,
nor is it unlawful to have an abundance of such things in one's
possession. However, the affluence of such luxuries creates a strong
liking for them, to such an extent that it becomes difficult to do
without them. Consequently, one has to busy himself in providing
these things for oneself, and in increasing one's means of income.
And, whosoever detotes himself to increase his wealth, often adopts
a compromising attitude towards his religion. What is worse, such
people often commit sinful deeds. If it had been easy to involVe
oneself in worldly affairs without getting contaminated, Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam would not have so seriol,lsly admonished
his Ummah to abstain from absorption in worldly pursuits, nor
would he have been so particular personally about avoiding worldly
taint to the extent that he refused to wear an embroidered gown.

In a letter to Imaam Maalik R...,hmatullah alaihe, Yahya bin
Yazid Naufali Rahmatullalah alaihe wrote, after praising Allah
Ta'ala and invoking His Choicest Blessings on Rasulullah: 'I have
come. to know that you put on fine clothes, take fine bread and sleep
in a soft bed. You have also appointed a door-man at your house. AU
this looks odd, considering that you are one of the great and
renowned mama and people come to you from far off places, for
learning religious knowledge. You are our Imaam Oeader) and
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. preceptor and people follow your example. I suggest that you should
be very cautious in these matters. I am submitting these lines
merely as a sign of my sincerest regards for you and no one except
Allah Ta'ala knows about this letter. The end. Assalaam-o-Alaikum.'

In reply to this letter, Imaam Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe wrote:
'I received your letter, which contained much advice and admonition
for me, besides being a sign ofyour kindest regard for me. May Allah
bless you with piety and righteousness! May Allah grant you best
rewards for this advice! May Alah grant me 'Taufeeq' (Divine aid) to
act upon your advice! Indeed, nobody can perform good deeds or
protect himself against bad deeds without help and favour from
Allah Ta'ala; what you have heard of me is true. I am in the habit of
using all these things. May Allah grant me forgiveness! However, all
these things are allowable under 'Shariah' (Islamic Law). Allah
Ta'ala says:

Say: Who ha3 forbidden the adornments of Allah (clothes, etc)
which He ha3 brought forth for His seroants and the good and
pure things (food and drinks) that He has provided for
sustenance? (al-A'ro(: 32)

'I am fully aware that, notwithstanding their permissibility, it is
far better not to make use of these adornments. I should hope that,
in future, you would be kind enough to write to me from time to
time. I shall also continue to write letters to you. 'With regards'.
(Assalaam-o-Alaikum)!

Imaam Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe has made a very subtle point.
He has given a legal opinion (Fatwa) about the religious permissi
bility for the use of good things of life and, at the same time,
admitted that it is better to abstain from them.

The Fifth distinguishing trait of the mama who are concerned
.about the hereafter is that they keep aWay from the company of the
princes, lords and rulers, ud do not associate with them unless it
becomes unavoidable. The mama should rather avoid their com
pany, even if the princes come to visit them, of themselves. For, their
companionship may inl"olve seeking their pleasure and winning
their goodwill. Besides, the princes often indulge in cruelty, injustice
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and other sinful de~s. AmI, it is incumbent upo.n an'Alim to forbid
them to do evil deeds, to expose their injustice or cruelty, and'to
admonish them against transgressing the Commandments of Allah
Ta'ala. Observing reticence in such matters (instead of voicing one's
disapproval) amounts to compromising one's religion.Furthermore,
if one is obliged to praise the princes and lords, with a view to
winning their favours, it amounts. to telling lies. And, if one feels
greedy and inwardly inclined towards what they possess of material
wealth, it is covetousness forbidden by Law (Shariah). In short,
associating with the'princes leads on to many forms of evil practices.
RasUlullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said that whosoever lives in
the jungle becomes hard-hearted; one who is fond of hunting be
comes neglectful (of everything else); and one who visits the kings
t'r~quently falls into temptations!

Huzaifah Radhiallaho anho said: "Beware of the seats of temp
tationr"Onbeing asked what the seats of temptation were, he said,
"The house-doors of the princes and lords. For, whosoever visits
them will have to approve of their misdeeds and (by way of praise)
he will have to attribute to them such qualities as they do not
possess!

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said that the worst
among the llama are those who visit the princes and lords and the
best among the rulers are those who visit the llama.

Samnoon Rahmatullah alaihe, one of the companions of Sirri
Saqati Rahmatullah alaihe, narrates that if you hear about an 'Alim
as being enamoured of the world, consider him at fault in his reli
gion'. I experienced it myself. Whenever I went to see the king and,
on coming back, looked within my heart, I found the ill-effects of the
visit effecting my soul,in spite of the fact that I talk to the kings with
severity, contradict their views sternly and do not partake of
anything that belongs to them, to the extentthat I abstain from even
drinking plain water, so long as I am with the king. Our worldy
minded llama are worse than the Divines of Banu Israeel. For they
go to the rulers and tell them how to evade the Law (Shariah) and,
thereby, seek to win their favours. If the llama were to tell the
rulers about their responsibilities in plain words, they would never
like them (the llama) to visit their courts frequently, but their
truthfulness will be a means of eternal salvation in the sight of Allah
Ta'ala. Indeed, the llama's visits to the princes' courts expose them
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<the Ulama) to temptations and help the Shaitan in leadng them
astray. Especially those who can speak eloquently fall an easy prey to
the evil promptings of the Shaitan, who whispers into their ears:
Your visiting the princes is good for them. For, they will be reformed
by your speech and you will be saving them from falling into tyranny
and injustice. And, it will also be helpful for preserving the'Shaiaair'
of Islam (Institutions like SaJaat, Jihaad, etc., which serve as
symbols of relipion). Consequently, such people are led to the belief
that visiting the Sultans is also an act of virtue--though the fact is
that, if one visits, them, OIle will have to compromise one's Deen and
one will become obliged to praise them, which is fatal to one's Deen.

In a letter to Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe, Umar Bin Abdul
Aziz Rahmatullah alaihe wrote: Please send me th(' {lames and
addresses of suitable persons whom I should ask to assist me in the
affairs of Khilafat (Caliphate). Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe
replied: "Pious people will not come to you and you will not select the
worldly people. And, of course, the greedy and avaricious persons
should not be entrusted with such tasks, for they would corrupt the
affairs of the government. So I suggest that you should employ
persons of noble descent, becuase their sense of honour will not
allow them to tarnish their inherited nobility by dishonest deeds".
Just imagine! This was the reply sent by Hasan Basri Rahmatullah
alaihe to Umar bin Abdul Aziz Rahmatullah alaihe who is renowned
for his excellent qualities of piety, equity and justice, so much so that
he is surnamed as a 'Second Umar' (for his similarities with Umar
bin Khattab Radhiallaho anho, the second Khalifah of Islam).

This view is held by Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe, but
this humble author (Sheikh Muhammad Zakariyya Rahmatullah
alaihe) is of the view that unless it becomes necessary to decline
such offers for religious reasons,there is no harm in accepting the
responsibility (to assist the Khalifah) in affairs of the Caliphate,
provided that one is watchful and capable of protecting oneself
(against temptations). Rather, sometimes, it becomes imperative to
accept such responsibilities in the interest of 'Deen' (religion) or
because necessity demands it. However, it is very important that one
should not accept such tasks for personal motives, personal interests,
material gains or worldly honour and glory. One should, instead,
keep in view the needs of the Muslim community. Says Allah Ta'ala:

~~I~~ ;;,j~~~
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And Allah Ta'ala knows him who spoils (does not try to improve
the lot 'of the people) from him who improves (the lot of the
Muslims). (al-Baqarah: 220)

The Sixth distinguishing sign of the virtuous mama is that
they do not take hasty decisions when giving verdicts in religious l,w
(Fatwas) and are very careful in giving advice on religious matters.
As far as possible, they refer the cases to someone else whom they
consider to be capable of giving such decisions.

Abu Hafs Naishapuri Rahmatullah alaihe says, 'A true Alim is
one who, while giving an opinion in religious matters, is afraid and
thinks that he will have to explain, on the Day of Resurrection, as to
the authority on which he had given a decision in such and such
cases'.

Some of the mama have said that the Sahabah Radhiallaho
anhum were reluctant to accept four responsiblities:

1. The office of an Imaam (one who leads the obligatory prayers).
2. The guardianship of a deceased person (Le. the responsibility to

distribute his property according to the will made by him).
3. Accepting a trust.
4. Giving decisions (Fatwaas) in religious matters.

And their five great interests in life Were: (1) Reciting the Holy
Qur'an. (2) Frequent stay in Masjids; (3) Remembrance of Allah
Ta'ala. (4) Enjoining what is good; and (5) Forbidding the evil.

Ibne Husain Rahmatullah alaihe says: 'Some people hurriedly
pronounce a decision (Fatwa) of religious law in such important
matters about which, if they had been presented to Umar Radhi
ailaho anho, he would not have given his decision without gathering
together and consulting all the leading Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum
who bad participated in the Badr expedition:

Anas Radhiallaho anho was one of the illustrious Sahabah who
bad the privilege to have served Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam for ten years; still, whenever he was asked to give his
opinion about an issue,· he would refer it to Hasan Basri Rahmat
ullah alaihe who was a Tabi1ee but a renowned mystic and a cele
brated scholar oflslamic Jurisprudence (Fiqh).
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Similarly, Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho, who was an illustrious
Sahabi surnamed 'Raees-ul-Mufassireen' (the 'Foremost among the
interpreters of the Holy Qur'an) would direct the people to solicit the
opinion of Jaabir bin Zaid Rahmatullah alaihe who was a Tabi'ee,
well versed in giving religious law-decisions (Fatwas). While
Abdullah Ibne Vmar Radhiallaho anho, himself an illustrious
Sahabi and a profound scholar of Islamic Jurisprudence (Fiqah)
referred cases to Saeed Ibne-al Musayyab Rahmatullah alaihe, a
Tabi ee.

The Seventh distinguishing characteristic of the true Ulama is
that they are seriously interested in the deeper aspects of religious
knowledge which relate to Suluk (i.e. initiation in the Paths to
Ultimate Truth). They are constantly engaged in the struggle to
reform and purify their own souls, realizing that reforming one's
inner self helps one in gaining deeper understanding of the formal
aspects of knowledge. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said
"Whosoever acts upon his knowledge, Allah Ta'ala will grant him
knowledge of things which he has not acquired:

It occurs in the Scriptures of the former RasulsAlfIihimussalam:
"0 Children of Israel! Say not! knowledge lies in the skies above; who
can make it descendlUpon us?'Nor should you say: 'Knowledge lies in
the bowels of the earth, too deep for us to dig out'. Nor say:
'knowledge lies across the seas too far away for us to reach it'. No!
The fountains of knowledge spring from within your own hearts. If
you remain in My presence, observing proper etiquette in the
manner of great spiritual beings and cultivate thl: pious manners of
the varacious believers (Siddiqeen), I shall cause the fountains of
knowledge to spring forth from your hearts. So much so, that you
will overwhelmed by knowledge." Experience shows that the pious
beings who have attained nearness to Allah Ta'ala are granted
acces!? to such subtleties and profundities of knowledge as lie beyond
the reach of an ordinary scholar depending only on books.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says that Allah Ta'ala
has said: 'No means whereby My servant seeks My Favour are more
pleasing to Me than the observance of Faraaidh (obligatory rites)
(such as Salaat; Zakaat, Fasting, Hajj or Pilgrimage etc.). That is to
say, no other means of seeking nearness to Allah Ta'ala can compare
with the proper performance of 'Faraaidh' (Obligatory duties). And,
My servant ceases not to seek nearness to Me by Nail (optional
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practices of Salaat, Sadaqaat, etc) until I make him My favourite,
and when I make him My favourite, I become his ears wherewith he
hears, his eyes wherewith he sees, and his hands wherewith he
holds, and his feet wherewith he walks. And, if he asks Me for
something, I fulfil his desire, or if he seeks refuge against anything, I
grant him refuge'. (BukhariJ

(This Hadith means that, when a man becomes a favourite of
Allah Ta'ala, he fully submits to the will of Allah Ta'ala in his
walking, seeing and hearing, and in each and everything he does.)
Some other versions of the Hadith add: 'Whosoever despises or bears
enmity against anyone of my friends (favourites) has declared war
against Me'.

Since the great saints are the Favourites of Allah Ta'ala, they
are constantly and whole-heartedly engaged in contemplation,
meditation and rememberance of Allah Ta'ala, and thus the subtle
and deeper meanings of the Holy Qur'an are revealed unto them,
and the divine mysteries are made manifest to their souls.
Especially, the hearts of those who always remain absorbed in
remembrance of Allah Ta'ala are inspired with the deeper signi
ficance of the Qur'anic Ayaat. Everyone can acquire spiritual
knowledge with Divine Aid (TaufeeqJ from Allah Ta'ala, the portion
of his knowledge being commensurate with his concern for good
actions and his diligence in devotions.

In a comprehensive Hadith quoted by Ibne Qayyim Rahmatullah
alaille in his book, 'Miftaaho Darris. Sa'adah' and by Abu Na'eem
Rahmatullah alaihe in his book, 'Hilyah', Ali Radhiallalw anho is
reported to have given the following thorough account of the
qualities of the Ulama who are concerned only about the Hereafter::-

Human hearts are like vessels and the best hearts are those
which are containers of all that is good; it is better to preserve
knowledge than to accumulate wealth. For, knowledge gives you
protection while wealth needs protection by you; knowledge in
creases by use while wealth decreases by spending. The benefits of
wealth do not remain after it has been spent, but the benefits of
learning are eternal (people continue to benefit from the sayings of a
learned man even after his death)

He then heaved a deep sigh and added, "Within my bosom, I
hold true knowledge; I wish I could find people who would be cap-
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able of receiving this knowledge. It is a pity that either I find men
who employ religious pursuits for amassing wealth, or I find people
who indulge in sensual pleasures, and are after amassing worldly
wealth" (For the sake of brevity, I have quoted here a few sentences
from a detailed discourse on the subject).

The eighth distinguishing characteristic of the virtuous UIama is
that their faith in Allah Ta'ala Shanohu is ever-increasing. Such
UIama are deeply concerned about their Imaan and Yaqeen,because
they are fully aware that an unshakable faith and belief in Allah
Ta'ala is the most valuable asset for a Mo'min.

, RasuluIIah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said: "Perfect faith is
nothing but true belief!"And also said, "Learn how to believe truly".
The Hadith means that one should be very particular about associat
ing with the people who possess a strong belief and should tty to fol
low their example so that, by virtue of their blessed companionship,
one can attain perfect faith.

A true ~im should have perfect belief in the Absolute Power of
Allah Ta'ala and His Attributes, just like his belief in the existence
of the sun and the moon. He should have a perfect belief that Allah
Ta'ala Alone is the Doer of all thing; all the various material means
are under His sole control and He employs these means as He wills.
All material things are as helpless in His Hands as a stick in the
hands of a person who beats someone with it, but nobody holds the
stick to be responsible for it. When this beliefgets firmly rooted in
the heart, it will become easy for him to cultivate the qualities of
'TawakkuI' (trusting in Allah alone), 'Ridhaa'(Willing acceptance of
what has been decreed by Allah Ta'ala) and 'Tasleem' (Submission
to the Supreme Will of Allah Ta'ala).

A true 'Alim should also have perfect belief that Allah Ta'ala has
the responsibility to provide sustenance for all living things. Every
creature must get whl\t is his jot; similarly, no one can get what has
not been ordained for him. When this belief becomes firm, one will
exercise moderation in the struggle to earn one's livelihood. Such a
belief checks greed and avarice and one does not feel grieved if one
has failed to achieve something.

A true 'Alim should also have firm belief that Allah Ta'ala is
watching all our deeds, good or bad, at all times, that he knows even
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an insignificant good or evil deed and that man will get reward or
punishment due for it. He should strongly believe that all virtues are
rewarded, just' as he believes that eating bread satisfies one's
hunger. Similarly. he should believe that evil has consequences for
certain, just like snake-bite. In short, he should be attracted by good
deeds, as a hungry person is by food. And, he should feel afraid of
sins just as he is scared of a snake or a scorpion.

The ninth distinguishing characteristic of the virtuous mama
is that, under all conditions, they should wear a true expression of
being inspired with fear of Allah Ta'ala: it should be manifest from
every gesture they make, from the style of their dress, from their
personal habits, from their speech and even from their silence. A
mere look at sucll an ~m's face will inspire you with the remem
brance of Allah Ta·ala. He is calm and serene, noble and dignified,
humble and modest. He abstains from idle or meaningless talk and
his manner of speaking is natural and unassuming. For, artificial
and unnatural style of speech is born of pride and haughtiness, and
indicates lack of fear of Allah Ta'ala. Says Umar Radhiallaho anho:
"Acquire knowledge along with proper poise and dignity; behave res
pectfully towards those who impart knowledge to you, and do not
earn the reputatio~of being hard-hearted".

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says: "The best of my
Ummah are those who, in public life1look happy thinking of the
infinite mercy of Allah Ta'ala but, in private weep and cry for fear of
His punishment. They are bodily on earth, but their hearts are
absorbed in thinking of heavenly matters". Someone asked Easul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallaT1J. "Which is the best virtue?" He
replied, "Abstaining from what is unlawful and keeping your tongue
occupied forever with Zikr of Allah Ta'ala." Someone asked, ~Who is
the best companion?" He replied, "He who warns y~>u for negligence
in good deeds and aids you in performing them". Someone asked,
('Who is a bad companion?" Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
replied: uThe one who does not warn you when you are negligent in
your good action'l, nor helps you when you want to do them." Some
one asked, "Who is the greatest 'Alim"? He replied, "The one who
lives in greatest awe of Allah Ta'ala."Someone asked, 'With whom
should we associate most frequently?" He replied, "Those who in
spire you with 'Zikr' of Allah Ta'ala".
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Rasulullah. Sc:llallaho alaihe wasallam said: "The care-free person,
in the life Her~r,will be the one who remained concerned in this
life; th~ happiest person,in the Hereafter, will be he who wept most
in this life (for fear of Allah Ta'ala)".

The tenth distinguishing feature of the virtuous Ulama is that
they are more concerned about those regulations of Islamic Law
which pertain to religious practices and to what is lawful and
unlawful. That· is to say, they 'are interested in actions that it is
obligatory to perform and are very keen to know things which it is
necessary to avoid. Similarly, they are very particular in learning
about things which may undo any virtue, for example, things which
make Salaat invalid, the virtues of using a 'Miswak' {a tWing used as
a tooth-brush), etc. And, they do not indulge in discussions relating
to abstruse branches of knowledge for the sake of being regarded as a
sage, a profound scholar or a great philosopher.

The eleventh distinguishing characteristic ofavirtuous Alim is
that he has studied, with deep insight, various branches of know
ledge; he does not blindly accept the opinions of others. For, we are
bound to follow Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and seek
guidance from his sayings alone. We follow the Sahabah Radhi
allaho anhum simply because they closely observed and followed the
ways of Rasulullah. And, since following the Sunnah of RasulUllah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is of fundamental value, a true ~im

should be very particular about collecting the Ahadith of Rasulullah
and should make them the object of his serious consideration.

The twelfth distinguishing feature of the virtuous Ulama is
that they are particularly strict in their tavoidance of innovations
'Bid'aat' in Deen.If something becomes a common practice, it does
not follow that the thing is a truely religious practice. For, true
religion consists in following the Sunnah of RasulUllah Sallallaho
alaihe wassallam. So, in all circumstances, we should ascertain what
the Sa:habah Radhiallaho anhum did in such matters. Hence it is
imperative for a true 'Alim to undertake a thorough study of the
ways and manners of the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum and the
course of action followed by them under various circumstances.

Hasan Basri Rahmlftullah alaihe says: "Two types of person are
innovators and they have introduced two kinds of innovations in
Islam: (1) He who thinks about Islam, that true religion consists only
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in his view, that only those who agree with him will attain eternal
succes, and (2) the one who prefers. this material world, seeks its
gains, likes those who struggle to achieve worldly things and dislikes
those who do not try to earn worldly wealth. Leave both of them
alone, for they will go to Jahannam . As for him whom Allah Ta'ala
has protected from these wrong notions, he takes care to follow in
the footsteps of the Divines of early times, adopts their manners and
practices. It is such who will be generously rewarded, in the
Akhirab, by Allah Ta'ala".

Abdullah Ibne Mas'ood Radhiallaho anho has said: 'Yours is the
age in which desires are restrained by (religious) knowledge; a time
will soon come when knowledge will be subservient to desires.
People will try to justify whatever pleases their fancy with the help
of their knowledge". Some Divines have said: "During the times of
the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum, Shaitan (the Devil) sent forth his
detachments to all four COrners of the world. They roamed the world
and came back, disheartened and exhausted. The Devil asked, "How
did you fare?" They said, "These people (the Sahabah) have defeated
our designs. They are not at all affected by our temptations; they
made our task very hard." Shaitan said, "Don't worry. These people
are companions of their Rasul Sallallaho alaihe wasallam; you
cannot tempt them to evil. But soon, you will have people who Will
do what you desire:t Then, once again, Shaitan sent forth his
detachments in all directions, during the times of the followers
(Tabi"een) of Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum. The devil's disciples
again came back, worn out and. cast down. When he asked them
about their achievement, they said, "They annoyed us a good deal;
they are strange people. During the day, we do succeed, to a certain
extent, in tempting them into evils. But as soon as the evening falls,
they repent of their sins so sincerely that all our labours are lost".
Shaitan again said,('Don't worry. A time is soon coming when people
will behave in a manner most pleaSing to you: they will follow their
own desires, taking them to be a sacred religious duty. They will not
think of repentance; they will rather give reli~ous sanction to their
own innovations (Bid'aat) in Islam". After some time, Shaitan
introduced into Islam such innovations as were accepted as a part of
religion. How could they possibly repent of such a sin when thev
believed themselves to be on the right path?

This is a brief account of the twelve distinguishing characteristics
of the virtuous Ulama, which have been thoroughly discussed by
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Imaam Ghaza~iRahmatullah alaihe. The mama should, therefore,
particularly fear the Day of their Reckoning. They will be questioned
more severely because they have a greater responsibility. And the
Day of Resurrection, on which this Reckoning will take place, will be
the most grievous Day. May Allah Ta'ala, in His Infinite Bounty and
Mercy, protect us all from the severity of that Day!

HADITH: 7

Rasulullah Sallailaho alaihe wasallam has stated that
Allah·Ta'ala demands: "0 son of Adam, devote your
self to my worshillc I shall make you feel contented
and remove your poverty. But if you do not do so, I
shall keep you busy with worldly engagements and
will not remove your poverty."

There are many more Ahadith on the same subject. Imraan bin
Husain Radhiallaho anho reported Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam as saying; "He who reserves his devotion to Allah alone,
making himself subservient to Him alone, Allah Ta'ala Himself
fulfils all his needs and provides for him from such sources as he
could never imagine; and he who makes the worldly gains his sole
concern, Allah Ta'ala leaves him alone to deal with the world."

Anas Radhiallaho anho narrates that Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam once said "A person whose sole concern is for
worldly interests, undertakes journeys for the same and remains
preoccupied with it all the time,Allah Ta'ala always makes him fear
the iIIlpending poverty and hunger. (He remains in constant worry,
thinking his income to be too small to make both his ends meet.)
Thus, much o( his time is wasted in such idle cares, because he can
only get as much as has been decreed for him. And, if someone
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concentrates on the Hereafter, makes it the sole aim of his life,
undertake.s journeys for the same and remains preoccupied with it
all the time, Allah Ta'ala protects him from worldly cares, grants
him self-sufficiency and bestows upon him an unconcern about
material things. He is blessed with perfect peace in his life and the
world demeans itself before him."(Targheeb). The 'world demeaning
itself means that, as everyone must inevitably get what has been
ordained for him, his apportioned share comes to him of itself. (We
have already quoted a number of Ahadith to the effect that a man's
livelihood pursues him in the same way as his hour of death. It is
bound to reach him under all circumstances and if he receives it
with an air of indifference, it would look as if the world is demeaning
itself before a person who does not care for it.

In another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is
reported to have said){'Whoever seeks what Allah Ta'ala has in store
for him (in the Hereafter), living with nothing except the skies as a
cover and using the ground as a bed and having no anxiety fOl;
worldly things, will have food without having to till the land and get
fruit to eat., without having to plant a garden. He is the one who puts
his trust in Allah Ta'ala and always struggles to win His pleasure;
so, Allah Ta'ala appoints the skies and the earth to procure him his
livelihood; never do they hesitate to bring him the sustena;;ce He
desires. In this way, he gets all his provisions without the fear of
reckoning on the Day of Judgement.' (Durre Manthur)

According to another Hadith, Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho is
reported to have said: "Rasulullah Sal/allaho alaihe wasallam
delivered a sermon in Masjid-al-Khaif at Minaa, in which he said,
after praising Allah Ta'ala, "Whoever makes this world his only
concern, Allah Ta'ala causes his affairs to be disturbed with a
variety of worries, he is all the time haunted by the fear of privation
and, yet, he cannot get more than his allotted portion of worldy
goods." .

Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam as saying, "He who hankers after this world, loses Allah
Ta'ala's concern for him; he who does not care for (the welfare of)
the Muslim community, loses their regard for him. We have nc.
concern for a person who demeans himself of his own accord (for
worldly gaiIfs). Indeed it is not befitting for a Mo'min to demean
himself before others, for some money or for any other paltry gains
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of this world:' (Undoubtedly such a person is not aware of his own
worth as a Mo'min and he tarnishes the good name of his· noble
ancestors.) And his noblest connection is that of belonging to the
Ummah of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, .the pride of all
Rasuls.

Anas Radhiallaho anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam as saying: 'Four things are signs of misfortune:

1. Tear1ess eyes (eyes that do not shed tears from lear of Allah
Ta'ala);

2. Hard-heartedne.3s (Le. having a heart that is not softened by the
thoughts of the Akhirah, nor moved to sympathy for others);

3. High hopes about distant future.
4. Greediness about worldly gains. (TargheebJ

Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho once exhorted people, thus: "0
people! What is the matter with you? I see that.<because of death)the
number of Ulama among you is decreasing day by day, and the
ignorant among you do not care to acquire knowledge. Start
acquiring it lest, because of the death of Ulama, a time should come
when you may find no one to instruct you in religious knowledge
properly. I see that you are greedy for hoarding provisions, even
though your share is pre-ordained. But you neglect acquiring
knowledge and performing good deeds, for which you have been
made responsible. I see the worst among you are those who look on
Zakaat ao-a fine, do not observe Salaat at the proper time and neglect
recitation ofthe Holy Qur'an."(Tanbee-Hul-GhaafileenJ
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HADITH: 8

He who loves this world, does harm to his Akhirah;
and he who loves his Akhirah does (seem to) harm
his worldly interests. So, give preference to what is
everlasting over that which is short-lived. (Mishkaat)

However long a man may live, his life must end inevitably and
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however big a person's fortune may be, he will have to lose it one
day. It will either be spent and wasted during his life or he will die
and leave it behind. The life Hereafter on the other hand is
everlasting and its bounties are eternal. Hence everybody, if he has a
little sense, should prefer the eternal to that which is shortlived. It is
the height of foolishness to hanker after something which, even if
one can attain it, does not remain in one's possession forever. Still,
as our reason has been blinded by heedlessness, we have become
enamoured of the beauty and adornment of this world, which, in
reality, is like the waiting room of a railway station where the
travellers stop for a short while,till the train comes and they board
it, bound for their destinations. The best use of this short time is to
spend it in making preparations for the journey, in arranging things
which will be of use during the journey or after reaching the
destination: During this brief stay, if someone were to spend his
precious time in roaming about or in cleaning the waiting room and
arranging its furniture properly or worse still in decorating the room
with mirrors and other ornamental designs, leaving .his luggage
scattered about, he would naturally lose all his precious t.hings.

In this Hadith, there is a warning against love of this world. For,
love is the strongest of passions and if you love someone or
something, by and by the object of love takes possession of your
entire being. That is why Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wcisallam has
persuaded us to cultivate a true love for the Hereafter and warned
us against adoring this world. Indeed, one who loves this lowly
world, may sometimes perform virtuous deeds for the Hereafter but,
soon, the passion for the world asserts itself and gradually the man
becomes negligent ip practices valuable for the Akhirah. Our elders
have advised, "He who is enamoured of this world cannot be guided
into the light path, even though all the great Divines and Sheikhs
make a united effort to reform him. Similarly, he who renounces this
world and shuns it, cannot be led astray, even though all the corrupt
people make a united effort to tempt him away from the right path~'

(Mazaahir-e-Haqq)

Baraa Radhiallaho anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam as saying: "He who indulges in a lustful life will be
deprived of fulfilling his wishes in the Hereafter; he who looks
greedily towards the ease-loving life of the well-to.do is regarded as a
meaQ person in the kingdom of heaven; he who is contented with the
minimum provision,from Allah Ta'ala,will be allotted an abode in
'Jannat-ul-Firdaus". (Durre Manthur).
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Luqman (the wise) alaihissalam is a well-known sage, whose
advice to his son has been mentioned in the Holy Qur'an. It is said
that he was a dark-complexioned slave from Abyssinia. Allah Ta'ala
bestowed His favours upon. him and he came to be known as
Luqman the wise. According to some Traditions, Allah Ta'ala gave
him, a choice between kingship and wisdom. He said that he prefered
wisdom. Another Hadith says: "Allah Ta'ala asked Luqman whether
he liked to be a king and justly rule over the people." He submitted,
"0 my Lord, if it is a command from You,I must obey; for, in that
case, I shall be assisted by You. But if I am granted the choice to
accept or to decline, I would rather be excused; I do not like to
undertake this onerous responsibility" The angels questioned him
about it; he said to them, "A ruler is always in a difficult situation.
Tyranny and other evils surround him on ail sides, and everytmng
depends upon whether he is Divinely aided or not. If he rules justly,
he can attain to salvation, if not, he is led astray from the path
leading to Jannah. And, it is far better to lead a humble life rather
than to lead an easy life in this world and do hanltto one's life in the
Hereafter. He who prefers this world to the Hereafter suffers a
double loss: this world forsakes him, sooner or later, and he has no
value in the Hereafter." 'The angels were greatly surprised at his
remarks. After this, Luqman went to sleep and Allah Ta'ala bes
towed wisdom upon him. (Durre ManthurJ

Luqman's sayings and the words of advice,he gave to his son,
contain rare wisdom, and quite a number of Traditions refer to
'Luqman's advice to his son: One of these runs like this: "0 my dear
son, sit in the company of the mama frequently and listen carefully
to what the wise men say, for Allah Ta'ala gives life to the dead
hearts by the 'Nur' of wisdom, just as He revives the dead earth by
heavy life-giving rains".

They relate that once a stranger passed by Luqman alaihissalam
while he was sitting among his followers. The man said, addressing
Luqman, "Aren't you the bondsman of such and such tribe"? He
replied,'Yes, I was a slave boy of that tribe". The stranger asked
again, Aren't you the one who used to graze the goats near such and
such hill?" Luqman replied, ''Yes, lam the same person". The man
said, 'Then what has brought you to this noble position?" Luqman
alaihissalam replied, "I was very particular about a few things and I
observed them on all occasions, viz. fear of Allah Ta'ala, truthfulness
in speech, fulfilling a trust and avoiding useless talk".
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He says: "My son entertain good expectations from Allat with
out losing fear of His punishment. A fear of His punishment should
not make you despair of His Mercy". His son said, "The' heart is one;
how can it contain hope and fear at'one and the same time"? Luq
man alaihissalam replied, "A Mo'miil is such as if he possessed two
hearts: one teeming with ho~~and the other equally full of fear." He
advises his son to recite~'~:J(0 my Lord, forgive my sins)
frequently. For, there are certain K'ours during which Allah's special
favours descend upon His men and everybody is granted whatever
he asks from Allah Ta'ala." He says: "My dear son, no one can
perform good deeds unless he possesses a firm belief in Allah Ta'ala.
If a person's belief is unsound, he is very weak in performing good
actions. My dear son, if Shaitan (the Devil) were to create doubts in
your mind, let your firm belief overpower' him and silence his
whispers; and if he tempts you to be negligent in virtues, defeat him
by remembrance of the grave and the Day of Resurrection; if he (the
Devil;) tempts you towards joys of this world or makes you afraid of
the hardships of this life, say to him, 'One must inevitably leave this
world' (neither the luxuries nor the hardships of this life are
enduring), He says: "My dear son, he who tells a lie loses the
freshness of face, he who cultivates bad habits will ever remain sad;
it is far easier to move huge mountains from one place to another
than to reform the ignorant stupid." He says: "My dear son, abstain
from telling lies; for)ies soon arouse enmity and hatred for the liar.
My dear son, be verfparticular about attending funeral prayers and
avoid attending festivities. For, funerals remind one of the Hereafter
and festivities divert one's attention towards this world. My dear
son, do not eat anything when your stomach is full; it is better to put
food before a dog than to over-eat. My dear son, don't be so sweet
that people swallow you up, nor so bitter that they spit you out. My
dear son, do not be less capable (in devotions) than a cock which
starts crowing at early dawn and you be lying asleep in bed. My dear
son, don't delay Taubah (~pentance), for death may take you
unawares. My dear son, do not make friends with stupid people, lest
you should develop a liking for their foolish talk. And do not incUI
the enmity of a wise man, lest he should turn away from you in
disgust (and you should be deprived of getting benefit from hh
wisdom). My dear son, let no one but the pious partake of your foot
and always consult Ulama in your affairs".

Someone asked LuqmanAlaihissalam, "Who is the worst 0

men?" He- replied, ~The one whc does not mind being watched whil4
doing an evil deed".
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He says: "My dear son, associate frequently with the pious for, in
this way alone, you can attain to the virtues that· they- possess.
Besides, when Allah's special favours descend upon these beings you
will also be able to receive your share of blessings; for when it rains,
its Showers fallon all sides of the house. My dear son, avoid the
company of the wicked people, for no good can be expected to come
out of associating with them. Moreover, if at any time, Allah's
punishment befalls them, you will also be affected by it". He says: "A
father's punishment is as beneficial for a child as is the water for the
fields". He says: "My dear son, since the day you were born, every
day, you are getting closer to the Hereafter with your back towards
this world. So, your abode in the Hereafter is far nearer to you
(because you are advancing towards it everyday, at all times) than
your house in this world (because you are moving farther and
farther away from it day by day)".

He says, "My dear son, avoid incurring debts; for a debt is a
humiliation by day and a grief by night. (One is disgraced when the
creditors make demands by day, and one spends the night in grief,
worrying about his debts ). My dear son, entertain hopes of mercy
from Allah Ta'ala, but let not your hopes make you bold in commit
ting sins; be fearfull of Allah but let not your fear make you despair
of His mercy. My dear son, if someone comes to you with the com
plaint that so and so has taken out both his eyes and you actually see
both his eyes missing, do not form any judgement about the person
until you have heard the other side. For, this man might have hit the
other person first and taken out four eyes' earlier". (Durre Manthur)

The legist (Faqih) Abu-ul-Laith Rahmatullah alaihe relates that,
when the last hour came for Luqrnan, he said to his son, "My dear
son, I have given you a lot of advice during my life-time; now that I
am leaving the world, I would like to advise you about six points:-

(a) Busy yourself in the affairs of this world to the extent of the
remaining period of your life (which is nothing when measured
up against the eternity of the Akhirah).

(b) Worship Allah Ta'ala according to the measure of your
dependence on mm (and, obviously, one needs His help in
everything).

(c) Make preparations for the Hereafter according to the extent of
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your stay in that world (and, obviously, one shall hp'- to stay
there enternally,for there is no other place to go to a.ft:ei-death).

(d) Continue to struggle for redemption from Hell-fire till you are
sure you have attained it. (It is common knowledge that, if
someone is under trial for a grievous offence, he continues to
make efforts for his acquittal till he is sure that the case is going
to be decided in his favour).

(e) If you have the audacity to indulge in sins, do so to the extent
that you can endure Hell-fire (for, punishment of sins is
dictated by law and you are never sure whether the Sovereign,
however infinite His mercy may be, will grant you mercy
petition) :

(f) When you want to commit a sin, look for a hiding place that is
not being watched by Allah Ta'ala and His angels (for,
everybody knows the consequences of engaging in a revolt
before the eyes of the Sovereign Himself or in the presence of
His secret agents). (Tanbeeh-ul-Ghafileen)

These words of advice by Luqman have been mentioned here, as
they bear upon the subject contained in the foregoing Hadith viz.
'He who loves this world does harm to his life in the Akhirah'.

'Arfajah Thaqafi llahmatullah alaihe says that he asked
Abdullah Bin Mas1ood, Radhiallaho anho tOI recite the Surah

beginning: 0~1~J;":'l;;'

Glorify the Name ofthy Lord, the Most High.

Ibne Mas'ood Radhiallaho anho began to recite the Surah and
when he recited the verse:

"'''''••''1 '~ J:l • '" ,,:iJlj~ ...... ~ I'" >f"'!!". \'" 'I ... ·'··'·1":1..3-. ~I~ .J@~ ~ <:;~;;':;V't

But you prefer. the life of the world, althoiJgh the Hereafter is
better and more lasting. (al-A'ala.: 16 -17)

He stopped short and said "No doubt, we prefertbe life of the
world to the Hereafter". The audience sat silent. He again said, "We
prefer the life of the world, because we see its beauty and adorn-
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ments, its women, its food and drinks, while all the bounties of the
Akhirah are veiled from us. So, we give preference to this world and
lose sight ofthe.Hereafter".

Anas Radhiallaho anho relates that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said, "The Kalimah 'Laa lllaha lllallaho'" (There is none to
be worshipped but Allah) protects men from the displeasure of
Allah, so long as they do not prefer their worldly business to the
requirements of the Akhirah; and if they value worldly business
more than the Hereafter, and recite the Kalimah 'Laa naha lll
anaho, it is not accepted from them and it is said, 'You are liars (Le.
you are not sincere in your profession of faith; these are just empty
words).'

Another Hadith reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
as saying, 'Whoever meets Allah Ta'ala testifying:

~j~~ i~~r~r:o,~,. .", - '/

There is no God but Allah, Who is Alone and Who has no
partners;

He will enter Jannah unless he mixes it up with other things".
After he had repeated his words thrice, one of the companions said,
"0 Rasulullah, I would (love to) offer my parents for sacrifice in lieu
of you, what is meant by 'mixing it up with other things". He replied,
{<Love for this world, prefering it to the Hereafter, hoarding money
for this life, taking pleasure in worldly possessions and behaving like
the proud people~

Another Hadith reports RasulUllah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
as saying, "This world is a cov~ted abode for him who has no abode
(in the Hereafter) and a much-desired property for him who has no
property (in the Hereafter); and he who has no sense gathers pro
visions for the world". (Durre Manthur). Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said, "Accursed is this world and all that it contains is
accursed, except that which is for the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala."
(Jami-us-Saghir)

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe writes, in deprecation of the
world: "All praise be to Allah Ta'ala Who has made His friends
aware of the dangers of the world and its baneful influences. He has
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revealed to them its secrets and warned them of it; defects. The
divines have realized tbe true nature of the world's various phases
and have, after comparing its merits and demerits, realized that its
harms are much more than its benefits. They understand that the
hopes one entertains of this world are nothing in comparison with
the dreadful consequences of worldly pursuits. The world is like a
pert woman, of worthless character, who seduces people through its
beauty and adornments, and leads to the damnation of all those who
desire to enjoy its company. It runs away from those who adore or
admire it and is most niggardly in returning their advances. Even
when it gives attention to its admirers, its attention leaves them no
peace in the midst of their trials. If the world perchance does one
good turn to somebody, it goes on doing evil to him for a whole year.
He who is fascinated by it, ultimately suffers humiliation; he who
takes pride in his worldly achievements, has to reproach himself for
his sorrowful end. It runs away from its admirers as it runs after
those who shun its advances. It disregards those who serve it and
advances towards those who turn away from it. Even its purity has a
taint of impurity. Its joy is mingled with sorrow; its luxuries have an
aftertaste of remorse and sorrow. .

The world is like a deceitfvl treacherous woman; it adorns itSelf
for its admirers but, when they have become enamoured of it, bet
rays them and upsets their plans.!t bewitches them with its enchant
ments and, afterwards, gives them a taste of its fatal poison. The
world is an enemy to Allah Ta'ala and it is an enemy to His friends
and foes alike. It is an enemy to Allah Ta'ala in as much as it
waylays those who undertake a journey to Him: it is an enemy to the
friends of Allah because it adorns itself to fascinate them,and then
forsakes them to taste bitter sorrow. It is also hostile to the enemies
of Allah, for it deceives them with its treacherous pranks and, When
they begin to trust its friendship, it forsakes them when they are in
dire need of help, thus causing them to suffer endless sorrow'~

There are many Ayaat of the Holy Qur'an and quite a number of
Ahadith on .deprecation of worldly attachments. All Ambiya
(Prophets) Alaihimussalam were sent to mankind for warning them
of such attachments. Once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
came upon the dead body of a kid. Addressing the Sahabah he said,
"Do you think this dead body is of any value to its master?". The
Sahabah replied, "Obviously, it is of no value to him. That is Why he
has thrown it away." Then Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe wasallam
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said; "The world is more contemptible in the sight of Allah Ta'ala
and of far less value than this dead k.id is to its master. If the world
was equal, in value, to a gnat's wing in the estimation of Allah
Ta'ala, He would not give a non-believer draught of water out of its
resources". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "Love of
the world is the basis and the source of every sin".

Zaid bin Thaabit Radhiallaho anho says, "Once we were sitting
in company with Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho when he asked for
water and was presented some water mixed with honey. He held it
to his mouth and was about to drink it when he broke into tears and
began 1..:' weep. He wept so bitterly that those who were sitting
beside him were also moved to tears and everybody wept most
bitterly. He again held the cup to his lips, but put it back again and
began to weep and cry. At long last, he wiped his tears and said, 'I
was once sitting in company with Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam when I saw that he was pushing something away from
himself with both. his hands, though I Could not see anything. I
asked, '0 Rasulullah, what is it that you are driving away from
yourself?' He replied, 'The world presented itself to me, but I drove
it away. It came to me once again and said, 'You have guarded
yourself against me,but there will follow people who will not be able
to protect themselves against me.'

It occurs in another Hadith that once Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam said; "Most astonishing is the case of a person who
believes that the life Hereafter is permanent and everlasting and yet
struggles to achieve (the gains of) this world, which is an abode of
deception:' Once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam came upon a
dunghill where there lay some decayed bones, droppings of animals
and rags of worn-out cloth. He stopped there and said, "Look., this is
what the world, its beauty and adornments come to in the end".

There is another, rather detailed, version of this Hadith, though
Allama Iraaqi Rahmatullah alaihe and other scholars say that they
have not been able to trace its source. However, Imaam Ghazali
Rahmatullah alaihe has made a reference to it and the author of
'Qoot' has related it, in a 'Mursal' form, on the authority of Hasan
Basri Rahmatullah alaihe. (A 'Mursal' Hadith is one in which a man
in the generation following the Sahabah directly quotes Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam). It reads: Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho
anho narrates that once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said
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to him, "Shall I show you the ~e nature of this world?" He
submitted, "Certainly, 0 Rasulullah, Whereupon he took him to a
dunghill outside Madinah Munawwarah, where there were lying
some human skulls and excrements, rags of worn-out cloth and
bones, etc., and said, "Abu HUrairah, these are skulls of men. Their
brains were full of greed as you are today for (the things of) this
world. They used to build up high hopes about the distant future, as
you do todays. But now the empty skulls are lying on the ground
and, in a few days, they will turn to dust. These excrements are, in
reality, those delicacies of food which were bought with bard-earned
money, cooked with diligence and eaten (with relish). Now they are
lying here, in a state repulsive to men. These rags are, in fact, pieces
offancied dress which people used to wear and feel proud. Now they
have become rags scattered about by the winds. These are the bones
of beasts, on which people used to ride and roam about proudly in
the world. Let him who cares weep and cry over these circum
stances". Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho says, "At this all of us
wept most bitterly".

In another Hadith, Rasulullah Ballallaho alaihe wasallam is
reported to have said, "This world looks fresh and sweet and Allah
Ta'ala has made you heirs and successors ofyour forefathers in this
world, in order that He might watch your conduct in it. When world
ly goods were lavishly given to the children of· Israel, they were
fascinated by the beauty and adornments of this world and they fell
into temptations concerniJll women and ornaments."

Isaa alaihissalam says, 'Do not make the world your master or,
else, it will enslave you; deposit your possessions with Allah Ta'ala
where no harm can come to them. The wealth lying in the treasuries
of the world may go waste at any time, but no mishap can occur to
the Treasury of Allah Ta'ala. He also says, 'One sign of the depraVity
of the world is that acts of disobedience to Allah Ta'ala are
commited in it and another such sign is that no one can attain to the
Hereafter without forsaking worldly gains. Take heed and mind it
well that love of the world is the source of every sin and that a little
while spent in following one's vain desires may lead to a long period
of suft'ering. He also says; "There are people whom theworld seeks
and others who seek the world, it goes after those who seek the
Hereafterand unwillingly lets them have their means of sustenance.
As for those who seek this world, the Hereafter does p.ot care for
them till death lays its hand on them (they (ije without having
achieved any gains of the Akhirah):
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It is said that once Su1aiman Alaihissalam was flying on his
throne with his armies, while birds spread their wings above him to
protect him froin the sun, and the courtiers from among the jinns
and men sat with him on either side. He came upon a saint, who
said, "Subhanallah, Allah Ta'ala has bestowed upon you such a vast
kingdom". Sulaiman alaihissalamthereupon said, "The credit
entered in a believe:r's book of deeds for reciting (~~~)
'Subhanallah' once is far greater in value thanthe enure kingdom of
Sulaiman, for, this kingdom shall come to an end soon enough and
the blessings of 'Subahanallah' (,.il,~) will endure
permanently."

Rasulu1lah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says~ "He who seeks this
world, making it his u1timate aim (in life), Allah Ta'ala, has no
regard for him and aftlicts him with four thingS: (1) an anxiety that
has no ending (i.e.• he always remains anxious to increase his
income ); (2) an occupation, leaving him no spare time; (3) a
Jleediness which deprives him of any feeling of contentment (when
his income increases, the expenses also increase and the income
always seems to be insufficient); (4) unending hopes about the
distant future, which can never be fulfilled."

It occurs· thus in the 'Sahaaif (revealed booklets) of Ibrahim
alaihissalam, "0 world, how contemptible you are,in the sight ofilie
pious men for whom you adorn yourself! I (Allah Ta'ala) have
inspired their hearts with enmity for you and made them turn away
from you (in disgust). I have not created anything more contemptible
than you. Your grandeur amounts to nothing,because it vanishes
very soon. I decreed on the very day I created you that you wou1d not
remain with anyone forever, nor would anyone keep you with him
self forever, howsoever unwilling he might be to part with you.
Blessed are the pious persons who apprise Me of their wholehearted
acceptance of what I have decreed for them, and tell Me about the
truth of their true and strong faith. This is the ,eternal prosperity!
When they rise from their graves and come to Me. I shall grant them
a radiance <Nur) which will shine forth before them and the angels
will be there on their right and on their left; and, to crown all, I shall
fulfil all their hopes and grant them everything that they expected of
Me."

Rasu1u1lah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says, "On the Day of
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Resurrection, some people will have good deeds weighing as much as
all the mountains of Arabia; but they will be thrown into Jahannam:'
When someone asked, "Will they be observers of &laat?" He replied,
Yes they will have observed Salaat, kept fasts and been regular in
Tahajjud (Nail' or superrogatoty midnight Salaat). But, in spite of
all this, they were such as would rush for any worldly gain, wealth
or honour, etc (without caring whether it is lawful or unlawful)~

Says Isaa Alaihissalam; 'Love of this world and love for the Akhirah
cannot be cherished by one in the same heart, just as no vessel can
hold both fire and water at the same time'

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says, "Keep away from
this world; It is a sorceress more deceitful than 'Haaroot' and
'Maaroot':"Another Hadith says, 'Once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam came upon a company of Sahabah and said to them, 'Ifany
one of you wishes that Allah Ta'ala should remove his blindness of
the heart and open his eyes to the instructive aspect of things, let
him remember that whosoever loves this world and entertains
excessive hopes about the distant future, Allah Ta'ala makes his
heart blind in proportion to the extent of his longings. And
whosoever shuns this world and restricts his hopes, Allah Ta'ala
shall grant him knowledge without his having learnt it from anyone
else and lead him to the right path, without being guided by anyone
else. Soon there will arise people who shall rule through slaughter
and oppression, who will amass sufficient means by niggardliness
and vanity and who will win the hearts of the people through
submission to their wanton desires. If anyone oryou witnesses such
times and remains contented with his insufficient Q1eans, though he
could become rich; and endu~ hatred of the people, though he
could command their love by following their desires; and remains
contented with humble position though he could win popularity
through fulfilling their desires, in short, if he endures all these things
ouly for the sake of Allah Ta'ala, he will get a reward equal to that of
fifty 'Siddiqeen' (Siddiqeen is the plural of 'Siddiq', the one who
gives bis sincerest support to the Nilbi). .

Another Hadith has it .to the following effect, 'Once a lot of
wealth was received by Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam from
Bahrain. When the needy among the Ansaar of Madinah Munaw
warah heard about it, a large Dumber of them came to. offer Fa,jr
Salaat with Rasulullah. When the Salaat was over,Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wQ$allam looked at the gathering and smiled; he
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then said, "I think you have come because you have heard of the
wealth I have received from BahraiD~ They submitted, '0 Rasul
ullah, It is true; we have come for the same thing'. RasuluDah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then said, 'I give you glad tidings that
soon there will be abundance of wealth: you can hope to g~t what
would please you. I have no fears of your going astray through
poverty or hunger, but rather I am afraid that worldly wealth may
come to you in abundance, as· happened with previous generations,
and as a consequence you may set your hearts upon the world, as
they did, and that it would ruin you as it ruined them~.

Another Hadith says that Rasulullah·SallallaJw alaihe wasallam
once said; ''What I fear most on your account is that Allah Ta'ala
should bring forth for you the blessings of the earth". Someone
asked, ('What are the blessings of the earth", He replied,"The
attractive fruitfulness of the earth." '

Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho reports that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said; "Ifyou knew what I know, you
would laugh less and weep more often and the world would become
contemptible in your sight, and you would not prefer it to the
Hereafter". After relating the Hadith, Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho
added on his own account: "If you knew what I know, you would go
out to the jungle, weeping and crying and leave your property
unguarded. But your hearts are heedless of the requirements of the
Hereafter and you have, before you, worldly hopes and aspirations
That is why the world has become your master and all your activities
are directed towards it; you have reduced yourself to a condition of
stark ignorance. What is worse, some of you have become like the
animals, indulging in lustful activities, not minding the evil
consequences. What has happened to you that you do not love one
another, nor admonish one another, though you are brothers in
Islam? There is discord among you because of your wrong desires,
arising out of the corruption within you. If you are united in the
cause of 'Deen' and affairs of 'Deen', your bonds of mutual
relationship will be strengthened. What has' happened to you, that
you counsel one another about affairs of this world, but do not do so
about affairs of the Akhirah? You are incapable of admonishing
those whom you love and do. not give them good counsel about the
affairs of the Hereafter. This is only because of your weak faith. If
you had faith in the~ apd evil things of the Hereafter, like your
belief in the good and evil things of this world, you would certainly
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give preference to the Akhirah. The Akhirah should have greater
control over your affairs. You may say that the needs of this world
are immediate, while those of the Hereafter are remote. Just ima
gine how many activities there are, in this world, of which the fruits
have to be reaped later. Still you toil and fret and struggle hard for
them! For example, you work hard in the fields, for months together,
hoping to reap crops in the end. Similarly, you take pains to plant
trees in the garden, hoping to pick the fruit after, years of ,hard
labour and patient waiting. You have deteriorated, in matters of
faith, so much that you do not care to gauge the level of your lmun
(faith) by doing things that would reveal it".

"If you have any doubts about the revealed knowledge conveyed
to us by Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, please come to us/so
that we may show you the truth of this knowledge and make it
abundantly clear to you. Come, we will show you the light by which
you will be able to see, for yourself, that whatever Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said is absolutely true. You are no fools
that we should regard you incapable of understanding it. For, you
hold sound views about worldly affairs ilnd act upon them most
carefully. Then, what is wrong with you that you do not exercise
wisdom, nor act with due care in affairs of the Akhirah. What has
happened to you? Why is it that you feel very happy over a paltry
gain of this world and feel very sad over a little loss, to the extent
that its effect is reflected in your faces. You complain of your
'sufferings', calling a little trouble a 'suffering' and hold meetings to
console one another. But-youare not grieved, nor feel sa~.when you
happen to miss an important religious requirement; your faces do
not wear an expression of sorrow. When I see your indifference
towards 'Deen', I feel inclined to think that Allah Ta'ala has
forsaken you. You greet one another happily but everyone avoids
saying anything which may be unpleasant, though true, to the other.
He fears lest the other person should say to him something in
return, which would displease him. So, you live amicably, keeping all
dark thoughts to yourselves. Thus you have become corrupt from
within though, outwardly, you seem to be enjoying life. And you
seem to have all agreed not to think of death. I wish Allah Ta'ala
would grant me death and relieve me of sorrow on your a~unt!
And, I wish to join the company of those I love most dearly (meaning
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and the Sahabah Rtidhi
allaho anhum). If they were alive, they would not have liked to
associate with you, even for a short while. If there still remains an
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iota of g~od in you, take heed. For, I have told you what I think of
you clearly and without hesitation, and I have spoken the truth. it is
quite easy to a..chieve that which Allah Ta'ala has got in store for you
(the boons oftha'Hereafter). And I seek help from Allah Ta'ala, both
for you and myself'. (Here ends the Exhoration given by Abu Dardaa
'Radhiallaho anho.)

This atimonition by Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho deserves
deep consideration, because he was':showing his displeasure to those
persons with whom we, today, cannot stand comparison. If Abu
Dardaa Radhiallaho anko were to see our present-day deplorable
indifference towards 'Deen,' he would certainly have died'of sorrow
and grief. Surely for people like him, the sight of our present-day sad
plight in religious matter would be most unbearable.

Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe says, "May Allah have mercy
upon those who were given this world as a trust and they, in turn,
entrusted it to others and passed away, freed from the worries of the
world!" He also says, t'lf anyoneprevenl.s. you from observance of
'Deen', defy him; but if anyone hinders you from gaining a worldly
advantage, leave it for him and have no care". Abu Haazim Rahmat
ullah alaihe says, "Protect yourself from worldly attractions! On the
Day of Resurrection, a man will be summoned and the announce
ment shall be made,"Heis the man who set great value upop. things
which hati been condemned by Allah Ta'ala". Abdullah'Ibne
Mas'OOd Radhiallaho anho saYSj "Everybody is, so to say, a guest in
his own house; and all his possessions are like borrowed things. The
guest shall go back home (to the Hereafter) and the borrowed things
shall have to be re~rned". .

Once Rabi'ah Basriyyah Rahmatullah alaiha was sitting in com
pany with some people who were talking of the world reproachfully
She said, "Do not talk of the world. Do not talk of it even dis
paragingly. For, your talking of it shows that you consider it to be
worth talking about, and something of consequence. If it were of no
consequence in your sight, you would never have liked to make' a
mention of it, (For, who would talk"about the filth that men
excrete?)"

Luqman Alaihissalam said, in the course of his last advice to his
son, "Barter this world for your Deen', you will reap the benefits (of
the bargain) both in this world, and the Hereafter; but do not barter
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away your 'Deen' for the sake of this world, or else you will suffer
loss in this worla and the next". Mutarrif bin Shikheer Rahmatullah
alaihe says, "Do not look admiringly at the luxurious life of the kings
and their fine dress. Consider what shall be the end of all this."

Abu Umamah Radhiallaho anho "says, ''When Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam was sent as a 'Nabi' to mankind, Shaitan
(Satan) sent forth his detachments to take stock of the situation.
They came back and told him that a 'Nabi' had been sent to
mankind and that he had a large number of followers. Shaitan then
asked them to make sure whether they (the followers) loved the
world. His disciples replied, 'Yes, certainly'. Shaitan then said, 'I do
not mind, even though they shun idol-worship, for 1 shall seduce
them with three things: (1) earning money by unlawful means, (2)
spending it in an unlawful manner, and (3) refusing to spend it on
things on which it should be spent."

Ali Radhiallaho anho says: "Man shall have to render an account
of his lawfully earned money and he will have to suffer punishment
for the money earned unlawfully." Maalik bin Dinar Rahmatullah
alaihe says, "Beware of this sorceress (the world),because its magic
works even upon the hearts ofthe Ulama". .

Abu Sulaiman Darani Rahmatullah alilihe says, "He whose
heart is occupied with love of the Hereafter cannot be at peace with
the life of the world; for the latter will go on struggling to take
possession of his heart.. On the other hand, he whose heart is
occupied by the love of this world, need not wo'rry about any
hindrance from the Hereafter. For, the life of Akhirah is like a being
of noble disposition, least willing to take possession of homes
occupied by others. And this world is meaq by nature, imbued with
the desire to occupy others' houses by force". Maalik bin Dinar
Rahmatullah alaihe says, "The more you worry about this world, the
less concerned will you be about your Hereafter. And the more
concerned you are about the Hereafter, the less worried will you be
about this world."

Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe says, "I have known people to
whom the worldly benefits were of less importance than the earth on
which you walk and they did not care a whit for the gain or loss·of
those benefits·Nor did they care to notice who was receiving them
and who was being deprived~ Someone asked him, "W&at do yeu-
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think of a person whom AllaJ;t Ta'ala has granted abundance of
wealth and he spends it, giving it·away as Sadaqah or spends it on
his relations? Is it advisable for him to partake of delicious food and
lead a sumptuous life? Hasan Rahmatullah alaihe replied, 'No, even
if he were to possess all the treasures of the world, it would be
adVisable for him to spend on his own needs only as much as was
(lbsolutelynecessary. He should remit all that exceeds his barest
needs to the next world, where it will be treasured up for him to be
utilized on a Day (the Day of Resurrectioll) when heis in dire need of
help."

Fudhail Rahmatullah alaihe says, "If I were. presented all the
.riches of the world, with the assurance that no reckoning will be
made for it, I would not accept it; for me, it is disgusting like carrion,
which you avoid for fear for polluting your clothes". Hasan
Rahmatullah alaihe says, "Bani Israel, though they worshipped Allah
Ta'ala, became degenerate and began to worship idols because of
their love of the world". He also says, "Man always considers his
wealth to be little, but he never regards his virtues to be few. •He
does not care if any calamity befalls his religion but feels upset if any
harm comes to his worldly life."

Fudhail Rahmatullah alaihe says; "It is quite easy to join worldly
pursuits, but very difficult to extricate oneself from them." A Divine
says, 'I am astonished at him who believes that death is inevitable
and that it 'm4Ycome to him at any tilDe but, still, he takes pleasure
in worldly pursuits. I am astonished at him who believes that
Jahannam is a reality and that nobody knows what his last abode in
the Hereafter is going to be but, still, finds occt..:lons to laugh I am
astonished at. him who· views the shifts of fortune occuring in J;his'
world at all times but, still, feels satisfied on receiving a worldly gain.
I am astonished at him who believes in the Divine Decree (the belief
that everything is preordained and that everyone must get his

:alloted share), but still takes pains for worldly gain&~

They say "that an old Sheikh,whose age was about two hundred
years, came from N~ran city to see Ameer MU'aawiyyah Radhi
allaho anho. The Ameer said to him, "You have seen a good deal of

•t1}is world in your long life. What is your opinion about it~The
Sheikh replied, "A few years of ease and a few years of pain. There
are births, and deaths every day and night. If there were no births,
the world would come to an end. Likewise, if there were births only,
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there would be no room left for the people to live· in the world.
(Hence, both births and deaths should continue to occur, to keep the
world population within moderate limits)."

. Ameer MU'aawiyyah Radhiallalw anlw said, "Do you want any
thing from me.? Tell me if I can do you any service~The Sheikh said,
'Recall my past life for me or postpone rny death indefinitely'~ The
Ameer said, "I cannot do that.'" The Sheikh said, "Then 1 have nothing
to ask from you".

Abu Sulaiman Rahmatullah alaihe says:

"Noone can restrain himself from pleasures of this world, except
he whose heart is preoccupied with things of the Akhirah."

Maalikbin Dinaar Rahmatullah alaihe says: "We have, as it
were, agreed among ourselves to love this world; that is why no one·
gives good counsel to another, nor forbids him from evil things. But
Allah Ta'ala will not leave us to our fate for ever. The punishment of
Allah may descend upon us unawares in any form, at any time!"
Hasan Rahmatullah alaihe says: "When Allah Ta'ala wishes well for
anyone, He grants him a small amount of worldly wealth, then holds
it back from him and, when he has exhausted his provisions, Allah
Ta'ala grants him a little bit more. But he. who is considered
contemptible by Allah Ta'ala, is granted abundance of worldly
goods." One divine used to make Du'aa (supplication), thus, b Allah!
o Sacred Being,Who possesseththe power to hold back the heavens
from falling on the earth, prevent this worldly wealth from coming
tome".

Muhammad !bne Munkadir Rahmatullah alaihe says: "Suppose
a man fasts persistently, spends the whole night in Tahajjud salaat
without taking rest, gives away generous arnounts of money as
Sadaqah, engages in Jihaad and avoids sins; nevertheless, he will be
summoned on the Day of Resurrection and made to appear before
Allah Ta'ala. He will then be.required to explain why he set great
'/alue upon a thing (the world) which had been declared as worthless
by Allah Ta'ala, and why he regarded as insignificant a thing (the
Akhirah) which had been ~eclared by Allah Ta'ala .tobe of great
value. Imagine how miserable and helpless· he will feel! Then, what
about ourselves who suffer from the same disease Gove of the world)
and also commit sins?
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Abdullah Ibne Mubaarak Rahmatullah aIaihe says: "Love of the
world and indulgence in sins have made our hearts wild and

. insensible to anything good". Wahab Ibne Munabbeh Rahmatullah
alaihe says: "He who takes pleasure in anytbiJlg of this world strays
from the path of wisdom; while he who tramples his lusts underfoot,
never allowing them to raise their head, Shaitan is scared of even his
shadow."

Imaam Shafi'ee Rahmatullah alaihe, advising one of his brothers
in IsJam, said: 'This world is full of Dlud and slush where many
persons slip. The world is an abode of humiliation. Its bustling life
will give place, in the end, to ~esolation, its dwellers will have to
travel alone to their graves, its gathering disperses, its affluence
turns to poverty; its riches involve taking pains and lack of them
means an easeful life. So, turn to Allah Ta'ala with single-minded
concentration. Be content with whatever sustenance Allah Ta'ala
has apportioned for you and do not borrow for this world out of Y0ur
stock of virtues meant for the Akhirah (Le. do not indulge in things
which may have to be paid for in the Aldiirah out of virtues which
may run short on that Day of dire necessity (the Day of Judgment}.
The life of the world is like a shadOW which vanishes in no time or
like a leaninJt wall which is going to collapse very soon. Perform
plenty of good deeds and entertain few worldly hopes about the
distant future.

Ibrahim Ibne Adham Rahmatullah alaihe asked someone,
"Which would you prefer: seeing somebody, in a dre/l.m giving you a
Dirham (silver coin) or receiving a Dinaar (gold coin) while awake ?~

The man replied that, obviously, receiving a Dinaar was preferable.
At this, Ibrahim Rahmatullah alaihe said, 'You lie. For, if you love
anything of this world, it is like taking pleasure in a thing you see in
a dream. And, when you turn away from a boon of the Akhirah, it
amounts to declining it while awake."

Yahya Ibne Mu~aaz Rahmatullah alaihe says: "Three persons are
wise: (l) he who forsakes the world before being forsaken by it; (2)
he who makes preparation for the grave before the time comes for
him to enter it; (3) he who wins the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala before
he (dies and) goes to meet Him~ He also says:" This world is accursed
to such an extent that merely longing for it makes you neglectful in
devotion to Allah Ta'ala; what will happen when you become en
grossed in worldly affairs." Bakr Ibne Abdullah Rahmatullah alaihe
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says: "He who, after achieving worldly benefits/feels secure against
their evil effect, is like one who covers fire with dry grass, in order to
extinguish it." Bundaar Rahmatullah alaihe says: :'When you hear
worldly people talking about renunciation of worldly pleasures, be
sure that !blees (Shaitan) befools them."

A Divine says, '10' people, perform good deeds during these days
of respite (lifetime) and fear Allah! Do not be deceived by high hopes
for the distant future and forgetfulness of death, Take no thought of
this world, for it isa deceitful wretch. It beautifies and adorns itself
and beguiles you by fanciful hopes about the future but, in the end,
lands you in temptations. It adorns itself for its admirers so that,
after make-up, it looks like a newly-married bride on her wedding
day. So, people fix their gaze upon her face, the hearts are fascinated
by its charms and many men become enamoured of its (fake) beauty.
But this wretch has killed many of its admirers and forsaken, most
helplessly, many of its lovers who counted upon its loyalty. Just
consider and try to comprehend the reality of this world. It is a place
abounding in things that are fatal to the soul and it is so contemp
tible that it.c; Creator has Himself condemned it. (Suppose a phy
sician prepares a medicine and says that it contains poison and that
you may take a very small dose of it only when it becomes absolutely
necessary. Now, if a foolish person were to take a much larger
quantity in a single dose, it would be fatal for him. And, for someone
not to heed the physician's warning, woUld be the height of foolish
ness. All things of the world which are new today, will wear out and
become old. Sovereignty in this world is short livedithose whoare in
power will end in humiliation; affluence will ultimately change into
poverty; friendships will not last for long. In short, all that looks good
in the world is doomed to perish. May Allah bless you all! Wake up
from lethargy and inaction.

''Rise from the slumber of negligence before it is too late,before it
is rumoured about, 'So-and-so has fallen ill and there is little hope of
recovery. Direct us to some good physician. Call in some efficient
doctor'. Then the doctors will be sent for, the physicians will be
called in, time and again, but everyone will say that there is no hope
of life. Then it will be' whispered about; the man is making his will;
his voice has become hoarse, rather it has' choked he does not
recognise/anyone he is heaving deep breaths,he is moaning with pain.
his eyelashes droop. This is the time when the circumstances of the
Next World will be revealed unto you, but your voiCe will fail you
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and you will stutter, unable to express yourself or speak a word.
Your kinsmen..your son, your brother, your wife will be standing
near your bed, all weeping with bitter sorrow. You will look at their
faces but will not speak. a word. And then the soul will begin to
depart from the parts of your body, one after the other, till at last it
·leaves the body altogether and flies to the heavens above. The
kinsmen will hurriedly arrange for the burial.and the mourners will
be consoled, their· grief lightened with weeping. The enemies will
rejoice over your death, the heirs will divide up your property and
you will be left to reap the consequences of your deeds. (This is the
real significance of this life)".

Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe wrote in a letter to Amir-ul
Mo'mineen Umar Ibne Abdul Aziz Rahmatullah alaihe, after prais
ing Allah Ta'ala and invoking His choicest blessings (Salaat on
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam):" The world is a transitory'
place, where men stay for a brief while,and go on a journey again,
bound for the Unknown. It is not a permanent abode. AdamAlaihis
salam was sent down to this world as a punishment (1) for a lapse
that' he happened to commit in Jannah, i.e. it is a prison-house
where man has been sent as a punishment. SO, you should be on
your guard: One's most valuable asset for' the journey is non
attachment to the world and its pleasures; and the really rich are
those who, though poor, possess a sublime unconcern for worldly
attractions-(Those who seem to be poor but have conten~ minds
are really rich). This world is all the time busy leading men to theiJ;
ruin: it humiliates those who hold it dear; it leads into dependence
(on others) all those who wish to amass its wealth. It is like a poison
which men take unknowingly and die.

"'.
·SO, live in the world BS though you were a wounded patient who

is careful and cautious about evetything so that he may regain his
health; and takes bitter medicines, lest his disease should drag on
longer. You should beware of this treacherous, deceitful, tricksy
that adorns itself for seducing people and lands them in misery'. It
visits people with fanciful hopes and beguiles those who tIY to win
its favours. It beautifies itself for its admirers and, after make-up,
looks.like a bride, on whom people fix their eyes and become ena
moured of its false beauty, but this wretch is hostile to every'body.
Still, one wonders why the sUrWvers do not learn a lesson. Nor do
the scholars,who know the· word of Allah, learn a lesson from His
sayings (on deprecation of this world). The admirers ~ftheworld are
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deceived when they see their chance of worldly desires getting
fulfilled.

"They become engrossed in the world and ignore the Akhirah.
And what follows is sheer remorse and utter sorrow, for death
overpowers them with its agonies and harrowing pains, and, in
;addition,there is grief over parting with the world and it prized
possessions. The fact is that he who craves for the world can never
see the fulfilment of his desires; nor does he find peace and respite
from labour till he departs from the world, without having prepared
for him eternal life. 0 Ameer-ul-Mo'mineen! 'Be on your guard
against worldly attractions especially during the hours of joy and
prosperity, for, the world drags those who trust it, into some
misfortune as soon as it finds them experiencing brief moments of
joy. He who is happy in the world is suffering from an illusion and
he who is after making (excessive) profit will come.to harm.

"The ease and comfort of this world is mixed with hardships and
life in it is destined to perish. Its joys are mingled wit.h sorrow;
whatever is past cannot be recalled, and all that lying ahead, is
uncertain. The hopes of this world are. false. Whatever seems to be
pure in this world is, in realitY, polluted; its luxuries are gained with
hard labour and man, in this world, is in danger at all times. If he
had sense, he would find the pleasures to be perilous and constantly
haunted by misfortunes. Even ifAllah Ta'ala, Who is the Creator of
this world, had not warnt!d mankind against its evils, the treacher-

. ous nature of the world itself would have served as a sufficient
warning. Nevertheless, Allah Ta'ala Himself has advised that it is of
no value in His estimation and that, although He has created it, He
has never looked at it with appreciation.

"The world presented itself, with all i~ treaSures, before
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wt18allam, who did not accept it, nor
showed any. interest in it For, he did not want to approve a thing
rejected by Allah. That is why Allah Ta'ala has purposely turned the
hearts of His pious men away from it and granted it, in abundance,
to His enemies (the non-believers). But some people who have set
their heart on the world, see the Kaafirs in affiuence and wrongly
think that they have been· favoured by Allah Ta'ala. They do Dot
realise how little, in the world, was graJ)tedby Allah Ta'ala to
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wt18allam who had to tie up stones over
his belly in order to numb the pangs of hunger."
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A Hadith says that once Allah Ta'ala said to Musaa Alaihis
salam: "When you find worldly riches coming to you, be sure it is a
punishment for your sins; ~l1d ifyou see poverty and hunger coming,
weicome it and say, this is the· distinguishing mark of the pious."
And, let him who wants to follow the example of EisaaAlai{zissalam
mark his words: "Hunger is my curry (when one is hungry, even
plainbread tastes as de}jcio~s as the bread taken with curry); my
distinguishing mark is fear of Allah; my dress is of coarse WOOl; I
bask in the sun for -warmth and the light of the moon is my lamp;
my feet are my riding-beast; my food and my fruit is the grass that
grows on the earth; I rise in the morning with nothing with me and
when the evening comes I have nothing in my possession.But there
is no one in the world richer than myself. (Contented in mind and
with a sublime sense ofself-sufficiency).

On this subject, many other sayings of the Ambiya alaihi
mussalamJ the Sahabah Radhiallalw anhum and great saints Rah
matullah alaihim are found in religious books. One point, however,
should be clearly understood: Undoubtedly, truly virtuous and
commendable is the life of devotion and austerities iIidicated in the
sayings and biographical accounts of these pious souls. Nevertheless,
one should make allowance for one's own infirmity and lack of
capability and try to emulate them only to the extent of one's
capacity. These glimpses from the lives of the pious beings are meant
to impress our readers with the true standards of (virtuous) life. One
may lead a less au.stere life, if it becomes necessary to do so, in
consideration of one's ill health or bodily infirmity.

This can be illustrated by a familiar example; that of a patient
who does not fast during the Holy month of Ramadhan. Obviously,
fasting is obligatory during this month but, if someone cannot fast
owing to weak health or because the doctor says it is injurious to his
health, he will not observe fasting. It is obvious that fasting is, for
every Mo'min, a highly appreciated obligation during this month.
The patient, though exempted from fasting, would love to obs~e it
like every true Muslim. Similarly, as we cannot fully live up to the
austerity demanded by pious life, owing to our weak will-power and
poor health, we are obliged to attach ourselves to worldly efforts, to
the extent of our needs. But we should be conscious of own weak
nesses which have prevented us from living up to the standards; and
believe sincerely that true religious life is the life led by Rasulullah
')allallalw al~ihe wasallam the life of Ambiya Alaihimussalam, alid
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that of the great Divines Rahmatullah altiihim whose sayings have
been quoted above.

Besides, we should develop a true awareness of the insigni
ficance of this world, of its being unworthy of our affection, as a
temporary abode. Although we are weak and feel obliged to indlilge
in worldly matters, we should try so that these truths about the
world may get rooted in our minds. And, we should not only talk of
them, but believe that these facts are absolutely tnie. For, there are
no reasons to regard this wretched world as of any real consequence.

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe says; "The world is going to
perish very soon. It will not endure; it makes false promises and
never fulfils them; it seems to be at rest but, in reality, it is fleeting.
though its motion is not perceptible to the senses. People become
conscious of its fleeting motion when it forsakes them altogether. It
is like a shadow that is in motion all the time but its movement is
not perceptible". Once, when there was a mention of the world,
before Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe, he stated,

;;~~ UJ":'''''-:~'~I J3&"'II.~~ 1\~~
'-.,.: .. "',!, ._, .. ~ 1"'..,. ~- ~..J ,~,.
('0 ~ ~ I~I-:"" 1.:.\ r..(.... ~ ,':I"I','':'{I f": ~ .. ~.'i' ,1 ~'1'\"
~~~~...~I u1 ~~\Ao! A \.:,J.)ul..u~I ~

"It is like a dream that the people have, in sleep; or like a shadow
always in motion. The wise cannot be deceived by things like this".
Imum Hasan Radhiallaho anho used to recite this couplet fre
quently: ·0 people who are given tp the pleasures of the world;
which wont endure; remember it is mere folly to be deceived by a
moving shadow!"

Yunus !bne Ubaid Rahmatullah alaihe says that he has sug
gested to himself the following similitude about the world: "A man is
asleep and dreams many things, good or bad. Suddenly he wakes up
and the dream is shattered. Similarly, all men in the world are
asleep; and all that they see or do is a dream. When they die, they
wake up from the slumber and t'here is no substance in the worldly
joys or sorrows."
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They say that, Eisaa Alaihissalam was shown the reality of this
world in a vision. He saw it as a very old toothless woman who was
shown wearing a bright dress. with all kinds of ornaments, and
finery, to look like a bride. When Eisaa Alaihissalam asked, "How
many times have you already been married?" She said, "Too numer
ous to be counted." Eisaa Alaihissalam then asked her, "Did your
husbands die or did they divorce you?".."No! I killed them all", she
replied. He said, "Cursed be your remaining husbands who do not
learn a lesson from the fate of those who have been killed by you,
one after the other". Indeed, the world is like an old hag who adorns
herself with gorgeous clothes. People are deceived by her appear
ance,but t!ley are soon disillusioned when they uncover its face to
see its ugliness and real nature.

Alaa Ibne Zayaad Rahmatullah alaihe says: "I saw an old hag, in
a dream, who was wearing fine clothes, ornaments. etc., and was
adorned with all manner of beautiful things. There was a big crowd
of people around her who were watching her with great interest. I
went close to her but"when I looked at her face, I was astonished at
all those who stood there, watching. I asked her (in the dream),
"Who are you7'She said. "Do'nt you recognise me?" I replied. "No,I do
not", She said,"l am the world". "May Allah guard me against you;I
prayed. She said, "If you want to be safe from me. abhor Dirhams
(wealth)". Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho says:

"On the Day of Resurrection, the world will be brought before
the people. It would look like an old hag, with blue sunken eyes and
protruding teeth. People will be asked,"Do you recognise her". They
will say. "May Allah protect us all! Who is this monster?" Then they
will be told. 'This is the world the- world for which you killed one
another, severed blood relationship, felt jealous of one another,
nourished grudge against others; it is the world that deceived you
all." Then this old hag will be hurled into Jahannam. She will cry,
"Call my admirers! Send my followers with me to Jahannam". Then
Allah Ta'ala will give the command: "Send to Jahannam all those
who followed this world".

There are three stages for every individual in the world: (1) from
the beginning of creation to the time of his birth ;(2) the period
stretching from the time of his death to eternity; (3) the intervening
period between his birth and death. Now, if we measure this third
period against the long vistas of eternity, our life-span is indeed a
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very short period. On the same subject, there is a Hadith of Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam: "What interest can I have in the
world? I am just like a traveller who sits in the shade of a tree for a
while at noon, then walks ahead and leaves the tree behind". Un
doubtedly, he' who regards the world in the manner of Rf}.5ulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, will be least interested in it; little will he
care whether this short period is spent in joy or sorrow, in comforts
or in hardships.

It occurs in another Hadith that: Once when Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam saw that a Sahabi Radhiallaho anho was
building a house with mortar, he said, "Death is nearer to you than
this building". According to the other Hadith, Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "The man devoted to worldly
interests is like a person walking on water. Can anyone walk on
water without getting his feet wet ?" This Hadith shows the ignor
ance of those who are heard saying, "Our bodies derive sensual
pleasures out of worldly things, but our souls are not coptaminated
by it, neither are our hearts enamoured of it". Such people are
tricked by Shaitan into holding such views. The fact is that, if
worldly things are snatched away from these people, they will get
upset at the loss. Then, as a person walking on water cannot, in any
way. ptotect his feet from getting wet, a man who indulges in
worldly pursuits does, of necessity, affect his soul adversely.

Eisaa Alaihissalam Says: "Let,me tell you the truth! Just as a
patient, when he is seriously ilI.cannot enjoy food, so a worldly
minded person cannot experience devotion in his prayers.And, as a
riding-beast gets stubborn if nobody has ridden it for a long time,
similarly, the hearts of men, if they are not softened with the
remembrance of death and rigorous devotional practices,become
hard and not disposed to worship. And let me tell you another truth
about life. A goat skin bag proves a good container for honey (or
water, etc.) as long as it is not tom. But when it is torn, honey is not
put in it" any more. Similarly, the human heart can contain wisdom
as long as it is not torn by lusts, corrupted by greed or hardened by
indulgence in good things of life. Besides, there is another point
worthy of note: the lusts of this world have a honeyed taste.But, in
the end, at the time of death, they become noxious and disgustful."

Some Divines have written that the more absorbed a person is in
worldly life, the greater will be his disgust for it at the time of death.
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'They illustrate the point by means of an example: if a person takes
sumptuous food, Le. rich in fats, his stools are more foul·smelling
than those of a person who eats plain food.

After what has been said against the world it is very important
to consider what the term 'world' signifies, for ,there arl; marty
Verses of the Holy Qur'an and Ahadith deprecating the world. It
should be borne in mind that the term 'world' (Dunya) applied to all
the circumstances of man's life before death: all that he does, thinks
or feels. Similarly, the circumstances of the life after death are called
'Akhirah'. Now, things concerning life before death may be
subdivided into three broad categories:~

1. Things which, as soon as a man dies, are carried on to the next
world with him. These are his knowledge of Deen and the good
deeds perlormed purely for winning the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala.
These two, knowledge and good deeds, are related to the
Akhirah and they constitute one's Deen and cannot, therefore,
be called worldly things,even though one mayderive.pleasure out
of them, and such people may have no relish for food, drink
sleep or even marriage:

2. Sensual pleasure of sinful deeds and exclusive indulgence in
things that are lawful to indulge only to a restricted extent--for
example, piles of.gold and silver, gorgeous clothes good-looking
beasts for riding, lofty palaces, delicious food. All these things
are purely worldly things, which have been condemned in the
foregoing pages.

3. In between these two extremes - the purely religious and the
exclusively worldly - there are the bare necessities of life,
which help a person in perlorming good deeds for the Akhirah,
for example, food that sustains life, sleep, plain dress which is
necessary for protection against heat or cold. All such things,
which are necessary for life or good for health or which help a
person in his preparation for the Akhirah, are also excluded
from the category of 'Worldly things', as they form a part of
religion and pertain to the Akhirah, provided that one indulges
in them to the extent of necessity and for the sake of gaining
strength for religious duties. On the contrary, if these things are
indulged in for the sake of sensual pleasures or for the fulfilment
of the heart's desires, they will also be termed as worldly
pursuits.
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My father~ Allah brighten his grave with heavenly light)
used to narrate to us a story very often: "There was a person who
wanted to go to Panipat on some urgent errand. Between his village
and Panipat cit;y, there flowed the river Jamna which was, as it
chanced, in flood at that time and could not be crossed even with a
boat. He was greatly worried and did not know what to do. People
told him that there lived a Divine in such and such jungle and that if
he went there and told him about his difficulty, the pious man would
find a way out and suggest some means of going across the river.
They said that the Divine would be greatly annoyed and would
refuse to help but, if he persisted, not giving way to despair, the
Divine would be moved and grant him some assistance.

So, the man went to the forest and met the saint who lived in a
small cottage, with his wife and children. The man wept and cried
and said he was in great difficulty as he had to appear in the court
and there were no means to cross the river. At first, the Divine took
him to task, as usual, and said he could do nothing as he had no
power over the river. But when the man showed great humility, he
was moved and he said, "Go and say to the Jamna, I have been sent
to you by a person who never,even once, ate anything throughout his
life, nor had intercourse with his wife". The man did as he had been
told. The river suddenly stopped in its course and the man went
across. As soon as he had crossed over, the Jamna began to flow
again.

But back in the cottage the wife of the Divine, who had heard
him talk to the man, began to weep and cry,· horrified by the slander
implicit in his words. She said, "You have put slander on my chasity
and humiliated me before this man. You said you ate nothing. Then
how did you grow fat and fleshy like an elephant? You may lie about
yourself as you please, but how dare you speak thus about me being
your wife and knowing only too well that there is not a grain of truth
in it? Is it not a sheer slander on me? Does it not imply that these
children are not your legitimate issue"? The Divine said, "This is no
concern of yours when I declare them to be my legitimate children".
But the lady would not be persuaded. She continued to cry in
hysterics, .ayou have called me an adulturess, At this, the divine said,
"Take heed and listen carefully. Eversince I came ofage, I have never
esten anything to satisfy my own desire; but whatever I ate I did so,
with ihe sole intention of gaining strength for obeying the Com
mandments of Allah Ta'ala. And, whenever I made love with you, I
rIid so with the pure intention of fulfilling my obligations to you,
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never even once. have I done so for the satisfaction of my own
passion",

The following is another Hadith, in which Rasulullah SallallaOO
alaihe wasallam is reported to have said. "Every man has been
created with three hundred and sixty joints and,every morning, he
should give Sadaqah for every joint in his body (in gratitude for the
soundness of his joints)". When the Sahabah RadhiallaOO anhum
asked,"'O Rasulu1lah, Who can give away so much Sadaqah every
day?". Rasulullah SallallahO alaihe wasallam said, ·'To put some
earth over some spittle, e~"lying in the Masjid is Sadaqah; If you
remove, from the road, something that may harm people, it is
Sadaqah; and ifyou observe 'Dhuha Salaat' (forenoon Nafl Salaat), it
will suffice you as Sadaqah for all these,~(Mishkat). Since every joint
is engaged in devotion, while observing Salaat, it counts as Sadaqah
fOI: all the joints of the body, In another Hadith, many other
examples of such virtues have been given; it says: "When you greet
someone (i.e say Assalamo alaikum) or enjoin what is good, or
forbid what is evil, or have intercourse with your wife, it counts as
Sadaqah for you; and observing two Rak1aat of forenoon (Dhuha)
Salaat suffice you for various acts of Sadaqah, as it counts as
Sadaqah for all joints of your body", The Sahabah asked, "0
Rasulullah! In the intercourse with his wife one satisfies his passion,
how will it be treated as Sadaqah?· Rasulullah SallallaOO alaihe
wasallam said, "Would it not be a sin if he indulged in something
forbidden?"

The Hadith means that it is an act of virtue to have intercourse
with one's wife with the intention of protectingoneself fromunlawful
indulgence in sex. Similarly, all such acts like etlting food, drinking
water, sleeping, wearing clothes, etc., are counted as acts of Sadaqah,
if they are performed with the pure intention (If fulfilling the
Commandments ofAllah Ta'ala concerning these things.

Imaam Ghazali Rahrrultullah alaihe says: "It i;S not unlawful or
forbidden to indulge in the worldly pursuits; these become unlawful
when they prevent a person from attaining nearness to Allah Ta'ala.
Similarly, poverty is not desirable in itself but it is commendable
becausethere is nothing in it to distract a person or to lead him away
from the path of nearness to Allah. However, there have been many
rich persons whose riches could not prevent them from attaining
nearness to Allah Ta'ala, such as the Prophet Sulaiman Alaihis-
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salam, the Kbalifah Uthman, Abdur Rahman Ibne 'Auf and many
others. Likewise, there are many people who are poor and their
poverty prevents them from attaining nearness to Allah Ta'nla;
because poverty, when it is combined with greed for wealth, leads
one astl'ay from the path of virtue. Hence, it is the greed for wealth
which is really unlawful or forbidden. And, it makes little difference
whether the person who has this weakness achieves the object of his
desire and becomes rich or he has not achieved it, like a worldly
minded poor man.

As a matter of fact, the world is loved by those who, rich or poor,
are negligent towards remembrance of Allah Ta'ala: the poor man
enamoured of the world is like a forsaken lover, ever pining for it
and yet unable to attain it; the rich I1ian is like a lover united with
his beloved, too anxious for its preservation and too engrossed in
enjoying it to engage himself in remembrance of Allah Ta'ala.
However, as a general rule, the poor ones are less exposed to trials
and temptations than the rich who have fallen a prey to its
temptations. This fact also explains what the SahabahRadhiallaho
anhum used to say, about themselves: "We were tried with the
aftlictions of poverty, we exercised patience (and we were
successful). Then we were tried with the abundance of wealth, but
we could not keep ourselves from temptation."

It is true that, in prosperity, most people cannot protect
themselves from the harplful effects of wealth and such instances
are extremely rare where we find a person capable of guarding
himself against the evil influence of the wealth inspite of his
possessing it. That is why there are numerous Ayaat in the Holy
Qur'an and many Ahadith of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
which admonish men against the harmful influence of involvement
in worldly pursuits. At any rate, it is beneficial for everybody to
avoid indulgence in wealth. That is why the divines have said that .
fondling money (turning over coins, currency, etc, in the hands)
sucks out sweetness from one's faith (Imaan).

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has 'Said, "For every
people (Ummah), there has been a 'calf (idol-god or false deity) that
they worshipped; the 'calf (idol-god) for my Ummah is money and
gold. (i.e. they adore it just as other people worshipped their idols),
and the 'Calf of the Ummah of Musaa Alaihissalam was also moul
ded out ofgold and silver ornaments. (lhyaa). And. it is the privilege
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of the Ambiya AIaihimussalam and the great saints alone that gold,
silver, water and stones are of equal value in their sight, an attitude
which is strengthened further by austerities and rigorous acts of self
mortification. In this matter, when the world, with its beauty and
adornments, presented itself before Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam, he said to it, "Keep yourself away from me."

Ali Radhiallaho anho once said, "0 yellow ore (gold)! 0 white
ore (silver)! Beguile someone else! (I will not be deceived by you)". As
a matter of fact, true riches consist only in possessing ia heart un
attached to the worldly wealth. There is a Hadith of Rasulul~ah

Sallallaho alaihe wasallam to the effect that:

"Riches do not come from abundance of wealth, but true riches
consists in having a heart with a sublime sense of Self-sufficiency~

Since every body cannot attain to this .perfect state of mind, so, it is
safer to keep away from wealth. For, if a person possesses wealth,
his heart will inevitably become attached to it, even though he be
accustomed to give away thin~ as 'Sadaqah' and this attachment is
fatal to the soul. As a rule, the more involved a person is in the
world, the farther and the more estranged he is from Allah Ta'ala.
On the other hand, if somebody is less attached to worldly wealth
owing to his poverty,and he is a Muslim,hewiUbeinevitallyintimate
with Allah Ta'ala. For, the human heart must of necessity be occu
pied and inspired with love ()f one thing or the other: if a heart's
connection with all created things is severed, it will naturally seek
nearness to Allah Ta'ala.

A rich man is often deceived by believing that he is not in love
with Wealth; it is a big fallacy and mere illusion. The fact is that love
for the world is latent in his heart, but he is not conscious of it.
When something of the world is lost or stolen, he realises how
deeply he loves worldly goods. If someone wishes to verify it by
experiment, let him distribute his property among the people. If he
becomes worried after giving it away, he must certainly be in love
with property; but, if after having given it away, he does not even so
much as think of it and forgets about it altogether, then his heart is
assuredly free from love of the world.

Furthermore, the less enamoured of the world a person is, the
greater will be his reward for the acts of devotion ; the reason being
that all hymns (glorifying Allah Ta'ala) and devotional practices are
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not mere exercises of the tongue or the body, but are meant to exert
spiritual influence on the heart; if a person's heart is not occupied
with the thoughts of the world, he is more capable of receiving
deeper impressions.

Dahhaak Rahmatullah alaihe says: "He who goes to the market
place, sees something, and wishes to buy it, but cannot do so for
want of money, but still remains patient, his reward will be greater
than that of a person giving away a thousand Dinaars (gold coins) as
'Sadaqah' for the cause of Allah Ta'ala". When someone asked Bishr
BinHarithRahmatullah alaihe to offer Du'aa (supplication) for him,
as :his family was large and he was in straitened circumstances, the
Sheikh replied,('When your wife tells you that there is no food left in
the house (and you are worried about it), that is thEl most opportune
hour for making Du'aa (supplication) and your Du'aa at that time
will be far more acceptable to Allah Ta'ala than my Du'aa for you at
this time".

Besides on the Day of Resurrection, the least a man will suffer
(for his riches) is that he will have to render an account of his
abundant property, which will take him a long time. We have quoted
above a Hadith to the effect that Abdur Rahman Ibne Auf Radhi
allaho anho was allowed to enter Jannah much later than his own
companions, owing'to (the prolonged accounting of) his abundant
wealth.

Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho once said on this account: "I
would not like to do business even if my shop were at the gate of the
Masjid, enabling me to join congregational prayers and to engage
myselfin meditation and remembrance of Allah Ta'ala;nor even if·
the shop brought me a profit of fifty gold coins everyday and 1 gaW!
away the entire amount as Sadaqah". Someone asked;Whatharm
could come to a person doing such busi~ess:'He replied, "Even so, it
will take a long time to render an account of it oil the Last Day".

Sufyaan'Rahmatullah alaihe says: "The saints have chosen three
things and the rich people have also· chosen three things;The'saints
have chosen:(j) a body relaxed comfortably (ii) acare-free heart and
(iii) an easy reckoning on the Day ot ·Resurrection. The rich have
ehosen: (i) bodily toil (ii) a heart occupied with worries and (iii) a
prolonged reckoning on the Day of Resurrection". (lhya)

There is an oft-quoted Hadith of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
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wasallam to the effect that; "(On the Day of Resurrection) A man
will be with those whom he loves'~ It is said that the Sahabah
Radhiailaho anOOm were never so happy about anything, after their
acceptance of Islam, as they were when they heard this Hadith. They
had every reason to be happy beeause their hearts were inspired
with great love for Allah Ta'ala and His RasulSallaliaho alaihe
wasallam, which was manifest in their faces even more brightly than
the sun in the ·skies.

Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho says: "He who is granted a taste of
love for Allah Ta'ala, becomes free from the cares of seeking the
world and shuns the society of people". Abu Sulaiman Daarani
Rahmatullah alaihe says: "There are men, created by Allah Ta'ala,
who are so whole-heartedly attached to Him that even Jannah, with
all its bounties and eternal bliss, cannot distract their minds from
contemplation of Allah Ta'ala. How can the temporal world engage
their attention?"

It is said that once Eisaa Alaihissalam came upon a group of
people who were thin and weak in body, pale of face. He asked,
'What has happened to you?" They replied, "Fear of Jahannam has
reduced us to this condition Eisa Alaihissalam said, i\llah Ta'ala (in
his infinite bounty) has made it incumbent upon Himself that He
will protect from Jahannam all those who are fearful of ieThen he
went a few steps further and came upon another group of people
who were in worse' condition, weaker in body and with more worried
faces. He asked,"What ails you?" and they replied that their fondness
for Jannah,and longing for its bounties,had made them so weak. He
said, "Allah Ta'ala has taken upon himself the responsibility to
bestow upon you (and the like of you) what you expett from Him"!
He then went still further and came upon another group of people
who seemed to be weaker still. They were weighed down and bent
double with grief but their faces were radiant like a mirror, with
Divine radiance (Noor). Eisa Alaihissalam put them the same
question and they answered, "It is our love for Allah Ta'ala (and
craving for reunion with Him) that has reduced us to this state",
Whereupon Eisaa Alaihissalam said repeating the words thrice,
"You are the intimate ones! You are the favourites of Allah!"

Y~yaa Ibne Mu'aaz Rahmatullah alaiM says: "In my esti
mation, the love for Allan Ta'ala ---- even to the extent of a grain of
'llustard-seed,is far superior to seven'.y years of worship without _
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HADITH: 9

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, "The
heart of an old man always remains youthful with
regard to two things: love of the world and in
ordinate longing (about distant future)-. (MishkaatJ

Note: We have discussed in detail, under the preceding Hadith,
that the term 'Dunya' or the world' signifies love for wealth, which
has been repeatedly condemned in the Holy Qur'an and Ahadith. In
this Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam has admonished
us about another very importani matter, the truth ofwhich can even
be verified by experience. It is a common observation that love of the
world increases with old age, and one begins to entertain much
higher hopes regarding distant future. The older a person grows and
the nearer his hour of death approaches, the stronger his ambitions
grow, concerning the marriages of his children, the building of lofty
mansions, increase in property and extension in the estate, etc. It is
therefore, necessary to guard oneself against one's own greed
especially at this age.

In another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is
reported to have said.' "Man grows old but two things remain young
in him: greed for wealth and desire for long life". (MishkaatJ. Desire
for long life is just another name for the high hopes and expectations
about distant future. For, as a man grows old and his hour of death
approaches nearer, he engages himself in preparations for his life
even more desperately, as though he were to live here forever, and
he is least prepared to meet his death.

Once Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam drew a square (by
way of illustration). In the middle of the square, he drew a long line
which went out even beyond.it. Then on both sides of the middle
line, he drew some small lines reaching up to it. The Divines
(Ulama) have givenvarious descriptions ofthis diagram, of which the
following diagram is easy to understand:
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III
The Holy Prophet then said, pointing to the middle line, "This is

man and this, (the square) which is surrounding him on all sides, is
his death: he can by no means escape it. This, which goes beyond the
square, is his hope; he entertains hopes that go even beyond his
fixed period of life. And these small lines are the misfortunes,
ailments, accidents, turns of fortune, etc.,that haunt him at all times,
each small line representing a misfortune; if one,misses him, the
other seizes him and, above all, death surrounds him on all sides.
But hope goes even beyond the period of life destined for him".

f·nother Hadith says that once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasa! lam put his hand en the back of his head and said,"This is his
deattrp:p~~ringover him". He then stretched out his other arm and
esAi.e,"TlIes~are his hopes stretching farther and farther". According
to another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said,

."Iri>the>be~nning the well-being of this Ummah was based on its
1it;mb¢li¢fin Akhirah and disregard for worldly things; and the first
'tlUngto~\ise its corruption will be niggardliness and inordinate
'Jonging~:b,out the distant future". (MishkaatJ There is another
!.I~dith<oh.the same subject, to the following effect~ "The early
period,of'thiWUmmah attained salvation by virtue of its firm belief in
A11~b.Ta'al(Landdisregard for worldly things; the last of it will be
damn~Jhr()ugh niggardliness and high hopes regarding distant
ftIh~l'~i~ (1'argheebJ

'Still8il6ther Hadith has it to the following effect: "A time is
appr~clijng~henpeople will invite one another to destroy you (the
¥~slill\~)ras people invite one another to partake food served for
eIltfrig-;(~,e.i.every nation will persuade and invite others to join
ih.~d.ll.~thtltemfor destroying the Muslims somehow). When the
f5;ijliaTJ.~i#Mhiallaho anhum asked, "0 Rasulullah!, Will it be

•.•.. b'"" "-;Qfo-Ur small numbers at that time"? Rasulullah replied, "No.
"#;; ., '})e in large numbers at that time; but you will be like the
-~._'()ijfi.oodwater. Allah Ta'ala will take away fear ofyou from the
hearts of your enemies and put 'Wahn' (enervation) into your own
hearts. The sahabah asked him, "What is 'Waho' (ehervation) and
he replied, "Love of the world and dislike of death". (MiBhkom).
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Umme Waleed Radhiallaho anha daughter of Umar Radhi
allaho anho says that one evening Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
lDa8allam came out of his house and said, ".Aren't y~u ashamed of
yourselves?" When the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum asked what the
matter was, he replied, "You store up more food than you eat; build
more houses than you live in; and entertain such· hopes as you can
not fulfill. Are you not ashamed of such behaviour? (Targheeb) That
is to say,"You build houses much larger than you need!' One should
build a house o.11y as big as is necessary for one's requirementsrThe
Hadith also admonishes not tol:' store up things in excess of one's
needs, for ,,'hat exceeds one's needs is not to be stored up, but
should be spent for the cause of Allah. Aishah Radhiallaho anha
narrates that once, when Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was
seated on the pulpit while the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum were
sitting around him in a circle, he said: "0 people, observe due
modesty in your attitude towards Allah Ta'ala (Take care not to do
or say anything which might cause you to be ashamed of yourselves
in the presence of Allah Ta'ala". The Sahabah submitted, "Certainly,
o Rasulullah, we do not do anything unsuitable in the presence of
Allah Ta'ala". Rasuluallah Sallallaho alaihe 'wasallam then said,
"Whosoever among you has this modesty,i.e. is afraid to indulge in
things that might shame him before Allah Ta'ala), must keep death
in view during every night; must guard his belly and what it
surrounds; must guard his head and what it contains; and must
remain in constant remembrance of death and decay; ~ must
forsake the adornements of the world." (Targheeb)

The Ulama say that the injunction to guard his head' means that
he must not bow his head before anyone except Allah Ta'ala,
neither for worship nor out of reverence; nor should he make a deep
bow while giving salutation to anyone. Similarly, the phrase, guard
what the head contains means that he must guard his eyes, ears,
tongue, etc:. And 'guarding the belly' means protecting oneself
against eating unlawful or doubtful things; that which the belly
surrounds includes all parts of the body close to the belly, like hands
feet, heart, private parts; he should guard all these against
disobedience~

Imaam Nawawi Rohmatullah alaihe says that it is comendable
(Mustahab) to recite this Hadith fMquently. Abdullah Ibne Mas'tid
RtulhiDllahoanho narrates that once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
IDtUtl1liun said, "0 people, observe due modesty in your attitude
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towards Allah Ta'ala." We submitted, "Certainly 0 Rasulu1lah, we
all have this modesty. Allah be praised(Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam then said, 1 do not mean modesty in the ordinary sense;
but he who observes due modesty towards Allah Ta'ala must guard
his head and what it contains, must guard his belly and what it
surrounds (private parts, etc.); must remain in constant remem
brance of death and decay; and he who desires the Akhirah must
forsake this world." Since, by frequent remembrance of death, one
is sure to develop a feeling of disregard for this world and a tendency
to restrict one's hopes and ambitions, so Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam has enjoined upon us to keep death in constant
remembrance.

Once, a person came to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
and said, "0 Rasulullah, who is the greatest 'Zaahid'? (i.e. one least
concerned about worldly good)". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam replied, "He who never forgets his own death and decay,
abandons the adornments of the world, prefers the Hereafter to this
life, never feels sure that he Will live till tomorrow, and counts
himself among the dead, that he is going to die soon and join the
dead:(Targheeb)

Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam as saying, "Have constant remembrance of death,
the cutter-off of pleasures; for him who_ remembers it in straitened
circumstances, it brings ease and consolation (he can console himself
with the thought that death is inevitable and will put an end to his
hardships); and he who remembers it in prosperity, is restrained
from spending lavishly." (He cannot find much pleasure in the
luxuries of the world, because his mind is distracted by thoughts of
death).

Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho has also narrated a Hadith to the
effect that once Rasulu1lah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said. "Keep in
continual remembrance the cutter-off of pleasures, which is death",
Anas Radhiallaho anho says that once, when Rasulu1lah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam came out and saw the Sahabah laughing. he said,
"Keep in frequent remembrance the cutter-off of pleasures,which is
death; it restrains him who remembers it in prosperity (from
indulging in passions etc.) and it brings ease and consolation to him
who remembers it in straitened circumstances".
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Abu Sa'eed Khudri Radhiallalw anM narrates that once Rasul
ullah Sallalla1u;J alaih£ wasallam came to the Masjid and saw some
people who were laughing, whereupon he said, "If you keep
remembrance of death, the cutter-off of pleasures, it would restrain
you from indulging in things that give rise to laughter. For,
everyday, the grave of everyone announces, "I am the house of
desolation, I am the' house of 10neliness.I am the house of worms~
When a Mo'min (believer) is buried in it, it says' to him, "Most
welcome! Blessed be your coming to me! How happy I am to receive
you! You were indeed to me the dearest of all the people who walked
upon the earth. You have been entrusted to me today and you will
see how well I treat you". Then it grows wide for him, as far as his
eyes can see; and a door to Jannah is opened for him.

And when an evil-doer oraL(Non-believetHs buried in the grave,
it says to him, "Accursed be your coming to me! How annoyed I am
with you! Of all the people who walked on the earth, you were the
most hateful to me. I have been put in charge of you today and you
will see how I treat you". It then presses in upon him so that his ribs
are crushed together and run into one another. The narrator says
that, here, Rasulullah Sallallalw alaih.e wasallam interlaced his
fingers to indicate how the ribs run into each other. Rasulullah
Sallallalw alaih.e wasallam then added, "Seventy dragons are set
over him to bite him. So full of venom are these dragons, that if one
of them were to breathe upon the earth, it would grow no greenery
till the last Hour. They will continue to bite him till the Day of
Resurrection." The narratot also reports that Rasulullah Sallallalw
alaih.e wasallam said after this, "The grave of a man is either one of
the gardens of Jannah or one of the pits of Jahannam".

Ibne Umar Radhiallalw anlw relates that someone asked Rasul
ullah Sallallalw alaih.e wasallam, "Who is the wisest and most
prudent of men, 0 Rasulullah". He replied, "He who keeps death
frequently in his remembrance, and remains ever engaged in
preparations for meeting his death; it is such people indeed who are
granted honour in this life and who will be honoured in Akhirah."
(Targh.eebJ

It is related th&t once Umar Ibne Abdul Aziz Raltmatullah alaihe
accompanied a bier to the funeral but, on reaching the graveyard, he
went over to a solitary place and sat silent, lost in thoughts.
3omeone asked, "0 Ameer-ul·Mo'mineen, you are the guardian of
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this funeral and you are sitting here alone?" He said, "I heard a grave
calling me and it said, '0 Umar Ibne Abdul Aziz, do you not ask me
how 1 treat those who come to me?' I said, 'Do tell me' and it said, (1
tear their shrouds, I crush their bodies to pieces, 1 suck all their
blood, I eat all their flesh. And, shall 1 tell you what 1 do to their
joints? Oh, I disjoin their arms from their shoulders and the wrists
from their arms! I disjoin the hips from their bodies, the thighs from
their hips, the knees from their thighs, the calves from their knees,
and the feet from their calves'. Saying this, Umar Ibne Abdul Aziz
Rahmatullah alaihe began to weep and at length he added:

"0 brief is our stay in this world and great is its illusion! Those
who are noble and proud in this life will be humbled in Akhirah;
those who are rich. will be made poor and destitute. The young will
soon grow old and the living shall meet death. Let not the smiles of
the world (favours of the world) beguile you! Don't you see how soon
it turns away from its admirers? Oh, where are the great admirers of
the world, who built great cities, dug big canals, planted beautiful
gardens? They stayed here but little and were gone, leaving
everything behind! Their sound health and the strength of their
bodies deceived them, breeding in them a zeal for lustful life, and
induced them to sinning. By Allah Ta'ala, Most High, they were
envied in the world for their abundant wealth and people were
jealous of them. But, in spite of obstacles, they earned big fortunes
which roused jealousy in the minds of the" people, but they were
unmindful of the hindrances that stood in their way to affiuenceand
prosperity and they bore, with pleasure,the hardships that they had
to face for amassing wealth. But see now, what the earth has done to
their bodies, what the worms have made of their joints arid their
bones! They used to recline on rich couches and diwans, and rested
.on soft fluffy beds raised above the ground,surrounded by their
servants and attendants, with their kinsmen and neighbours to keep
them pleasant company. But what is happening now! Just call them
and ask them: 'How are you faring in your graves?'Everybody, rich
or poor, is lying under the same ground: Ask the rich amangthem,
'What use were the riches to you? Ask the poor, 'What harm did the
poverty do to you?'Ask them, 'What about your tongues that chirped
and chattered pleasantly? What happened to your eyes that kept
looking in all directions?Wbat about your smooth skins;·and your
beautiful, charming faces; and your tender, delicate bodies? Ask
~em what worms have made of them all! They have made their
complexion black, eaten up their flesh, covered thclr faces with dust,
disjoined their limbs, broken their joints to pieces!
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Alas! Where are their attendants who ran at their commands,
calling out, 'At your service, my lord. Where are their canopies and
their apartments to which they retired for rest? Where is the wealth
they amassed, the fortunes they treasured? Alas! Their servants
could not provide them any food for their journey through the
graves, nor gave any pillow, nor planted any tree or garden, but laid
them on the ground! Ah! There they lie b~ried all alone, in the
darkness of the graves; their days as dark as the night! They can see
their friends no more, nor invite anyone to their places! Ah! among
the inmates of these graves, there might have been many men with
tender bodies, and deljcate ladies ofdainty disposition! But now their
bodies have decayed, their limbs lie apart, their eyes have come out
of the sockets and fallen on what had been their cheeks! Their necks
have been disjointed! Their mouths are filled with pus and putrid
water, and worms are running over their bodies !'

'f\h! while they lie there, resigned to death and decay, their
widows have long since remarried, and are enjoying themselves;
their sons have taken possession of their houses; their heirs have
distributed their property among themselves! Nevertheless:, some
fortunate ones there are, among the inmates of these graves:who are
having a blissful time, partaking of the bounties of their Lord, with
faces fresh and radiant. They were not beguiled by this world, but
kept the Akhirah in remembrance; they sacrificed their worldly
desires for their requirements in Akhirah and treasured up rich
assets (good deeds) for the life to come, sending forth,' as though in
advance,things they thought they would need in the Akhirah.

"0 you who must inevitably pass on to the grave tomorrow, what
has beguiled you about this world? Do you think this wretched world
will not betray you? Do you hope to live in the world forever, where
men come and go and no one ever stays? Oh, no! You will have to
depart from this world, leaving behind your spacious bungalows and
your ripening fruit-gardens. and your soft couches, and your suits
for summer and winter! Take heed,when the 'Malak-ul-Maut'(Angel
of Death)comes and gains control over your body, none can send him
away! Then you will perspire profusely. A severe parching thirst will
torment you. And you will toss and turn in bed, in the agony of
death! Alas! Alas! 0 you.who close the eyes of your brother today
(when you find him in the throes of death), you who close the eyes of
your son, or your father, you who bathe this dead body today,put a
shroud on another one tomorrow, accompany the bier of this one,
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bury that one in the grave, don't you think the same things may
happen to you, any day?"

Umar bin Abdul Aziz continued to discourse in this vein for
quite some time and then recited two couplets, the purport of which
is as follows: "Man tnkes joy in things which vanish very soon;Jand
beguiles himself with worldly hopes and inord~nate longing about
the future.

o fool, it is foolish to be deluded by fanciful dreams of joy; your
days are spent in utter heedlessness. And you sleep your nights
away in dreams.. though death haunts you, as grim as ever, all the
time!

·You are busy today, doing things which will cause remorse and
make you grieve tomorrow! Yours is the life of animals, eating and
drinking as they dorThey relate that hardly a week had passed after
this incident when Umar-bin-Abdul Aziz Rahmatullah alaihe passed
away to t"e mercy of Allah Ta'ala (May Allah be well pleased with
him!)(Musaamiraat)

Rasulul1ah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam is reported to have said
once, C<Four things are signs of misfortune: (i) tearless eyes (eyes
that do not shed tears of repentance over one's sins or from
remembrance of anything regarding the Akhirah) (ii) hard
heartedness; (iii) inordinate longing, extravagant hopes about
distant future; (iv) greediness and avidity for life."

Abu Sa'eed Khudri Radhiallaho anho says, "Once Usaamab
bought a slave-girl and promised to pay the price after a month.
When Rasulul1ah Sallallaho dlaihe wasallam came to know of it. He
said, 'I am astonished at Usaamah. He made a bargain on credit and
promised to pay after a month. Even Usaamah'entertains long hopes
of his life! (i.e. he is certain that he will live till the end of the !nonth,
at least). By Him who holds my soul inHisHand, I am not sure that
: may live till the twinkling of an eye; and when I take up the bowl to
drink water, I do not feel sure whether I shall live till I have put it
back; and when I take a morsel of food, I am not sure whether I shall
swallow it before I die. I swear by Him,Who is the Master of my soul,
the things you have been promised (death,the Resurrection Day, the
Reckoning, etc.) will surely come to pass and you cannot prevent
your Lord)Allah Ta'ala from doing things"
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Abdullah bin Umar Radhiallaho anho says, ·Once Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam took me by the shoulder and said, "Live
in the world as if you were a stranger or a way-farer and count
yourself among the inmates of the graves"; then he added (and some
versions say that Abdullah Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho himself
made this statement),"When the morning comes, do not expect that
you will live to see the evening and when evening falls do not expect
to live till morning; when you are in health, do good deeds to serve
you in the time of illness (meaning, either; 'do good deeds in advance
to compensate for the possible loss of virtues in ill-health: or; 'make
a habit of performing good deeds when you are healthy) for the same
will be t:ecorded for you when you are ill and incapacitated);prepare
something in your life to serve you when you die; for you never know
among whom you will be counted tomorrow (i.e. whether you will be
counted among the 'wretched ones or the blessed ones. Allah Ta'ala
says;

Some among them will be wretched, others blessed.

Mu4aaz Radhiallaho anho once asked, "0, Rasulullah, give me
some advice". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Worship
Allah Ta'ala as though you see Him and He is in front of you; count
yourself among the dead; make remembrance (Zikr) of Allah Ta'ala
near every stone and every tree (so that there may be many wit
nesses in your favour on the Day of Resurrection)·And when you
fall into a sin, do some act of virtue to atone fo';' it; if the sin is
committed in secret, the virtue should also be performed in secret
and if the sin is committed openly, the repentance and the virtue in
atonement should also be performed openly·.

Ibne Mas'oodRadhialiaho anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasalUlm as saying, ·The Day of Resurrection is drawing
near; but people are advancing in their avidity for worldly things and
moving farther away from Allah Ta'ala~ Once Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam came out of his house and said to the Sahabah, "Is
there anyone among you who wishes that Allah Ta'ala should grant
hini knowledge without having to learn it from others, and lead him
to have the right path without having to seek guidance of others? Is
there anyone who wishes that Allah Ta'ala should remove blindness
of his heart and grant him proper insight into the reality of things? If
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so, let him have no concern with the world and restrict his hopes
about the future. For only then, will .A:lah Ta'ala grant him know
ledge without having to learn it from others and lead him to the
right path without having to seek guidance from others". (Durre
Manthur)

(A detailed version of this Hadith has already been discussed in
the foregoing pages). Jaabir Radhiallaho anho reports Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying, "The things I fear most for my
Ummah are:too much of worldly desires and expectations regarding
the distant future; for, desires lead one away from Truth and
expectations about distant future make one forgetful of Akhirah.
This world is moving and getting farther and farther away while
Akhirah is drawing closer everyday" (i.e. one's remaining life is
decreasing every minute and death is drawing nearer Ilnd nearer).
As an Urdu poet has put it:

'0 you, who are heedless, take heed! In the ticking of the clock
there's a warning: Another hour of your life is 'gone' (i.e. it sounds
as though the words, 'gone' 'gone' were being echoed in the ticking of
the clock.)'

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Both this world
and the Akhirah have sons. Try, if you can, to avoid being sons of
this world (and be the sons of the Akhirah). This day is the time for
deeds (sowing seeds) and not a time for Reckoning, but tomorrow
you will be in the abode of Akhirah where no deed is possible
(Tomorrow is a time for harvest, when you will reap the harvest of
your deeds): (Mishkaat)

Salman Farsi Radhiallaho anho says, "Three (types of) persons
seem so odd to me that, when I think of them, I cannot help
laughing; he who entertains hopes about the distant future, while
death is after him; he who is heedless of Allah Ta'ala, though Allah
Ta'ala keeps a guard over him; he who laughs heartily though he
does not know whether Allah Ta'ala is pleased or displeased with
him. (As a matter of fact, the fear of displeasure of Allah Ta'ala
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should always prevent a person from laughing loudly). And three
things keep me in constant sorrow to such an extent that sometimes
I burst into tears: separation from my friends (i.e. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and Sahabah), anxiety about death and
apprehension of appearing before Allah Ta'ala on the Day of Resur
rection when He will command me to go to Jannah or Jahannam, I
know not where I will have to go."

Someone dreamt that he saw Zurrarah -bin-Aufaa Rahmatullah
alaihe after his death and asked him, "Which is the best of virtues?'
He replied,tlKeeping trust in Allah (Tawakkul) and restricting one's
hopes". Sufyan Thauri Rahmatullah alaihe says, 'Zuhd' (asceticism)
i.e. renouncing sensual joys and worldly things, consists in res
triction of hopes and not in eating thick bread or wearing rough and
coarse clothes.

Dawood Taai Rahmatullah alaihe says: "If I hoped to live till the
end ofa month, I would regard myself a great sinner; how can I hope
to live so long when, day arid night, I see people being aftlicted with
sudden disasters ?"It is related of Shaqiq Balkhi Rahmatullah alaihe
that once he went to visit Sheikh Abu Haashim Rummani Rahmat
ullah alaihe,who was his spiritual mentor. The Sheikh saw that he
had something tied up in a comer of his winding-sheet. Oli his
asking what it was, Shaqiq Rahmatullah alaihe replied, "These are a
few almonds gifted to me by a friend and I wish you to break your
fast with these, this evening:'Abu H_him Rahmatullah alaihe said,
"Shaqiq, do you expect to live till the evening? I never thought you
would think like this·I'll never speak to you again", saying this, he
went inside and closed the door behind him.

Qa'qaa bin Hakim Rahmatullah alaihe says, "For thirty years, I
have been waiting for death to come; when it comes, I shall have no
desire to have it postponed: Sufyan Thauri Rahmatullah alaihe says,
"I met a Divine in a Masjid at Kufah who said to me, 'For thirty
years, I have been waiting for death to come; when it comes, I shall
have nothing to say to anyone; nor will anyone have anything to say
to me. For, neither I owe anything to anyone nor anyone else owes
anything to me'".

Abu Muhammad Zaahid Rahmatullah alaihe says that he ac
companied a funeral, and Sheikh Dawood Taai Rahmatullah alaihe
was also accompanying it. When they reached the graveyard, the
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Sheikh went over to a solitary place and sat there. Abu Muhammad
Rahmatullah alaihe also went and sat beside him, when he said, "It
is easy for him to understand this journey to distant lands (Akhirah)
who heeds the warnings given by Allah Ta'ala, but he.who enter
tainS long hopes about the future in this world, becomes negligent in
performance of good deeds. That which is bound to come (death) is
imminent. My dear brother, take a word of advice from me; accursed
is the thing that turns your attention away from· remembrance of
your Lord (Allah Ta'ala). One word more; all those who walk on
earth must inevitably enter the grave and, at that time, they will
grieve over what they have left behind just as they will ,rejoice over
the things that they have sent abroad in advance (to the Hereafter).
Now, just think! The survivors (the heirs) quarrel over the very
things that cause remorse to the dying man, and file law-suits
against one antoher". ahya) .

. Faqeeh Abul-Laith Samarqandi Rahmatullah alaihesays, "Allah
Ta'ala bestows four honours upon a person who restricts his worldly
hopes, (i) He grants him the power to exert in devotions, (ii) grants
him relief from worries, (iii) makes him content with small provision
and (iv) illumines his hem:t:'

The Ulama say that four things illumine a man's heart (with
Noor). (i) an empty stomach, (ii) associating with the pious, (iii)
remorse over past sins and (iv) restricting worldly hopes. And Allah
punishes him who entertsins high hopes about distant future with
four types of aftlictions: (a) makes him neglect the acts of devotion.
(b) increases his worries about worldly things,(c) makes him ever
greedy and anxious for increase in wealth, (d) deprives his heart of
mercy and compassion. The Ulama say that four things breed hard
heartedness: (a) eating toO much, (b) b~d company. (c) forget
fullness of ones own sins, (d) high hopes about distant future.
Therefore, man must not have great expectations about the distant
future; he should rather fear lest he should breathe his.last the very
next moment.

A Hadith says that once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
said to Aishah, "Ifyou wish to live with me-in the Akhirah.be content
with as many things of this world as are sufficient for a rider going
on a journey, who stops a while on his way; and do not sit with the
rich people, and do not regard a garment as useless, till you have
patched it". Abu Uthmaan Nahdi Rahmatullah alaihe says that he
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saw Umar Radhiallaho anho on the pulpit delivering the khutbah,
wearing a patched garment with twelve patches. (Tanbih-ul
Ghafileen)
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HADITH: 10

A Sahabi Radhiallaho anho came to Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wtl8allam and said, "Direct me to an act
of virtue, after performing which, I should be loved
both by Allah Ta'ala and His men". He replied, "If you
renounce this world, Allah Ta'ala will love yoU; and if
you abstain from desiring what people possess,they
will love you".

In the foregoing pages, we have quoted a number of Ahadith to
the effect that Allah Ta'ala loves those who practise abstinence in
this world and that, in the Akhirah, they will be raised to positions
of honour. This Hadith, in addition.Jays down that,as a rule, he who
does not regard others' wealth enviously, nor feels greedy for it, can
command iheir love and veneration. Everybody can verify this from
his own experience. It is a common observation that some people
have the most intimate mutual relations but, as soon as one of them
asks something from the others, the relations are affected ~. the
respect for each other vanishes from their hearts. It has been related
in a Hadith that once Jibra'el Alaihissalam came to Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wtl8allam and said,"O Muh'arllmad, however long
you may live, death must inevitably come to you; and whatever deed
(good or bad) you perform you...will receive for it an equal re
compense; and with whomsoever you develop your relations (in the
world), you will be disunited and separated from him one day (i.e.
either he will die and forsake you, or you will die and forsake him).
Take heed; the nobility of a person consists in his oQservance of
Tahajjud Salaat and his respect depends on asublime in disregard
for what others possess". (Targheeb). That is to say, a person com
mands the respect of others so long ~ he does nQt regard others'
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wealth enviously. But as soon as he becomes envious, all his honour
and prestige is lost.

Urwah Rahmatullah alaihe says, 'When anyone of you looks at
the beauty and adornment of this world (and is fasc;inated by it), he
should go home at once and ask his family members to stand in
prayers (Salaat). For, Allah Ta'ala has commanded His Rasul
Sallallalw alaihe wasallam inthe Holy Qur'an:

'~d strain not your eyes in longing for that We have given to
the people indulging in the world to e,yoy, the splendour of the life of
this world, so that We may try them thereby. The provision ofyour
Lord (Promised to be given in the Akhirah) is better and more
enduring. And e,yoin Salaat upon your people (relations) and be
constant therein". (Taha: 131-132)

And, in another context, Allah Ta'ala says:

And strain not your eyes in longing for what We have bestowed
upon certain people among them to e,yoy (i.e. the beauty and
adornment ofthe world)". (al-Hijr: 88)

Commenting on these Ayaat,Sufyaan Ibne 'Uyainah Rahmatullah
alaihe says, "If a person who has been favoured with the knowledge
of the Qur'an, looks enviously towards anything of the world
(granted to someone else) he belittles the Holy Qur'an (i.e is
showing disrespect to the Holy Qur'an)."

Imaam Ghataali Rahmatullah alaihe says: Poverty is commend
able indeed, but only for him,who possesses a contented mind, does
not feel greedy for wealth, takes no thought of what other people
possess and has no desire to acquire property. And all of these
qualities can only be achieved by a person· who is frugal in his
expenditure, spends 01) his food, dress and lodging only as much as
is absolutely necessary, within the humblest possible means. If he
requires something, he provides himself with as much of it as may
suffice him, at the most for a month, never giving thought to what
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he may possibly require after the month. For, he who thinks before"
hand of what he may possibly need after a month,is deprived of the
honour of contentment and falls a prey to·greed and avarice. And
greed (for man is greedy by nature) makes him addicted to bad
habits and induces him to indulge in forbidden things. Rasulullah
SallallaJw alaihe wasallam once said, "If man were to possess two
'Wadis (valle~full ofgold, he would desire a third".

Abu Musaa Ash'ari Radhiallaho anho says. "A surah equal, in
eXtent to surah 'al-Bara'at' was revealed to Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam, wiuch was abrogated later, I still remember the
following out of its contents: "Sometimes Allah Ta'ala assists this
Deen (Islam) through the people who have no concern with it (non
believers andavil doers.); and also,if man were to possess wealth~
the extent of two Wadis (valleys) full of gold, he would crave for a
third, for nothing can fill the belly of a man (satisfy his gNed) but
the dust of the gravQibut he who turns to Allah in repentance, Allah
Ta'ala accepts1Is rejjentance".

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "Two greedy
persons are never satisfied: the man of learning who is greedy for
knowledge (when a man I\as acquired a taste for knowledge, he is
never satisfied but always craves for more) and the man who is
greedy for money". Since greedis a fatal malady, which man has in
his nature, Allah Ta'ala and His Rasul have repeatedly emphasized
the importance of contentment. In a Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam has been reported as saying; "Blessed is the man
whom Allah Ta'ala has favoured with Islam, and provided him with
a bare sustenance, with which he is content"

It occurs in another Hadith that once Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam said, "On the Day of Resurrection, everybody, rich
or poor, will wish he had been given just as much provision in the
world as barely sufficed for his needs". For the same reason,
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has admonished us against
greediness and against exerting much for earning money.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said; "0 people,
adopt good means for earning (i.e. do not adopt unlawful means).
For, nobody can get more than what has been apportioned for him
which must reach him inevitably; and no man will die until he has
received the entire amount of his provision". Rasulullah Sallqllaho
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alaihe wasallam also said,"If you observe Taqwa (i.e. guard yourself
against all forbidden things), you will be the most devout ormen; if
you are content with your provision,You will be the best of those
who are thankful' to their Lord; and if you like your brother Muslim
to have what you like for yourself, you will be a perfect Mo'min".

Abu Ayyub Radhiallaho anho says that a person caIJle to Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and said, "0 Rasulullah, give me
some brief advice (so that I may hold fast to it)". Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said: "When you perform Salaat, do so as
though it were your last (when a man thinks a Salaat to be his last,
he will obviously perform it with great sincerity and devotion and
will take pains to make it perfect); and do not speak a word for which
you will have to express regret (and tender an apology); and, with a
firm mind, do not desire to get what other people possess(do not even
turn your eyes to what men possess)~

Umar Radhiallaho anho says, "Greediness is poverty (and makes
one needy) and true riches consists in not coveting what others
possess". That is, he who gives up all hopes of what other men
possess, becomes independent ·of them. A sage was asked, "What is
wealthr'~d he answered, "Restriction of hopes and being content
With what suffices for one's needs."Muhammad binWaasay Rahmai
.ullah alaihe used to eat dtybread soaked in water and say: "He who
is content to eat this.is never obliged to depend upon anyone'. Some
asked a sage, 'What are your possessions'rHe replied, "Wearing an
expression of self-sufficiency in public, restriction of hopes and
moderation in private; and entertaining no hopes of what others
possess".

According to a Hadith Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
has informed us that Allah Ta'ala says: "0 son of Adam! If you were
to possess the whole world, you would not be able to eat more than
what can. satisfy your need. So, count it My favour to you that I did
not grant you more than what suffices for yourt needs, so that you
may not have to answer for it".

Abdullah bin MaB'ud Radhiallaho anho says: "If anyone asks a
brother to help him in his need, .let him express his desire in plain
words. For, if you eulogize him Widely, you will do him great harm
(make him proud) while you will not get more than your portion
allotted by. DiVine Decree".
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It is related that the Umayyid king Sulaiman Ibne Abdul Malik
wrote a letter to Abu Hazim Rahmatullah alaihe in which he re
quested, most earnestly, that the Sheikh should ask anything he
needed at any time, from the king, who would be pleased to provide
it for him. The Sheikh replied, "I put all my needs before Allah
Ta'ala and I am content with what He has granted me for their
fulfilment".

A sage has said,"I never saw anyone in greater sorrow than the
jealous person; nor anyone leading a happier life than a contented
person, nor anyone more patient than the greedy man: (he is greedy
for almost every· thing, which he cannot achieve and, therefore, he
has to exercise patience). And I never saw anyone leading a finer and
more peaceful life than the person who has renounced the world, nor
anyone more regretful than an Alim (scholar of divinity) who
transgresses the limits of propriety.'

It is said that once Abdullah Ibne Salaam Radhiallaho anho
asked Ka'b Ahbaar Radhiallaho anho, -What causes knowledge to be
taken away from the hearts of the Ulama (divines), despite their
having gained a proper understanding of it and having retained it in
their minds'r Ka'b Radhiallaho anho. replied, "Greed, and asking
favours from people".

Someone asked Fudhail-bin-Ayaadh Rahmatullah alaihe to ex
plain the above mentioned remark by Kalb Radhiallaho anho. He
said, "When an 'Alim (Divine) becomes greedy for a worldly thing,
he exerts his powers for achieving it and, thus, seriously harms his
'Deen' (religion). That is io say, he occupies himself with worldly
cares at the expense of religious pursuits. Before long, his covetous
nature is fascinated by each and everything of the world and he
desires to possess all the things that catch his eye. Then. he asks
favours from" men and bows to anyone who helps him in the fulfil
ment of his desires, obeys him, serves his designs humbly, salutes
him when he passes by and visits him when he falls ill. And these
salutations and visits are not motivated by the desire to please Allah
Ta'ala, but by worldly designs. (For which, obviously, no reward is
to be expected in the Hereafter)."ln the end, Fudhail Rahmatullah
alaihe said, "This remark is of greater benefit than a hundred others,
as it is a good exhortation to p'ractise contentment".
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Sald bin Abi Waqaas Radhiallaho anho says that a person came
to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and said,"O Rasulullah,
give me some advice and make it brief (so that I may hold fast to it)~

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Give up all hopes of
getting what other people possess (do not even tum your eyes to
what men possess), and ward off greed, for greediness is instant
poverty (when you are greedy and want to have a thing, you become
needy even before the need actually arises); and' do not do or say a
thing for which you will have to make an excuse tomorrow".
(Targheeb)

We have earlier quoted a Hadith, on the authority of Abu Ayyub
Radhiallaho anho, in which the same question with a similar
answer has been reported. Both Traditions have a common theme,
except for a piece of advice in each, specifically meant for the person
asking the question in each case and, therefore, at variance with the
other. Some versions of ,Said's Tradition mention four items of
advice (like the one given above), of which three items are similar to
those mentioned in Abu Ayyub's version,and there is one more
regarding greediness. (Targheeb)

As regard the advice to give up hopes of what others possess,
which is common to both Traditions, this is very important indeed.
For, only such people (who do not hope to get anything from others)
are safe from anxiety and humiliation before others. Another Hadith
reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying; "If anyone
is living .!it. peace in his house, has been granted bodily health by
Allah Ta'ala and possesses enough food for the day, it is as if he
possesses the whole world~ (Targheeb). True, ifanyone possesses all
these things, he has no reason to regard enviously any other thing of
the world.

Abdullah Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho has also narrated a simi
lar incident about a person who asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam for some brief advice, He replied. "When you observe
Salaat, observe it as though it were your last (and you were standing
before Allah Ta'ala); for.He sees you, though you do not see Him;
and give up all hopes of what others possess, you will be the richest
of men;and do not do or say anything for which you will have to
make excuses tomorrow". (Targheeb)
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It is related that someone asked Sa'd Radltiallaho anho to give
him some advice and he said, "When you get up to observe Salaat,
perform the 'Wudhu' (ablution) perfectly, for. Salaat without
'Wudhu' is not accepted, and there is no faith (Imaan) without
Salaat; then,when you begin to observe Salaat, observe it as though
it were your last; and do not make frequent demands, fOJ;,it is instant
poverty; and give up all hopes of what other people possess, for, true
riches consists therein; and do not do or say anything for which you
will have to make excuses and apologize tomorrow". (AtIuJaf-us
Salaat)

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe says, "Some people think
that he who renounces worldly wealth is an ascetic (Zaahid); though
it is not true. For, it is quite easy for any one,who hankers after
public fame, status and prestige,to eat less food and to wear rough
and coarse clothes. There are many pretenders to asceticism and
renunciation (zuhd) who are content to eat little food and who keep
their house-doors closed to the public or live in houses which have
no entrance gates (i.e. refuse to associate with people). And by all
this, they aim to achieve nothing but worldly fame. There are many
who wear fine clothes and claim to hav1! renounced the world (be
come Zaahids). They say that they wear fine clothes in order to
follow the Sunnah of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. They
also say that they do not wear fine dress of their own accord, but
because their friends and admirers insist on it and wish to see them
well-dressed. The fact is that, when they say so, they are indirectly
asking people to send them gifts of fine garments. These two cate
gories of people want to gain worldly benefits through their religion.
For, worldly benefits do not consist in acquisition of w~th alone;
desiring the high status and good name of an ascetic (Zaahid) is also
a worldly motive. There are three distinguishing characteristics of a
true 'Zaahid' (an ascetic), which one should try to develop in himself:-

1. He does not take pleasure in what he possesses in the world; nor
grieves over being deprived of the things he does not possess. Or,
better still, he grieves over having worldly things in his pos
session and feels happy when he is bereft of such things.

2. In his sight, the one who praises him and the one who berates
him are alike. Of these two, the former characteristic signify
renunciation of wealth, the latter signifies renunciation of
status and worldly renown.
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3. He is possessed of a tro~ love for Allah Ta'ala, enjoys intimacy
with Him, and is capable of experiencing a peculiar bliss and
sweetness in acts of devotion. ahya)

At this point, I would like to narrate two anecdotes from the
lives of my own spiritual leaders, which serve as illustration of the
perfections listed above.

First, I quote here a letter by our spiritual mentor and guide,
Maulana Rashid Ahmad Gangohi Rahmatullah alaihe, written to his
own spiritual leader, Sheikh of the Arab and the non-Arab world,
Haji Imdaadullah Rahmatullah alaihe; May Allah raise him to still
higherspiritual stations! It reads:-

"Your honour has deigned to ask this undeserving servant of
yours about his spiritual condition. O,you, who are my protecting
lord in the two worlds! What am I and what is my spiritual state!
What good have I got to present to you who have reached the zenith
of perfection! By Allah! I am ashamed to talk to you about my own
humble attainments, because I am the most insignificant of your·
servants. But since you have commanded me I nlUst comply with
your behest.

"My esteemed preceptor and guide, so. far as the externalS 01
(religious) knowledge are concerned, during the seven years of my
absence from your blessed companionship, more than two hundred
students have received their final degree of proficiency in Hadith
through this humble servant of yours. Most of these have opened
their own institutions for teaching of Hadith and have devoted
themselves to the revival of Sunnah of the 'Rasul Sallallaho alaihe
wascillam and propagation of 'Deen'· (Islam). I deem it to be the
greatest honour, if it meets with acceptance by Allah Ta'ala.

"As for the fruits of inner perfections gleaned from my spritual
association with and service ofyour august self. I should add in brief:
In my moods of divine ecstasy, I take no thought of receiving any
benefit, or coming to harm through anycne other than Allah Ta'ala.
So much so that, by Allah, I sometimes fear I have been detached
from my own spiritual leaders. And I am least concerned with the
praise or blame of anyone, considering my spiritual state to be far
removed from praise or dispraise of people. And I abhor the sins and
feel inclined by nature towards devotions,and I owe all these effects
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to the-illuminating benedictions of my association and spiritual link,
at once imperceptible and asserting, which binds me to your
illustrious self. It would be impudent and audacious of me to dilate
further on this subject I, therefore, request to be excused.

"Pardon me, 0 Allahi 1 have written this in compliance with the
beh~ of my sheikh. I am a false pretender, the most insignificant of
Your creatures. All these are Your favours to me. Only You exist.
What am I? A nonentity! 1 owe my very existence to You! I am
because You will to be so. To think in terms of You and 'I' is also an
intricate way of ascribing partners to You in Your Attributes.

I seek refuge in Allah! I seek refuge in Allah! There is no might
and no power ext:ept in Allah.

Kindly accept this from me with my excuses. Was-Salaam. 1306
A.H".

Thisle~was written seventeen years before the Sheikh passed
away to the vicinity of Allah; one cannot imagine the spirtual heights
which he might have attained after this period, considering that he
felt beyond the praise or dispraise of people and that he did not even
think of receiving any benefit or coming to harm through anyone
except Allah, long before his death.•

The other incident has been narrated by Amir Shah Khan in his
book 'Ameer-ur-Riwayaat'. He writes, "InSikandarabad sub-division,
there is a village,which is called Hasanpur.l have also visited it·It is
quite a large village-author}. There was a time when this village
used to be an estate owned jointly by Maulana Mohammad Ishaaque
of Delhi (who was a well-known authority on Hadith) and Maulana
Muhammad Yaqoob Rahmatullah alaihima. Maulana Muzaffar Hus
sain Kandhalwi says that these two brothers were very generous by
nature and spent liberally. The consequence was that they seldom
remained in easy circumstances and often looked worried.

It so chanced that, one day when"they were living in Makkab
Mukarramah, Maulana Muzaffar Hussain visited thekn at their
house and was greatly surprised to see them unusually happy. They
walked about in the house, carried books from one place to the other .
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anel talked to each other in very happy tones like people who cannot
contain themselves for joy. Maulana Muzaffar conjectured that some
large remittance from India might have occasioned this unusual
mood of felicity, but he, thought it worth while to learn the real
cause. As he could not muster courage to ask the elder brother, he
said to the younger, "Maulana I How is it that you look so happy
today?" He replied, "Our estate at Hasanpur has been confiscated.
We are happy because, so long as it remained in our possession, we
did not have perfect trust (Tawakkul) in Allah Ta'ala; from now on,
we shall put our trust in Allah alone".

- 1":.. .,,~.

~~~ I I.Ja.' 11..
The China-T(Ulde mirror has broken by chance/

Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawai R,ahmatullah alaihe, commenting
on this incident, writes: "The incident is reminiscent of another
similar aneCdote· from the life of Sheikh Abdul Qaadir Jilaani
Rahmatullah c:zlaihe who expressed. great joy on being told, by one of
his attendants, that his costly mirror had broken. The attendant
said, timidly;

But the Sheikh added a rhyming line, quite extempore: .
~_,.. .1",-'.

~"':.1.P'",:"t:" A.-' ~..P
"It's good! The means of looking at ourselves (with pride) have

been shattered ".

HADITH: 11

Aishah Radhiallaho anha narrates that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam did not ever take enough
barely bread to satisfy his hunger on two consecutive
days,till he passed away.

Note: Such was the life of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam! There are hundreds of Ahadith th~t give a similar account
of his mode of life. Nowadays, we hear a lot about the poverty and
starvation of the Muslim community but, one wonders, how few
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men there might have been who could not get enough plain bread to
satisfy them on two consecutive days throughout their life! The
'Shamaael-e-Tirmizi, quotes another Hadith on the authority of
Aishah Radhiallaho 'anha to the effect that even the family of
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaike wasallam did not get enough barley
bread to satisfy their hunger on two consecutive days till he passed
away.

!hne Abbas Radhiallaho anho says: "On many consecutive nights
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaike wasallam and his family had nothing to
eat in the evening and they had to go without food for the whole
night; and Rasulullah Sallallaho alaike wasallam lived on barley'
bread".

Someone asked Sahl Radhiallaho anho, "Was not Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaike wasallamaccustomed to eat bread made from sif
ted flour? "He replied, "I am not sure whether Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaike wasallam ever saw sifted flour in his lifetime'~ He then asked,
«Didn't you have sieves during the times of Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaike wasallam?·Sahl Radhiallaho anho replied that they were not
accustomed to use sieves those days. At this, the person asked (in
surpriJ;e), "How could you eat unsifted barley flour"? Sahl Radhi
allaho anho answered, "We used to shake and blow the flour; thus
the (big particles(chafJflew away and we baked the rest". (Shamaael
e-Tirmizi)

Note: Today, we find it hard to eat wheat bread made from un
sifted flour. The Sahabah Radhiallahoanhum used to eat barley
bread made from unsifted flour and, even of that, they could not get
enough to eat their fill.

Aishah Radhiallaho anha says, "When 1 have a full meal, 1 can
not contain my sorrow and burst into tears". Someone asked her the
reason and she said, "I am reminded of the· times of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaike wasallam when he could never have a full meal of
meat or bread twice a day till he passed away". (Shamaael) Sa'eed
Maqbari Rahmatullah alaike says that once Abu Hurairah Radhi
allaho anho came upon some people who had a dish of roast chicken
in· front of them and were having dinner.·They invited him to share
the food, but he refused to do so and said, "Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaike wasallam passed away from this world without ever having
enough barley bread to satisfy his hunger. How can 1 eat chicken?"
(Mishkaat).
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Note: This is a general remark by Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho
anho and not a legal prohibition. For, there are authentic Ahadith to
prove that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam himself did eat
chicken-meat.

Another Hadith says that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
often remained hungry, even without being driven to it by necessity:
That is,. sometimes he ate very little, despite there being sufficient
food to eat. For, the Divine light (nur) descends bountifully upon the
hearts of those who keep their bellies hungry. Still another Hadith
says that Allah Ta'ala takes pride in him who eats and drinks little
in tills world, and He says to the angels, 'Look! I tried him with want
(offood and drink) and he remained patient. Bear witness; for every
morsel of food that he could not eat, I grant him a high grade in
Jannah"ahyaa).

However, one should not, of ones own choice, eat so little food as
to leave him bisufficient strength for the performance of religious
duties. For the same reason, eating of 'Suhur' (a meal taken shortly
before dawn) has been made a Sunnah for the month of Ramadhan,
as it protects a person from growing too weak while fasting. And
taking a short mid-day nap has been made a Sunnah, as it is helpful
for staying awake by night and observing Tahajjud Salaat. Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "No full vessel is as bad
as a belly replete with food . (i.e. filling of no other vessel is as bad as
filling one's belly with food). But, since one cannot do without food,
one third of the stomach may be filled with food; one third should be
kept empty for water an,d one third for the air".

It has been related in a Hadith that once Fatimah Radhiallaho
anha brought a loaf of bread to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam who asked her what it was and she said,"O Rasulullah, I
baked some bread today, but I did not like to eat it without your
sharing it with me". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said,
"This is the first thing your father is putting into his mouth after
three days". (That is to say, 'I have not taken any food for three day~

together)".

According to another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam once said, "Only those who remain hungry in this world
will be repleted with food in the Akhirah and Allah Ta'ala greatly
dislikes a person who eats so much that he suffers from indigestion;
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and he who wishes to have something but does not eat, will be raised
to higher stages in Jannah". Umar Radhiallaho anho says, ftAvoid
eating to repletion; for it causes heaviness in the world; and decay
and putrefaction at the time of death~ Shaqiq Balkhi Rahmatullah
alaihe says: "Devoutness is a profession, whose workshop is solitude,
and whose instrumenl (with which a man of profession works) is
hunger."

Fudhail Rahmatullah alaihe used to say, addressing himself,
"Fudhail, you feel afraid of hunger, though it is not a thing to be
afraid of. Insignificant 'man! Think of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam and the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum who had to suffer
from hunger" (despite their sublime spiritual ranks). He would say,
sometimes,"O Allah!·You kept me and my family without food, and
without light during dark nights. I know it is Your way with the
pious ones among Your men. What virtue of mine moved Your
bounty to bestow upon me such a great favour?-(He wondered if any
virtue of his was so pleasing to Allah Ta'ala that He had, in spite of
the fact that he was not a pious man (in his own estimation),
granted him the favours which fall to the lot olthe pious ones alone).

KahmasRahmatullah alaihe used to say/'O Allah! You kept me
without food, and without clothes, and without light during dark

. nights (I am not worthy of these favours). What moved Your bounty
to bestow upon me all these favours?" Fatah Musili Rahmatullah
alaihe used to say, when he was aftlicted with some painful disease
or, was suffering from pangS of hunger. "0 Allah! You tried me with
the aftliction of hunger and disease and these are the things with
which You tty Your pious men. What good deed should I perform to
show my gratitude to You for all these favours?"

Once, Maalik-bin-Dinar Rahmatullah alaihe said to Muhammad
Ibne Wasi Rahmatullah alaihe; "Blessed is the man who gets a little
produce (from land etc) which affords him a bare sufficiency and
makes him independent of begging from people". Muhammad bin
Wasi Rahmatullah alaihe said, "Blessed is the man who remains
hungry in the morning and goes without food in the evening and,
still, is well pleased with Allah Ta'ala."It occurs in the Torah to the
effect that,('When you have a full meal, call to your mind the people
who are huDgIY . Abu Sulaiman Rahmatullah alaihe says,"If I take a
morsel less than what I usually have at night, I deem it to be more
rewarding (for my soul) than a whole night of standing in devotions.'
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He also says: 'Hunger is a Divine Treasure available only to those
who are the favourities of Allah Ta'ala."

Sahl bin Abdullah Tustari Rahmatullah alaihe was accustomed
to going without food consecutively for more than twenty days and
his expenses on food were estimated at one Dirham (silver coin) a
year. He often gave exhortations and talked at length on the merits
of remaining hungry, so much so that he would say,"No other virtue
can compare with that of eating only as much as is barely necessaIY,
for,in that alone consists the compliance with the Sunnah (Way) of
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam in matters of food." He also
says: "Wisdom and knowledge is gained through starving the belly:
ignorance and sins are centred in repletion." He also says: 'Noone
can attain to the station of the 'Abdaal'(a very high rank of
sainthood) until he cultivates the following habits: starving the belly,
observing reticence in speech, waking up at night for devotions, love
of solitude~Healso says/'He who remains hungry is least disturbed
by the whispering and evil promptings of the Shaitan'~

Abdul Wahid bin Zaid Rahmatullah alaihe would say: 'I swear
Allah! Nobody'ssoul can be purified unless he starves his belly; and
it is by virtue of hunger that the saints used to walk on water and
are granted the miraculous power to traverse thousands of miles in a
few steps (the charismatic power called 'Tayy-ul-ardh).

Imaam Ghazaali Rahmatullah alaihe says that there are ten great
advantages of eating less food:

The first Advantage. (of eating less food) is that it helps to
purify one's soul produces alacrity of spirit and deepens one's
insight; for, repletion causes dullness of mind and makes one's heart
devoid of spiritual light (Noor). When the stomach is full, gases and
vapours (rising from it) gather up round the brain and also affect the
heart, with the result that one's mind becomes cloudy and slow in
thought. If a young boy begins to eat too much, his memory grows
weak and his brain becomes dull. Abu Sulaiman Darani Rahmat
ullah alaihe says: "Make a habit of keeping your stomach empty; for
this subdues the evil nature, softens the heart and helps in acquiring
spiritual knowledge". Shibli Rahmatullah alaihe says, "Whenever 1
remained hungry, meaning thereby to earn the pleasure of Allah
Ta'ala, I found, opening up within myself, a new vista of knowledge
and a deeper insight into the reality of things was granted to me:'
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It also explaios1 Luqman Alaihissalam adviSed his son, thus:
"Sonny, when a person's belly is full, his faculty of reason becomes'
dormant, his wisdom becomes still and· ineffective, and his limbs
become slow in performance of acts of devotion". Abu Yazid Bustami
.ilahmatullah alaihe says. "Hunger is like a cloud; when one is
hungry it sends doWn showers of wisdom upon one's heart".

The second advantage is that hunger softens a man's heart and
makes it sensitive to 'Zikr' <Remembrance ofAllah Ta'ala) and other
acts of devotion. Sometimes a person recites the hymns with great
concentration of mind, but his heart does not experience the .bliss
and other etJects of Zikr. But when the heart becomes sensitive· to
softer feelings, it can experience the Illpture of 'Zikr' the joy and
bliss of importuning His .favours. Abu SulainUm Darani Rahmat
ullah alaihe says; "'I derive greatest pleasure from my devotions
when I am starving, with my belly totally empty~ Junaid Baghdadi
Rahmatullah alaihe used to say/How can a person who hangs a bag
offood between his heart and his Lord (Allah Ta'ala) experience the
bliss of solitary communion with Him. (filled belly is compared to
the beggar's bag, full offodd)."

The third advantage of hunger is that it produces meekness
and humility in a man, and sublimates his pride and vanity that
would induce him to become heedless and transgress the Command
ments of Allah Ta'ala. Nothing mortifies the,baser self of man more
than hunger. And, no one can have a vision of the Grandeur and
MeJesty of Allah Ta'ala unless he humbles himself, feeling insigni
ficant in comparison with Allah. Therefore, everybody should make
a habit of remaining hungry often, so that he can concentrate his
thoughts on his Lord, intuitively. It was in view of this effect of
hunger that, when Allah Ta'ala offered toRasulullah SallaUalw
alaiheWCl$Qllam that the entire land of Makkah be turned into· gold
for him, he replied.. "No, but I would like, 0 Allah! to be hungry and
have enough to eat on alternate days; so that when I am hungry, I
sball be patient and bow to Y~. in humility (supplicate Your
favours), and when I have enough food; I shall be thankful to You".

The fourth advantage of being hungry is that one is never
forgetful of those who are suffering from misery and starvation. A
person replete with food can have no idea· of the sufferings of the
starving and the needy. Someone asked Yousuf.Alaihissalam, "You
are the custodian of all the treasures of this land and still, you
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remain hungry". He replied, "I fear lest repletion should make me
forgetful of those who are starving". And, hunger and thirst In this
world also helps to keep in remembrance the, hunger and thirst that
men will be made to suffer on the Day of Resurrection. A hungry
man fears the punishment of Allah Ta'ala; he can call to mind how
the inmates of Jahannam will suffer from severe thirst and hunger,
how they will be given food that will be hard to swallow, and how
they will be given as drink, the blood and the pus running from the
wounds of those burning in Fire.

The f"lfth and most important advantage of hunger is its effect
of protection againsi sins. For, all lusts stem frOm repletion, while
hunger takes the edge off one's passions. A person's blessedness
consists in his subduing his evil self, while his misfortune comes
from being over powered by evil passions. As a wild. horse is made
docile through hunger, and becomes defiant and rebellious if it is
given too much to eat, similarlY7 the evil nature of man can be
subdued only by starving the belly.

Someone asked a Divine, "You are old and weak in body and,
still, you do not take care of your health (you need to take
invigorating foods). He repijed, "Man's innate evil nature is quickly
excited by passions; 1 fear, lest it should drag me into-the bane of
some .sinful deed. So, I prefer to keep my nature subdued by
mortifications, lest it should tempt me into a sin leading to
damnation".

Aishah Radhiallaho anha says, "The first innovation (Bid'at) in
Deen that started after the times of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaille
wasallam is the habit of people to eat to the extent of repletion.
When the bellies of men are full, their psyches are inclined towardS
the world".

And this advantage of hunger being a protection against sins
includes so many other advantages, the least of which is one's

.protection against lusts of the sex and the desire for idle talk. A
hungry man would never like to indulge in idle talk and, thus, he
would be safe from the sins of back-biting, telling lies, obscene talk,
maligning and vilifying others. On the other hand, a full-bellied
glutton desires recreation and chit-chat and our gossip generally
consists of slanders about the chaste and virtuous people. Rasulullah
Sallallahu maille waBallam said, "<Mostly) people are condemned to
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Jahannam for the harvests of their tongue". There is no denying the
fact that indulgence in sex is most fatal for the soul. Now, when a
p0'Son's belly is full, he finds it difficult to contain his sexual desire;
and even if he is capable of restraining it, through fear of Allah
Ta'ala, he may not be able to avoid the sin of lustful gazing (at the
person of opposite sex). Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once
said, "The eye commits fornication, as do the private parts". Suppose
a man is able to close his eyes to avoid sinful gazing, the image of the
persons on. whom he chanced to cast a. glance will still haunt his
mind, and lustful thoughts will deprive him of the bliss of Com
munion with Allah Ta'ala, and may even distract his attention when
engaged in observance of Salaat. Sins of lust and sins of the tongue
have been mentioned by way of illustration; as a matter of fact, all
sins committed by various parts of the body have their origin in a
belly replete with food, which provides the necessary strength.

The sixth advantage of eating less food is that those who eat
sparingly do not sleep long, but are granted the privilege to stay
awake at night and engage themselves in devotions. He who eats
much needs to drink plenty of water and so remains asleep for long
hours. The divines say, "Do not eat much food, or you will have to
drink plenty of water; then you will fall asleep and go on sleeping for
long hours, which will cause you great spiritual loss." They say that
seventy famous physicians are agreed upon the fact that drinking a
lot of water cause a person toO sleep for longer durations,and so a
greater portion of his lifetime is wasted, not to speak of the spiritual
loss of missing Tahlij,jud Salaat. Too much sleep also causes hard
heartedness and dullness of the mind. Moreover, if a man leading a
celibate life 9r living away from his wife, sleeps for long hours, he
will frequently be subject to night pollution and, in case there are no
proper arrangements for taking a bath, he will often miss his
Tahlij,jud prayers.

The seventh advantage of eating less food is that it facilitates
standing in devotion for long hours: a heavy stomach makes a person
lazy and incapacitates him from standing in devotions. The very act
of eating takes a lot of time; and, if a person has to cook for himself,
it involves a greater wastage of time. Then, after taking the meal,
you wash your hands, pick your teeth (to remove crumbs from the
teeth), get up from your seat time and again and go out to take
water. If you add up the time spent on these various acts, you will
realise how much time is wasted in taking food. How much more
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beneficial would it be if all this time were spent in r~membranceof
Allah Ta'ala and other acts of devotion?

Sirri Saqati Rahmatullah alaihe says that he saw Ali Juljani
Rahmatullahalaihe eating a sort of mash made from barley flour
and asked him how he had got used to that food! The Sheikh replied,
"I calculated the time spent in eating a morsel from putting it in the
mouth upto chewing, and swallowing it, and I saw that during this
time, I could say: ( ~I~) (Allah be glorified) seventy times. For
this reason, I have not taken bread for the last forty years but have
been eating this mushed barley flour alone", The fact is that every
second of a man's life is an invaluable jewel, which must be deposi
ted with Allah Ta'ala in the treasury of Akhirah so that it may not
be wasted. .(\nd the only way of preserving it, is to spend it in the
remembra.n& of Allah Ta'ala or in other acts of devotion.

Besides, a full belly is a hindrance which prevents a man from
remaining in the state of ritual purification (Wudhu) for long
duration. He has to go to the privy and cleanse himself more often
(perform Istinjaa) and, besides wasting his time, he cannot stay in
the Masjid (continuously) for longer hours. Moreover, fasting
becomes much easier for those who are used to remain hungry. In
short, there are innumerable advantages of eating less food, for
example, its helpfulness for fasting, for observing I'tikaaf (seclusion),
for staying ·in the state of ritual purification (wudhu) for longer
hours, for spending more time in acts of devotion. But all these
advantages cannot be appreciated by the worldly-minded, who are
heedless, who regard 'Deen' to be of little value, who are content
with the transitory life of the world, knowing only about this world,
with little knowledge of the Akhirah.

The eighth advantage of eating less food is that it is good for
bodily health. Most diseases are caused by repletion and surfeit, for,
eating too much causes such deposits to accumulate in the belly, and
Qn the veins and arteries, which are harmful for the health of the
body and which breed various diseases. Ailments and diseases,
besides being injurious to health, prevent a person from exerting
himself in devotions, distract him and divert his attention from
contemplation and remembrance of Allah Ta'ala. Moreover, diseases
bring in their wake a host of worldly encumbrances and worries,
including medicines, precautions,visits to doctors and physicians, to
undergo operations, or (as in olden times) getting a leech to suck
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one's blood, thus causing great botheration and a lot of expenses,
whereas hunger serves as a sure protection against all maladies.
They relate that once Haroon Rashid, the Caliph, in'Vited to his court
four expert physicians from India, Constantinople, Iraq and Sawad....
and asked them to name a medicine which did no harm to any organ
of the body. The Indian said it was the black emblic (myrobalan), the
Iraqi named the wild rue (called 'Habb-ur-Rashad' in Arabic,
'Sipand' in Persian and 'Haloon' in Hindi) and the Roman suggested
it was hot water which was totally harmless. The expert from Sawad
said;That is all wrong. Emblic is harmful for the stomach. (It is also
harmful for the liver--Author). The wild rue is sticky and also harms
the stomach, and hot water causes looseness of bowels!"At this, all of
them asked him to name something which was perfectly harmless
and he replied,"1f you want to keep out of harm's way, you should
not take anything until you have a good appetite and stop eating
while you still feel like having some more". All the three doctors
agreed with his opinion.

It is said that a· philosopher doctor was told about a Hadith of
Rasulullah SallallaJw.. alaihe. wasallam, which says that one should
fill one third of one's stomach with food, keep one third of it for
water and one third empty for the air. He was greatly surprised and
said, "I do not know of a sounder and saner view about eating less
food. These are, undoubtedly, the words ofa great sage".

The ninth advantage of eating less food is the economy in
expenses. A person who eats less food spends less money than the
one who eats more. The latter, in order to provide himself with
larger quantities of food sometimes adopts unlawful means or
suffers humiliation through begging from people. (We have just
given an account of Sahl Tustari Rahmatullak alaihe whose
expenses on food amounted to one silver-piece a year).

A sage has said, "I often dispose off my wants merely by
abandoning the idea of fulfilling them, which gives me peace and
safety from distraction in devotion." Another sage says, "When I feel
the need to borrow money, I borrow it from myself saying (to my

.own-self) that 1 undertake to fulfil this desire at another time"..
Whenever Ibrahim .bin Adhem Rahmatullah alaihe asked the price
of something and was told that it was very expensive, he would say
to his friends, "Do not buy that thing, as that will make it cheap'~ (I.e.
i! you decide not to buy a thing', it is all one to you wh.::ther it is
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cheap or expensive and you do not bother as to how it is selling) In
most cases, it is greed that brings about man's damnation; and greed
results from excessive indulgence in enjoyments of food and sex.
Sexual desire is also an outcome of eating rich food. And in eating
less food, there is protection against all these evils; may Allah Ta'czla
grant protection to whomsoever He wills.

The tenth advantage of eating less food .is that it enables a
person to otTer help in sympathy with others and to give away large
amounts in Sadaqah. For, a person who saves on food can spend his
savings as Sadaqah on the orphans, the poor and the destitute. This
Sadaqah will provide him Shade on the Day of Resurrection, as
stated earlier in a Hadith.

The excessive amount of food a person c.onsumes turns into
waste, while whatever is spent as Sadaqah is deposited in the

. Treasury of Allah Ta'ala for his eternal benefit. We have already
quoted a Hadith in the foregoing pages to the effect that once
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Man says, 'My wealth,
my wealth"; though what is really his, consists of three things: what
he gives as Sadaqah and preserves for use in Akhirah, what he eats
and uses up, and what he wears and makes wornout. All the rest is
not his property, but is left behind for his heirs and he has no share
in it". Besides, we have already quoted numerous Ahadith on the
virtues of Sadaqaat. Each one of the ten advantages of eating less
food, described above in brief, includes numerous other advantages.

One point, however, is worth considering, to which we have
made frequent references in this book. Of course that there is no
doubt about the virtues of taking less food, and, the fortunate ones
are those who have, as a special favour from Allah Ta'ala, achieved
this merit and enjoy perfect peace in their worldly and religious life;
besides, these virtues will also help them to attain numerous bene~

fits in the ~irah. Still,every one should make allowance for his
Qwn weak b'&y, lest, in trying to achieve too much, he may lose what
he may have -already achieved. So, a person should keep persuading
himself to achieve these merits and consider them of high value but,
at the same time, he should observe only such practices as his oWn
humb~e powers permit. A patient who ~rries heavy loads hastens
his own death. We have diseases of the soul and our limbs and facul
ties are quite weak. Therefore, though we· should continually aspire
for perfect spiritual health and do our utmost to gain it, we should
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not do anything which might cause further deterioration in our
spiritual health~

Imaam Ghazaali Rahmatullah alaihe writes: "One should culti
vate the habit of eating less food gradually. For, if a person
accustomed to eat a lot abruptly reduces his food; he will find it hard
to bear and will lose his health. So, one should cultivate this habit
gradually and conveniently. For example, if a person is accustomed
to eat two loaves of bread everyday, he should reduce his food by
twenty eighth part of a loaf everyday, so that, after a month, his
daily provision of food will be reduced to one half of the amount
being consumed by him previously. And, if even this reduction is too
much for him, he may reduce a fortieth part of a loaf everyday.

Bahl Tustari Rahmatullah alaihe was asked, "How did you start
your austerities in matters of food?" He replied, .:oln the beginning, I
used to spend three silver-pieces (Dirhams) on food every year. I
bought a syrup made from dates or grapes for one Dirham,rice-flour
for one Dirham and butter (or oil) for one Dirham. I made a thick
mixture of these three and prepared three hundred and sixty sweet
balls of dough. I fasted during the day and ate one such ball in the
evening when the fast was broken", Some one asked him, "What is
your practice now?" He replied,~There is no set routine; I just take
something, at times~ We have earlier referred to his habit of going
without food for twenty days at a time.

Abu Zarr Ghifari Radhiallaho anho is reported to have said:
"During the times of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam. I used
to consume one Saa' (approximately 3-1/4 Kg) of barley every week,
By Allah! I shall never increase it till I die. For I heard Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam saying, 'Of you, the dearest and the
nearest to me on the Day of Resurrecti6n will be the one who
remains, till death, in the same condition as he is today" It was in
view of this remark ofRasulullahSallaliaho alaihe wasallam that
Abu Zarr Ghifaari Radhiallaho anho used to cl.liticise some Sahabah
to whom he would say, "You have abandoned the ways of life
followed during the days of Rasulullah. You eat sifted bailey flour,
though it was not sifted during those times; you eat thin loaves of
bread and I see many kinds of curries in your feasts, though you
were not accus-tomed to such things during the times or Rasulullal>
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam".
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Hasan Basri RahmatuUah alaihe says: "A Mo'min (believer) is
like a small goat; II handful of dates, a handful of barley flour with a
little water suffices him for food. A hypocrite is like a wild animal,
who devours everything he can come by; he has little regard for his
neighbours nor does he prefer anyone else's needs to· his own. Give
away, (0, Believers) whatever exceeds your needs as Sadaqah and
send it before you to the Akhirah, (for it will benefityou)~ Abu Bakr
Radhic.Uaho anho would go without food, consecutively for six· days
and Abdullah bin Zubair Radhiallaho anho could go without food
consecutively for seven days. It is said that once a Sufi Sheikh came
across a Christian monk and held conversation.with him. In the
course of their talk, he also invited him to embrace Islam. The monk
said,''Eisaa Alaihissalam would sometimes go without food consecu
tively for forty days; it is obviously a miracle and only a Nabi is
granted such powers". The Sheikh said, hDo you promise to embrace
Islam ·if I go without food consecutively for fifty days~ The monk
said, 'Certainly'. The Sheikh stayed with him for fifty days and did
not take anything. He then said;These fifty days were in fulfiment f)f
my promise; now, I shall do it for another ten days': So, he did not
eat anything for ten days more and took food after sixty days of
starvlltion. The monk was greatly surprised and embraced Islam.

A Hadith says that: 'lf ~ulullah SaUaUaho alaihe wasallam
took a meal in the morning, he would not have food in the evening.
And, if he took a meal in the evening, he would not take food in the
morning." (Jami-us-SaghirJ. (That is it was his custom on some
occasions.) The saints of earlier times also used to take food only
once during the day. Imaam Raazi Rahmatullah alaihe says, "If
anyone is accustomed to taking food once during the day, he should
eat it before dawn so that he may earn the blessings of fasting during
the day, and be better able to engage in devotions during the night
when his stomach is empty. They say that Maalik bin Dinar Rah
.rnatullah alaihe desired to have milk, but he restrained his desire
and did not take milk for forty years. Once some one presented to
him some fresh dates, but he gave them to bis friends saying, AHave
these dates, for I have not tasted one.foJ.; the laSt forty years."ahya)

Imaam Ghazaali,Rahmatullah ·alaihe has narrated many such
incidents about the Self-denials of the great Divines. In fact, it was by
virtue of these hardships that they were sometimes blessed by Allah
Ta'ala with supernatural powers. Nowadays, everybody aspires to
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possess them, but few can endure such rigorous self-mortification.
How can we, who are accustomed to enjoy delicacies of food, think of
such self-denia1s and hardships! It is said that a Sufi Sheikh invited a
friend'to a feast and put some loaves ofbread before him on the table
cloth. The guest began to turn over the loaves to select for himself a
fine piece. The Sheikh·said, *What are you doing? The loaf that you
have rejected has such and such benefits in it; besides, so many
workers toiled and laboured at it to make it reach here. The wind
blew, caused the clouds to be filled with water, then it rained, the
earth grew croPs. men and animals worked in the fields, etc., to
bring this bread and then it reached you. And, now you are
selecting some loaves and njecting others as bad ones".

It is said that a loaf of bread does not reach a person until three
hundred and sixty hands' have worked at it. First of all, Mikaaeel
Alaihissalam measures out a set quantity from the bounteous Trea
sures of Allah Ta'ala, then the angels incharge of the clouds drive
them to the fields; then the moon, the sun and thE! sky cause the
crops 'to grow; then the angels incharge of thg fields; and finally, the
bakers work to prepare bread. Says Allah Ta'ala, winds cause the
c1oudstomove; them the animals work in cloud and with absolute
truth:

~~.(.~~I'~'~!,~.J, ~ ~\NIl (,;)..J

'And ifyou consider a bounty ofAllah and its details, you cannot
reckon it. ' (Ibrahim: 34)

Another noteworthy point about eating less food is that it should
.be done with the purest of motives, only to earn the pleasure of
Allah, and not for show or winning worldly recognition, otherwise a
person suffers from pangs of hunger but his soul becomes more cor
rupt, instead of being reformed. The Divines say that the one who
abandons the joys of food, but falls a prey to the desire for show and
recognition, is like a person who escapes from the scorpion but runs
into the dragon's mouth.

In short, eating less food is commendable, as it is beneficial both
for one's religious and worldly life, but one should take care lest it
makes him too weak and guard oneself against other fatal dangers
like hypocrisy etc. And, it is imperative to keep in view the way of
living of Rasu1ullah Sallollaho alai~wasallam, his social behaviour,
his poverty and his voluntary starvation. One should hllve sincere
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preference for the life led by Rasulullah Sallallho alaihe wasallam
believing a life of austerity not because he was obliged to live in
poverty, but by his choice, made with his owp sweet will and plea
sure. A Hadith says that once Aishah Rndhiallaho anha said to
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, '0 Rasulullah, why you do
not ask Allah Ta'ala to increase your sustenance and she burst into
tears because she could not bear to see Rasulullah in pangs of
hunger~At this, Rasulullah said; 'Aishah, 1swear by Him Who holds
my life in His Hands, if 1 so wished, Allah Ta'ala would grant me
mountains of gold which would go with -me wheresoever I went. But
1 have preferred hunger in this world, 1 have preferred poverty in
this world to riches and 1 have preferred sorrows of this world to
joys. J\ishah, this world is not suited for Muhammad and his family.
Allah Ta'ala has commanded perseverance and patience to the most
resolute and determined among His Ambiya, amidst sufferings of
this world, and ordered them to keep away. from the ease and
comforts of this life. And Allah Ta'ala wants me to observe patience
like them. He has said in one Ayat:

Have patience, then, even as the resolute of heart among the
Rasuls; hadpatience'. (Ahqaf" 35)

And 1 cannot but obey the .commandments of my Lord. &" by
Allah, 1 shall observe patience to the extent of my powers, as they
did, and truly it is Allah Ta'ala alone Who grants the power".

It has been stated that during the caliphate of Umar Radhi
aUaho anho, when so many territories were conquered by the
Muslims, his daughter, Hafsah Radhiallaho anha, once suggested to
him, that, when he received envoys from foreign countries, he
shoUld wear fine clothes and entertain them with good food and
share it with them on the Maaidah. Umar Rndhiallaho anho replied:
"Hafsah, you know that the members of a person's family know
more about his private life than anybody else. She said, 'certainly'.
He said, "I put yOll on oath to confirm that during his Nabuwwat,
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and his family used to starve
by day, if they had food the previous night, and that they would not
eat anything at nikht if they had taken food during the day. Tell me.
whether you do not know that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam lived for so many years after being granted Risalat by Allah, but
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he and his family did not have a full meal of dates till the cOnquest of
Khyber. 1 put you on oath to confirm that once you laid his food on
a sort of table raised above the ground, and when he saw it, his
blessed face showed marked disapproval until it had been iaid on the
ground. 1 put you on oath to tell me whether you remember how
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam used to fold his 'Abaa'
(cloack-like woolen wrap) and sleep on it during the night; how one
night you folded it twice (to make four layers) for him and how, the
following day, he told y~u to fold it once only, saying that its four
layers had well-nigh prevented him from getting up for Tahajjud
prayers. The four layers of the wrap made it softer and comfortable
enough for sound sleep. I put you on oath to tell me whether you do
not know that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam used to take
off his clothes and wash them himself; and that if Bilal Radhiallaho
anho came to call him for Salaat when he was washing clothes, he
would·have no other clothes to wear and that he would go·to the
Masjid and lead the Salaat only after the clothes were dry enough to
wear. I put you on oath to tell me whether you do not know that
once a lady from the Banu Zalar (a tribe) prepared two pieces of
cloth for Rasuhillah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and sent one piece
before the other was ready; and that he wrapped it round his entire
body, binding it in two knots round his neck (so that it should not
slip), and went·to the Masjid to offer Salaat, wearing only one piece
of cloth because he had no other clothes to wear on that day."

Thus, Umar Radhiallqho anho went on to recount incidents
from the life of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, till she burst
into tears and he also cried so bitterly that it was feared, lest he
would die of anguish.

Another narration has it that once Umar Radhiallaho anho said:
"I had two companions, (Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and
Abu Bakar Radhiallaho anhoJ who followed one and the same path.
lf 1 deviate from the path followed by them and follow any other
course, 1 shall not be tr~ted (by Allah) as they were. By Allah, 1
shall bind myself to lead a hard life as they did in this world, so that
1 may attain to the pleasant life being enjoyed by them in the
Akhirah."

It occurs in 'Fatawaa Alamgiriyyah' (edicts of the Emperor Aur
angzeb Alamgir) that there are several grades of taking food: The
first is eating as much food as is essential for life. This is 'Fardh'
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(obligatory). If a person abstains from food altogether or eats less
than necessary to sustain life, he will be regarded a sinner. The
second grade is taking as much as can afford sufficient strength for
observing Salaat while standing, or for fasting without much
trouble. Eating this much food is commendable, and one earns bless
ings from Allah Ta'ala. The third grade is that of admissibility i.e.
eating more than the comendable amount, specified above; to the
extent of filling the belly for the strength of the body, which is
neither a sin nor a virtue to be rewarded by Allah Ta'ala, though
such a person will have to go through some reckoning, provided that
he procures his food through lawful (Halaal) means. The fourth
degree is that of overeating, which is Haram (unlawful) for every
body, except for two persons: the one who eats much to gain
strength for fasting during the day, and the one who is taking food
with a guest and goes on eating to allow the guest to have his fill.

It is not permissible to eat so little that one grows too weak to
perform one's obligatory (Fardh) duties. And, if it is not so, then
there is no harm in eating less; fot it reforms one's soul and a
person relishes his food more if he takes it only when he is feeling
very hungry. Similarly, it is allowable for a young man to eat less
food more for controlling his sexual desires. (Alamgiriyya). The
author of 'Durre Mukhtar'and some other scholars have modified
this gradation, to the extent that it·~ obligatory (Fardh) to take as
much food as affords sufficient strength to observe Salaat while
standing. The last paragraph 0' the extract from the book
'Alamgiriyyah (quoted above) also supports this view.
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HADITH: 12

Ali Radhiallaho anho narrates that Rasulullah Sallal
laho alaihe wasallam says:"If a person is content with
small livelihood from Allah Ta'ala, Allah will also be
pleased with fewer A'maal from hii'i1:'rMishkaflt)

The Hadith admonishes us to regard limited livelihood as a
special favour from Allah Ta'ala. For, in such a case Allah. the
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Sovereign of the universe, is pleased with fewer good deeds from
him. On the other hand, if a person is granted bounteous favours,
and grows impatient at any decrease, Allah Ta'ala, also aemands
from him ttlat he should exert himself excessively in the fulfilment
of his obligations and payoff what he owes. Obviously, if a servant is
paid as much salary as he demands and, still, does not do his duties
properly, everybody will call him disloyal and ungrateful. Strangely
enough, the poor among us do turn to Allah and devote some time to
His remembrance and offer Nail Salaat; but the rich and those who
have prospects of getting rich find it hard to observe even 'Fardh'
Salaat.

A person can be. content with limited livelihood if he is particular
about five ·things:

1. He should cut down his expenses and never spend more than
what is absolutely necessary. The Ulama say that a single persen
should have only one suit of clothes; he need not have more than one
in his possession. Similarly, one can do with plain bread and a
simple curry. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said: "He who
observes moderation in expenditure, will not become poor".

2. If he has as much money or food as suffices for his present
needs, he should not worry about his future requirements and trust
in the promise of Allah Ta'ala to provide sustenance to all living
beings. Shaitan (Satan) tries to keep a person constantly worried
about the future and whispers into his ears, "One must have some
money in reserve for what may happen, demanding immediate at
tention and expenditure; one may suddenly fall ill; unforeseen needs
may arise; and you may find yourself in trouble...and so on". Thus,
Shaitan keeps ·a man worried about his 'future and puts him to hard
labour, and he befools and ridicules a man saying to himself, 'Look
at this fool; he is presently suffering pai.ns from real hardships for
fear of problems which are imaginary and absolutely uncertain'.

A Hadith says that.once Rasulullab Sallallaho alaihe wasailam
said to Abdullah Ibne Mas'ud Radhiallaho anho: "Do not keep
yourself occupied with too many cares and worries; for, whatever
has been decreed must happen; and whatever provision has been
apportioned for you must reach you. 'He also said: "Allah Ta'ala
gives a Mo'Jilin (believer) his provison from unimagined sources·.
This subject forms the content ofan Ayat from the Holy Qur'an.
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3. He should consider th~ fact that, being content with little
provision from Allah Ta'ala, one develops a sense of self-sufficiency
and feels honoured for not being dependent on others. On the other
hand' a greedy and covetous person has to humiliate himself before
others. So, one has to carefully choose between the two alternatives,
both rather unpleasant, namely the choice in between begging from
people and abstaining from good living. And the one who prefers a
simple and contented life is 'rewarded by Allah Ta'ala, while he who
begs from people will be punsihed in the Akhirah. Besides, ifyou beg
favours of a person, you cannot dare to speak the truth in his face
and, very often, you have to adopt a compromising attitude in
religious matters.

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "The honour of a
person consists in his being independent of people". And there is a
well-known maxim: "Ifyou do not depend upon a person, you are his
equal; ifyou ask favours of him, you are his bondsman; ifyou do him
a favour, you are his master?"

4. He should consider the fateful end of the rich who were
enamoured of this world i.e. the Jews, the Chirstians and the
irreligious persons who lived in aftluent circumstances. And, at the
same time, he should think of the glorious future of the Ambiya and
the saints of Allah Ta'ala and consider howblissful their lives were.
Then·he should ask himself:

'Do You prefer to be counted among the' fortunate ones who en
joyed nearness to Allah Ta'ala"or do you wish to be like those
irreligious fools who enjoyed riches ofthe world?

5. He should keep in view all the harmful effects of excessive
wealth, described in the foregoing pages If a person keeps these five
points in view, he-will be easily satisfied with a small provision from
Allah Ta'ala. ahyaa)

,Abdullah Ibne Amr Radhi41laho anho reports Rasulullah Sallal
laho alaifre wasallam as saying, "He is successful who is a Muslim,
whom Allah Ta'ala has granted small provision and made him con
tent with it~ Fadhaalab Ibne 'Ubaid Radhiallaho anho relates that
once RasulullahSallallaho alaihe wilBallam said, "Blessed is the man
who, by the grace of Allah, has accepted Islam, whose income is as
much as suffices for his needs and who is content with it."
(Targheeb)
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Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anlw narrates that Rasulullah Sallal
laIw alaihe· wasallam said, "When the sun rises, it has two angels on
either side of it who call out, '0 people, tum to your Lord and
Sustainer. The provision that is limited and yet sufficient is better
than the abundant wealth which keeps you occupied with the
woddly affairs and causes negligence towards Allah Ta'ala':

HADITH: 13

Mu'aaz Ibne Jabal Radhiallalw anlw says that when
Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam sent him (as a
governor) to the Yemen, he said, "Beware of living in
comfort and lUIU1'Y, for the,pious bondsmen of Allah
do not live in comfort and luxury".

Note: When someone is appointed as governor or ruler, he can
afford to provide himself liberally with comforts and amenities of life
and it becomes easy for him to enjoy all kinds of comforts and
luxuries. Therefore, Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe WQ8allam warned
him.in advance,against indulgence in luxuries, when sending him to
the Yemen as governor. There are numerous'such instructions given
by Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and the Khulafaa-e-Rashi
deen to the governors, which stress the need for abstaining from a
life of comforts and luxuries.

Fadhala Ibne 'Ubaid Radhiallalw anlw was appointed by MU'a
wiyyah Radhiallaho anlw as 'Qadhi' (chief justice) of Egypt (Misr).
Once a Sahabi visited him at his place, in connection with the
verification of a Hadith. He saw that the ·Qadhi's hair was dishe
velled and he was barefooted. The Sahabi asked him, -why is it that
I see your hair dishevelled though you are the 'Qadhi' of this
province?" Fadhala replied, "Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
forbade us to indulge in self-adoniment~Hethen said, "Why is it that
I see you barefooted"? The Qadhi replied, ~ullah Sallallalw
alaihe wasallam advised us to walk barefoot at times". Abdullah bin
Mughaffal says that Rasuiullah Salltillalw alaihe WQ8allam did not .
approve of combing the hair everyday. (Abu DawoodJ
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Note: The revelation referred tn in this Hadith is the last Ayat of
Surah al-Hijr. The Hadith has been related through different chains
of narration, by many Sahabah RDdhiallalw anhum. Allama Suyuti
Rahmatullah a14ihe has narrated it in his book, Durre Manthw; on
the authority of Abdullah Ibne Mas'ud, Abu Dardaa RDdhiallaho
anhuma and Abu Muslim Khaulani Rahmatullah alaihe. Another
Hadith says that once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said,
"The best among men are two: the one who goes in the path ofAllah,
holding the bridle of his horse, seeking a chance ofsacrificing his life;
and the other who owns a few goats and lives unknown in a forest or
on the hillside (where one can live in peace), observes Salaat, pays
Zakaat and remains engaged in worshipping his Lord t till death
comes to him and people receive nothing from him but that which is
good". (Durre Manthur)

Those who have studied the life histoxy of Rasulullah Sallallalw
alaihe wasallam know how he acted upon this commandment of
Allah Ta'ala,till he left the world. When Allah Ta'ala increased his
blessings upon him, he exerted himself more diligently in his
devotions. Aishah RDdhiallaho anha relates that when Surah al
Fath was revealed,· Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam began to
exert himself more diligently in his devotions. Someone asked him,
"0 Rasulullah, this Ayat of SUlP te:stifies that Allah Ta'ala has
forgiven all your former and latter lapses, but still you take pains
and exert yourself in devotions". He replied, "Should I not be a
grateful bondsman".
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Abu Hurairah Radhiallaho anho narrates that when Surah al
Fath was revealed, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam began to
spend such long hours in 'Natl' Salaat that his feet became swollen,
and he increased his worship 80 much that he grew weak and thin
like an old and dried water-skin. When he was asked why he took
such pains, He replied, "Should I not be a grateful servant? Hasan
Rahmatullah alaihe said that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
was 80 diligent in devotions that he had become weak. like a dried old
water-skin. He then mentioned 8Omeone alse asking the same quest
ion and receiving the same reply. Abu Juhaifah says that Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam used to stand in Salaat 80 long that his
feet had become cracked. Anas says thatRasulul1ahSalialiaho alaihe
wasallam stood in Salaat 80 long that his feet became swollen.

There are many Ahadith to the same effect, and most of them
relate that people were surprised at his diligence in devotions and
asked him why he took SO much trouble, in spite of the fact that
Allah Ta'ala had given him a categorical assurance of forgiveness in
the Holy Qur'an, to which he replied, "'Should I not be a grateful
bondsman?of(Durre Manthur)

Have we ever thought of offering two brief Rak'aat of Salaat, in
gratitude to Allah Ta'ala for doing us a special favour? There are
numerous Ahadith which relate that, when Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam got news of a victory. or heard of anything that
delighted him, he would make a Sajdah in gratitude to Allah Ta'ala.
Notwithstanding an this devotion, he had such fear of Allah Ta'ala
that, as Imaam Bukhari.Rahma.tUllah alaihe has related it, he once
said,"1 swear by Allah! I swear by Allah that I do not know, though I
am a RasulofAllah Ta'ala, what He will do with me or with you, on
the Day of Judgment. it (Mishkaat) 'I do not know' means~ I am
unaware of the circumstances we shall have to face on the. Day of
Judgement. because Allah Ta'ala, the Sovereign with absolute
power, has every right to do with people as He wills.

It occurs in a narration that Umme Dardaa Radhiallaho anha
asked her husband, "Why is it that you do not go after moneyjas 80

and 80 does? (He earns moneYi you do not bother about it)". Abu
Dardaa Radhiallaho anho replied, "I have heard Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam saying, "In front of you would be a difficult
valley on the Day of Resurrection) and those who have a heavy
burden will be required to render an account of all their worldly
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possessions, and they will not be able to do it easily. I, therefore,
want to have a light burden i.e. I do not want to be involved in things
ofwhich I might have to render an account, 80 that I may easily pass
through this valley." <Mishkaat)

These great people felt extremely afraid ofwhat might happen to
them on the Day of Judgement and, therefore, they were greatly
concerned about the Akhirah and remained ever busy preparing for
it We, on the contrary, are constantly worried about this world and
never#for once.think of the difficult valley referred to in the Hadith.
They say that once Hassaan bin, Sinaan Rahmatullah alaihe was
going somewhere when he saw a house which had not been there
before. He asked, "When was this house builtT But instantly he
thought better of it and began to admonish himself saying,"'Why did
you ask this idle question? It is no concern of yours when the house
was built. Now you will have to do penance for that and fast for a
year". And he fasted for one complete year to atone for indulging in
useless talk.

Maalik Ibne Zaigham Radhiallaho anho relates: Once Rabaah
Qaisi Rahmatullah alaihe came to visit us after Asr Salaat and asked
whether my father was at home. On being told that be was asleep,
the Sheikh said, "Is this the time for sleep' ", and went away. I sent a
man after him with the word that, if he liked, lwould wake him up,
but 'befoll' he could catch up with him, the Sheikh had entered a
graveyard and was admonishing himself thus, "You said,f Is this the
time for sleep?'. What did you mean by it? Evel)'body is free to go to
bed when he likes. How do you know that such and such time was
not suitable for him to sleep? I swear by Allah that I shaD not allow
you, for a year, to lie on the ground to sleep, unless you fall ill or go
mad; for in that case, I shall be helpless. Woe to you! How long will
you go on upbraiding others? What a pity, you refuse to mend your
ways!" He went on talking in this vein, weeping and crying in bitter
remorse. When the man saw him in this 1Jblte, he could not take
courage to speak to him and came back.

Talha Radhiallaho anho says that once a Sahabi took his dothes
off and began to roll himself on the burning sand of the desert. He
was saying to" himself, "Taste it and know that JahaDD8m is far
hotter than this. You lie sleeping at night like the deed, and while
away your time by day'~ Rasulullah Sallallalw altJiIIe I.I1QtJUam saw
him in this condition and went over to him. He submitted, 60
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Rasulullah, 1 felt within myself an urge to do like that. 1 can say no
more'~ Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam· said, "You need not
have done that; all the gates of the heavens have been opened for
you and Allah Ta'ala is speaking proudly of you to the angels~' He
then said to the Sahabah, "Take your share of blessings from your
brother;"and they asked him to make Du'aa for all of them. And
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam also advised him to make
Du'aa for them.

Huzaifah Ibne Qatadah Radhiallaho anho says that someone
asked a saint, "What do you do when your 'Nafs' (carnal self) desires
to have something?"He replied, "I abhor my'Nafs' more than anyone
else in the world. How can 1 fulfil the desire of one whom 1 regard to
be my worst enemy."They relate that once Mujammi happened to
look towards the roof of a house and his eyes fell on a non!Mahram'
lady (a'Mahram'is a blood relation not within permissable marriage
limits). He thereupon swore that he would not raise his head to look
up as long as he lived.

There are many other incidents about these pious beings, nar
rated by lmaam Ghazaali Rahmatullah alaihe, which describe how
severely they punished themselves for the slightest lapse. The
reason was that they were afraid of the perils of the 'difticult valley'
about which Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho aJiho was talking to his wife.
But we, today, seem to assure ourselves that the Sahabah alone
would have to cover this 'difticult valley' and we shall fly over it by
'plane'. We are doing a grievous wrong to our own souls and nevtm
for a moment.think.of the 'difficult valley'lying before us.

After narrating the anecdotes, Imaam Ghazaali Rahmatullah
alaihe writes: "Strangely enough, you punish your servants and your
children whfi!n they do anything wrong and say to yourself, 'If 1 do
not punish them, they will become disobedient and rebellious. But
you do not care for your 'self and· never fear that it is growing
rebellious. Don't you know that rebelliousness in others is not going
to do you as much as,harm as rebelliousness ofyour own Nafs".

For, if others are rebelliOl18, they can do harm to your worldly
interest alone, but your own rebeDious· nature is doing harm to your .
life in the Akhirah, which is eternal and the bounties thereof endure
permanently. What a heavy loss would it be, ifyou did harm to your

Akhirah. Our forefathers were aware of this fact and,therefore, if
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anyone of them missed an opportunity to do a good deed for his
etemallife, he would be very anxious to atone for it.

Once, Umar Radhiallalw anho could not join the congregational
Salaat for 'Asr' and, in order to atone for it, he gave away, as
Sadaqah,a fruit-garden whose value was estimated at two hundred
thousand 'Dirhams' (silver-pieces). Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho
would keep awake and stand in devotion for the whole night,if he
chanced to miss the congregational Salaat~n any day. Once. he
became late for Maghrib Salaat and, in order to atone for it, he
emancipated two of his slaves. If anyone is lazy or sluggish in
devotions, he should associate himself with a pious person with deep
devotion in the worship of Allah Ta'ala. If he cannot have such a
privilege, he should study,with a receptive mind.the life histories of
such pious people, with a view to instructively learning moral
lessons. Many such anecdotes have been narrated by the author of
'Raudh-ur-Rayaheen' which has been condensed and translated into
Urdu under the title, 'Nazhat-ul-Basateen'.

A great saint has stated, ('Whenever I feel that I have become less
active in my devotions, I study the incidents from the life of Muh
ammad Ibne Waasay Rahmatullah alaihe consecutively for a week'
(likewise, it is beneficial to study biographies of the other saints,
provided these have been written by trustworthy Ulama). An acc
ount of their diligence in devotions inspires a person with the desire
to follow their example. Moreover, one should consider that all the
labours and the pain they tooko'in their devotions and other facets of
life, have come to an end. And, they are now enjoying eternal bliss,
living in everlasting peace and never-ending ease. How r~table

that we, notwithstanding our knowledge of their piety and devotion,
are busy in worldly pursuits and in deriving pleasure out of the
material world! It is pity we do not follow the example of those who
have attained to a mte of everlasting bliss.

Ali Radhiallaho anho sayS(Some authorities attribute the saying
to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam himself) May Allah have
mercy upon those whom people regard as invalids but they are not
invalids, in reality". Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe comments on
this: They look like invalids because of their constant devotional
practices.

He is also reported to have said, ~'I have known and associated
with people who did not care a bit for the gain or loss of the world
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and to whom the worldly riches were of less consequence than the
dust that settles on the shoes. I have known people who never had
any spare garment, to be folded and put away for use at a later time.
They never expressed a desire for any special dish nor did they need
a bed to sleep on; they would rather lie on the bare ground and go to
sleep. They fulfilled the commandments of Allah Ta'ala contained in
the Holy Qur'an and followed the ways (Sunnah) of Rasulullah.
They would stand awake during the nights observing 'Nail' Salaat,
standing before Allah Ta'ala or lying prostrate before Him, while
tears trickled from their eyes down their cheeks..Thus, they would
stand their nights conversing with their Lord and Sustainer (an
authentic Hadith says that he who observes Salaat converses with
Allah Ta'ala), beseeching His protection against punishment. For
every good act that they performed, they would bow in gratitude to
Allah Ta'ala, take joy in it and beseech Him to accept it. And, if they
happened to go wrong, they felt intense remorse, turning to Allah in
repentance, and asked His forgiveness. Such was their routine all
through life!»

Once,umar bin Abdul Aziz Rahmatullah alaihe fell ill and many
people came to visit him. One of the visitors was a young man, thin
and weak in body, pale in face ,Umar Rahmatullaha alaihe asked
him:

''why are you so weak and emaciated?" He said, "It is because of
diseases and ailments". whereuponUmar Rahmatullah alaihe asked
for the real cause of his weak health. At this, the young man spoke
thus,''! have tasted the joys of the world and found them to be
awfully bitter. In my view, the beauty and adornment of the world,
its pleasures and comforts are of no consequence at all. Its gold and
its stones are equal in value for me. Methinksllsee before me the
'Arsh' (The throne of Allah); I visualize the pious people being led to
Jannah, and the impious being hurled into the Fire of Jahannam.
Therefore, I pass my days without water(in fasting>and keep awake
during nights in devotion; and I know that these amount to nothing
when they are measured up against the bounteous rewards pro
mi$ed by Allah Ta'ala, or set against possible punishment".

It is said that Da'wood Ta'ee Rahmatullah alaihe used to take
crumbs of bread soaked in water, that being the only meal he took
everyday. On being asked why he did 80, he replied, "By drinking
this liquid food, instead of chewing and swallowing bread, I can save
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enough time to recite fifty Ayaat of the Holy Qur'an': Once a visitor
came to see him and told him that the beam of his room had
cracked. He said,t'I have not looked up at the ceiling of this room for .
the last twenty years:" Not only did these pious beings avoid
indulging in idle talks,but also abstained from idle gazing. Muh
ammad bin Abdul Aziz Rahmatullah alaihe says that he remained
with Sheikh Ahmad Ibne Razeen Rahmatullah.alaihe from morning
till Asr (after noon) and saw that the Sheikh never looked this way
or that Someone asked him about it and he said, "Allah Ta'ala has
granted. us the gift of eyes in order that we may take a lesson from
seeing His Majest;y and Grandeur.manifested in all created. things.
He who cannot do so is not making a proper use of his eyes." The
wife of Masrooq Rahmatullah alaihe says that his legs became
swollen through standing in Salaat throughout the night She says
that, while he stood in devotions, she would sit behind him and
weep, out of pity for him.

Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho says: "If three most· enjoyable
things were not there, I could not bear to live in the world, even for a
day: (1) the joy of spending a hot summer noon in thirst (while
fasting); (2) the bliss of lying prostrate before Allah Ta'ala,in the
later part of the night; and (3) the pleasure of sitting in company
with the pious beings, whose conversation is interspersed with wise
saying, that are picked like fruits of one's choice from a fruit-garden".
Aswad Ibne Yazid Rahmatullalah alaihe took much pains in devo
tions and fasted in the intense heat of summer, so much so that his
complexion became dark. Alqamah Ibne Qais Rahmatullah alaihe
asked him, '-'Why do you put your body to so much torture?" He
replied, "1 want· it to attain a position of honour, on the Day of
Resurrection~

The story is told ofa saint who used to' offer a thousand Rak'aat
of Nafl Salaat standing everyday; when he felt exhausted, he would
offer another thousand Rak'aat while sitting. And after Asr Salaat,
he would sit in his place, with his head bowed in humility, and say,

"0 Allah! I am astonished at those people. how can anything other
than You interest them. I wonder how their hearts welcome any
thing other than 'Zikr' of Allah Ta'ala,"

Junaid Baghdadi Rahmatullah alaihe says that he never came
across anyone more painstaking in devotions thin Sirri Saqati
Rahmatullah alaihe; nobody ever saw him lying on a bed during the
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ninety eight y8lll'8 of his life, except at the time· of the illness in
which he died. Abu Muhammad Jariri Rahmatullah alaihe observe
I'tikaaf in the Holy MaaUid at Makkah Mukarramah for a year and,
during this period, he did not sleep or talk to anyone, nor leaned
against a wall or a piece ·of wood, etc. Abu Bakr Kattanl Rahmat
ullah alaihe asked him how he had gained the stre~ to undertake
such a rigorous performance. He replied, "Allah To'ala looked within
me and seeing the soundness of my determination granted me phy
sical strength for this devotion". When Abu Bakr Rahmatullah
alaihe heard this, he thoughtfully bowed his head·for a while, and
then went away, absorbed in thought..

A person who passed by Sheikh Fatah Sa1eed Musali Rohmat
ullah alaihe saw him standing, with both ·hands stretched out, in
supplication to Allah, weeping bitterly, his tears trickling through
his fingers. The man saw that the tears had a reddish tinge. He said
to the Sheikh, "I put you on oath, tell me what calamitr has made
you shed tears of blood". The Sheikh replied, "But for your oath, I
would never have told you about it. These are tears of remorse; I am
weepingtfor I have failed to fulfil what was expected from me by
Allah To'ala". The man said, "How is it that your tears are tinged
with blood?"The Sheikh said, "I fear lest my crying should be mere
affectation. and a hypocritical show of false feelings". 'The man
further added that he saw the Sheikh in a dream after his death and
asked him. "How did you fare during the Reckoning in the grave?"
The Sheikh replied, "I was granted forgiveness". The man said,
"What about your tears?" The Sheikh replied, "Allah Ta'ala
summoned me and asked me why I shed tears". I replied that I wept
out of remorse at not fulfilling my obligations to Him. Allah Ta'ala
asked me, "Why my tears were tinged with blood. I replied that I was
afraid lest my crying should be hypocritical. He then asked me what
I expected through all that weeping and crying.and swore by His
Honour that the 'Kiraman Kaatibeen' (recording Angel$) had been
presenting my book of deeds before Him for the past forty years,
with never a sin recorded in it .
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Abdul Wahid Ibne Zaid &hmatullah alaihe narrates his own
story, thus: Once I passed by a church where a monk lived in
seclusion. I greete4 him, calling him a monk, but he made no reply.
After I had greeted him three times, every time calling him a monk,
he turned to me and said,"I am not a monk. A monk is a person who
is fearful of Allah Ta'ala and who is awed by His Majesty; who
remains patient in aftlictions; who submits to what Allah Ta'ala has
decreed for him; who is grateful to Allah Ta'ala for Hisbounties; who
bows in humility, keeping His greatness in view; who considers
himself contemptible before the Absolute Honour of Allah Ta'ala;
who surrenders to His Absolute Power, who huinbles himself before
His Sublime Glory, who lives in awe of Him; who is ever concerned
about the Reckoning and punishments awarded on the Day of Res
urrection; who fasts by day and stays awake by night, engaging
himself in devotions; and who cannot sleep for fear of Jahannam and
for fear of the Reckoning on the Day of Resurrection. He who
possesses these qualities can claim to be a monk. I am not a monk at
all; I am rather like a mad dog, confined in a lonely place so that I
might not hurt other people'~ I asked him."Why is it that people have
dissociated themselves from Allah Ta'ala, though they are aware of
His Greatness". He replied, "Love of the world and its glamour have
beguiled them and caused an estrangement between them and their
Lord. The world is an abode of sins. The really wise man shuns this
world, turns whole-heartedly to Allah Ta'ala and he performs such
deeds as may help him to be nearer to Allah Ta'ala."

Uwais Qami&hmatullah alaihe, who was a celebrated saint,
would say, "Tonight is the night of Ruku (position of bowing in
Salaat);· and spend the whole night in one Ruku. On another
occasion he would say, "Tonight is the night of Sa,jdah (Prostration)':
and spend the whole night in one Sa,jdah. Utbah Rahmatullah
alaihe. was a slave. After he repented of his past sins, he would
remain so much engrossed in devotions that he would not care for
food or drink. His mother once said to him, .. Take pity on your self
and rest for a while": He replied,t'l am taking pains out of pity for my
own soul; a few days' labour in this world may win for it everlasting
ease and comforts in Akhirah': Abdullah Ibne Dawood &hmatullah
alaihe says that, when one of these great people attained to the age
of forty years, he would roll his bedding and put it away .

Kahmas Ibne Hasan &hmatullah alaihe used to offer a thous
and Raka~t of Nail Salaat .every night. When he stood for Salaat he
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would say to himself,'Get up, you who are the root cause of all evils
and offer Salaat:'When he grew very weak in his old age, he would
offer five hundred Rak'aat every night Thereafter he would weep
and say, ('I have been deprived of a precious half of my devotions:
Rabee Rahmatullah alaihe says, "One day I went to visit Uwais
Qarni Rahmatullah alaihe after Fajr Salaat and saw that he was
engaged in 'Zikr'. Not liking to disturb him, I sat there waiting for
him to finish his devotions. The Sheikh remained absorbed in 'Zikr'
till it was time for 'Zuhr' Salaat He got up from his place, offered his
Zuhr Salaat and then engaged himself in performing Nafl prayers,
continuing in this state till Asr Salaat. He resumed his Zikr after Asr
and sat in place till Maghrib. After Maghrib Salaat, he started
performing Nafl Salaat again and continued to do so till 'Isha'. After
'Isha, he kept offering Nafl prayers till Fajr Salaat. Next morning, he
sat in his place as usual and engaged himself in Zikr after Fajr
Salaat. It so happened that, while the Sheikh sat there, engrossed in
Zikr) he dozed off. Instantly he woke up and said, "0 Allah;· I seek
Your refuge from the eye that sleeps again and again; I take refuge in
You from the stomach which is never satisfied with eating'~ When I
saw this state of affairs, I came back saYing to myself, "What I have
seen is a sufficient admonition for me'"

Ahmad Ibne Harb Rahmatullah alaihe says: "I am astonished at
one who 1rnows that Jannah is being embellished for him in the
heavens above and also Jahannam is ablaze beneath him, and yet he
goes to sleep". Once a person visited Sheikh Ibrahim bin Adhem
Rahmatullah alaihe in his place and saw that, after Isha Salaat, the
Sheikh went to bed wrapped in his woollen cloak and remained in
that position till morning; he neither. moved nor turned in bed
throughout the night Next morning, he got up and offered Fajr
Salaat without fresh Wudhu. The man said to him, "May Allah have
mercy on you! You kept lying in bed all night and yet you have
offered Fajr Salaat without fresh Wudhu?' The Sheikh replied, "I
did not sleep at all; I have been roaming in the Gardens of Jannah or
walking in the depths of Jahannam all night long.

They say that Sheikh Abu Bakr bin 'Ayyash Rahmatullah alaihe
did not go to bed for forty years. He once advised his son saying,"Do
not commit any sin in this small room; for, in here, I have recited the
Holy Qur'an twelve thousand times."And when lying on his death-

. bed, he said pointing to a corner of the room, "I used to recite the
Holy Qur'an while sitting in that comer, I have made twenty four
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thousand complete readings of the Holy Qur'an~Samnoon Rahmat
ullah alaiheused to offer five hundred Rak'aat of 'NafI' Salaat
everyday. Allama Zubedi writes that once a rich man of Baghdad
distributed forty thousand Dirhams (silver piece) among the poor
and the destitute. When Samnoon Rahmatullah alaihe heard of it,
he said to hilIlSelf, eel have no Dirhams, let me offel: one Rak'aat of
Nail Salaat for each Dirham that he gave away. So, he went to
Madain city and there offered forty thousand Rak'aat, of Naf1 Salaat.

Abll Bakr Mutawwa'ee Rahmatullah alaihe says that, during his
youth, it had been his custom to recite Surah al-Ikhlaas thirty-one
thousand times daily or may be forty thousand times; the narrator is
doubtful. A persOn says that be associated with Sheikh 'Aamir Ibne
Abdul Qais Rahmatullah alaihe for four months and, during this
period, he never saw the Sheikh sleeping, neither by day nor at
night.

A pupil of Ali Radhiallaho anho says: "Once Ali Radhiallaho
anho led people in Fajr Salaat. At the end he turned his face to the
right and sat there facing the people till sunrise. He looked cast
down. At last, he turned the palms of his hands up as a gesture of
regret and spoke to the people thus: 'By Allah! I have been an
associate of the Sahabah of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam;
it's a pity that nowadays I find men who do not resemble them in
any respect. When the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum got up in the
morning, they looked dishevelled, pale in face'and covered withdust.
During the night they would prostrate before Allah Ta'ala or stand
in devotion reciting from the Holy Qur'an. Tbeywould spend 'the
whole night standing. When tired they would lean to the right or left
for respite, shifting the weight of their bodies from one leg to the
other. When they recited lines glorifying Allah, they swayed in
ecstasy, as th,e trees do, when the wind passes through them. And
they wept (for fear or love of Allah Ta'ala) shedding tears so
profusely that their clothes would become wet.Alas! men of today,
spend their nights in utter heedlessness.

\

Abu Muslim Khaulani Rahmatullahalaihe had a whip h~nging

on the wall of the 'Masjid' of his house. He would say to himself,
"Get up, for I shltll keep you engaged in Salaat till you are tired and
exhausted". And when he found himself slackening, he would lash
himself with the whip on the calves of his legs and say, "My own
calves deserve whipping more than my riding-horse". He would also
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say,"The Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum migbtbave thought that they
have excelled everybody and attained' to all the highest grades of
Jannah. No, we shall follow their example and exert ourselves to
attain to a similar position, so that they. might know that their
followers were also valiant people~

Qasim'son of Muhammad Ibne Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho
says; ·'One. morning I went for a visit to my aunt, Aishah
Radhiallaho anha and saw that she was engaged in offering Dhuhaa
(forenoon) &Jaat. She was reciting the following Ayat:

But Allah has been Gracious. unto us and has saved lis from the .
torment ofthe breath offire. (at-T.oor 27)

I saw she was reciting the Ayat again and again and weeping bit
terly. I waited for a long time but then I thought I had better go to
the market first, get the things I needed and,pay my respects to her
on my way back home. So I went to the' market, but when I came
back I saw that she was still standing in Salaat reciting the same
Ayat again and again, weeping bitterly!"

Muhammad Ibne Ishaque Rahmatullah alaihe says that when
Abdur Rahman Ibne Aswad Rahmatullah alaihe came to Makkah
Mukarramah for Hajj, he had some trouble in the foot. After 'Isba
Salaat, he stood in Nafl Salaat, leaning to one side and balancing
himself on one leg, and continued to observe Nafl. Salaat till dawn.
He then offered Flijr Salaat without performing a fresh Wudhu.

A Divine has said: "I fear death simply because, then I shall not
be able to offer Tahajjud '(Le. thus be deprived of the bliss of
standing in Tahajjud prayers)". Ali Radhiallaho anho says.. "There
are four signs of pious men: their faces are pale from staying awake
during the nights, their eyes look bleared with weeping during the
nights, their lips are'dry from excessive fasting and their faces betray
fear of Allah Ta'ala." Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alaihe was asked,
"Why is it that the faces of those who frequently stand in prayers are
invested with a peculiar grace?" He replied,"When they hold
intimate converse with Allah Ta'ala during the lonely hours of the
night, He, in His Infinite Beneficence, illuminates their faces with
His Divine light (Noor)".
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Qasim bin Raashid Rahmatullah alaihe says that Sheikh Zamllh
Rahmatullah alaihe was staying with his wife and daughters, in
their neighbourhood at Muhassab (a place near Makkah Mukar
ramah) They saw that the Sheikh was accustomed to stand in Salaat
for long hours of the night. He used to awake his wife and children
for Tahajjud in the latter part of the night, saying, "Wake up, 0
travellers! Let us proceed. Will you lie sleeping the whole night
through?" At his call, all of them would wake up and engage in
different activities. One of them would perform Wudhu and offer
Nafl Salaat, another would sit in a corner and weep from fear of
Allah, still another would sit and recite from the Holy Qur'an. They
continued in this state till dawn, when the Sheikh called them and
said, "Rest a while, for those who travel by night take rest in the
morning".

A Divine narrates his own story, "Walking through the hilly
areas of Bait-ul-Muqaddas, I orlce heard the voice of a person
reciting something. I turned and began to walk in the direction of
the place wherefrom. the voice was coming. Before long, I reached a
grassy place and there I saw a person standing under a shady tree,
observing Salaat. He was reciting this Ayat again an again.

On the Day (of Resurrection), when every soul will find itself
confronted with all that it has done of good. (Every soul) will long
that there may be a mighty space of distance between it and that
(evil)t(so that it may not see the evils of its own doing). Allah bids
you to beware of Him. (Allah bids you beware of the Reckoning to be
made, the explanation to be demanded on the Day of Resurrection
and the Punishment meant for the evil-doers). (Ale-Imran: 30)

I sat behind him. I saw that he was reciting the Ayat again and
again and was weeping bitterly. Suddenly, he uttered a loud cry of
pain and· fell unconscious on the ground. It was very distressing to
me, as I thol.lght·that the pious man had fallen unconscious owi~g to
the evil· effect of my presence there. At long last, he regaIned
consciousness and said, "0 Allah, I seek refuge in You against those
who shed false tears and make a show of feelings. (He modestly
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thought that his weeping and recitation were feigned and affected).
o Allah, I seek refuge in You from acting like irresponsible idlers
who are heedless, who turn away from You in sheer listlessness.
(Again, he thought that all his good <\eeds, his weeping, and crying,
his recitation of the Holy Qur'an were defective and were performed
heedlessly; he was modest enough to look upon himself as the most
insignificant idler). 0 Allah! The hearts of the fearful bow to You

. alone in humility; and those who are negligent in devotions hope to
receive mercy and forgiveness at Your hands alone; and the hearts of
the gnosties (those who 'know' their Lord) are bowed with the true
awareness of Your M£\iesty'. He then clapped hil hands, in the
manner of a person shaking dust off his hands, and said, "What
concern have I with the world, or the world with me? 0 world, go
thou to thy sons, to thy admirers, to those who set value upon thy
riches and pleasures! Go and beguile them with thy treacheries!Go
away and do not vex me". He went on to say, after a pause/'O, where
are those who lived in the past ages? They have all gone to dust,
have crumbled and decayed and become dUst; and as time passes by,
more and more persons are creeping to death and decay:' At this, I
said to him, "I have waited long for you to be free from your
devotions". He replied, "How can a person like me have time to
spare, while he knows that time is running against him. Naturally,
such a one should make the best use of his time and should perform
good deeds before it is too late, before death overtake him. Time is
fleeting fast and the hour of death is approaching nearer. How can a
person be free while he sees death before him, while he is aware that
his lifetime is limited and the sins he committed have been recorded
in his book of deeds". He then' said, in an invocation to Allah, "0
Allah, I seek refuge in You against the present disaster (the sins
recorded in my book of deeds) and You alone are my resort against
all disasters of the next world. (My only hope of salvation lies in
Your Infinite Mercey).He continued to invoke the Mercy of Allah
Ta'ala in this manner for some time and then recited the next Ayat:

(.;1 ;'~~~.Jt:;L\~~~~
And there will appear unto them, from their Lord that which they

could never have counted upon. (az-Zumr: 47)

The complete Ayat, of which the above phrase forms apart, is as
follows:

I<.....~: A.l!~~~a;~j~ ·""1 .~"'1",.~~'~1~1"J"~~c:J:~ ,,_,~.J;I'-i ~~;:I~J
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'And though tlwse woo do wrong possess all that is in the world
and therewith as much again, they verily will seek to ransom them
selves therewith. And there will appear unto them, from their Lord
that which they could never have counted upon: (az-Zumr: 47)

While reciting this Ayat, he again uttered a loud cry of pain and
fell unconscious on the ground. I thought that his soul had departed
from thq body. I went near him and saw that he was writhing in
severe pain. At length, he came to his senses and, once again, began
his invocation to Allah, thus: 40 Allah, when the time comes for me
to stand before You on the Day of Resurrection, have mercy on me
and grant me forgiveness; and keep my sins a secret, veiling me
under Your veil! 0 You,Who veil all unseemly sins of Your men from
the sight, forgive me my sins in Y<¥lr Infinite Mercy!"

I said to him, "0 Sheikh, I beseech you in the Name of Him
Whose Mercy you are invoking, to talk to me a while'~ He replied,
"Please go and converse with someone whose words may benefit you.
It is little use talking to a person (like me) whose sins have ruined
his soul". 'He added, 'I have lived here for a long time which is best
known to Allah and I am engaged in a combat with Shaitan. I defy
him and he defies me. (He is all the time trying to distract my
attention from contemplation of Allah Ta'ala . As he (Shaitan) could
not think of any other device to distract me, he has sent you here.
Please go away and do' not be deceived by Shaitan. Don't you see
that you have interrupted my intimate converse with my Lord? You
have turned my attention to yourself and caused me to turn away
from the remembrance of Allah Ta'ala . I seek refuge in Allah Ta'ala
against the evil inherent in your soul and I do hope that Allah Ta'ala
will guard me against His Wrath~' When I heard this, I felt afraid
.lest I should have to suffer punishment from Allah Ta'ala for dis
tracting the attention of His pious mali from the contemplation of
Allah Ta'ala. So, I came away, leaving him there, occupied with his
devotions.

It is said that Sheikh Kuraz bin Wabrah Rahmatullah alaiha
used to recite the entire Holy Qur'an three times daily. In addition"
he remained absorbed in devotion. Some one said to him, "You are
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giving yourself excessive trollble~ He asked, "What is the age of the
world?" The man replied, .ISeven thousand years". 'The Sheikh
asked, 'What is the length of the Day of Resurrection?" The man
said, "Fifty thousand years". 'The Shiekh said, "How can anyone of
you refuse to work for one seventh part of a day in return for whtch
he is promised ease and comfort for the rest of the day~? So, it will
be a profitable bargain for anyone who is granted ease and comfort
on the Day of Resurrection in return for a lifetime spent in devo
tions, even though he were to live for seven thousand years, not to
speak of the fact that the lifetime of a man is an infinitely small
fraction and the life of Akhirah is eternal, continuing beyond the
Day of Resurrection." We have given above a few anecdotes from the
lives of tbe pious beings,by way of illustration.

Commenting on the stories, Imaam Ghazaali Rahmatullah
alaihe writes: Such werethew~ and manners of living of the great
saints of early times. Ifyou are reluctant to bow to Allah in devotion,
study the history of the devout people who sacrificed their lives for
the cause of Allah Ta'ala. Weigh in your mind whether it is better to
follow in the footsteps of our pious forefathers. who possessed a
profound knowledge of 'Deen' and a deep insight into the Akhirah,
or follow the example of the ignorant in ou'r own times who are
negligent of their religious obligation. Do not leave the path of the
wise and follow the example of the fools! If you think it hard to
emulate these pious beings, regarding them to be men of exceptional
strength, consider the following anecdotes from the lives of the pious
ladies and try to equal them in devoutness. For, how unworthy cis
the man who cannot emulate even women in the observance of
'Deen? Now listen carefully:-

It is related of Habibah Adawiyya that when she had finished
her Ishaa Salaat, she used to cover herself properly and stand on the
roof of her house. She would then engage herself in Du'aa (Suppli
cations) and cry aloud to Allah Ta'ala,"O Allah! The stars are
shining in the sky and all the people are asleep. The kings have shut
their doors and everybody has retired to his private room, with his
loved one. And here I am, standing before You, in humility."Saying
this, she would start p.erforming Nafl Salaat and continue in this
state the whole night through. When the day dawned, she again
lqlid, in an invocation to Allah. "The night has passed and the day
has dawned. I wish I knew whether you have accepted my devotions

of the night. If so, I would have felicitated myself; if not, I would have
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mourned my loss. By Your Honour, 1sh~ persist in devotions, even
though You tum me away from Your door, and shall never be
disappointed, for,l know Your Magnanimity and Your Forgiven~

They say that 'Ujrah Rahmatullah alaiha was blind, and yet she
used to stay awake during the whole night and when the day daw
ned, she said to Allah, in very sad tones, "0 my Allah! A number of
Yo~r devout men must have spent the lonely hours of this dark
night in devotions, seeking nearness to You and trying to excel one
another in the struggle to win Your Blessings and Your Forgiveness.
o Allah! I beseech You and no one else, to count me among those
who have excelled others and grant me entry into the choicest places
in heaven. 0 Allah! Raise me to the rank of Your favourite beings
who haw attained intimacy with You and count me as one of Your
pious servants. 0 Allah! You are the most Merciful of all who show
mercy, You are far above all others who have high ranks, You are
the most Magnanimous of all who show magnanimity, OThou! Who
art the Lord of Infinite Bounty, have mercy on me. Saying this, ShE
would lie prostrate before Allah, and her weeping could be heard
She continued in this state till it was dawn.

Yahyabin Bastaam Rahmatullah alaihe has narrated the follow·
ing story about a pious ladY,"We used to visit Sha'wanah Rahmat·
ullah alaiha and saw her weeping bitterly. Once,l suggested to one ot
my friends that we should see her alone and persuade her not to
weep so much. He agreed and we met her when she was alone. We
said to her, "If you have mercy on yourself and do not cry so much, it
will be better for the strength of your body and you will be able to
employ it in devotions for a longer time". Hearing this, she burst into
tears and said, "I wish 1 could weep till my eyes beo8me dry and
then, if 1could, 1would shed tears of blood. 1wish that I could weep
till all my blood flowed through the eyes in tears! Ah! 1 do not know
how to weep and cry unto Allah! 1 do not know how to weep and
cry". She went on repeating the words again and again, till she fell
unconscious on the ground.

Muhammad bin Mu'az Rahmatullah alaihe says that a devout
lady narrated to him the following story: 1saw in a dream that 1was
going to enter Jannah and when 1 reached the entrance, 1 saw that
so many people had assembled there. 1 asked, "Why have they
assembled at the gate?" A man replied, "A lady is coming to Jannah
and they have decorated it for her sake; they have come to receive
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her into the Jannah'~ I asked who the lady was, and the man said,
"She is a dark-complexioned bonds-woman from Aikah town, called
Shatwanah. I said, "By Allah! She is my sister". Meanwhile, I saw
that Sha'wanah was coming to us. She was riding a handsome high
bred she-camel, which was flying in the air. I called out her name
and said, "My dear sister, you know that we are related to each
other. Mak~ Du'aa (supplication) to your Lord that He may grant
me your companionship. She smiled and said, "The time has not yet

, come for you to join me; but do take a few words of advice from me;
make Akhirah your constant worry and take it to your heart; let
your love for Allah overpower all other passions and desires; and do
not bother about your hour of death i.e. be prepared to meet death at
anYtime".

A Divine narrates, "One day I went to the Bazar with my
Abyssinian bondswoman. When we reached there, I left her in a
place saying, 'I will be here soon; please sit here and do not go away'.
But when I cameba~r a while, I found that the maid was not
there. I was greatly annoyed and I returned in an angry mood. When
I reached home, I found that she was already there. She saw my
angry look and said, '0 master, don't be so quick to take offence.
Just listen to what I have to say. As a matter of fact, you left me in
the midst of people who were absolutely negligent in the remem
brance of Allah. I feared lest they should be swallowed up by the
ground; a place where no one is engaged in the remembrance (Zikr)
of ltllah is likely to be visited by a calamity at any time'. I wondered
at her talking like that and I set her free. She said, '0 master, you
have not treated me fairly'. 'How is that?', I asked, and she replied,
'When I was a bondswoman, I was receiving double reward from
Allah Ta'ala. blow that you have set me free, my reward has been
reduced by one half. A Hadith says that, if a slave is obedient to
Allah Ta'alaand also serves his master, he is granted double reward
for his virtuous deeds."

Khawas Rahmatullah alaihe, who is a well-known spiritual
leader, has narrated the following story, "Once we visited Rahlah
Aabidah Rahmatullah alaiha in her place. We saw that her
complexion had become dark ~ith excessive fasting, her legs had
been disabled and she used to pray while sitting. Her eyes had
become blind with crying unto Allah Ta'ala. While we sat there; we
began to talk of the Mercy and Forgiveness of Allah Ta'ala, so that
she might take less pains and reduce her austerities. But she bu,rst
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out crying and said, 'My knowledge of my own state pains my heart
and torments my soul. Would that I had not been born~ Saying this,
she began her Salaat again."

We have selected a few anecdotes, by way of illustration. Imaam
Ghazali Rtzhmatullah alaihe has narrated many such stories about
the pious ladies and, thereafter, he says: "If you Vlant to guard
yourself against heedlessness, you must make a profound study of
the lives and circumstances of these devout men and women who
laboured so diligently at their devotions. For, tlleaccounts of their
devotional practices, if read carefully, will cr~te 'Within you the
devotional spirit and make you work harder. And do not take notice

• of the poor condition (in religious mattersiof your awn contem
porarie84For, most of them are so far gone, that to follow them is to
move away from the path of virtue. There are numerous other
incidents about the pious men who laboured at their devotions, but
we have narrated only a few stories which should suffice for those
who take heed and want to follow their example." If you want to
learn more about their lives, I suggest that you should study, from
time to time, the book entitled 'Hilyat-ul-Auliya' (Ornaments for the
Saints) which contains detailed accounts of the lives and devotions of
the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum, the Tabi'een (i.e. the Followers of
the Sahabah) and the saints oflatter days.

Some other instructive anecdotes appear in the 'Commentary on
Ihyaa-ul-Uloom'. A glance at their lives will reveal to you by
contrast, how faf removed you and your contemporaries are from
the true religion. But you might say, "Those were the blessed times
of abundant virtue and it was easy for people to occupy themselves
with such devotional exercises, but anyone trying to follow their
example in the present age is sure to be called mad. We should not,
therefore, go against the spirit of our own age, for, we are going to
meet the same doom as everybody else will; antI nobody can escape a
disaster when it is widespread". Now this sort of reaso~ng is sheer
delusion and one is led into such wrong notions by ones evil self.
Just consider the following example~ Suppose a village is suddenly
engulfed by flood-water and people are being swept away by the
flood. One of the villagers knows how to swim or can escape death by
some other means. Do you think he will not try to save himself
simply because he finds everybody else in misery? Now compare th;
suffering caused by the flood which is short-lived and lasts, at the
m~.till the death of the sufferer, with the everlasting punishment
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in Akhirah. You should by to understand this example clearly and
should always keep it in your mind". ahyaa)

Someone asked Ibrahim bin Adhem Rahmatullah alaihe, "Could
you spare some time for us,so that we might sit in your company and
listen to your blessed discourse?" The sheikh replied, "At present, I
have no time to spare, because I am deeply concerned about four
things which keep my mind occupied viz:-

(i) When the Covenant was made on the' first day of creation,
Allah Ta'ala decreed that a section of mankind will go to
Jannah and a section will go to Jahannam; I am constantly
worried as to which of these two sections I belong to.

(ii) When a baby is formed in its mother's womb, the angel,who
has been put in charge of the sperm, asks Allah Ta'ala, 'Shall
I record it as a blessed soul or an accursed one?' The thought
whether or not I have been recorded as a blessed soul keeps
me constantly worried.

(iii) When the Angel of Death takes away the soul of a person, he
(the angel) asks Allah Ta'ala, 'Shall I place it with the souls of
the Mo'mineen (believers) or with those of kafirs (non
believers)~ I am deeply concerned about my own self, because
I do not know what command will be given to the angel with
regard to my soul. .

(iv) A proclamation will be made on the Day of Resurrection:

'Get yourselfapart, 0 you woo are guilty' (Yaa-Seen: 59)

I am very much concerned about my own fate, because I do not
know whether I shall be found guilty or innocent". (This story has
been extracted from 'Tanbeeh-ul-Ghaafileen). The Sheikh meant to
say that, so long as his mind was preoccupied with these constant
worries, he could not afford to sit in company WUh his friends and
have care free conversation. He could not live in J1eace until he was
free from these cares.
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HADITH: 15

Abu Hurairah Radhialialw anlw narrates that Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says that true riches
(Ghinaa) do not consist in abundance of wealth, but
result from a contented mind. (Mishkaat)

Note: The meaning of the Hadith is quite clear; however rich a
person may be, if he does not possess a contented mind, he would be
even less willing than the poor people to spend money. And the
richer he grows, the more covetous he becomes ~d always remains
more deeply worried than the poor. On the other hand, if a person
possesses a contented mind, a bare sufficiency may keep him free
from worries and he is least concemed about increase in the little
wealth he possesses. Imaam Raghib Rahmatullah alaiM writes: "In
Arabic, the word 'Ghina is used to convey various meanings. It may
mean absolute independence in this sen~, 'Ghina' is an Attribute of
Allah Ta'ala, Who Alone is 'Ghani' or 'Absolutely free from want:
because He does not stand in need of anything whatsoever. In the
following Ayat from the Holy Qur'an, the word has been used in this
sense:

"0 mankind! You qre the needy in (your) .relation to Allah. And
Allah! He is Absolute (Ghani), the Owner ofPraise. (al-Faatir: 15)

The word may ~denote 'the state of having few needs', and it
,bas been used in this se'nse in the Surah Ad-Dhuha, wherein Allah
Ta'ala says, addrellSing Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam:

.. '.'.'f~lI~-:\N;'
~~.~:!I~.JJ

'He,Allah~found you destitute and bestowed 'Ghina' upon you'.
(ad-Duha.· 8)

In the aforesaid Hadith, the word carries the same meaning (viz.
true riches consist in possessing a contented mind). 'Ghina' may also
mean 'amuence and abundance of worldly goods', as examplified in
the following Ayat from the Holy Qura'n:
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(Sadaqah) is for the poor woo are in straitenedcircumstances in
the cause of Allah, woo cannot travel in the land. The unthinking
man regards them to be <»ell off (po88e8sing Ghina), because of their
restraint (in not begging ofmen). (al·Baqarah: 273)

Abu Zarr Ghifari Radhiallalw anOO narrates, "Once Rasulullah
SallallaOO alaihe wasallam asked me, 'Abu Zarr, do you think
riches ('Ghina') consist in abundance· of wealth?' I replied,
'Certainly'. He then"asked, 'Do you think poverty consists in having
little money?' and I again replied, 'Certainly'. Then Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, 'True riches (self-satisfaction
regarding money) arises out of a contented heart and poverty
consists in possessing a discontented heart'.lTargheebJ. Indeed, true
riches consist in contentment. Blessed are those who have been
granted this excellence by Allah Ta'ala; therein lies the essence of
asceticism and renunciation. A person whose heart is not ena
moured of wealth is really a 'rich' man; he is the perfect 'Zahid' (an
ascetic) and it makes little difference whether he possesses money or
not. And he who is 'mamoured of worldly wealth is in fact poor
because he is always desiring more, and it makes little difference .
how much money he possesses.

Faqih Abdul-Laith Rahmatullah alaihe narrates that a sage once
said to him,"Wesearchedforfourthings,but we went astray in our
quest for them. We sought 'Ghina' (Self-satisfaction) in wealth, but
we discovered that it consisted in contentment; we expected to find
eas\;-\-nd comfort in affiuence, but we found that real ease and
comfort lay in having few possessions; we sought to achieve prestige
and honour through the people (trying to please them for winning
their favour and recognition), but we discovered that one can
command respect of the people only through piety; we sought the
Bounties of Allah Ta'akz, thinking wrongly that they consisted in·
delicacies of food and drinks, but we discovered that the great
Bounties of Allah Ta'al~ are two: 0) His guiding a person to
embrace lsletQ (ii)His veiling the sins of His servants from the
eyes of the people. (Those· who have been granted these two bles
sings are the most highly favoured men of Allah Ta'ala)". In the
foregoing pages, we have quoted a Hadith to the following effect: "He
who makes this world his ultimate aim in life, Allah Ta'ala aftlicts
him with three things:-

(a) an anxiety "that has no end, (b) an occupation that leaves
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him no spare time, (c) a poverty which keeps him discontented
forever~ (Tambeeh-ul-Ghafileen)

According to another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam once said , llWhen you see the person whom AllahTa'ala
has granted a disregard for worldly things and reticence in speech,
associate with him, for he has been granted wisdom'~ (Mishkaat)

HADITH: 16

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said. "When
anyone of you looks at someone who is superior to
him in wealth or in good looks, he should also look
at someone who is inferior to him in these respects".

The Hadith may be explained further by an example: Suppose
you come across a millionaire and feel envious of his fortune, saying
regre1fully to yourself,"This man has been granted abundant wealth,
while I have but little money': Then, at the same time, you should
also think of a person who is even poorer than yourself and has often
to go without food. Ifyou do so, your regret for your poverty will be
replaced by gratefulness to Allah Ta'ala for having saved you from
starvation.

Another HadithSaYs: "Do not look at those who are superior to
you in wealth, but look at those who are inferior to you; that will
keep you from belittling those favours that 'Allah Ta'ala has
bestowed upon,.ou~. (Mishkaat)

Abu Zarr Ghifari Radhiallaho anho narrates: "My dearest friend
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam advised me to· observe seven
things: (1) he commanded me to love the poor and keep their
company;(2)he commanded me not to look at those who are superior
to me (in wealth) and advised me to look at those who are inferior to
me in this respect; (3) he commanded me to join ties of relationship,
even when the relatives turn away from me;., (the version in
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Targheeb-wa-Tarheeb has: even when the relatives do me wrong);
(4) he commanded me not to ask anyone for· anything; (5)
he commanded me to speak the troth even if it is bitter; (6) he
commanded me· not to care for the reproach of anyone while I am
engaged in seeking the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala; (7) he commanded
me to recite this phrase frequently:

~L~!"::~<' ........,".....~
,,'" l)~ J"" U~'l

There is no might and no power except in Allah,

for, he said, these words have come down from a Treasure just
under Allah's Throne (The 'Arsh')~ rMishkaat) There are several
narrations regarding the importance of reciting this Ayat frequently.

It has been narrated in another Hadith that Ras.ulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "A person who possesses two
characteristics will be counted by Allah Ta'ala among those who are
patient and grateful to Him: he who looks up to his superiors in
religious matters and tries to follow their example; and he who looks
at those who are inferior to him in worldly matters and feels grateful
to Allah Ta'ala for bestoWing His Bounties. Such a person will be
recorded as a patient and grateful person. But he who looks at his
inferiors in matters of religion (and considers that so-and-so is not
half as good as I am, in performance 'of virtues') and is jealous of
those who are superior to him in worldly matters, grieving over
what has not been granted to him, such a one will not be recorded by
Allah Ta'ala as a grateful or patient person." rMishkaat)

Aun bin Abdullah Rahmatullah alaihe says that he used to sit in
company with rich people and was always grieving. The reason was
that when he saw someone dressed in fine clothes, or riding an
excellent horse, better than his own, he was filled with griefbecause
he felt inferior to other people. Then he began to associate with poor
people and this painful feeling of inferiority disappeared, because he
saw that his own dress and riding beast, etc., were superior to theirs.
(Ihya)

The Ulama advise that one should many a woman who is poorer
than oneself, and not a wealthy woman. For, he who marries a
prosperous woman, will have to bear many hardships, for example:
(i) He will have to settle a large amount as a dower. (il) It will take
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a long time before she joins her husband, because her parents will
delay sending her to his house and offer many excuses. (iii) He will
feel shy of asking her to serve him. (iv) She will demand large
am~unts of money for expenses. (v) If he wants to divorce her, he
will not be able to do so, for fear of losing the fortune that she
possesses. They say that a wife should preferably be inferior to her
husband in four things, or else he will not command her respect.
age, height, wealth, lineage. And she should be superior to her
husband with regard to four things: beauty, manners, peity, good
habits. ahyaa)

Once a person came to a Sufi Sheikh and complained to him
about his own poverty, saying that he was in great distress and
would prefer death to such a life. The Sheikh said to him, "Are. you
willing to have your eyes taken out in exchange for ten thousand
Dirhams." He replied, "Certainly not'~ The Sheikh said 'Would you
like to have your tongue plucked out and get ten thousand Dirhams
in return?"The man said, "Of course not:'The Sheikh said, "Would
you agree to having both your hands and feet cut oft' in return for
twenty thousand Dirhams". 'The man said that he would not. The
Sheikh asked, "Are you willing to be made a mad man and get ten
thousand Dirhams in return?" The man said that he was not
willing. At this. the Sheikh said to him, ('Are you not ashamed of
yourself? You admit that Allah Ta'ala has granted you so many
precious gifts, the value whereof, in your own estimation, exceeds
fifty thousand Dirhams <counting only a few gifts, by way of
illustration) and yet you complain of poverty'"

It is said that once Ibne Sammak Rah11UJtullah alaihe paid a visit
to a king. It so chanced that, when the Sheikh greeted him, the king
was holding a tumbler of water in his hand. He said to the Sheikh,
"Give me a word of advice': The Sheikh said,"Supposing this tumbler
of water could be had only at the cost of yOUl" entire kingdom and
you had to choose between dying of thirst and giving your kingdom
away, which one would you prefer?"'The king replied, "I would
naturally prefer a tumbler of water and part with my entire king
dom'~ The Sheikh said, ('Then, I do not understand why anyone
should take joy in a kingdom which is worth only a tumbler of
water': These two incidents show that each one of us has been
granted, by Allah Ta'ala, such precious gifts, the value whereof
cannot be determined in terms of. millions and billions.
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The bounties referred to above have been'bestowed upon almost
everybody but, ifwe consider carefully, we shall see that each onc of
us has been granted, by Allah Ta'ala, certain special favours as an
exclusive privilege. Of these, there are three things in which every
body claims to excel others. First, there is the faculty of reason; even
the dullest fool considers himself to be the wisest of all men and
boasts of his own superior understanding. This claim to distinction,
true or false, proves that the man believes himself to be specially
favoured by Allah Ta'ala. Is it not incumbent upon him to be thank
ful to Allah Ta'ala more than anybody else?

Secondly, everybody considers himself to be superior to others in
good habits. Each one of us can pin-point, in everybody else, some
habit which he considers to be undesirable. In other words, every
body believes himself to be perfect in manners and thinks that
everybody else is suffering from some flaw. For, no one is willing to
give up his habi~nordoes anybody think any of his own habits to
be questionable. Some people do occasionally acknowledge their bad
habi~but it is mere affectation, not from their heart. Is it not then
incumbent upon the man.who praises his own habits to be grateful
to Allah Ta'ala for granting him this favour, even though he finds
someone else superior to himself in some other respect?

Thirdly,~verybody knows better than others about his personal
affairs and about his own inner state, and no one else can claim to
excel his knowledge in this respect. Besides, there are certain facts
about everyone!! personal and iriner life, which he want'.$ to conceal
from others, at all costs. So, it is a great favour of Allah ,Ta'ala that
He has put a veil over all that is unseemly in us. Thus, Allah Ta'ala
has, so to say, fulfilled the desire of everybody to keep his weak
points concealed from others. And for this great favour also,
everybody should be grateful to Allah Ta'ala. Likewise, there are
thousands of gifts and privileges bestowed by Allah Ta'ala upon
everybody, which he values above everything else and which he is
not willing to exchange for other bounties of the same or of a
different kind. Take, for example, the privilege of being a human
being: nobody would like to be changed into a monkey. Similarly,
few men would like to lose their masculinity and.become a females;
no Mo'min can think of losing his Imaan (faith) and bectlrne a non
believer;~oHafiz (one who knows the Qur'an by heart) would like to
change his lot with that of a non-Hafiz; no scholar of divinity (~im)

would prefer any other status for himself; nobody who is handsome
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would like to be deprived of his good features; no parent would like
to be made childless, and so on. In short,each one ofus is enjoying
certain special privileges in matters relating to manners, appear.
ance, character, family connections, prestige, social status, etc.,
which he is most unwilling to exchange for any other thing. Is it,
then, not correct to say that each one of us has been granted, by
Allah Ta'ala, thousands of special favours which have been denied to
others? And, is it not unbecoming of a person to be ungrateful to
Allah Ta'ala and to look enviously at another one who is possessed
of some other bounty? So if you find someone possessing abundant
wealth, you should think of the numerous bounties (mentioned
above). You will find that, on the whole, you are more highly
favoured than the object of your envy (or jealousy) . (lhyaaJ

\ . As regards the wealth in his possession,. nobody knows what is
going to become of it; whether it will be a source of ease and comfort
for him or cause trouble for him. For, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam once said, 'Do not feel envious of a wicked person for his
possessing a bounty; for you do not know what misery he is going to
encounter after his death. Allah Ta'ala has decreed for a wicked man
a damnation I.e. Jahannam that knows no enditlg'. (MishkaatJ. We.
shall discuss this subject, in detail, under the Hadith that follows
immediately.

HADITH: 17

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam says: When you
see Allah Ta'ala granting abundance to a disobedient
person despite his sinful deeds, it may be just 'Istid·
raaj' (a way of bringing him to his damnation grad·
ually). Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then
recited the Ayat which means,'Then when they for·
got that whereof they had been admonished, ·We
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opened .unto them the gates of (abundance in) all
things till, even 8S they were enjoying that which
they were given, We seized them unawares and 101
they were stunned'. .

Note: The Ayat cited in the Hadith.occurs in Surah (ai·Anlam:
44). The preceding two Ayaat briefly described how Allah Ta'ala
treated the past generations of mankind. A brief translation of these
Ayaat is given below:

"And lUzsuls ofAllah visited tlu! peoples in tlu! generation before
you, (but they denied tlu!m) and We inflicted upon tlu!m tribulations
and diseases (and otlu!r afflictions) in order that they might grow
humble (but they persisted in evil tehaviour). It only, wlu!n any
adversity fell on tlu!m, they had repented, wept and cried unto Us (We
would have forgiven tlu!m tlu!ir sins); but their hearts remained hard
as ever and the Shaitan made all that they used to do, seem fair unto
them! Tlu!n, wlu!n they forgot that whereofthey had been warned, We
opened unto them the gates (of affluence) in all things. So they felt
proud of their excessive wealth n:joicing in their luxuries. Then, We
seized tlu!m with an unexpected punuhment and lof they were stun
ned/ So (with this sudden punishment) the last remnant 'Of the people
who did wrong was cut down. And praise be to Allah, the Lord and
Sustainer of the worlds (for having finished the last remnant of the
wrong-doers)". (al-Anam.· 42,43,44,45)

In this Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alailu! wasallam has ad
monished us not to envy the evil-doers, if we find them in affiuent
circumstances in spite of their disobedience and indulgence in sins.
For, in this manner, the transgressors are driven, gradually, to
ultimate damnation. This state is a kind of latitude or 'Istidraj', as
mentioned in these Ayaat. There are many other Ayaat in the Holy
Qur'an on 'Istidraj' which forewarn men againSt such circum
stances. Indeed it is a very, dangerous situation, for the sinner is
suddenly seized with the punishment, amidst his rejoicing, and he is
too bewildered by being suddenly overtaken by his miseI)' to find

.any means of escape. One should, therefore, be on one's guard
against such dangerous situations.
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Ubaadah Radhiallaho anho reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam as saying, " When Allah Ta'alawills that a community
should prosper and grow, He grants its members the qualities of
moderation and chastity; when He wills to destroy a community, a
door to dishonesty is opened for them and, when they begin to
rejoice in their dishonest deeds, He seizes them unawares, with
punishement". He then recit.ed the Ayat (44) quoted above. Hasan
Radhiallaho anho says: "He who finds himself in affluence but does
not deem it to be foreboding his doom, is not a wise man; and he
who finds himself in straitened circumstances but does not con
sider it opportune for turning to Allah Ta'ala in repentance, is not a
wise man, either". (Durre Manthur) r"

A Hadith reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam suppli
cating Allah Ta'ala , thus: "0 Allah! Grailt less wealth and fewer
children to him who believes in me and in the truth of the Com
mandments revealed tome, and grant him, a strong desire to meet
You·As for him who does not believe in me and in the truth of the
commandments revealed to me, grant him 0 Allah!, Abundant
money and numerous children; and decree for him a longer life". In
any case, if a person is being p-anted excessive bounties in spite of
his persistence in disobedience to Allah Ta'ala, he is in a very
dangerous situation. Such a one should repent, beg forgiveness of
Allah Ta'ala and turn to Him. For the samereason,.RasuluUah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam has warned his followers not to feel envious
of a wicked persoD for his enjoying any bounty of Allah Ta'ala; they
should know that miserable is his fate after his death. (The text of
the Hadith has been given above, under HadithXVI.
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HADITH: 18

Rasulullah '$allallaho alaihe wasallam said: The wise
man is he who has moulded himself to perform such
deeds as are pleasing to Allah Ta'ala and performs
deeds which are of value after death, and an in
competent and silly person is he who follows his
baser desires and puts false hopes in Allah Ta'ala .
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Note: The Hadith means that it is a folly to follow one's sensual
desires without bothering about what is lawful (Halaal) or unlawful
(Haraam) and yet entertaining high hopes that Allah Ta'bla, Who is
the Lord of Infinite Mercy, will forgive one's c;ins, thus beguiling
oneself with vain hopes. It occurs in another Hadith that, "A wise
man is he who earns virtues for the life after death and a naked
(helpless) person is he who has no faith. 0 Allah!The true life is only
the life of Akhirah." (Jami-us-Saghir). That is to say, the life of
Akhirah is eternal and he who passes into the next world without
any virtues to his credit, is like one who has wasted his lifetime. We
should learn to distinguish between two different attitudes with
regard to the Mercy and Forgiveness of Allah Ta'ala: (1) the attitude
of a person holding true expectations of Allah's Mercy and For
giveness, who craves for His Mercy and begs it of ,Him: and (2) the
attitude of an impudent sinner who persists in sins and beguiles
himselfwith vain hopes of forgiveness.

Imaam Razi Rahmatullah alaihe says~ "The following two Ayaat
of the Holy Qur'an should suffice to deprecate Gharoor' (the
beguilement: the attitude of those who are deceived by vain hopes of
Allah's Mercy and Forgiveness, despite their persistence in sins).

9j;~~~~~,~\i;1I~~~
1. Let not the life of the world beguile you aest you should indulge

in worldly pursuits and neglect the other worldly gains), nor let
the deceiver (Shaitan) beguile you with regard to Allah. (Luqman:
33);

a"f''''\I-H;< ;'t~,\;,! ""''''+1't~1 !':r_~((;
.~""J)l~:;s.,~.J"~r'~ ~~-'

2. You temptecfyourselfinto error, and hesitated, and doubted, and
vain desires beguiled you". (al-Hadid: 14)

Commenting on the first Ayat, Sa'eed bin Jubair RahmatulLah
alaihe says, "Shaitan beguiles a person, with regard to Allah}
through seducing him to persist in sins and giving him false hopes of
forgivenesss".

The second Ayat occurs in Surah al-Hadid: 14. The preceding
Ayat describes a spectacle of the Day of Resurrection when the
Mo'mineen (believers) will come to the Bridge (Siraat) laid over
Jahannam, with a kind of Nur Oight) shining forth before them (to
help them on the way across the Bridge). And, in the following Ayat,
Allah Ta'ala says:
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On that Day w~n t~ hypocrite8 anwng men and women will
say unto t~ believers: wait for. us tluJl we may borrow from your
light. It will be said: Go back and seek for light (NoorJ!. T~n t~re

will ~I!parate t~m a wall w~rein is a gate, t~ inner side w~reof

contain ird!rcy, while t~ outer side t~reofis toward t~ doom, They
(the hypocrites) will cry unto t~m (saying): Were we not with you?
They (the believers) will say: Ye8, verily; but you tempted yourst.lves
(into error), awaited (evil turns of fortunes for t~ Muslims), and
doubted (the truth of Islam), and vain desires beguiled you till t~
ordinance of Allah (about death) came to pass and t~ deceiver
(Shaitan) deceived you concerning Allah. (al-HeuJted: 13-14)

Abu Sufyan Radhiallaho anho is reported to have said by way of
commentary on this Ayat: ', ............:.,.t: "; ."""

:.;;-iJ~, "'.\~
'You tempted yourselves (into error)' means:'You (the hypo

crites) were led astray owing to your persistence in sins and you
were beguiled by false hopes, for you used to say: 'Allah will forgive
us our sins. (Durr-e~Manthur)

The author of 'Mazahir' writes that Sheikh Ibne Abbad Shazli
Rahmatullah alai~ has said in his explanatory discourse on 'Hikam'
(a famous book on mysticism), "The Divines say that 'Rajaa' (hope
fulness about Allah's Mercy) does not consist in entertaining false
hopes of Allah's Mercy which beguile a person into neglect of
virtues, and lend him the audacity to commit sins: Such hopes are,
in reality, vain desires, employed by Shaitan as a means of deceiving
people", Ma'roof Karkhi Rahmatullah alai~ says: "It is sinful to
crave for Jannah without performing good deeds; it is a kind of self
deception to entertain hopes of intercession by a pious being, with
out having any affinity, or spiritual link with him; and holding hopes'"
of Allah's Mercy without obeying His Commandments is mere folly
and sheer ignorance".

Hasan Basri. Rahamtullah alaihe says: "Some people neglect

,
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virtuous deeds and entertain vain hopes of Allah's Mercy and
Forgiveness, so much so that they leave the world without having
performed any acts of virtue. You will hear one of them saying, 'I
have strong faith in the Mercy of Allah Ta'ala who is the Most
Forgiving; 1 would say to him, 'You are lying! For, ifyou had faith in
Allah's Mercy, you would have performed good deeds'. He also said
on another occaSion: "0 servants of Allah! Beware of entertaining
vain desires and false hopes of Allah's Mercy. For, those who hold
such hopes (without performing good deeds) are living in a fool's
paradise. By Allah, no person was ever gran~d good reward by Allah
Ta'ala, neither in this world nor in the next, merely for having vain
hopes ofRis Mercy". (Mazahir-e-Haq)

Imaam Ghazali Rahmatullah alaihe says: "The key to good
fortune lies in mental alertness and thoughtful behaviour. All
manners of misfortunes are rooted in conceit (Gh~roor) and
heedlessness. No bounty of Allah Ta'ala can excel the blessing of
Faith (Imaan) and a true cognition of Allah Ta'ala. And, the only
means to achieve them lies in having one's heart illumined by
spiritual insight. Similarly, no punishment of Allah Ta'ala is more
tormenting than Kufr (infidelity) and disobedience. And the only
thing that causes a man to stray into Kufr is the darkness of
ignorance, which blinds his inward eye. And the hearts of those who
are wise and enlightened are like niches, wherein there are bright
lamps spreading light. The similitude of their hearts is given in the
Holy Qur'an:

Like a niche wherein there is a lamp. (an-Noor: 35)

The hearts of those who have been beguiled into 'Gharoor'
(vanity and vain hopes of Allah's Mercy) are lost in abysmal
darkness, where there are layers upon layers of darkness and they'
can hardly see anything. Their similitude is also given in the Holy
Qur'an:

'As darkness on a vast, abysmal sea. There covers him a wave,
above which is a wave, above which is a cloud. .Layer upon layer of
darkness'. (an-Noor: 40).
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Now that we know 'Gharoor' to be the root-cause of damnation,
it is worthwhile explaining it in detail, so that we may guard
ourselves against this spiritual bane. There are many Ayaat of the
Holy Qur'an and numerous Ahadith on deprecation of 'Gharoor'.
RaSulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said: "The wise man is he
who observes self control and performs acts of virtue for the life after
death; and the' foolish person is he who follows his vain desires and
entertains false hopes in Allah Ta'ala". In fact, what has been said in
the Ahadith on deprecation of. ignorance also applies to 'Gharoor'
"(vanity); ~d the threats of punishment for the ignorant are also
aimed-at those imbued With 'Gharoor'. For 'Gharoor' is born of
ignorance,it is rather part of ignorance; and though every kind of
ignorance cannot be termed as 'Gharoor', every kind of'Oharoor' is
ignorance. And the YI~rst form of 'Gharoor' or ign6rance is exempli
fied in the (attitude of the) Kaafirs (infidels), the profligates and the
lewd ones,who say, "The pleasures of this world are like cash cur
rency (i.e. available at the moment) and those promised iI) Akhirah
are like entries of credit made in a person's account, to be realised
later". And, they ~y, "No sensible person would prefer credit to cash
currency". Now this is a foolish idea rooted in sheer ignorance.

The rule (of preferring cash over credit) applies only in such cases
·where the cash and credit are equal both in quality and quantity.
But if someone were Willing to buy a thing on credit for hundred
rupees,for which another person offered only one rupee as ready
money, even a fool would sell it on credit, not caring a whit for the
principle of preferring cash to credit. What is more, the immediate
pleasures of this world can in no way compare With the eternal bliss
of Akhirah. For, a man might, at the most, live for a hundred or a
hundred and fifty years, which bears no comparison With the
everlasting life of Akhirah.

To give another example, suppose a physician forbids a patient
to eat a certain variety of fruit because it might prove fatal for him.
Now,the patient cannot say to him, leThe pleasant taste of this fruit is
its immediate benefit while the benefits. from avoiding it accrue
later and one should not forego cash rewards for the promised ones',
SOmefooll! say that the pain and suffering of this world are certain,
while the punishments and rewards of Akhirah are uncertain and so
one should not bear real hardships in the hope of Winning what is
uncertain. This notion is also a fallacy,born of utter ignorance. For,
we see that businessmen take pains, and bear.real hardships hoping
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to~ profi~ which is uncertain. SimUarly,a patient takes bitter
medicines and undergoes IIUJ'8ical operations thus su1fering instant

.pain, in the hope of regaining health which is uncertain,. Another
false notion is entertained by the people who say, "The life of
Akhirah is unseen; no one has experienced its joys and sufferings
and we know little about the reality of that life7 ·This ~ning is
aIsorooted in ignOl'lUlce. For, a layman should put his. trust in the
views of the learned ones who have the experience of working in a
field of specialization.

A patient trusts what the exprienced and learned doctors tell
him about the treatment and cure of his disease and does not refuse
to take a medicine simply because he does not know its effects. Nor
does he ask the doctor to explain to him how the medicine works; if
anyone did ask sUch a silly question, he would be looked upon as a
fool. Likewise, we should have faith in what the Ambiya, saints,
sages and divines Mve said about the Akhirah, because people the
world over have,· through the ages, testified to the truth and
trustworthiness of these sacred beings. And, it makes little
difference if a fey.r ignorant fools deny having any knowledge of the
next world or feel 'lCeptical about it; such suspicions about the
Akhirah usually &rise in the minds of the Kaafirs (Infidels). The
Muslims, by virtue of their verbal assertion of faith, do not voice
their suspicions about Akhirah. But when they transgress the
Commandments of AlIah Ta'ala, commit sins, follow their lusts or
indulge in worldly pleasures, their evil actions betray that, inwardly,
they are also sceptical about the life after death. In fact, their actions
belie what they claim to believe by word of mouth. Had they
believed, from their hearts, in the reality of Akhirah, they would
never have preferred this world to the eternal Akhirah. Such people
are conceited (imbued with 'Gharoor') as they say, "Allah Ta'ala is
the Lord of Infinite Bounty; He is All Forgiving and most Merciful.
We have faith in His Mercy and Forgiveness and He will definitely
forgive our sins. And it isa commendable virtue and a praiseworthy
quality to entertain hopes ofMercy. His Mercy is infinitely vast! And
our wrongs, however grievous they maybe, seem insignificant
against the measureless oceans ofHis Mercy and Forgiveness. Allah
Ta'ala says, as reported in a Qudsi Hadith: 'I treat My servant
according to his expectations of Me; so, he should have good
expectations of Me". Now this is an authentic Hadith and Allah
Ta'ala does treat His men·according to thierexpectations of Him.
But it should also be bome in mind tha~ soJDetimes, Shaitan leads
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people astray through misinterp~on'of an.authentic text. Had it
not been so, he would have found it .hard to deceive people. Basul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe U1Q$allam _ referred to this treachelY of
ShaitaD in the Hadithquoted above, ''The wise man·is he who sub
dues his self (for obeying the C9mmandments of Allah Ta'ala) and
performs virtuous acts for the life after death; and the foolish person
is he who follows his vain desires and still entertains hopes in Allah
To'ala:These are the false hopes to which Shaitan gives a semblance
of good expectations of Allah's Mercy.

In the following Ayat of the Holy Qur'an, .Allah Ta'ala has
Himself explained what is meant by 'having good ex;pectations of
Allah's mercy:

jDl::~~~1~~<l';U~~I~~~~~&

'wI TJwse wJw believe,and those wJw emigrate (to escape the
persecution) and strive in the way ofAllah (which included all
manner of efforts made for the Cause of J)een). TheBe have Jwpes of
Allah's Mercy'. (Al-Baqarah: 218)

One of the recurring themes of the Holy Qur'an is that Jannah
and its bounties will be awarded to those who perform good deeds.
Let us consider a simple exantple, which will serve to explain the
true significance of 'the expectations of Allah's Mercy'. Suppose a
worker is employed to make utensils by a velY generous employer
who promises to pay him high wages and even more in excess. He is
also·popularly known as velY bOOral-minded, for he does not take
notice of minor faults and also pays.for the spoilt or sub-standard
pieces made by his workers. But the worker, instead of making
utensils, breaks the tools supplied to him and sits waiting for his
wages and rewards and says that he has perfect faith in the
magnanimity of his master. Is there a man who will regard such a
fool to be a sensible person? One reason. why people hold such
absurd views. is that they cannot see the difference between true
expectations and vain hopes. Hasan Basri Rahnuztullah alaihe was
asked, "What do you think of the people who do not perform good
deeds but say that they have expectations of Allah's Mercy'r The
Sheikh replied, "They are deluded by vain hopes. For, he who
expects to gain a thing must strugle to achieve it, and he who fears
a thing ~e.g. punishment by Allah Ta'ala) must strugle hard to
escape it."
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~. One day Sheikh Muslim Ibne Yasaar Rahmatullah alaihe laic!
prostrate so long in Sejdah that his teeth began to bleed and two of
them fell out because of the pressure. Someone said to him, "I am
not capable of such devotions but I do have expectations of Allah's
forgiveness~The Sheikh said, "You are far from entertaining hopes
of forgiveness, very far indeed! For, he who expects to gain some
thing must struggle to achieve it and he who fears a thing also tries
to escape it" For instance, if a person expects to get a child but does
not get married or, having married, does not have intercourse with
his wife, everybody will call him a fool. Similarly, if a person
entertains hopes of Allah's forgiveness but does not have faith, or
having Faith (Imaan), does not practice virtues, nor gives up evil
deeds, he will also be regarded as a fool. On the other hand, a
sensible person will get married, have intercourse with his wife and,
still, will not feel certain of getting a child. Yet he will n,ver cease to
hope that Allah Ta'ala, in His infinite bounty, will grant him a child.
He will adopt all measures for protecting the mother's womb t'r.om
diseases, etc., and observe all necessary cautions till the baby is born.
Likewise, a sensible person is he whO' believes in Allah Ta'ala"
practises virtues, shuns evil deeds, hopes that Allah Ta'ala (in' His
infinite Mercy) will find his good, deeds acceptable and remains in
fear that his deeds might not be found acceptable till he meets his
end. Only such people are really wise. All others, who have vain
hopes of Allah's MercY without performing good deeds, are fools.
And Allah Ta'ala says in the Holy Qur'an, about such foolish people:

~"'" ", ",dt '" .-r,., .....,rj;
,,;,~f'#'~ ~wl.:lJ"'4'''''i..cJ'''''.J''

Could.'It thou but Bee when the guilty Iumg their heads before
their Lord, (and Bay): 'Our Lord! We 1uwe now seen and heard, 80

send us back; we will do right, now we are Bure. (as-Sqjdah: J.2)

That is, they will say, "Now we have realised that, as no one can
get a child without getting married and having intercourse with his
wife, nor can anyone get a harvest without ploughing the field and
sowing seeds; so it is also not possible for anyone to win heavenly
rewards without performing acts of virtue: However, hopes of
Allah's Mercy and Forgiveness are desirable for a person who is
deeply sunk in sins but feels remorse and wants to repent, though
Shaitan whispers into his ears;'How can you, who are so far gone
and-so-deeply immersed in sins, repent of your misdeeds? And, even
if you repent, how can your sins be forgiven?-Addressing such
people, Allah Ta'ala says in the Holy Qur'an:
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(0 Muhammad)Say: 0 My slaves·who have wrortged yourselves
(indl#ged in 'Kufr', Shirk' and other sins)! Despair not of the Mercy
ofAJJ.ah, Who forgiveth alls;ns. 4>! He is the Forgiving, the Merciful.
Turn unto HIm rePentant, and surre1u:ler unto Him., before there
come unto yo~ the doom., when you cannot be helped. And follow the
better (guid~) of that which is revealed unto you from your Lord,
before the do(,m cometh on you suddenly when you know not. .(And
you are being commanded to tum in repentance to Him) Lest any
soul should say, (on the Day of Resurrection): Ala8tMy grief that 1
was unmindful (ofwhat was due from me t(,-Allah) and 1 was indeed
among those who used to make fun of His Commandments. Or
should say: ifAllah had but guided me, 1 should have been among the
righteous ones! Or should say when it seeth the Doom. Ok, that 1 had
but a second chance· (to live in the world) that 1 might be among the
righteous! (az-Zwnur: 53-58)

In these Ayaat, Allah Ta'ala bas promised to forgive all the sins
of His servants if they tum to Him in repentance. And in another
Ayat, Allah Ta'ala says:

. "".• I.~'.I"'.(nI.r......, ::: .........I......~' ...t~,: ...
""~,).I~w<.n".J~~Y'J~"JW.lQt,

'And lot Verily 1 am Forgiving toward him who repenteth and
.. believeth. and doeth good, and afterwards followeth the ,ame path of
righteousness. ' (Taha: 82)

In this Ayat, forgiveness is promised only to those who repent,
have faith, do good and follow the path ofvirtue. Hence, he who does
80 is sincere in his expectations of Allah's mercy. But he who
~rsists in sins, but claims to have hopes of Allah's forgiveness, is a
foolish person, beguiled by Shaitan into vain expectations.
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In the early days of Is1am, people exerted themselves in prayers,
took pains to avoid sins, tried bard for a high standard of piety,
abstained from doubtful things, worshipped Allah Ta'aladay and
night and, still, wept bitterly for fear of Allah Ta'ala. Nowadays,
everybody follows his lusts (indulges in sensual pleasures), hankers
after worldly wealth, takes no thought of turning to Allah in
repentance and, still, everybody feels happy and unafraid of Allah's
puniSh~ents; everybody says that he has good hopes of Allah's
mercy and a perfect faith in the forgiveness ofAllah Ta'ala, Who will
forgive all his sins. Do such people think that all the Avlbiya
Alaihimusslam, the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum and the saints,
who took great pains in their devotions, had no such hope of Allah's
Mercy? Allah forbid that we entertain such absurd notions!

~ ..'"1 .....,.,:.,::t-:".G;1?~ I ",/<~,,~4f-1'(.'·~""'~ .'\ ~ t:ii'\
" ~oft " .w~~ ulaJ-'f. iJ!i' ~
'1l /;~tJl.-;~1';'-(.tJ,~ ~~\~rjt:;~c,q\~~
~tr~~it.r;i, ...~(t\~tZ;; ',\.:Jt1ur.....·~\tCb· ,.If~.. ~" ......~..,~.,.,...., ~~

.•.! ,il ... I..'\.,,\":'..l1IJI.\ I .......1.11 .. /o.,....~..... ~'C(.I~ .::-~,~~-....;~. • l:1. )w)~~ ~.v--,.J.. ~ ';,'-r;.ur.-.)

~\~.~"l:-.~~~~l:J!lfl!.u,,~.)\:-.~~1
CI ~.~lt;,.,k~~j' cU~,i., ~jU\

HADITH: 19

Ibne Umar Radhial~ anho says: Once ten of us,
including myself, Visited Rasulullah. Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam, when a man from the Ansaarstood up and
aid, RO RasulullahJ Who is the wi8est and the most
prudent of men?R Rasulullah repUee:t:"The wisest of
men are those who remember death more than
everybody else, and who are occupied in making
preparations for the Akhirah more than everybody
else. It is such people, indeed, who win distinction in
this world and who will be raised to positions of
honour in the AkhirahR•

It occurs in many Ahadith that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam used to exhort people, in various ways, to remember death
most often. Some of these Ahadith have already been quoted under
Hadith 9, on restraining hopes. We have also quoted a Hadith in the.. ;'
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same context, in which Rasulullah Sallallaho alaille wasallam is
reported to have said, ':Reme~ber very often the cutter~off of
pleasures i.e. Death:' The insistance on the importance of remem
bering death makes it worthwhile treating the subject exclusively in
the following Pf'I88. For, remembering death very often has many
advantages: it helps a person to avoid high hopes; it motivates
preparation. for life after death; it causes a man to develop non
attachement to worldly pleasures (which is a necessary ideal}. it
dissuades one' from hoarding money needlessly; it persuades one to
perform acts of virtue for the Akhirah; it induces a person to
repentance; it prevents from doing wrongs and denying people their
~ue rights. In short, meditating on death has many spiritual bene
fits. So the Divines particularly advise most of their disciples to spare
some time daily for meditation on death. A Hadith says that once a
man, standing in the presence of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam, said, ·0 Rasulullah! Who is the wisest of all the believers."
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaille wasallam replied, "He who keeps death
much in his remembrance and who makes good preparations for it".
athaafJl!t has been narrated in another Hadith that once Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaille wasallam recited the following Ayat from the Holy
Qur'an: .

And whomsoever it is Allah's will to guide, He expands his heart,.. ,
for Islam" (al- Anaam: 12)

and said, "When the 'Noor' (light) of Islam enters his breast, it
expands."Someone asked, "Is there any sign (by which one might
know ihatthe 'Noor' has entered one's breast( Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaille wasallam replied, "Yes, one develops dislike against
this world,full offalse hopes (this world), and begins to long for the
eternal (Akhirah), and starts making preparation for death before it
comes". (Mishkaat)

Rasulu1lah Sallallaho alaille wasallam once said, "I asked
permission of Allah Ta'q1a to visit the grave of my mother and I was
allowed; so visit graves, for it helps in keeping death in mind."
(A~rding to an alternative reading,' it is a sOurce 'of admonition~
Another Hadith has it to the effect that: "Visit graves; for it helps to
develop indifference to worldly interests and makes one mindful of
Akhirah~. Abu Zarr Radhiallaho anho says that once Rasulullah
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Sallallaho alaihe IDtISOllam said- to him, "VISit- graves from time to
time; for, it serves 88 a reminder of the Akhirah; wash the dead , fort
it is a cure for a person who is devoid of virtues and helps him to
take heed; attend funeral prayers, for, it might make you feel
concemed for the Akhirah; and those who have this concem remain
in the shadow ofAllah's Mercy and seek a virtuous life". (Targhib)

Another Hadith reports RasuluDah Sallallaho alailre wCl8allam
as saying: "VISit the sick: and follow funerals, for these make one
mindful of Akhirah·. Once a divine was following _a bier when he
came upon some people who were expressing their sorrow for the
.deceased. He said, "I suggest that you should grieve on your own
account; for it wiD be more beneficial. This man passed away and
has become immune from three aftIictions; -he need not fear to face
the Angel of Death again; he wiD not have -to suffer the throes of
death again; he is no longer in danger of facing a bad end." Once Abu
Dardaa Radhiallaho anlO was following a bier, when a wayfarer
asked him, -whose bier is this'. The Sahabi said, "It is your bier; and
if you resent,it is my.·Saying so:it is my bier", he meant to say thaf
this was no occasion for idle talk; one should rather think of one's
own death on such occasions.Hasan Basri Rahmatullah alailre says,
"I am greatly amaud at the people who have been commanded to
make preparations for the joumey to Akhirah, the call to embark on
which has been announced, and yet they are engaged in worldly
activities that are but a pastime. "It is said of him that wh~n he saw a
bier passing by, he looked so deeply grieved that one might think he
had just returned from the graveyard after burying his own mother~

(Tanbeeh-ul-Ghafileen)

Aishah Rmlhiallaho anho say~ ·A Jewess once visited me and,
after I had obliged her with something, she said, 'May Allah protect
you from punishment in the grave ~ I asked Rasulullah Sallallaho
alailre WCl8allam, ~1s there punishment in the grave?' And he replied,
'Yes, the punishment in the grave is real', After this, Rasulullah
Sallallaho alailre wasallam used to seek Allah's protection from the
punishment in the grave? at the end of every Salaat, as a lesson for
his followers·, According to another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho
alailre wasallam is reported to have said,"The dead are punished in
the graves so severely that their cries are heard by the animals~

Another Hadith has it to the following effect,"Were it not for my fear
lest you should stop burying the dead, I would ask Allah Ta'ala to let
you hear the punishment in the grave". It has been reported about
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Uthman,Rodhialla1w anOO that, when he would stand over a grave,
he would weep so bitterly that his beard would get wet with tears.
Someone asked him, ,"You do not weep so so~y when you remem
ber Jannah and Jabannam as you do when you are reminded oUhe
grave". He replied, "I have heard RasuluDah Sallalla1w alaihe
wasallam saying,"The grave is the initial stage of the Akhirah; ifone
escapes punishment in it, aD the next stages are much easier)but if
one does not escape punishment in the grave, aD the next stages are
severer than it'! And I have aIso.heard him saying,"1 have never seen
a sight more horrifying than that of the grave." A Hadith reports
Rasulullah Sallalla1w alaihe wasallam as saying, "In the grave, the
abode into which a man will move after the Day of Resurrection is
shown to him every morning and evening; if he is destined for
Jannah, he is shown his abode in Jannah, to his great relief and jCJY,
while if he is destined for Jabannam, he is shown his abode in
Jahannam (and the fear and anticipation of the impending doom
adds to his pain and misery)~

Aishah Rodhialla1w anha says: "Once a Jewess came to my door
and asked me for some food. She then said, -May Allah grant you
'protection against the temptation of the Da,ijal and save you from the
punishment in the grave!- I asked her to wait. Meanwhile Rasulullah
Sallalla1w alaihe wasallam came and I told him what the Jewess
had said about the Da,ijal and the punishment in the grave. Rasul
ullah SallallaOO alaihe wasallam said, "There has been no Nabi or
Rasul among the Ambiya of the past who did not warn his people
against Dajjal and his temptations, but I tell you something about
Daj,jal which no Nabi or Rasulhas told his Ummah: 'he is one-eyed;
the word 'Kaafir' (infidel) is written on his forehead, which every
Mo'min will be able to read. As regards the ordeal in the grave:
when a pIOUS man dies, the angels come to his grave and make him
sit up. He sits up fearless and without grief. H~ is first asked about
Islam and then his opinioQ. about the man (i.e. Rasulullah) who was
sent to them and he replies that he is Muhammad Sallalla1w alaihe
wasallam) who was sent by Allah Ta'ala as a Rasul to His men, with
the clear guideline, and that he believed him to be a true Rasul and
belieyed in'the truth of his message. After this, a place in Jahannam
is'shown to him, where he sees that people are huddled together,
attacking each other, and he is told to look at the horrors from which
Allah Ta'aia bas protected him. Theft he is shown a place in Jannah;
he. looks at its *uty anei adornments, and feasts his eyes on the
SceneS of eternal bliss. He is told that this will be his abode after the
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Day of Resurrection, as he bad belief in Akhirah,died in that belief
and will be holding the same belief on the Day ofResurrection.

'But when an evil person dies, he is made to sit up in the grave
and he sits up, disheartened and terrified. He is asked the same
questions mentioned above. He replies that he does not know and
says that he held the same opipions. as were expressed by other
people. Then a door is opened for him in the direction of Jannah and
he looks at its beauty and adornments and the bounties therein.
After this, he is told that this was the abode which had been
prepared for him initially, but he. has been deprived of it. Then
Jahannam is shown to him and he looks at the inmates of Jahan
nam huddled together, as though· they were (ighting against one
another. Reis told that thjs is going to be his resting-place, for,h!,!
bad doubts about the trUe religion, died in doubts and will be
resurrected in the same condition on the Day of Resurreotion."
(Targhub)

Abu Qatadah Radhiallaho anho says: "When a funeral passed by
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe r.oasallam, he looked at it and said,'He
is relieved or others are relieved of him.- He then said,'''A Mo'min
feels relieved by escaping the toils and sufferings of the world,
through his death, and enjoys the Mercy of Allah Ta'ala. He is
.relieved. But when a persistent sinner dies, men, habitations, trees
and animals find relief in his death.- (Mi8hJu1Dt)

For, owing to the evil influences of a wicked 1IlIUl'. misdeeds!
calamites befall the earth, rains are stopped, commotion an- in the
villages, trees wither up and the animaJs find it hard to feed
themselves. Therefore, when such a person dies, his del¢h brings
relief to an those who have been under the evil influence of his sfus.
Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho said, -Once Rasulu1lah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam gripped me .by the shoulder and· said, "Be in the
world as if you were a stranger or a wayfarer:. Ibne Umar Rtidhi
allaho anho also says, "When the dq dawu, do not expect to see the
evening and when it is evening, do not expect to see the morning;
when you are inheaJth, provide something for the time of illness i.e.
ifyou perform good deeds when in health, the rewards will accrue to
you even in yoUr mn-, and make provtsionl while liviDg to len'e
you at the time ofdeath-. tJ£Jlh1uuJt)
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Abu Hurairah·Radhiallaho anho says, "We went to a funeral in
company with Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe WQ8allam, and on
reaching the graveyard, he sat by the side of a grave and said,
"Everyday the grave announces, in clear wordS, '0 son of Adam, you
have forgotten me. I am an abode of loneliness, .I am the house of
estrangement (where you wo'nt find anyone mmilia r ), I am the
house of horrors, I am full of worms, I am extremely narrow but I
am expansive for a person for whom Allah Ta'ala wills me to be so.'"
He then said, "The grave may be a garden of Jannah, or a pit of
Jahannam". Sahl Radhicillaho anho saYs that one of the Sahabah
died and they began to praise him and spoke highly of his devotions.
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam kept silent and listened to
what they spoke and, after they had finished, said, "Did he keep
death in remembrance?" They replied that he seldom talked of it. He
then asked, "Did he abstain from a thing he desired to have?" On
receiving the reply that he did not, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said, "He cannot, then, attain to the grades of excellence
which you can attain".

Another Hadith says, "Mention was once made of a Sahabi in the
presence of Rasulullah, and the Sahabah spoke highly of his
devotions and his diligence in self-mortification. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked, 'How often did he remember
death?' The Sahabah replied that they had not heard him talking of
death. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, 'He cannot, then,
attain to such a high spiritual rank (as you consider him to have
attained) '. Baraa Radhiallaho anho narrates. ·Once we went out
with RasUlullah to attend the funeral and burial of a person. When
we reached there, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam sat by the
side of a grave, wept so profusely that the ground became wet with
his tears, and then said, "Brothers, prepare yourself for (your entry
in) the grave: (Targheeb)

Shaqique bin Ibrahim Rahmatullah alaihe says: People Seem to
agree with me when they say that they believe in four things, but
their actions belie what they claim to believe:-

(i) they say that they are slaves (Bondsmen) of Allah Ta'ala, but
their actions betray that they regard themselves to be
freemen;

(u) they say that Allah Ta'ala has taken upon Himself the
responsibility to give us our sustenance, but they never res1
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content until they hoard (I.nough ofworldly provisions;

(iii) they say that·Akhirah is preferable to this world, but they are.
eVer engaged in amassing wealth, and an: least concerned
about Akhirah.

(iv) they say that death is inevitable, but they are absorbed in
worldly activities as though they were to live here forever!

Abu Haamid Lafaaf RDhmDtuJlak Alaihe says, "He who keeps
death much in his remembrance, Allah Ta'ala bestows three favours
on him: 1. he readily turns to Allah Ta'ala in repentance; 2. he is
granted contentment; 3. he shows greater interest in' deVotion in all
his modes of worship. And, he who is heedless and unmindful of
death is punished by Allah Ta'ala in three different ways: 1. he
persists in sins and hesitates to offer 'Taubah'. 2. he is not
contented with his income; 3. he becomes sluggish in the
performance of his devotions. -(Tanbih-ul-Gh4fileen)

lmaam Ghazali Rahmatullah Alaihe writes: All Praise be to
Allah Ta'ala Who has twisted the necks of powerful tyrants in the
tight strangle-hold of death and broken the back of mighty kings
with the sudden blow of death; Who has dashed, through death, the
hopes of those who possessed rich treasures of wealth! Ah! These
people did not even like a mention of death. But when the appointed
hour (of death) came for them, they were carried away and buried in
the dark pit of the grave, leaving behind their profusely lighted high
palaces, where they used to lie reclining on soft couches! No more
could they enjoy the company of their beautiful slave-girls or have
their slaves waiting upon them, but; were forced to live with the
worms! They could no longer feast upon rich varieties of food and
drink, but were made to roll in dust! Nor could they sit in company
with their friends, but were made to suffer the horrors of lonesome
death! Were they able to build any castle to prptect themselves
against death? Could they escape death by any other means?
Glorified be Allah, the Supreme, Vanquisher and Subduer of all,
Who has no partner in His Attributes! He Alone is Eternal, Who has
no equal. We all know for certain that death is inevitable and that it
must come to all; that everybody is destined togo into the dust and
live with the worms in the grave; that everybody shall have to face
Munkar and Nakeer (the two angels who examine the dea~ in their
graves as to their faith); that everybody after spending a long time in
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the grave must see the horrible spectacle·of the Day of Resurrection
and must go either to Jannah or to Jahannam, which wjll be his
eternal abode thereafter. Therefore, it is only wise that each one of
us should be constantly worri'!? about his death, should k~p it in
constant remembrance, should talk of it often and occupy himself
with preparations for it, even at the C98t of worldly pursuits. We
sho~d also anticipate our death all the times, lest it should take us
unaware. For, no one knows the time when his death may occur.

.Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe U1a8allam said,·"The wise man is he
who subdues his ownself and remains occupied with what will be of
use to him in the life after death (to the end of the Hadith)". And no
one can make preprations for a thing unless he remains concerned
about it all the time, keeps it in his remembrance and talks of it
most of the time. Naturally,if a person is engrossed in werldly
pursuits, is beguiled by the glamour of this world, and is enamoured
of lusts and passions, he must be unmindful of death. And, even
when people talk to him to deeth, he will feel disconcerted and show
resentment. Allah Ta'ala says of this:

Say (unto them, 0 Muhammad), Lo! the death frvm. which you
shrink will surely meet you, and afterward you will be returned unto
the Knower of the invisible and the visible, and then He will tell you
what you used to do (and give you befitting recompense). (al-Jum~ah:
8)

The mama say that men may be divided into four broad
categories, with regard to their attitude towards death:

Firstly, there are people who are so deeply absOrbed in worldly
activities that they do not even like to listen to a mention of death,
for, they kn~w that the death will put an ena to their sensual
pleasures. Such people do not remember death; and, when they do
talk of it, they condemn it because it will cause them to forsake this
world and these feelings fill them with sorrow.

Seeonclly, there are people who want to tum to Allah Ta'ala
in repentance, but are still in the initial stage. When they think of
death they feel afraid of Allah Ta'ala, which fear, in tum,- causes
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them to repent more deeply. They are afraid of death, not because
they do not want tdlleave this world,but because their repentance is
not perfect. -Such persons -do not want to die because they want to
reform themselves and are worried on that account. They cannot be
blamed for this fear or dislike of death, and the following Hadith of
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam does n()t apply to them: If
anyone does not \lant to meet Allah Ta'a1a then Allah Ta'ala does
not want to meet him. For, in realitY, they do not dislike their
meeting Allah Ta'a1a, but only feel shy, owing to their own sins and
short-comings. Their case is like that of a person who wants to
prepare beforehand fat:, meeting his loved one, so that he may see
his beloved in a condition which is most pleasing to him.However, it .
is necessary that they should be constantly concerned about
preparations for death and should not occupy themselves with any
other pursuit; othe~ they will also be counted as belonging to the
first category ofpeopleJ.e.those absorbed in worldly pursuits.

Thirdly, thel'e are the Divines who know their Lord intimately
and are perfect in their repentance. Such people love death and pine
for it, for, what hour can be more blissful for a lover than the hour of
his meeting with the loved one? The hour of death, for such people,
is the hour of meeting with Allah Ta'ala. A true lover is always
mindful of the prodrlsed hour of meeting and he can never forget it.
It is Sl:ch people who crave for death to come soon; they always
anticipate death and wait for it impatiently, for,they want to leave
this worldly abode of sins. A Tradition says that, when the hour of
death drew near for Huzaifah Radhillaho anho, he said, "The coveted
hour (of death) has come at last; and at a time when I needed it
most! He who does things which make him feel ashamed is not suc
cessful. Thou knowest, 0 Allah! that I have always loved poverty
better than riches, and sickness better than health, and death better
than lifef 0 Allah! Grant me death immediately, for I love to meet
You."

Fourthly, there are people who are perfect in their attitude
towards death; they are reconciled to the will of Allah Ta'ala and
desire nothing except what Allah Ta'alahas choSen for them. Thus
they wish nielber to live nor to die of their own accord. This
symbolizes the 4eight of love for Allah Ta'ala, which consists in
complete surrender (TasleemJ and acquiescence (RidhaJ

At any rate, remembrance of death enables a man to earn re
wards and blessings of Allah Ta'a1a, even if he is engrossed in the
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world, because it disconcerts his moods of lustful pleasure and
causes him to withdraw a little from the material world. It was in
view of this effect of remembering death that Rasulullah Sal1llllaho
alaihe wasallam said, "Remember death which shatters lustful
pleasures." Another Hadith narrates, "If the animals had as much
knowledge of death as you have, you would not find a fat animal for
your food". Aishah Radhiallaho anha once asked Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam. "Can anyone attain to the rank of the
Shuhdaa (Martyrs) without sacrificing his life for the cause of Allah
Ta'ala?" Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam replied, "Yes, he who
remelh~ersdeath twenty times everyday~ Another Hadith says that
he. who recites the following Dwla (supplication) twenty-five times
everyday.can attain to the rank of the Shuhdaa (Martyl'$):

~\'~·~aJ~1 ··111.,,~~""" . ." ~'-* -y • .sa.6U\

"0 Allah! bestow on me blessings when I meet my death. and bless
me in what follow death".

These blessings accrue because the remembrance of deeth
causes a person to disregard worldly pursuits and incites him to
prepare for the Akhirah. Forgetfulness of death, on the other hand,
causes a person to indulge· in passions and lustful pleasures of the
world.

Ataa Khurasani Rahmatullah alaihe says: Once Rasulullah Sal
lallaho alaihe wasallam came upon some people who were sitting
together and laughing loudly, and said to them, "In your meetings,
do include talk of the shatterer of lustful pleasure.~On being Asked
what he meant by it, Rasulullah replied, 'Death'. According to
another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said,
"Keep death much in your remembrance, for. it removes sins and
causes a person to renounce the world". (lhyaa)- It occurs in another
Hadith that once Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Ifyou
knew what circumstances you would have to face after death, you
would not relish your food, nor enjoy the taste of water". Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once admonished one of the Sahabah
thus: "Keep death very much in your remembrance; it will cause you
to turn away from things of the world". Still another Hadith has it
thus: "Keep death very much in your remembrance; for, it streng
thens the heart of man and makes it easier for him to face death·~

Once a Sahabi said to Rasulullah, "0 Rasulullah, I have no love for
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death. What should I do to cure myself." RasulullahSallallaho alaihe
wasallam asked' him if he possessed any property and, on his reply
ing that he did, told him, "Send it forth to the n~worldfor,a man's
heart is attached to his possessions. After he has sent forth his
property (given it away as Sadaqah etc.>, he himself desires to be
with it. And if he has left his property behind, he himself desires to
stay with it". athaaf).

A Hadith says: "When two third of the night had passed, Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam would say, '0 people, remember
Allah! remember Allah! The quake of Doomsday will occur soon! The
time for the blowing of the Trumpet (Soor) is drawing near! And
everybody's hour of death, along with its pangs and throes, has
come!" (Mishkaat). It was the custom of Umar Ibne Abdul. Aziz
Rah11iatullah alaihe to invite a number of Ulama every night, who
would discourse on death, the Day of Resurrection and the circum
stances of Akhirah. And thereupon 'he wept so bitterly that one
might think he was weeping over a dead body laid before him.
Ibrahim Taimi Rahmatullah alaihe says; "Two things have caused
me to turn away from sensual pleasures of the world; death and the
fear of reckoning before Allah Ta'ala." Ka'b Radhiallaho anho say86

"He who realises what death signifies will find that, by comparison,
all the sufferings of this world are easier to tolerate." Ash'ath
Rahmatullah alaihe says: "Whenever we visited Hasan Basri Rah
matullah alaihe and sat with him, we heard him talking to his com.
panionsof death and of·the circumstances of the Akhirah! Once a
woman came to Aishah Radiallaho anha and complained to her of
her own hard-heartedness,whereupon Aishah advised her to keep
death much in remembrance to soften her heart. The woman did so
and came again after a few days, to express her thanks to Aishah
RadhiallaJw anha. ahya).

lmaam Gbazaali Rahmatullah alaihe says. "Death is a tremen
dous thing to fear, but most people are heedless of it Many peopl~

do not even talk of death, owing to their absorption in worldly
affairs. A few talk of death but their minds are occupied with other
things and, therefore, it does them little good. It is important that,
from time to time, one should concentrate upon death, to the ex
clusion of all other things and imagine that death is staring one in
the face. One should think of one's friends and relatives and recall to
one's mind how they were placed on the bier, carried to the grave

, and buried under mounds of earth. One should imagine their faces
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and think of their high ambitions and the changes that dust might
have wrought in their handsome faces, and how their bodies might
have decayed, how their children were orphaned, their wives were
widowe( how their relatives were left to weep over their loss. One
should think how their fortunes were distributed and how their
clothes were left behind (never to be WOrn by' them again)! One
should, then, say to one-self, 'I shall have'to suffer the same fate one
of these days. How these people, who are lying in their graves, used
to iaugh and talk in meetings. How they indulged in lusts, but are
now lying in the dust! They did not like to talk of death but have
fallen a prey to it! They were· intoxicated by their youthful vigour,
but are lying today in the graves, forsaken and uncared for! How
deeply absorbed they were in the affairs of the world but now their
hands and feet are scattered apart and worms are crawling on their
tongues! Their bodies have become food for worms! How heartily
they laughed, but now their teeth have decayed and fallen out! They
made ambitious plans and arrangements for many years to come,
though death loomed over their heads; little did they know, on the
last day of their life, that they were destined to spend thatvery night
in the grave! The same is the case with me. Though I am busy
making arrangements for years to come, I do not know what is going
to happen tomorrow'.ahyaa). An Urdu poet says:

v:i~Jk.~~J;I.((

'~II~Yd~~
No human knows about his Iwur ofdeath; though man mayplan

to live for a hundred years, Ire never knows what may happen
tOTMrroW!

The angels deputed by Allah Ta'ala, are issued instructions for
the whole year on one particular night of the year, they are assigned
duties for the year and informed that such and such things have
been decreed for such and such person. The Ahadith vary as to
whether these orders are issued on 'Lailat-ul-Qadr' (one of the last
ten nights of Ramadhan) or on the middle night of Sha1ban (Shab-e
Bara'at) but are in agreement about the fact that, on one night, the
lists of those destined to die during the year are handed over to the .
angels. Many a man is engrossed in sports and pastimes while, in
the heavens above, orders have. gone out for his arrest; it has been
decreed that he will suffer death and no one can intercede with Allah
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Ta'ala, or appeal to Him, to change His decree! Nor can the decreed
hour of a man's death be delayed a mibute! Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho
anho commenting on Surah 'ad-Dukhan'says "On the night called
'LaiIat-ul-Qadr', the decrees of Fate are transcribed from the 'Lauh
e-Mahfooz' (the Guarded Book of Fate) and a record is ·made of all
that is decreed for the year. A decree is issued about the amount of
the provisions to be sent down, the persons destined to die, the
persons to be bom and the amount of rains to be sent down during
the year. So much ~, that· a list is prepared of the names of the
persons who are going to perform Hajj in that years". A Hadith
reports Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho as saying. "You will notice that
a person is walking about, in the bazars, though his name has been
recorded in the list of those who are destined to die in that year:
Abu Nadhrah Rahmatullah alaihe says, "On this night, the angels
are assigned their duties for the whole year. And, orders are issued
about the means of welfare apportioned for the year, about the evils
to be suffered, about the sustenance to be provided, about the
persons destined to die, about the aftlictions and about the cheap
ness or dearness of commodities." 'Ikramah Radhiallaho anho says,
"On the middle night of Sha'ban (Shab-e-Barat), all the events
decreed for the year are assigned to the angels; the lists of the
persons destined to die, and of those who will perform Hajj during
the year are handed over to the angels; and no changes can be made
in the lists: According to another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam once said, "(On this night), the angels are given the
names of persons who are going to die. during the year from one
Sha'ban to the next, with the specific hours ofdeath .destined for
each. And, many a man gets married in this world and a child is
bom to him while, in the heavens above, his name has been re
corded in the list of the dead".

Aishah Radhiallaho anha says: "Rasulu1lah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam used to fast very frequently during Sha'ban, for, it is in
this month that a list is prepared of those who are destined to die
during the year. And many a man is engaged in getting married
while, in the heavens above, his name has been recorded among the
dead; or, again, a man is preparing for Hajj while his name has
been enlisted among the dead: Another Hadith reports that once
Aishah Radhiallaho anha asked Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasal
lam why he fasted more frequently in the month of Sha'ban, to which
he replied, "In this month, a record is made of those who are
destined to die during the year and I wish that, when my name is
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recorded in Jhe list of the dead, I should be observing a fut." A
Hadith says tJult, evelY year, on the middle night of Sha'baD, ADah
To'CJla infol'lD8 Izraeel Alaihiualam. the AsJgel ofDeath, about all
those who are destined to die during the year.

It occurs in a Hadlth that Rasulullah Salkdlaho alaihe lI1O$llllam
once said, "EvelYday, at sunrise, the SUD proclaims; 'Do whatever
good you can, today; for.this day will never return in your life: And
evelY morning, two anpIs proclaim from the heavens above. one of
them saying, '0 seeker of virtues, rejoice and go ahead The other
saying '0 doer of evils, desist from evil-doing.' (Do not a&1OQIDulate
causes of your damnation) Two anpIs also proclaim, one of them
saying, '0 Allah! Grant any person a return to what he spends for
good'; the other saying, '0 Allah; cause ruin for the person who
withholds money nigardl~ Ataa Ibne YIqIUr &hmotullah alaihe
says: "When the middle night of Sha'ban comes the angel ofdeath is
given a list of aD the persons who are destined to die during the year,
with orders that their souls should be taken out of their bodles at
such and such time of the year. And, on many occasions, it so
happens that a man is busy in· decorating his hoWle, or making
arrangements for his marriage, or constructing a house.while his
name has already been recorded among the dead.· ([)urn Manthur)

Imaam Ghazali &hmotullah cUaihe wri~ "Even if the poor
human beings were destined to endure DO aftIictions, no miseries, no
pains and no horrors in this life, the anticipation of death alone,with
its UIOciations of harrowing pangs and tJuoe. and quni., should
suftlce to disconcert their sensual enjoyment., to deprive them of
their ease and comforts, and· to cure them of their heedlessness.
Death is such a painful experience that. one should always be
concerned about it and engage oneself in preparations for meeting
death. And .one should be more cautious about it, particularly
because nobody knows the time when it may come tu pass." A sage
has said, "Man is like a puppet moving on strings and the strings are
in the hands of someone else, Who may puB them at any time (and
cause him to fall to the ground....and meet sudden death)" Luqman,
the wise, advised his son thus, "Death is an occurrence ofwhich the
exact time is not known to anyone. Be prepared, then, to meet death
at any time, lest it should take you unawares and unprepared.·

Indeed, it is not possible for a person to enjoy himself in the
company of mellY-makers when he knows that he is wanted by the
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police (say, in a criminal case) and that, after arrest, they willflog
him. Actually such a person loses his peace of mind and can not
)Jarticipate in joyful pursuitsjthe mere knowledge that the police has
a warrant of arrest upsets all his pleasures and can cause him
sleeplessness.

It is sheer heedlessness not to be mindful of Izraeel, the angel of
death, who may visit a person at any time and cause him throes of
death, far more painful than thousands of stripes put together. In
fact, no man can have an idea of the severity of death-pangs until he
himself goes through them, or witnesses people who are experien
cing them. It is common knowledge that we can cut off a limb that is
'dead' without causing pain to the body; similarly, the 'dead' skin
can be cut off without causing pain. But ifa person is hurt or pricked
in those parts of his body that are not 'dead' he feels severe pain.
Thus, the pain suffered by a person, when a part of his body is cut,
wounded or bumt, is actually felt by his soul controlling all parts of
the body; for the soul permeates through the entire body. When a
part of the body is hurt, the extent of pain is proportionate to the
size and situation of the affected area of the body. But when a man is
in the throes of death, it is his soul.rather than the bodYlwhich is
directly experiencing pain. One can form an idea of the severity of
death-pangs by considering the fact that death drags forth the soul
from all parts of body through which it (the soul) permeates. Thus
each and every limb of the body feels severe pain, as though it were
being cut apart. When a. part of the body is cut apart, the soul is
there abiding in other parts of the body and the man is strong
enough to cry and writhe in agony. But when the entire soul is being
dragged forth from the body of a person, he is too weak to moan or
cry and, thus, get relief through cries. If the body of the dying man is
strong, a sound of hard and painful breathing· is heard in the very
last hour, but if the body is weak, even the breathing is inaudible.
Then the soul begins to depart and the limbs grow cold, one after the
other. First of all the feet become cold, for the soul is dragged forth
from the body, feet-foremost and then leaves through the mouth at
the end and the eyes lose their lustre.

It was in view of these death-pangs that Rasulullah Sallallaho
-alaihe wasallo.m used to make a specific supplication to Allah Ta'ala,
"O,Allah! Make my death easy for me and lighten for me the pangs of
death". As followers of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, we
also supplicate Allah Ta'ala to make death easy for us, but we take it
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lightly, not realising how severe the pangs of death are! The Ambiya
AlaihimU8salaam, and all the saints were terribly afraid of death.
Eisa Alaihissallam once said to his companions: "Supplicate Allah
Ta'ala to protect me from the agony of death. Fot the fear of death
has well-nigh brought me to the brink of death~ It is said that a
group of the pious and devout persons from the Bani Israel went to a
gtaveyard. After consultation among themselves, they prayed to
Allah Ta'ala to raise a person from among the dead, so that they
Iilight ask him about his experience of death. Their wish was
granted, and a dead man arose from a grave. He seemed to be a
pious man, because his forehead bore the mark of Sajdah (pros
tration). He said, "What do you want to know? I died fifty years ago,
but I still feel the pain that I experienced at the time of death'~

. It occurs in a Hadith that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
said, "0.Allah, 0,Thou, Who draggeth forth the soul from muscles,
the bones and the fingers, lighten for me the pangs of death". 'Hasan
Radhiallaho anho says that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
onceonthe severity of deathsaid,"The agony of death is as severe as
three hundred· blows of the sword struck. on various parts of the
body." Ali Radhiallaho anho when exhorting people to go for Jihaad,
would say, Alf you are not killed (in Jihaad as martyrs), you will
surely sutfer death in your beds. And, by Him.Who holds my soul in
His Hands, the death in bed is far more severe.in pain.than a
thousand blows of the sword struck on various parts of the body, at
one time". Auzaa'ee Rahmatullah alaihe says: "We have heard it
from the Divines that the dead will continue to feel the after-effects
of death-pangs until they rise from the graves on the Day of Resur
rection".

Shaddad Ibne Aus Rahmatullah alaihe says, "The agony of death
is more severe than all the agonies of this world and the Hereafter. It
is more painful than being sawed in two, being cut into pieces with
shears or being boiled in a cauldron. If the dead were to rise from the
graves and tell people about the pangs of death, no man would take
pleasure in this life; nor could anyone enjoy sound sleep". They say
that when Musaa Alaihissalam passed away from this world and
met Allah Ta'ala, he was asked,about his experience of death. Musaa
Alaihissalam replied, "I felt as though I was being burnt alive like a
sparrow caught in a flame of fire, without being granted the mercy of
death". A version has it. "I felt as though I was like a goat being
skinned alive". Aishah Radhiallaho anha says: 'When the hour of
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death drew near, there was a bowl of water lying beside Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam; he would put his hands into the water
and wipe his face with them, again and again,saying, 'O,Allah! Grant
me relief in the throes of death~ 'Umar Rtulhiallaho anho asked
Ka'b Radhiallaho anho about the agony of death and he replied; "0
Amir·ul-Mo'mineen~It is as though a branch of a tree, that is all
overgrown with thorns, were thrust into a man's body so that it
should entangle with every part and then the branch· should be
pulled out violently. Such is the anguish experienced by a dying
man, in the throes of death!"

So much. for the pangs and throes of death, which we have
described briefly in the foregoing pages. Besides, a dying inan must
also go through the ordeal of facing the Angel of Death (lzraeel
Alaihissalam and the other angels under his command. SO horrible
is the appearance of Izraeel Alaihissalam, when he comes to take the
souls of the sinners and the non-believers, that the strongest of men
cannot bear the sight. It is .said that once Ibrahim Alaihusalam
asked Izraeel to show him the aspect that he wears while taking the
souls of the wicked. The angel told him that he would not be able to
bear the sight, but Ibrahim Alaihusalam said that he could stand it.
The Angel then asked him to turn aside and he did so. After a short
while the Angel said, 'Now, look here"and Ibrahim Alaihissalaam
turned round to him. What met his· gaze was a lIlost horrible giant
like figure dressed in black, dar~-complexioned and long-haired,
with each hair standing stiftly on end, giving off a most disgusting
smell, with flames of fire leaping up from his mouth and nostrils!
Ibrahim Alaihissalam could not ljear to look at the sight and swoon
ed. When he regained consciousness, Izraeel Alaihissalaam had re
sumed his normal form. Ibrahim Alaihissalaam then- said, "Even if
there were no other affliction for the wicked, the terrible ordeal of
facing Izraeel, in such a horrible form, should suffice for their
punishment~This is the form in which the Angel of Death appears
when he visits the wicked people. But when he comes to take the
souls of the pious and the devout servants of Allah Ta'ala, he
appears in the most handsome form, wearing a very pleasant look.
When Ibrahim Alaihissalam as/wI Izraeel Alaihissalam to appear
before him in the form that he adopts while visiting the pious people,
he saw, standing before him, a handsome young man elegantly
dressed, with perfumes all round his body. Ibrahim Alaihissalam
said, "Even if there were no other joy for the believer: than the bliss
of seeing the handsome face of Izraeel Alaihissalam at the hour of
death, it should suffice for his pleasures."
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A Hadith has it to the following effect: When" Allah Ta'ala is
pleased with a man, He says to the Angel of Death (Izraeel Alai
hissalaam "Bring forth the 'Rooh' (spirit) of My servant, so and so; I
want to give him ease and comfort. I have tried him and fouDd him
as I liked him to be". Then Izraeel Alaihissalam goes to him,
ac.companied by five hundred angels, and each one of them gives him
the glad tidings of a bliss not mentioned by the others. They are
carrying boughs of sweet basil and roots of saffron and they all stand
in two rows on both sides. When the Devil (Shaitan) sees this sight,
he holds his head and begins to wail and cry. When his servants and
disciples come running to him and ask, "What has happened, our
lord?" He replies, "You wretched ones! Can't you see what has come
to pass? A soul has attained salvation. What have you been doing all
the while?" They say, "Our lord, we tried our best to lead him astray,
but he would not indulge in sins".

It is said that when the hour of death drew near for Jaabir Ibne
Zaid Rahmatullah alaihe someone asked him, "Have you any desire?"
He said, "I want to see Hasan Basri. When Hasan was called in and
Jaabir Rahmatullah alaihe was told about it, he said, "My dear
brother, I am leaving the world forev~r and I do not know whether I
shall be sent to Jannah or to Jahannam". ahyaa)

Tamim Daari Radhiallaho anho ,says: Allah Ta'ala says to the
Angel of Death, "00 to My friend, so and so, and bring forth his soul,
I have tried him both in joy and in sorrow and found him as I liked
him.to be. Bring his soul to Me, so that he may be free from the

.pains of, the world". The Angel of Death then visits the man,
accompanied by five hundred Angels; each of them Is carrying a
shroud of Jannah and holding a vase of sweet basils in his hands.
Every basil flower has twenty colours, each colour giving off a
different variety of fragrance. They also bring with them the
sweetest musk wrapped up in white silk. Izraeel Alaihissalaam sits
at his head and all the other angels surround him on all sides, gently
stroking his limbs, put the musk-scented handkerchief under his
chin and open a door to Jannah before his eyes. Then various
bounties of Jannah are made visible, to comfort his heart, just as the
men of a family put numerous things befDre a crying baby to soothe
its heart; now his houris appear before him and now the fruits and
fine clothes of Jannah are shown to him. In,short, various bounties
of Jannahare presented before his eyes; and the houris (his future
wives) begin to dance with joy. WheJ;l the dying man looks at these
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scene&, his soul begins toftutter in the body, anxious to free itself.
Then the Angel ofDeath says to him,

.a:.~~'t=."'JA..,"",; \1',-1. , ... ,~ j,'L..t'i
-~ vt,o::;"'}'='I,.;.JJI~

"Come out, blessed aoul, to tIu! thornles,lote-trea, and banana
trees growing layer upon layer, and cool ,preading ,hoda, and water
glJ.8hing forth.' (The reference is to the scenes of JanDah described

. in) thae A¥aat(Waqi'ah. (28- 37) ,

The Angel ofDeath speaks kindly to him, like a mother spea]dng
to her child. For, he knows tba.t the soul is a favourite of Allah
Ta'ala and that, if he treats it kindly, Allah Ta'ala will be.pleased .
with him (the angel). So, the soul is taken out of the body with
perfect ease, like pulling a hair out of the dough; and when the soul
departs from the body, all the Angels sreet it and give glad tidings of
ently into Jannah. The Holy Qur'an described the scene of a
Mo'min's meeting with death in the following Ayaat:

Thbse whbm tM angels cause to die (in a ,tate ofpurity), ,aying
to them, 'PetICe b6 unto you. Enter Jannah b6cause ofwlult you used
to do., (an-Nahl; 32)

If the man is a favourite servant ofAllah To'ala, he is treated as:

'IfM ill ofthose brought nigh (unto Allah), Then, nst and pure
sustenq.nce and 0 GanItin ofdelight. (al-Waqi'ah: 88-89)

The departing soul says to the body, "May Allah Ta'ala bless you
with the best of rewards! For, you were always quick to obey Allah
Ta'ala and to perform acts of devotion; always anxious to avoid
disobedience. I congratulate you on this day,for,you have been saved
from punishment and you have also saved me". The body also speaks
the same words to the soul when it is about to depart. The places
where he was accustomed to worship Allah Ta'ala, weep over
separation from him the gates of Heaven through which his~
deeds· used to ascend, and the gates through which his provision
WM!d to descend, also weep for him. After this, the five hundred
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angels gather around the deceased body and, "hen the people who
are washing the bOdy tum it from side to side, the angels turn it over
even before them; when they begin to shroud him, the angels shroud
him in the clothes'of Jannah even before them; when they put
perfume on his body, the angels put on it the perfume of Jannah,
even before them. Then, the angels stand in two rows stretching
from his house-door to the grave, and receive the bier, invoking
Allah's blessings and forgiveness for the deceased. When Shaitan
(the devil) sees this spectacle, he wails and cries so bitterly that his
bones begin to ache and he says to his disciples, -Woe to you! How
did this man escape you?" They reply that he was infallible. After
this, the angel of death escorts the soul to the heavens above, where
it is received by Jibrael AlaihiBsalam, in company with seventy
thousand angels, each one ofwhom gives him glad tidings of a favour
from Allah Ta'al4. Then the Angel ofDeath accompanies the soul to
the eArth' (The throne) ofAllah Ta'al4 and, on reaching there, it lies
prostrate (in Slijdah) before Allah Ta'al4, Who says,

"Take tlu! soul of my seroant to tlu! thornless lote-trees and
clusters ofbanana-trees!'. (al-Waaqi'Oh: 28-29).

When the body (of the deceased) is laid to rest in the grave, the
Salaat that he used to ob~rve stands on his right side, the Fasts
stand on his left, his Recitation from the Holy Qur'an and Zikr stand
above liishead, the steps that he used to take while going for
congregational ~t stand by his feet, and the patience that he
observed (in aftlictions or while resist;ing evil temptations) stands in
a come'r of the grave. So, when the Retribution enters the grave and
stretches its neck to attack the deceased from the right side, the
Salaat says to it, "Get away! .By Allah! The poor fellow has been
through much su1fering in his life· and he has just gone to sleep!"
Then Retribution tries to approach him from the left side, but the

, Fasts push it away; and· then .It trieS to go from the head, but the
Recitation and 'Zikr' (Remembrance ofAllah) prevent it from advan
"cing,saying, "You cannot go this way". In short, "from whichever side
p~nishment may approach, it finds its way'blockedby one of the
good deeds surrounding the friend of Allah on all sides. So, the
punishment, recedes defeated and dismayed. Now patience, which
bas been standing in'a comer, says to these virtues,"I stood waitirig;
for I meant to assist you in repelling the punishment, if I found any
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side weak or inadequately guarded. Allah be praised! You have
escaped punishment, all by younelves. Now, I shall help him on the
Day when the balance is set up for weighing the deeds of men~

After this, two angels come to the deceased: their eyes shine like
lightening; their voices are like rumbling thunder; their.molar teeth,
like the horns of a cow; flames of fire rise from their mouths as they
breathe; they have long hair falling to their feet; the distance

'·<between their shoulders 'is such that it can only be traversed in
many days; they are far from being lenient or kind to men. Though
they do not treat the Mo'mineen· harshly, their vety appearance is
repulsive and horrible. They are called 'Munkar' and'Nakeer'. Each
one of them is carrying a big hammer, so heavy that all the men and
the Jinns of the world together cannot lift it. They cOmmand the
man to sit up and he sits up instantly, while the shroud slips from
his head and falls to his hips. Then they ask him, "Who is your Lord?
What is your religion? What is the name of your Nabi?". He replies,
"My Lord is Allah, of Great Majesty! He is One, with no· partner in
His Oneness, the sole Sovereign of all, Who has no rival. My religion
is Islam fDd my Nabi is MuhammadSallallaho alaihe wasallam,
who is the last of all the Ambiya (the seal of Nabies)" The angels
then say to him, "You have spoken the truth"! They push away the
walls of the grave, which expands above him, on his right side and
on his left, in the direction of his head and in the direction of his
feet. becoming spacious on all sides. Then the angels say to him,
"Raise your head". He does so and sees before him a door through
which Jannah is made visible to him. They say to him,"O friend of
Allah, this is your resting place; for,you have been a devout servant"
of Allah To'ala:' Rasulullah (Sallallaho alaihe wasallam) has said,
"By Him.Who holds my soul in His hands, at this moment, the

'Yo'min experiences an ecstasy of joy that will never return". Then
the angels ask him to look towards his feet. He does so and sees a
door opening into Jahannam (and some of its horrors are made
visible to him). They say tQ him, "O! Friend of Anah, you have been
saved from entering (Jahannam) by this door". Again, he experien
ees such an ecstasy as will never return. Then seventy seven gates
are opened in his grave for him into Jannah, so that its fragrance
comes to him and its cool breezes are blown in upon him. And this
will last till the Day c4 Resurreetio~.

Now we shall describe what happens to the non-believerS and
the profligate when they are on the point of death. Allah To'ala says
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~ the Angel of Death,"Go to My enemy (so and so) and bring forth
his soul. I granted him plenty of everything and showered My
bounties upon him from all .sides, but he did not desist from
disobeying Me. Let Me punish him this day. So, the Angel of Death
com~ to' him in the most horrible form, with twelve eyes and
canying a sledge hammer made from the Fire of JebeDDem , all
covered with sharp-pointed thorns~ He has five hundred Angels
under his command. They bring with them a big copper-blade and
each one of them iscenying big live coals and fiery whips made from
the Fire of Jebennem--all blazing hot. As soon as the Angel of death
reaches there, he strikes the man with the sledge-hemmer, the
thorns whereof pierce and penetrate to every vein and every joint of
his body. And then he pulls out the hammer with full force. All the
other Angels begin to strike him with the whips, on his face and on
the hips. They go on whipping him till he swoons. After that they
dreg forth his soul from the toes and bring it to the heels, all the
time whipping, an4 beating him. They pause for a while and tllen
pull it to the lmeesand from there, after another p8use, bring it up
to the stomach. (They drew it out little by little, in order to keep it in
the agony of death for a longer time). And from the stomach,they
dreg it up to the breast. Then they put the copper-blade 'and the
burning coals under his ~theAngel of Death says to him, "Come
'out, cursed soul and proceed to Jahannam":

6" ,.~ "",~.
~,~"....,U

In scorching winds and scalding water and shadows of black
smoke, neither cool nor refreshing (but extremely painful). (al
Waqi'ah: 42-44)

And when the soul departs, it says to the body, "May Allah
punish you with the worst retribution! For, you elwayshastened to
transgress the CommandmentsofAllah Ta'ala and were always slow
to perform acts of devotion; you have ruined yourself and also caused
my ruin". The body also speaks the same words to the soul. And
those parts of~eearth,where he used to commit sins against Allah
Ta'ala, curse him. The legions of Shaitan's disciples come running to
him and say,"Glad tidings to you, our lord, for we have sent a soul to
Jahannam" And when his dead'body is laid in the greve, the earth
closes in upon him so that his ribs are crushed together and run into
one another. Then black dragons start biting and stinging him, some
of them beginning with his .Q~ and gOing down to the waist, others
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beginning with the big toe and coming up to the waist, till they all
meetin the middle of the body.

The two angels, called 'Munkar' and 'Nakeer' come to him and
ask,''Who is your Lord?' What is your religion? Who is your Nabi?"
But to each question that they ask, he replies, "I' do not know; And
each time he says so, they beat him with the hammer so violently
that the grave is filled with sparks flying off frQm the hammer, all
scattered about Then, the angels command him to look up; he does
so and sees a door opening into Jannah, through which some of its
beauty and luxuriance is made visible to him. They say to him, "0
enemy of Allah, this could have been your abode J had you been
obedient to your Lord". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wCl8allam, has
declared:By Him Who holds my soul in His Hands, the dead man
feels such deep remorse, at this time, as will never be experienced by
him again". Then a door is opened for him into Jabannam and the
angels say to him, '0 enemy of Allah! 'This is your abodetfor you
have been disobedient to Allah Ta'ala, After this, seventy-seven
gates are opened for him into Jabannam, through which the black
smoke and scorching winds of Jahannam will continue to blow in
upon him, till the Day of Resurrection.'

The Spectacle of death aDd that of punishment in the grave
should always be kept in mind for, it is the most horrible spectacle.
There are many other Abaditlt which describe the scene of death
arid the circumstances of the grave, but we have quoted only the
above Hadith.

The great scholars of Abadith have criticised the 'Isnad' (line of
transmission) of this Hadith, but its subject-matter is corroborated
by so many other Ahadith. (Ithaaf) Particularly, the Ahadith
transmitted in Mishkaat on the authority of Baraa Ibne 'Aazib
Radhiailaho anho and on the authority of Abu Hurairah Radhi
ailaha anho in the Chapter 'On the confirmation of the punishment
in the grave' and in the 'Book of Funerals', are 'very similar to this
Hadith, in content An Urdu translation of all these Abadithcan be
seen in the book entitled Mazahir-e-Haqq for the sake of brevity.
Aishah Radhiallaho anha says, "Woe upon the sinners among the
inmates of the graves! For, black dragons are given power over them
and they bite and sting them, one beginning with the head of the
man and coming down to his waist"the other beginning with the feet
and going up to the waist, till they meet in the middle ofthe body:' It
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is, indeed, the retribution in the grave that has been given the name
of punishment ofcBarzakh' (intermediary world) in the following
Ayaat of the Holy Qur'an:

. '" ..... ~,',"'\.,~ 1", -\"~' .....
""r.:;~X4.)"",,)y.~.J-,~,

And behind them is a 'Barzakh' (partition) till the Day when they
are raised. (al-Mu'minun: 100)

Therefore whenever Uthman Radhiallaho anho made mention
of the grave, he wept so bitterly that his beard became wet with
tears. And Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, even though
(himself) righteous and absolutely immaculate, constantly sought
the protection of Allah from the punishment in the grave, so .that
people should follow his example and make a habit of frequently
seeking protection of Allah from this retribution (in the grave). For
the same reason, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam said, "Were
it not that you would cease to bury your dead ones, on account of
fear, I would ask Allah Ta'ala to let you hear the punishment in the
grave.' (This Hadith has been quoted above). As a matter of fact, the .
retribution is dictated by the demands of justice. For, man has been
sent to this world for the sole purpose of obeying Allah Ta'ala and
He has, after recounting His favours to man (in the form of physical
powers or worldly fortunes), reminded him again and again, in the
Holy Qur'an, that he has been sent to this world solely for o~edience

to Allah Ta'ala, viz.

I created ,the jinn and the humankind only that they might
worship Me . (Az Zariyaat: 56)

And He has also warned man that the life has been granted to
him onI; for a test and a trial to see how he behaves himself after
receiving all these bounties, the hour of death being the time of
announcement of the result of this trial. Says Allah Ta'ala in the
Holy Qur'an:

.'~~,,,,,\,, \"1" ::~""'\I-:''\-:' ,.:t.".:: '1. 'U-.\~""''''''~li'·I\ I'~'·.'\\~~
),l~.~ .J~.,.. U-lJiJll(j)~.U'",",1.r".-'~ "i:!!"v"'I'J •.~~~

Blessed, is He in Whose Hand is the Sovereignty and He is Able
to do all things. Who has c.reated life and death that He may try you,
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which ofyou is best in conduct" (al-Mulk: 1 - 2).
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Doubtless.the world is an abode of trial, the underlying reason
for creating the jinn and the humankind is that Allah Ta'ala wants
them to obey Him, and all the pleasurable things, amenities and
necessities of life, have been granted to men so that they should use
them to fulfill their dire needs and spend the rest for the cause of
Allah Ta'ala, which goes to their own ultimate credit, being (as it
were), deposited in the Treasury of Allah Ta'ala. Therefore, it is
sheer heedlessness, culminating in utter loss and' remorse, on our
part to indulge in worldly activities to the extent of neglecting the
Commandments of Allah Ta'ala, forgetting the purpose of our creat
ion and taking no thought as to why these bounties have been gran
ted. And one feels real sorrow and compunction when the time
comes for him to part with all his wealth, hard-earned and saved up
with stringency in spending on ones personal needs, leaving it for
others and pass away, empty-handed, into the Next World. If we
possess a little bit of sense, let us resort to a lonely place and
contemplate, for a brief moment, what ourfate would be if the Angel
of Death came to us ~unaware at this very moment, and what would
become of the wealth and property, earned and hoarded after long
years of labour.

Wahb Bin Munabbah Rahmatullah alaihe has narrated the fol
lowing story: •A king once decided to tour his dominions and survey
his kingdom. He ordered out his stately robes and was presented a
suit, but it did not please his fancy. He called for another, and still
another and, after rejecting so many, found one that was to his
liking. He wore this most elegant suit, and ordered his horse. A fine
horse was brought, but he did not like it and sent it back. Then two
more horses were presented to him, one after the other, but he did
not like them either. At last, the whole stable of riding-horses was
brought before him and he selected the best steed. The king then
mounted the horse. The accursed Shaitan infused pride and vanity
into his mind and he rode off proudly, followed by his courtiers,
attendants and armed-men, in a mighty cavalcade. But the king was
too full. of disdain to take notice of them. As he rode on, he came
upon a decrepit old man, dressed in rilgs, whogreeted him, but the
king paid no attention. At this, the ragged man took hold of the
horse's bridle. The king flew into a rage and said to him threaten
ingly, Off with you! How dare you catch hold of my horse's reins?....
The man said, 'I have some businesa with you'. The king said, 'Be
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patient and wait till I come back and dismount; for, then I shall have
time to listen to what you have to say'. The man said, 'I must say it
just now' and saying this, he gave a voilent tug t9 the bridle and
snatched it away. The king said, ''Well, what do you want to say?"
The man said, 'It is a secret;· I must whisper it in your ears'. The
king· bowed his head and the man whispered into his ears, 'I am
Izraeel, (the Angel of Death), come to take your soul'. And then, of
l'OUI'Sf!, the king turned pale and his voice quavered, and he said in a
faltering voice, 'Could you give me a brief respite, to go home, meet
my people and arrange my affainf.The angel said, 'No, you shall
have no respite. Never again shall you meet yourkiu,!!lmen or see
your p<lflI>_ons'. Saying this, the angel pulled out the sOul from hiS
body and he fell.down from the horse like a log of drywood.

"After this, the Angel of Death went to a pious Mo'min (Believer)
who was also going on a journey. He greeted the man saying,
'A8,alaam-o-Alaikum' (peace be upon you!) and the man returned,
'Wa'Alaikum-UB-Salaam' (And upon you be peace!). The angel then
said to him, 'I want to say something into your ear'. The Angel
whispered into his ears, 'I am Izraeel,the Angel of Death'. The man
said, 'Most welcome! Blessed is your visit! For, you have come after I
have waited so long. Of all the persons who are far away from me,
you are the one I was most anxious to see'. The angel said,t'Go and
hasten to do the task for which you have undertaken the journey".
The man said, 'I would dearly love to meet my Allah, more than
anything else in the world". The angel said, "Choose for yourself any
state in which you would like to meet death and I shall draw out
your soul when you are in that state." The man said, l"'I leave it to
your choice~ The angel said, "I have been commanded to do as you
please". The man said, "If so, let me take Wudhu (ablution) and
stand in Salaat; when I lie prostrate (in 8Iqdah) before my Lord,You
can pull out the spirit from· my body". So, the pious man was
engaged in Salaat, lying in 8Iqdah, when his solll was taken out of
the body.ahyaa).

It was one of the numerous favours of Allah Ta'ala to the
humble author of this book (who considers himself to be the most
insignificant .person) that his eldest daughter (who was the
privileged wife of his illustrious cousion, Maulana Muhammad
Yousuf (May Allah increase his virtues). also passed away to the
Mercy of Allah Ta'ala when she '.Vas in 8Iqdah. She had been ill for a

M8u1ana MubamJIwI Youaaf (1ltJhmaIullD}a a1IJiMJ Do .-cI8W8Y to the M6n:y or AlI8h
TIl'GIG on 29th ZuI-qa'dah; 1384. A.U. In lAhore.
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long time and was too weak even to sit up in bed for Salaat. She,
therefore, used to make gestures instead of performing Ruku' or
Sejdah etc. On Monday night, the 29th of S~wwaal, 1366 A.H, she
was.performing Maghrib Salaat, and was in the state of Se,jdah when
her soul parted to meet her Lord and Creater. This humbl13 author is
incapable of expressing gratitude to Allah Ta'ala for His
innumerable favours to him.

Abu Bah !bne Abdullah Muzani Rahmatullah alaihe narrates,
"When the hour of death drew near for a wealthy person from
among the Bani Israel, who had hoarded a lot of wealth, he said to
his SODS,QBring forth all my belongings before me'~ So, all his
possessions were hurriedly brought before him; there were
numerous horses, camels, slaves and plenty of wealth. When he
looked at these things, he began to weep and cry in bitter sorrow, for
he knew that he was going to part with all this. Meanwhile Izraeel
alaihissalam appeared before him and said, 'It's no use weeping at
this moment. By Him who granted you all these bounties, I must
take your soul away'. The man said, 'Could you grant mea short
respite so that I might distribute all these things'. The angel said;I
am afraid, no respite can be granted now! You should have distri
buted your things before this hour.* Saying this, he pulled out the
soul from the man's body".

'Another such story is related of a person who amassed great
wealth and provided for himself all manners of comforts and con
structed a grand palace, with two entrances, on each of which he
appointed a guard of his slaves. He arranged a sumptuous feast to,
celebrate his moving into the new palace, to w~ch he invited all~
friends and kinsmen. When the company sat to dinner, he himself
was seated comfortably on a grand throne and was saying to himself,
"I have a good stock of everything to last for years and I won't need to
buy anythin~ As he sat there, musing on his own sufficiency, a
ragged old man, with the beggar's gourd hanging in a sling round his
neck, appeared at the gate outside and began to knack at the door.
So loud was the knocking that the sound disturbed the rich man
sitting on the throne. The slaves rushed to the door, wondering who
this discourteous old man could be. They asked him what he wanted
and the old man said, "Send your master to me~ They said, "Do you
think our master would come out of his palace to receive a beggar
like you?- The man said,aHe will come, go and tell him~ They went
to their master and told him about it. The rich man said,~y did
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n't you teach him a lesson, for his impudence?"As he said SOt there
was a still louder knock at the door and the door men rushed to the
gate. The old man said,"Tell your master that I am IzraeeJ.the angel
of death'= Hearing this, the servants were stupefied and, when the
rich man was told about it, he was .mnned and implored in utter
humility,"Ask him to take the life of someone else as ransom fo~ my
own~But the angel, who had meanwhile entered the palace, said to
him,"no what you will, I cannot go back until I have taken the soul
out of your~ The rich man gathered all his weelth and said,
'Curses upon you, you d8mned wealth! You kept me too busy to
worship my Lord and left; me no time to concentrate on the remem
brance of AUah'= Allah Ta'ala in His Infinite Power, granted his
wealth the power to speak and it said to him,"Why do you curse me?
It was on account of my being in your possession that you were
granted entry into the courts of great emperors during the hours
when the poor ones were driven away from their doors. It was on my
account that you associated with delicate damsels and derived
sensual pleasures, living in iuxul)' like royalty. Ah! you spent me on
unlawful things and I was helpless in your hands. Had you spent me
on noble needs, I would have benefited you.» And, ·in· the midst of
this dialogue, the Angel of Death suddenly pulled out the soul from
his body. .

Wahb bin Munabbih Rahmatullah alaihe says, ·Once, Izraeel
Alaihissalam took away the soul of a mighty tyrant, the like ofwhom
the world had never seen. As he was earryingthe soul, he passed by
some angels who asked him, 'Have you ever felt pity for any person
whose soul you were commanded to pull out?' The Angel of Death
replied, 'Yes, once I was moved to great pity when conunanded to
take the soul of a woman who was all alone in a jungle and had just
given birth to a baby son. When I was taking out her soul, I was
filled with pity for her and her new-born child, for,1 did not know
what would happen to the innocent baby left; alone in that wild
erness! The angels said,c'Do you know who this tyrant is whose soul
you are canying now? It's the same child who was left; alone.- The
remark greatly surprised the Angel of Death, who exclaimed,

c'GIQrified be Thou,O Lord! Thou art beyond all imperfections! Most
Kind and Most Merciful! And Thou doest as Thou wiDst...

Hasan Basi; Rahmatullah alaihe says, -when a person dies and
members of his household begin to weep and cry, the Angel ofDeath
stands in the doorway and, addresses them, .. did not deprive him of
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his livelihood (he has "ready exhausted· his decreed portion), I did
not cut short his life time. I hQve been commanded to visit this house
again and again, until none of its inmates is left alive". Hasan
Rahmatullah alaihe says, "By Allah! If the mourners could see the
Angel at that time and listen to his talk, they would forget about the
deceased and start worrying about themselves".

Yazid Raqqaashi Rahmatullah alaihe has narrated the foHowing
story,"Once a cruel person ofBanu Israel was sitting in privacy with
his wife when he saw a stranger entering his house through the door
and coming straight towards him. The man flew into a rage and
rushed towards the stranger asking, 'Who are you and who gave you
permission to enter my house?' The stranger replied, •The Owner of
the house commanded me to visit you and I am a person whom
nothing can prevent from F:ntering a house, nor do I need permission
before entering the palaces of kings. I am not awed by tyrants, nor
can anything prevent me from meetir:.g those who are proud, vain or
selfconceited'. On hearing this,the man was seized with sudden fear,
a shudder ran through his body and he fell upon his face. At last he
said in abject humility, 'That means you are the Angel of Death'.
The stranger said, <Yes, I· am the Angel of Death t. The man said,
'Could you give me a brief respite, so that I might write out my will?'
The Angel said, 'It is too late now; It is a pity that you have
exhausted your lifetime and taken the exact number of breaths
apportioned to you, under the Divine Decree. Your end has come
and it cannot be delayed even for a moment'. The man asked,
'Where are you going to take me?' The Angel replied, (.You shall be
in the company of your own deeds that you have sent forth to the
Akhirab. And you will get an abode in the Akhirah, which you have
built for yourself, with the help ofyour own deeds.' The man said, 'I
never performed good deeds, to deserve a good abode in the Next
World.' The angel said, 'Then, I shall take you to:

~1;~J1~t~

The fire of JaJumnam; eager to 1'OO8t the skin; it will call forth
the one who tumed and fled (from truth in this world)! (al-Ma'aary:
15-17)

Saying this. the angel dragged forth the soul· from his body and
everybody in the house began to wail and cry aloud~Yazid Raqqashi
Rahmatullah alaihe adds, "If people knew what happens to a person
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when he is in the throes of death, they would weep more bitterly on
his suffering than on their own loss" ahYoo). .

Sufyan Thauri Rahmatullah alaihe says. "When the Angel of
Death touches the heart-vein of the dying man, he ceases- to
recognize people, cannot speak and forgets about everything of the
world. At this moment, were it not for the shock of death-pangs, he
would take a sword and attack those sitting around him in the
frenzy of severe pain."Some Ahadith have it that, when the soul of a
dying man comes up to his throat, Shaitan tries his best to lead him
astray and rob him of his faith. A Hadith says that Izraeel
alaihissalaam visits people during the hours of Salaat, notices them
and keeps track of them; and, when the hour of death comes for
anyone of those who have been particular about the timely perfor
mance of Salaat, he himself prompts him to recite the Kalimah and
drives the Shaitan away from him. Mujahid Rahmatullah alaihe
says~ "When a person is about to die, the faces of his friends and
companions are made visible to him. if he used to associate with men
of piety, he finds himself in company with the pious; and if he
associated with the wicked and the profligate, he finds himself
among such people". Yazid bin Shajarah Radhiallaho anho has also
related a Hadith to the same effect. Rabi'bin Bazah Rahmatullah
alaihe, who was a devout and pious man living in Basrah, has
related that, "Once a person was about to die and people were
reciting the Kalimah, Laa Daaha Dlallaho ( Ab\~1~rY )
prompting him to recite it with them. But all he could say was,
<Have one (a glass of wine) for yourself and let 'me have one! Have
one foryourself, let me have one ~ Similarly, there was ~other
person in Ahwaz who, when at the point of death, was prompted to
recite the Kalimah:Laa llaaha lllallaho' ( ~\"i!~W ), but he
went on crying out, '<Ten rupees a piece, eleven rupees a piece,
twelve rupees a piece...~'(1ttehaaf)

On the other hand, there have been many beings who kept
death constantly in remembrance, prepared for it and performed
great deeds of virtue for ·the life of Akhirah. They received death like
a person receiving a gift, as a Hadith says: "Death is a gift to a
Mo'min~ When the hour of death drew near for Bilal RadhiallaJw
anho, his wife said, "Alas Alas! You are departing"! But Bilal
Radhiallaho anho said, "What a bliss it is to die! For tomorrow we
shall meet our loved ones, Mubammld Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
and his companionst~eDthe time of death came near for MU'aIZ
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Radhiallaho anho, he said, "0 Allah! Thou knowest that I wished to
live long, not because I loved this world or wanted to dig canals and
plant gardens. In fact, I longed to fast and remain thirsty during the
hot summer afternoons; I loved to face hardships and strive for the
cause ()f Deen and to associate with those who remember Thee and
make 'Zikr' in their company." Salman Radhiallaho anho began to
weep and cry when he was at the point of death. Someone said to
him,"What makes you cry? When you die, you will meet Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, who expressed his appreciation for you
when he breathed his last." Salman Radhiallaho anho replied, "I am
not weeping for fear of death, nor because I am leaving the world.
What makes iDe cry is that we made a covenant with Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam that we would use things of this world in
the manner of a traveller who keeps the bare minimum to last him
during the journey, but I am afraid I have not been able to live up to
the instructions". Yet when he died, he was found to possess what
amounted to ten Dirhams.Just imagine; This was all he possessed in
the world, which he considered to be an excess. He then called for
some musk, asked his wife to mix it with water and sprinkle it on his
bed for, 'he said, "I am expecting a party of visitors who are neither
men nor jinns': attehaf)

When the last hour came for Sheikh Abdullah Ibne Mubarak
Rahmatullah alaihe,he was smiling and said,

"For the like ofthis. then, let the workers work". (as-8affat: 61)

(He might have glimpsed some of the bounties and joys of
Jannah). It is also said that, when the Sheikh was at the'point of
death, he said to his servant named Nasar, "Lay my head on the
ground". The servant began to cry. The Sheikh asked him, "What
makes you cry?" and he replied, 1t grieves me because you lived in
comfort but you are dying like a beggar, with your head lying on the
ground! "The Sheikh said, "Say no more! For, I supplicated Allah
Ta'ala to grant me life as a rich man and cause me to die like the
poor: Ataa bin Yasaar Rahmatullah alaihe say8:"A person was about
to die when Shaitan came and said to him, You have escaped my
SIl8refJ '. The man said, •I still do not feel secure from your evil
designs ~ Jarity Rahmatullah alaihe says that he was present when
Sheikh Junaid Rahmatullah alaihe was in the throes of death and he
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saw that the Sheikh was reciting Ayaat from the Holy Qur'an. Some
one asked him, "Is it the time to recite from the Holy Qur'an'r (He
meant that the Sheikh was very weak and was experiencing diffi·
culty in recitation). The Sheikh replied, "What time can be more
opportune for recitation? At this hour, my Book of Deeds is being
completed. (I would like its last entry to be the Ayaat of the Holy
Qur'an)!'

Someone asked Junaid Rahmatullah alaihe, "How was it that
Abu Sa'eed Khazzaaz Rahmatullah alaihe was in such joy at the
point of death'r Junaid Rahmatullah alaihe replied, "He was so fond
of meeting his Lord that one could expect his soul to fly to heavens
even before the time of death to meet his Lord." When the last hour
came for Zun-Nun Misri Rahmatullah alaihe, someone asked him if
he had any wish. The Sheikhreplied;"My only wish is that I should
attain a true knowledge (Ma'rifat) of Allah Ta'ala". A man narrates:
"I was sitting in company with Sheikh Mamshaad Dinavari Rahmat
ullah..· alaihe when a Dervish caine to hitn and said, .'Is "there any
neat, clean spot nearby where a poor man could meet his end?' The
Sheikh pointed to a' place where there was a spring of fresh water.
The man went there, took Wudhu (ablution) and observed his
Salaat. When he finished, he laid himself down full length on the.
ground and breathed his last."

Fatimah Rahmatullah alaiha relates that when her brother, Abu
A,li Rudbari Rahmatullah alaihe was about to die, his head was in
her lap. She says that he opened his eyes and said, "The gates of
heaven have been opened and Jannah lias been decorated. I can hear
someone saying,« Abu Ali, you did not aspire to attain high grades in
Jannah, but We have granted you high grades." He then recited two
couplets, meaning: .By Thy right over me, never did I turn my eyes
away from Thee, to look Oovingly) at anyone other than Thee; when
I see Thy beauteous Countenance flushed with modesty, I become
restless for Thee. t, When Sheikh Junaid Rahmatullah alaihe was at
the point of death. someone recited to him the Kalimah, 'Laa naaha
nIa]]abo'( ~\~-.)\\7 ). He said, "I have never been forgetful of
this Kalimah, so"I don't need to be reminded of it at this hour'~

Ja'far bin Nasir Rahmatullah alaihe asked Bakran Dinwari
Rahmatullah alaihe. the privileged disciple in attendance of Shibli
Rahmatullah alaihe, "Could you describe to me the spectacle of
Sheikh Shibli's meetin~with death?"Bikran replied, "In the throes of
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death, I heard him saying, 'Once I wrongfully took a Dirham <silver
piece) from a person, to atone for which I hav~ given away thousands
of Dirhams as Sadaqah on his behalf but, still, my heart is weighed
down by the feeling of remorse and consciousness of wrong doing;'
He then said, "Please help me to take Wudhu (ablution)". I made
him perform Wudhu but forgot to comb out his beard with the
fingers (i.e. perform 'Khalal'). The Sheikh was too weak to do it
himself and, being speechless with pain, he caught my hand and
thrust it into his beard; as he did so, his soul deparatetir'When Ja'far
Rahmatullah alaihe.heard about it, he began to weep and said, "The
Sheikh was ever so particular about the details of the Shariah
(Islamic Law) that he insisted on observing a JMustahab (commen
dable act) in thqthroes of death:'

Sheikh Kattani Rahmatullah alaihe was asked, when he was
lying on death-bed, "What devotions have you been practising as a
~outine"? The Sheikh replied, c'lf it wasn't my last hour, I would not
tell you about it. The fact is that, for the last forty years, I have been
constantly guarding my heart against all that is other than Allah
Ta'ala; whenever something other than Allah is about to enter my
heart, I close its gates". Sheikh Mu1tamar Rahmatullahalaihe says;
"I was with Hakam (a nobleman) when he was at the point of death
and I was supplicating Allah to make easy for him the throes of
death, for he possessed such and such qualities. I was recounting his
virtues and invoking Allah's Mercy for him while he was In a coma.
When he came to himself, he said, "Who was speaking such and such
words?" When I said that it was I, he said, 'Izraeel alaihissalaam (the
Angel of Death) was telling me that he always treats; gently and
kindly, those who are generous'. And with these words on his lips,
the Divine gave up his sou!.'

When the hour of death drew near for Sheikh Mumshaad
Dinawari Rahmatullah alaihe, another saint was sitting with him
and suppli-catingAllah,"0 Allah! Grant him entry into Jannah!'The
Sheikh smiled and said:'For the last thirty years, Jannah has been
presenting itself to me, with all its beauty and adornments. But
never have I cared to look at it (because I crave a vision of Allah
To'ala Who is the Owner of Jannah)"ahyaa).

When the hour of death drew near for Khalifah Umar bin Abdul
Aziz Rahmatullah alaihe, the physician attending him said, "Amir
ul-Mo'mineen has been poisoned and I am not very hopeful about
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his survival-:'Umar bin Abdul Aziz said,ceyou should not be hopeful
either about the life of a person who has not been poisoned". The
physician asked, ('Did you feel the effect of poison before I told you?".
Umar bin Abdul Aziz Rahmatullah alaihe said,"I came to know of it
whf!n the poison went into my stomach". The physician said, 'Let
someone treat and cure you or you will die". Umar Rahmatullah
alaihe said, "But my soul will go to my Lord and Sustainer.Who is
the Best of all whom people should meet. By Allah! Even if I knew
that something was lying beside me, which could restore me to
health,I would not extend my hand to take it". He then prayed,ib
Allah! choose Umar for a meeting with you~and he died a few days
after this incident. Maimun bin Mehran Rahmatullah alaihe adds:
"During these days, Umar bin Abdul Aziz Rahmatullah alaihe used
to supplicate Allah Ta'ala, frequently, to grant him death. Someone
said to him, 'Don't wish for death; for Allah Ta'ala has revived so
many Sunnan (ways of Rasulullaq) through your efforts and aboli
shed so many innovations (Bid1aat) that had come into vogue~'Umar

Rahmatullah alaihe said, "Shall I not be like Yousuf Alaihissalaam,
the virtuous slave of Allah Ta'ala, who supplicated Allah Ta'ala ,
thus:

'0 Allah! Make me to die submissive (unto Thee), and join me to
the righteous!'(Yousaf· 101).

Maslamah Rahmatullah alaihe said to Umar bin Abdul Aziz
when he was at the point of death,"The money you gave us for your
shroud was just enough to buy some cloth of very inferior quality;
please allow us to spend a little bit more". Umar Rahmatullah alaihe
desired that the shroud (of the same cloth) should be brought to
him. He looked at it for some time and then sa' 4, "If my Lord and
Sustainer is pleased with me, He will at once order a better shroud
for me; if He is not pleased with me, I shall be stripped of the shroud
I am wearing and made to wear a tiery shroud of Jahannam". He
then asked to be propped' up in bed and said while sitting, in an
invocation, "0 Allah! I could not fulfil Thy commandments and did
not desist from doing things forbidden by You; still I declare that
there is no god but Allah" (reciting the Kalimah). And with these
words on his lips he passed away to the Mercy of Allah. He also said
at this hour, 'I can see an assembly of creatures who are neither

.human beings nor jinns". Another version adds,", 'At the last hour,
he told people to leave him alone and, after everybody had left, they
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saw through the chinks of the door that he was saying, 'Most wel
come! Most blessed is the visit of those who are neither human
beings nor jinns'. Then he was heard reciting this Verse from the
Holy Qur'an:

'1~1"'-:''''''' "~:I ~I~~' h,. '(t""'~T\~-'''''' ", ...........
~W:;, r../!.J.:J 4"''V'1>:!.r.-.:J1.:J:.~ ;.h~')0JI~

As for that Abede of the Hereafter. We assign it unto those who
seek not oppression on the earth, nor yet corruption.(al-Qasas: 83)
UthaafJ

A Divine says, "I prayed to Allah to reveal to me what happens in
the grave. One night,1 dreamtthat the Day of Resurrection had come
and the dead were rising from their graves. I saw that some of them
were reclining on couches of rich silk brocade, some were sitting on
silken sofas, some were seated on raised thrones and some were
lying on 6owers; some of them were laughing and others were weep
ing. I said (in the dream), '0 Allah! I wish all of them were in the
same state! At this, some one said, 'This discrimination is due to our
own deeds (A'maal); those reclining on brocade are men of good
behaviour; those on silk cushions are 'Shuhadaa' (martyrs); those
lying on the60wers are the men who used to fast frequently; those
who are laughing are the men who repented of their sins; those who
are weeping are the sinners and those raised to positions of honour
are the people who loved one another for the sake of Allah Ta'ala."
(Rnudh)

Sheikh Abu Ya4qubSanusi Rahmatullah alaihe says: One of my
disciples came to me and said, "I shall die tomorrow in the
afternoon". The following day, the man came·to the Holy Masjid at
Makkah, observed his Zuhr Salaat, made 'Tawaaf' (circumambu
lation) of the Holy Ka'bah, then went a little farther away from the
Ka'bah and gave up his soul. I washed his body .and arranged his
burial. When I laid him in the grave, he opened his eyes. I asked him
in surprise, "Is there life after death?" He replied, "I am alive and he
who is a true lover of Allah Ta'ala never dies.· (Raudh). Sheikh Ibn
ul-Jalaa Rahmatulah alaihe. who is a well-known Sufi Sheikh, says
that when his father died and his body was laid on a wooden board
for washing, he (the Sheikh's father) began to laugh. The people who
had come to wash his body were terrified (to see a dead man
laughing) and ran away. After a while,one of his father's friends
came and bathed him. (Raudh)
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In his book entitled 'al·lsti'aab', Hafiz Thnu Abdil Barr
Rahmatullah alaihehaS related some anecdotes about the pious
beings who were heard talking after their death.He writes about Zaid
bin Kharijah Radhiallaho anho: 'The Divines are agreed about the
fact that he talked after his death. He also relates that some other
Sahabab talked after their death.

When the Sahabah were going out on the expedition.to Mu'tah,
people began to pray for their Safe return after the enterprise. On
this occasion, Abdullah bin Rawaha Radhiallaho anho recited three
couplets which meant:

Safe return? Oh, no!
I would rather my Lord granted me forgiveness;
And with this a mighty blow ofthe sword,
That cleaves my body asunder!
Or a pike pierced through my body,
That should cut through the liver and the entrails.
Thus would I love to die a martyr in the path of Allah.

On reaching the battle-field, the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum
learned that the enemy was advancing with a formidable army of
two hundred thousand soldiers, against their own small army
numbering three thousand. So, the Sahabah held a 'Mashwarah'
(consultation) and decided that Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam should be informed of the situation and, if he still
commanded them to fight, they would start the battle. When
Abdullah bin Rawaha Radhiallaho anho learnt this, he came and
said to his companions, "How strange! You are holding consultation
to decide whether or not we should receive an honour that we were
so anxious to attain. We came here merely to win the honour of
Shahadat, we have never fought battles relying on our physical
power, the force of weapons or the weight of numbers; we have
always fought on the strength of our faith in Islam, our religion.
Rise, my friends, and let us go forward to the field of battle; we are
sure to win one of the two triumphs, victory or 'Shahadat and, for
us; both are equally glorious·. Exhorted.by these words, all of them
resolved to fight and the battle started. Before their departure from
Madinah, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam had appointed Zaid
bin Harithah Radhiallaho anho as their commander (Ameer) and
said; "If Zaid is killed, Ja'far bin Abi Taalib will be your 'Ameer'·1f
Jatar is killed, Abdullah Bin Rawaha will be your Ameer and if he is
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also killed, the Muslims should appoint one of themselves their
'Ameer', by mutual consultation". So, when Zaid Radhiallaho anho
and Ja'far Radhiallaho anho had been killed,one after the other,
people called out Abdullah's name, for, it was now his turn to
command. At that time, he was on the outskirts of the army, with a
piece of baked meat in his hands, for, he had not been able to taste
any food for three days. Someone told him that Ja'far had been
killed, at this Abdullah bin Rawaha Radhiallaho anho began to scold
himself,saying, "You are still busy with the world (taking food)fHe
then threw away the piece of meat, took the flag and fell upon the
enemy lines. Someone struck him a blow with the sword that cut off
one of his fingers. He chanted three couplets, meaning :

0, You are nothing but a little finger cut om
Is there anything else the matter?
And what has happened? You have come in the path of Allah;
Which is, indeed, a great honour and a blessing!
"0 Abdullah (addressing himself), if you do not die a martyr,
You must die any how, for, there is no es<;ape from death.
Look! There looking you in the face is Shahadah,
Your long-coveted honour!
Ifyou go forward and embrace martyrdom,
Even as Zaid and Ja'far did,
You will be among those who are truly guided;
And if you shrink back, you will be among the wretched.·

He then addressed his own heart and said, ·0 heart, what makes
you hesitate? Is it the love of your wife? If so, I divorce her this very
moment. Is it your slaves; I set them all free. Is it your garden? I give
it away as Sadaqah. Don't you love to enter Jannah? By Allah! You
will have to go forward, willingly or unwillingly! You have long been
in peace and comforts of life. And now you hasitate! Just think of
your own reality! Wasn't there a time when you were just a drop of
fluid?" After exhorting himself in this manner, Abdullah Radhi
aUaho anho made a brave attack on the enemy and laid down his life
as a martyr. (We have given a detailed account of this expedition in
the 'Stories of the Sahabah', together with many other stories on the
same subject).

When the hour of death came for Abu Sufyan bin Al-Harith
RadhiaUaho anho who was the son of a paternal uncle of Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, men of his household began to weep and
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cry. He said, "00 not weep for one (meaning himself) who, since he
embraced Islam, has never committed a sin with his tongue, nor
done any wrong with his body" (For such a person, death is an ex
perience of extreme felicity). Sunabihi RahnuItulIIIh~~te.I, "I
was with Ubadah Radhiallaho anho when the time drew near for
him to die and I was moved to tears. He looked at me and said,
'What makes you weep? By Allah! If I am called to testify for you on
the Day of Resurrection, I shall give the best evidence in your favour;
IfI get permission,I shall intercede for you and try to do as much as I
can for yuur beneftt.' He then added: 'I have transmitted to you all
that I heard from Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, which I
considered beneficial for you, except for one Hadith, which I am
going to relate to you now that I am leaving. this world. I have heard
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam saying, 'If anyone testifies
sincerely: "There is no God but Allah and that Muhammad is the
Rasul of Allah", he will be declared immune from the Fire of Jahan
nam". When Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho was at the point of death,
his daughter began to weep and cry. He soothed her saying, "Do not
cry, my dear child". She said, -near father, if I do not weep to see you
dying, whose death can move me to tearsr Abu Bakr Radhiallaho
anho said, "At this hour, I would dearly love to have my soul taken
out, rather than that of any other living thing, even though it were
as insignificant as a fly." He then said to Hamran, "Still I feel afraid,
lest I should fail to keep hold of Islam, at the time of death':

When the time drew near for Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas Radhiallaho
anho to die, he said to the people around him, "Bring me my woollen
cloak". When it was brought, he saw that it was old and worn out.
Sa'd Radhiallaho anho said, "When I die, shroud me in this cloak"for,
I was wearing it when I fought in the battle of Badr". When the hour
of death came for Abdullah bin Aamir bin Kuraiz Radhiallaho anho
and he was in the throes of death, Abdullah Ibne Zubair Radhiallaho
anho and Abdullah bin ~bbas Radhiallaho anho were staying with
him as guests. He said to his men, "My two brothers are fasting.
Take care, lest you delay their evening meals owing to my death," and
delay their breaking the fast." When Abdullah bin Zubair Radhi
allaho anho heard this, he said, "Even the severity of death-pangs
could not prevent you from entertaining your guests and showing
magnanimity !~ When he breathed his last, dinner was being served
to his guests. "
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~ bin Aus says, "I weRt to see Utbah bin Abi SufYan Ro.dhi
allaho anho when he was in the throes 'of death and I heard him
~g, "Now that I am leaving this world, let me relate to you a
Hadith that was narrated to me by my sister, Umme Habibah
Radhiallaho anha. She narrated that she had heard Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam saying, 'If anyone observes twelve
Rak'aat'l of Nan Salaat in the forenoon (Dhuhaa) sincerely, for the
pleasure of Allah Ta'ala, Allah will build for him a palace in
JanDah."' "It was owing to his devotion to Ahadith, and his zeal for
the propagation of Islam, that he related a Hadith even on his death
bed. When Muhammad bin Munkadir Rahmatullah alaihe was in
the throes of death, he began to weep. Someone asked him what
made him weep and he replied, "I am not weeping because of com
mitting some sin, though I do not remember committing a sin
during my entire life; 1 am weeping, because I fear that I might have
done something that I counted as a trifle, but which was a grievous
wrong, in the sight of Allah!" He then recited this Ayat:

o{.;'; ;'~~~.;1t:;L\~~~~
And there will appear unto them, from Allah, that which they

could never have counted upon. (az-Zumr: 47)

and then said, "My only fear is, lest I may have to face such circum
stances as I never anticipated." When Aamir bin Abd-e-Qais Rah
:natullah alaihe was in the throes of death, he began to weep.
Someone said to him, "You have lived a rigorous life and still, you are
crying?" 'fhe Sheikh replied, "I am not weeping for fear of death nor
for the love of the worldly things. I am weeping because, this day, I
am going to be deprived of the joy of fasting in hot summer days and
the bliss of Tahajjud (standing in Nan Salaat), in the late hours of
cold winter nights". When Hasan Radhiallaho anho was lying on his
death-bed, there were some people sitting by him. They asked him
for some last words of advice. He said, "I advise you to observe three
things. Listen carefully, and leave me alone when I have finished,
for, I love to pass away to where I am destined to go, in solitUde and
perfect peace. He then gave them three pieces of advice:-

1. before advising others to do a thing, start practising it
yourself;

2. before forbidding others to cIo a thing, avoid' doing it
yourself; .

3. remember, every step that you take is either credited for you
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or against you, for, every step brings you closer to Jannah or
to Jahannam. So, before taking a step, think where it is
going to carry you .

When Rabi' Rahmatullah alaihe was going to die, his daughter
began to weep. He said, "My dear child, this is no occasion for
weeping. You should rather say, 'What a joy! My father has been
granted bountiful rewards on this day'". When Makhool Shami
Rahmatullah alaihe was about to die, people saw that he. was
laughing. They asked, "Is this an occasion for laughing." He said,
"Why shouldn't I laugh? For, I am going away forever, from those
whom I wanted to shun and I am hastening to Him in Whom are
centred all my expectations". When Hassaan bin Sinan Rahmatullah
alaihe was in the throes of death, someone said to him, "You rnay be
experiencing severe pain, at this moment?" The Sheikh replied,
"Death has pangs, no doubt, but, at this moment, a Mo'min does not
feel the severity of death-pangs, because of the joy that the
anticipated meeting with Allah Ta'alabrings to him".

When the hour of death drew near for Ibne Idrees Rahmatullah
alaihe, his daughter began to weep. He said, "Do not cry, my child; I
have made four thousand complete readings of the Holy Qur'an in
this house". Hasan Ibne Hayye Rahmatullah alaihe says, "I was with
.my brother, Ali Rahmatullah alaihe, on the night when his soul
departed from this world. Once, during the night, he called for water
while I was observing Salaat; when I had finished, I brought him a
cup of water but he told me that. he had already taken water. I asked,
in surprise, 'Who brought you the water? There is no one in the
house, except you and me'. He repliedNibrail alaihissalam, brought
me some water, which I drank just before you came, and he was say
ing to me, 'You and your brother are with those unto whom Allah
Ta'ala has shown favour.' (The reference is to the following Ayat
from the Holy Qur'an:

Whoso obeyeth Allah and His &sui, they are with those unto
whom Allah hath shown favour, amongst the Ambiya (Messengers of
Allah), the Siddiqeen, and the Shohadaa (martyrs) and the righteous.
(an-Nisaa.· 69)
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Abdullah bin Musaa Rahmatullah alaihe says, "When Ali bin
Salih Rahmatullah alaihe died, I was away on a journey. When I
came back, I visited his brother, Hasan bin Salih to condole with
him. I could not contain myself with grief and began to cry. Hasan
said,('Let me first tell you how he gave up his soul; for,. that might
soothe your grief. Just think, how blessed was his hour of death!
When he was in the throes of death, he called for water. I brought
him some water, but he said to me that he had already taken water.
I asked him 'How?' and he replied, 'Rasulullab Sallalla/w alaihe
wasallam visited me, with a host of angels following him in long
rows, and he gave me some water to drink~ Fearing, lest he might be
talking in a delirium, I asked him, 'How were the rows of the angels?'
He indicated by a gesture of his hands that they were one above the
other". When Sheikh Abu Bakr bin Ayyaash Rahmatullah alaihe
was about to die, and his sister bepn to weep, he said to her, "Do
not cry, for, I have made twelve thousand complete readings of the
Holy Qur'an in that (pointing to a) comer of the house'.

Amr bin Ubaid Rahmatullah alaihe says: "When Sheikh Abu
Shu'aib Salih bin Ziyyad Rahmatullah alaihe was taken ill, I visited
him and saw that he was in bed in the throes of death. He said to
me, "Happy news! I just saw a stranger with odd looks," and when I
asked him who he was, he replied that he was the Angel of Death. I
asked him to treat me gently and he said that he had been comman
ded to treat me so". The son of Imaam Ahmad bin Hanbal Rahmat
ullah alaihe says: "I was sitting by my father's side when he was in
the throes of death. I had a piece of old cloth in my hands to bind his
jaws together after death to keep them in place. He would faint and
regain consciousness at short intervals and, when he swooned, we
thought that he had expired. Each time he came to himself, he
would say, 'No, no, not yet'. When he repeated the same words for
the third time, I asked him what he meant.He replied, "Dear son,
don't you know? The accursed Shaitan is standing beside me, gnaw
ing his finger with rage· and sorrow, and telling me that I have
escaped from his treachery. I say to him not yet! I still fear his
deceit."

When the hour of death drew near for Adam bin Abi Iyaas Rah
matullah alaihe, he was lying in bed, wrapped up in a sheet of cloth,
reciting Ayaat of the Holy Qur'an. After completing a full reading of
the Holy Qur'an, he said, ('I beseech Thee, 0 Allah.. in the name of
my love for Thee, that I may be treated gently in the hour of death.
o Allah! I cherish good wishes from Thee for this day'~ He then
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recited: "Laa naha mallaho; and his soul departed from the body.
When Maslamah Ibne Abdul Malik Rahmatullah alaihe was about to
die, people saw him weeping. When someone asked what made him
weep, he said, "I am not weeping because I fear death; for, I have
perfect faith in the Mercy of Allah. I am weeping because I parti
.cipated in Jehaad thirty times, but I was not granted the privilege of
Shahadah (Martyrdom) and now I am dying in bed, like women."

One day, Sheikh Iyaas bin Qatadah 'Abshami Rahmatullah
alaihe !llOked into the mirror and saw a few grey hair on his head.
He said, "When one's hair, tum grey, one should not occupy oneself
with any pursuit except preparation for the Akhirah. The time has
drawn near for me to leave this world." After this; he began to
engage himself strenuously in prayers. One Friday afternoon, after
he had observed Salaat and was coming out of the Masjid, he looked
up into the sky and said, "Most welcome! I have been anxiously
waiting for you for a long time!" He then said to his companions,
"When I die, take my body to Malhoob (name of a place) and bury
me there". After this, he gave up his soul and fell ·on the ground.
When the hour of death came near for Ibrahim bin Rani Rahmat
ullah alaihe, who was a disciple of Imaam Ahmad bin Hambal Rah
matullah alaihe, he asked his son, Ishaqu~, "Has the sun gone
down?" He replied, "No, father, the sun haS not set yet. But you
know that a person, when he is seriously ill, can even break· the
obligatory (Fardh) fast and you are obserying only a Nail fast. Why
don't you break your fast?" Ibrahim Rahmatullah alaihe said, "Just
wait". After a short while, he exclaimed (he might have seen some
thing which was invisible to others), "For the like of this, then, let
the doers do good deeds". (The reference is to the following Ayaat
of the Holy Qur'an:

Lo! This is the supreme triumph; For the like ofthis, then, let the
workers work. (as-Safat: 60-61)

After this, his soul departed to the Heavens above. Once,Abu
Hakim Heiri Rahmatullah alaihe was sitting and writingr, soJne
thing. Suddenly, he put his pen aside and said, "If this is what they
call death, by Allah! It is so pleasant to die". Saying this, he breathed
his last. When Abul-Wafaa bin 'Aqil Rahmatullah alaihe was about
to die, men of his household began to weep. He said, "I have been
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avoiding it for the last fifty years; it (death) cannot be postponed any
further. Now leave me alone; I welcome it on its arrival".

One Monday morning, lmaam Ghazali &hmatullah alaihe, who
is famous for his book, Ihyaa-ul-Uloom, performed Wudhu (Ablut
ion) and observed his Fajr Salaat. Then he called for his shroud,
kissed it and put it to his eyes. After this he said, "With pleausre I
appear before the King-of-kin~.Saying this, he lay full length on his
back, facing the Qiblah, and passed away to the Infinite Mercy of
Allah. Ibn-ul-Jauzi Rahmatullah alaihe says; "When the hour of
death drew near for my spiritual mentor, Abu Bak.r bin Habib his
disciple asked him for a few words of advice. He said, "I advise you to
observe three things: (1) fear Allah; (2) meditate on the fear of Allah,
in private; (3) fear what I am facing at this moment (death)." He,
then addedj 'I have spent sixty one years of my life and, still, 1feel as
though I had seen nothing of this world'. After this, he asked a
person who was sitting by his side, 'Look, do you see the sweat on
my brow?' The man said;Yes', and the Sheikh said, 'I am so grateful
to Allah, for, this sweat on the brow is the sign of a .person dying
with his faith (Imaan) intact (as stated in a Hadith)". When Abul
Waqt Abdul Awwal lWhmatullah alaihe, who was a pupil of Imaam
Bukhari Rahmatullah alaihe, was about to die, the last words that
he spoke were: ,

, .. ,.,t')~" ~.:' ,.~ ~\"'f1t"_~:\~' ,~."'ll ".!
~~~.r-"~ • ., I.l.,; ~I.I"""'-P.. \;Jr:,1.!,~~~

"Would that my people knew with what munificence my Lord
hathpardoned me andput me among the honoured ones". (Yaa Seen:
26-27)

Muhammad bin Haamid &hmatullah alaihe sa18# "I was with
Ahmad Ibne Khudrawiahe lWhmatullah alaihe when he was on his
death bed. The ninety five year old Sheikh was in the throes of
death, when somebody asked him a question. He replied, with tears
in his eyes, 'For the last ninety-five years, I have been knocking at a
door, wMch is now going to open; and 1am anxious to know whether
it will open on to good or bad fortune for me. I am too much preoc
cupied to answer any questions at this time'. When his creditors
heard that the Sheikh was lying on his deathbed., they gathered
round him because his debts amounted to seven hundred Dinars
(gold pieces). The Sheikh said, in an invocation to Allah Ta'ala, "0
Allah! Thou bast allowed the practice of pledges, as a security for the
claims of the creditors. My life was, as it were, a pledge for my
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creditors and, so long as I lived, they were sure that their claims
would be satisfied. Now that Thou art calling back my soul, payoff
my debts'~ He had hardly finished when someone knocked at the
door and said, ''Where are the creditors of Sheikh Ahmad?" The visi
tor then settled all their claims and the Sheikh's soul departed from
the body:

A Sufi Sheikh was at the point of death when he said to his
disciple, who was waiting on him, "Bind my ·hands together and let
me lie down with my face touching the ground!" The disciple did so.
When the Sheikh said, "The time has come for me to embark on a
journey to the unknown; I am not free of the taint of sins, nor do I
have any excuse to offer as an apology, not" is there any power to
help me". He then exclaimed, repeating his words over and over
again, ltSuftice it for me that Thou art mine! Thou alone art mine!"
Saying this, he uttered a loud cry and his soul departed from the
body. A voice proclaimed from no where, "This man showed humility
towards his Lord and He accepted it from him".

A certain man has narrated the story of a saint who was sobbing
in the throes of death. His mouth was all covered with flies. The
man took pity on him and began to drive away flies from his face.
The saint opened his eyes and, staring hard at the man, said,
"Throughout the long years of my life, I have sought in vain to have
one hour of exclusive intimacy with my Lord. Now that I have got it,
you have come to veil me from Him. Leave me alone: may Allah
bless you".

Abu Bakr Rahmatullah alaihe says that he was with Sheikh Abu
Bakr Zaqaaq. In the morning when he was saying, "0 Allah! How
long art Thou going to detain me in this world?' And the Sheikh died
the same day, before Zuhr Salaat. When Makhool Shami Rahmat
ullah alaihe was taken ill, a visitor said, "May Allah grant you
health!" The Sheikh said, "Oh no! To be reunited with Allah, of
Whom nothing can be expected but that which is good, is far better
than living with the people whose evil may be feared, at all times'~

Abu Ali Rudbari Rahmatullah alaihe says: A poor and ragged
old man once came to me on Eid day and said, "Is there any neat
clean place around where a poor man could meet his death?' I
thought he was not talking sense and said, with unconcern, "Come
in, and lie where you like, and give up your soul". The man came in,
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performed 'Wudhu' (ablution) and observed a few Rabat of Salaat.
He then laid on the ground and his soul departed from the body. I
washed his body, shrouded him and arranged his burial. When 1was
going to put him in t;l1e grave, 1 thought that 1 should uncover his
face and lay him on his face, so that Allah Ta'ala IIlight have mercy
on bim, because of his poverty and for his dying away from his
home. As soon as 1 UJicovered his face, he opened his eyes. 1 asked
him in surpirse, "My lord, is there life after death"? He replied, cryes,
1 am alive and so is. everybody who truely loves his Lord. Insha
Allah, 1 shall intercede for. you on the Day of Resurrection, by virtue
of the distinction granted to me by Allah Ta'ala".

Ali Ibne Sahl Asbahani Rahmatullah alaihe used to say to his
friends, "Do you think 1shall die like common people? Do you think 1
shall fall ill and people will visit me in bed before 1die? Oh no! 1shall
hear someone calling me by name and 1shall depart from the world."
And that was what actually happened. One day the SheiKh was
going somewhere when he suddenly exclaimed, "At Thy service, my
Lord (Labbai:\t)," and his soul departed from the body. AbU! Hasan
Muzani Rahmatullah alaihe says, "When the hour of death drew
near for Sheikh Abu Ya1qub NahIjuri Rahmatullah alaihe, and he
was in the throes of death, 1began to recite the Kalimah, 'Laa-Haha
Hlallaho' to him to prompt him to recite it after me. The Sheikh
looked at me, smiled and said, 'Do you think 1 need to be reminded
of this Kalimah? By the Honour of Allah, Who is Enternal, 1see Him
manifest, but He is veiled from me only by reason of His sublime
Majesty and Supreme Power'. And with these words on his lips, his
soul departed to meet his Lord". After the Sheikh's death, Muzani
Rahmatullah alaihe used to weep with remorse whenever he recal
led this incident. He would say to himself:'Shame on you! A wretch
like you reminding a Sheikh like Abu Ya'qoob Rahmatullah alaihe to
recite the Kalimah at the hour of death!"

Abul·Husain Maliki Rahmatullah alaihe says that he associated
with Sheikh Khair NurbafRahmatullah alaihe for severel years. The
Sheikh said to. him, eight days before his death, "I shall die on
Thursday evening, at the time of Maghrib Salaat, and 1 shall be
buried on Friday after Jum'ah Salaat". Although<he advised me not
to forget, but, 1 forgot about it and, on Friday morning, a man told
me about the Sheikh's death. 1 immediately went to his place to
attend his funeral prayers. On the way, 1 met people coming back
from his house who told me that the burial would take place after
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Jum'ah'Salaat. Nevertheless,l went tobis house and asked people
the details of the Sheikh's experience of death. A person, who h&d
remained with him till his last breath,narrated to me that the
Sheikh swooned for a' while just before Maghrib Salaat. Then he
recovered Iilomewhat and said to someone in tile comer of the room,
who was invisible· to all others, "Stop for a while; you have been
commanded to do a thiug lUld I have, been C()mmanded to do a thing.
That which you are commanded to do (viz. to take my life) will not
escape you, but that which I am comrnartdedtodo (viz.to observe
Maghrib Salaat) will escape me"Let me do as I am commanded." He
then called for water, made a fresh Wudhuandperformed Maghrib
Salaat. After this, he .laid hims,elf on the bed; closed his eyes and
gave up his life. They say that, on the 1l8me.night, someone saw him
in a dream and asked him, "How are you?" The Sheikh replied, "Do
not ask me of. this, but I have gained· release from your rotten

, world." Abu Sa'eed Khazzaaz -Rahmatullah alaihe says that he was
once staying in Makkah Mu'azzamah. One day, on eoming out of the
Bab.+Bani Shaibah (a gate), he saw a very handsome man lying
dead on the ground, He was looking at his face in surprise,when,the
dead man opened his eyes, smiled at him and said, "Abu Sa'eed,
don't you know that the friends of Allah (those who love Him truly)
do not die; 'they are just transferred from this world to the next."

When Zuq-Noon Misri Rahmatullah alaihe was about to die,
someone asked him to give him a word of advice. The Sheikh said,
"Do not disturb me at this hour; lam looking in amazement at the
wonders of His Infinite .Bounty". Abu Uthman Heiri says: "When
Abu Hafs Rahmatullah alaihe washr the throes of death, someone
asked him to give him ,one last word of advice. The Sheikh said (or
indicated by a gesture) that he was powerless to speak. After a while,
be looked relieved and I asked him for a wold of counsel, adding that
I would. convey it· to ·the people. The Sheikh said, "Bow in sincere
humility to Allah Ta'ala, for having failed to do what you should

, have done (This is my last word of advice to you)." Junaid Baghdadi
Rahmatullah alai~ says: "I stood above Sheikh Sirri Saqati Rahmat
ullah alaihe when the last hour drew near for him and he was in the
throes of death. With tears dripping frorn my eyes, I kissed his lips.
Wl1en my tears dropped on his face, the Sheikh said, "Who are you?"
I Said in humility, "It is your servant, Junaid)!" He said, "Most
welcome! It was so good of you to visit me". I asked, "Give me a last
word of advice," and the Sheikh replied, "Avoid associating with the
evil-doerfi, and take care, lest your ~ation with others should
cause you to be estranged from Allah Ta'ala."
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It is said that Sheikh Habib-Ajami RahT1Ultullah alaihe, who is 
one of the renowned spiritual leaders, looked gravely c;oncerned at·
the time of death. Someone said to him, "It is strange that a Divine
like you should feel so disturbed at the hour of death; we have never
seen you in such great worry". The Sheikh replied, "The journey (to
the Unknown) is far too long for my scanty provisions (the store of
virtues). I do not know the way, for, I have not traversed it before. I
shall have to face my lord and Sustainer, the Master of my soul,
Whose Countenance I have not seen before. I shall have to see such
horrible spectacles.as I have never seen before. I shall be laid in the
grave under the ground and be there,till the Day of Resurrection, all
alone, without any friend or comforter. I shall then be reqllired to
appear before Allah Ta'ala for Reckoning and, if! am told to present
one act of virtue like the act of reciting 'Subhaan-Allah,' once
performed during the sixty years of my life, which should be untarn
ished by the evil influence of Shaitan, I fear that 1may not be able to
produce one".

The Sheikh was saying so in modesty though, in truth, he had
remained least concerned with the world, throughout the sixty years
of his life. We should consider how we shall face the reckoning, for,
in addition to our preoccupation with the world, we are never free of
sins, and most of our actions only please Shaitan. Abdul Jabbaar
RahT1Ultullah alaihe says: "1 remained under the tutelage of my
Sheikh, Fath bin Shakhraf RahT1Ultullah alaihe for thirty years and,
during this period, I never saw him looking up to the sky. One day,
he turned his eyes towards the sky and said,'I have waited so long, to
be reunited with Thee, and I have no patience left in me. 0 Allah!
Call'me back to Thyself!: And within a week after this incident, the
Sheikh passed away, to be reunited with Allah Ta'ala."

Abu Sa'eed Musali RahT1Ultullah alaihe says, "Fath bin Sa'eed
RahT1Ultullah alaihe observed his Eid Salaat, on the occasion of Eid
ul-Adhaa, and came back from the place of congregation, rather late
in the forenoon. When he was coming back, he saw the smoke rising
from the houses where people were cooking the sacrificial meat. He
began to weep and said, 'People have sacrificed animals to gain
nearness to Thee. Dear Lord! I wish 1knew what to sacrif\j:e for this
purpose'. Saying this, he fainted and fell on the ground. I sprinkled
water on his face and, after a while, he recovered and resumed his
walk. When he reached the streets of the city, he looked up to the
sky and said, 'Dear Lord, Thou knowest how long 1 have suffered
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fr~Il} .-gri~f and sorrow, being estranged from Thee. And, Thou
k1lOwest how long I have been wandering i~the streets. My Allah!
HoW long will you detain me in this world, away from Thee?~Say

Jog this, he fainted again. I sprinkled water on .his face and his
condition improved. A few days later, the Sheikh breathed his last."

Muhammad bin Qasim Rahmatullah alaihe says, "My spiritual
guide, Sheikh Muhammad bin Aslam Tusi Rahm'lztullah alaihe said
to me; four days beforehis death, 'Come, there is goodnews for you.
Allah Ta'ala has done a great favour to your friend (meaning
himselO. The hour ormy death has drawn near and, as a'special
favour of Allah Ta'ala, I do not own a single'Dirham to be accounted
for on the Day of Resurrection. Now shut the door of my room and
do not let anyone come near me till I die. And remember that I have
no possessions to bother you about the distribution of my inheri
tance. My sole property consists of this sheet of cloth, a piece of rug,
a container of water for 'Wudhu' (ablution) and my books, all of
which you can see here. And there are thirty Dirhams in this bag,
which do not belong to me, but are the property of my son, given to
him by a relative of his, What can be more lawful for me than this
money? For, it belongs to my son and Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam has said, 'You and your property belong to your father'.
With these Dirhams, buy just as much cloth as should suffice to
cover my body, not more than that. I mean, you can buy one under
garment for the shroud with this money, and you can set this piece
of rug and this sheet as upper garments, thus making three gar
ments of shroud according to the Sunnah. And give away this
container, as Sadaqah, to some poor man who might use it for
Wudhu'. Having thus made his will, the Sheikh died on the fourth
day after this incidene Abdul Khaliq Rahmatullah alaihe says that he
was with Yousuf bin Husain Rahmatullah alaihe when he was in the
throes of death and he heard the Sheikh saying, "0 Allah! I preached
virtues to the people, in public, but myself was not without false
hood. As such, I was insincere to my ownself. 0 Allah, pardon my
insincerity' by virtue of what I preached to Thy creation". The
Sheikh went on repeating the same words till he breathed' his last,
May Allah, in His Infinite Mercy, shower His blessings on all of
them. (lthaaf)

flow fortunate were these pious beings who experienced death
in such circumstances! May Allah, in His Infinite Bounty, grant
something of the benedictions associated with their persons to the
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HADITH: 20

Aishah Radhiallaho anha narrates that a person once
came and sat down in front of Rasulullah SallaUaho
alaihe wasallam. He then said, "0 Rasulullal1., I. have
many slaves who tell lies to me, cheat me and. dis
obey me, and I scold them and beat them. How shall
I be treated with regard to them on the Day of Res
urrection?" Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
replied, ·On the nay of Resurrection,their· offences.
of disobedience, d~It· and lying to you, shall be
weighed in the Balance (for, on that Day, everything, .
whether it Is something possessing a physicai exis
tence or otherwise, shall be weighed in the Balance)
and the retribution determined according· to their
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offences. If your punishment for them would equal
their offence in weight, you will be on even terms; if
your punishment weighed less than the offences, the
difference will be added to your credit. But if your
PUJ1ishment of them be more than they deserved,
you. shall have to pay for the excess." The man went
aside, wailing and weeping with sorrow. Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then said, "Do you not recite
this Ayat in the Holy Qur'an?"

And We shall set a just Balance for the Day of
Resurrection, so that no sotd is wronged in aught.
Though it be of the weight of a grain of mustard
seed, We shall bring it; And We suffice for reckoners.
(al-Ambiya: 47) .

The man said, ~O Rasulullah, I can think of nothing
better, both for myself and my slaves, than to se
parate from them; I call upon you to bear witness
that they are all free".

Note:
'Facing the Reckoning on the Day of Judgment will be a great

ordeal and there are frequent references to it, in the Holy Qur'an
and Ahadith, giving details of how the Reckoning will be made and
forewarning men against its severity. We quote below a few Ayaat
and Ahadith, by way of illustration:-

~~~r-';l:~;1U~~J~~~~\Jl~-S~.;e.~'~'~G)

1. l\nd guard yoZ!-rself against a Day in which you will be brought
back to Allah. Then every soul will be paid in rull that which it
has ea~ned, and they will not be wronged.' (al-Baqarah: 281)

2. 'On the Day when every soul will {inditself confronted with all
that it has done of good, and aU that it has done of evil; (every
soul) will long that there might be a mighty chasm (distance)
bewteenit (the soul) and that (evil). Allah biddeth you to beware
o{Him.·And Allah is full ofpity {or (Ilis) 'bondsmen' (Aal-e-
Imraan.: 30) ,
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(Out of consideration for you, He forewarns you againts His
punishment, lest you should have to suffer it).

3. 'Whoso deceiveth will bring his deceit with him on the Day of
Judgement. Then every soul will be paid in full what it has
earned; and they will not be wronged'. (al-e-Imraan: 161)

~~...., -'t """-'~." ., ""!.r~t"'J. .:-.,,~'-" t~ t~
~~~j,).JP.-l~';;"~,J';';"~.~~V'

4. 'Every soul will taste of death. And you will be paid, on the Day
ofResurrection, only that which you have fairly earned (good or
bad)'. (Aal-e-Imraan: 185)

5. 'Lo! Allah is swift to take account.'

This Ayat is frequently repeated in the Holy Qur'an. It means
that everybody will soon be taken to account and recompensed in full
for his deeds.

- .~-:, '~~'0 "'ll"J" :., ,1! ("'I"-~"i~1:"~ o{"l ,G".. ' :,it' ~1U>v- J • o~.!J>Al"'.t\i ~.,!)A..:..w~ rJ- ~T'J!.(,;l)J' J \2J
0~~'rI:'r1o I' '''~:'ll~' -:- ".i.,~\~1!~.\~, .. ",.l't ,,~~~ J~\j~yJl~J\J ·.1'.T~

6. 'The weighing, on ihai Day, (0; deeds) is a reality. As. for those
whose scale is heavy (with good deeds), they will be successful.
And astor those whose scale is light, those are they who will lose
their souls because they did not pay the attention that was due to
our revelations' (al-A'raf: 8-9)

7. 'Lo! Our messengers (angels) write down all the evils) that you
plot'. (YU'lus: 21)

(And then retribution will be enforced on you for all your
misdeeds on the Day of Resurrection, when your book of deeds is
placed before you).

~~)' ~1'~'{lr,.~1.·I/·".1l-::1~_-"-" {'It/'''(''':11' fj\\1#"",0:,.w~__ \.oo o\J~~;J ~(~ ~~~9~ ~<.:J;~ J \!J
8. 'And those who earn ill deeds, (for them) there is requital ofeach

ill deed by the like thereof; and disgrace will overtake them--
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They have no protector from Allah, (their faces will be so dark)
as if they had been covered with, a cloak of darkest night'.
(Yunus: 27)

9. 'There shall every soul experience (or, discern) that which it has
done aforetime (in the world i.e. will know whether his deeds
were good or bad), and will be taken to"account'. (Yunus: 30)

10. 'For those who answered Allah's call (obeyed Him) is bliss (a
good recompense); and for those who did not answer His call,
even if they had all that is in the earth, and therewith the like
thereof, they would proffer it as ransom. Such will have a woeful
Reckoning'(ar-Ra'd:18)

®
11. 'Thin~ (responsibility) is, (0 Muhammad) but conveyance (ofthi

message); Ours the Reckoning' (ar-Ra'd: 40)

®
12. 'Our Lard! Forgive me and my parents and believers

(Mo'mineen) on the Day when the Reckoning is establsihed. '.
(Ibrahim: 41)

This was the. invocation to Allah Ta'ala by Ibrahim
(Alaihissallam)

0' rr'II''.~'n I t'~ II'l'l:' "'~" ..II''':: ~:I~ '~11 • ". "'.' -',-' -" .. ".."11 '(~'r'\!).JUJI-PV"'~.Jl¢iii~'1~ ~1"'(:J.lJ"'a~y ~WjU~~~..f'!"" W.J\!V

@~q\~';4Lh!>!~JS'~I&~
13. 'You will see the guilty on that Day, linked together in chains,

their raiments will be made· from pitch (highly inflammable
resin ofpines) and Fire will be coverig their faces, so that Allah
may repay each soul what it has earned. La! Allah is swift at
reckoning'. (Ibrahim: 49-5.l)
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• ,. ,." A ~\~t#~t!':" "'.' ""1.1 ,. ,-",~ ..!!":~ ".11. ~ ~ ..-:y,I;.J"!j.~'
9~~~~~ "'~AJ~~J ~""''';- ..;..oJil'i:;-;V"':J t

Gf" , ~""""~L~f '~1·:"'!.1'~
~ .,.,.;: , ~.. . ,~~

14. 'And every man's augury (good or bad deeds) have We fastened
to his own neck, and We shall spread foith for him, on the Day
ofResurrection, the book of his'deeds wide open. (And it will be
said "unto him): Read your book, your soul suffices as reckoner
against you this day'. (Make your reckoning for yourself; you
need not be reckoned by anybody else). (Bani 'Israel: 13-1'4)

a~~I~I~\iJJ:S;D'~~'~ @
15. 'Nay (it is not as the 'Kaafirs think), but We record that which

anyone says (and We shall produce before him his book ofdeeds,
on the Day ofResurrection ).' (Mariam: 79)

:) ~,{ !{.1'~«,. -''' ..{'l'' r~\l ....(s~
~r~(J..;.AJ~U;~Y~

16. 'Their Reckoning draweth near for mankind, while'they art?

heedless and turn away (from preparation for it).' (al-Ambiya: 1)

!c~'., .....""" '. "'1( , ,,,,,, ",:{ ....r/~... '/. "',/,J"'" .... {/~ ....~~ ,~~\ ......... l"r<(;L\.I....
~:J"'~\.:..""" 3\,;).".,~~jW-,,~yWI~;""';:"\4~j':i>:<

t /"~' .•'.":. .... '" ." ';~·""t-:""';''''''~' 't\'1!' ''_",,) ,1-: t"o'e ....,'!'~ll .. .1 ":"t·" f!
?v'~~Q~,....a:.I~(.:1.~~Ju~-t~~dJ·<;J~~~\J

Q /,!~v ..~ ""'It/II" .... '.11 ~~l~
'-"~~~,.J\!.! ~-"!"'NW

17. 'And when the Trumpet (Soor) is blown (on the Day of
Resurrection, people will be in great ,terror) so that there will be
no kinship among them (they wilt become strangers to· one
another in the stupor of terror, as an Ayat says 'in another
conJext: 'On the Day when a man flees from his brother'... ) nor
will they ask of one another. (And the balance will be raised for
them). Then those whose scales (of good deeds) are heavy, they
are the successful. And those whose scales are light, those are'
who will lose their souls, in hell abiding. The Fire will bur,!
their faces, which will become distorted.'(al-Mo'minun: 101-104)

18. 'Those Who disbelieve (are away from the light of true Guidance
or Noorof HidayaO, their;deeds are as a mirage in a desert: the
thirsty one supposes it to be water (from distance), till he comes
unto it and finds it to be nothing and finds in place thereof,
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Allah, Who pays him his account. And Allah is swill to take
account.•(an-Nur. 39) .

1

g~~~~~t1I~~~~ ®
19. '£o! Those wlw wander (astray) from the path ofAllah will1uwe

an awful doom. for as much as they forgot the Day of
Reckoning. •(&ad: 26)

20. 'This Day (the Day of Resurrection) shall each soul be requited
that which it has earned; no wrong (will be done on) this IXi.Y.
£01 Allah is swill at'reckoning.' (al-Mo'min: 17)

v""I~'.. ~-::i'!'.f'l"" ~"""_'~"'~>l~ ~(_"I 1'" ""~""'aI:'.""U- ''''@t~lU.-e· -~\;o~""~l ~~I..Ju.:.p. U" ~~~II.P<.S,h ' ,

~~~;'~'1~~~~~

21. Nul (on the Day of Resurrection) you will see each nation
crouching (on their knees. in terror), each natio.n summoned to
its Record (of deeds). (And it will be said unto them): This Day
you will be requited what you used to do. Our' Book (in which
your deeds are recorded) pronounces against you with truth. ,Lo!
We have caused (all) that you did to be recorded (by the angels
and this is now before youNal-Jaathiah:28-29)

9~~'''''1~'''''':~ ~t;@~'~"''lII,..s.; .~~:::.Jt~1.~~I~-, '_~~~'J"~ ',. ~y~~ 'i/:!!- 7 ~ r..r-: ~\!.!..I
{

22. 'When the two Recorders (the angels. 'who make a ready record of
everything said or done. record his doings). seated on the right
hand and on the left. He utters no word but there is with him an
observer ready (wlw makes a record of what he says; this is the
Record ofdeedsy'(Qoo{: 11-18)

1'~i1/~I' 'I'!""~"_' ~ .l.'~"""-•.f.- I~~ ~.I< :f!_ I.'~" ,.!~~~~ JJ-
"·Y'"Jt~\lH.J~ ~~y"I~wli9~~ :J<.;)J"'''''al>... I
1-:~ " " ~ "( .,., - !.."~.;bie~-~""'· @~<:~:.i'-Ai~~"" - ~\:"~"'D_:'lili:f _.,-;.., ~J *_*,J* .............".... _" J1 ~ '-t,- "

7 e' ~'II«~, V."II,! '1;:(':' (; . ~';:"'lt'.':;'j"'''u.~,_..V. . ..... _4- ~~~JI.........-I ~~.J'.,J-'J1;a'C!1~.»

23. 'The Day that you are brought (before Allah for Reckoning), not
a secret ofyours will be hiddett.. (Your Record will be given in
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your hands.) Then, he who is given his Record in his right hand,
will say (rejoicing): (See and) read my book! Surely I believed
that I should have to face my Reckoning. (And I was preparing
for this Day, in the world). Then, he will be in a blissful. In a
high garden' (Jannah).WhertlOf the clusters (of fruits) hang low,
are ,easy to reach. (And it will be said to thOse therein): "Eat
and drink at ease (enjoy yourselves) in return for what you sent
on before you in past days. But as for him who is given his
Record in his left hand, he will say (in utter remorse and
sorrow): Oh, would that I had not been given my book, ahd
knew not how my account stood! Ah! would that (Death) had
made an end ofme! Ah, my wealth has not been ofany use to met
(M), my power (prestige) has perished.at will be said) Take him,
fetter him ancl then~e him to the fire of Jahannam, and
then bind him in a chain 'whereof the length is seventy cubits!

, (al-Haaqqah: 18-32)

We have alread~ quoted apart ofthis Ayat in the Chapter 'On
Miserliness', at nb.13. ,

<"'''t-:;I:':'.'_''I~~-:' ·16'~r'('6~a~~I" Q'I(~ ~ ~. lJj( ..... • (,;)JJ 't!/

24. Verily there are above you, guardians (the angels that remember
what you sayar do); kind and honourable (writting down all
your deeds). They know (and understand all) that you do. (And
the same Record .will be brought 'before you on the Day of
Resurrection}.'(al-Infitaar: 11)-12)

25. 'Then he who is given his Record in his right hand, he truly will
get.an easy Reckoning, and will return .unto his pepple,in JOY.
But whoso is given his Record behind his bqck, he surely will
invoke destruction (as men do when they are desperate, in sheer
suffering) and. he will be thiOwn into the fire of Jahannam.
Truly, he lived among his people T'f'joicing (in the world). Truly
did he think that he would not have to return (to Us). (al·
Inshiqaaq:7-14J
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26. 'Lo! unto Us is their return; and (w1ienit will be) for Us to call
them to account? (al-Ghashiya: 2~26)

27. When the earth is shaken to her (utmost) convulsion (how
tremendous will the conpultion be when the entire earth is
shaken in a sudden earthquake); and the earth throws up her
burdens (hidden treasures and dead bodies); and man cries out
(ili bewilderment), 'what is the matter with it?'On that dayshall
it" relate its chronicles (the accounts of .good or bad deeds
committed on the earth's surface). For (on that Day), thy Lord
will have given it inspiration. On that Day, will men proceed in
scattered companies to be shown their deeds (there will be
companies of those 'near to Allah', companies of the pious ones
and the companies of those condemned to go to Jahannam;
each company will be sub-divided into various sections; there
will be groups of the riders, groups of the pedestrians and the
groups of those being dragged to Jahannam, on their faces, etc).
Then anyone who has dc;me an atom's weight of goode in the
world) shall see it; and .anyone who has done an atom's weight
ofevil, shall see it.' (al-Zilzal, 1 - 8)

The above mentioned twenty seven Verses, about Reckoning
and the compensation of deeds, have b~n given here as a sample.
There are hundreds of other Verses whicb treat this and similar
subjects in different ways. Similarly, there are thousands of Ahadith,
too numerous for the scope of this book, about the severity of the
Day of Reckoning. It is, therefore, imperative that we should spend
part of our time (being wasted in earning 'Worldly benefits) in deeds
that will be useful for us in our etel"nallife. It is not too late, and we
can do something before the time comes when we can only feel
remorse.
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Some Ahadith:

At this point, we shall recount a f~w Ahadith on these subjects:

Once, Aishah Radhiallaho anha thought of Jahannam and beg
an to weep. When Rasulullah SallallahO alaihe wasaUam asked her
about it, she 'replied, "My thought.of Jahannam has moved me to
tears. Will you ever think of your family members on that Day?"
Rasulullah ,Scill(lilaho alaihe wCl8allam replied, "There are three
occasions at which no one will think ofothers: (1) when the Balance
is setup, till one knows whether the weight of one's good ~eeds is
light or heaVy; (ii) when the Book of deeds i.s handed to everybody,
until he knows whether his Book of deeds comes into }lis right hand.
or the left behind his back; (iii) and when Bridge of Siraat (the
Pathway) is laid across Jahannam (and he is commanded to go ac
ross it), till he goes across successfully." (Mishkaat)

Ibne Abbas Radhialllaho anho says, "Men will face. a reckoning
of deeds on the Day of Resurrection: he whose virtues exceed his 'evil
deeds (even by a single act of goodness) will go to Jannah; and he
whose evil deeds exceed his virtues (by a single misdeed) will go to
Jahannam". He then recited the VeI1lEl, 'As for those wlwse Scale is
heavy' (given at No:VI above) and added, 'The Scale will become
heavy even with the addition of an atom's weight of .virtue. He
whose virtues are equal to his evil deeds.will go to the 'Nraaf (the
interspace between Jannah and Jahannam).'

Ali Radhiallaho anho says: "The scale (of virtues) of a person
whose outer behaviour is better than his inner nature~willbe lighter
than the scale of a person whose innerself is better' than his outer
behaviour". Anas Radhiallaho anho narrates that Rasulullah Sallal
laho alaihe wasallam said, "An angel will be deputed at the .scale
who, when he finds a person's scale (of virtues) to be heavy, will
announce in a voice loud enough to be heard by all ,the 'creatures,
'So-and-so,son of so-and-so, ;has been blessed with eternal success,
after which there is no misfortune', And if the angel finds some
one's Scale (of virtues) to be light, he will likewise proclaim him to
be a wretched person, condemned to eternal misery.· There are
many Ahadith which relate to weighing of deeds. One relates that,
"So huge will be the Balance that each of it's scales will be vast
enough to contain the heavens and the earth and all that is there
between them. it
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Jaabir Radhiallaho anho narrates that Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam said, "The first thing to be put in the scale (of
virtues) will be the expenditure of a man on his family." Rasulullah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said to Abu Zarr, "Let me tell you
about two virtues which are easy to perform, but very heavy in the
scale (of good deeds). They are: (i) ,good habits, and (ii) observing
silence (Le. not indulging in loose talk)." A Hadith says: "There are
two expressions, which are very dear to Allah Ta'ala, very light on
the tongue but very heavy on the scale. They are:

"Glory be to Allah! All praise be to Him. Glory be to Allah,
Who itS Incomparably Great!)"

According to another Hadith, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam said, "If anyone fulfils the need of one of his Muslim
brothers, I shall stand by his side at the Scale (on the Day of
Resurrection). If his virtues exceed his sins, well and good; if not, I
shall intercede with Allah Ta'ala for him." Another Hadith says:
"The ink of the mama and the blood of the martyrs will also be
weighed on the Day of Resurrection and the i~will out-weigh the
blood," Eesaa (Jesus) Alaihissalaam has said, "The virtues of the
Ummah of Muhammad Sallallaho alaihe wasallam will be far heav
ier in the Scale than those of other people, because their tongues will
be well accustomed to the recitation of the Kalimah, "Laa-ilaha
illallah." Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho says, "The scale (of virt
ues)of a person, who all the time thinks of his stomach (food and
drinks)and sex, will be light" (Durn Manthur)

Another Hadith reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe Wtplallam
as saying: "The angel who records the virtues of a person on his right
hand side..and is the 'Ameer' (commander) of the angel who records
his evil deeds, and is on his left hand side. When the man performs
an act of virtue, the angel on the right instantly records it with
tenfold reward thereof, but when the man commits a sin, the angel
on the left, being a subordinate, seeks permission of his 'Ameer',
before recording it (in the Book). The angel on the right says to him:
"Wait for six or seven hours". So, if the man repents of his sin during
this time, the 'Ameer' does not allow the other angel to record it. But
if the man does not repent, the angel on the left side makes a record
ofit." (DurreManthur)
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A number of Ahadith relate that RasululJah Sallallaho alaihe

wasallam said, "Mankind.will face reckoning three times, on the nay
of Resurrection. At the first two reckonings, they will be asked to
render an account of certain things, they will answer qnestions and
offer" excuses .etc., but at the third, the Book of their deeds will be
given into their hands, some receiving them in their right hands and
others, in their left.' (Durre Manthur). It has been narrated in
another Hadith that Rasulullah Sall(Jllalw alaihe wasallam said,
"Whoever PQS5eSses three. qualitieS, Allah Ta'ala will subject him to
an easy reckoning,and bless him with entry into JanDah through
His mercy: (i) that you should show fl\vour to him who is unkind to
you; (ii) that you should join kinship with him who Severs rel8ti()ns
with you; alid (iii) that you should forgive him who wrongs you."
(Durre Manthur)

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, "If you knew
what I know of the circumstances of the Hereafter, you would laugh
little (out of fear)and cry a lot, and not take delight in women in bed,
but would take to the jungle crying (unto Allah)". When Abu Zarr
Rodhiallaho anho heard this, he said, "I wish I were a tree to be cut
down! (i.e. I wish that I were not a human being and, thus,. would
escape such trials) . Another Hadith reports Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam as saying, "On the Day of Resurrection, a (dead)
man will rise from his grave in the same tondition inwhich he died."
an whatever action, good or bad, a man is engaged at the time of his
death, he will be in the same state when he nses from his grave on
the Day of ResuITection). (Mishkaat). Once ~uIlah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam delivered a sermon, in the course of which he said,
"Listen carefully; this world is just a temporary. benefit, of which
everybody, the righteous and the wicked, take their share (taking
greater benefits d()e& not indicate a man's righteousness), The
Akhirah is a definite event whose occurrence at a definite time is
certain IlDd in which a King Who is All-Powerful will pass Judg
ment, Infinite are His Powers. All that.is good is there in Jannah, in
its entirety; man should do whatever good he can, {or.it leads to
JanDah. And evil in its entirety is in Jahannam; one should, there
fore, avoid the least bit of evil, and should not take it lightly, as,it
may lead one to Jahannam. Be very particular abOut peporming
good deeds, for you stand in great~r of displeasing your Lord
(you should ever be mindful of incurring the displeasure of Allah
Ta'ala and should have due fear of Him). Bear in mind that you will
De confronted with your deeds (and you will have to account lor·
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them). He who does an atom's weight of good will see it.,and he who
does an atom's weight of evil will also see it: (Mfshkaat).

Ali Radhiallaho anho says: "Everyday the world is turning away,
i.e. getting farther, and Akhirah is coming nearer and both of them
(the world and the Akhirah) have their devotees (adherents). So, do
not be a seeker of the world, rather be a seeker of the Hereafter, for,
the present is the time for deeds and not for rendering an account,
but tomorrow is the time for rendering an account and not for deed."
(Mishkaat)

Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam has said, "There will be
three courts on the Day of Judgement: In one there is no pardon at
all. This court will be held for cases of associating partners to Allah
Ta'ala (Le. in this court, a verdict will be given regarding Imaan
(faith) or Kufr (dis-belief) of a person; and for 'Kufr' there is no
pardon.'.In the other court, the persons who had wronged others
will have to compensate them as a matter of due right. (EIther a
compensation will be taken from the wrong-doer or Allah Ta'ala will
grant the wronged one a recompense from His Own Treasury).
There will be a third court, which will decide the cases of Allah's
rights over His creatures (i.e. what is obligatory for men to their
Lord, like Faraaidh, etc.). In this court, Allah Ta'ala may be a bit
lenient to the wrong doers; for this is a matter between them and
their Lord; it is His discretion. If He wishes, He may demand His
rights, or He may grant them a pardon:'(Mishkaat)

Another Hadith reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
as saying: "He who has violated the honour, or harmed the property
(of a brother Muslim) should better seek forgiveness from the
aggrieved today; for a time is soon coming when he will have neither
Dinaar nor'Dirham(and, on that Day, all reckoning will be made in
terms of virtues and sins). If a wrong-doer is found to possess some
virtues, a proportionate amount of these will be taken away from
him and given to the wronged person as a compensation; but if he is
found to possess no virtues, a proportionate amount of the wronged
person's evil deeds will be added to the account of the wrong-doer."
Thus, the wrong-doer may have to remain in Jahannam for a longer
time, for.he will also have to do penance for the sins of the wronged
person. (MishJuJDt)
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Another Hadith says: "On the Day of Resurrection, the due
rights will have to be paid to those to whom they are owed. So Dlllch
so that the hornless goat will be avenged from a horned goat."
(Mishkaat). Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "Do
you know the truly destitute." The Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum
replied, "To us.he is the one who has neither Dirham nor property".
Rasulullah Sallallaho .alaihe wasallam said, "The destitute among
my Ummah is he who will come, on the Day of Resurrection, with
abudant virtues like Salaat, Fasting and Zakaat, but he will have
abused some one, put a false blame on another, .. forcibly taken the
money of another person or lillIe\! or beaten another. Then,some of
his good deeds will be giv~n to the aggrieved persons. Now, if his
stock of virtues is exhausted before he h!lS settled ali the claims, a
proprotionate amount of . his . evil deeds will be taken from him
and added to his account and the man will thus be cast into Jahan
nam, notwithstanding his abundant virtues, to do penance for the
wrongs done to others." fMishkaat).

Faqih Abul Laith Rahmatullah alaihe says: "On the Day of Re
surrection, when people rise from their graves, they will· keep
standing, waiting for seventy years, but no one will pay heed to
them. They will weep bitterly, till their eyes become dry and drops of
blood begin to drip from their eyes. Then they will be summoned to
the Doomsday audience (Hashr) and the angels will begin to descend
from the heavens: angels from each heaven will stand round the
plain in a separate circle, one (circle) after the other". The Holy
Qur'an describes this scene of the Assembly in the following Verses:

A Day when the heavens with the ·clouds will be rent asunder
and the angels will be sent down,a grand descent. The Sovereignty on
that Day will be the true Sovereignty belonging to the Beneficent
One (ar-Rahman) (i.e. nobody will 1uwe any 1(0' in the matters
regarding the Reckoning, rewards or punishment of deed8). And it
will be a 1uJrd Day for the Kaa/irs. On the Day when the wrong-doer
will gnaw his hands,he will say: "Ah, would that I 1uId chosen a W(O'

shown by the Rasul ofAllah. Alas for 1M!All. that l1u1d newr tallen
sd a one for friend! He wrily led~ astrco' from the Reminder
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(from following the good counsel) after it had reached' me. Truly,
Shaitan was ever man's deserter in the very hour of need." (al
Furqaan: 25-29)

(A detailed account of how Shaitaan deserts a person at the hour
of need occurs in Surrah Ibrahim~According to another Hadith,
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, •At that time when
people assemble on the Day of Resurrection, Allah Ta'ala will
address the gathering of Jinn and men, telling them of His com
mandments and admonitions for life in the world and the entry of
their actions in the Book of deeds, and further inform them that if
they find virtues. recorded in their Book they should be thankful to
Allah Ta'ala; and those who do not find virtues recorded in th~ir

Book should blame none but themselves (for not heeding His
command,;ments)". Allah Ta'ala will then command Jabannam so
that its punishment will be made visible to the people,' on seeing
which everybody will fall on his knees. Aliah Ta'ala says regarding
this =

And thou will ,see every nation crouching, each nation.
summoned to its record (ofdeeds) (al-Jothiya: 28)

Then Allah Ta'ala will start adjudicating between men,and even
the case of the animals will be taken up. A homed goat will be
required to compensate the hol'll1ess goat, whereafter the animals
will be commanded to tum into dust. At that time, the DOD-believers
will crave for death, sayiDg:

•Would that 1were (a180 cJumged to) dust.' (an-Hobo: 40)

Another Hadith reports Rasulullab Sallallaho alaihe wasal/am
as saying: "Mankind·will be assembled 00 the Day of Resurrection,
naked as they were at brith. Aisba Radhiallaho anluJ asked,-when
people will be naked and looking at one another, would they Dot feel
ashamed of themselves. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe W080lIDm rep
lied, "Their suft'ering 00 that Day will be far too severe for them to
tlUDk of looking at ODe another; their eyes will be fixed 00 the
h~veDs above and everybody will perspire ,according to his evil
deeds, the sweat reaching the feet of some, the belly « others, whOe
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still others will have their sweat covering even their mouths. The
angels will stand encircling the 'Arsh' (Throne) of Allah Ta'ala.
Then a person's name will be called out, whereupon he will come
out of the multitude and will be made to stand in front of Allah
Ta'ala and a proclamation shall be made: 'Let those who have any
claims upon tMs'man come forward.' Then those who have claims
against him, or have been wronged by him, will be called forth, one
after the other, and his virtues will be given to them in compen
sation for what he owed them. If his good deeds are exhausted before
he repays what he owes them, some of their sins will be put in his
record. After he has been laden with their sins, together with his
own, he will be commanded to go into 'Haviyah' i.e. the hungry
raging fire of Jahannam (as mentioned in Surah al·QaariJah). Seeing
this strictness in reckoning and the severity of punishment, every
Nabi and every angel, however intimate he may be with Allah, will
feel afraid on his own account, except those whom Allah Ta'ala has
protected from all such fears, as a special favour. At this hour,
everybody will be questioned about four things: how did he spend
his life? how did he use his body ? What he did regarding the
knowledge that he possessed? How he acquired his property and on
what he spent it?'(A detailed acccount ofthis questioning has been
given under Hadith No:VI,in the same Chapter.).

Ikramah Radhiallaho anho says, "On that Day, a father will say
to his son, 'I am your father; and the son will acknowledge his
favours to him, but when the father will ask him to give him one
virtue, be it an atom's weight, so that his scale (of virtues) might
possibly tilt the balance, the SOn will reply, "I am myself in a
dangerous situation. I do not know what might happen to me, so I
cannot afford to part with a single act of virtue'. The man will then
go to his wife, remind her of his relationship with her and of the
favours he has been doing her, but she will also refuse to oblige him.
In short, he will go to everyone, asking for a virtue~The Holy Qur'an
describes this scene in the following verse:

And no burdened soul can bear another's burden (of sins) and, if
OM Mavily laden cries (for help)·with his load (of sins), nothing of it
will be lifted even though he (unto whom he cries) be of kin (i.e. he
will not help hU relatives). (Tanbeh-ul-Ghafileen)
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The version of 'Durre Manthur' describes the same spectacle
more explicitly: A father will say to his son, "How did I treat you in
the world?" And the son will praise his kind behaviour towards him.
The father will then ask him for one act of virtue and say, "I hope
that it might be of help to me." The son will say to him, "Dear
father, you have asked for a trifle, but I am helpless, for I am in an
equally dangerous situation"The man will then go to his wife and ask
her for help,but she will similarly refuse to oblige him, as mentioned
in the Verses

o mankind! Keep your duty to your Lord and fear a Day when
the parent will not be able to avail the child in aught, nor the child to
avail the parent. Lo! Allah's promise is the very truth. (The Day is
bound to come). Let not the life of the world beguile you aest you
should be too engrossed in the life of tne world to keep the Hereafter
in mind), nor let the deceiver (Shaitan) beguile you, with regard to
Allah aet not the Shaitan lead you astray and make you forgetful of
that Day). (Luqman: 33)

a~;'/ t;' ::~~I;A~J;~'·;I,:~J;"I~~~e~'\iJ\I:I~.I~\~.,,_......,~...iJ ,,_;.. '7'-:(.' f!!'; \J"~ ...J;;..r~ ",. Y
~ ", /i'U; • ;,,,,," ... 't~
@.I~.'" ~,\. ~,"~'"

~ ~l:> n".J!,. ;VJ7 '"

But when the (deafening) Shout comes (i.e. the Day of Resur
rection), On the Day when 'a man flees from his brother and his
mother and his father and his wife and his children. (No one shall be
able to help anybody else). Every man that Day shall have concern
enough to make h.im heedless (ofothers). ('Abasa: 33-37)

Qataadah Rahmatullah al.aihe commenting on these Verses says.
·On the Day of Resurrection, nobody would like to come across any
one of his kin or any person aCEfUainted with him, for fear, lest be
should demand something from him~ (Durre Manthur). This subject
forms the content of many Verses of the Holy Qur'an. It occurs so,
inSurah al·Baqarah:

"And guard yourselves again8t the Day wht.n no soul will in
aught avail another (for example, the Salaat performed by one man
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will not be accepted on behalf of another person), nor will inter
cession be accepted from it, nor will compensation (in teT'Tn$ Of
money) be received from it, nor will they be helped. at will not be
possible for anyone to avert their punishment by use of force). "(al
Baqarah: 48)

In this Verse, Allah Ta'ala, after recounting the various ways in
which people help one another, has warned us that, in no way will
anybody be able to help anyone else. There are four ways of helping
a person:

1. A powerful person may intervene and thus, avert the
punishment by use of force; this may be termed as 'Nusrat'.
Allah Ta'ala has ruled out any such possibility.

2. A man may avert the punishment of another person, even
without the use offorce, in two ways:

(a) Without paying any compensation i.e. through intercession;
(b) By paying compensation, which, again, can be of two kinds viz.
(i) physical compensation, or (ii) material compensation.

The Verse rejects all these possible ways of helping one another.
Similarly, the same subject has been treated in many other.Verses of
the Holy Qur'an with slight variations.

In this connection, it should be borne in mind that the sinners,
among the Muslims, would not be treated at par with ,the non
believers. The U1ama are agreed that the non-believers cannot
escape their punishment even though a Nabi, saint or angel
(however cloSe he may be to Allah Ta'ala) should intercede for them.
As for the case of sinners among the Muslims, the above mentioned
Verses and Ahadith indicate that, after a specific time on the Day of
Reckoning, the pious men, Ambiya and others, will be allowed to
intercede for them. Many Verses of the Holy Qur'an testify to the
truth of this statement. For example, it occurs 10 in Surah Taa Haa.
109):

~," ", .,'" <.. '''rr!'4uJ;'''' _~. ;,;
-.J(,,;)~ ~~1a...\.UJl,.a.:..:;~IH"y.

"On that Day no intercession shall avail, ,ave (that of)· him unto
whom (i.e. a Nabi or a saint ) the Beileticem Iuu given ktwe (m
favour ofa person) for whom He i8 plea3ed to accept (intercession)".
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But it is worthy of note that nobody knows,for certain-whether
or not Allah Ta'ala will allow His pious men to intercede for him on
the Day of Resurrection. One should, of course, entertain good
expectations of the Bounty of Allah Ta'ala, but no one can be sure of
being forgiven through the intercession of the pious beings. We
should, therefore, be feanul of the Day of Resurrection, which is the
severest Day; and try to protect ourselves against its severities,
which can only be done now, in the present time. Giving Sadaqah,
plentifully, "is very beneficial for. protection against the severity of
that Day. We have quoted a large number of Verses and Ahadith, on
this subject, in Chapter One of this book. ·There is a well-known
Hadith which reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as
saying, "Guard yourselves against the Fire of Jahannam, even
though it be with half a date (given as Sadaqah)" and again,
"Sadaqah finishes sins, as water extinguishes fire;" so also, "On the
Day of Resurrection a person shall be in the shade of his Sadaqah."
atJuw.f)

The Hadith means that, on that Day, when the intensity of heat
will cause a person to sweat profusely..the perspiration reaching even
up to their mouths, people will be in the shade of their Sadaqah, the
coolness of the shade being in accordance with the extent of his
Sadaqah; the greater the amount of Sadaqah, the cooler and the
more pleasant will be the shade. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam has also said, "Sadaqah appeases the wrath of Allah Ta'ala
and also averts a bad end'~ (Mishkaat). Luqman advised his son,
"Whenever you happen to commit a sin, give something away as
Sadaqah". We have already narrated the story of an unchaste woman
who was granted forgiveness for giving some water to a thirsty dog
(Chapter 1 - Hadith: 10)

Ubaid bin Umair Rahmatullah alaihe says: ·On the Day of
Resurrection, mankind will be assembled in utter hunger, parched
with thirst and stark naked. Then Allah Ta'ala will feed one who has
fed someone for the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala; and give a drink to him
who has given a drink to someone for pleasure of Allah Ta'ala; and
clothe one who has clothed someone, for the pleasure of Allah
Ta'ala." ahyaa). We have already quoted a Tradition in Chapter one,
under Hadith Eleven, to the following effect, "On the Day of
Resurrection, the dwellers of Jahannam will be drawn up in a raw
line and when one of the pious and perfect Muslims passes by them,
one of the Jahannamis will ask the pious man to intercede for him
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with Allah Ta'ala. The man will ask him who he is,and he will reply,
'Do you not recognise me? I am one who gave you a drink on such
and such day." Another Hadith mentions that "On the Day of
Resurrection when the Jarinatis (dwellers of Jannah) and the
Jahannamis (the dwellers of Jahannam) will be drawn up in two
separate rows(linelt,a man among the Jahannamis will happen to
see a person standing in the rows of the Jannatis and remind him of
a favour he had done him in the world. The Jannati will catch him
by the hand and take him to the presence of Allah Ta'ala, and say,
'0 Allah, this man did me such and such favour in the world,' and
Allah Ta'ala will grant him forgiveness, in His Infinite Mercy.~

Another Hadith indicates thus: "On the Day of Resurrection, an
announcement will be made: 'Where are the poor among the
Ummah of Muhammad? Rise, go about in the Assembly (Maidan-e
HashrJ and look for those who have given you a morsel of food or
some drink or a piece of new or worn-out cloth for my pleasure. Hold
all such people by the hand and bring them into Jannah'; At this,
the poor ones among this Ummah will rise, go about the plain,
search out all such people and bring them into Jannah". Another
Hadith has it to the followinJ{ effect: On the nay of Resurrection;
someone will make an announcement :Where are those who hon
oured the poor and the humble ones? Let them go to Jannah this
Day, without fear or grieving any more." We have mentioned
another Tradition under Hadith Thirteen in tlte same Chapter
which is as follows: "If anyone removes a brother Muslim's hardship,
Allac Ta'ala will remove, from him, one of his hardship on the Day
of Resurrection; and if anybody covers up a brother Muslim's
shortcoming, Allah .Ta'ala will cover up his shortcomings, on the
Day of Resurrection." And, under Hadith Fourteen, we have quoted
the following Tradition: "He who helps one who is in distress will be
firm and steadfast on a nay when, even, the mountains will be
shaken to their very foundation". We also quoted the following
Verse at No.Thirty four in Chapter One:
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~ (they) feed the- needy one, the orpJum and the prisoner
(among the Kaafirs), for the love ofHim (Allah Ta'tlla), (saying), "We
feed you for the sake of (Allah only. We wish for no reward, nor
thanks from you. Lo! We fear from our Lord a Day of frowning and
of wrath. Therefore, Allah has warded off from them the evil of that
Day and has 11Ullk them find brightness (offace) andjoy. H (ad-Dahr,
8,9,10,11)

To conclude, we have disCussed the subject in detail in Chapter
One (Volume one) of this book, viz. that Sadaqah, when it is given in
large quantities and frequently, proves to be very beneficial for
protection against the severities of the Day of Resurrection. In this
Verse, Allah Ta'ala has promised protection to those who give away
Sadaqah for the love of Him. What can be more reassuring than a
promise from Allah Ta'ala?



CHAPl'ER 7

ANECDOTES OF ASCENTlCS AND THOSE WHO SPENT

FOR THE CAUSE OF ALLAH

I propose to narrate in this Chapter some anecdotes from the
lives of the ascetics. They realised the true character of this world
and that of the Akhirah and showed great indifference to the false
attractions of the world and made ample provision for the Akhirah.

'Zuhd' (Abstenance) and generosity are two qualities readily
distinguis~blefrom each other, although both are closely associated
with each other in regard to results. The reason is that an ascetic
(Zahid) who is not interested in things of this world will, of
necessity, be generous in spending money. If a person finds
something that he does not want to keep with him, he will naturally
give it away generou~ly.Similarly, only such people can be generous
who have no love for wealth; the more attached a person is to
worldly wealth, the more miserly will he be in spending money. In
view of this fact, we have narrated, in this Chapter, the stories of
generosity as weD as those about ascenticism and renunciation .For
the same reason, we have includ~ in this book, which deals
primarily with the Virtues' of charity, some Verses and Ahadith
about 'Zuhd' (asceticism).

So long as a person loves wealth, which is, in reality, the dross
and filth of the world, he does not feel inclined to spend it for the
cause of Allah. Even though his heart might sometimes exhort him'
to show generosity, his inclination will not be to part with money.
Rasulullah Sallallaho aIaihe wasallam has illustrated the same point
by a very cogent example, in the following Hadith: .

"A niggardly person and the one who gives Sadaqah are like two
men who are wearing coats of chain mail, in such a manner that
their hands are also pressed close to their chests instead of
protruding out of the coats. So, whenever the one,accustomed to give
Sadaqah,~ntends to do so, the coat of chain mail expands for him and
his hands come out of it, instantly; but when the niggardly man
intends to give Sadaqah,'the coat of armour contracts, pressing him
more closely, and he cannot move his hands." rMishkaatJ. The
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Hadith means that, whenever a generous man thinks of spending
money, his heart opens up for it and he can give Sadaqah, without
much ado. But a miser, even though he might sometimes be per
suaded to spend money, yet finds it hard to do so, inhibited by
something widlin him. And he feels like a person weating a coat of
armour with his hands pressed closely to his chest, unable to move
his hands; he vainly tries to coax himself to spend something, but he
cannot bring himself to part with the money. It is, indeed, a very apt
simile and vely true of the miserly people. We notice, in everyday
life, that a niggardly person cannot spend money even though he
sometimes wishes to do so. If an occasion demands an expenditure of
ten rupees, a miser will find it hard to part with ten paisas.

ONE
The entire life-history of AbuBakr Siddiq Radhiallaho anho is

full of anecdotes on this subject of generosity, too numerous for the
scope of this volume. It is common knowledge that, on the occasion
of the Tabuk expedition, when -Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe wasal
lam exhorted the Sahabah to make contlibutions, Abu Bakr Siddiq
Radhiallaho anho brought all that he possessed and, when Rasul

'ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam asked him what he had kept for his
family, he replied, 1 have kept for them the good will of Allah and
His RasuU'A detailed account of this incident has been given in my
Book, 'The stories of Sahabah', together with many other stories on
the same subject. Those stories will reveal to the reader self.
sacrifice, sympathy towards others and generosity in spending for
the cause of Allah with their peculiarities. If we were to possess.of
these virtues, to some extent, everybody would be impressed by us
With the Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum, such incidents were a matter
of daily occurrence.

As for Abu Bakr Siddique Radhiallaho anho, it should suffice to
say that Allah Ta'ala Himself has praised his magnanimity in the
following Verses of the Holy Qur'an:

"Far removed from it (the flaming Fire) will be the righteous,
Who gives his wealth (for the cau.se of Allah) that he may grow (in
goodness) .With no other motive for reward but seeking the purpose
of his Lord, the Most High. (He does not owe anybody a favour. for
which a reward is expected of him, in return. But spends soLely for
the pleasure ofAllah). (al-Lail: 17-20)
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These Verses affirm the very high standard ·of seltless devotion
to Allah Ta'ala attained by Abu Bakr RiJdhiallaho anho. It is quite
commendable to do good in return for a favour, but it cannot com
pare with an act of generosity performed on one's own initiative.
(Bayan-ul-Qur'an). Ibn-ul-Jauzi Rahmatullah alaihe says, "The
Ulama are agreed that these Verses were revealed concerning Abu
Bakr Siddiq RiJdhiallaho anho." Abu Hurairah RiJdhiallaho anho
reports Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam as saying: "No one's
property has benefited me more than that of Abu Bakr~ Hearing
tpis, Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho wept and said, "0 Rasulullah,(Sal·
lallaho alaihe wasallam) do I and my property belong to anyone else
except you?" The Hadith has been transmitted on the authority of
inany Sahabah Radhiallaho anhum, through various chains of nar
ration. In one version, Sa'eed-bin-Almusayyab adds, "Rasulullah.
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam made use of Abu Bakr'sproperty as if it
wen his own". 'Urwah RiJdhiallaho anhosays that, on the day when
Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho embraced Islam, he had forty thousand
Dirhams (silver-pieces) in his possession and he"spent all of these on
Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam (i.e. in seeking his pleasure).
Another Hadith says. "On the dq when Abu Bakr RiJdhiallaho
anho embraced Islam, he had in his possession forty tho\lS4lDd Dir
hams; and when he made Hijrah (migration) to Medinah, he had no
more than"five thousand; The entire"sum he had spent on different
religious requirements and upon freeing of slaves who were being
persecuted for their acceptance of Islam." (TCUf!ekh-ul-KhulafaaJ.
Abdullah bin Zubair RiJdhiallaho anho says: "Abu Bakr used to buy
the physically weak slaves and set them free." Once his father, Abu
Quhafah said to him, 'Ifat all you must set free slaves, 1 St:Igpst that
you should select those who are strong in body, so that they might
help you at the hour of your need, "Abu Bakr Radhiallaho anho
replied, "I do not set them free for my own sake; I do so solely to
please Allah Ta'ala." (Durre Manthur). The reward, granted by Allah
Ta'ala, for helping the weak is far greater than that for helping
strong people. Another Hadith reports Rasulullah SaUallaho alaihe
wasallam saying:, "There is no on. who bas oblipd m. with a favour
without my com-pensating him, except Abu Bakr. V.rily, he bas
done me favours for which Allah To'ala Himselfwill reward him on
the Da,y of Resur-rection. And the properIiY of no one bas ever
benefited me as bas the propel1ly of Abu Bakr." rI'areekh-ul
Kbulafaa).
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TWO

A person once came to Imaam Hasan Radhiallaho anho and
asked him to l.elp him in his need. The Imaam said to him, "You
have put me under an obligation by asking me a favour and it has
become incumbent upon me to give you enough money to meet this
requirement and worthy of being presented to a man of your status.
But, at this moment, my financial position does not allow me to give
you as much as I should. Whatever amount a man might spend for
the cause of Allah, it would seem insignificant (when set against the
infinite bounties of Allah to him), but I am helpless, for I do not
possess as much as I should give you as a sign of my gratitude to you
for letting me know about your need. Now, if you are willing to
accept as much as I can afford to give you and do not want me to
procure more from other sources, I shall be glad to present to you
the little amount I possess, though it will fail to fulfil my obligation
to you." The man said, "0 son of Rasulullah, I shall be glad to accept
whatever amount you bestow upon me, and feel grateful to you, and
believe you to be incapable of giving more".

The lmaam then told his treasurer to fetch whatever remained
of the three hundred thousand Dirhams he had put in his custody.
The treasurer brought fifty thousand Dirhams (the rest had already
been spent on similar occasions), whereupon lmaam Hasan Radhi
allaho anho said, "I also remember giving you five hundred Dinaars
(gold-pieces)", and the treasurer said that he had them in his
possession.. The Imaam told him to fetch the Dinaarsas well. and
then asked the man to fetch some porters tocarry this fortune to his
house. When he brought two porters, Hasan Radhiallaho anho gave
him the entire fortune and, as he was leaving, the lmaam took off his
upper garment and gave it~ him, saying, "It is also my duty to pay
the wages of the labourers for carrying the money to your house; sell
this garment and give the money to them as wages.· At this, the
slaves of the Imaam Radhiallaho anho said to him, "We have been
left with nothing to buy us our food; you have given away your entire
fortune.· The lmaam said, "I have perfect faith in the Bounty of Allah
Ta'alIJ and I earnestly hope that He will grant me bounteous reward
for this act of kindness." (lhyaa). Just imagine! The lmaam Radhi
allaho anho gave away such a large fortune, keeping back nothing
with him and yet he felt sony at the thought that he had not given
the man his due.
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mREE

837

Once a group of the Qaris (well-versed in reciting the Qur'an)
from Basrah came to Abdullah Bin Abbas Radhiallaho anho del
said to him, "There is a pious man living in our neighbourhood, who
frequently observes fasts and spends long hours nightly standing:in
Tahajjud SaJaat. So devout is he that each one of us envies him and
longs to be like him in devotion. He has given his daughter in
marriage to his nephew, but he cannot afford to provide a dowry to
his daughter: 'Abdullah Bin Abbas Radhiallaho anho took them to
his house and, taking six bags of Dinaars from a box, handed them
the money, asking them to take it to the pious man. They were just
leaving, when Ibne Abbas Rtulhiallaho anho said, "I don't think it is
a fair .way of helpipg him. If we give him the money, he will have a
lot ofbotheration in arranging things for the dowry, and much of his
precious time will be wasted in buying things and his programme of
worship will be disturbed. Wordly wealth is too worthless to engage
the attention of a devout Mo'min. I am sure it is not below our
dignity to serve a brother Muslim. Let us, then, make arrangements
for the marriage, buy the items for the dowry and then give all these
to our neighbour.· The Qaris agreed to the proposal and they
bought all the necessities with the money and handed them over to
the pious man. ahyaa)

FOUR

Abu! Hasan Madaini relates that, once, Imaam Hasan,
Imaam Husain and Abdullah Bin Ja(far Radhiallaho anhwn
were going for Hajj. The camels carrying their provisions were lost
on the way and they continued their journey without food or drink.
They came upon a bedouin tent, in which there sat an old woman,
and on asking her~ if she had anything (water, milk, butter-milk,
etc.) to drink, she said that she had. So, they dismounted from their
camels. The old woman had only one she-goat, which was very thin
and lean. She asked them to milk it and share the milk among them
selves. They did so and drank it's milk, dividing it among themselves
Then they asked the good woman ifshe had anything to eat and she
said, "I have got this she-goat only; but if you slaughter it,· I shall
cook its meat for you·. They slaughtered"the goat, which -the woman
cooked and served to them. They ate their fill and, in the evening
when they were going to start their journey, they said to her, "We
are Hashemites and we are going for Hajj; when after Hajj we get
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back to Madinah safe and sound, do visit us ihtlI-e, and we shall
repay you for your hospitality, Insha-Allah", After they had
departed, the old woman's husband came back home (from the for
est) and she told him aU about the guests from the Banu Hashim..
He was angry and scolded her saying, "You slaughtered your goat for
strangers; you do not know who they were and where they came
from. How do we know that they were Hashimites?" He was silent
after rebuking her.

In course of time, the old man and his wife became very poor
and went to Medinah Munawwarah to look for some odd jobs t.o cam
their living. During the day, they used to gather dried camel-dung
(which was used as fue}), whicb tbey sold in the evening, thus
earning for themselves a bare living. One day, the old woman was
gathering camel-dung as usual when she passed in front of the house
of Imaam Hasan Radhiallaho anho who saw her and, recognizing
her, sent his servant to invite her to come into his house. When she
came, the Imaam said to her, "Do you know me?" When she said that
she didn't, he replied, "I am your guest who drank the milk of your
she-gos.t and then slaughtered it to eat its meat". The old woman still
did not recognize him· and said, in amazement, "My Lord! Are you
the same person?" The Imaam again told her that he was the same
guest and ordered his men to buy a thousand goats for her, which
were immediately purchased and gifted to the old lady, together with
a thousand Dinaars in cash, The Imaam Radhiallaho anho then sent
ber, in company with his servant, to his younger brother, Imaam
Husain Radhiallaho anho, who asked her how much the elder bro
ther had given her in return for her hospitality and, when he was
told about it, he also gave her a thousand goats and a thousand
Dinaars (gold pieces) in cash. [maam Hasan sent her, in turn, to
Abdullah bin Ja'far Radhiallaho anho who, when he learnt what the
two brothers had gifted to her, gave her two thousand goats and two
thousands Dinaars in cash, saying, "If you had come· to me before
going to Imaam Hasan,I would have given you even more money in
reward". The old lady went to ber husband with four thousand goats
and four thousand Dinaars and said to him, "Here is something in
return for our thin and weak goat", ahyaaJ

FIVE

Once,Abdullah bin Aamir Bin Kuraiz Radhiallaho anho, who
was a cousin of Uthman Radhiallaho anho, came out of the MalUid
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(at night) and was going home. He came across a youngman. The
youth also began to walk in the same direction and Abdullah said to
him, "Young man, have you got any business with me?" The man
replied, "No sir, I wish you a good life and eternal success. I saw that
you were walking alone at this hour of the night and I thought I had
better accompany you to your place, lest anything untoward should
happen (May Allah forbid that)! I just want to 3ccompany you for tht>
sake of your security". Abdullah Radhialla1w on1w was greatly
pleased; he caught the young man by the hand and took him to his
house. On reaching there, Abdullah Radhiallaho anhO gave him a
thousand Dinaars (gold pieces) and said, "Here is something for your
personal needs; your elders have taught you excellent manners."
ahyaa)

SIX

Abdullah bin Abbas Radhialla1w anho relates: In the times of
Rasulullah Sallalla1w alaike wasallam, a certain man had a date
palm tree growing in the courtyard of his house. Abranch of the tree
was hanging above the house of one of his neighbours who was a
poor man. When the rich man,pimhed the tree to pick fruit and
shook its branches, some of its dates fell into the poor man's
compound and his children picked them from the ground. At this,
the rich man would climb down, go into his neighbour's house and
snatch the dates from the children. And, if he saw a child chewing a
date, the man would thnist his fingers into his mouth and take out
the date. The poor man went to RasuIullah Sallallaho alaihe WO$al
lam and complained against his neighbour. Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe WCJ8allam heard his complaint and sent him away, but the~
called the owner of the date-palm into his presence and said to him,
"Are you willing to give me the date-palm hanging above your neigh
bour's house, in return for which I promise you a date-palm tree in
Jannah?"The man said, "0 RasuIullah, many people have desired to
buy this tree and I also possess many other date-palms; but I like its
dateS very much and, therefore, I have not sold it to anyone, and
thus excused himself from giving the tree away." (As he was the
lawful owner, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam did not insist
on buying the tree from him, against his will). When the man went
away, a Sahabi, who had been listening to this conversation, came
fOlWard and said, ·0 Rasulullah, do you also promise me a tree in
JanDah, if I buy that date-palm from him and present it to you?"
Rasulullah SaUallaho alaihe wasallam replied, ·Certainly, I promise



you the same." At this, the Sahabi got up, went over to the owner of
the tree"and said to him,"I also own a plantation of date-paIms. Can
you sell that tree of yours at any price?- The man said, ''RasuluDah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam promised me a tree in Jannah in return
for this date-palm, but I declined the offer. The fact is that I like this
tree.very much. I might sell it, but nobody would pay the price I
demand for ie' The Sahabi said, "How much do you demand?" 'and
the man said, "I could give it in exchange for forty date-palms." The
Sahabi said, "This seems too much for a crooked tree, but are you
sure that you would give this tree in exchange for forty date-palms?"
'The man said, "Certainly, and ifyou confirm the bargain, aaijure on
oath.' The Sahabi swore that he was willing to buy that tree for
forty date-palms, but the man backed out of the agreement and~
fused to sell the tree. The Sahabi said to him, "You cannot back out
now, for I am on an oath to buy it." The man said, "All right , but
all the forty trees should be growing in one and the same place." 'The
Sahabi thought for a while and said,''Yes, all the trees are growing in .
one and the same place~' When the bargain was fina11J' settled, the
Sahabi came to Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam and said, "I
have bought the date-palm tree and I present it to you~RasuluDah
Sallallaho alaihe wasallam went to the poor man's house and best0
wed the tree upon him as a gift. It was after this episode that Surah
aI-Ley} was revealed. (Durre Manthur)

SEVEN

A man once visited Abdullah Bin Ja'far Rodh.itd/LJho anho
and recited two couplets, which meant:

When you do a favour or behave generously, see that you are
doing so to those who deserve your bounty;

For, only then a favour is worth its name;

Do not favour a man who deserves it not;
And, when you do favour to someone, seek thereby the pleasure

of Allah alone;

(For, then, you can do favours to the non-Muslims and the
animals alike, without giving thought to whether they deserve it or
not;)
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Or. let your favours be showered upon your kinsmen (for, their
kinship with you makes them worthy ofyour bounties);

Without their being deserving or not;

Except for these two considerations, do not let your bounty be
wasted upon the non-deserving.

The remarks were directed to Abdullah bin Jaf'ar Radhiallaho
anho himself, who was famous for hisgenerosity.which was at once
general and all-embracing. Hearing this, Abdullah bin Jatfar
Radhiallaho anho said. "Such poetry makes one stingy and mean in
money matters; 1 would rather shower my favours, like rain, upon
all and sundry. If my bounty benefits the noble and the deserving.
well and good, for. they are worthy of it; if it reaches those who do
not deserve it, 1 shall blame myself for possessing money which is fit
only to pass into non-deserving and ungrateful hand. (lhyaa). The
words were spoken by Abdullah Radhiallaho anho in sheer humi
lity; he modestly thought that his property was worthless, which was
fit only for the non-deserving people.

EIGHT

Once Muhammad bin Munkadlr Rahmatullahalaihe visited
Aishah Radhiallho anha at her place and told her that he was hard
pressed for money and needed her help badly. Aishah Radhiallaho
anha said to him. "I am sorry; 1 don't have anything with me at
present': and added,"even if 1 possessed ten thousand (Dirhams or
Dinaars). .I would give YQU the entire amount". Hearing this,
Muhammad Rahmatullah alaihe went away but, not before long, a
man brought her a gift of ten thousand (Dirhams or Dinaars) frnm
Khalid bin Asad Radhiallaho anho. She said, "I have been put to
trial for what 1 just said to Ibn-ul-Munkadir", and immediately sent
for him and gave him the entire amount as a gift. Muhammad bin
Munkadir 1lahmatullah alaihe spent one thousand Dirhams· on
manying a slave-girl. from whom he had three sons, Muhammad,
Abu Bakr and Umar by name. All three were well-known for ~eir
piety in Madinah Munawwarah. Aishah Radhiallaho anha will have,
of course, a due share in the benefits from the devotions of these
three beings, because her generous gift to Ibne Munkadir Rahmat
ullah alaihe brought about the marriage of their parents. (Tahzeeb
ut-TahzeebJ.
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There are numerous stories about the magnanimity of Aishah
Radhiallaho anha like her illustrious father, Abu Bakr Siddiqoe
Radhiallaho anho. We have narrated an episode in the book. 'The
stories of Bahabah, in which it is related how she distributed, among
the poor and the needy, two bags, amounting to one hundred thous
and Dirhams, not keeping back a single Dirham for herself to buy
some meat for the 'Iftaar'. There is another story that, on one
occasion, she distributed a hundred and eighty thousand Dirhams
among the poor. Tameem bin 'Urwah Rahmatullah alaihe narrates,
"Once I saw Aishah Radhaillaho anha distributing seventy thousand
Dirhams among the poor, while she herself was wearing a patched
shirt." Aishah Radhiallaho anha was an aunt of Tameem's father.
athaaf)

NINE

Aban bin Uthman Rahmatullah alaihe relates: "Once, a certain
man made a plan to harass Abdullah bin Abbas Radhiallaho anho
and to bring him disrepute. He went to all the chieftains of the
Quraish,telling them that Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho had invited
them to a feast, on the following morning. The man went about,
inviting people,on behalf of Ibne Abbas. Next day, a great many
people gathered in the house of Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho, who,
on learning the truth of the matter, asked the people to be seated
and arranged fruit from the market and invited them to partake of
it. While Ibne Abbas sat with them and started to talk, a large
number of cooks began to prepare food for the guests. They were still
enjoying the fruit when the meals were ready and se\"Ved before
them. When everybody had taken his fill, Ibne Abbas JiodhiaUaho
anlw asked his treasurer, "Can we afforoto arrange such feasts
everyday?" When the treasurer said that he could, Ibne Abbas said,
"All of you are cordially invited to have meals with me every
morning." athaaf)

The incidect occured in the times when the Sahabah RDdhi
allalw anhum had conquests in rapid succession and the weslth of
the world was in their possession. But the Sahabah Radhiollaho
anhum spent so generously that they kept nothing with them. In the
matter of money they were like sieves, as it were, that cannot hold
water. A Bahabi Radhiallaho anho would come to possess a 1arp
fortune, in consequence of a conquest, but then he would spend
everything in his possession, and would not keep with himself a
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single Dirham for a meal. They were neither accustomed to hoard
money, nor to put by anything for tileir future needs. Hundreds of
thousand of Dirhams, their share of booV, were spent within
minutes.

TEN

Waqidi Rahmatullah alaihe has related the following story: I
had two frineds, a Hashamite and a non-Hashamite, and we were
very intimate with one another, like three inseparable companions. I
was in straitened circumstances and when the day of Eid drew near,
my wife said to me, 'We can be patient in all circumstances, but I
cannot bear to see my children weeping and crying. I feel as though
my heart would break,when I see them in rags, while other children
in our neighbourhood are buying new clothes and other fine things
for Eid. Watching them, our children feel miserable, and my heart is
filled with pity for them. If you could get me some money from
somewhere, I would sew new clothes for them? Hearing this, I wrote
a note to my Hashamite friend, telling him about my sad plight. He
sent me a sealed bag containing one thousand Dirhams, with the
word that I could use the amount as I liked. I had hardly tasted the
pleasure of receiving such a valuable gift, when I received a note
from the other (non-Hashamite) friend, telling me about his poverty
and dire need (like the one I had written to my friend). I sent the
sealed bag of Dirhams to my non·Hashamite friend. Feeling shy of
going home empV-handed, I stayed in the Masjid for two days, and
on the third day, went home and told my wife the whole truth about
the sealed bag. Surprisingly enough, she did not complain at all, but
rather appreciated my generosity, and said that I had behaved
excellently towards my friend. As we sat talking to each other,lfiy
Hashamite friend came with the same bag that he had sent me three
days before and said, "Tell me the truth about this bag. How has it
reached me again?" I explained to him how I had sent it to our non
Hashmite friend, immediately after receiving it, and he said, "When
I received your note, I had nothing in my possession except this bag,
which I sent to you. But, then, I wrote to my non-Hashamite friend
asking him for help and I was surprised when he sent me my own
sealed bag which I had sent to you. Wondering how it had reached
him, I have come to you to solve the mystery." After this we gave one
hundred Dirhams to the lady, and distributed the remaining nine
hundred Dirhams equally among ourselves. Somehow, KhaJif.h
Mamoon Rashid came to know of this incident and called me to his
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court. I related the whole story and he gave us seven thousand
Dirhams as a reward, two thousand Dirhams to each one of us and
one thousand Dirhams to the lady. athaaf).

ELEVEN

Once Abdullah Bin Ja&far Radhiallaho anho passed by an
orchard, in Madinah Munawwarah, of which the caretaker was an
Abyssinian slave. AbdWlah bin Jatfar Radhiallaho anho saw the
slave taking food while a dog sat in front him. Every time the slave
put a morsel of food into his mouth, he threw another morsel, as big
as his own, on to the dog. !bne Ja'far Radhiallaho anho stood
watching for a while. When the meal was finished, he went over to
the slave and asked him, "Who is your master?" .'The slave repHed
that he belonged to the descendants of Uthman Radhiallaho anho.
Ibne Ja1far Radhiallaho anho said, "I saw you doing something very
strange". The slave asked him what it was and he said, "After each
morsel of food that you took, you gave another to your dog." The
slave said, "This dog has been my companion for many years and I
must give it a fair share of my food. Ibne Ja'far Radhiallaho anho
said, " A dog can be fed on something of inferior quality." The slave
said, "I feel ashamed to face Allah Ta'ala that I should eat while one
of His creatures is watching me with a hungry look."

After this, Abdullah Bin Ja'far Radhiallaho anho came back,
went to the descendants of Uthman Radhiallaho anho and .said that
he had come to ask for a favour. When they said, "Please let us
know," he replied that he wanted to buy such and such garden and
they said that they would be pleased to present it to him as a gift.
They insisted on his accepting it free of charge, but he said that he
must buy it on payment. At last, the price was fixed and !bne Ja'lar
purchased the garden. He then said that he also wanted to have the
slave who worked in the garden. They requested that they should be
excused, for, the slave had been with them since his childhood and
they would be grieved to part from him. But when !bne Ja1far Rad
hiallaho anho insisted, they agreed to let him have the slave as well.
After purchasing the garden and the slave.lbne Ja'far went to the
garden and said to the slave I" I have bought this garden and
yourself. The slave congratulated him on the bargain and said, "May
Allah bless you in the deal; only I am grieved at parting from my
masters who have brought me up since my childhood". Abdullah bin
Ja'far said, "I set you free, and let this garden be my parting gift to
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"you." Hearing this, the slave, said, "If so, I call you to witness that I.
make this garden a private Wakf (endowment) for the descendants
of Uthman Radhiallaho anho~" Abdullah bin JiU'ar Radhiallaho
anho says, "I was greatly surprised to hear this from him and I went
home, invoking Allah's blessings upon' him". (Musaamiraat). Such
were the excellent qualities and proud achievements of the slaves of
our Muslim ancestors!

TWELVE

Nafay'Radhiallaho anho relates: Once,Abdullah bin Umar
Radhiallaho anho was going on a journey outside Madinah Mun~w

warah, in the company of his pupils and disciples. When it was time
for dinner, they stopped at a place, the cloth was spread and all of
them sat for dinner. Meanwhile, ashepherd passed by, with his herd
of goats, and greeted them by saying, 'Assalaam-o-Alaikum'. Ibne
Umar Radhiallaho anho invited him to dine with them, but he said
that he was fasting. At this, Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho said, "You
are fasting in a shadeless desert, on such a hot day when a hot wind
is blowing!" "The shepherd said,e'I want to receive my reward for the
'Past days' (Ayyaam-ul-KhaliyahJ. He was obviously referring to the
following Verse from the Holy Qur'an:

~~lill U,'A . ·-!.t... ·, E, i,-;:,::: \,I,tl' I,'~'., ~_.JI,~, l'~~.J"'"J:t'"

(And,it will be said unto those in Jannah). "Eat and drink at
ease for that which you sent on before you 'in past days". (al
Haaqqah: 24)

Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho then said to him, by way of trial,
"We want to buy a goat; name a price and we shall pay it. We shall
then slaughter the goat and give you some of its meat to serve you
for 'Iftaar' (breaking the fast in the evening)." The shepherd said.
"These goats are not mine; I am but a slave and the goats belong to
my master." Ibne Umar Radhiallaho anho said, "How can your mas
ter know? You can tell him that a wolf devoured a goal" At this, the
shepherd pointed to the heavens above and said, "What about Allah?
(Who is watching us at all times. How could he deceive Him and say
that a wolf had devoured a goat). Ibne Umar was delighted with
these words from a simple shepherd and he began to say to himsel(
again and again, inan ecstasy of joy. "A simple shepherd says, 'What
about Allah Who is watching us at all times'?" When Ibne Umar
lUuIhiallaho anho came back to Madinah Munawwarah after the
journey,he bought the slave from his master. together with the herd
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of goats,.emancipated him and bestowed th~ herd upon him as a gift.
(DUr1-e ManthurJ. Such were the deeds of the shepherds of those
tim· ,es.

THIRTEEN

Sa'eed bin'Aamir Radhiallaho anho was the governor of
Hims, during the times of Khalifah UIIl&f Radhiallaho anho. The
citizens of Hims lodged many complaints against him and demanded
his removal from the office. Now Umar Radhiallaho anho was gifted,
by Allah Ta'ala, with exceptional wisdom, which gave a keen eye for
character-traits and an exceptional understanding of human natur·
al quality that he had tried out thousands of times and found to be.
unerring So, he was surprised to hear these complaints, as he had
made the apointment considering Saleed Radhiallaho anho to be the
most eligible person for governorship. Accordingly, he said in an
invocation to Allah, "0 Allah! Do not take away my power of discern
ment and my intuitive knowledge of human nature! For, if 1am dep
rived of this quality, 1 fear that 1 might consign all the affairs of my
Caliphate to inefficient perSons!" The Khalifah then sent for Sa'eed
Radhiallaho anho and the complainants. When they appeared in the
court, he asked them to recount their grievances. They had com
plained that their governor came out of his house late in the
morning, that he did not grant them audience during the hours of
night and that he observed a holiday every month. So, Umar Radhi
allaho anho asked the complainants to stand face to face with their
governor and state their grievances one by one. He told the governor
to answer the accusations, one after the other.

They said that he came out of his house late in the morning and
Sa'eed Radhiallaho anho explained: "I and my wife are living to
getheralone. There is no one else to help her in her household jobs.
So 1 do the job of preparing bread for the family. When the meal is
ready, we eat it together. Then, I perform Wudhu and come out of
the house."

UmarRadhiallaho anho told the complainants to state the next
grievance and they said that their governor did not grant them
audienced~ the hours of night. He demanded the explanation
!rpm Sa'eed Radhiallalfo anho, who said, "I did not want to reveal
the actual position. I have reserved the day-time for the service of
Allah's creatures, and devoted the entire night for devotion; 1 keep
awake and worship my Lord the whole night through."

t
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Umar Radhiallaho anho then asked them about their third com
plaint and they sind that their governor observed a holiday every
month. When asked to explain, Sa'eed Radhiallaho anho said: "I
have no servant, and so 1 have to stop work once during a month to
wash my clothes. 1wash my clothes in the morning and, when they
become dry, in the evening,! put them on again and come out of the
house."

Hearing this, Umar Radhiallaho anho bowed in gratitude to
Allah Ta'ala for protecting him from going wrong in the exercise of
his power of selection and advised the people to have due regard for
their governor and to be thankful to Allah Ta'ala for entrusting their
affairs to such a pious person. When all of them were gone, Umar
Rmlhiallaho anho sent a gift of one thousand Dinaars (gold pieces)
to Sa'eed for his personal use. When he received the amount, his
wife said, "Our thanks are due to Allah, who has arranged for so
many of our requirements. We can hire an attendant with this
money and also fulfil many other needs." Sa'eed Radhiallaho anho
said, "There are a good many poor and needy people living in the
city, who stand in greater need of this money. 1 suggest that we
should distribute it among them!"· His wife happily agreed to the
suggestion and they distributed a large portion of the amount among
the poor and the orphans, sending a small bag of Dinaars to this one
and a small bag to that one. Then Sa'eed Radhiallaho anho said to
his wife, "Keep with you what remains and sp.md it little by little on
your needs." She proposed that he should hire a servant to help him
in household affairs, but Sa'eed Radhiallaho anho said, "No, you will
soon have many people coming to you who need this money more
than we do." (kh-hur)

FOURTEEN

Once there was a famine in ~gypt, during the times when
Abdul Hamid bin Sa'd Rahmatullah alaihe was the governor
there. Abdul Hamid said to himself, "I shall show to Shaitan that 1
am his enemy (i. e. 1 shall defy Shaitan who prompts a person to
spend very scrupulously, in such circumstances). He made a
proclamation that all the poor and needy ones of the country should
come to the governor's house for their (daily) meals everyday, till the .
piices came down. So, the needy persons continued to come and
have meals with him at his house till the famine passed away and
things were available at normal rates.
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It so chanced that, when prices were normalized, lie was
removed from his office. It was estimated, at the time of his
departure from Egypt, that he owed a million 0,000,000) Dirhams
to the businessmen who had loaned money to him for feeding the
poor during the time of famine. He collected the ornaments of the
ladies of his family and pledged these with the businessmen for the
money he owed. The cost of the v8J.uabies given as a pledge
amounted to five hundred million (500,000,000) Dirhams. Abdul
Hamid Rahmatullah alaihe latter tried to redeem the pledged
valuables, but he could not raise the money and, therefore, wrote to
the businessmen, after some time, "I authorise you to sell all the
valuables lying in pledge with you, to payoff all my debts out of the
money thus received, and to distribute the balance among such
needy ones as I could not help during my stay in Egypt." at-haaf).
No less generous were the ladies of those times, who gave away their
ornaments to be sold and distributed among the poor and the needy
ones!

FIFTEEN

Abu Marthad Rahmatzillah alaihe was famous for his genero
sity. Once a person came and recited a few Verses in praise of his
geBerosity. (When you praise a generous man, it is understood that
you are seeking a favour). Abu Marthad Rahmatullah alaihe said to
the man, "I have nothing to give you at the moment. But I can help
you by a subtle device; if you file a suit against me"with the Qadhi
(Judge) saying that I owe you ten thousand (Dirhams or Dinaars), I
shall admit that lowe you the money (since I have promised, the
amount has become due from me to you; as a Hadith says:
'A promise is a debt'. ~,Wl.. ~

The Qadhi will send me to prison and my people will raise the
money to get me released." The man did as he was directed. Abu
Marthad was sent to prison and his relatives raised the necessary
amount of money (to get his release), which they gave to the Qadhi
in the evening. Thus, the man got ten thousand (Dirhams or
Dinaars) and Abu Marthad Rahmatullah alaihe was released. at
haaf)

SIXTEEN

Abdullah Bin Aamir Bin Kuraiz Rahmatullah alaihe purcha
sed a neighbouring house from Khalid bin 'Uqabah Umawi Radhi-
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allalw anlw for ninety thousand Dirhams, as he needed it for his
personal use. When Khalid's family came to know of it, they were
grieved. That night Abdullah bin Aamir heard a wailing sound
coming from the house and when he asked the ladies of his family
what is meant, they told him that someone of Khalid's family was
crying with grief over the sale of their house. At this, Ibe Aamir
R".hmatullah alaihe immediately sent his servant to Khalid with the
word that Ibne Aamir had given the house as a gift to Khalid's
family and that he would not take back the price of the house from
him. (It-Hoof).

SEVENTEEN

Once Laith Bin Sa'd Rahmatullah alaihe came to know that
Khalifah Haroon Rashid Rahmatullah aiaihe had sent a gift of five
hundred Dinaars (gold-pieces) to Imaam Maalik Rahmatullah
aiaihe. At this, Laith Rahmatullah alaihe sent one thousand Dinaar
as a gift to Imaam Maalik·When the Khalifah came to know of it, he
showed resentment and said to Laith, -"You are one of my subjects
and, yet, you want to excel me in generosity (it is as though you
meant to insult me)." Laith said, "0 Amir-ul-Mo'mineen, I cannot
think of slighting the Khalifah. The fact is that my daily income
amounts to one thousand Dinaarsand I felt ashamed to present less
than a day's income to an illustrious Imaam like Maalik." Laith
Rahmatullah alaihe used to send a hundred Dinaars every year as a
gift to Imaam MaalikRahmatullah aiaihe. The lmaam also received
gifts from other sources, but (he spent 80 liberally that) he often
remained in debt. Laith bin Sa'd Rahmatullah alaihe was a renow
ned Muhaddith (a scholar of Hadith) and a profound scholar of
Deen, whose daily income amounted to a thousand Dinaars, in those
days. Still, Zakaat never became due from him throughout his life,
for he never kept money in his possession for a whole year. The
annual income of Laith Rahmatullah alailu! varied from time to
time, as it is usual for the income to vary, but Zakaat never became
due from him during any period of his life. For, Zakaat becomes due
when a specified amount (200 Dirhams) remains in one's possession
for a whole year. Muhammad bin Rumah says, "The annual income
of Laith amounted to eighty thousand Dinaars and still, not a
Dirham of Zakaat ever became due from him.-

Sho'aib Rahmatullah alaihe, the 80n of Laith Rahmatuliah
alailu! ~s that his father's annual income was estimated at twenty
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to twenty five thousand Dinaars, yet he often remained in debt. «t
ham. lnitially~ his income might have been twenty to twenty-five
thousand Dinaars a year but, being accustomed to spending
generously, he might have been incurring debts. Because. as
spending liberally, to please Allah, causes a person's income to grow,
his income might eventually have risen to one thousand Dinaars
daily.

They say that once a lady came to Laith Rahmatullah alaihe
with a small cup in her hand, and asked if he could spare her some
honey. The Sheikh gave her a whole goat-skin full of honey. When
Someone said that the lady had asked for only a little amount. He
replied, "She asked for as much as sufficed for her need, but my gift
to her should match Allah's Bounty to me". Once, some fruit
marehants bought the produce of an orchard owned by Laith Rah
matullah alaihe and, afterwards, he came to know that they had
suffered a loss in the bargain. He annulled the bargain forthwith and
returned the cost price to the merchants. He also gave them fifty
Dinaars in excess of the amount he had received. Someone asked
him why he had given them more than what. he had received. He
replied, "They expected to make a profit out of the produce of my
garden; I could not see them disappointed." at-haaf)

EIGHTEEN

A'mash Sulaiman Bin Mehran Rahmatullah alaihe, a renow
ned Muhaddith, says: "Once I kept a she-goat which fell ill.
Khaithamah bin Abdul Rahman Rahnuztullah alaihe used to visit
me every morning and evening to enquire after it. Every time he
came, he would ask me, "How is your goat? Your children might not
be getting milk to drink. Do they insist on having milk? Did your
goat eat anything? and so on". And before taking leave, he would put
some money under the rug on which I used to be sitting,and say,
"Here is something for your children". In this way, I reCeived more
than three hundred Dinaars, during the illness of my she-goat,
through the generosity of Khaithamah Rahmatullah alaihe and I
had wished my goat had never recovered,. at-haaf)

NINETEEN

Once Abdul Ma1ik bin Marwan Rahmatullah alaihe said to
Asmaa Bin Kharijah Rahmatullah alaihe, "I have come to know that
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you have certain excellent habits. Please tell me some good deeds
that you practice as a routine""Asmaa Rahmatullah alaihe said
modestly, "I can not claim good habits; other people possess many
excellent habits and you better ask them". But when Abdul Malik
Rahmatullah alaihe insisted and swore that he must know, Asmaa
Rahmatullah alaihe said, "I have been very particular about three
things: I never stretch my legs towards persons sitting near me;
whenever I invited some people to a meal that I have prepared for
them, I always felt that my gratitude to them for accepting iny
invitation was more than their obligation to me; and whenever a
needy person came to seek my help, I always believed I gave him less
than his due", at-haaf)

TWENTY

Sa'eed Bin Khalid Umawi Rahmatullah alaihe' was a very
rich man, widely known for his wealth and prosperity. It was his
habit that, whenever a needy person came to him for help, he would
most generously give him out of what he possessed. And, if some
times a person asked him for help when he did not possess anything,
he would make a committment in writing for the man to approach
him when he was in better circumstances or ask his heirs after his
deatlL (It-haaf)

TWENTY ONE

Once Qais Bin Sa'ad Khazraji Rakmatullah alaihe fell ill, but
few of his friends came to enquire about his health. He was amazed,
especially when he missed those who frequented his house when he
had been in health, He asked about it from his people and they said,
"Almost everybody owes you something and they feel embarrassed to
visit you without paying what they owe". At this, Qais Rahmatullah
alaihe said, 'Cursed be this wealth! It deprives a man of the
pleasure of meeting his friends", He then asked·someone to proclaim
all around the city that Qais had absolved all his debtors from paying
their debts. Mter the proclamation, the visitors came in such large
numbers that there was always a crowd in the house, (It-ham

TWENTY TWO

Abu Ishaq Ibrahim bin Abi Hilal, who was Mir Munshi (Pri
'late Secretary) to the Vizier, Abu Muhammad Muhallabi, a minister
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of the Abbasid Caliph, has narrated the following story: "Once I was
sitting in company with the Vizier, when his guard came and said
that Syed Sharif Murtadha Rahmatulla alailre wanted permission to
come in. The Vizier gave his permission and, after a while, Sharif
Murtadha entered the room. The Vizier got up from his seat, greeted
him with great respect and offered him his own seat. The two
conversed with each other for a while and, when Syed Murtadha
a'Sked permission to leave, the Vizier stood up from his seat and,
most respectfully, showed him out of the room. He had hardly gone
when the guard came again and said that Syed Sharif Radhi, the
younger brother of Syed Murtadha wanted an interview. The Vizier,
who was now busy writing something, put the paper away, got up
from his seat and went to the door with surprise. He shook hands
with Syed Radhi Rahmatullah alailre with great respect, showed him
into the room and asked him to sit in his own chair, while he himself
Sat in front of him, in humility,'devoutly listening to what he said
and conversed with him with great civility. When Syed Radhi got up
to leave, the Vizier walked with him to the door. I was surprised to
see him showing more respect to the younger brother than to the
elder one,but I dare not ask him the reason as there were many
people in the roo~. When most of the people had left, I said, "May I
ask a question?" 'The Vizier said, "Certainly; and added, "Perhaps
you 'are amazed at my showing more rt'c;pect to the younger brother
than to the elder, though the latter should have commanded greater
respect by virtue of his age or superiority in knowledge." I said that
he had guessed right and the Vizier explained, "We ordered digging
of a canal in a certain area and Syed Murtadha owned a piece of land
adjoining that area. Therefore, when the canal was constructed, a
very small fraction of its expenses, about sixteen Dirhams, fell tD the
share of Syed Murtadha It was a paltry amount, but the Syed wrote
to me an application several times, asking me to make reduction in
the dues.

As for Syed Radhi, the younger brother, I have to tell a difterent
story about him: Once I came to know that a c:hi1d was born to him
and I sent him a gift of a hundred Dinaars, placed on a tray, thinking
that he would be in need of money. But Syed Radhi declined to
accept the present and sent me word (after expressing his thanks)
that he was not accustomed to receiving gifts from other people and
that he was grateful to Allah Ta'ala for having granted him sufficient
provisions.. I sent the tray spin with the message that the money
was meant for the nurses and other working women of the house-
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hold, but Sharif sent it back saying tIvlt the maids working in his
house were also not accustomed to receiving gifts from any other
person. I sent the tra,y a third time, with the request that the money
should be distributed among the students,who were looked after by
Syed Radhi Rahmatullah alaihe and for whom he had constructed a
large building called Darul tnoom, and their board and lodging were
his sole responsibility. On my request, Syed Radhi Rahmatullah
alaihe accepted the money, placed the tray before the students and
announced that whoever wanted money for his needs might pick up
from the tray as much as he pleased. Noone rose from his seat,
except for one student who went over to the tray, took out a Dinaar,
broke a very small chip and put back what remained on the pile.
When Syed Radhi Rahmatullah alaihe asked the student what use
that small chip would be to Mm, he explained, "One night, I ran out
of oil for the lamp and I could not find the treasurer. So, I had to buy
oil from such and such shop-keeper on credit. I need this chip to pay
off my debt to him". At this, Sharif Radhi ordered that a number of
keys should be manufactured for opening the lock of the treasury
and gave one key to each of the students, so that each of them Cduld
get (from the treasury) any amount of money he needed at any time,
without asking the treasurer. The tray of money was then sent back
to me, with all the Dinaars piled on it, except for one piece which
had been chipped slightly." After relating this incident, the Vizier
said to me, ''You can see why I hold this man in high ~em." at
kaa/)

TWENTY THREE

When the hour of death drew near for Imaam Shafi'ee Rah
matullah alaihe, he made a will that Muhammad Bin Abdullah Bin
Abdul Hakam Rahmatullah alaihe should wash his body after his
death. When the Imaam Rahmatullah alaihe breathed his last,
Muhammad Rahmatullah alaihe was told about his will. He came
and said, "Show me first the register of his personal accounts". The
register was brought and it showed a total debt against the Imaam
amounting to seventy thousand Dirhams. Muhammad Rahmatullah
alaihe took upon himself the responsibility to payoff all his debts
and wrote a promisory note to that effect. He then said, "That is
what the.Imp.aID meant by my 'Washing him,after his death". After
wards, Muhammad Rahmatullah alaihe paid up all his debts. ([t
haal)
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TWENTY FOUR

lmaam Shafi'ee Rahmatullah alaihe says that he had great love
for Sheikh Hammaad Bin Abi Sulaiman Rahmatullah alaihe,
who was the renowned teacher of Imaam Abu Hanifah Rahmatullah
alaihe, ever since he came to know of an incident about him: Once
Hammaad Rahmatullah alaihe was riding an ass when he applied a
kick to the animal, which started running faster, and a button of his
cloak was tom away with the sudden jolt. On the way, he saw a
tailor's shop and asked him to sew the button on. He was about to
dismouilt. when the tailor said that he did not need to get down, and
while standing sewed the button on the cloak. Hsmmaad Rahmat·
ullah alaihe gave him a bag containing ten Dinaars in return for this
little service and said that he was sony to give.him less than his due.
(It-haaf).

TWENTY FIVE

Rabf bin Sulaiman Rahmatullah alaihe says that once, when
Imaam Shafl'ee Rahmatullah alaihe was going to mount his horse,
someone hurriedly held the stirrup to help him up. The lmaam
Rahmatullah alaihe said to Rabi , "Give this man four gold pieces on
my behalf and ask him to excuse me for giving him such a paltry
amount".

Abdullah bin Zubair Humaidi Rahmatullah alaihe says, "Once
Imaam Shafi'ee Rahmatullah alaihe went to Makkah Mukarramah
for Hajj with ten thousand Dinaars in his possession. He began to
live in a tent outside Makkah Mukarramah. Early in the morning
after Flijr Salaat, he heaped up all his Dinaars on a piece of cloth
spread in the tent and, whenever a man from Makkah Mukar
ramah came to visit him, he gave him a handful of Dinaars as a gift.
In this way, he had exhausted the entire amount before it was time
for Zuhr Salaat.(lt-Haaf) .

1WEN'fYSIX

Taiba Bin Ubaidullah Al.Fayyaz lUu:tJUallalw anho, a Saba
bi, was renowned fof. his outstanding generosity. Once he owed fifty
thousand Dirhams to Uthman Radhi4llaJw anho and, seeing Uth
man 'ladhiallaJw anho going to the Masjid, said to him, "I have
received some money at this moment and I want to pay back my
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debt to you". Uthman Radhiallaho anho said, "I do not want t() take
back my money. Let it be my gift to you. You spend generously upon
people and you keep running into debt on that account."

Jabir bin Qabisah Rahmatullah alaihe says that he remained
with TaIhaRadhiallaho anho for many days, and he knew no one
who freely gifted. money more frequently to pebple without their
asking. Hasan Radhiallaho anho says: "Once Talba sold an estate for
seven hundred thousand Dirhams. He received the amount in the
evening, and so had to keep it with himself for the night. All night
long, he remained wakeful and restless, fearing, lest Death should
come to him while he had so much wealth in his possession. When
he got up next morning, he distributed the entire amount before
doing anything else." Sa'ada binte 'Auf, the wife of TaIha
Radhiallaho anho, says? "Once I saw that my husband looking very
worried, and when I asked him what was distressing him, he said,
I Some money has accumulated with me and I am worried .on that
account. I said, (You need not worry. Send your servant round the
town and invite all your kinsmen to your house. When they come,
you can distribute the money among them, for joining ties of
relationship ('Silahe Rihim).' So, he sent for his kinsmen and
distributed the money among them~ The narrator of the story says
that he asked the servant how large the amount was.and was, told
that it amounted to four hundred thousand Dirhams. Sa'daa has
also related another similar incident, which is as follows: Once my
husband TaIha came home, with his face cast down and dark with
anxiet;y. I asked him what was distressing him and begged him to
excuse me if I had ottended him by any chance. He laid, "No, I am
not attended with you. You are a good wife for a Muslim, for, you
assist me in performing good deeds." I asked him, "Then, what is
worrying you, after all?" He replied, "Some money has accumulated
in our house and I am greatly worried on that account". I said,
"Never mind, we can dispose of it by giving it awa-,y as Sadaqah. It is
as simple as that".

Such situations arouse, sometimes, when no one came to ask a
favour of him and he was obliged to keep the money with him for the
night. (However, he spent so sparingly on his own needs that, as
narrated by his wife, once he distributed one hUndred thousand
Dirhams among the poor while he himself had only one garment to
wear, which needed mending and, therefore, he could not reach the
Masjid for Salaat 'at his usual time. Once a villager came to TaIha
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Radhiallaho anho and asked a favour of him, in the name of kinship
(because Islam enjoins upon its votaries to join ties of relationship
with their kinsmen). TaIha said, "No one has evel asked a favour of
me, iIi the name of kinship. I oWn an estate,which Uthman Radhi
allaho anho wants to purchase from me for three hundred thousand
Dirhams. You can have the estate, ifyou like, or else I can sell it to
Uthman Radhiollaho anho and give you the amount of money:" The
villager said that he preferred the money. So, TaIha Radhiallaho
anho sold 'his estate to Uthman Radhiallaho anho and gave three
hundred thousand Dirhams to the man. at-haaf). The Sahabah
owned plenty of ~tes, because they frequently went out in the
path of Allah for Jehad, and when the countries were conquered,
many estates were distributed among the Mujahideen, together with
their share of other booty.

TWENTY SEVEN

Muhammad bin Abbaad Muhallabi Rahmatullah alaihe
says: "Once my father paid a visit to KhaIlfah Mamun-ur-Rashid,
who presented him with a hundred' thousand Dirhams. When he
came home, he distributed the entire amount among the poor
people. On another occasion, he again called on the KhaIifah, who
disapproved of his giving away the entire amount as Sadaqah. My
father said to him, '0 Ameer-ul-Mo'mineen, if you miserly spend
what you possess now, it means you have no trust in the Infinite
Bounty ofyour Lord, Whom you worship' (It-haa{).

TWENTY EIGHT

Once, people saw Ali Radhiallaho anho weeping, and on being
asked what made him cry, he said. "I have not received a guest for
the last seven days and I am afraid lest Allah Ta'ala should have
willed to humiliate me (taking offence at some act of mine which
might have been displeasing to Him)."

TWENTYNINE

Once Abdullah Bin Ja'far Radhiallaho anho was passing
through a forest when he went by an orchard where an Abyssinian
slave was working. Someone brought him his food and, at the same
time a Btray dog came into the garden, and stood. by the slave, who
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threw a loaf of bread to the dog, which ate it but did not go away,
The slave-boy threw it a second loaf and a third one, thus letting it
eat the whole of his daily provision of food, keeping nothing back for
himself. Abdullah bin Ja'far, who had been watching this, said to the
boy, "How much bread do you get as your daily ration of food?" The
slave-boy said, I get three loaves everyday, as you have just seen,
Ibne Jalfar asked, "Then, why did you prefer a dog to yourself and
feed it all the three loaves?" The slave-boy said, "There are no dogs
living round here, The poor creature must have travelled a long
distance to reach here and it must be feeling very hungry, So, I felt
ashamed to send it away, without serving it any food", Ibne Ja'far
Radhiallaho anho said, "What will you have for food today?" The
slave-boy said, "I shall go without food for aday, which I don't mind."
Ibne Jaw RadhiallaJui anho said to himself, "People criticise you

for spending too liberally, but this slave-boy is far more generous
than you." After this he came back to the town and, after purchasing
the slave-boy, the garden and all the other effects therein from the
owner, he set free the slave-~oy and gave him the garden as a gift.
(It-haafJ

mIRTY

Sheikh Abut Hasan Antaki Rahmatullah alaihe lived in Raye,
a city in Khorasaan. One day, it chanced that the Sheikh had more
than thirty guests, while he did not have sufficient bread with him.
He could not bake more bread, for, it was late at night. So, he broke
the few loaves he had.into-smaIl pieceStand spread them over a piece
c4 cloth, which he"had laid before his guests. When they were going
to start eating, the Sheikh put out the lamp. Everybody seemed to
start eating and one could hear the sound of their chewing. After a
while, the sound stopped and it was presumed that everybody had
finished eating. The Sheikh then lighted the lamp and they saw that
all the pieces were lying intact; nobody had eaten anything, so that
others might eat their fillteven though everyone had pretended to
eat. (It-haafJ

mIRTYONE

Shu'bah Rahmatullah alaihe was a renowned Muhaddith whc
was called Ameer-ul-Mo'mineen-fii-Hadith (The Commander of thE
Faithful in the realm ofHadith), and was also known for his devoted
worship and asceticism. Once a certain man came to ask a favour ot
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him. The Muhaddith had nothing to give and, therefore, he removed
a beam from the ceiling of his room and gave it to the man, saying,
"Take it and sell it in the market I am terribly sorry', for I have
nothing else to give you, at the moment." at-HaafJ

THIRTY TWO

Sheikh Abu Bahl Su'luki Rahmatullah alaihe was once per
foming Wudhu (ablution) when a person came and asked a favour of
him. The Sheikh had nothing to give and, so, he asked the man to
waita while.When he had finished his Wudhu, he gave the man the
wooden jug which he was using for Wudhu saying; "Sony, I have
nothing else to give you.· at-.Jumf)

THIRTY THREE

During the Battle of Yarmuk a large number of Sahabah Bad
hiallaho anhum died thirsty because, when water was brought to
one of them, he happened to hear one of his companions groaning
and, instead of drinking it himself, he made a gesture indjcating that
he wanted it to be served to the other Sahabi. A similar incident is
related in my book, 'The Stories of Sahabah'. The authors of 'AI
Maghaazi' relate that a party of the Sahabah including 'Ikramah bin
Abi Jahil, Suhail bin 'Amr, Sahl bin Haarith, Haarith bin Hashaam
Radhiallaho anhum and a number of other persons from the Mughi
rah Tribe died thirsty because, when water was brought to one of
them, he indicated that it should be taken to his companion. When
'Ikramah Radhiallaho anho was in the throes of death, someone
brought him a cup of water to drink but he, seeing that Suhail bin
'Amr Radhiallaho anho was watching the cup of water, motioned
the man to take it to Suhail. And, when the cup was brought to
Suhail. Radhiallaho· anho he, in tum, found that Sahl bin Haarith
Radhiallaho ·anho was -watching it with inte~ So he made a
gesture that it should be taken to Sahl Radhiallaho anho and so on.
Thus, each one of the party died thirsty, each one wishing, even at
the hour of death, that his brother Muslim should be served first.
After the battle, Khalid bin Walid Badhiallaho anho passed by their
dead bodies and said, "I wish I could sacrifice my life for you!" (You
held fast to your spirit of self-sacrifice, even at the hour of death).
at-haafJ
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Abbas bin Dihqaan Rahmatullah alaihe says that he has never
known anyone who departed from the world empty-handed and
denuded of everything, as he was born, except for Sheikh Bishr
bin Haafi Rahmatullah alaihe. When his hour of death drew near
for him, a certain man came and asked him for help in his need. The
Sheikh, lying in bed, stripped the upper garment from his body and
gave it to him. He borrowed a garment from one of his friends,
which he wore till his death. (It-haaf)

THIRTY FIVE

One can perhaps say such incidents of generosity were peculiar
to our fore-fathers who lived in the early days of Islam, but a similar
incident is reported of Maulana AI-Hajj Shah Abdur Rahim Rah
matullah alaihe of Raipur, who lived in quite recent times. The
Sheikh was accustomed to distributing, among his pupils and others,
anything that was presented to him as a gift, as soon as it was
received. From time to time, he would lift his pillow and, if he found
sotDe money lying there (which had been presented by his friends
and acquaintances), he used to say, "Here is something more," and
distributed it among people. A few days before he passed away, the
Sheikh distributed his garments among his disciples, and said to his
sucCessor in the spiritual line and his favourite follower Maulana AI
Haajj Shah Abdul Qadir, "Now, I shall borrow garments from you
and wear them during the few days that are left of my life".

And, during the last days of his life, the Sheikh used to wear the
garments lent to him by Shah Abdul Qadir Rahmatullah alaihe.

THIRTY SIX

Abdul Hasan Boo Shabkhi Rahmatullah alaihe was a reputed
spiritual Divine. Once he called out to one of his pupils after he (the
Sheikh) had entered the toilet, took off his shirt and handed it to
him, saying, "Go and give this garments to such and such poor man".
The student said, "Sir, could not you wait till you came out of the
toilet?" The Sheikh said, "When I just entered the toilet. I tbought of
the poor man's need and it occurred to me that I had better give this
garment to him. I was afraid •lest I should change my mind on
coming out of the toilet~ (It-hoof). It is prohibited to speak while one
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is in the toilet, but the Sheikh's sense of mistrust of his own
intention obliged him to give the garment away, without delay.
Persumably the Sheikh had not undressed himself before talking to
the student.

THIRTY SEVEN

Ameerul M;o··mineen Mahdl Rahmatullah alaihe had put
Musaa bin Ja'far in prison, for fear of treason. One night, the.
Khalifah was reciting the Holy Qur'an in Tahajjud Salaat when he
came to the following Verse of Surah Muhammad:

Would you, then, if you were given the command, work
corruption in the land and sever your ties of kinship?· (Suroh
Muhammad: 22) .

He began to weep and cry while reciting the Verse ilgain and
again. At long last, when he had finished Salaat, he sent for Rabie
and told him to call Musaa bin Ja'far. Rabie went out and when he
came back, accompanied by Musaa. the Khalifah was still weeping
and reciting the Verse again and again. He said to Musaa bin Jalfar,
"I was reciting this Verse when it struck me that I was unkind to
you, my relative. Now, ifyou promise that you will not rise in revolt
against my descendents, I can set you free". Musaa said, "Far be it
from me that I entertain a thought of revolting against your
descendents! Nor am I in such a position!" At this, Khalifah Mehdi
said to his chamberlain, "Give this man three thousand gold pieces
and send him away right now, at this hour of the night, lest 1 should
change my mind later.' (It-haafJ

THIRTY EIGHT

Ibne Abbas Radhiallaho anho relates that, once, Imaam Hasan
and Imaam Husain Radhiallaho anhuma fell seriously ill. Ali and
Fatimah Radhiallaho anhuma took a vow that, after the recovery of
their sons, they would fast for three days as an expression of their
gratitude to Allah Ta'ala. Allah Ta'ala blessed their sons with
health, so they started observing fasts in fulfilment of their vow. But
there was no food in the house, nor money to buy food for Suhur (a
light meal taken before dawn) or Iftaar,and the fasting began while
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they were starving. In the !".:.orning, Ali Radhialtaho anho went to a
Jew, Sham'un by name, and brought a bale of wool for spinning into
yarn, in return for which the Jew promised to give them three Saa's
(an Arabian measure) of barley corn as wages. On the first day of
fasting, Fatimah Radhiallaho anha spun one third of the bale of
wool, and the Jew gave them one Swi'ofbarley. She ground the corn
and baked five loaves of bread, one each for Ali, Fatimah, Hasan,
Husain Radhiallahoanhum and Fizzah, the slave-maid.

When the fast was completed and Ali Radhiallaho anho came
back. from the Masjid after performing Maghrib Salaat, in
congregation with Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wCUlallam, the family
sat to dinner, all tired with the day's labour and famished with
fasting. As soon as Ali Radhiallaho anho had taken a morsel of bread
into his hand, there came the voice of a beggar from outside the
door, saying, "0 family of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasalLam, I
am a destitute beggar, give me something to eat. May Allah feed you
with the delicious food (If Jannah!". Ali Radhiallaho anho did not
take the morsel to his mouth and consulted Fatimah Radhiallaho
anha, who said that the bread should be given to the beggar. So, they
gave all the five loaves of bread to the beggar, and all the fainily
remained without food. They also fasted on the following day and, on
that day) Fatimah Radhiallaho anha spun another portion of the
wool, for which the Jew gave them a Saa'of barley which she ground
into flour and again baked five loaves of bread. That evening, when
Ali Radhiallaho anho came back from Masjid, after perlorming
Maghrib Salaat, in congregation with Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wCUlallam, and the family sat to dinner, there came the voice of an
orphan from outside the door, who asked for food and said that he
was very poor and alone in the world. So, they gave all the five loaves
of bread to the orphan and, themselves.went to bed after breaking
their fast with water. They observed fast on the third day, too, and
Fatimah Radhiallaho anha having spun the remaining wool into
yarn, the Jew gave them one Saa of barley which she ground into
flour and baked five loaves of bread. On that day when they sat to
dinner, after observing Maghrib Salaat, there came from outside the
door, the voice of a prisoner, who asked for help and said that he was
in great distress. So they gave him all the five loaves of bread and
they themselves again went to bed without food. On the fourth day,
they were not fasting, but they had nothing to eat. Ali Radhiallaho
anho took Hasan and· Husain to meet Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wCUlallam. They could hardly walk. for. they had· groWil too weak
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from staning for three days. Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam
said, "It pai.ns me to see you suffering from want and misery. Let us
go to Fatin·ah". Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam then went to
Fatimah, aI. d saw that she was observing Natl Salaat. Her eyes had
sunk in, ane. her belly had drawn close to her back, from ~cessive
starvation. RlSulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam took his daughter
to his bosom and invoked Allah's Mercy for her and the family. At
this, Jibrael .Uaihissalam came with revelation of the following
Verse of the I-.roly Qur'an:

And they feed with food the needy wretch, the orphan and the
prisoner. lor loue ofHim. (surah ad-Dahr: 8)

Jibrael Alaihissalam congratulated them, saying Allah Ta'ala
was pleased with them (Musamiraat 11). The Verses have already
been quoted at No.34, in Chapterone of this book (part one). Allama
Suyuti Rahmatullah alaihe writes in his book, 'Durre Manthur':
Thne Mardawaihe Rahmatullah alaihe has related a Tradition of the
same import, in an abridged form, in which he reports Thne Abbas
Radhiallaho anho as saying that these Verses were revealed
concerning Ali and Fatimah.

THIRTY NINE

Once,there lived a dnmkard in a certain city who drank day
and night, in company with his friends. Once he had. arranged a
party and all his friends were with him, waitinf for the drinks to be
served, when he gave four Dirhams to one of his slave-boys and told
him to bring some fruit from the market, which he wanted to serve
to his friends before the drinks. On the way to the market, the slave
came across Sheikh Mansur bin 'Ammar al-Basri Rahmatullah
alaihe who was sitting in company with his friends and followers.
The Sheikh was exhorting people to give alms to a poor man. He
said, in the course of his exhortation, "Whosoever gives fOUl:
'Dirhams as Sadaqah to this poor man, 1shall supplicate Allah Ta'ala
to fulfil four wishes of his." The slave-boy gave four Dirhams to the
poor man and the Sheikh asked him to name his four wishes. The
boy~d, "I am a bondsman working under my master; 1wish that he
should set me free", The Sheikh said. "0 Allah, grant him freedom
from bondage!' The boy then said; "My second desire is that Allah
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Ta'ala should grant me a good recompense for the four Dirhams
that I have given away," The f?heikh prayed accordingly. The slave
boy said, "My third desire is that my master should be granted
'Taufeeq' (Divine Aid for the performance of virtues) to repent of his
sins and that Allah Ta'ala should accept his repentance". The Sheikh
supplicated Allah Ta'ala to grant him 'Taufeeq' to repent of his sins.
The slave-boy said, "My last wish is that Allah Ta'ala should grant
forgiveness to myself, to my master, to yourself and to all the people
gathered here." The Sheikh supplicated Allah Ta'ala to grant
forgiveness to alI of them.

The slave-boy then went back to his master, with neither fruit
nor Dirhams on him,saying to himself on the way, "The worst that
he (his master) can do to me is to thrash me for taking this liberty:'
When he clune home, his master was waiting for him and.said, "You
have taken too long." The slave-boy told him the whole story. The
master, (owing to the benedictions of the Sheikh's supplications),
instead of flying into a rage, asked the slave-boy what supplications
were made by the Sheikh for him, The slave-boy said, "He prayed
that I should be freed from the bondage of slavery". The master said
"I set you free," The slave-boy said, "He prayed that, I should get a
good recompense for the four Dirhams that I gave away." The master
said,"I give you four thousand Dirhams as gift~ The slave-boy said,
he prayed that Allah Ta'ala should grant you Taufeeq to repent of
your sins (drinking and other acts of lewdness and disobedience).
The master said, "I repent of my sins." The slave-boy said, He
prayed that Allah Ta'ala should grant forgiveness to you, to the
Sheikh himself, to me and to all the people gathered there." The
master said, "This, of course, is beyond my powers", That night, the
master dreamt that he heard a voice saying, "You fulfilled three
desires of your slave that lay within your power, Do you think that
We shall not grant that which lies within Our Power? We forgive
you, your slave, Mansur and all the people gathered there", at-haaf)

FORTY

Abdul Wahhaab bin Abdul Hameed Thaqafi Rahmatullah
alaihe relates that he once saw a bier being carried to the grave-yard
by three men and a woman. There was no other person following the
bier. The -Sheikh joined them, himself lifting the side that she was
supporting. They went to the burial-place, offered funeral prayers
fQl' the deceased and laid him to rest in the grave. After this, the
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Sheikh asked the woman,who the deceased was,and she said that he
was her son. The Sheikh then asked, "Was there no other male
person in your neighbourhood who could have lifted the fourth
corner of the bier, instead of you?" The woman replied, "There are a
good many people living in our neighbourhood, but they did not
follow the bier of my son, thinking him to be a mean and
contemptible person. The Sheikh asked her, "Why they looked upon
him as a contemptibel person;'and she said,' My poor son was a
eunuch~The Sheikh was moved to pity for the unfortunate woman,
took her home and gave her some Dirhams, clothes and wheat. That
night, he dreamt that he saw a very handsome young man, whose
face shone like the full moon, dressed in elegant white robes. The
young man thanked the Sheikh, who asked him his name and the
man replied, "I am the same eunuch whom you buried this morning.
Allah Ta'ala had Mercy on me because I had suffered great
humiliation in the world". at-haaf)

FORTY ONE

Muhammad bin Sahl Bokhari Rahmatullah alaihe says: 1
was once travelling on the way to Makkah Mukarramah when I saw
a Maghribi (a man from North-West Africa) riding a pony. In front
of him, there walked another perSon who was making an announce
ment: "A longish leather-purse (worn round the waist in those
times), containing valuables kept in trust for others, has been lost.
Whoever tells me about it will have a reward of a hundred gold
coins'~ On hearing the announcement, a lame person, who was m
rags, came over to the Maghribi and asked, "What sort of purse was
it? Can you give me some details ?" The Maghirbi gave him some
details and said that it contained deposib' of many people kept with
him in trust. At this, the lame person said, addressing the people, "Is
there a literate person among you?" 1 said that 1 could read and
write. The man took us aside to a place and showed us a purse. The
Maghribi went on to recount the things he had kept in the purse,
namely, "TWo items belonging to so and so, daughter of so and so,
pawned for five hundred Dinaars; one set (of diamonds etc.)
belonging to so and so, pawned for a hundred Dinaars.... and so on~

As he named the things, I compared them with the contents of the
purse. 1 found that all the valuables were there in the purse and the
details given by the Maghribi tallied with what was recorded on the
wrappings of the things. When the Maghribi had made sure that all .
his things· were intact, the lame person gave him the purse..The
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Maghribi then took out a hundred Dinaars from his own pocket and
wanted to give the money to the poor man, who declined to take it
and said, "If, in my view, this purse and its contlnts had been worth
two bits of dry camel-dung, I might not have given it back to you.
How can I accept a reward for finding you something which is not
even worth camel-dung, in my estimation?" Saying this, the ragged
man limped away and he did not even look at the hundred Dinaars
piled up there. (Musaamiraat)

FORTY 1WO

Once, there ruled over Bokhara a very cruel ruler who, one
day, was riding a horse when he espied a mangy dog, shivering with
cold. He was moved to tears and told one of his servants to take the
dog to his house and care for it till he returned from the ride. Saying
this, he went on his errand and came back in the evening. On com
ing home he called for the dog, had it tethered in the comer of his
house, served it food and drink, and told his servants to mSMage its
body with oil and cover it with blankets to protect it against the cold.
Then he lit a fire to keep it warm and comfortable. Two days later,
the ruler died. A saint, who was aware of the ruler's cruelty and his
wrong-doings, saw him in a dream and asked him, "How did you fare
(in the Reckoning)?" The ruler said, "I.was made to stand before
Allah Ta'ala who said to me, 'You were Oike) a dog (in as much as
you had cruel, beastly, inhuman ways) and We have granted you
(forgiveness by virtue of your showing mercy) to a dog~ Then, Allah
Ta'ala, in His infinite Mercy, took upon Himself the requital of all
the cruelties and wrongs done by me to otherS: (MUSaamlraat).
Infinite is the Bounty of Allah Ta'ala and he is the Sov"reign Lord of
all who are generous to others! No one can attain to a true kaow
ledge of the extent of His Magnanimity. He may, at will. grant
salvation to a man, pleased with what might seem a small act of
virtue. Therefore, one should seek His pleasure at all times, never
regarding an act of virtue to be insignificant, for,a man never knows
which of his deeds might please his Lord.

FORTY THREE

Abu Umar Damishqi Rah.natullah alaihe relates: We were a
party of travellers going on a journey to Makkah Mukarramah in
company with Sheikh Abu Abdullah bin Jalaa Rahmatullah a.laihe.
We had been, travelling for many days, without having any food,
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when we came upon a nomadic woman living in the desert. She was
tending a she-goat. We asked her what her goat was worth, inten
ding to buy it of her and cook it; she said that its price was fifty
{jirhams. We asked her to do us a favour (in thefonn of a conces
sion) and she said, "You can have it for five Dirhams". We said, "Are
you mocking us? Tell us exactly what you are willing to accept for
your she-goat. You have just ~d it's price is fifty Dirhams". She
said, "By Allah, I am not mocking. You have just asked a favour of
me and I wish I could give it to you as a gift; I am demanding five
Dirhams because I need money badly". At this, Sheikh Ibne Jalaa
Rahmatullah alaihe said to us, "How many Dirhams have you got in
your possession, in total'r 'A count was made and the whole party
was found to possess six hundred Dirhams in all. The Sheikh said,
"Give all this money to the woman and let her keep her she-goat as
well." We did as the Sheikh advised us to do and gave her all the
money in our possession. After this incident we had a very pleasant
journey, far beyond our expectations, through Allah Ta'ala's special
favour. (Musaamiraat)

WI~"f"'~'#'~~':;T ~~<jl~\-z"--~~~-ltnU~..... y."~ '-J __ ....~ ,,~ •

'Glorified be Thou. our Lord, all praise be to Thee; Then is none
to be worshipped t:a:ept Thee; we seek Thy Forgivenus and turn in
npentance to Theel'

FORTY'FOUR

Once, Sheikh Ibrahim Bin Adhem Rahmatullah alaihe asked
a certain person, "Do you aspire to be a friend of Allah'r The man
replied, "Certainly," and the Sheikh said to him, "Turn you~ thoughts
away from all things, worldly or other-worldly, and devote your
whole hearted attention to Him, to the exclusion of everything else.
Concentrate your thoughts on Allah Alone, so that He might turn
His attention to you and choose you for His friend (Wall)". (Raudh)
It occurs in a Sahih (Authentic) Hadith that RasuJullah Sallallalw
alaihe wasallam reported, Allah Ta'ala as saying: "If anyone comes
to Me walking, I shall come to him running; and if anyone draws
near to Me the length of a span, I shall draw near him one Ba'a i.e.
the length of two arms.
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FORTY FIVE

687

Once, a certain man presented a gift of five hundred Dirhams to
Sheikh Junaid Rahmatullah alaihe of Baghdad and requested that
the amount should be distributed among the Sheikh's students and
disciples. The Sheikh said to him, "Do you possess any more
Dirhams?" The man said that he had a lot of Dinaars in his
possession. The Sheikh said, "Do you wish for increase in your
wealth or, are you content with what you possess?" The man said
that he desired an increase in his property. The Sheikh said:'Then,
your need is greater than ours, for, we do not wish for an increase in
what we possess in the world". Saying this, the Sheikh declined to
accept the gift and gave the money back to him. (Raudh)

FORTY SIX

Once, Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho was sitting in company
with his students when his wife came and said to him, "You are
sitting here with your students and we haven't got a 'pinch of flour
left with us in the house". Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho said to her,
"Good lady, before us there is a valley hard to travel and only such
people can traverse it successfully who travel light." Hearing this, hil:!
wife went away, sdtisfied with the reply, and did not complain any
more about her needs. Abu Dardaa Radhiallaho anho once said, "We
have food and the rich also have food; we wear clothes and the rich
also wear clothes. The rich people possess wealth, which exceeds
their requirements, and they just see it without using it. We can also
look at wealth (possessed by others) without using it. We are equal
in this respect, but the rich will be required to render an account, on
the Day of Resurrection, for holding extra wealth in their possession.
We are free from Reckoning,for, we have nothing in our possession."
He also said, on another occasion."Our Brothers (in Islam) do not
treat us fairly; they love us for the sake of Allah, but they keep away
from us in the world. A Day is coming soon, when they will wish
they had been like ourselves, but we shall not feel remorse for being
unlike them' (Raudh)

FORTY SEVEN

A certain man came to a Sufi Sheikh and said, "Supplicate
ftllah to help me, for I am hard pressed for money and I have a large
femily to support." The Sheikh said to him,. "When your family come
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and tell you that the): have neither bread nor flour with them, that
will be the most opportune time for the acceptance of your supp
lication; and it will be more readily accepted than my Du'aa for you
at this time. (Rauah) The Sheikh was quite right. People do not
realize the value Ilf supplications to Allah. nor do they believe its
great value in their hearts. Great, indeed, is the value of supplication
by a man crying unto Allah in distress, and such supplications are
specially accepted by Allah. Allah Ta'ala says, in the Holy Qur'an:

',...... ,-:'" ~" •. I· ~ '"''··· ..·•....,.)~~~I

Is not He (best) Who answereth the distressed one when he cries
unto Him and removes the evil (Can such a One have any partners?)
(art-Naml: 62)

A Hadith has it to the following effect:' Someone asked Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam, "Unto whom do you invite people?"
to which he replied, "I invite people unto Allah, the One, Who
grants you relief when you ask Him for help in the midst of a
calamity that has bef~en you; Who Alone sends back your riding
beast to you, When you Clj' unto Him for help, after it has escaped
from you; Who causes your sustenance to be provided to you, when
you ask Him for help while suffering from starvation." Suhaim
Rahmatullah alaihe says: "We were sitting ~ith Abdullah Radhi
allaho anho when a slave-girl came and said to her master (who was
also sitting there), "Your horse has been affected by the evil eye". it is
roaming about bewildered like a mad animal. Call in some wizard
who knows a spell against the evil eye." Abdullah Radhiallaho anho
said to the master of the girl, "There is no need to send for the
wizard. Just recite this supplication (Du'aa) four times and blow
each time into·the horse's right nostril; then recite it three times and
blow each time into it's left nostril."

'There is nothing to worry about. Remove the harm. 0 Lord of
mankind and heal; Thou Alone are the Healer. There is no one who
removes the harm but Thou!

The man went away, came back after a short while, and said to
Abdullah Radhiallaho anho, "I did as you directed and my horse has
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been cured. It is now eating food, passing urine and stools as usual'".
(Durre Manthur). One should firmly believe-and the stronger the
belief the more beneficial it will be for one's worldly life and the
Hereafter ----- that all good is bestowed upon man by Allah Ta'ala
Alone; and that all harm to man is also decreed by Allah Ta'ala Who
is One, Who has no partners, and Who is the Sovereign Lord. One
should, therefore, ask Him alone for all that one needs, turn to Him
alone for help in the midst of calamities. Indeed. the hearts of men
are subservient to Him.

FORTY EIGHT

Once, a man presented a .gift of ten thousand Dirhams to
Sheikh Ibrahim bin Adhem Rahmatullah alaihe, who declined to
accept it, saying, "Would you 'like to have my name deleted from the
list of the poor ones of this Ummah, for ten thousand Dirhams? By
Allah, I cannot bear to see myself excluded from the company of the
"Fuqara~ Ibne Adhem Rahmatullah alaihe also said once, "The men
of the world are deceived; for, they seek joys and comforts in this
world (which is by no means an abode of ease and comfort). If they
knew that we (who have renounced this world) are, in reality, the
'kings' of this world, they would take up arms against us." Someone
asked Sheikh Abdullah bin Mubarak Rahmatullah alaihe, "Who are
(the genuine) men?" The Sheikh replied, "The Ulama". He was then
a&ked, 'Who are the 'Kings' of the world?" and the Sheikh rep
lied,"The ascetics· (who are least concerned about worldly recog
nition). He was further asked, "Who are the foolish ones?" and the
Sheikh replied, "Those who use 'Deen' (Religion) for worldly ends".
Sheikh Zun-Noon al-Misri Rahmatullah alaihe says: "The ascetics
are the 'Princes' of the Hereafter and they have attained a true
knowledge of Allah." Gnostic Sheikh Abu Madian Rahmatullah
alaihe says: "Kingship is of two kinds; there are kings who rule the
cities and others who rule the hearts of men; it is actually the
ascetics who are the 'Kings' of the world (who rule the hearts of
men)." Some mama are of the opinion (Imaam Shafi'ee Rahmatullah
alaihe being one of theDj that: If someone leaves a will that such
and such portion of his inheritance should be given to those who are
the wisest of men, it should go to the ascetics who have renounced
all worldly things (because they are genuinely the wisest of men).
(Raudh)
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FORTY NINE

Sheikh Abu Abdullah Harith bin Asad Muhasibi Rahmat
ullah alaihe, who was a great religious scholar and a renowned
spiritualist, once admonished the mama inclined towards worldly
gains thus: "They foolishly think that, as some of the Sahabah
Radhiallalw anhum possessed wealth, they are also justified in their
efforts to hoard money. The fact is that, in so doing, they
unknowingly fall a prey to Shaitan's beguilement. I say, "Woe to
you, you fools! Shaitan has led you into the wrong notion that, as
Abdur Rahman bin Auf Radhiallalw anlw possessed a lot of wealth,
you, too, C-Cln hoard property! Shaitan prompts you to give such
reasons in your own defence, so that he might ruin you. Indeed, it is
a great accusation to say that the Sahabah hoarded money, thereby
to attain worldly honour and gIOJY; it amounts to slander and
calumny against those illustrious personages. It is an act of sheer
irreverence towards Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam, and
towards all the Nabis alaihimussalam, to say that lawful hoarding of
money is better than going without it; it implies that you claim to
know better than Rasulullah SallaUalw alaihe wasallam, who did
not approve keeping money. It also means that you do not believe
that Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam was a true well-wisher of
his Ummah, when he forbade hoarding of wealth. By the Lord of
heavens! You give the lie to Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam,
by saying that lawful hoarding of wealth is preferable. Truly,
Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam was a great well-wisher of his
Ummah, full of compassion for them, and most merciful towards
them. You imbecile, don't you know that Abdur Rahman bin Auf
RadhiaUalw anlw would be held back, while the poor ones among
the Muhajireen are allowed entry into Jannah, owing to his
accounting for his wealth, despite his multifarious merits and
excellencies ---- his piety, his various favours to the Ummah, his
generosity in spending for the cause of Allah, his companionship
with Rasulullah Sallallalw alaihe wasallam and his being one of the
fortunate ten foretold entry into Jannah (the Ashrah Mubash
sharah). Then, where do we stand; we, who are prone to worldly
temptations, engrossed in worldly pursuits? I am amazed, indeed, at
a person who devours forbidden and doubtful property, eats out of
the dross and filth of the people (money given to him as Sadaqah),
follows his lusts and passions,· adores the attractions of the world,
takes pride in worldy riches, and yet compares his own state with
that of Abdur Rahman bin Auf Radhiallalw anlw, to justify his own
passion for the world.
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. Allamah Muhasibi Rahmatullah alaihe, after relating some of
the best incidents from the lives of Sahabah, goes on to say, "The
Sahabah loved humility; they never feared poverty, had perfect trust
in Allah Ta'ala as their Sustainer and Nourisher; were pleased with
whatever Allah Ta'ala had decreed for them, bore afflictions
patiently; took joy in trials as a means of bringing them nearer to
Allah; bowed in gratitude to Allah in prosperity; were patient in
poverty; praised Allah Ta'ala in pleasant circumstances; were
humble in their behaviour towards others, preferred others to
themselves in all circumstances; and, when they were tried with
adversity or indigence, welcomed it with smiling faces, ~ling it the
way of living of the righteous. Now you should swear and tell me if
you are like them in any respecC' You do not resemble them in the
least! Your way of living is in sharp contrast with theirs. You become
disobedient in affluence and prosperity, too engrossed in enjoying
riches to bow in gratitude to Allah for His bounties, and you despair
of Allah's help i.n adversity; when a calamity befalls you, you fret and
fume from lack of patience, nor for a moment accept the will of
Allah. You bear malice towards the poor and frown upon the lowly
and the humble. You amass wealth so that you may live sump
tuously in the world, indulge in lustful pleasures, fulfil your sensual'
desires and take joy in its beauty and adornments. The Sahabah
Radhiallaho anhum avoided the lawful pleasures of the world more
assidously than you shun forbidden (Haraam) things and promi
ment sins (Kabaair). They considered minor lapses from virtue more
glievous than you regard your most unlawful and abominable acts. 1
wish your more lawfully earned wealth were as pure as the money
regarded by 'Sahabah' to be 'doubtful' (the lawfulness whereof was
suspected), and you feel afraid of evil consequence of your sins as
they feared the non-acceptance of their virtuous deeds. 1wish your
fasts were as rewarding as their normal days when they were not
fasting. (For even.when they were not observing fast, they did so far
winning the pleasure of Allah and not from any personal motive, for
which they earned blessings from Allah Ta'ala):'

"I wish your wakeful nights were as full of blessings as their
nights spent in sleep; 1 wish all the virtues of your life could equal
one act of virtue performed by one of them. Bettei' far would it have
been for you, if you had contented yourselves with as much of the
world as suffices a traveller to last him through the journey! Ifyou
only could take heed from the sad plight of the worldly men and
imagine how they would be detained for Reckoning on the Day of
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Resurrection! If you had taken heed, you could have entered Jannah
before everybody else, in company with Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam; nor would you be detained for Ii prolonged reckoning on
that Day. For, Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam once said, "The
poor ones of my Ummah will enter Jannah five hundred years
before the rich". (Raudh)

FIFTY

Sheik,h Abdul Wahid Bin Zaid Rahmatullah alaihe who was a
well-known spiritual leader of the Chishti Order of Sufis, has
narrated the following story: Once we were sailing in a boat when a
storm blew our boat to an island, where we landed and saw a man
engaged in idol-worship,We said to him, "Whom do you worship; and
he pointed towards the idol. We said, "You have moulded your god
with your own hands! Our Lord whom we worship is the Creator of
all things. Hand-made idols are not worthy of worship". The man
asked, "Whom do you worship?" We replied, "We worship Allah, the
Sacred Being Whose Throne (Arsh) is above the heavens, Who con
trols the affairs of the world. Whose Majesty and Glory transcend
everything." The man said, "How did you come to know of Him?" We
said, "Our Lord sent us His Apostle (Rasul) who was noble of birth
and most exceHent of character; This Rasul taught us all these
things." He said, "Where is that Rasul now?" We said, "After
conveyirfg the message of his Lord, his obligation was fulfilled and
our Lord called him back. to Him, so that He might grant him good
recompense and reward him for conveying His message completely
and properly." The man said, "Did your Rasul leave behind any
signs of his Apostleship (any source of guidance) for you?" We said,
"He left for us the Word of Allah, the Holy Qur'an. The man asked to
be shown the Book and we placed the Holy Qur'an before him. He
said that he did not know how to read and requested us to recite
from the Book. We recited a Surah from the Qur'an, to which he
listened, with tears falling from his eyes. After we had recited it up
to the last Verse, he said, "It is due from us to HimWho revealed this
Book that we should never disobey His Commandments". After this,
he accepted Islam and we taught him the fundamentals of Islam and

some of the Commandments of Allah Ta'ala. We also taught him a
few Surahs of the Holy Qur'an. At night-fall, when we were pre
paring to go to bed, after observing 'Ishaa Salaat,' the man said,
"Does your Lord also sleep?" We said, "He is the Alive, the Eternal,
neither slumber nor sleep overtakes Him." (al-Baqarah: 255). He
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then said, "How impudent of you to sleep while your Lord is
Awake!". We were amazed at his words.

When we were going to leave the island, the man asked us to
take him with us, saying that he wished to learn more of the new
Faith. We took him on board and our boat sailed back to the city of
Abadaan. On reaching there, I said to my friends, "Let us make
contribution for our newly converted brother, for, he must be
needing money for his provision". We collected some Dirhams and
presented the money to him. He asked, "What is this?" and we told
him that it was something to help him in his needs.He recited, 'La
naha lliallaho' and said, "You have shown me a,Path.which you are
not following yourselves. I livedin an island and worshipped an idol,

.instead of worshiping Allah and still, He did not destroy me, nor let
1 ne die of hunger. though I did not know Him. How can He destroy
n~e now, that I know Him (and worship Him!)". Three days later, we
'" 'ere told that he was on his death-bed and his last hour had drawn
Dl~r. We visited him and asked him if he had any wish. He replied;
"HeWho sent you to the· island for my 'Hidayat' (guidance) has
fulfilled all my wishes".

As we sat there, I (Abdul Wahid) dozed off and dreamt that I
saw a green and pleasant garden, in which there stood a magnificent
domed building. A Throne was laid in a room of the building, on
which there sat a most beautiful damsel, the like of whom,in beauty,
I had never seen before. She was saying, "0, send him to me soon, I
beseech you in the name of Allah; I am so fond of him that I cannot
bear to be separated from him any more. I woke up and saw that his
soul had departed from the body. We washed him, shrouded him
and laid him to rest in the grave, after offering his funeral prayers.
That night I saw the same garden and the same dome in a dream,
with the same beautiful maid reclining· on the throne, while 1 saw
the man reciting this Verse:

~ r'~ =:':1~ "'~ "~rr', ,·""'dIt"¥I.:I1~ClJlcio""=!~t,

The angels enter unto them from every gate, saying: 'Peace be
unto you(glad tidings of being protected against all manner·of
affliction), because you persevered(held fast to Deen)! Ah! Passing
sweet will be the sequal of(Heavenly) Home. (ar-Ra 1d:23:24).
(Raudh)
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These are the miraculous manifestations of Allah's Infinite
. Bounty and His Forgiveness! The man spent his life in worshipping
an idol but, when his hour of death drew near, Allah Ta'ala raised a
storm to blow a boat to the island and, thus, the man was granted'
eternal Heavenly bliss through the guidance of the people on board.

,-::.';;;~ "L..'~~ ":''''k~.ltJ~·~9~''..~ -'., ... C} I
"0 Soverign Lord of the Universe! No one can withhold what

thou givest, nor can anyone give what thou with holdest.•

FIFrY ONE

Sheikh Maalik Bin Dinar Rahmatullah alaihe was once walk
ing through the streetS of Basrah when he came acrosS a guadly
dressed· slave-girl, puffed with pride and attended by her servants
and slave-boys, with the air of pampered slave-girls of princes and
kings. The Sheikh said to her, in a loud voice, "Lit.tJe maid, doesn't
your master want to sell you?". The question touched her to thE
·quick, and she said, in the bewilderment of wounded pride, "Ole
man, could you repeat your words", The Sheikh said, "I say: WOUII

your ma.star like to sell you?" The maid said, "Even, if he were to sel
me, could a pauper like you pay my price?" The Sheikh said, "eer
taiJily,arid I can buy a slave-girl even better than yourself'. At this,
she laughed and·told ber attendants to catcb hold of the Sheikh and
let him accompany her (for, she said, be would have a bit of funi;at
his expense), .

So Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe was taken by them to their
house. On reaching home, when the slave-girl told her master all
that had passed between herself and the Sheikh, tbe·master laughed
heartily and then desired that the poor man (the Sheikh) be brought
before him. As soon as Mallik Rahmatullah alaihe appeared before
him, the rich man was struck with sudden awe. He asked the
Sheikh, "What do you want?" And the Sheikh replied, "I want to buy
your slave-girl." The man said, "Can you pay what she is worth?" The
Sheikh said, "In my estimation, she is worth two date-stones." At
this,the whole company laughed. The man asked on what basis do
you set this price for the maid?" The Sheikh replied, "She has many
defects~The man asked, "What are they?" and the Sheikh replied, "If
your slave-girl does not perfume her body, it will give off offensive
odours; if she does not clean her teeth, her mouth will have a foul
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smell; if she does not oil or comb her hair, she will look dishevelled,
her hair will become lousy (and foul-slnelling); in a few years time, .
her youth will be gone and all her charm will be lost; she has
menses, passes urine and stools and all manner of filthy secretions
come out of her body. She is moody, suffers from misfortunes, is so
selfish that she makes pretence of loving you for ~er own ends;
saying that she loves you, though she loves the life of ease and
comforts that she is enjoying with you. (Should she come to harm
through you, she would complain and forget all her claims of love).
Most fickle is she, in her love, most insincere and betraying, untrue
to her words and false in her claims of love. Ifyou send her away or
die earlier, shewill go to someone else and there make tall claims of
loving him most passionately.

t'I have a slave-girl, who far excels your maid in beauty, and is,
much, easier to possess. She has been created from the essence of
camphor mixed with musk and saffron; she is appualled in heavenly
light (Noor) and ornamented with pearls,.if she were to talk to a
dead man, he would come back to life. If she were to uncover her
wrist in this world, the sun would look dark in comparison and its
radiance would be eclipsed. If she were but to step into a dark room,
she would illumina~ it with her presence. If she were to come into
this world, with all her beauty and adornments, she would fill it with
fragrance and Divine radiance. She has been nursed and brought up
in gardens of musk and saft'ron, has been playing and swinging on
boughs (of trees) made from red rubies and coral"stone, has been
living in pavilions, surrounded by all manners of bounties. She has
been nourished on the water from 'Tasneem' (a rivulet in Jannah)..
She never breaks promises, never betrays the one she loves, nor
changes her loyalties."

Thus, after recounting some of the qualities of the "houri" of
Jannah, the Sheikh asked, "Tell me, now,which of the two maids is
worth aspiring for?" 'All the men gathered there said, with one voice,
"It is, of course, the one you have described, whom one shoul~ try to
poSsess." .The Sheikh said, "This beautiful maid can be had for just a
nominal price, which everybody can pay at all times and in all
circumstances: On being asked what its price was, Maalik Rahmat
ullah alaihe said, "A damsel of such extraordinary merit and
excellence can be had in return for small acts of devotion: snatch a
few brief moments at night for standing in devotions, observing (at
least) two Raka'at of Tah~ud Salaat, with the purest motive of
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winning His pleasure; when you sit down to dinner, remember also
a poor, needy fellow man (let him share your meal); let your desires
be .subservient to. the pleasure of Allah; remove from the road
anything harmful to the wayfarer (a thorn, a piece of brick); lead a
simple, contented life; turn your thoughts away from this world.
which is the abode of deception, and concentrate whole-heartedly on
the Eternal Abode of Hereafter. If you persevece in these acts of
virtue, you will not olily live honourably in this world, but will also
have no anxiety in the life Hereafter and be raised to positions of
honour and high status, living forever in Jannah (the abode-of
Eternal Bounties) in the blessed vicnity of Allah Ta'ala, the Lord of
Eternal Might." .

At this, the rich man. said to his slave-girl, "Did you listen to
what the Sheikh said? Do you believe it to be true?" She replied, "He
has certainly spoken the truth, has admonished us in good faith and
given us good counsel". Thernaster said, "I set you free, then, and
give you such and such amount of my property as a parting gift.: He
also freed all his slaves, bestowing upon each of them a considerable
amount of his property, and gave aWay, as Sadaqah for the cause of
Allah, his house and all the effects therein. He stripped the costly
clothes from his body, giving them away as Sadaqah, and wrapped
himself in the coarse, rough curtain cloth which he tore off his
house-door. The slave-girl said, "My Lord, I, too, would like to follow
your way of life, for. there is no charm left for· me in the sensuous
joys of life." And she also gave away, in Sadaqah, all her clothes,
ornaments and valuables as well as her house-hold effects and
property. She put on a dress of coarse cloth and entered upon a new
life of austerities along with her master. Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe
took leave of them, supplicating Allah's blessings for them. The two
of them, master and slave-girl, abandoned their sensuous joys,
renounced the luxuries of the world and devoted their life to the
worship of Allah, persevering in devotions till they passed away to
the Mercy of Allah Ta'ala. May Allah bless them with Forgiveness,
and bless us, too, with them! (Raudh)

FIFTY TWO

Jar'ar bin Sldaiman Rahmatullah alaihe has related the
following ane<:rlote from the life of Sheikh Maalik Bin Dinar:

"I was once walking in the company of Sheikh Maalik Bin
Dinar Rahmatullah alaihe through a street. in Basrah when we
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came l'pon a half-constructed magnificent palace, beside which sat a
handsome young man, giving istructions to the masons and pointing
out to them the details of his proposed design. When the Sheikh saw
him, he said, "What a handsome youth engaged in such a frivolous
pursuit! HO"o'V deeply engrossed he is in constructing a palace for
himself! I am incl'.ned to supplicate Allah Ta'ala to extricate him
from this vain pursuit and to make him a true and devout servant of
Allah. I wish that he were among the youth who would go to Jan
nah! Ja'far, let us go and talk to him.".So, we went across to the
young man and greeted him with 'Assalam-o-Alaikum t. He returned
our greetings, but did not, at first, recognize Maalik, tho~gh he was
acquainted with the Sheikh. After a while, recognizing Maalik, he
stood up from his seat, out of respect for him. The young man then
aSked the Sheikh why he had condescended to visit him, and the
Sheikh asked, "How much money do you propose to·spend on the
construction of this palace?" The ydbth replied, "A hundred thousand
Dirhams". Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe said, "Can you give me the
hundred thousand Dirhams, in return for which I can promise to get
you a magnificent palace in Jannah, far excelling the one planned by
you, a palace attended by numerous slaves and servants with pavi
lions and domes made from red rubies and studded with precious
jewels; a palace of which the soil is saffron and the mortar is of
strong-scented musk, with fragrance wafted all around. This palace
will not be constructed by the masons, but Allah Ta'ala will say, ' Let
there be a palace and it will be erected forthwith! The youth said,
"Let me think a while; if you could give me a day's respite and aeign
to come tomorrow morning, I would tell you rDy decision then."

At this, Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe went home and, all night
long, remained lost in COllcern, worrying for the young man. In the
last hours of the night, he wept and cried unto Allah in great
humility, invoking Allah's Mercy for the young man. Next morning,
we went again to the young man's. house and found him standing at
the gate, waiting for us. He was greatly pleased to see Maalik
Rahmatullah alaihe and, on the Sheikh asking him for his decision,
he SlUd, "Are you sure; you can get me the palace. promised by you
yesterday?" Maa1ik Rahmatullah alaihe said, "Certainly", whereupon
the youth placed before us the bags containing a hundred thousand
Dirhams. He then brought a piece of paper, $Orne ink and a'pen.,and
Maalik Rahmatullah alaihewrote on it, 'In .the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful, I, Maalik bin Dinar, do hereby undertake

.to obtain such and.such palace (he~ he mentioned the details given
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above) from Allah Ta'ala, for Mr. SO and so (naming the youth), in
return for the palace designed by him but left unfinished. I, rather,
put myself under obligation to obtain for him a far better palace than
the one described above, built in pleasant shades in the vicinity of
Allah Ta'ala.'

The Sheikh gave the document to the young man and we came
back home with a hundred thousand Dirhams. In the evening,
Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe had distributed the entire amount
among the poor and not a single Dirham was left with him to buy
him food for the night. '

Hardly forty days after this incident, Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe
found a piece of paper lying in the niche of his Masjid one morning,
after he had concluded his Fajr Salaat. It was the same document
that the Sheikh had written for the young man. On the back of the
paper, there was an inscription (though no ink had been used) read
ing, 'Allah Ta'ala haS absolved Maalik bin Dinar from his obligation
towards the young man. We have granted him the palace you under
took to obtain for him, and seventy times more!' Maalik Rahmat
ullah alaihe was surprised to read the inscription, and when we
went to the young man's house we saw a black spot on the house
gate. (signifying a bereavement) and also heard the wailings of the
mourners. We were· told that the young man had died the day
before. We asked the people to tell us who had washed and shrouded
the deceased and they sent for the man. When the man came we
asked him to tell us, in detail, how he had washed and shrouded the
deceased and he said, "The· young man gave me a piece of paper
before his death, and told me to put it inside "Us shroud after
washing him. I did as he had directed me and put the paper on his
breast under the shroud". At this, Maalik Rahmatullah alaihe
showed him the document he had brought with him, upon seeing
which the man exclaimed! -By Him, Who caused him to die, this is
the very piece of paper I put inside his shroud.· Seeing this, another
young mail stood up and said to Maallk, "Write for me a similar
document, in return for two hundred thousand Dirhams·. But the
Sheikh said, "It cannot, be the time for that is gone. Allah Ta'ala
brings to pass what he wills·. AftelWardS, whenever Maalik

. Rahmatullah alaihe mentioned that youth, he was moved to tears
and invoked Allah's Mercyfor him. (Raudh)

Very often,. it so happens that the 'Walis' (SailJts) say something
in their moods of spiritual ecstasy and Alla Ta'ala, in His Infinite
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Mercy, justifies their l>tatements. Rasulullah SallaUaho alaihe
wasallam is reported to have said, in a Hadith to a similar effect:
"There are many, covered with dust and with dishevelled hair, whom
people would tum away from their doors, whom men never heed,
but if they were to swear by Allah, Allah Ta'ala would stand by
them: .(Sahih Muslim)

FIFTY THREE

Muhammad bin Sarnmaak Rahmatullah alaihe relates: "Musaa
Bin Muhammad Bin Sulaiman Alhashimi was a nobleman of
the Banu Umayyah clan who had been brought up in affluent cir
cumstances, engaging himself in eating, drinking and merrymaking,
having most elegant clothes to wear and indulging in all kinds of
lusts and sensual pleasures. Himself a handsome young man with a
moon-like face, he lived in a palace enjoyin~ the company of
beautiful women and men, far away from the worries and cares of
the world. Allah Ta'ala had showered upon him all kipds of bounties
and favours; his annual income amounted to three hundred three
thousand (303,000) Dinaars which he spent on pastimes and lustful
pursuits. He lived in a lofty mansion, with windows on one side,
opening out to the main road; he would sit beside one of these and
watch the wayfarers walking outside. There were win-doWs, on the
other side of the building, that opened out to a beautiful garden from
which 0001 and· fresh breezes blew, .laden with sweet fragrance of
flowers. In the middle of his palace, there stood a domed pavilion of
ivory, studded with nails of silver and burnished with gold. The
young Hashmisat in this pleasure-dome, with a gemstudded turban
tied round his head, reclining on a throqe ~vered with jewelled
brocade, in company with his close friends and companions, while
his att,endants stood,at a respectable distance, awaiting his orders. In
front of the pavili9B sat a company of dancers and singing girls;

w.henr-e~b WaD....tW. f.9.·.I.iste.n to music, he J.'~ glanced at the guitar,
the $lnge came .forward and began to SlDg songs and play the
i~me tB. When' he wanted the music to stop, he pointed to the
lnstru~~ntl$and the.Jl'1usi~stopped.Thesle merriments went on till
late at nigJi,tuntitsl~poverpowered him. When he was intoxicatd
\\j!J1 eJ#ve dJii'oking, hjs.tri~n /Went away and he retired to his

.. Ptiva.te awoo.. ent, Wl.·th an'Y.gI.·.rl2at.l~. hi.S.. fanty.. He.. speRt.hi.'sr- r;ungs playing/ch~ an,d. ce.' ·obllJdy ever talked to him of
.matters paiW'or .concerning d M diseaseslJ& parti~s were
devoted to' titirryrtUi}dn~, .a~ usi'nt anecdlllt.es w'ere"rel~, an:d jokes
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and pleasantries went round. Each day, people brought to him rich
varieties of rarest perfumes from allover the country and nice vases
of sweet-smelling flowers were presented to him.

The chieftain spent twenty seven years of his life in such
luxuries and pastimes. One night, when sitting as usual, in his
pavilion, he heard a sweet voice coming from a distant place; unlike
the voice of his own singers, but most melodious and charming,
which made him restless. He ordered the music to stop and leant out
of the window to listen attentively to the voice. The voice floated on
the air for some time, then silence fell and then .it became audible
again. The chieftain ordered his servants to fetch the man respon
sible for these charming tones. While their master continued to
drink wine, the servants tracked the voice to a thin and lean young
man, weak in body, pale in face, with parched lips and dishevelled
hair; his belly drawn close to his back; dressed in two rags that just
covered his nakedness, standing in Salaat before Allah Ta~ala and
reciting from the Holy Qur'an. They caught hold of the man, with
out even telling him why, tOok him out of the Masjid into the palace
and presented him to their master; saying, "Here is the person you
wanted, sir". The chieftain, who was now dead-drnnk and not in his
proper senses, asked, "Who is this man?" and they told him that he
was the one whose voice he had heard a few moments ago. He asked
them where they had found the man and they said that he was offer
ing Salaat in a Masjid and reciting from the Holy Qur'an. The
chieftain then asked the ragged young man what he was reciting and
he began to recite, beginning with:

,;,t:".,_t _~\\';'t."~'JJ'· J .-.:~ ';''''. ..!'''y.,.\1"''' 1''!.lt-~:\ ...1.'r:""'tt'~1
~fi)~ ~r;~~O~~~J~(J'" '-F'7~.J'..Jt;; ~J.

t,.;}..'-'"i.:.... l. 't-:'.. ' • ,;,J~r'~.~tf~"...~\"~" ~1._~(~~~
l;..~v,.~J" ~~~~'''''''''' ,.",.-~-~. ~

f.!G,tJj,~.C~~
,.. ...-

I seek refuge in Allah, against Shaitan, the outcast . Lof The
righteous verily are in delight (ofJannah!; On.couches, gazin~ (at
the wonders· of Jannah). Thou wilt know In thezr fQ1%8 the radrance
ofdelight. They will be given to drink a pu;re wine. sealed. whose seal
is musk. For this, let (all) those strive who vie with one a~ther to
achieve the bliss (of Jannah). (As this bliss can only be achIeved as a
recompense for good deeds, let them try to e:a:el onetJ1l!1ther in the
performance ofgood deeds). And, (that. wine) is miud with the w~er
of 'Tasneem,' a spring whence those, brought near to Allah, dnnk.
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(the drink sleroed to the righteous will be seasoned with the water of
Tasneem,wJlich is a speciality, meant only for those brought near to
Allah (Maqa, rraboon), whO will have it in its pure undiluted form).
(Tatfeef: 22 - .28)

The raggt!d man then said to the chieftain, "0 you who have
been deceived.' Your palace, your pavilion and your couches cannot
compare with those:

~~\ :t~r.....:r~ .....~~tj ../,!," II It:
~~~@;:'~""lJW(J

Raised couches (of Jannah); (al-Waaqi'ah: 34). Couches lined
with silk brocade. (ar-Rahman:54)

Green cushions and carpet of the fairest pattern. (ar-Rahman:
t. I'~ ~,..... \ ......'!.

@I;/.J!!~~

(While reclining on these couches, the Jannati will see) 'Two
gardims wherein are two fountains flowing. (ar-Rahman:46 - 50)

e ,,.<-:--:(\~~~ ~
~".J~\j"-r~ ....."

Wherein (in these two gardens) is every kind of fruit. in pairs
(each kind offruit having two different tastes). (ar-Rahman: 52)

(The fruit of these gardens)'is neither exhausted nor forbidden'
(al-Waaqi'ah: 33). (Unlike the gardens of this world, of which not
everybody is allowed to eat)! •

The man went on to recite Verses from the Holy Qur'an com
paring Jannah and the circumstances of its inhabitants, with those
describing Jahannam and the circumstances of the Jahannamis,
thus:

Then he will be ina blissful state, in a high Garden (Jannah)'.
(al-Haaqqah: 21-22).

~~~~~~~~.g~~~ l>~~~a
e-~~q~j9\i~~j~~j~.Jrj9~;j

In lofty Gardens (Jannah) where they hear no idle speech,
wherein is a gushing spring, wherein are couches raised, and goblets
set at hand, and cushions arranged, and silken carpets spread (on all
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sides, all seats being alike, wit/wut discrimination), (al-Ghashiyah 10
- 16) Lo/ The righteous will be amid shade and fountains. (al
Mursilaat: 41)

@~r~'II~;·O:It~''':t.I':71 ~'·~'tl ~l.' ::lv'r,l~I·"J""'I"r.-:,1u-'f
... \JJ -IJ!V...,.- J ~ c:.I..l,JoJ~~ ~.J~')~

It's food (the food of Jannah) is everlasting, (is not exhausted),
and it's shade; (also) this is the reward of t/wse liJ/w are righteous,
while the reward (the final fate) of the Kaafirs (Non-Believers) is
Jahanr..am. (ar·Ra'd: 35)

~ ~~':.1. ..~,',1"~""':¥.'..1t ~~\,.. ~-;"..·, ,-: "JI~'
@\.:.l ..... ~~""'~..NIL~~'\:)~ .Y'~\1~.d"f"" 01,. ,.. .. ~

Lo! The guilty are perpetually in the torment of Jahannam, it
will not be relaxed for them, and they will live therein given to
despair). (az-Zukhruf: 74-.75) -

, It "...., .... -::; .... ,.!..-!j,. ,II \~ I~\' .':'~J~"",,1@J1<' 1\ -:'-;i;' _"J\:\
6~<.r"'.J,)~~"U"'.p~~•.--.Y.. ~.Ju.:-Io:I-I:J::A~ 1.:.1....

Lo! The guilty are in error and madness (sheer folly) (They will
be disillusioned) on the Day when they' are dragged into the Fire,
upon their-faces (and it is said, unto them): Feel the touch of Hell
(Jahannam). (al-Qamar: 47 -48)

(The Jahannamis will be) in scorching qlind, scalding water
and shadow ofblack smoke (al-Waaqi'ah: 42- 43)

, "r";,~~'" ~ ,;1 1<"" .....~ .... 91','t,!./"~'-:"~,~,.!
•-~\ ~;@f.;.} ~ ~\..QJ@~ I$r"..Y..Y ~~0~.J''--~ ,)Y..('Y~
'-J)J .... " ... " - "-;'''f , ..... ;;' ...t ,< ,.' .... !. ..r~'-:" . ,......t .. ,;'" 'J ,!!.
~t;L->s~~t.\Y@Jil~t)P~~;; ¥uf...)~Iu..~,e~!J

, .,,"'''''....~ .... "J"""//' ....
~~<.f;\; ~,~o) ~ ,~..)I

The guilty man will long to ransom himself from the Punish
ment of that Day at the price of his children, and his spouse and his
brother and his kin that harboured him; and all that are in the earth.
if then it might. deliver him. But nay (it never can be)!For lot It is
the Pire of Jahannam, plucking out his being) eager to roast him; It
calls him who turned and fled (from truth in the life of the world)
and /warded wealth (unlawfully) and withheld it (put it away). (al
Ma'aarij: 11-18).

(;~/~~ -': ('\~~ ~':\"::: II ..-:~ ~t' .....
~..pYI>S'..ri'J~ ,~ ~

And wrath (of Allah) is upon them and theirs will be a severp
punishment. (as-Shuraa: 16).
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They will wish to come forth from the Fire, but they will not come
fOrth. (al-Maaidah: 37)

When the man had thus recited a good many Verses, about
Jannab and Jahannam, the Hashmi chief rose from his seat and
embraced him, weeping and crying most bitterly. He told his friends
to go away and, himself went out, with the poor man, to the court
yard of his palace, where he sat on a rug and wept and cried with
·deep remorse over his past youth, while the Faqeer sat there till
dawn admonishing him to repent and exhorting him to start a·life of
piety. The Hashmi then repented deeply of his sins, before the poor
man, and made a covenant with Allah Ta'ala that he would sin no
more. In the lnorning, he made public repentance, in the presence" of
his friends and other people, and sat in a corner· of the Masjid,
leading a life of devotions and holy seclusion. He gave away, as
Sadaqah, all the assets of his house, distributed all his belongings
among the poor, dismissed all his servants,. set free most of his slave
boys and slave-girls, sold others and spent the money received, in
return, for the cause of Allah Ta'ala. He made full requital of all the
wrongs done to others and paid all that was due from him to the
people, returned all things, he had taken wrongly and forcibly, to
their owners. Then, be entered upon a life of austerity, wearing
coarse cloth and eating plain barley bread. He stood all night in Nafl
Salaat and fasted by day and began to lead a life of self-mortifying
austerities. So much so, that the saints and spiritual Sheikhs of his
times came to visit him and advised him not to chastise himself so
severely, saying," "Take pity on yourself; Allah Ta'ala is Most
Merciful and His Bounty is beyond our estimation. He grants boun
teous rewards for little pains." 'But he would reply, "My friends, you
do not know how much I sinned against my Lord, day and night. I

"defied His commandments. I indulged in most heinous crimes,"and
he would then weep profusely.

The chieftain th~n undertook a journey for Hajj, travelling all
the way on foot, dressed in coarse cloth, with a cup and a small bag
of provisions. He reached Makkah, performed Hajj, and stayed there
afterwards, till his death. May Allah grant him His bounteous
blessings! During his stay in Makkab Mukarramab, the chieftain
used to go to Hateem by night and 6Pend the whole night whimper-
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ing, weeping and ctying unto Allah. He would say in the course of
his invocation, "0 Allah! Many an hour of night have I spent in utter
heedlessness, never for a moment remembering Thee! I defied Thee,
my Lord, by disobeying Thee and by transgressing Thy command
ments! My Allah, all my virtues have been lost! The oportunity to do
good has been wasted away! I am left with a burden of sins laid on
my back! Ah! Woe is me! What shall I do on the Day when I shall he
made to stand before Thee (for Reckoning, after death), Ah! Most
Woeful for me, will be the Day, when my Book of deeds shall be
unroJed! What a shame for me to find my scroll replete with sins! 0
Allah! I feel Thy wrath descending upon me r.ow! 0 Allah, Thy
Wrath is my damnation. 0 Allah, Thou showered Thy blessings and
bounties upon me, but I turned away from Thee, like a most
ungrateful slave, defying commandments, thus incurring Thy
Wrath! 0 Allah, Thou was ever watching over me (while I sinned
most shamefacedly) and forbearing to punish me! 0 Allah, where

.else can I find shelter, except in Thee! 0 whither can I flee! Thou
Alone are my Resort, Thee Alone I beseech in my misery! Whom
should I implore but Thee? Whose clemency shall I trust but Thine!
o Allah, 0 Most Merciful Lord, I feel ashamed to ask Thee for
Jannah; I implore Thee, My Lord, invoking Thy Infinite Mercy, Thy
all-embracing Magnanimity, Thy Vast Bounty, to have mercy on me
and grant forgiveness to me!

~,~S~~\~~~~
~ ~ /

For, Thou alone are the Lord of Righteousness, and the Lord of
Forgiveness ".

FIFTY FOUR

Khalifah Haroon Rashid Rahmatullah alaihe had a son,
about sixteen years of age, who used to assoc,iate frequently with the
ascetics lind spiritual leaders of those times..-4fIe would often go to the
graveyard, sit by the graves and say, "There was a time when you
inhabited this world and you were its masters. But the world did not
protect you and you ended up in graves. Would that I knew what you
are ~xperiencing now! I wish I knew what you said in reply to the
questions that were asked of you!" He used to recite this couplet very
often:
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"The funerals frighten me everyday, and wailings of the female
mourners make me sad ."

One day, tbe young boy came to the court of his father, Haroon
Rasheed, while he was sitting in company with his viziers, lords and
noblemen. The boy was dressed in simple cloth'es, with a turban on
his head; when the courtiers saw him in this condition, they said,
"The ways of this mad boy are a disgrace to the Amir-ul-Mo'mineen,
in the sight of the kings; if he could admonish him, the boy might
give up his foolish habits:The Khalifah heard this and said to his
son, "My dear son, you have disgraced me in the sight of the kings".
At this, the boy did not say a word (to his father), but c8lled out to a
bird sitting nearby, "0 bird, I ask you, in the name of Him Who
created you, to come and sit on my hand,· whereupon the bird flew
across to him and perched on his hand. The boy then told it to fly
away and it flew back to perch as before. After this, be said to his
father, "My dear father, as a matter of fact, it is your attachment of
the world that is a disgrace to me. I have made up my mind to part
from you·. And, saying this, the boy went away, taking only the
Qur'an with him. When he went to take leave from his mother, she
gave him a precious ring (so that he might sell it and use the money
in case of need). The boy then went to Basrah, to work among the
labourers. He accepted employment only on Saturdays, using his
day's wages for seven days, spending a Danaq (One sixth Dirham)
each day.

The remaining story has been related byAbu Aamir Basri Rah
matullah alaihe, who says. "Once a wall of my house collapsed and I
needed a mason to rebuild it. Somebody told me that there was a
young boy who did the work of a mason and I went looking for him.
Outside the city, I saw a handsome young boy sitting on the ground
and reciting the Holy Qur'an with a bag lying beside him. I f' 'red
him if he would like to work as a labourer and he said, ·Certainl.;· we
have been created to toil and labour. What work would you want me
to do?' I said that I needed a mason to do some construction. He said,
'I shall take a Dirham and a Danaq as my w~es for the day, and I
shgll have to stop work and go to the Masjid when it is time for
Salaat; I shall resume work after Salaat.' I agreed; he came with me
and began to work on the wall. I came back in the evening and I was
surprised to see that he had done as much work as ten masons. I
gave him two Dirhams, but he refused to accept more than a Dirham
and a 'Danaq' and was gone, taking just as much as had been agreed
upon.
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'Next morning, I went out again, looking for him, but I was told
that he worked only on Saturdays and that nobody could find him on
other days of the week. As I was greatly satisfied with his work, I
decided to postpone the remaining construction till Saturday. When
Saturday came round, I again went looking for him and found him in
the same place, reciting from the Holy Qur'an as usu8I. When I
greeeted him, saying· 'Assalaam-o-Alaikum', he returned my greet
ings, saying, 'Wa-'Alaikum-as-Salaam' and agreed to work for me on
the same conditions, came with me and started to work on the wall.
Wondering how be bad done ten days' work last Saturday, I watched
him working, without being noticed by him. I saw, to my great
amazem~nt, that, when he put mortar on the wall, the stones
automatically joined together. I was sure that he was one of the
favourites of Allah, as such people are assisted by unseen help from
Allah Ta'ala. In the evening, I wanted to give him three Dirhams,
but he took just a Dirham and a Danaq and went away, saying,' I
have no use for more than this amount'. I waited for him for
another week and went out looking for him again next Saturday, but
could not find him anywhere. On my enquiring from people, a man
told me that he had been ill for three days and was lying in a
deserted place; so I engaged a guide on payment to lead me to the
place. We reached there to find him lying unconscious on the
ground, his head pillowed on a piece of broken brick. I greeted him,
but he did not respond and I said, 'Assalaam-o-cilaikum' agai~, a bit
louder. This time he opened his eyes and recognized me. I laid his
head in my lap, but he put it back on the piece of brick and recited a
few couplets, two ofwhich I still remember: .

'-\.;j;'..- ':1\I;~{; . ~-:~» ~ •.~'1~l;'
.. J''''' •• . ~~ ~..., ••

~~:t.rg;t~~ ~-:'t.: ~:I'JI ..::'1-:;:::,~,~. ~ 'J.~" ~p

(0 my friend, do not be beguiled by the luxuries ofth~or1d,for,
your life is passing away; the luxuries are short-lived. And when you
carry a bier to the grave, remember, one day you, too, will be carried
to the graveyard.'

The boy then said to me, 'Abu Amir, when my soul departs,
wash me and shroud me in the clothes that I am wearing nOw!1 said,
"Dear me, I see no harm in buying new cloth for your shroud~ He
said, 'The living are more in want of new clothes than the dead.'
(These, exactly, were the words spoken.by Abu Bakr Radhiallaho
anho when he was nigh unto death and he willed that he should be
shrouded in. his old ~ents, when they asked his permission to
buy new cloth for his shroud).
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"The boy added, 'The shroud <old 'or new) will quickly decay.
What remains with a man after his death are his deeds. Give this
turban of mine and the jug of water to the grave-digger and, when
you have burried me, convey this copy of the Holy Qur'an and this
ring to Khalifah Haroon Rashid and mind, you deliver it into his
own hands and say, 'These things were entrusted to me by a
.stranger boy who bade me convey them to you,' with the words: '0
Father, take heed, lest you die in heedlessness, beguiled by the
world'. With these words' on his lips the young boy gave up his soul.
At that moment I came to know that he was a prince. .

"After his death, I washed him, shrouded him and laid him in the
grave, even as he had desired and I gave his turban and the jug .to
the grave-digger. After this, I undertook a journey to Baghdad in
order to deliver the ring and the Holy Book to the Khalifah. Luckily
for me, when I reached the Khalifah's palace, his cavalcade was just
coming out of the court. I stood on a raised p~atform and watched the
pagearit. There came out from the palace a troop of a thousand
horsemen, followed by ten more troops, in each a thousand horse
men. In the last troop rode the Amh-ul-Mo'mineen,.himself, on
seeing whom I called in a loud voice, '0, Ameel-ul-Mo'momineen, I
beseech you, in the name of your kinship with Rasulullah Sallallaho
alaihe wasallam, to stop a while'. The Ameer-ul-Mo'mineen stopped
and looked round, I went forward at once and handed over to him
the two trusts of the deceased prince, saying, 'These things were
entrusted to me by a stranger boy who passed away, leaving a will
that these should be delivered into your own hands. The Khalifah
looked at the ring and the Holy Qur'an and hung his head in sorrow:
I saw tears dripping from his eyes. The Ameer-ul-Mo'mineen'then,
told his chamberlain to escort me to his palace and to present me to
him when he came back from the promenade. I stayed with the
chamberlain in the palace.

"When the Khalifah came back in the evening, he ordered the
curtains of his palace to be drawn down and told the chamberlain to
call me into his presence,even though, he said, 'The man will just
revive my ,;orrow: The chamberlain came to me and said,' The
Ameer-ul-Mo'mineen wants YC'U, but mind, he is grievously shocked.
Ifyou want to say something in ten words, try to put it in five ". He
then ushered me into the private room of the Khalifah, who was
sitting there all by himself. The Khalifah told me to sit closer' to him
and when I had taken my seat, asked me, 'Do you know that son of
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mine?' I said Yes, and he asked me, 'What did he do for a living?'l
said that he did the work of a mason. The Ameer-ul-Mo'mineen said,
(Did you also engage him to do the work of a mason?' I said that I
had done so. The Ameer-ul-Mo'mineen said, 'Did it not occur to

.your mind that he had a kinship with Rasulullah'. (Haroon Rasheed
was a descendant of Abbas Radhiallaho anho, the uncle of Rasul
ullah Sallallaho alaihe wcisallam). I said, '0 Ameer-ul-Mo'mineen!
First of all, I beg forgiveness of Allah Ta'ala and then beg your
pardon, but I did not know of it at that time. I only learnt about it
after he had passed away:The Khalifah said, 'Did you wash his body
with your own hands? 'I said, "Yes' and he said, 'Let me touch your
hand '. He then held my hand to his bosom, caressing his chest with
it, and recited a few verses which meant:

.
o thou estranged from me, my heart melts away with grief over

thee; my eyes shed tears of sorrow! 0 thou whose burial-place is far,
too far, thy grief is closer to my heart. True, death disconcerts most
excellent pleasures of the'world. Ab, my estranged son was like a
moon hanging above a silvery bough. The moon has set in the grave,
the silvery bough gone to dust .

After this, Haroon Rashid decided to go to Basrah to visit the
grave of his son. I,. Abu Aamir also acompaniend him. Standing by
his son's grave, Haroon Rasheed recited the following verses,

'0 voyager to the Unknown, never shalt thou come back home.
Death snatched you away in the first bloom of .youth. 0 coolness of
my eyes, thou wert my solace, my heart's peace, in long lonely hours
of night and in brief moments of joy. Thou hast tasted of the potion
of death, which thy father shall drink in old age. indeed, each one
must taste of Death, be he nomad or a town dweller. All praise be to
Allah, the One, Who has no partners; for these are the manifesta
tions of His Divine Decree! The following night, when I went to bed
after observing my daily devotional practices, I dreamt that I saw a
domed building bathed in Noor,above which there hung a cloud of
Noor. Out of this cloudof Noor came the voice of the deceased boy,
talking to me, 'Abu Aamir, May Allah grant you the best reward (for
washing and shrouding me and for acting upon my will)!' I asked
him, My dear friend, how are you faring in the next world?' He said,
'I have been admitted to the presence of my Lord, Who is the Most
Bounteous One and Who is well pleased with me. He has granted
me such Bounties as eyes have never seen, ears have never heard of
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and minds have never. t~ought of." (The reference is to a Hadith
Qudsi which narrates as follows: Rasulullah reports Allah Tlf'ala as
saying: "I have prepared for my righteous servants,things that no eye
has seen, nor any ear heard of, nor entered in the mind of man·.

Abdullah bin Mas'ood Radhiallaho anho narrates; 'It' occurs in
the Torah that Allah Ta'ala has prepared for those who forsake their
beds to cry unto their Lord (observe Tahajjud Salaat) such bounties
as no·eye has seen, nor any ear heard, nor occurring in the mind of
any man, nor does any angel Xhowever near to Allah) know of them,
nor are they known to any Nabi or Rasul. Allah Ta'ala ~s, in the
Holy Qur'an:

C , .... _,,!, ",;'{1"·"-[' ';"~/;''''''.:r~
~~fu1--Jf-\IA\",-iJ~~

No soul knoweth what is kept hidden for them of joy (most
pleasing to their eyes). (Sajdah: 17)

"The boy then said to me (in the dream), 'Allah Ta'ala has
promised me, swearing by His Glory, that He would grant such
honours and bounties to all those who come out ofthe world like me,
without being tainted by it!'

The author of 'Raudh' says that this story has also comedown to
him through another chain of narration. This version adds: Someone
asked Haroon Rashid about this boy and he said,"This son Was born
before my ascension to the Caliphate and was brought up very well
and was taught good manners. He had learnt the Holy Qur'an and
other related branches of religibus knowledge, but when 1 rose to be
a Khalifah, he forsake me and went away. My worldly magnificence
did not bring him any comfort in life, for he did not like to benefit
from it in. any way. When he was going away, 1 asked his mother to
give him the ring, the pearl set in which was very precious, but he
did not make use of it and sent it back before his death. The boy had
been very obedient to his mother." rRaudh).

HarO<)D Rashid Rahmatullah alaihe, whose son resented his
attachment to the world, is known to be a very pious and kind
hearted Khalifah. When one possesses power and is favoured with
fortune, one might we}l lapse into improprieties, but history bears
evidence to the fact that he did a lot for the cause of 'Deen'
(Religion). During his Caliphate, he performed one hundred Rak'aat
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ofNafl Salaat everyday, until his death. He used to give, as Sadaqah,
from his private purse a thousand Dirhams everyday. He led the
Jehaad expedition and performed H~ in alternate years. When he
went for Hajj, he took with him a hundred Ulama and their sons.
During the yeaTS when he was engaged in Jehaad, he would send
three hundred of his subjects for Hajj, bearing the expenses of their
travel, food and clothing, givmg most generous supplies of pro
visions, with nice clothes to wear. The Khalifah was also wont to
grant generous gifts to those who asked favours of him and also
bestowed favours on others, on his own initiative, without their
asking for them. He loved the mama, who were held in great
reverence in his court. Once the renowned Muhaddith, Abu
Mu'awiya ad-Dharir (meaning 'the blind') took a meal with Haroon
Rashid and wnen the blind scholar rose to wash his hands after the
meal, the Khalifah himself poured water on his hands, saying that
he did so out of reverence for his learning. Abu Mu'awiya ad-Dharir
Rahmatullah alaihe relates, "Once when I narrated to him the
Hadith of Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam about the disputa
tion of Adam Alaihissalam. and Musaa Alaihissalam, there was
sitting by him a man who said, 'But where did they meet?' At this,
Haroon Rashid flew into a rage and exclaimed, 'Where is my sword?
Shall a'Zindiq' (heretic or one holding an opinion contrary to the
accepted .teaching of religion) question Ii Hadith of Rasulullah
SaUaliaho alaihe wasallam!' Haroon Rashid wept bitterly when an
exhortation was addressed to him. (History of Beghdad by al
Khateeb).

FIFTY FIVE

Once Khalifah Haroon Rashid Rahmatullah alaihe was going
on a journey for Hajj and stopped for a few days in Kufah. At the
time of his departure from Kufah,a large crowd gathered on the out
skirts of the city to watch the Khalipha's cavalcade. The renowned
ascetic, Bahlool (called Bahlool the lunatic) also came out and sat on
a dung-hill outside the city. The street-urchins who used to tease
Bablool Rahmatullah alaihe, mocking and throwing ston~s at him,
gathered round him as usual. When the Khalifah rode past him, the
boys ran away and Bahlool addressed Amir-ul-Mo'mineen in a loud
voice saying, "0 Amir-ul-Mo'mineen! 0 Amir-ul-Mo'mineen!". At
this, Haroon Rashid raised the curtain of the Howdah of his riding
beast, looked out and said, "At your service, 0 Bahlool, what do you
want?" Bahlool Rahmatullah alaihe said," Amir-ul-Mo'mineen! A
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man related to me on the authority of Qudamah Radhiallaho anho
that, when Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam was going for
Hajj, he (Qudamah) saw him inMinaa riding a camel with a simple
howdah on its back; there was no noise of driving people away or
telling them to move aside. Amir-ul-Mo'mineen, it would be far
better for you, if you also rode in humility, instead of going in a
proud pageant." Haroon Rashid wept on hearing these words and
said, "Counsel me further, a Bahlool, May Allah bless you!". Bllhlool
recited two couplets, which meant: "True, you are an emperor of the
world and all men owe allegiance to you! So what? For, tomorrow
you will be laid down in the pit of the grave for your abode. And men
will throw dust upon you, from all sides to cover you." At this, th~
Khalifah wept bitterly and said, "Bahlool, give me some more
advice," 'Bahlool said, "Amir-ul-Mo'mineen, when Allah Ta'ala
grants prosperity and physical beauty to a person and he spends his
wealth for the cause of Allah, and protects his beauty from the taint
of sinsJ his name is recorded, in the register of Allah, among the
names of the pious ones".

Haroon 'Rashid said, "You have given me good counsel, Bahlool,
you deserve a reward." Bahlool said, "Give back the amount (of
reward) to those who have paid it to you (in taxes). I do not want any
reward from you." Haroon Rashid asked him if he owed any debts to
people, wishing to pay them off on behalf of Bahlool, but he replied,
"0 Ameer, debts do not settle debts .(meaning the money in your
possession is a trust of the Muslim Community and is, thus, a debt
owing from you to them). First pay back whatis due frorh you to the
people; payoff your own debt first,and then think of others' debts"
The Khalifah said, "Shall I settle upon you some endowment, to
provide for your needs?" Bahlool said, "Both you and I are slaves of
Allah; It would be strange if he provided for your needs, and not for
mine". After this, Haroon Rashid dropped the curtain of his;Howdah
and rode away (Raudh).

It is common knowledge that·Haroon Rashid wept profusely
when an admonition was addressed to him. Once he was going on a
journey for Hajj when he came across 8a'doon (the lunatic), who

. recited to him a few verses which meant: "Even though you are
made the emperor of the world, you cannot escape death; leave the

I world unto your enemies (Kaafirs)~ for though it is smiling today in
your face, tomorrow, surely, it will make you grieve." On hearing
these verses, Haroon Rashid cried out in bitterness, swooned and "
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remained unconscious for so long that he could not observe three
Fardh (obligatory) Salaats on prescribed time. rRaudh). His signet-
rng bore the inscription: ~ -!. "12 ....1::C(.:r

·~tJ t, . I
'Allah is tM Lord ofMqjesty,Lord ofInfinite power;

Which shows that he always kept in view, Allah's Majesty and
His Infinite Power.

FlFTY SIX

Sheikh Maalik bin Dinar &hmatullah alaihe relates: I was
once journeying through a forest near Basrah when I came across
Sa'floon Rahmatullah alaihe, the ascetic (popularly known a Sa'doon
the lunatic) and I asked him, "How are you?" He replied, "What do
you think of a man who is prepared to undertake a journey, in the
morning or in the evening, whose journey is long and who has no
provisions for the journey, no baggage, nor any riding-beast; who has
to appear before his Lord, Who is Just and Most Bounteous, and
Who will judge between His men on that Day", Saying this, Sa'doon
Rahmtullah alaihe began to weep bitterly. I asked him, "What makes
you cry?" and he replied, "I am not weeping because I shall have to
leave this world, nor because I fear death; but I weep out of remorse
for that day 0 ..' my life which I spent without performing any act of
virtue ·By Allah! I weep because I have but little stock of virtues, my
journey is long and full of hardships, with many a dark valley to
explore: I have but little store of provisions and I do not know
whether, after I have made the strenuous journey through life, I
shall be sent to Jannah or hurled into Jahannam", I said, "You talk
so wisely and yet people call you Sa'doon the lunatic! How is that?"
He replied, "Are you also deceived by what men of the world talk
about me? I am not mad, Ah! It is my love for my Lord that has
inspired my heart, has penetrated through my liver, my flesh and
my bones and through my entire being. The love for Allah has
estranged me from the world and I look distraught and bewildered.
(That is why those who are mad about worldy things call me mad):
When I asked, "Do you shun the society of people? (live in solitude,
in the forest)," he recited two couplets, meaning, "Shun the society of
people, keep far away! And commune with your Lord at all times.
For, try them as you may, you will find them to belike scorpi,ons;
ever ready to stingyou and give you pain" &udh)
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FIFTY SEVEN

693

Sheikh Abdul Wahid Ibne Zaid Rahmatullah alaihe, who
was a renowned Divine of the Chishtiyah order of Sheikhs, narrates:
I spent three consecutive nights supplicating Allah Ta'ala to let me
see the person destined to be my consort in Jannah. It was revealed
to me, after three days, that she would be an Abyssinian, Maimunah
Saudaa, so called for her excessively dark complexion. 1 implored to
be told where I could find her and it was revealed to me that she
lived with the people of such and such tribe of Kufah city. 1went to
Kufah and asked people about her, I was told that she lived in such
and such forest, tending her goats. So, 1 went to the forest and saw
her standing in Nafl Salaat, clad in a ragged patched cloth. Beside
her, grazed her goats alongside the wolves! When 1 went near her,
she shortened her Salaat, and after finishing her Salaat, said,
addressing me by name, "Abdul Wahid, you had better go back now,
for, Allah Ta'ala has promised to reunite us tomorrow (th~'Day of
Resurrection)". 1asked, "May Allah bless you! How do you know that
1 am Abdul Wahid?" She replied, "Don't you know that the spirits
were gathered together as in hosts (at the Beginning of Creation),
those who came to know each other at that time, will continue to be
friendly (in this world)". (This is the purport of an oft-quoted
Hadith). 1 asked her to give me some words of counsel and she said, .
"Strange! You give exhortations to others (you are a great preacher
yourselO and yet you want me to give you counsel!" She then added,
"I have heard elders saying that he who is granted worldly wealth
and yet seeks to augment it (does not rest content), Allah Ta'ala
deprives him of the love of communion wj.th Himself and such a one,
instead of being intimate and near to Allah, is punished with
remoteness and estrangement from Him." And, she recited four
couplets, meaning: "0 you who admonish others, mount the pulpit
and give sermons, warning them against falling into sins; don't you
see that you yourself have a diseased mind, inclined towards sins. 1
wish you had reformed yourself and repented, before rising to speak
from the pulpit; for, then, your sermpns might have sunk deep into
the hearts. But when you advise them to abandon what you yourself .'
indulge in, they heed you nOe'1 said, "How is it that your sheep are
at peace with the wolves?" She replied, "Do not bother about it; .I
hav.e made peace with my Lord, so He has made peace betwetlb my
sheep and the wolves." (Raudh). This humble author has seen an
instance of this miraculous effect of piety in the house of my
illustrious uncle, Maulana MuJ;1ammad llyas Rahmatullah alaihe. I
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saw many wild cats and hens living together in his house. Neither
the hens w~re scared of the cats, nor the cats did them any harm;
both the hens and the wild cats were feeding upon the bread-crumbs
and other left-over edibles.

FIFTY EIGHT

Utbah Rahnwtullah alaihe, a slave, relates: ' Once I was jour
neying through the forest of Basrah when I saw a few tents of the
nomadic bedouins pitched in a tract of cultivated land. In one of
these tents, there sat a girl who seemed to be mad. I greeted her by
saying, Assalam-o-Alakum, but she did not return my greetings.
(She might not have heard the Sheikh's greetings, or he might not
have heard her reply; or, again, she might have been in a state in
which returning a greeting is not necessary. For, there are many
such situations in which a person is disallowed to return a greeting).
The girl recited a few couplets, which mean~"Blessed are the devout
and the ascetics who starve their bellies, seeking the pleasure of
Allah! Who spend their nights in wakefulness, contemplating (the
attributes of Allah and His creation). T.hey look distraught and
bewildered due to the love of their Lord; but the foolish worldlings
call them 'mad; though they be the wisest of men of all times; made
restless by their separation froJll their Lord." I went" across to her
and asked her, "Who owns this crop?" She replied, ·If it remains as it
is to the last, it will be ours·.

I then roamed about the other tents, when there came a violent
storm and the rain poured down from the skies in heavy torrents. I
thought that I should go to the tent of the girl and see how she
reacted to the raging storm, which had ruined the harvest. I saw that
her crops had been drowned in water, while she stood there, holding
converse with Her Lord, ·By Allah, Who has inspired my heart with
a spark of His purest love, I am steadfast in my acquiescence in His
Supreme Will·. She then looked at me and said, •Just see! It is He
Who caused this crop to grow, and straightened it on its stalks, grew
ears on the stalks, filled the ears with grains, nourished it with rains,
protected it from going waste, but when it was ripe and ready for
harvesting, He destroyed it completely and washed it away.· After
this, she. said,· looking up to the heavens and addressing Allah
Ta'ala, "The men are all Thy creatures, Thy bondsmen and Thy
slaves, and their sustenance is Thy sole responsibility. Thou doest as
Thou will. and Thou art the Lord of Absolute Power". I asked, ·1
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see that your harvest has been destroyed and yet you are patient and
you retain your calmness of mind. How did you attain that excel
lence?" She replied, "Say no more; for my Lord and Sustainer is
Absolute, Lord of Infinite Praise, and He has ever been granting me
my sustenance, in newer and unique ways. All praise be to Him
Whose Bounties to me have always been far more than myexpecta
tions!" Whenever I (Utbah) remember that bedouin girl, I am moved
to tears and cannot contain myself. (Raudh).

FIFl'YNINE

Sheikh Abu-ar-Rabie Rahmatullah alaihe relates: I had often
heard ofa vel)' pious lady, Fiddhah by name, who lived in a village. I
do not ordinarily visit the ladies but, when I heard many miraculous
stories about her, I felt inclined to see her and went to her village.
People told me that she had a she-goat th~t yielded both milk and
honey. I was amazed to hear this and I bought a new bowl and went
to her house. I said to this pious lady, "I have heam about your she
goat that it gives both milk and honey and I want to have a share of
its benedictions." She gave the she-goat over to me and I milked it. I
saw milk and honey coming out of its teats. We drank its milk and
ate the honey. When I asked her how she had come to possess that
she-goat, she narrated an amazing stol)': There was a time when we
were vel)' poor and we possessed nothing except a she-goat, whose
milk was our only source of subsistence. When Eid-ul-Adhhaa came
round, my husband said to me, "We own nothing except this she
goat; let us sacrifice it in the name of Allah.· I said, "We have nothing
but its milk to live on. Allah Ta'ala has not made it incumbent
(Waajib) upon us to sacrifice an animal in such circumstances." Must
we sacrifice it, even then?" My husband acceded to my desire and we
deferred our sacrifice till the next Eid-ul-Adhhaa. As chance would
have it, we had a guest on that vel)' day and I said to my husband,
"We have been commanded to entertain our guests and we have
nothing but this she-goat; let us slaughter it and cook its meat for
our guest". When my husband prepared to slaughter it, I said to him,
"Better slaughter it outside the house, behind the wall, lest our
children should CIY on seeing it slaughtered." He went outside with
the goat and as soon as he was gone, I saw this she-goat standing on
the wall. As it bore a striking resemblance with our she-goat, I
thought it was the same goat which had broken loose from my
hlisband's grip. When I went outside, I saw to my great astonish
ment that he had already slaughtered our goat and was skinning it. I
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said to him, "How strange! Another she-goat, reSembling our own,
. has come into our house!" When I told him the whole story, he said,

"It is just possible that Allah Ta'ala has granted us a good re<.'Om
pense for sacrificing our she-goat"for the sake of our guest." So, this
is the she-goat that gives both milk and honey; and it is all due to
our entertaining our guest. The lady then said to her child~n, "My.
children, this goat feeds (on what grows) in the hearts. So long as
your hearts continue to be noble and un-tarnished by evil, its milk
will be good but, as soon as your hearts become false, its milk will
also turn bad. Guard your hearts against evils; evefythingwill be of
benefit to you. "

SIXTY

Bahlool Rahmatullah alaihe says: I was,once,walking alcng a
road in Basrah when I came upon some boys playing with almonds
and walnuts, while one of them stood beside them, weeping and
crying. I thought that the boy was crying because he had not got any
almonds or walnuts to play with, so I said to him, "Sonny, cry no
more; I shall buy you some almonds and walnuts to play with". The
boy looked at me and said, "You fool, do you think we have been
Freated for playing?" I asked, "What else have we been created for"?
He replied, "For gaining knowledge and for worshipping Allah
Ta'ala". WhenI said, "May Allah bless your life! How did you come
to know of this." He replied, "Allah Ta'ala says:

"'J·"!.:IV·-:'I""~."'I/\~// ~l'~/. t. /'-,
(f~~J')~~j4' . I.oJIHl

Deemed you then that we had created you {or naught, and that
you would not be returned unto Us? .

I said, "My dear boy, you talk very wisely; give me a few words of
counsel;" whereupon he recited four couplets, which meant: I see
men coming to this world and going away; The world and its riches
are always on the move, with the wings poised for flying away. The
world does not remain with any living man, nor any man lives for
ever to enjoy its pleasures; death and its affiiction are like two horses
always running fast towards men, to trample them and to devour
them. 0 fool, beguiled by the charms of the world!. Just think and
take something (virtues) from this world to serve you in the
Akhirah.
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After this, he looked up towards the heavens, raised his hands in
supplication to Allah, and chanted the following two couplets, with
tears trickling down his cheeks:

o Thou, unto Whom all men cry in humility, 0 Thou, in Whom
everybody puts his trust, 0 Thou, Who fultillest the hopes ofeveryone
who entertains good expectations of Thee, and grantest all his
desires.

After reciting .these verses, he fainted and fell on the ground. I
laid his head in my lap and wiped the dust from his face, with my
sleeve. When he came to his senses, I said to him, "Son, why do you
feel so afraid? You are but a child and no, evil deed has yet been
recorded against you in your book of deeds" He said, "So, you say;
but I always see my mother making a fire and she always puts small
splinters into the hearth first and puts big logs afterwards. I fear
lest, when the Fire of Jahannam is kindled, I should be hurled. into
it, even before the grown-up people!" I said, "My dear boy, you seem
to be very wiSe, give me a few more words of counsel"· At this, he
recited fourteen couplets, which meant: I am lost in heedlessness,
and death is being driven towards me, ever drawing closer. If I do
not die today, I must pass away tomorrow. I pampered my body with
soft, sumptuous clothes, little thinking that it must rot (in the grave)
and decay. Methinks I see my body crumbling into dust, in the pit of
the grave, under mounds of earth. My beauty will soon fade away,
my body reduced to a skeleton, denuded of skin and ·flesh. I see the
hours of my life slipping away, and yet my desires are all unfulfilled.
A long journey lies before me, and I have no provisions for the way.
Ah! I defied my Lord, openly transgressing His commands, while He
watched over me all the time. Alas! I indulged in shameful deeds!
Ah! Whatever is done cannot be undone, and time once passed cane
not be recalled. Ah! I sinned in secret, never let people know of my
heinous sins. But, tomorrow, my secret sins will be revealed, and
presented to my Lord, Ah! I sinned against Him, though fearing
inwardly. Trusting His Infinite Clemency, I sinned most shame
lessly, most audaciously, depending upon His Infinite Forgiveness.
Who else, but He will forgive my sins. Truly, He is worthy of all
Praise!
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Had there been no punishment after death,
No Promise of Jannah, no threat of Jahannam,
In death and decay, there is sufficient admonition,
To keep us away from idle pursuits.
But our reason being confounded,
We do not take warning from anything;
And now there is no hope for us, except that
The All-Forgiving should forgive our sins.
For, when a slave does anything wrong,
It is his Master, none else, Who forgives him.
No doubt 1am the worst of all His men,
I, who betrayed my covenant with my Lord, made in Eternity,
And, it is the incapable slave whose promises carry no weight.
My Lord, what shall be my fate, when the Fire burns my b!XlY?
The Fire that melts the hardest rocks!
Ah! I shall be alone when I pass into the grave,
Lonely and forsaken at the time of death;
I shall be alone when I rise from the grave;
(With none to assist me on that Day)..
a Thou, Who Art Unique, with no partners to Thy Majesty,
Have mercy on my loneliness, on my being forsaken by all.'

Deeply moved by the couplets, I swooned an<J.,on recovering after
a while, found that the boy had gone. I asked the other boys about
him and they said, "Don't you know him? He is a descendant of
Imaam Husain Radhiallalw anlw". I said, "I too wondered and I
believed he was descended from a noble family. It is no wonder that
a descendant of such illustrious ancestors should talk so wisely." May
Allah benefit us from the benedictions of this family! 'Aamin!' "
(Raudh)

SIXTY ONE

Sheikh Shihli Rahmatullah alaihe says: Once, a voice whis
pered in my heart, 'ShibH, you are a miser.'My proud self said, "I am
not a miser." But the voice insisted, "No, you are a miser." I decided
to make a trial of myself and said, addressing my own self, "In order
to prove that I am not a miser, I shall give away any amount that I
happen to receive, however large, to the first poor man that I·come
across after receiving the money." As soon as I had made up my
mind, a man caine and gave me a gift of fity Dinaars, which I took
and went out looking for some poor, needy person, as I had promised
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myself. I soon came upon a blind ragged man getting a hair-cut at a
barber's shop. I put the Dinaars into the blind man'lf lap, who said,
"Give the money to the barber as his wages for cutting my hair". I
said, "These are fifty Dinaars." '(Too large an amount to be given as
wages for a hair-cut). At this, the blind man turned towards me and
said,"Didn't we say;you are a miser?" I hurriedly handed the money
to the hair-dresser, who declined to accept it, saying," Excuse me;
when this man came to me, I decided not to take anything from him
as wages, out of regard for his poverty." I felt so ashamed that I
threw the bag of money into the river, saying, "Curse you, you filthy
wealth! Allah Ta'ala humiliates him who has any regard for you,
just as He has humiliated me~ (Raudh). There is nothing extra-

. ordinazy ~bout the Sheikh's· throwing the Dinaars into the river,
be.cause his sense of honour was wounded. Many similar instances
can be recounted.

(i) Once Sulaiman Alaihissalam was busy inspecting his horses
and he forgot to make remembrance (Zikr) of Allah before
sunset; when he was reminded of it,

8~lr~I;~~~~~J,
He began to slash (with tlie sword) their legs and necks
(slaughter the horses).(Surah Saad: 33)

(ii) Syedah Aishah Radhiallaho anha threw away and broke the
bowl of food sent to her house by one of her co-wives. in the
very presence of Rasulullah SaIZallaho alaihe wasallam.

(iii) Abdullah bin Amar bin 'Aas Radhjallaho anho burnt away a
garment dyed with' 'Usfur' (~ reddish yellow dy~) because
Rasulullah SaIZallaho alaihe· wasallam, on seeing him wearig it,
had said, "What is this?,; indicating his dislike of the dye.

(iv) A man from the Ansaar demolished his domed building on
seeing Rasulullah Sallallaho alaihe wasallam turning away
from him, displeased with his fondness for brick-buildings.

Thus Sheikh Shibili's throwing Dinaars into the rive.r is an
episode which is very much in line with all these incidents.. .
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SIXTY TWO

Sheikh Zun-noon Misri Rahmatullah alaihe, who is one of the
prominent Divines, has related the following story: I was once
walking through ajungle when 1 saw a youth whose bea.rdwas just
beginning to grow,'On seeing me, a tremor ran through his body, his
face turned pale and he was about to run away when I said, "I am
just a man like you. (1 am not a jinn, nor any other supernatural
being), Then why are you scared of me?" He replied, "It is human
beings that 1 fear most," so 1 followed him and asked him, in the
name of Allah, to stop a while, He stopped and I asked him, "Do you
live in this lonely forest, all alone with no one for company or
com'fort? Don't you feel afraid of living in this desolate place?" He
replied, "My Comforter remains with me all the ti:.uc, to soothe my
hcalt." (l thought that he was talking of a friend who might have
gone away). I asked, "Where is he?" and he replied, "He is with me all
the time; infact, He is present everywhere, on my right and on my
left, behind me and in front of me." I asked, "Is there anything with
you to serve you for sustenance?" He replied, "My provisions are also
with me." I asked, "Where are they?" and he said, "He Who provided
for my sustenance when I was in my mother's womb has undertaken
to provide for me in my youth" I said, "One must have something to
eat, after all, in order to gain strength for standing in TahE\i.iud
Salaat, hr fasting by day and for being able to worship one's Lord
with alacrity of mind and body", When I talked in detail about the
necessity of eating and drinking, he went away, after reeitinga few
couplets which meant:

'The friend of Allah (Wali) needs no house to live in; nor does he
like to possess an estate; When he moves from a forest to live on a
hill, the forest weeps over its separation from him; he perseveres in
TahE\i.iud Salsat at night, and in observing fasts by day. You will find
him exhorting himself, by saying, "The more diligent you are in
devotion to your compassionate Lord, the more honoured you will
be in the estimation of Allah and less ashamed to offer Him your
services; When he holds converse with his Lord, in solitude, tears
well forth from- his eyes and he Says, invoking Allah, "Methinks my
heart will b~ with yearning for Thee, 1 want to have neither a
palace made of rubies (in Jannah) and. inhabited by houris, nor the
Garden of Eden, replete with bounteous fruit; my sole desire is
having a Vision of Thee; Grant me to look at Thy Countenance, my
only coveted boon." (Raudh)
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Sheikh Ibrahim Khawas Rahmatullah alaihe says: I was
once travelling through a forest when I came upon a Chirstian
monk, who had tied a sacred string (Zunnar) round his waist (as an
emblem of being a monk). He expressed the desire to accompany me,
and I accepted him as my companion. (There are many instances, in
history, of non-Muslim monks living in company with Muslim Sufi
Sheikhs). After journeying for seven days, without food or drink, the
monk said to me~O,followerofMuhammad,let me see some signs of
your intimacy with your Lord; (for I cannot go without food any
more)'~ I supplicated Allah, saying in secret, "0 Allah, do riot shame
me before this Kaafir". At once I saw a dish on which were placed
some loaves of bread, roasted meat, some fresh dates and a jug of
water. We ate and drank and went on our journey. After seven days'
journey, I hastily said to the Chirstian, before he could put me to
trial again, "0 monk, it is your tum to do something." At this, he
stood up, leaning on his staff, and started making a supplication.
Immediately, two dishes appeared, with twice as much food on them
as had appeared at my supplication. I felt ashamed, my face turned
pale and I was so bewildered and grieved that I refused to take the
food. The Christian insisted that I must eat, but I requested to be
excused. He then said, "Take the food; I have to give you two good
tidings: The first is that I have accepted your faith,

I declare that there is none worthy to be worshipped but Allah,
and I declare that Muhammad is His Rasul.

Saying this, he broke the string round his waist and threw it
away. The second is that I supplicated Allah to grant us food saying,
"0 Allah, if this follower of Muhammad e~oys some position in Thy
estimation, grant us food. So, it was owing to you that we were
granted this food, and I embraced Islam." After this, we ate and
drank and went on journey. We reached Makkah Mukarramah and
performed Hajj. My newly converted brother Muslim stayed in
Makkah and lived there till his death. May Allah grant him
forgiveness!" rRaudh)

There are many such incidents about the non-Muslims' conver
sion to Islam, in the annals of history. The incident also testifies to
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the fact that, sometimeS, Allah Ta'ala grants sustenance to some
people by virtue of others' piety, but they foolishly think it to be
their own achievement and a consequence of their efforts. There are
a number of Ahadith to the effect that: 'You are (often) given help
and provision by virtue of the presence of the weak ones among you'.
It also becomes clear from· this incident that, sometimeS, the non
believers are granted special favours that appear to be a succour
granted to them by Allah, but, in reality, they have been granted to
them owing to the benedictions of the believing MuslimS.

SIXTY FOUR

A Sufi Sheikh relates: Once I bought a slave and brought him
home. When I asked him his name, he replied, "0 master, you can
call me by any name you like." I asked, "What work would you like to
do?" He replied, "Whatever my master commands me to do." I asked,
"What food do you prefer for youself?" He replied, "Whatever my
master gives me to eat". I said, "After all, you must be desiring
something to eat," He replied, "A slave's desire is of no account,
when compared with his master's wishes; a sI8ve's desire is what his
master desires for him". On hearing this, I was moved to tears and J
'said to myself, "You too are a slave of Allah; Who ~ your Lord; you
should also behave towards Your Lord in the same manner". I said to
him, "You have taught me how to behave towards Allah, when I am
alone with Him." Whe~upon the slave-boy recited two couplets,
meaning: Wnat can be more blessed for me than to serve one of
your men, in a way pleasing to Him;

Forgive me, my Lord, in Your Infinite Mercy, my negligence and
my lapses from good behaviour, by virtue of my belief in You as the
Greatest Benefactor and the Most Compassionate One. (Raudh).

SIXTY FIVE

Sheikh Maalik Bin Dinar Rahmatullah alaihe was one of the
renowned Divines of his times. We have -already narrated some
anecdotes from his life in this book. It is said that, in his early life, he
was not a pious man and when sOmeone asked him how he came to
repent of his sins and abandon his evil ways, he related the following
story about himself:-
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I was a policeman, in my youth, and was fond ofwine and would
drink like a fish.! drank day and night and led a carefree life. I
bought a beautiful slave-girl whom I loved most dearly. I had a
daughter from her a lovely child, and I was very fond of her and she
was also very fond of me. When this baby daughter began to walk.
and talk, I loved her an the more and she remained with me all the
time. The inno-cant child had a strange habit. When she saw a glass
of wine in my lund&, she would snatch it away and spill it on my
clothes. Being 1,lDd of her, I did not scold her. As fate would have it,
my innocent ::hi1d died when she was two years old and I was
stunned with shock and heart-sore with bitter grief.

Oue night, the fifteenth of Sha'ban, I was dead drunk and went
to sleep without performing my Isha Salaat. I had a most horrible
dream, in which I saw that it was the Day of Resurrection, with men
coming out of graves, and I was one of those who were being driven
to the Place of Assembly (Maidaan-e-Hashr). I heard the noise of
something following me and, looking back, I saw a huge snake
chasing; me, close behind. Ah! it was a most horrible sight;the snake
had blue catlike eyes, its mouth was wide· open and it was rushing
towards me, most furiously! I ran faster in terror, desperate for my
life, the horrible snake still running after me and drawing closer. I
saw an old man,· dressed in elegant clothes, with rich perfumes
wafting all around his person, I greeted hiIll saying, 'Assallam-o
Alaikum' and he returned my greetings. I said, "For the sake of
Allah, help me in my misery." He said, "I am too weak to help you
against such a mighty foe; it is beyond my powers. But you must go
on running; perhaps you may find some help to save you from it".
Running wildly I saw a cli1f in front of me and climbed it, but on
reaching its top, I saw, beyond it, the raging Fire of Jahannam, with
its most horrifying spectacles. I was so terrified by the snake, that I
ran on, till, I was afraid I would fall into Jahannam. Meanwhile, I
heard a voice calling aloud, "Get back, for, you are not one of them
('Jahannamis)". I came away and began to.run in the opposite
direction. The snake also turned around and came after me. I saw,
again, the white-robed old man and said to him, "Old man, can't you
save me from this python; I asked you before, but you did not help
me". The man began to cry and said, "I am too weak to help you
against such a mighty snake, but I can tell you that there is a hill
nearby where they keep the 'sacred trusts' of the Muslims. If you go
up that hill, you might find something of yours, kept intrust, which
might save you from the snake." I rushed towards the hill, which was
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round in shape, with a large number of open curtained casements.
The casements had golden shutters studded with rich rubies, and
most precious jewels; on each shutter hung a curtain made of the
rarest silk.. When 1 was going to climb the hill, the angels called
aloud, "Open the windows and raise the curtains and come out of
your closets! Here is an unfortunate man in misery; may be you have
with you some 'trust' of his, that might help him in his distress." The
windows opened at once, the curtains went up, and there issued
forth from the casements a host of innocent children, with faces
bright as the full moon. By this time 1 was utterly despondent, for,
the snake had drawn very close to me. Now the children called their
friends, "Come out quickly all of you, for the snake has come very
close to him". Hearing this,more children came out of the windows,
in large crowds, and among them 1 saw my own dear daughter who
had died some time ago. She also espied me and began to weep,
exclaiming, "By Allah! he is my own dear father". She jumped on a
swin~ng cradle, which seemed to be made from heavenly light
(Noor) and darted acroSs to me. Next moment, she was standing by
my side and Hook her to my bosom; she lifted her left hand towards
me and with her right hand motioned the snake away. The snake
went away immediately. Then she gave me a seat and sat in my lap
and began to stroke my beard with her right hand saying, "My dear
father,

Has not the tim£ 00171£ for the Believers (who indulge in sins)
that their hearts should submit in all humility to the rem£mbrance 01
Allah and to the truth which is revealed? (al-Hadeed: 16)

1was moved to tears and asked her, "My daughter, do all of you
know the meanings of the Qur'an?; 'She replied, "We understand
the Holy Qur'an even better than you." 'I asked her, "My dear child,
what was this snake'r 'She said, "It was your own evil deeds which
had made it .so strong that it was about to push you into Jahannam!
1asked, "And who was that white-robed old manor She replied, "That
were your good deeds "and you had made them so weak with your
scanty good deeds that he could not help you against the snake
(though he suggested to you a means of escape)': 1 asked, "What are
all of you doing on this hill'r She replied, "Weare the children of
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Muslims, who died in infanq. We shall live here till the Day of
Resurrection. waitibl to be reunited with you when you come' to us
at last and we shall inten:ede for you with our Lord.'; And then· I
awoke from the dream." with the friPt(of the snake) still heavy on
my helU'L I turned to Allah in repentance, as soon as I arose,and
abOdoneci myevU ways. (BmuIhJ

" . c··l···· ." .··········..···.i!l·..·····..·· ::Cf:··: .:••:;::;;: _ " .,; ... .-. ..... - - .
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EPICOGUE:

I am afraiel this book bas far exceeded its initial plan, which was
to write a small book, but as Iproceecled, it grew in volumeanel went
beyond my origina) elesign. Anel now it has become so voluminous
that few people are likely to read it thoroughly. For, nowadays, we
can afford to spare little time·for the study of religious books. I have,
therefore, been obliged to conclude it at this point, somewhat
abruptly. .

May Allah, in His Infinite Mercy, help the authoI{who considers
himself to be the most insignificant of His men and who remains
ever engrossed in worldly pursuits, ever engaged in sins and acts of
disobedien~to tum to Him in repentance! .May Allah grant the
author a dislike for this despicable world.

I began to write this book in Shawwal, 1366 A.H. But then lwas
prevented by circumstances to continue and had· to delay its
completion. I had a mind to add several other points, but have been
obliged to conclude it on this day, the 22nd of Safar (Thursday
night) in the year 1368 A.H.for fear of making it too large in size.

We conclude with the invocation: "praise be to Allah, The Lord
of theWorlds! And may Allah's choicest blessings and peace be-upon
the most virtuous of all Rasuls and upon his family, and his
Companions, and on alIbis followers! And for this we invoke your
Mercy, 0 You, the Most Merciful of those who are mercifuU"

MUHAMMAD ZAKARIYYA KANDHALVI,
(May Allah grUnt him Forgiveness)

Macli'aMah Muiahlr Uloom
SAHARANPUR

~~~~~
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GLOSSARY FOR FAZ'AIL-E-SADAQAT

The original Arabie Names and Terrns~that are undeOltood all over the Muslim
World have been retained untranlliated. These are often printed within 'Commas' and have been
explained in the following Glossary, so as to facilitate their correct pronunciation and meanings.

The Symbol (') used in such words all 'ja'far-Ka'abah' lltandll ,for Arabie letters ( ).
The symhol (') slands for prolonged 'a' sound';' 'Qur·an'.

Translitcration

'Aalim

Aameen (Amin)

Abdaal

Abraar

Aadam (Adam)

, 'Afv

Ahadith

Ahl·ul·Bait

Ahqaaf

'AJam

'AJaml

Arabic

..."
~,

:;i&
~
~L;.1

~'I.,... "I
1tI
~

.2

Meanin,

"N'

A Seholar oflsJam

May AlliI!) accept it

A specific rank among saints

The righteous.ones

The first ma" and ~he Prophet

The supernuous; thllt which exceeds one:s needs.

Plural of Hadith (saying of Rasulullahl.

MembCOl of the family of Riuulullah Sallallalla alQiIi£
wasallam
Long and winding tracts of sandhills where the'~pIe

of'And lived. '
Non-Arabs/Persians/Persia.

A non-Arab, a peOlian,

Akhlrah IAkhlrat)

Alalhlssalam

0·...,
~ The Hereafter

t.'~f~
;a., ,... Peace be upon him,

A1lah·...Akbar

AII.h 811bhan.h1l
wa-Ta'al.
A1lahT.'.la

Allah;is the Greatest of all

Allah, the Exalt«l, beyond all imperfectiolUl

Allah, the Exalted
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Allah "ana ~t:."~.\iI' Allah. the Sublime
Sh.nohu

~'AlI.m.h A highly learned person

A'm••l ~ Deeds.

Am••nt .:Za Trust

Comm.~nderor the faithful

The Prophets. Name of a Surah or the 1I0ly Qur'an

The Mndinan followers of RtUulullah Sallallaho alaihe
wasallam who orrered him rru. after the H.utah
One or the Madinan followers of Rasulullah

Am..r-ul
Mo'mlneen
Ana.ar (Annr)

Ana••rI (Annrl)

Ambl)'ll(Ambla)

People or the Surrah. Surrah was a raiaedplatform In
the sacred M8l\iid at Madinah. Some People lived there.
en~ in devotions and. In learning the sacred
knowledp from Rasulullah Sallallaho aIa.I'he WGIGllam
The len who were promised Paradiee: Abu BakT, Umar,
Uthman, Ali, Talha, Zubalr, AbdUl' Rabmanbin 'Aur,
Ss'd bin Abl Waqqas, Ss'eed bin Zaid, Abu Ubaidah bin
AI·Jonah Radhiallaho anhum.
Plural of ,Shah1" (months)

.-,.,
~

~, ,
~ The sacrince 01 an animal made on the seventh, day

aner the birth 01 an infant, when the hair on its head
is shaved off.

•''''' 1. The ninth day or ZuI·Hijjah.
.v..1'2. A vast plain near Makkah where the hlliis

, _mble on the ninth clay or ZuI·Hijjah,
3. The set oratandlng. 'Ararah, an obligatory rite

oltha Hl\ii.
~, One who knows hia Lord,a ulnt or gnostic.

- ,
,}...J. The Throne of Allah.

~"~""~~,

·Aq....h

·Ad.h

'AuIf('ArIf)

'Ash-hur

Aah.....lU-Sua.h

'Ank

'Aahrah
Mub..hanh

'Au

Aanl.mo 'Al.lkum

AullYll

The time (.Iso name of SslaM) betweeen afternoon and
Sunael.
Peace be upon you (greetinp of Muslims)

Plural orWali, (Saints)

Ay.t'
....
~I ' A vera or the Holy Qur'.n

A,...t

A)')'.m-ut.TUhneq

'w
O~' P1uralor'Ay.'

.~ ~ II' ' .V.~ ~.. The 11th, 12th. 13th of ZuI·Hijjah
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1111if The ealtror 'Sallat

"B"

7."

Badr

Baltullah

B.lt·..I~Mal

Balth Bakh

Banu Israel (Bani
Isr~elJ
BanuSuialm

Barkah (Barakat)

Barzakh

Bld'at

Jiismillah

"J""! The plain where the f1rat NUIe 01 Islam w. fought.
..iI Also the Batttle fought at Badr
~ 'The Hoolle of Allah; The Ka'bah

~ Treuury of MualiJnll '
,

~ 'i!::t' ;How wonderlUl!

l)J~f~'"
~l.r! Progeny (clan) orIsrael.

&. '
(0-;;" ~ Clan ofSulaim

.~~
~ Blessings

."1 ~ __ ._ :: _ .,_'
C~ The Interworld or 'The World 01 the Graye' or
. • purgatory where the sinnen are puniahed before their

fi,nal'reeken ing on the Day 01 Judgmellt
~ Innovation in religion

.!.. ~
ct.AJ-H, In the nameot Allah

"C"

Chaasht

Chl.hUn·at

DeJjal

- '\1-
'-"-' l:f .<Persian) Arabic •Dhl1h...· . i.e. forenoon

.;)/ oI>li~aLory foreJUlOJl Salaat;.,\
~ Chishtiy at'Sehoolorthought in Sul'l8m

IslaJtlie Anti·Chir""

time; non·

Deen (Din)

Derwelih (DeNish) ,

Dlnaar (Deanaar)

~'

Dirham

Dur~ (Dar004)

Dua'a(Du'a)

',Ub
c.7' A smalh:oin orvalue one-sixth 01 aDirham.(8iJYerpiee:e)

,
~~ Religion

"Jj"
~: A fakir. a saint. an ~Ie

"'1":'1
,J~. Gold·piece. a uliit ,of currency in the earlydaya oIlaI~

rti A silver-p.) a small unit 01 currency iii thedaya of
" ;.".. RaalIllIlI8Il . .
)J.JJ Invoki., bl_nlS 01 Allah on Raaulullah SolJDIlaJao
, "" alai1le --.,,,,,")
\S~ Crying unto Allah i". di!ltra:a: supplication. beggin~

f_raofAliah
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'Eid

Glossary

".~...-:? Muslim religious festival

'Eldgah

'Zid-ul-Allahaa

'Elsa (Easa)

~
,.~

~

A place where 'Eid' prayers are olTered

The 'Eid of animal sacrifices

Prophet Jesus

FaJr }
,,...

Fakir ~
,,,II'

Falaah t"
I~

Fard (Fardh) ~J

Fardh-ie-Klfayah ~::/--:"... 'JOt
Faaslq (Fasiq) ~\i

Fatwaa
Y.,.e
~

Flkr ~
Flqh Hanball ~,~

.(,..
Fiqh ~

U1"
FiYaun Y"~....

FUr (Fitar) ;J'
"'''-

Fuqahaa -~

Dawn (Morning Salllllt)

saint; Ascetic

Well-being, success in this world and in the hereafter

(PI. 'Faraaidhl An obligatory rite.

Collectively obligatory (that which if fulfilled) by ~ part
ofthe 'community absolves the rest)
Evil-di>er

Relgion-Ieglll verdict

Worrying; Deep concern for something lone's religion,
or mission, etc.)
A lIChool of thought in Islamic Jurisprudence led by
rmaain Ahmad bin Hanbal Rahmtulla:. alaihi
Jurisprudence

Phllr....h, King of Egypt who defied Musaa
(Alajhissalam)
Obligatory Sadaqah given at the end of Ramadhan

Plural of 'F8(ICCh', One deeply read in ISlamic
Jurislirudence

Gharoor

Ghlnaa

Ha*.1j(HaJi)

,,<
..../~ T.he·Oevii(Sntiln (lit, The Deciver)

I ••

I.P; Riches: Sufficiency; deep sense of.freedom from want.

11"11.. .,
·G~ \ One wbo pef,orms 'Hl\ij (A pilgrim)
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Hadlth

Hadlth-e.Qudsi

.I~
~ Saying oC the prophet

-L., ,.,
($"»~,~ A Radith which gives words spoken by Allah Ta'ala.

Hadharmout
Hazarmont
Ha.nz

Name ofa valley in the. Yemen

One who remembers the Qur'lIft by heart

Hajj

Halasl

Hanan

Haq
Shanohu
H"-raam

RlIsh"mlte

Ta' ..la

~ Pilgrimage to the Uoly Makkah

~ Lawful...-: ....ir In Islamic Jurisproudence. The school oC though led by
, I"",am Abu lIanifah. The follOwer. of lmaam Abu

.I" .,.rc:' Hanifah .
~~W~ Allah, the Exalted

" I""('~ Forbidden, relgiously unlawful

~ A memebr·ofthe 8anu Hashim·Tribe,.
Rateem

R8Zrll~ (Radhr"t)

R"ldiyyll

(AI:llateemJ. A semi-circular wall (ori the northwest
side of the Ka'bah the area between' it and the Ka'bah
is named 'al-lIur'
Respected elder

~it Gill, boon

RldllYllt Divine Guidance; 'A light by which you may
distinguish between truthnnd falsehood ..
Migration in the Path of Allah

Runeyn .<"
~ A valley ne"r M"kkah

'T'

'lbadllt ([badah \

JCtBtlr (War)

In.ha-Allah

hhIGnC..

,lCf
l.;)t;... ,

worship

Leg"lIy pr("scribed pcdod of waiting, during which a.
'woman nl:'y not remarry after being widowed or ..
divorced

Breaking lhe tt"t

Filith .In relgion)

ffAII,'h wbhes

Inward !~".c..\,d_ii.J~king in"t.hemind
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Uhaa Osha)

IsU,hCar

l'UkaaC

. JahannllRl

.tahllllriaml

JaJDll'.·'at(Jamw. at)

Jannah (Jannat)

JannaU

Jannat.lIl·Flrdous .

·Jehad(Jeh.ad)

Jlbrall
Walhlualam)
.lInn

Jllmll'ah

Kabbalr

Xa'ba (h)

Xanr

XaaCoor

Xallmha (Xallmah
Ta)'Yibah)
lDIaiall

KhaUCah

GID.""

J.~

~.. Seekins rorai_ ofAllah

~ DtoYotlonal_luaion in a moeque ,cir a fixed period
~ ...~.:r..t Azrael; The anp of'death

"J"
~ ......,

.:.:t:' Hell, ......
.~ Dweller or Hell

.:.:.&
~ Congreption congrepti""al prayer
."1,
~ Paradise

,1.;'
~An inhabitant 01' Jannat

"",~t~The highalt category or Paradise

'\~ '"

)TV Relp;u. War

~1!
~ The Angle 'Gabriel'

~. The sprita;Genii
".~

~ Friday (or Friday Prayers)

...""..t\S' MI\io" .ins .

~,,~

~ The holy mosqut- or Malik,ah

.~
}, Non-belieyer

",'"
..J/V Camphor

4:l-U" The (purer KAlimah i.e. .ss..tation of lhe Onc~CBII of

J~ .AlIah
.. 1. Using a toolh-piek al." lI\('al"

, The lOoth·pirk.
3. Combing lhebcard "'ilh one'. finj;crs (while

performing Wudhu).
4. Rubbing lheinnt-r sidl'S of one'. wes lhciule

linger,80116 to lel lilt- wa,..r run through lh"m
:~f (while performing Wudhu)

. ", Caliph .
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Khankah

KhuJara..
Ra.hldeen
Khutbah

4.",

Atili.
~~LJ ..~

~

A cloister, a place where the novices in Sufism
_inte with their 8pritualleader
The first rour (veracious) caJiphll in Islamic History;
Abu Dab, Umar, Uthman, Ali (Radhiallaho anhum)
Sermon

Protectl'd Tablet in the Heavens

Luqmon. thewi8e.The Holy Qur'an quotes 0 nilml)~i:

of his wi.., sayinG". ' .

l.'lolth African

Khyber

Klraaman Ka~lbe.n

Kulr

Labbaik

LaUat·ur.qadr

Loh·I·M"htooz

Luqmun

Madlnah. ,
Muna_arah,
Madr...",h'

Milfhrib

Mrhribl

. A place near Madinah known for its rich vine-yat'ds

.~."V~' ("and dense dat..·plantationa.
~ 11 1; Two angles who write down each and every deed of

,-, man
,;.( Non-bl'Jjef. Infidelity

"1/'
""~\"'.(-
~ 'At Thy lM!rvicl' eMy- Lord)?

." -'", .....,....
•:1.11 ~', \

J- 4J.::! The night Qf power (most bleued night of Ramadhan)

t!.1 1,;' "

""-"'Er
~

~-i'.r'I!:, "
ti"1~..Le The oity of Rasulullah Sallal/alao alalaihi wasallam...,.,. -,
~ ~~::Y.The iIIumin~city!

, ,
~ Sunset. also SA.la9tj~st after sunset

~

Mahr

Mahrool1t

Dower. Bridal money

Ilcpl'ivro

Maldan·e-hashr

Makkah

Makkans

M"'kroh (Makruh)

Mann

Marhllhull

",~", ,...,.....,
~Ul~ The place (>1' as.~mblage fHI' Rcekoll'ngon the Day or

, -C- Judgement _ .
&- Makbh. ('apital of Arahia

:'~~~ The dwell"rs ofMakkoh'

aj~':i"'" Dislik<-d (He{ ion 1. undesirable

Rcp,oa,-hfuily reminding a perllon of one's r.vours to
him; t>tlkilll' proudly. of one'. Jl'!"eroeity:wwarilsll

'pel'6On; tkllint the beneficiary or:ot.hera tbat, be i.
iri,deht~d 1-0 the he""racwr
WE-lenlnc!
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Me'r\fat

Ma.haaikh

Gnosi. True knowledge of Allah and lIis Attributes;

Sheikh (Relgious diviitesO

Holy m08llue of the prophet at Madinah

Our moster (term of respect used for religious scholar)

Ma.jid

Ma.jld'i·Nabavt

Maulana

Minaa

."

~ MfJl;rlUe

~
,,;-/ .....

£1:
1

~ N.lne of a valley neilI'. Makkah.

M.·~aj,ul.

Mo'ntIneen
Mi"~linahl

The nesension of the prophet towards heavens

SaI;t8t. AScension for the belivers, because' while in
Sahwt One attoin. ma.~imum Iieornefill to Allah
Chief Secretary to a sOvereign

.. Muhaddlth

Motmin

Mo'lnlnoon

Modd

Muez:p;ln

MuOis

MUhiljlr

~ ."'#
~~ A great Schol8l' of lIadith

~ ~~i./:Jo ·A believer

~~. ~~
~.,.. Believers

..t: Th.,. amount of grain, etc., which a man with average
sized hands Can hold with b"oth' hands extended (Four

'''::~ 'nlUdds' make.n "Soa')
U]:I' One who calls Anzan

.-~

~ Kmigraot· from Mccel! to Modiollh hefore the fall 'of
Makkah

Muhajireen

Mujahid

Mujahideen

Munan.q

AoIl.I, .
... ~ .,,~

&~~.. -" .

Plural of Muhlljir

Orie whostrives in the path of Allar

Plural.o('Mujllhid' .

Hypocrtie

Munafiqeen ~~..... ' Plural of 'Muoali,t"

Munk... Na:k,,·:

Muqarrabooll .~~~
U.t.r-

Two angle:; who inthmgate aho'l! the taith t}f the
ctcc\.'a.~~d in the Grave
ThOse who have altllined ncal"ll~ss to AlI~h To'ille.

Mustahab·
..:j,;~
.,-.. That which ;R desirahl,!•.comrnenduhlc
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Mut.w.kkil

Mut.w.kkileen

Muw.hhid

Nabi

Nubuww.t

Nan

NaC.

Namaz

Namrud

Nawa.ti1

. (Nul') Noor

Purdah (Pal'dah)

. Qaari (Qui)

Qadhl

Qiyamah

Qiblah

Qlraat

QuclsiHadlth

Qllralora

'~;~.'~ One who puts complete trust in Allah

~.",~.".. '"':~.
~~ Plumlof'Mulwakkif

',~"':¥,.. One. who helieves lirmly that Allah.is one and thai He
has nOI1.1.'tncrs, neither in His.aclion nor in His
Attributes;' Nunitnrilln

liN II

Prollhet.

Pl'Ophethood.

Non~obliililtory. optional

Psyche; The evil self; Tb.. baser Self;The bestial side of
man; The animality of man, expressing itself in his
carniil desires.'
(J'ersian)Snlaat (MJ'slilTl worship)

" .
~ The ~reilttyrant,king who defied Ihrahirn AlaibisSalam
".:(:'. arid Wh.Oelafmed to bea god. . .
fJ!'.jJ Plural .of 'NidI'

~ Light,Effulgence

"P"
,,~,

Il~ (peFsian) The veil, the practice of wearing a veil (called
'Buraqah) fOf the wolTIen.

, ~

~\;' One who recites the Qur'an correctly, ..

.J~~::~ Ajudge. in an Islamic court of law

~g. The Day of Judgement

<,..
~ Direction, in which one faces, Direction Elf Ka'bah,

,"'":.lJ,i Reeitaiionof the Holy Qur'an.

~ A Hadith which gives words spoken by Allah Ta·ala., ,·d.-!f. "f)'

.'A f~m...~s tj.ib~" of Aralia, to which the prophet",
~".belonged. '.'
-~Najrie of a dan living in' Madinah Muna_arah
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Radhiallaho
anhum
Radhlallaho
anhuma
Raudhah

Raheeq

Rahmatullah
alalhe
Rahmatulllllh
alalha
Rahmatullah
alalhlm
Rahmatlillah
alalhlma

..Rak'at (Rakaat)

Ramadhan

jY
~ Glorioue Qur'an.

'~~"'~.. ,:,"",,~
~4»IW',;'..J May Allah be~ with them 811

May Allah be ple-el with both of them

MlIUIIOIeuJD; tbe Tomnb:

' .......,... .P.
~ A kind oI'pure wine which the believer will be eened in

~~ J8IIhah· .
'" ~.B~n.OrAllah be upon him.

. .

Blesinp ofAllah be upon her

LBI_inp,.of Allah be upon them

BlelIainpof·Allahbe upon both oftbe~

A u.nit oI'prayer. in,volving Qiyaam, one rullU . and' two
OI\idh...
Tbemonth offllllting

. RlImadhan.:ul.:
Mubarak
Ruul (RallOOl).

Rasulullah

The Mc:red month of Ramadhan

The. me_ngar (01' Allah)

The meaeenger of Allah

The act of \IowinC before Allah in Salsat,
A eectiOn of· Sqrafl in tbe Holy Qur'sn,
GUl\unexion, Bowilig, .

The. pleal!lre of Allah; A .... of mind in which one is
pkoailM. With Clne'e·Lord imd Creator in all
tircu~,j:ood·or~~.

TheWlOmb; the word iyboliiea blood relatione.

Rldha

Rihm

Risalat

.Ruku'

. "'",,-..J
~.

=tThe orote of the InII8engel' of Allllh.J~rophethooct.1

ttJi.
t.

Sadaqaat

~
~

li~1I

II . •
A me8Iu;re.eqIliv~ntto fQlir 'niudcla',

. ..' -

Chsri~ .(fluraJ.~$lIctaqah).
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f:tc'~~
~l' Obligatory Sadaqllh, given at. the end of Ramdhan.

sara and Marwah

Sahaalf

Sahabah

.~~
~
JIi........
~

As-Sara andal-Marwah, the two small hilla near the
Ka'bah.
The Holy Booklets, othc- than the four (tn.IQor) books,
revelead to the prophets from time to time.
Companions of the Prophet, Plural of'Sahabi'

Sahabl

Sajdah

A companion of the Prophet

Pr08tration (especially in Sa1u!t)

Salaat
-I ....

~ laIamlc way or worilhipping Allah

A riwlet in Parlldlee.

Salam

Salaat·ul·Kusuf d~~Jl ..;;. Sal.... obaerved at the time or.otar ecU....

jJ::; ~ Peace!, Formallalamic greetinp.

alOih: ~.i»IJ:.:; Bleaaing and pe_ be upon hIm from AIIabSallallaho
...allam
Sa1J;abeel

Sha'baan

Shab-e·Barlla't

~:'li= 7th month or lalAmtc calender

t~!.~ The 15th night of Sha'ban.

Shahdah(Shfthdat

Shaheed (Shfthid)

," .-
;~ Manyrdom

/,

~ Amartry

IITII

T..neem

Taubah.

A rivulet in paradi8e.

Repentance

Taufeaq.

Tauheacl

Taurah

,.
iJ.!;...., ~
.~

m
f$

Divine belp to perform &bOd deeda.

One_orAllah

The Torah. Old Testament

Circumambulation of the Holy Ka'bab.

Tawakkul

'~f .#J:. .
U-.J~I&I"'"'" The mu-Ioua power to traverae thouaancla of mil" in

""" af_ ....,,; Tr1IlIt in AIIab

""~ Btead cnunbled IIftlhlliud wi&h_P. wh.i~·1III!Yhave
•• peIce 01-.& in It.
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Toor :II!
~ A mountain in the valley oCSina

"U"
Uhad

Ulama

A mountain near Madiah Munawwarah

PluraloC 'Alim' (Scholar oC Islam)

Ummah !Ummat)

Ummul Mo'mineen

'Umrah

"UsCoor

'Usher

-"~c.:.,
~"q~JI.........~U'

",-,
'bi"

Followers oC a prophet (viz, Muslims)

Mother ofthe believers (any wife of.the Holy Prophet)

The little' pilgrimage, oonsisiting of the rites at the
Ka'bah and the running between As-safa and and AI·
marwah,
S.,arrow.

Tithe; obligatory poor-due on loud (Amounting to one
tenth of the produc:e of any un-irrigated land),

"V"

Vizier '. '
~1,~ Minister

A saint, a friend of Allah

Anblution

Wl"lding-feast

(Literaly) Weakness; enervation, Rasulul/ahwas asked.
what he meant by 'Wahn' and he replied, "Love of the
world and dislike of death",
Incumbent

Trust, Endowment

ISp Valley

0';
,
~
'!,J

~,

~,

j")~
".,:.."

WakC

Wudhu (Wudu)

WalI

Wajlb

Waleemah

Whn

Wadie (Wadi)

"Y"

Yaqeen • ~ Faith; Perfect belief; conviction

"Z"

Z"hld
~\;
':. Ascetic; one who hAS renounced the world and its

pleasures
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Zabl,lr
Zakaat

ZamZam

Zsnjsbil

Zilqs'dah

Zohr (Zuhur)

Zuhd

Zul Hajj
Jlujjah)
Zunnar

(Zul

.
~...~

,-'
~

,1'6]

Jts

The Book urSalma.
The poor-due obligatorY Sadaqah due from the rich to

th.e P!Jor.
The saered well near the Ka'bah at Makkah

Ginger, Name or a rivulet in Paradise

The 11th rnonth of Islamic c:alen4er

P·roweted commullitiesauch 88 Jews arid Chriatians
Living in lin Islamic slate
The allrnoon. Allernoon SaIBRt

Abslendance, renucication, asceticism

The last monlh of Islamic calender

A thread worn hyvarious non-theives round their waist
as a symhol of lheir creed.

•••f ••••·"·....·ltn."....~.::~:::~!:;::~:::~::::!~ ...•,.., ...1.......,. I.···~····· ...··......·....··..·
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